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SP-7037(247)] published by NASA during 1989.
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Office of Management
Scientific and Technical Information Division
Washtngton. DC 1990
This index is available from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS), Springfield,
Virginia 22161 on standing order subscription as PB89-914100 at the price of $16.50 domes-
tic; $33,00 foreign.
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037(236) through NASA SP-
7037(247) of Aeronautica/Engineering: A Continuing Bibliography. NASA SP-7037, and its supplements have
been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA),
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by the two contributing
organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N89-10000).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A89-10000 series).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author,
number, report number, and accession number index.
corporate source, foreign technology, contract
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that the
following term or terms are used instead. For example:
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area,
under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:
FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for
particular items; this is because subject terms may include documents on different aspects of the same subject
term. For example:
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including pilot role, instrument landing systems and guidance aids.
Airport congestion as constraint on air travel, considering runway capacity and adjusted demand.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index.
Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching on the index for variants of an author's name.
For example:
EMELIANOV, M. D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M. D.
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-section
citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational component) does
not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV. (Source citation entry)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. (Source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY INDEX
The foreign technology index identifies research performed outside of the United States. Listings in this index are
arranged alphabetically by country of intellectual origin. For example:
CHINA, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in
this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may require multiple searching
for variants. For example:
AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging activity
appear in this index. Variations in cataloging may result in different report number series. For example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in the
appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this
index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column,
the desired supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 150 will be found in Supplement 238
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aeronautical Engineering Supplements is found
in the Introduction to the most currently issued Supplement.
PUBLIC COLLECTIONS OF NASA DOCUMENTS
DOMESTIC: NASA and NASA-sponsored documents and a large number of aerospace publications are available
to the public for reference purposes at the library maintained by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronau-
tics, Technical Information Service, 555 West 57th Street, 12th Floor, New York, NY 10019.
EUROPEAN: An extensive collection of NASA and NASA-sponsored publications is maintained by the British
Library Lending Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire, England for public access. The British Library Lending
Division also has available many of the non-NASA publications cited in STAR. European requesters may purchase
facsimile copy or microfiche of NASA and NASA-sponsored documents, those identified by both the symbols #
and * from ESA -- Information Retrieval Service European Space Agnecy, 8-10 rue Mario-Nikis, 75738 CEDEX
15, France.
FEDERAL DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROGRAM
In order to provide the general public with greater access to U.S. Government publications, Congress established
the Federal Depository Library Program under the Government Printing Office (GPO), with 51 regional depositories
responsible for permanent retention of material, inter-library loan, and reference services. At least one copy of
nearly every NASA and NASA-sponsored publication, either in printed or microfiche format, is received and retained
by the 51 regional depositories. A list of the regional GPO libraries, arranged alphabetically by state, appears on
the inside back cover. These libraries are not sales outlets. A local library can contact a Regional Depository to
help locate specific reports, or direct contact may be made by an individual.
iv
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SUBJECT HEADING I
J
AEROSPACE PLANES
-- Technology issues associated with fueling the national
erospace plane with slush hydrogen
NASA-TM-101386] _
ACCESSION
L._._J _ _1 NUMBER
The subject heading is a key to the subject content
of the document. The title is used to provide a
description of the subject matter. When the title is
insufficiently descriptive of document content, a
title extension is added, separated from the title
by three hyphens. The (NASA or AIAA) accession
number and the page number are included in each
entry to assist the user in locating the abstract in
the abstract section. If applicable, a report number
is also included as an aid in identifying the docu-
ment. Under any one subject heading, the acces-
sion numbers are arranged in sequence with the
AIAA accession numbers appearing first.
A
A-10 AIRCRAFT
Sonic fatigue life increase of the A-10 gunbay
IAIAA PAPER 89-1359] p 390 A89-30834
Operational test plan concept for evaluation of close
air support alternative aircraft
lAD-A2081851 p 835 N89-28513
A-300 AIRCRAFT
Takeoff drag prediction for airbus A300-600 and A310
compared with flight test results p 228 A89-22810
Comparison of the results of tests on A300 aircraft in
the PAE 5 metre and the ONERA F1 wind tunnels
p 300 N89-16849
A-310 AIRCRAFT
B747-400 aircraft condition monitoring system - A
consistent step forward based on the proven A310
concept
I AIAA PAPER 89-21001 p 759 A89-49458
The accurate measurement of drag in the 8 ft x 8 ft
tunnel p 337 N89-t6855
A-320 AIRCRAFT
A320 - The next generation airline aircraft
p 237 A89-24853
Use of color displays in the A320 cockpit
[SAE PAPER 881416J p 319 A89.28200
Color displays can reduce workload
p 532 A89.38949
System testing exemplified by the A320.1anding flaps
flight maneuvering system
]MBB.UT.0t 31.88.PUB I p614 A89.4293g
A320 - Past definitions and future possibilities
p 755 A89.48549
Lateral electric flight control laws of s civil aircraft based
upon eigenstructure assignment technique
]AIAA PAPER 89-35941 p 851 A89-52718
The CFM 58.5 on the A.320 st Air France
b 320 N89-16793
A*4 AIRCRAFT
Skyhawk soars again p 228 A89.21845
A-7 AIRCRAFT
Simple model for predicting time to roll wings level in
the A-7E p 113 A89-16099
Aerodynamic improvement of a current attack aircraft
through numerical wing design
[AIAA PAPER 89-33841 p 732 A89-49085
ABLATION
Approximate calculations of viscous drag and
aerodynamic heating p 10 A89-11157
Shape calculation of bodies ablating under the effect
of aerodynamic heating during motion in an arbitrary
trajectory p 121 A89-13339
Experimental research of flow separation, heat transfer
and ablation on flat plate-wedges in supersonic, turbulent
flow p 292 A89-25938
Nonequilibbum viscous hypersonic flows over ablating
Teflon surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 89-03141 p 293 A89-28368
ABORT TRAJECTORIES
Transformation techniques for minimax optimal control
problems and their application to optimal flight trajectories
in a windshear - Optimal abort landing trajectories
p 245 A89-24526
Abort landing guidance trajectories in the presence of
windshear p 481 A89-32725
ABORTED MISSIONS
Simulator evaluation of a display for a Takeoff
Performance Monitoring System
INASA-TP-2908] p 615 N89-23469
ABRASION
Evolution of rotor blade abrasion strips at Sell Helicopter
Textron p 604 A8g-41589
ABRASION RESISTANCE
The prospects for advanced polymer-, metal- and
ceramic-matrix composites p 267 A89-20978
Evaluation of barrier cable impact pad materials
lAD.A207554] p 792 N89-26864
ABSORBERS (MATERIALS)
Attenuation of btast waves using foam and other
materials
{AD-A203148] p 505 N89-21632
ABSTRACTS
Rotary balances: A selected, annotated bibliography
INASA-TM-41051 p 408 N89-18500
AC GENERATORS
The solution of 3-D temperature distribution in a cycling
oil cooled aircraft ac generator by network topology
method p 701 A89-46282
ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS
Selection of combined accelerated test regimes for
aircraft components p 754 A89-47980
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
Boundary layer measurements on an airfoil at low
Reynolds numbers in an accelerating flow from a nonzero
base velocity
IAIAA PAPER 89-0569] p 288 A89-25458
A new computational method applied to acceleration
potential theory --- of helicopter rotors
IONERA, TP NO 1988-131J p 364 A89-29282
On the accelerating airflow problem in the test section
of a transonic wind tunnel p 541 A89.39477
Acceleration forces aboard NASA KC.135 aircraft during
microgravity maneuvers p 620 A89-42022
Acceleration test for aircraft low-pass filter
[PB89-1162631 p 557 N89-22807
Injuries to seat occupants of light airplanes
[AD-A207579] p 749 N89.28830
Identification of an adequate model for collective
response dynamics of a Sea King helicopter in hover
lAD-A2080601 p 836 N89-29341
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
Aerial delivery of personnel in ground proximity
IAIAA PAPER 89-08871 p 461 Aag-35207
G-seat heave motion cueing for improved handling in
helicopter simulators
IAIAA PAPER 89-33371 p 788 Aag-4838g
Brain 02 reserve limiter for high performance aircraft
[AD-D014137] p 783 N8g-26858
ACCELERATORS
The ram accelerator and its applications - A new
approach for reaching ultrahigh velocities
p 63 A89.12884
Propulsion cycles for transatmospheric accelerators
p 840 A89-54328
ACCELEROMETERS
The measurement and control of helicopter blade modal
response using blade-mounted accelerometers
p 229 A89-23336
The optical bidirectional accelerometer --- for
microgravity experiments p 553 A89-36966
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
European airworthiness control for the 1990s
ISAE PAPER 880936] p 2 A89-12320
The role of manufacturer in the accident investigation
p 223 A89-23335
Accident/incident data analysis database summaries,
volume 1
[DOT/FAA/DS-89/17-1 ] p 827 N89-29332
Accident/incident data analysis database summaries,
volume 2
IDOT/FAA/DS-89/17-21 p 828 N89-29333
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
On design and projected use of Doppler radar al'_d
low-level windshear alert systems in aircraft terminal
operations
IAIAA PAPER 89-07041 p 302 A89-25545
Weather accident prevention using the tools that we
have
IAIAA PAPER 89.0707] p 302 A89-25547
Enroute convective turbulence deviation considerations
on short segments
IAIAA PAPER 89-0738] p 302 A89-25555
Airline operations and the contaminated runway
[SAE PAPER 8814601 p 658 A89-47339
Safe skies for tomorrow: Aviation safety in a competitive
environment
]PB89-114318] p 524 N89-22591
Analysis of a system to prevent helicopter rotor
blade-airframe strikes
lAD-A209804] p 767 N89-27649
ACCURACY
Accuracy versus convergence rates for a three
dimensional multistage Euler code p 135 A89-13592
Estimating aircraft airframe tooling cost: An alternative
to DAPCA 3
]AD-A201506] p 360 N89-19226
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
ACOUStiCaspects of a radial diffuser
p 434 A89-29351
Twin-jet screech suppression
IAIAA PAPER 89-11401 p 504 A89-33768
Lateral noise attenuation of the advanced propeller of
the propfan test assessment aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-10571 p 564 A89-36217
Reduction of sound transmission through fuselage wails
by alternate resonance tuning (A.RT)
IAIAA PAPER 89-10461 p 631 A89-40470
ACOUSTIC DUCTS
Study of propagating acoustic sources in a fan intake
by modal analysis of tone noise
]ONERA, TP NO. 1988-101 ] p 434 A89-29:,!53
The acoustics of a lined duct with flow
INLR-TR-87002-U I p 139 N89-12363
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
AE load-cycle dependence applied to monitoring fatigue
crack growth under complex loading conditions ... in
aircraft parts p 420 A89-31599
Prediction of wake.interaction noise in axial.flow
machines - Application to helicopter fenestron
p 504 A89-35388
Acoustic emission testing the F.111
p 541 A89.39008
Acoustic emission detection of crack presence and crack
advance during flight p 625 A89.42853
Application of signal analysis to acoustic emission from
s cyclically loaded aluminum joint specimen
p 799 A89.47862
AE monitoring of airframe structure during full scale
fatigue test p 863 A89-53322
Long term possibilities for nondestructive evaluation for
US Navy aircraft p 350 N8g-17;._59
ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
Measurements in the field of a spark excited
compressible axisymmetric jet p 203 A89.18948
A-R
ACOUSTICFATIGUE
Controloflaminar separation over airfoils by acoustic
excitation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0565] p 288 A89-25454
Control of flow separation by acoustic excitation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0973] p 365 A89-30487
Control of wall-separated flow by internal acoustic
excitation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0974] p 366 A89-30488
Sonic fatigue life increase of the A-10 gunbay
[AIAA PAPER 89.1359] p 390 A89-30834
Noise reduction of a composite cylinder subjected to
random acoustic excitation
[AIAA PAPER 89.1049] p 501 A89-33708
Airfoil profile drag increase due to acoustic excitation
[AIAA PAPER 89-1069] p 501 A89-33715
Sonic fatigue and nonlinear response of stiffened
panels
[AIAA PAPER 89-1101] p 492 A89-33741
Separation control on an airfoil by padodic forcing
p 509 A89.36922
Structure of artificial perturbations generated by an
external acoustic source in a supersonic boundary layer
p 740 A89.50933
Control of laminar separation over airfoils by acoustic
excitation
[NASA.TM.101379] p 87 N89-12552
The effects of nonlinear damping on the large deflection
response of structures subjected to random excitation
p 193 N89.13796
Application of the mobility power flow approach to
structural response from distdbutad loading
[NASA-CR-181342] p 193 N89-13817
ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
The damped solution to sonic fatigue in the KC-135
p 98 A89-15098
Sonic fatigue end nonlinear response of stiffened
panels
[AIAA PAPER 89.1101] p 492 A89-33741
Sonic tatlgue-raslstant damped laminated structures
[AIAA PAPER 89-1102] p469 A89-33742
Identifying sonic fatigue prone structures on a hypersonic
Trensetmoaphedc Vehicle (TAV)
[AIAA PAPER 89.1103] p469 A89-33743
An approximate method for sonic fatigue analysis of
plates and shells p 565 A89.39515
Ultra high bypass aircraft sonic fatigue
p 831 A89-51898
Prediction of stresses in aircraft panels subjected to
acoustic forces
[NASA-CR-182513] p 133 N89-12923
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
Mechanisms of noise control inside a finite cylinder
p 138 A89-15089
A portable acoustic impedance flaw detector, AD-421
p 803 A89-51045
ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY
Acoustic-vortax interactions and low-frequency
oscillations in axisymmetric combuators --- of ramjet
engines p 325 A89-28338
The instability and acoustic wave modes of supersonic
mixing layers inside a rectangular channel
p 699 A89-45453
F-16 inlet stability investigation
[AIAA PAPER 89-2465] p 865 A89-46852
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
An experimental and theoretical investigation of the
propagation of sound waves through a turbulent boundary
layer p 266 A89-22785
Use of the Kirchhoff method in acoustics
p 876 A89.53945
On the appropriateness of applying chi-square
distribution based confidence intervals to spectral
estimates of helicopter flyover data
[NASA-CR-181692] p 59 N89-10601
Acoustic evaluation of the Helmholtz resonator
treatment in the NASA Lewis 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind
tunnel
[NASA-TM-101407] p 267 N89-15685
Tip aerodynamics and acoustics test: A report and data
survey
[NASA.RP-1179] p302 N89.17579
Acoustic test of a model rotor and tail rotor: Results
for the isolated rotors and combined configuration
[NASA-TM.101550] p 504 N89-20777
Acoustical tracking of fast maneuvering aircraft by
distributed sensors
[REPT-6-88] p 877 N89-29156
The acoustic calibration of aircraft fuselage structures,
part 1
[ISVR-TR-169-PT-1 ] p 877 N89-29158
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION
Active control of reheat buzz -.. low.frequency
combustion instability of jet aeroangine afterburners
p43 A89-11103
A-2
On sound generation by a jet flow passing a semi-infinite
aerofoil
[AIAA PAPER 89-1070] p 501 A89-33716
Lateral noise attenuation of the advanced propeller of
the propfan test assessment aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 69-1057] p 564 A89-36217
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
Acoustic characterization relevant to gas turbine
augmectors p 239 A89.22292
Acoustic charectadstics of counterrotating fans from
model scale tests
[AIAA PAPER 89-1142] p 477 A89-33769
Evaluation of the acoustic characteristics of gas turbine
engines using experimental noise data for a prototype
engine p 772 A89-47995
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
Scattering of acoustic and electromagnetic waves by
an airfoil p 433 A89-29185
ACOUSTIC VELOCITY
Support of the eight-foot high-temperature tunnel
modifications project
[NASA-CR-183356] p 117 N89-12572
ACOUSTICS
Effects of wind-tunnel wall absorption on acoustic
radiation of propellers p 266 A89.22285
Compadson of propeller cruise noise data taken in the
NASA Lewis 8- by 6-foot wind tunnel with other tunnel
and flight data
[AIAA PAPER 89-1059] p 631 A89.40472
Numerical simulations of the flowfield in central.dump
ramjet combuetors. Part 2: Effects of inlet and combustor
acoustics
[AD-A196743] p 108 N89-11745
Comparison of propeller cruise noise data taken in the
NASA Lewis 8- by 6-foot wind tunnel with other tunnel
and flight data
[NASA-TM-101976] p 505 N89-21828
In-flight measurement of propeller noise on the fuselage
of an airplane
[NASA-TM-102285] p 713 N89-25675
Reduction of blede-vorfex interaction noise using higher
harmonic pitch control
[NASA.TM-101624] p 813 N89-27465
Numerical simulation of control of supersonic shear
layers
[AD-A209703] p 747 N89-27639
ACOUSTO,.OPTIC8
Vortex breakdown - Investigations by using the
ultresonic-laser-mathod and lasor-sheat technique
p 73 A89-13677
ACQUISITION
DOD joint Unmanned Aedai Vehicle (UAV) program
master plan, 1988
[AD-A197751] p 103 N89-12563
Aircraft airframe cost estimating relationships: Bombers
and transports
[AD-A200264] p 270 N89-16721
Aircraft airframe cost estimating relationships: Attack
aircraft
[AD-A200265] p 270 N89-16722
ACRYLIC RESINS
Comparison of a further group of reactive acrylic
adhesives for bonding aluminium alloys
p 796 A89-50142
Environmentally induced discontinuities in transparent
polymers
[AD-A205483] p 550 N89.22768
ACTIVE CONTROL
Boundary-laypr control for drag reduction
[SAE PAPER 872434] p 6 A89-10651
Active control of reheat buzz --- low-frequency
combustion instability of jet aeroengine afterburners
p43 A89-11103
Active flutter suppression for a wing model
p 111 A89-13524
ACT wind tunnel experiments of a transport-type wing
p 68 A89-13525
Research and applications in aeroservoelasticity at the
NASA Langley Research Center p 94 A89-13609
Mechanisms of noise control inside a finite cylinder
p 138 A89.15089
Aaroalasfic response characteristics of a hovering rotor
due to harmonic blade pitch variation
p 101 A89-16547
Design of a simple active controller to suppress
helicopter air resonance p 162 A89.18877
Active control of aeroelastic systems governed by
functional differential equations p 332 A89-25871
The delay of turbulent boundary layer separation by
oscillatory active control p 364 A89-29679
The delay of turbulent boundary layer separation by
oscillatory active control
[AIAA PAPER 89-0975] p 366 A89-30489
A progress report on active control of flow instabilities
- Rotating stall stabilization in axial compressors
[AIAA PAPER 89-1008] p 367 A89-30519
SUBJECT INDEX
control of the unsteady, separated flow behind an
oscillating, two-dimensional flap
[AIAA PAPER 89-1027] p 367 A89-30533
Aeroservnelastic wind-tunnel investigations using the
active flexible wing model - Status and recent
accomplishments
[AIAA PAPER 89-1168] p 387 A89-30659
Effect of control surface mass unbalance on the stability
of a closed-loop active control system
[AIAA PAPER 89-1211] p 430 A89.30700
Digital robust control law synthesis using constrained
optimization p 430 A89-31458
In-flight experiments on the active control of
propeller-induced cabin noise
[AIAA PAPER 89-1047] p 468 A89-33706
Full-scale demonstration tests of cabin noise reduction
using active vibration control
[AIAA PAPER 89-1074] p 468 A89-33719
Adaptive active control of enclosed sound fields inelastic
cylinders via vibrational inputs --- noise attenuation
research for advanced turboprop aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-1075] p 469 A89-33720
Propeller modelling effects on interior noise in cylindrical
cavities with application to active control
[AIAA PAPER 89-1123] p 468 A89-33757
Active control law synthesis for flexible aircraft
p 482 A89-35045
Load alleviation on transport aircraft using acceleration
feedback p 471 A89-35299
Vibrations in aerospace structures - Prediction,
prevention and control
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-9] p 553 A89.37631
Preliminary results of in-flight experiments on the active
control of propaller-induceq cabin noise
p 529 A89.39509
A demonstration of active noise reduction in an aircraft
cabin p 529 A89-39510
Active control of sound fields in elastic cylinders by
multicontrol forces p 632 A89-40904
Active flutter suppression on a delta wing
p 614 A89-40963
Transonic aeroelastioity of fighter wings with active
control surfaces p 579 A89-42020
The possible realization of servomechanisms in active
control systems p 798 A89-47525
An evaluation of active noise control in • cylindrical
shelt p 811 A89-47720
Active aerodynamic stabilization of a
helicopter/sling.load system p 782 A89-50061
Fifty years of laminar flow flight testing
[SAE PAPER 881383] p 764 A89-51355
Design aspects of long range supersonic LFC airplanes
with highly swept wings
[SAE PAPER 881397] p 742 A89-51357
Active control of inlet distorted flow field in compressor
inlet p 817 A89-52316
Modeling of aerodynamic forces in the Laplace domain
with minimum number of augmented states for the design
of active flutter suppression systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-3466] p 844 A89-52561
Dynamic stability and active control of elastic vehicles
acting with unsteady aerodynamic forces
[AIAA PAPER 89-3557] p 848 A89-52643
Optimal output feedback for linear fime-pariodic
systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-3574] p 873 A89-52657
Robust control system design with multiple model
approach and its application to active flutter control
[AIAA PAPER 89-3578] p 849 A89-52661
Active flutter suppression using invadant
zeros/eigensystem assignment
[AIAA PAPER 89-3610] p 850 A89-52688
Integration of active and passive sensors for obstacle
avoidance p 830 A89-54083
A study of active control techniques for noise reduction
in an aircraft fuselage model p 139 N89-13232
Control surface spanwise placement in active flutter
suppression systems
]NASA-TP.2873] p 261 N89-t6196
Active control helicopter aeromechanical and
aeroelastic instabilities p 483 N89-20149
Active vibration control for flexible rotor by optimal
direct-output feedback control
[NASA-TM-101972] p 537 N89-22605
Detailed design of a Ride Quality Augmentation System
for commuter aircraft
[NASA-CR-4230] p 615 N89-23470
Aeroservooiasfic wind-tunnel investigations using the
Active Flexible Wing Model: Status and recent
accomplishments
[ NASA-TM-101570] p609 N89-24313
Digital robust control law synthesis using constrained
optimization p 689 N89-25193
An integrated approach to the optimum design of actively
controlled composite wings p 670 N89.25194
SUBJECT INDEX AEROACOUSTICS
Design of an active helicopter control experiment at the
Princeton Rotorcreft Dynamics Laboratory
[NASA-CR-185490] p 783 N89-26859
ACTUATOR DISKS
Transmission and reflection on pressure waves by
compressor and turbine stages, based on an actuator-disk
model
tAD-A203513] p 496 N89-20426
ACTUATORS
Performance improvement of flight simulator
servoactuators p 125 A89.15119
Digital control of a quadruplex direct drive actuator
[AIAA PAPER 88.3951] p 172 A89.t8122
Electromechanical blade fold systems - Current status
and future developments p 230 A89-23316
Ball and the jack--- ball beadng screw for aircraft actuator
linear motion control p 258 A89.24324
The comparative analysis and development of an 8000
psi rotary vane actuator
[SAE PAPER 881435] p 349 A89.28210
Design of feedback control systems for stable plants
with saturating actuators p 428 A89-28536
Calculation of the principal parameters of the actuating
mechanisms of aircraft slave drives --- Russian book
p 555 A89-38500
An uncertainty model for saturated actuators --- in flight
control systems p 833 A89.54066
Control surface actuator
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12852.t] p 102 N89.11738
Design of feedback control systems for unstable plants
with saturating actuators
[NASA-CR-J83392] p 194 N89.14377
Application of triggered lightning numerical models to
the F106B and extension to other aircraft
[NASA-CR-4207] p 261 N89-t5485
Actuation constraints in multivariable flight control
systems p 483 N89-20998
Dynamics and control of truss structures with extending
members p 523 N89.21778
Actuator rate saturation compensator
tAD.D013962] p 616 N89-23474
Flap system for short takeoff and landing aircraft
tAD.D013981] p 671 N89-25234
The NASA Langley Research Center 0.3-meter transonic
cryogenic tunnel T.P/Re-M controller manual
[NASA-CR-181868] p 793 N89.26869
ADA (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
Universal Ads Test Language (UATL) to support
real-time software/system integration and
taotory/maintenanco fault isolation p 197 A89.18009
Ada in avionics. Beyond validation
[AIAA PAPER 88-3907] p 199 A89.18087
A fault tolerant avionics multiprocessing system
architecture supporting concurrent execution of Ads
tasks
[AIAA PAPER 88-3908] p 199 A89.18088
A case study - F-16 Ads Digital Flight Control System
[AIAA PAPER 88.3911] p 171 A89.18090
Ads executive for distributed avionics processing
[AIAA PAPER 88-4042] p 200 A89.18166
The search for a new flight simulation software modeling
standard - A modular aPproach using features of the Ads
programming language
[AIAA PAPER 89-3278] p 809 A89.48392
Development of a realtime man.in-the-loop simulation
inoorporatlng transportable Ads flight control software
[AIAA PAPER 89-3277] p 789 A89.48439
The impact of Ads on flight simulator development
p 810 A89-48842
Ads as a real-time development tool
p 810 A89.48843
An Ads programming support environment
p 264 N89.16287
implementation of Ads protocols on MII-STD-1553 B
data bus p 264 N8g-16297
Towards a general object.oriented software
development methodology p 264 N89.16330
RT--BUILD: An expert programmer for implementing
end simulating Ads real-time control software
p 265 N89.16343
Applying Ads to Beech Starship avionics
p 265 N89.16354
Conversion to Ads: Does it really make sense
p 431 N89-18453
The state of practice in Ads-based program design
languages p 431 N89.18457
Debugging distributed Ads avionics software
p 432 N89.18458
Automated Ads code generation for military avionics
p 432 N89.1845g
An avionics software expert system design
p 433 N89.18467
Ads in embedded avionic Wstams
p 399 N89.18488
ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Reconfigurable flight control system simulation
p 181 A89-19558
Optimization of a complex beroinortial computer of
aircraft's vertical velocity and flight height
p 242 A89-21554
An adaptive transmit power control system for digital
airborne communications p 225 Aag-24054
A moving-average method for input saturation problem
in adaptive control p 264 A89.24582
Adaptive active control of enclosed sound fields in elastic
cylinders via vibrational inputs --- noise attenuation
research for advanced turboprop aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-1075] p 469 A89-33720
Adaptive control of the grinding of large gas turbine
blades p 492 A89.34144
Adaptive automatic control systems for flight vehicles
--- Russian book p 563 A89.38511
Synthesis of systems for the motion control of
nonstafionary objects --- Russian book
p 563 A89-38512
Adaptive optimum attitude extrapolation for precise
antenna pointing control p 610 A89-42656
Fixed-gain versus adaptive higher harmonic control
simulation p 782 A89-49832
A microcomputer controlled optimal adaptive flight
simulator sorvo system p 811 A89-50782
Adaptive control of high performance unstable aircraft
- A review p 851 A89.52989
Adaptive wall technology for minimization of wall
interferences in transonic wind tunnels
[NASA-CR-419tJ p 83 N89-11698
Theory and development of adaptive flight control
systems using nonlinear inverse dynamics
p 248 N89-t5926
Multivadable control law design for the Control
Reconfigurable Combat Aircraft (CRCA)
tAD.A202697] p 540 N89.21803
Nonlinear and adaptive control
[NASA.CR-180088] p 712 N89-266t0
ADAPTIVE FILTERS
Adaptive solutions of the Euler equations using finite
quadtree and octree gads p 81 A89-16952
A self-adaptive computational method applied to
transonic turbulent projectile aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 89-0837] p 290 A89-25606
A self-adaptive computational method for transonic
turbulent flow pest a real projectile p 443 A89-34730
ADDITIVES
Alternative modified binders for airfield pavements
tAD-A197902] p 249 N89-15124
Fuel-additive system for test ceils
tAD-A200801] p 342 N89.17681
Theoretical model for stabilization of clay-silt airport
pavement subgrade systems. Phase 1: Laboratory
investigation. Phase 2: Rutting tests
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/20-PHASE-1/2] p 793 N89.27673
ADHESION
Ceramic joining in the United States
[DE89.009323] p 798 N89.27834
ADHESION TESTS
Stress analysis concepts for edhesive bonding of aircraft
pdmary structure p 45 A89.10093
ADHESIVE BONDING
Adhesively bonded Joints:Testing, analysis, end design;
Proceedings of the Intemaflonal Symposium, Baltimore,
MD, Sept. 10-12, 1986 p 45 A89-10076
Effect of adhesive debond on stress-intenslty factors
in bonded composite panels p 45 A89.10091
Environmental dursbility of ddhe_vely bonded joints
p 46 A89.10095
Fracture behavior of adhesively repaired cracked plate
p 413 A89-29104
Hsat-up rate effects of repair bonding helicopter rotor
blades p 387 A89.29961
A foil adhesive for construction - The Letoxit system
p 820 A89.40085
Void minimization in adhesive joints
p 802 A89.80141
Comparison of a further group of reactive acrylic
adhesives for bonding aluminium alloys
p 796 A89.50142
A review of Arall technology p797 A89.51573
ADHESIVES
An edhe=ive for field repair Of composites
[AD-A209992] p 798 N89.27859
High temperature adhesive systems
[AD-A209166] p 860 N89.28643
ADIABATIC CONDITIONS
Analysis and test _f insulated components for rotary
engine
[SAE PAPER 890326] p 804 A89.51489
ADIABATIC FLOW
A new transformation for computing hypergeometric
series and the exact evaluation of the transonic edisbatlc
flow over a smooth bump p 21 t A89.22333
Adiabatic compressible flow in parallel ducts - An
approximate but rapid method of solution
p 571 A89-41775
Effect of the adiabatic exponent on the stability and
turbulent transition of a supersonic laminar boundary
layer p 588 A89.z_2567
Adiabatic Wankel type rotary engine
[NASA-CR-t82233] p 330 N89-17599
ADSORPTION
Denormalized product of the adsorptive zeolite
extraction of paraffins as a jet fuel component
p 857 A89-52775
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
An air photo analysis of an airplane cr_sh
p 657 A89-,15337
AERIAL RECONNAISF.;ANCE
Complementary minis- Skyeye and Phoenix, an overview
of their multi-mission coverage p 467 A89-33558
Linesoan 2000 - Tomorrow's sensor today
p 475 A89-33574
AERIAL RUDDERS
Finite element analysis of composite rudder for DO 228
aircraft p 347 A89-26284
Development of an aircraft side rudder in a new type
of carbon fiber composite technology
p 717 A89-50362
AEROACOUSTICS
Results of acoustic tests of a prop-tan model
p 59 A89-10112
A study on effects of aircraft noise environment on its
structure
[SAE PAPER 872450] p 28 A89-10663
Prediction of aircreft-propeller-induced, structure borne
intedor noise p 28 A89.12564
Analyses of the transmission of sound into the passenger
compartment of a propeller aircraft using the finite element
method p 95 A89.13635
NOISE-CON 88 - Noise control design: Methods and
practice; Proceedings of the National Conference on Noise
Control Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette,
IN, June 20-22, 1988 p 137 A89-15076
Cascade aeroacoustics including steady loading
effects p 137 A89.15081
Vibrational and acoustical behaviour of complex
structural configurations using standard finite element
program --- for aircraft fuselages p 98 A89.15570
Aeroecoustics of supersonic jet flows from a contoured
plug-nozzts p 138 A89.16107
Sound generated from the interruption of a steady flow
by a supersonically moving aerofoil p 82 A89.17063
Tip-path-plane angle effects on rotor blade.vortex
interaction noise levels and directivity
p 203 A89-18914
Frequency.domain method for the computa_ion of
propeller acoustics p 203 A89.t9902
Viscous effects on the resonance of a slotted win0 tunnel
using finite elements p 248 A89.22369
The ray theory of supersonic propeller ecoustics
p 266 A89.22787
Computation of non-linear acoustics in two-dimensional
blade-vortex interactions p 216 A89.23309
Aeronautical acoustics - Mathematics applied to a major
industrial problem p 266 Aag-24884
Investigation of aeroecoustic mechanisms by remote
thermal imaging p 407 A69.29511
Control of flow separation by acoustic excitation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0973] p 385 A89-30487
Acoustic forcing of three dimensional shear layers
[AIAA PAPER 89-1063] p 501 A89-33712
On Sound generation by a Jet flow passing a semi-infinite
aerofoil
[AIAA PAPER 89-1070] p 501 A89.33716
Asymptotic/numerical analysis of supersonic propeller
noise
[AIAA PAPER 89-1078] p 501 A89.33722
Sound power spectrum and wave drag of a propeller
in flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-1081] p 502 A89.33724
Finite element modelling of sheared flow effects on the
radiation characteristics of acoustic Sources in a circular
duct
[AIAA PAPER 89-1085] p 502 A89.33726
Forward flight effects on broadband shock associated
noise of supersonic Jets
[AIAA PAPER 89.1088] p 502 A89.33729
Interaction noise mechanisms for an advanced propeller
- Experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 89-1093] p 502 A89.33733
Near wakes of advanced turbopropellers
[AIAA PAPER 89-1095] p 441 A89.33735
Near.field noise of a pusher propeller
[AIAA PAPER 89-1096] p 502 A69-33736
The effect of the wind tunnel wall boundary layer on
the acoustic testing of propellers
[AIAA PAPER 89.1097] p 503 A89.33737
A-3
AEROASSIST
An analytical model for the prediction of MR/TR
interaction noise --- main rotor/tall rotor
[AIAA PAPER 89-1130] p 503 A89-33782
Integrating the acoustic analogy for supersonic rotating
surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 89-1133] p 503 A89-33763
The prediction of blade wake interaction noise based
on a turbulent vortex model
[AIAA PAPER 89-1134] p 503 A89-33764
Noise and instability waves in supersonic Jets in the
proximity of flat and cylindrical walls
[AIAA PAPER 89-1136] p 503 A89-33768
Hub to tip variations of counter rotating propeller
interaction noise
[AIAA PAPER 89-1145] p 504 A89-33770
Noise levels of a combined bypass.proptan engine in
the far sonic field p 478 A89-34150
Installed propfan (SR-TL) far-field noise characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 89-1056] p 564 A89-36216
Fluctuating pressures on wing surfaces in the slipstream
of a single-rotor propfan
[AIAA PAPER 89-1058] p 564 A89-36218
Review of sonic boom theory
[AIAA PAPER 89-1105] p 564 A89-36219
A prediction of high-speed rotor noise
[AIAA PAPER 89-1132] p 564 A89-36220
Prediction of counter-rotation propeller noise
]AIAA PAPER 89-1141] p 564 A89-36221
Asymptotic analysis of the transonic region of a
high-speed propeller
[AIAA PAPER 89-1077] p 565 A89-37652
A note on sound from the interruption of a cylindrical
flow by a semi-infinite aerofoil of subsonic speed
p 565 A89.39506
Prediction of loading noise of a propeller with blades
under transonic operating conditions
[AIAA PAPER 89.1080] p 632 A89o40474
Whitham's F-function for a supersonically rotating
propeller
[AIAA PAPER 89-1107] p 632 A89.40475
An acoustic experimental end theoretical investigation
of single disc propellers
[AIAA PAPER 89-1146] p 632 A89-40478
Nozzle geometry effects on supersonic jet interaction
p 876 A89-53932
The acoustics of • lined duct with flow
[NLR.TR.87002.U] p 139 N89.12363
A spectral method for the computation of probeller
acoustics
[NLR-MP-87038-U] p 139 N89-12364
Unsteady aerodynamics of blade rows
p 402 N89-19263
The aeroacouatics of the interaction between vortices
and bodies in a transonic flow
[MPIS-3/1988] p 566 N89-22445
Airfoil self-noise and prediction
[NASA.RP.1218] p 713 N89.25673
Acoustical tracking of fast maneuvering aircraft by
distributed sensors
[REPT-6-88] p 877 N89-29156
AEROASSIST
Three.dimensional flow simulation about the AFE vehicle
in the transitional regime --- Aeroaaslet Flight Experiment
[AIAA PAPER 89-0245] p 278 A89-25207
AEROCAPTURE
Aerodynamic design and performance of a bent-axis
geometry vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-2491] p 42 A89-11119
AERODYNAMIC SALANCE
Drag measurements on a modified prolate spheroid
using a magnetic suspension and balance system
[AIAA PAPER 89-0648] p 335 A89-25512
Computer assisted track and balance saves flights
p 393 A89-30997
Airplane center of gravity and fuel level advisory
system
[SAWE PAPER 1828] p 768 A89-50820
Extending derivative airplane capabilities - Weight and
balance considerations
[SAWE PAPER 1845] p 763 A89-50827
Prediction of helicopter free flight trim using a
state-of-the-art analytical model
lAD-A200404] p 235 N89-15906
Drag measurements on a laminar-flow body of revolution
in the 13-inch magnetic suspension and balance system
[NASA-TP-2895] p 374 N89-19232
An experimental study of transonic buffet of a
supercritical airfoil with trailing edge flap
lAD-A203189] p 458 N89-20968
A closed-form trim solution yielding minimum trim drag
for airplanes with multiple longitudinal-control elf actors
[NASA.TP-2907] p 615 N89-23468
Efficient sensitivity analysis and optimization of a
helicopter rotor p 668 N89-25155
A-4
AERODYNAMIC BRAKES
Analysis of decelerators in motion using computational
fluid dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 89-0931] p 447 A89-35241
Some effects of aerodynamic spoilers on wing flutter
[NASA-TM-101632] p 825 N89-29324
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Control of separated flow on a symmetric airfoil
p 47 A89-10181
Aerodynamic characteristics of the ACES-II ejection seat
at transonic Mach numbers p 25 A89.10483
An inverse, subsonic two-dimensional panel method
following the method of smallest quadrate for the design
and modification of multiple element profiles
[DGLR PAPER 87-061] p 5 A89-10509
An experimental study on aerodynamic performance of
Lipptsch-type GEW -.- Ground Effect Wing
p 6 A89.10544
Numerical approach of advanced turboprop with
three.dimensional Euier equations
[SAE PAPER 872448] p 7 A89-10661
Application of an artificial density scheme of potential
stream function method to design of airfoil
p7 A89-t 1053
Expehmental study of rotating stall in single-stage axial
compressor p 8 A89-11059
A new approach to improvement of fans
p8 A89-11064
Numerical simulation of steady transonic flow past an
8-percent DCA cascade at a freestream Mach number
of about 1 p 8 A89-11073
Research on the computational method of aerodynamic
characteristics of wing with vortex breakdown at high angle
of attack p 9 A89.11086
Finite element method for calculating transonic potential
flow around airfoil from pressure minimum integration
p9 A89-11088
Measurements of heat transfer distribution over the
surfaces of highly loaded turbine nozzle guide vanes
p 51 A89-12752
The three-shock theory with viscous effects
p 64 A89-12906
Another chance for canards p 61 A89-12954
Integral equation method for calculating the
nonstationary aerodynamic characteristics of a rotating
annular blade row p 65 A89-13102
Numerical study of axisymmetric flows in the wake of
blunt bodies in the path of supersonic flow of a viscous
gas p 65 A89-13158
Analysis of optimal nonaymmetdc plane nozzles with
allowance for moment characteristics
p 68 A89-13163
Design and experimental verification of an advanced
Fowler flapped natural laminar flow airfoil
p 87 A89-13517
Transonic investigations on high aspect ratio forward.
and aft.swept wings p 68 A89-13527
Design philosophy of long refuge LFC transports with
advanced supercritical LFC airfoils ... laminar flow
control p 92 A89-13528
An aerodynamic comparison of planar and non-planar
outboard wing planforms p 68 A88-13548
Experimental and numerical study of propeller wakes
in axial flight regime p 69 A89-13560
Application of unsteady aerodynamic methods for
transonic aeroelastic analysis p 122 A89*13581
Integrated structural-aerodynamic design optimization
p 97 A89.13684
Coupled Eulerian and Legrangian numerical methods
for the computation of the flowfield around an airfoil
p 77 A89-15697
Effects of compressibility on design of subsonic
fuselages for natural laminar flow p 100 A89.16087
Determination of nonlinear aerodynamic coefficients
using the estimation.before-modeling method
p 113 A89.16090
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics of an NACA
0012 airfoil with simulated glaze ice p 78 A89-16097
The role of C(n beta. dyn) in the aircraft stability at high
angles of attack p 113 A89-16437
Two-dimensional numerical analysis for inlets at
subsonic through hypersonic speeds p 79 A89-16459
The role of specialized processors in the NAS program
- Retrospective/prospective p 136 A89-16518
Linear stability analysis of nonbomentropic, inviscid
compressible flows p 80 A89-16881
Study the aerodynamics characteristics of airfoil on
vector processors
[IAF PAPER ST-88-09] p 143 A89-17874
Calculation of the unsteady aerodynamic characteristics
of bodies in the case of separated flow
p 144 A89.18355
Determination of the perturbations of the flow fields of
supersonic wind tunnels from measured aerodynamic
coefficients p 144 A89-18675
SUBJECT INDEX
Rotorcraft aeromechanic81 analysis using a nonlinear
unsteady aerodynamic model p 146 A89.18919
A new approach for computing full unsteady
aerodynamic characteristics p 147 A89-19788
Measurements of the buffet boundary of wings in
transonic flow with hot-film method p 148 A89-19805
Experimental study on unsteady aerodynamic
characteristics of an oscillating cascade with tip
clearance p 148 A89-19927
Navter-Stokes calculations of hovering rotor flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 87-2829] p 149 A89-20133
Validation of approximate indicial aerodynamic functions
for two-dimensional subsonic flow p 149 A89.20140
Low-speed pressure distribution on exlsymmetdc
elliptic.nosed bodies p 149 A89-20147
Three-dimensional vortex systems of finite wings
p 149 A89-20148
Rotating air scoop as airfoil boundary-layer control
p 150 A89-20149
Numedcal methods for hypersonic flows
[DGLR PAPER 87-084] p 150 A69-20235
Moving wall effects in unsteady flow
p 150 A89-20311
Aerodynamic characteristics of rectangular
cross-sectional bodies at M = 085 p 151 A89-20317
Drag reduction factor due to ground effect
p 151 A69-20325
Experimental study on low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of non-axisymmetric slender bodies
p 151 A89-20635
A low order panel method for the calculation of vortex
sheet roll-up and wing-vortex interaction
p 208 A89-21283
Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of high lift
multi-element airfoils p 208 A89-21284
Construction of a wing profile from velocity distributions
on its surface for two angles of attack
p 209 A89-21565
Recalculation of pressure distribution on an airfoil
p 209 A89-21567
Quasi-stationary flow in blowdown wind tunnels
p 209 A89-21582
Nonstationary flow past delta wings in the wake of shock
waves p 209 A89-21590
Experimental investigation of the aerodynamics of a
disk-cylinder system p 211 A89-22239
Rearrangement of vortex street in the wake behind a
two-dimensional body p 213 A89-22628
Flow visualization for laminar profiles
p 213 A89-22781
Experimental investigations in the transonic and
supersonic wind tunnel p 213 A89-22762
Vortex street in the wake of a flat plate in longitudinal
flow p 214 A89-22763
Western technical world impressed by MJG.29 show -
Soviet fighter aircraft under the magnifying glass
p 228 A89-22807
Improved thin-airfoil theory p 214 A89.22814
A new method for the aerodynamic analysis of lifting
surfaces p 215 A89-23307
An experimental study of the aerodynamic
characteristics of three model helicopter fuselages
p 231 A89-23342
Effect of viscosity on the aerodynamic efficiency of a
thin blunt wing at hypersonic flow velocities
p 217 A89-23693
Departure resistance and spin characteristics of the F-15
S/MTD
[AIAA PAPER 89-0012] p 331 A89.25008
Scissor wing - An alternative to variable sweep
[AIAA PAPER 89-0013] p 310 A89.25009
Influence of wing geometry on leading-edge vortices and
vortex-induced aerodynamics at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 69-0085] p 274 A89-25075
Evaluation of an analysis method for low-speed airfoils
by comparison with wind tunnel results
[AIAA PAPER 89-0266] p 278 A89-25224
High-lift aerodynamics for transport aircraft by interactive
experimental and theoretical tool development
[AIAA PAPER 89-0267] p 278 A89-25225
Moving surface boundary-layer control as applied to
two-dimensional airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 89-0296] p 281 A89-25253
Numerical simulation of high-incidence flow over the
F-18 fuselage forebody
[AIAA PAPER 89-0339] p 282 A89-25286
Numerical study of the effect of tangential leading edge
blowing on delta wing vortical flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-0341] p 282 A89-25288
Efficient application techniques of the EAGLE grid code
to complex missile configurations
(AIAA PAPER 69-0361] p 353 A89-25305
The design and application of upwind schemes on
unstructured meshes
[AIAA PAPER 89-0366] p 354 A89-25310
SUBJECT INDEX
Numerical simulation of the growth of instabilities in
supersonic free shear layers
[AIAA PAPER 89-0376] p 283 A89-25319
Nonequilibrium effects for hypersonic transitional flows
using continuum approach
[AIAA PAPER 89-0461] p284 A8g.25377
Characteristics of the ground vortex formed by a jet
moving over a fixed ground plane
[AIAA PAPER 89-0650] p 288 A89-25514
A model of pressure distributions on impeller blades for
determining performance characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 89-0840] p 346 A89-25609
Elevator deflection effects on the icing process
[AIAA PAPER 89-0846] p 290 A89-25615
Numerical simulation of the transonic DFVLR.F5 wing
experiment; Proceedings of the International Workshop
on Numerical Simulation of Compressible Viscous-Flow
Aerodynamics, Goettingen, Federal Republic of Germany,
Sept 30-Oct 2, 1987 p 290 A89.25856
Three-dimensional viscous flow simulations using an
implicit relaxation scheme p 291 A89.25865
Simulation of the DFVLR-F5 wing experiment using a
block structured explicit Navier-Stokes method
p 291 A89.25866
A prediction of the stalling of the muitielement airfoils
p 292 A89-25932
A numerical method for calculating the low.speed
aerodynamic characteristics of the strake-wing
configurations p 292 A89-25941
Asymptotics of stationary separated flow past a body
at large Reynolds numbers p 293 A89-26163
Low speed aerodynamics of canard configurations
p 294 A89.26689
National full-scale aerodynamic complex integrated
systems test data system p 335 A89-27653
Investigation of internal singularity methods for
multielement airfoils p 294 A89-27748
Dynamics of longitudinal motion of an aeroplane after
drop of loads p 333 A89-28396
The development of a capability for aerodynamic testing
of large-scale wing sections in a simulated natural rain
environment
[AIAA PAPER 89-0762] p 337 A89-28457
An iteration technique coupling 3-D transonic small
perturbation aerodynamic theory and rotor dynamics in
forward flight
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-130] p 363 A89-29281
NASA will study heavy rain effects on wing
aerodynamics p 407 A8g-29347
Aerodynamics and heat transfer of a swiding flow on
the and surface of a vortex chamber
p 416 A89.30210
Effect of control surface mass unbalance on the stability
of a closed-loop active control system
[AIAA PAPER 89-1211] p 430 A89-30700
State-space model for unsteady airfoil behavior and
dynamic stall
[AIAA PAPER 89-1319] p 368 A89-30796
Study on unsteady flow field of an oscillating cascade
p 369 A89.31517
Gust load alleviation of a transport-type wing - Test and
analysis p 405 A89-31856
Partitioning of flight data for aerodynamic modeling of
aircraft at high angles of attack p 394 A89-31858
Interactive boundary-layer calculations of a transonic
wing flow p 370 A89-31867
Possibilities for modeling turbulent heat transfer in
hypersonic finite-jet flow past bodies
p 371 A89-32145
NASA supercritical laminar flow control airfoil
experiment p 372 A89-32331
Flight test of XRAE-1 to establish aerodynamic data
p 468 A89-33562
Viscosity effects in the generation of the lifting force
of aerodynamic wing profiles p442 A89-34114
Numerical modeling of transonic flow of a viscous gas
in a plane channel with a sudden expansion
p 442 A89-34149
Analysis of separated flow past a thin profile in the case
of translational oscillations p 442 A89-34151
Numerical solutions for the flowfield around a
counter-rotating propeller p 445 A89.34887
Transonic buffet of a supercritical airfoil with trailing-edge
flap p 446 A89-34893
A comparison of secondary flow in a vane cascade and
a curved duct p 446 A89-34934
Effect of 90 degree flap on the aerodynamics of •
two-element airfoil p 446 A89.35053
A preliminary characterization of parachute wake
recontact
[AIAA PAPER 89-0897] p 447 A89-35214
Prediction of parachute collapse due to wake
recontact
[AIAA PAPER 89-0901] p 447 A89.35218
A combined method for calculating supersonic flow of
an ideal gas past a wing with • supersonic blunt leading
edge p 448 A89-35430
Effect of the asymmetry of boundary conditions on
boundary layer flow near • cone at angle of attack
p 448 A89-35433
Thin axisymmetric caverns in supersonic flow
p 449 A89-35435
A method for shock-free wing design
p 509 A89-36985
Transfinite interpolation method for 3-D grid
generations p 509 A89-36986
Aerodynamic characteristics of arbitrarily rotating bodies
in a variable-density gas p 509 A89-37355
A numerical method for the analysis of a flight vehicle
with • solid fuselage p 509 A89-37460
Flutter of a wing with an aileron in transonic flow
p 539 A89.37461
The effects of vortex breakdown on the aerodynamic
properties of a wing and the engineering predicting
method p 510 A89.37780
Mach number effects on high-angles-of-atteck
aerodynamic characteristics of a cone-cylinder with various
nose shapes p 511 A89-38122
Consideration of the effect of surface roughness on
regime coefficients in local interaction theory
p 512 A89-38432
Fundamentals of aviation (4th revised and enlarged
edition) .-- Russian book p 507 A89-38514
More helicopter aerodynamics --- Book
p 513 A89.38578
Calculation of flow over iced airfoils
p 570 A89-40905
A numerical method for calculating subsonic fully
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of wings in time
domain p 570 A89-40959
The joined wing. The benefits and drawbacks. II
p 603 A89-41029
A direct visoid.inviacid interaction scheme for the
prediction of two-dimensional aerofoil lift and pitching
moment in incompressible flow p 570 A89-41045
Modification in engineering calculation method for inlet
design p 571 A89-41121
Observation of airplane flowfields by natural
condensation effects ) 578 A89-42009
Validation of aerodynamic parameters for high-incidence
research models =578 A89-42012
Flow past two-dimensional dbbon parachute models
) 579 A89-42015
Hypersonic parabolizod Navier-Stokes cede validation
on a sharp nose cone ) 579 A89-42016
Investigatioca on the vorticity sheets of • close-coupled
delta-canard conflgoralJon ) 579 A89.42017
Numerical prediction of aerodynamic performance for
low Reynolds number airfoils ) 579 A89-42023
Numerical analysis on aerodynamic characteristics of
an inclined square cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 89-1805] p 580 A89-42038
Software development reusability for aircraft simulation
systems p 630 A89.43127
Multi-stage compcessor airfoil aerodynamics. I - Airfoil
potential flow analysis p 639 A89-44112
Prediction of the stability limit of multistage axial
compressors p 640 A89-44637
Experimental study on aerodynamic characteristics of
hypersonic transport configuration p 640 A89-44972
Numerical modelling of flight dynamics and flight test
data identification of a jet trainer airplane
p 663 A89-45139
Effects of axial velocity density ratio on cascade
performances p 645 A89.45565
Experimental study of vortex and aerodynamic
characteristics of stack wings with sideslip
p 646 A89.46259
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Approximate calculations of viscous drag and
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Aerothermodynamics - The required tools
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Short-term high-temperature properties of reinforced
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Experimental investigation of aerodynamic heating by
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Aerodynamic pressures and heating rates on surfaces
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Analysis of flow-, thermal- and structural-interaction of
hypersonic structures subjected to severe aerodynamic
heating
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Transition to turbulence in laminar hypersonic flow
p 522 N89-22830
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
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[NAL-TR-976T] p 591 N89-23409
Experimental study of pressure and heating rate on a
swept cylindrical leading edge resulting from swept shock
wave interference
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Finite element flow-thermal-structural analysis of
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computation methods
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Wing laminar boundary layer in the presence of a
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Investigation of the interacting flow of nonsymmetric jets
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An investigation of wall interference correction to the
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Interference effects associated with a plate-supported
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interference p 218 A89-24307
Unsteady wall interference in rotary tests
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Wall-interference corrections for parachutes in a closed
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Calculation of wind-tunnel side-wall interference using
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Nacelle/pylon interference study on a t/17th-seale,
twin-engine, low-wing transport model
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[AIAA PAPER 89-2214 p 723 A89°47671
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[AIAA PAPER 89-2215] p 723 A89-47672
Tests on 3 NACA 0012 airfoil models of DFVLR in the
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Adaptive wall technology for minimization of wall
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Sidewall bouedary-layer measurements with upstream
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Turbulence and modeling in transonic flow
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Experimental study of pressure and heating rate on a
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Vortices and pressure waves at plates, cylinders and
wind profiles
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Nonlinear aerodynamics of delta wings in combined pitch
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Propeller/wing interaction
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The problem of safety factor determination
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Description of atmospheric turbulence
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characteristics of a wing in simulated heavy rain
[NASA-TP-2932] p 655 N89-25951
Verification of the production safe flight instrument
corporation OV/RV-1 D stall warning system
[AD.A207392] p 770 N89-27659
Three-dimensional airfoil performance measurements
on a rotating wing
[DE88-009443] p 821 N89-28487
AERODYNAMICS
Turbulence management end relaminarisation;
Proceedings of the IUTAM Symposium, Bengalore, India,
Jan. 19-23, 1987 p 46 A89-10154
The formation mechanism of the asymmetric spatial
vortex of slender bodies at high angle of attack
[SAE PAPER 872435] p 7 A89-10652
Panel methods in aerodynamics - Some highlights
p 10 A89-11481
Aerodynamicetly-drlven condensate layer thickness
distributions on isothermal cylindrical surfaces
p 51 A89-12337
Numerical simulation of turbulent flow through tandem
cascade p 67 A89-13519
Aerodynamic and structural design of the standard class
seilptane ASW-24 p 93 A89-13600
NAS - The first year --- Numerical Aerodynamic
Simulation p 135 A89-13623
Aerodynamic design of • manual aileron control for an
advanced turboprop trainer p95 A89-13639
The Oetztal wind tunnel as basic idea and incentive
for planning the USAF research center AEDC Tullahoma
p 183 A89-20245
Model problem of the hypersonic relaxing-gas flow past
bodies p 211 A89-22245
Integrating nonlinear aerodynamic and structural
analysis for a complete fighter configuration
p 228 A89-22818
On the structure of two- end thrse-dimensional
separation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0287] p 280 A89-25244
Numerical solutions on s Pathfinder end other
configurations using unstructured grids end e finite element
solver
[AIAA PAPER 88-0362] p 282 A8g-25306
Progress on a Taylor weak statement finite element
algorithm for high-speed aerodynamic flows
[AIAA PAPER 89,0654] p 289 A89-25517
Viscous shock-layer solutions for the low-density
hypersonic flow past long slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 88-0480] p 295 A89-28251
Sheared wing-tip aerodynamics - Wind.tunnel and
computational investigation p 361 A89-29162
Full-potential analysis of • supersonic delta wlng/body
p 382 A89-29186
Vortex generation in computational aerodynamics
p 364 A89-30108
Jet flows of reacting gases --- Russian book
p 416 A89-30254
On the continued growth of CFD in airplane design
p 393 A89-31307
Business aviation end new technologies
p 438 A89-35379
Extension and application of flux-vector splitting to
calculations on dynamic meshes p 508 A89-36g01
Aerodynamic device for generating mono.diaparse fuel
droplets p 554 A89-37878
ViwJelizetlon o! aerodynamic flow fields using
photorefrective crystals p 555 A89-38764
AIAA Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, gth,
Buffalo, NY, June 13-15, 1959, Technical Papers
p 572 A89-41776
An adaptive Cartesian mesh sigodthm for the Euler
equations in arbitrary geometries
[AIAA PAPER 89-1930] p 572 A89-41777
SUBJECT INDEX
Solution of the 2D Navier-Stokes equations on
unstructured adaptive grids
[AIAA PAPER 89-1932] p 572 A89-41779
Design of optimally smoothing multi-stage schemes for
the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1933_ p 572 A89-41780
A massively parallel three-dimensional
Euler/Navier-Stokes method
[AIAA PAPER 89-1937] p 572 A89.41784
Development st a Navier-Stokes code on a Connection
Machine
[AIAA PAPER 89.1938] p 572 A89-41785
Far field numerical boundary conditions for internal end
cascade flow computations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1943] p 573 A89-41790
Turbulence models for 3D transonic viscous flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1952] p 574 A89-41799
An adaptive grid polygonal finite volume method for the
compressible flow equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1959] p 574 A89-41805
Supersonic flow past a sphere in a gas with a periodic
density field structure p 588 A89-42521
Soaring on intelligent wings - Aerodynamicists at MBB
are already at work on tomorrow's projects
p 568 A89-43077
Aerodynamic design via control theory
p 589 A89-43094
International Conference on Numerical Methods in Fluid
Dynamics, 1lth, Williamsburg, VA, June 27-July 1, 1988,
Proceedings p 699 A89-45351
Computational fluid dynamics - A personal view
p 699 A89-45352
A high resolution finite volume scheme for steady
external transonic flow p 642 A89-45369
Difference methods for initial-boundary-valua problems
and flow around bodies (Revised edition) --- Book
p 646 A89-46198
Modeling of controlled flight dynamics using in-flight
simulators .-- Russian book p 688 A89-46546
Application of an AI layer to an aerodynamic calculation
code
[ONERA, TP NO 1989-52] p 810 A89-48737
AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
Boston, MA, Aug, 14-16, 1989, Technical Papers
p 715 A89-49051
Spreadsheet methods tor aircraft design
[AIAA PAPER 89-2059] p 758 A89-49430
A numerical method for calculating steady transonic
flows with relaxation end heat input p 734 A89.49600
Calculation of an axisymmetric stream and analysis st
flow in axial-flow turbine stages p 741 A89-51024
Encyclopedia of fluid mechanics Volume 8 -
Aerodynamics and compressible flows --- Book
p 804 A89-51275
Advanced aerospace aerodynamics; Proceedings of the
Aerospace Technology Conference and Exposition,
Anaheim, CA, Oct. 3-6, 1988
[SAE SP-757] p 718 A89-51351
A total variation diminishing scheme for computational
aerodynamics p 744 A89-51562
On the design of nonlinear controllers for flight control
systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-3489] p 845 A89-52582
Supercomputar requirements for selected disciplines
important to aerospace p 874 A89-53152
Scientific visualization in computational aerodynamics
at NASA Ames Research Center p 875 A89-54907
Validation of a pair of computer codes for estimation
and optimization of subsonic aerodynamic performance
of simple hlnged-fisp systems for thin swept wings
[NASA-TP.2f128] p 13 N89-10024
An approximate, maximum terminal velocity descent to
s point
[DE88,000349] p 15 N89-10840
Schlieran measurements at the 10,000.foot sled track
[DE58-012748] p 42 NSg-10f199
A vortex panel method for potential flows with
applications to dynamics and control
[AD-Alg70gl) p 87 N89.12549
A walk ==long interfaces --- aeroelestlcity
[B8817008] p 154 N89-14223
Aerodynamics of vortex generators
[NASA-CR- 182511 ] p 221 N89-15086
Structural optimization of rotor blades with integrated
dynamics and aerodynamics
[NASA-TM.101512] p 234 N89-15110
Introduction to intake aerodynamics
p 298 N89-18739
Intake Aerodynamics, volume 2 --- conference
[VKI-LS-1988,04-VOL.2] p 299 N89-18748
The wind tunnels of the national full-scale aerodynamics
complex p 339 N89-18388
The design and initk_I construction of a composite RPV
(Remotely Piloted Vehicle) for flight research
applications
[AD-A201884] p 395 N89-tg28f
SUBJECT INDEX AEROELASTICITY
Two-dimensional Navier-Stokes solution of the flow over
a thick supercriticel airfoil with strong shock.induced
separation
lAD-A203331] p 459 N89-20971
Icing considerations for HALE (High Altitude, Long
Endurance) aircraft
lAD-AgO2584] p 464 N89.20975
Integrated aerodynamic/dynamic optimization of
helicopter rotor blades
[NASA-TM-101553] p 473 N89-20982
Aerobailistic Research Facility Data Analysis System
(ARFDAS)
lAD.A204308] p 542 N89-21810
Visting China's aerodynamics research and
development center
lAD-A203980] p 543 N89-22615
A vortex panel analysis of cimular.arc bluff-bodies in
unsteady flow
[DE89.00714t] p 558 N89.22845
NASA aeronautics research end technology
[NASA-EP-259] p 568 N89-23406
Langley aerospace test highlights, 1988
[NASA-TM-t 01579] p635 N89-25112
Structural optimization of rotor blades with integrated
dynamics and aerodynamics p 668 N89-25156
Integrated aeredynamic-structurai design of a
forward-swept transport wing p 669 N89-25168
Effects of nonlinear aerodynamics and static
aeroelasticity on mission performance calculations for a
fighter aircraft p 669 N89.25170
Optimum design of swept.forward high-aspect-ration
graphite-epoxy wings p669 N89-25172
Control sudece spenwise placement in active flutter
supp_eseion systems p 689 N89.25195
Meeting the challenges with the Douglas Aircraft
Company Aeroelastic Design Optimization Program
(ADOP) p 671 N89-25222
The acoustics of a small-scale helicopter rotor in
hover
[NASA-TM-101058] p 655 N89-25954
Numerical study of three-dimensional separation and
flow control at a wing/body junction
[NASA-CR-185819] p 746 N89-26826
Small scale model tests in smell wind and water tunnels
at high incidence end pitch rates. Volume 1: Test program
end discussion of results
lAD-A208647] p 821 N89.28488
Inviscid and viscous hypersonic aerodynamics: A review
of the old and new p 823 N89.29308
AEROELASTIC RESEARCH WINGS
ACT wind tunnel experiments of a transport-type wing
p 68 A89-13528
Aerosefvoelaetic wind-tunnal investigations using the
a,:tive flexible wing model . Status and recent
accomplishments
[AIAA PAPER 89-1168] p 387 A89.30659
Aerosen/oelastlc modeling and applications using
minimum-state approximations of the unsteady
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 89-1188] p404 A89-30678
Shape sensitivity analysis of flutter response of a
lamJnated wing
[AIAA PAPER 89-1287] p 389 A89-30750
Design of control laws for flutter suppression based on
the aerodynamic energy concept and comparisons with
other design methods
[AIAA PAPER 89-1212] p 404 A89-31100
Shape esnsltivlty analysis Of wing static aeroalaetic
charectarlstics p 755 A89.48654
Shape sensitivity analysis of flutter response of a
laminated wing
[NASA-CR.181725] p 102 N89.11740
Aaroservoelastic wind-tunnel investigations using the
Active Flexible Wing Model: Status and recent
accomplishments
[NASA-TM-101570] p 609 N89.24313
AEROELASTICITY
Efficient elgodthm for solution of the unsteady trammnic
small-disturbance equetion p4 A89.10104
Aarcelasficity peat, prlment and future .-- with application
to air accident cram
[SAE PAPER 872449] p 19 A8g-10662
A data acquisition system for blade vibration test
p 41 A89.11037
Experimental investigation of strong in.flight oscillation
on helicopters and its prevention p 92 A89.13520
Application of unsteady aerodynamic methods for
transcnlc soroelastic analysis p122 A89.13581
Research and applications in eeroservoelasticity at the
NASA Langley Research Center p 94 A89-13609
Aircraft aeroaiectlcity and structural dynamics research
at the NASA Langley Research Center - Some illustrative
resufls p 94 A8g-13810
Optimization of nonlinear aeroelastic tailoring criteria
p94 A89.13811
Aeroelasticity and structural optimization of rotor blades
with swept tips p 94 A89.13612
Sensitivity el reduced flight dynamic model depending
on elasticity of aircraft structure p 95 A89-13634
Design and analysis of a high speed composite material
wing flutter model p 96 A89-13661
Studies in nonlinear eercelasticity --- Book
p 125 A89.15423
Identification of structural vibration control parameters
using medal contributors --- for airframes
p 98 A89.15507
Pieggio P180 p 98 A89-15563
The optimal design of isolator in aerospace equipment
p 98 A89.15585
Non-classical slow.induced respo,ses of a lifting surface
due to localized disturbances p112 A89-15611
Aeroelasfic response characteristics of a hovering rotor
due to harmonic blade pitch variation
p 101 A89-16547
Interaction of fluids and structures for aircraft
applications p 127 A89-16927
Aeroelastic computations of flexible configurations
p 127 A89.16928
Recent advances in transonic computational
aeroelastioity p 101 A89-16929
On the theory of oscillating wings in sonic flow
p 82 A89-17121
Experimental investigation of propfan aeroelastic
response in off-axls flow with mistuning
[AIAA PAPER 88-3153] p 175 A89-17941
Aeroelastic response of metallic and composite propfan
models in yawed flow
[AIAA PAPER 88-3154] p 175 A89-17942
Vibration, performance, flutter and forced response
charectedstics of a large.scale proptan and its aeroelastic
model
[AIAA PAPER 88-3155] p 176 A89.17943
Seenngless rotors and higher harmonic control modeling
using RACAP p 162 A89.18876
Aeroelastic optimization of a helicopter rotor
p 163 A89-18898
Dynamic characteristics of advanced bearinglees rotors
at McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company
p 164 A89-18899
Static aeroelastlc characteristics of circulation control
wings p 167 A89.20144
Unsteady transonic aerodynamics and aeroelestic
calculations at low.supersonic freestreama
p 149 A89-20145
Modern wing flutter analysis by computational fluid
dynamics methods p 191 A89-20146
Comment on 'Aeroelastic oscillations caused by
transitional boundary layers and their attenuation'
p 167 A89.20150
Transonic unsteady aerodynamic end aeroetastic
calculations about airfoils and wings
p 208 A89.21153
Effect of • vortex wake on the perturbed motion of an
elastic eidoil p 211 A89.22240
Aaroalaatic divergence of swept-forward composite
wings including warping restraint effect
p 255 A89.22362
Integrating nonlinear aerodynamic and etructurai
analysis for a complete fighter configuration
p 228 A80-22818
Rotor blade mproelasllcfty in forward flight with an Implicit
aerodynamic formulation p 229 A89.23180
Nonlinear analysis of • cantilever beam --. General
Rotorcraff Aaromechanical Stability Program
p 229 A89-23192
Finite difference techniques and rolor blade aeroefaetlc
partial differential equations p 258 AB9.g3302
Aercelestic predlctlon of rotor ioeds in forward flight
p 230 A89.23320
Theoretical end experlmentat datermioetlon of the
elastic and lnarftel properties of an helicopter blade
p 256 A8g-23332
Hamlitonien mechenlcl as a po_dbla alternative for
dedving eero.elestlc eduationa p 256 A89.23357
Effects of axial force on the flutter Of high aspect ratio
aerofoil bledee p 218 A89.E3388
Further experience with a new approach to helicopter
aarcelasticlty p 232 A89.23389
Supersonic flutter of eercelesticaily tailored oblique
wioga p 244 A8g-24310
Integrated aeroesrvcelastic analysis capability with
x-2gA comperieona p 244 A89.24311
A crete-specs model of unsteady aerodynamics in a
compressible flow for flutter analyses
[AIAA PAPER 89-0022] p 271 A89.25018
Direct SOlution of unsteady tranaonl¢ flow equations in
frequency domain
[AIAA PAPER 89-0841 ] p 288 A89-25507
Active control of aeroalaetic systems governed by
functional differential equations p 332 A89.25871
Longitudinal stability analysis for deformable aircraft
p 332 A89-25934
An effective modeling method Ofunsteady aerodynamics
for state-specs aeroelastic models p 293 A89-25946
Free vibration end panel flutter of quadrilateral laminated
plates p 347 A89-26274
Aeroelaetlc flutter of lOW aspect ratio cantilever
composite plate p 347 A89-26281
Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures
applied to rotorcraft aercelasticity p 312 A89-27695
Unsteady transonic algorithm improvements for realistic
aircraft applications p 312 A89-27738
Technique for the prediction of airfoil flutter
characteristics in separated flow p 348 A89-27744
Some implications of warping restraint on the behavior
of composite anisotropic beams p 312 A89-27747
A computational procedure for automated tiutter
analysis p 348 A89-28070
Motion-induced unsteady airloeds on en oscillating
low.aspect-ratio trapezoidal heft-wing in seperated flmv
p 4f3 A89-28849
Perturbation evaluation of dynamic behavior o! a class
of elastic vehicles p 413 A89-29102
Effects of medal symmetry on transonic :qroelastic
characteristics of wing-body configurations
p 385 A89-2g171
A new computational method applied to acceleration
potential theory -- of helicopter rotors
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-131] p 364 A89-2g282
Axisymmetrlc penal flutter of r_'_g-reinforced composite
cylindrical shells
[AIAA PAPER 89-1167] p 417 A89-30658
Aeroelastic stability of aimraft with circulation control
wings
[AIAA PAPER 89-1184] p 387 A89-30674
Limit cycle phenomena in computational transonic
aercelastioity
[AIAA PAPER 89-1185] p 418 A89-30675
Aeroelastic stability and control of a highly flexible
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-1187] p388 A89-30677
Application of panel method eeredynamics to rotor
aeroelesticity in hover
[AIAA PAPER 89-1234] p 388 A89-30720
An integrated approach to the optimum design of actively
controlled composite wings
[AIAA PAPER 89-1268] p 389 A89-3()75t
Optimum design of helicepter rotors for longitudinal
handling qualities improvement in forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-1270] p 389 A89.30753
Supersonic far-field boundary conditions for transonic
small-disturbance theory
[AIAA PAPER 80-1283J p 367 A89.30765
Aeroelaetic design of • composite wing with wind tunnel
investigation
[AIAA PAPER 89.1320] p 3g0 A8g-30797
Analytic simulation of higher harmonic control using a
new sea-elastic rhodes
[AIAA PAPER 89-1321] p_,_O A8g-30708
Method for experimental determination of flutter speed
by parameter identification
[AIAA PAPER 80-1324] p3g0 A89-30801
Component-level analysis of composite box beams
[AIAA PAPER 89-1380] p 418 A89-30835
Euler flutter analysis of airfoils using unstructurec
dynamic meshes
[AIAA PAPER 89-1384] p 41g A8g-30857
Results of a parametric aercelutic stability analysis of
a generic X-wing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89.1385] p 3gl A8g-30858
Ap_ICet/on of a full-potential solver to bending-torsion
flutter In cascades
[AIAA PAPER 89.1386] p 404 A89.30859
Forward flight aercelestictty of a hlngelese rotor blade
by blllneer formulation
[A/AA PAPER 89-1233] p 302 A89-308g2
Active flutter luppression for two.dimensional airfoils
p 405 A89.31480
Study on unsteady flow field of an oscillating cascade
p 36g A89.31517
Aeroelaeti¢ taste and calculations for light aircraft
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-169] p 394 A89.31827
Flutter of circulation control wings
p 394 A89-31863
Oeclllatlng incompressible aerodynamics of a loaded
airfoil cascade p 371 A8g-31g16
Stability analysis of the multiple discrete stabilization
=)/stem of an elastic flight vehicle p 500 A8g-34132
A linear computer code to determine aeroelasflc stebtltty
in airfoil cascades at unsteady flow conditions
p 444 A8g.34746
Aaroelastic deformation effects on the stopped-rotor
dynamics of an X-wing aircraft p 482 A89-34897
Structural optimization for aeroelastic control
affectivenau p 470 A8g-3480g
Flnita-sorface apllne p 500 A89-34900
A-11
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Aercelastic divergence of frcnt.frse.eft-fixed elastic strip
parallel to uniform flow p 495 A89-35097
Integrated approach for active coupling of structures end
fluids p 552 A89-38917
Vibrations in aerospace structures - Prediction,
prevention and control
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-9] p 553 A89-37631
Analytical modeling of helicopter static and dynamic
induced velocity in GRASP p 513 A89-38555
identification of XV-15 eeroelastic modes using
frequency-domain methods p 804 A8g-41092
Dynamic grid deformation using Navier-displecement
equation for deforming wings
[AIAA PAPER 89-1982] p 578 A88-41825
Identification of XV-15 aeroelastic modes using
frequency sweeps p 605 A89.42018
Transonic aaroetastlcity of fighter wings with active
control su_aces p 579 A89.42020
Comment on 'General formulation of the aeroelastic
divergence of composite swept-forward wing structures'
p 605 A89-42025
Methods of flying model studies --- Russian book
p 605 A89-42535
Aeroelestic analysis of prop fan blades with a
semiempirical dynamic stall model
[AIAA PAPER 89-2695] p 703 A89-47025
Analysis of vii3rations of the National Transonic Facility
model support system using a 3-D aeroetastic code
[AIAA PAPER 89-2207J p 784 A89.47666
Transonic aeroelasticity analysis for rotor blades
|AIAA PAPEF_ 8g-2212] p 798 A89-47669
Aircraft deflections due to oscillations dudng
uncontrolled flight in the atmosphere
p 779 A89-4793g
Analytical flutter investigation of a composite propfan
model p 800 A89.48663
Theoretical studies of aeroelasticity in aeronautical
compressors p 773 A89.49021
Compressor blade flutter - An understanding based on
wind tunnel tests p 773 A89-49022
Assessment of the effects of reconfiguration on
aeroservoelastic stability margins
[AIAA PAPER 89-2016] p 781 A88-49405
Integrated design of aerodynamics and structures
[AIAA PAPER 89-2079} p 734 A89-49443
Influence of mechanical nonlinearities on flutter -
Analytical and computational aspects
[AIAA PAPER 89-2091] p 801 A89-49451
Wing-flutter calculations with the CAP-TSD unsteady
transonic small.disturbance program
p 761 A89.50068
On the generation of a set of accurate numerical modal
functions for use Inthe eeroelas_c analysis of flexible rotor
blades p 803 A89-50584
Aercelastic characteristics of NACA 00t 2 airfoil at angle
of attack
[AIAA PAPER 89.3375] p 739 A89-50807
Flutter testing of modern aircraft p 783 A89-51221
An analysis end wind tunnel test of gust alleviation end
gust load alleviation for aircraft p 792 A89.51302
Static aeroelaetic behavior of vadous p{anform wings
p 804 A88.51313
A coupled rotor aeroelastic analysis utilizing nonlinear
aerodynamics and refined wake modeling
p 831 A89.52041
Sensitivity derivatives of flutter characteristics and
stability margins for aeroservoelastic design
[AIAA PAPER 89-3467] p 845 A89.52562
A multiloop, digital flutter suppression control taw
synthesis case study
[AIAA PAPER 89-3556] p 848 A89-52642
Dynamic stability and active control of elastic vehicles
acting with unsteady aerodynamic forces
[A_AA PAPER 89-3557] p 848 A89-52643
Robust control system design with multiple model
approach and its application to active flutter control
IAIAA PAPER 89-3578] p 849 A89.52661
Phenomena and modelling of flow-induced vibrations
of bluff bodies p 861 A89-52961
Measurement of aerodynamic characteristics of a
hang-glider-wing by ground run tests using a test vehicle
[NAL-TR-953| p 13 N89-10004
AGARD manual on aeroelasticity in axial-flow
turbomachines Volume 2: Structural dynamics and
aeroelasticity
[AGARD.AG-298-VOL-2] p 13 N89-10006
Aeroelastic coupling:An elementary approach
p 37 N89-t0012
Aeroelastic formulation for tuned and mistuned rotors
p 37 N89-10013
Fan flutter test p 37 N89-t0014
Aeroe_estic thermal effects p 37 N89-10015
Forced vibration end flutter design methodology
p 51 N89-tO016
A-12
La Recherche Aercspatlale, Bimonthly Bulletin, Number
1987-4, 23g/July-August
[ESA-TT-J088] p 14 N89.10026
The pros and cons of code validation
[NASA.TM.100657] p 14 N89-10034
Vibration, performance, flutter and forced response
characteristics of a large-scale propfen and its aeroelastic
model
[NASA.TM.101322] p 38 N89.10043
Aeroelasticity and structural optimization of helicopter
rotor blades with swept tips p2g Nag.t0887
Requirements and capabilities in unsteady wind tunnel
testing
[NLR.MP-BT068-U] p85 N89.11718
Integrating matdx solutions of problems In eeroelasttc
t_ilodng p 101 N89.11732
Wing divergence and rolling power
[RAE-TR-88017] p 103 N89-11743
A walk along interfaces --- aeroelasticity
[88817008] p 154 N89-t4223
Flutter analysis of highly swept delta wings by
conventional methods
[NASA-TM-101530] p 221 N89-15087
Structural dynamics division research and technology
accomplishments for FY 1988 and plans for F-Y 1989
[NASA-TM-101543] p 222 N89-15895
Aeroelastic optimization of a helicopter rotor
p 316 N89.f6778
Requirements and capabilities in unsteady windtunnel
testing p 339 N89.t6878
Vibration end aeroelastic tailoring of advanced
composite plate-like liftingsurfaces p 351 N89-17263
Measured and predicted structural behavior of the
HiMAT tailored composite wing
[NASA-CR.t 66617] p411 N89-18530
Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics and Aeroelasticity
1987, part 1
[NASA-CP-3022-PT-1] p 374 N89-t9234
Unsteady aerodynamics and aeroelastic research at
AFWAL p 375 N89-19235
Extensions end improvements on XTRAN3S
p 433 N89-19238
Role of computational fluid dynamics in unsteady
aerodynamics for aeroelasticity p 425 N89.19237
Full potential unsteady computations including
aeroelesttc effects p 375 N89-19243
AGARD standard eeroaiastic configurations for dynamic
response p 376 N89.19248
Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics end Aercelasticlty
1987, part 2
[NASA-CP-3022-PT-2] p 378 N89-19247
The oblique-wing research aircraft: A test bed for
unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelestic research
p 376 Nag-f 8253
Static eeroelasticity of a composite oblique wing in
transonic flows p 378 N89-19254
Investigation end suppression of high dynamic response
encountered on an elastic supercdticaf wing
p 377 N89-19255
Initial application of CAP-TSD to wing flutter
p 377 N89.19257
Turbomechinery eeroeiaeticity at NASA Lewis Research
Center p 402 N89-19262
Unsteady aerodynamics of blade rows
p 402 N89-19263
Computational eeroelasticity challenges and resources
p 377 N89.19264
Some low.speed flutter characteristics of simple
low.aspect-ratio delta wing models
[NASA-TM-t01547] p 450 N89-20094
Active control helicopter aeromechenical and
aeroelastic instabilities p 483 N89-20149
Additional development of the XTRAN3S computer
program
[NASA-CR-181743] p 452 N89-20922
Aeroelastic modeling for the FIT team F/A-18
simulation
[NASA-TM.101569| p 475 N89-20991
Control augmented structural optimization of
aeroelastically tailored fiber composite wings
lAD-A204534| p 530 N89-21791
Aerodynamic detuning of a loaded airfoil cascade in an
incompressible flow by a locally analytical method
p 521 N89-22588
Structural dynamics branch research and
accomplishments for FY 1988
[NASA-TM-t01406] p 562 N89-22939
Optimum aeroelastic characteristics for composite
supermaneuverable aircraft
[AD-A205503] p 807 N89-23452
Aeroservoelastic modeling and applications using
minimum-state approximations of the unsteady
aerodynamics
[NASA.TM-t01574] p 808 N89-24308
SUBJECT INDEX
Aeroservoelastic wind-tunnel investigations using the
Active Flexible Wing Model: Status and recent
accomplishments
[NASA-TM-tOt570] p 609 N88-24313
Recent activities within the Aeroservoelasticity Branch
at the NASA Langley Research Center
[NASA-TM.101582] p 608 N89-24314
Results of a parametric aeroelastic stability analysis of
a generic X-wing aircraft
[NASA-TM.101572] p817 N89-24324
Survey of Army/NASA rctororaft aeroelastic stability
research
[NASA.TM-101026] p 618 N88.24329
Structural optimization of rotor blades with straight and
swept tips subject to eeroelastic constraints
p 687 N88-25152
Optimization of rotor blades for combined structural,
performance, and eeroelestic characteristics
p 867 N89-25153
Efficient sensitivity analysis and optimization of a
helicopter rotor p 668 N89-25155
Composite sizing and ply orientation for stiffness
requirements using a large finite element structural
model p 705 N89-25166
Aerolastic tailoring and integrated wing design
p 668 N89-25167
Effects of nonlinear aerodynamics and static
aeroelasticity on mission pedormance calculations for a
fighter aircraft p 669 N89*25170
Results of including geometric nonlinearities in an
aeroetastic model of an F/A-18 p 669 N89-25190
An overview of the Douglas Aircraft Company
Aeroelastic Design Optimization Program (ADOP)
p 671 N89-25221
Meeting the challenges with the Douglas Aircraft
Company Aeroelastic Design Optimization Program
(ADOP) p 671 N89-25222
An analytical sensitivity method for use in integrated
aeroservoelastic aircraft design
[NASA.TM-101583] p 690 N89.25239
Flap-lag stabiUty data for a small-scale isolated hingeless
rotor in forward flight
[NASA-TM-102189] p 706 N89-25479
Influence of thickness and camber on the aeroelastic
stability of supersonic throughftow fans: An engineering
approach
[NASA-TM-101949] p 656 N89-25957
Flutter suppression control law synthesis for the Active
FlexlbJe Wing model
[NASA.TM-t01584] p 890 N89-26010
State space models for eeroelestic end viscoelastic
systems
[AD-A207092] p 890 N89-26012
Automated structural optimization system (ASTROS):
User training workshop
[AD.A2070g0] p 709 N88.26287
Method for experimental determination of flutter speed
by parameter identification
[NASA-TP-2923] p 768 N89-26844
Modeling end computational algorithms for parameter
estimation and optimal control of aeroelastic systems end
large flexible structures
[AD-A208274] p 811 N89-27404
AEROMANEUVERING
Aerodynamic maneuvering hypersonic flight
mechanics
[NASA-CR-183007] p 219 N89-15074
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
International Pacific Air and Space Technology
Conference, Melbourne, Australia, Nov. 13.17, 1987,
Proceedings
[SAE P.208] p I A89.10627
A world leader in engineedng and maintenance
[SAE PAPER 872444] p 1 A89-10657
Calculation of the principal parameters of the actuating
mechanisms of aircraft slave drives --- Russian book
p 555 A89-38500
More helicopter aerodynamics --- Book
p 513 A89-38578
Technical communication in aeronautics - Results of an
exploratory study p 877 A89-53330
Origin, objectives and activities of the Department of
Aerospace Engineering p 3 N89.10830
Aviation technology applicable to developing regions
[NASA-TM*89425] p 23 N89-10872
The Center of Excellence in Rotary Technology at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
[AD-At98964| p 168 N89-13426
Research and technology 1988
[NASA-TM-4078J p 268 N89-15886
Aircraft integrated design and analysis: A classroom
experience
{NASA-CR-184719| p 235 N89-1590_
Controls and guidance: Aeronautics
p 334 N89-f8401
SUBJECT INDEX AEROSPACE PLANES
R and M (Reliability and Maintainability) quality team
concept and C-17 design at Douglas Aircraft Company:
An R and M 2000 initiative case study
lAD-A201574] p 361 N89-19228
Flight research and testing p 453 N89-20927
Preliminary design of a modular unmanned research
vehicle. Volume 1: System design document
lAD-A202765] p 474 N89-20987
Study of the real emulation of the electronic integrated
system
[P889-116271] p 557 N89-22016
Future advanced aero-engines: The materials
challenge p 538 N89-22659
NASA aeronautics research and technology
[NASA-EP-259] p 568 N89-23406
Aerospace structures design on computers
lAD-A208811] p 811 N89-28321
AERONAUTICAL SATELLITES
Aeronautical satellite networks p 160 A89-20t 17
AvSat - The first dedicated aeronautical satellite
communications system p 524 A89-36592
Inmarsat's aeronautical satellite communication
system p 552 A89-36593
Technical design and performance analysis of
aeronautical satellite communication systems
p 524 A89-36594
Field trials of aeronautical satellite communication
system p 524 A89-36595
AERONAUTICS
Yearbook 1987 II; DGLR, Annual Meeting, Berlin,
Federal Republic of Germany, Oct. 5-7, 1987, Reports
p 142 A89-20226
In process failure investigations in aeronautics
p 253 A89-20958
Aerospace '88 p 268 A89-21796
Aerospace systems and technology - The role of the
RAE p 207 A89-21846
Mathematical research at the Aeronautical Research
Laboratories 1939-1960 p 437 A89-32982
Flying wings (2rid revised and enlarged edition) ---
Russian book p 568 A89-42488
S. P. Korolev in aviation. Ideas. Projects. Designs ---
Russian book p 635 A89-42537
Investigations in the history and theory of the
development of aviation and rocket and space science
and technology, No. 6 -- Russian book
p 879 A89-52923
Calendar of selected aeronautical and space meetings
[AGARD-CAL-88/2] p 566 N89-23361
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
International Pacific Air and Space Technology
Conference, Melbourne, Australia, Nov, 13-17, 1987,
Proceedings
[SAE P-208] p 1 A89-10627
DFVLR, Annual Report 1987 p 437 A89-32775
Problems of the unification of the on-board systems of
flight vehicles p 620 A89-42456
A model of the teachability zone and its use in the ballistic
design of flight vehicles p 620 A89-42459
Automatic control of jet engines (3rd revised and
enlarged edition) --- Russian book p 613 A89-42509
1988 report to the aerospace profession; Society of
Experimental Test Pilots, Symposium, 32nd, Beverly Hills,
CA, Oct. 13-15, 1988, Proceedings p 686 A89-45151
Productivity and cryogenic wind tunnels
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-80] p 790 A89-48762
Instrumentation for cryogenic wind tunnels
(ONERA, TP NO. 1989-81] p 790 A89-48763
Changes in RAF engineering requirements for flight
simulators - impact on the manufacturers and the CSDE
teams p 790 A89-48830
The impact of Ada on flight simulator development
p 810 A89-48842
Aeromechanics and man-machine integration
technology opportunities for rotorcraft of the 1990s and
beyond
[AIAA PAPER 89-2065] p 716 A89-49434
Aircraft Symposium, 26th, Sendal, Japan, Oct. 19-21,
1988, Proceedings p 718 A89-51301
Supercomputer requirements for selected disciplines
important to aerospace p 874 A89-53152
Facilities and support requirements for advanced flight
vehicles p 854 A89-54368
Results of a preliminary study of two high-speed civil
transport design concepts p 834 A89-54372
Aerospace systems and technology: The role of the
RAE
[RAE-TR-88042] p 3 N89-10003
Origin, objectives and activibes of the Department of
Aerospace Engineering p 3 N89-10830
Minimax and maximax optimal control problems with
applications in aerospace engineering
p 406 N89-19311
Numerical aerodynamic simulation
[NASA-EP-262] p 569 N89-24262
Langley aerospace test highlights, 1988
[NASA-TM-101579] p 635 N89-25112
Federal incentives for industrial modernization: Historical
review and future opportunities
[NASA-TM-101785] p 714 N89-25764
Activities report in aerospace research in Germany,
F.R.
[ISSN-0070-3966] p 815 N89-28485
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTS
Fiber-optic sensor systems for aerospace applications
p 47 A89-10359
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
Military aerospace technical development in Australia
[SAE PAPER 872426) p 1 A89-10646
The winning edge --- NASA role in US aeronautics
industry's competition with foreign suppliers
(SAE PAPER 880945] p 2 A89-12322
Soviet aerospace industry - Perestroika's changes grip
Soviet aerospace industry p 567 A89-41057
Soviet aerospace industry - Motorworks taps skill of
several factories to produce powerplants
p 567 A89-41059
Research and development: Technical and scientific
publications 1988 --- Book p 635 A89-42926
Thoroughgoing DV-support from project planning to
factory control - Practical example from near-development
aircraft design
[MBBoUD-526-88-PUBI p 568 A89-42928
Aerospatiale'e short-term and intermediate-term place
in the international scene p 637 A89-45032
Dassault, leader ir European military and business
aircraft p 637 A89-45033
The SNECMA group today and tomorrow
p 637 A89-45034
French aerospace research in the international
context p 691 A89-45036
Aeronautical research in the European future
p 838 A89-45037
A320 - Past definitions and future possibilities
p 755 A89-48549
Changes in RAF engineering requirements for flight
simulators - Impact on the manufacturers and the CSOE
teams p 790 A89-48830
Integrated ground training for the RAF's new basic trainer
- The Tucano p 791 A89-48837
Overview of the helicopter industry
[AIAA PAPER 89-2029] p 716 A89-49414
International cooperation on EFA --- European Fighter
Aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-2035] p 814 A89-49415
Experience on international cooperation and lessons
learned --- in turbofan engine manufacturing
[AIAA PAPER 89-2037] p 814 A89-49417
Monitoring flight operations using flight recorded data
[AIAA PAPER 89-2056] p 767 A89.49428
Developments in titanium alloys for aerospace
p 797 A89-50773
Spain's aerospace industry - Present and future
p 718 A89-51306
International competition - The NASP challenge
[AIAA PAPER 89-5018] p 814 A89-51340
Aerospace investment casting in the U.S.A. 1988
p 857 A89-52022
The importance of weight in a changing cost estimating
environment
[SAWE PAPER 1854] p 877 A89-52024
Aerospace Industry in India - Past, present and future
p 815 A89-54472
Aviation and space news
lAD-A197702] p 62 N89-11693
Aircraft technology opportunities for the 21st Century
[NASA-TM-10106O) p 63 N89-12539
CSM testbed development and large-scale structural
applications
[NASA-TM-4072] p 628 N89-24624
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
Chemical hazards in aeromedical aircraft
p 224 A89-24374
Sudden inflight incapacitation in general aviation
p 522 A89-36117
Injuries to seat occupants of light airplanes
lAD-A207579] p 749 N89-26830
AEROSPACE PLANES
Conceptual study of turbo-engines for horizontal takeoff
and landing space plane
[IAF PAPER 88-253] p 184 A89-17745
The X-20 space plane - Past innovation, future vision
[iAF PAPER 88-598] p 204 A89-17867
Hypervelocity technology escape system concepts
program p 184 A89-17929
Numerical methods for hypersonic flows
IDGLR PAPER 87-084 ] p 150 A89-20235
Combined propulsion for hypersonic and space
vehicles p 322 A89-24917
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
plane at high angles of attack using implicit TVD
Navier-Stokes code
{AiAA PAPER 89-0273] p 279 A89-25230
Computational design aspects of a NASP
nozzle/afterbody experiment
(AIAA PAPER 89-0446] p 284 A89-25364
A three-dimensional upwind finite element point implicit
unstructured grid Euler solver
]AJAA PAPER 69-0858] p 289 A89-25521
NASP natural environment definitions for design
[AIAA PAPER 89-07641 p 339 A89-25568
The prospects for European aerospace transporters II
- A design concept for a minimum-cost aerospace
transporter p 408 A89-30536
Overview - Design of an efficient lightweight akfrarne
structure for the National Aerospace Plane
[AIAA PAPER 89-1406) p 391 A89-30879
Effect of centrifugal force on range of the Aero-Space
Plane p 394 A89-31865
Technology requirements for hypersonic airbreathing
aircraft p 468 A89-33626
Materials for the NASP p 547 A89-36722
Experimental investigation of applicability of waverider
configuration to hypersonic transport and
aerospace-plane p 511 A89-38123
Numerical simulation of supersonic flows past a
space-plane p 511 A89-38124
Fundamental aspects of an aerospaceplane
p 544 A89-38234
Recent progress in the National Aerospace Plane
program p 568 A89-41651
Performance of an aero-space plane propulsion
nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 89-1878l p 586 A89-42103
Numerical simulation of hypersonic viscous perfect gas
flow for the aerotbermodynamic design of space planes
at low angles of attack
IAIAA PAPER 89-1699] p 591 A89-43;f15
NASP keeps moving p 620 A89-43620
Optical research needed to support the testing of
hypersonic vehicle structures p 697 A89-43840
A simple theory of aerospaceplane
p 662 A89-44975
Economic analysis of a beam-powered, personalized
global aerospace transportation system
[AIAA PAPER 89-2443_ p 714 A89-46835
Rapid methodology for design and performance
prediction of integrated scramjet/hypersonic vehicJe
[AIAA PAPER 89-2682] p 666 A89-47012
A propulsion development strategy for the National
Aero-Space Plane
[AIAA PAPER 89-2751] p 681 A89-47061
Two-dimensional flight mechanics model incorporating
a rapidly rotating airfoil
IAIAA PAPER 89-2224] p 778 AB9-4788g
Navier-Stokes computations of the supersonic flows
about a Space-Plane
(A/AA PAPER 89-3402] p 733 A89-49101
Numerical simulation o1 hypersonic flow around a space
plane at high angles of attack using implicit "I"VD
Navier-Stokes code p 741 A89*51314
Computational fluid dynamics on chemically-reacting
external flows around spaceplanes p 742 A89-51315
The NASP challenge - Management innovation
[AIAA PAPER 89-5006] p 814 A89-51331
Hypersonic aerodynamics at North Carolina State
University
(SAE PAPER 881524] p 718 A89-51369
Saenger aerospaceplane gains momentum
p 855 A89-52973
Heat transfer in aerospace propu}sien
p 862 A89-53282
A real-time guidance algorithm for aerospace p_ane
optimal ascent to low earth orbit p 855 A89-54085
International Conference on Hypersonic Flight in the 21st
Century, 1st, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks,
Sept. 20-23, 1988, Proceedings p 855 A89-54326
Saenger: An advanced space transport system for
Europe - Program overview and key technology needs
p 856 A89-54329
HOTOL - A European aerospacepiane for the 21st
century p 856 A89-5,4330
NAL's research for hypersonic flight
p 856 A89-5433t
Perspective on Japanese Space Plane research and
development p 856 A89-54332
Australian hypersonic facilities p 854 A89-54349
The U.S. supersonic transport - Three lessons for NASP
from history p 878 A89-54354
'Spaceplanes' and the rise of 'Ultra Tech'
p 856 A89-54355
Transnational legal problems for commercial hypersonic
flight p 878 A89-54356
Hypersonic flight and the Warsaw Convention
p 878 A89-54358
A-13
AEROSPACESAFETY
The Trisonic aerospace motor - Propulsion vehicle for
the 21st century p 856 A89-54359
Interfacing hypersonic aircraft in the National Airspace
System p 831 A89-54366
Technology issues associated with fueling the national
aerospace plane with slush hydrogen
{NASA-TM-101386] p 43 N89-10123
Application of unsteady aeroelastic analysis techniques
on the national aerospace plane
[NASA-TM-100648) p 101 N89-11733
Report of the Defense Science Board task force on the
National Aerospace Plane (NASP)
lAD-A201124] p 317 N89-17595
The national aero-space plane p 317 N89-18387
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
plane. 1: Basic development
[NAL-TR-976T] p 591 N89-23409
An integrated aerodynamic/propulsion study for generic
aero-space planes based on waverider concepts
[NASA-CR-183389] p 609 N89-24315
Hypersonic airbreathing vehicle conceptual design
(focus on aero-spaee plane) p 670 N89-25210
High temperature adhesive systems
lAD-A209166] p 860 N89-28643
AEROSPACE SAFETY
National lightning detection - A real-time service to
aerospace
IAIAA PAPER 89-0787] p 352 A89-25578
Annual review of aircraft accident data, US Air Carrier
operations: Calendar year 1986
[PB89-151021] p 597 N89-23434
AEROSPACE SCIENCES
Calendar of selected aeronautical and space meetings
]AGARD-CAL-88/2] p 566 N89-23361
AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
AIAA/IEEE Digital Avionics Systems Conference, 8th,
San Jose, CA, Oct. 17-20, 1988, Technical Papers. Parts
I & 2 p 169 A89-18051
A simulation-based fault injection experiment to evaluate
self-test diagnostics for a fault-tolerant computer
fAIAA PAPER 88-3897J p 198 A89-18083
Design and validation of the IFTAS fault-tolerant clock
--- Integrated Fault-Tolerant Avionics System
[AIAA PAPER 88-3899] p 170 A89-18085
Aerospace systems and technology - The role of the
RAE p 207 A89-21846
Sound transmission of stiffened composite panels -
Hygrothermal effect
(AIAA PAPER 89-1358] p 434 A89-30833
Knowledge-based simulation for aerospace systems
p 430 A89-31083
Aerospace materials for the twenty-first century
p 796 A89-49627
Aerospace systems and technology: The role of the
RAE
[RAE-TR-88042] p 3 N89-10003
Applications of integrated design/analysis systems in
aerospace structural design p 666 N89-25147
AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Transferring jet engine diagnostic and control technology
to liquid propellant rocket engines
IAIAA PAPER 89-2851] p 682 A89-47125
The design challenge of applying tiltrotor technology to
the civil mission
]AIAA PAPER 89-2067] p 759 A89-49436
The US. supersonic transport - Three lessons for NASP
from history p 878 A89-54354
AEROSPACE VEHICLES
Computational fluid dynamics in aerospace
[SAE PAPER 872446] p 7 A89-10659
Lightning triggered by the presence of aerospace
vehicles p 353 A89-26215
Sonic fatigue and nonlinear response of stiffened
panels
[AtAA PAPER 89-1101 I p 492 A89-33741
Analysis of fluctuating pressures on a nose-cylinder body
measured in the NAL 2mx2m transonic wind tunnel
p 741 A89-51310
Advanced aerospace aerodynamics; Proceedings of the
Aerospace Technology Conference and Exposition,
Anaheim, CA, Oct. 3-6, 1988
]SAE SP-757) p 718 A89-51351
Triggering of lightning by the Atlas Centaur vehicle
p 55 N89-10438
Estimation of states of aircrafts by Kalman filtering
algorithms
[PD-SE-8810] p 136 N89-12238
Automated structural optimization system (ASTROS):
User training workshop
lAD-A207090) p 709 N89-26267
Cost-optimal state feedback controller for all-attitude
gimbal system
lAD-D013972] p 769 N89-26845
Aerospace structures design on computers
I AD-A208811 ] p 811 N89-28321
A-14
AEROTHERMOCHEMISTRY
A new PNS code for chemical nonequilibrium flows
p9 A89-11106
Effect of the diffusive separation of chemical elements
on a catalytic surface --- for supersonic aerodynamics
p 68 A89-13165
Scram jet analysis with chemical reaction using
three-dimensional approximate factorization
[AIAA PAPER 89-0672] p 323 A89-25533
Calculation of inviscid nozzle flow in thermal and
chemical nonequilibrium
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-150] p 370 A89-31810
Computational methods for hypersonic flows - Special
techniques and real gas effects
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-100J p 441 A89-33640
Numerical simulation of three-dimensional hypersonic
viscous flows p 441 A89-33644
A fully-coupled implicit method for thermo-chemical
nonequilibrium air at sub-orbital flight speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-1974] p 576 A89-41818
Calculation of nonequilibrium hydrogen-air reactions with
implicit flux vector splitting method
[AIAA PAPER 89-1700] p 621 A89-43216
Experimental and computational results for 5 degree
blunt cones with shock generators at high velocity
]AIAA PAPER 89-3377) p 731 A89-49080
Computational fluid dynamics on chemically-reacting
external flows around spaceplanes p 742 A89-51315
AEROTHERMODYNAMICS
Calculation of compressible flow and heat transfer on
a rotating disk p 50 A89-11033
Aerothermodynamies - The required tools
[SAE PAPER 880928] p 12 A89-12316
Application of integrated fluid-thermal structural analysis
methods p 122 A89-13544
Effect of aerodynamic heating on deformation of
composite cylindrical panels in a gas flow
p 74 A89-13692
Euler solvers for hypersonic aerothermodynamic
problems p 77 A89-15696
Analysis of thermal performance for aviation - Moist air
cross flow heat exchanger p 126 A89-16438
Turbine-stage heat transfer Comparison of
short-duration measurements with state-of-the-art
predictions p 126 A89-16458
Instrumentation of hypersonic structures - A review of
past applications and needs for the future
{AIAA PAPER 88-2612] p 117 A89-16526
Results of an industry representative study of code to
code validation of axisymmetric configurations at
hypervelocity flight conditions
IAIAA PAPER 88-2691} p 80 A89-16527
The computation of non-equilibrium chemically-reacting
flows p 127 A89-16934
Detection of laminar-turbulent transition by infrared
thermography p 143 A89-17147
Numerical methods and high-performance computers -
New development tools in aerodynamics
p 217 A89-23812
28th Laechester Memorial Lecture - Experimental
real-gas hypersonics p 257 A89-23870
Pressure and heat transfer investigation of a modified
NASP baseline configuration at M - 6 --- National
Aero-Space Plane
IAIAA PAPER 89-0246] p 339 A89-25208
Fluid-thermal-structural interaction of aerodynamically
heated leading edges
IAIAA PAPER 89-1227} p 388 A89-30714
A numerical method for predicting hypersonic
flowfields p 440 A89-33634
Parametric study of thermal and chemical nonequilibrium
nozzle flow
IAIAA PAPER 89-1856] p 585 A89-42084
Hypersonic flow in a compression corner in 2D and 3D
configurations
{AIAA PAPER 89-1876} p 586 A89-42101
Numerical simulation of hypersonic viscous perfect gas
flow for the aerothermodynamic design of space planes
at low angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 89-1699] p 591 A89-43215
Experimental study on aerodynamic characteristics of
hypersonic transport configuration p 640 A89-44972
Model predictions of fan response to inlet temperature
transients and spatial temperature distortion
[AIAA PAPER 89-2686] p 650 A89-47016
Dynamic turbine blade temperature measurements
]AIAA PAPER 89-2689] p 680 A89-47019
Numerical computation of hypersonic turbulent flows
using zero- and one-equation models
]AIAA PAPER 89-2234] p 725 A89-47689
Computational fluid dynamics on chemically-reacting
external flows around spaceplanes p 742 A89-51315
NASP aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 89-5013] p 742 A89-51338
Supercomputer requirements for selected disciplines
important to aerospace p 874 A89-53152
SUBJECT INDEX
Thermal stress analysis of the NASA Dryden hypersonic
wing test structure p 856 A89-54340
Flight mechanics and aerothermodynamic software
{CNES-CT/DTI/MS/MN/069_ p 4 N89-10839
A high heat flux experiment for verification of
thermostructural analysis
[NASA-TM-1009311 p 127 N89-12026
Aerothermal modeling program, phase 2
p 131 N89-12890
Aerothermal modeling program, phase 2 Element B:
Flow interaction experiment p 131 N89-12891
Aerothermal modeling program, phase 2. Element C:
Fue_ injector-air swirl characterization
p 131 N89-12892
Aerothermal modeling program. Phase 2, element B:
Flow interaction experiment p 351 N89-17304
Measurement of airfoil heat transfer coefficients on a
turbine stage p 351 N89-17311
CFD applications to the aero-thermodynamics of
turbomachinery
I PNRg0520} p401 N89-18494
Aerothermodynamios of a jet cell facility
lAD-A202142] p 408 N89-19318
Toward improved durability in advanced aircraft engine
hot sections
[NASA-TM-4087] p 479 N89-20135
NASA HOST project overview p 479 N89-20136
Assessment, development, and application of
combustor aerothermal models p 479 N89-20138
Review and assessment of the database and numerical
modeling for turbine heat transfer p 479 N89-20139
Views on the impact of HOST p 480 N89-20144
Experimental examination of the aerothermal
performance of the T-10 test cell at NAS (Naval Air Station),
Cubi Point
lAD-A203887] p 487 N89-21005
High density fuel effects
JAD-A202426] p 490 N89-21125
Future advanced aero-engines: The materials
challenge p 538 N89-22659
Aerothermodynamic analysis of a Coanda/Refraction
Jet Engine Test Facility
lAD-A205937] p 619 N89-23482
Finite element flow-thermal-structural analysis of
aerodynamically heated leading edges
p 655 N89-25198
Low density flow effects for hypervetocity vehicles
lAD-A206218] p 747 N89-27633
Parametric study of the aerothermodynamics of a jet
engine test facdity
lAD-A208512] p 794 N89-27675
Research and technology plans for PY 1989 and
accomplishments for FY 1988 --- Structural Mechanics
Division
[NASA-TM-101592] p 807 N89-28035
Hypersonic vehicle environment simulation, phase 1
IAD-A209030J p 864 N89-28754
Special Course on Aerothermodynamics of Hypersonic
Vehicles
I AGARD-R-761] p 823 N89-29306
Aerothermodynamic instrumentation
p 866 N89-29310
AFTERBODIES
Experimental investigation of convergent ejector
nozzle/afterbody in wind tunnel p 8 A89-11060
The effect of exhaust plume/afterbody interaction on
installed scramjet performance
[AIAA PAPER 89-0032] p 272 A89-25028
Computational design aspects of a NASP
nozzle/afterbody experiment
[AIAA PAPER 89-04461 p 284 A89-25364
Air inlets and afterbodies of subsonic and supersonic
aircraft engines - General aspects
]ONERA, TP NO, 1988-132] p 364 A89-29283
Comparison of test mounts for military aircraft
afferbodies
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-151J p 370 A89-31811
Navier-Stokes calculations of scramlet-afterbody
flowfields p 443 A89-34732
3-D composite velocity solutions for subsonic/transonic
flow over afferbodies
IAtAA PAPER 89-1837J p 582 A89-42065
Turbulent flow predictions for afterbody/nozzle
geometries including base effects
[AIAA PAPER 89-1865J p 585 A89-42092
Supersonic Navier-Stokes simulations of turbulent
afterbody flows
]AIAA PAPER 89-2194J p 722 A89-47654
Accurate drag estimation using a single component drag
model technique p 337 N89-16856
The effect of exhaust plume/afterbody interaction on
installed Scramjet performance
[NASA-TM-101033] p 330 N89-17600
Base flow investigation behind axi-and non-axisymmetric
blunt bodies
[ISL-CO-246/87] p 452 N89-20103
SUBJECT INDEX
The effect of exhaust plume/afterbody on installed
scramjet performance p 536 N89-21797
Transonic Navier-Stokes solutions of three-dimensional
afterbody flows
[NASA-TM-4t t lJ p 594 N89-23433
Experimental and computational flow-field results for an
all-body hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-185347J p 655 N89-25953
AFTERBURNING
Active control of reheat buzz -- low-frequency
combustion instability of jet aeroengine afterburners
p 43 A89-11103
Experimental study of distributions at exit of turbojet
afterburner using gas analysis system
p 239 A89-22009
Variable geometry control of reacting shear layers
IAIAA PAPER 89-0979] p 411 A89-30492
Measurement effects on the calculation of in-flight thrust
for an F404 turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 89-2364] p 677 A89-46777
Effects of bypass air on the combustion of boron
particles in e solid fuel ramjet
[AIAA PAPER 89-2886] p 683 A89-47151
Ground run-up afterburner detection and noise
suppression p 109 N89-12768
Afterburner flameholder construction
[AD-D014116] p 776 N89-26852
AGE FACTOR
Ageing jet care p 748 A89-50293
AGGREGATES
Design criteria for aggregate-surfaced roads and
airfields
[AD-A207059] p 694 N89-26019
AGING (MATERIALS)
Thermal ageing of poly(aryl-ether-ether ketone) (PEEK)
- The role of carbon p 410 A89-29962
Investigation of the service and age lives of U.S. Army
personnel parachutes
[AIAA PAPER 89-0915] p 462 A89-35227
Aging aircraft and fatigue failure p 749 A89-51578
Summary of aging effects on 25-year old nylon
parachutes
[DE89-001378] p 251 N89-15249
AGING (METALLURGY)
Age creep forming aluminum aircraft skins
p 624 A89-41584
A study of AI-Li alloys using small angle neutron
scattering p 695 A89-44577
Age forming integrally stiffened, aluminum aerospace
structures in an autoclave
[AIAA PAPER 89.2087] p 801 A89.49448
AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT
The calculation of aerodynamic forces on flexible wings
of agricultural aircraft p70 A89-13599
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Navier-Stokes solutions about the F/A-18 forebody-LEX
configuration ... Leading Edge Extension
[AIAA PAPER 89-0338] p 281 A89-25285
Feasibility study on the design of a laminar flow
nacelle
[AIAA PAPER 89-0640] p 311 A89-25506
Computational design of low aspect ratio wing-wingleta
for transonic wind-tunnel testing
[AIAA PAPER 89-0644] p 311 A89-25509
Unsteady transonic algorithm improvements for realistic
aircraft applications p 312 A89-27738
Spanload optimization for strength designed lifting
surfaces
{AIAA PAPER 88-2512] p 914 A89-28252
Air inlets and afterbodies of subsonic and supersonic
aircraft engines. General aspects
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-132] p 364 A89-29283
insights on the whirl-flutter phenomena of advanced
turboprops and propfans
[AIAA PAPER 89.1235] p 388 A89-30721
The optimum-optimorum theory and its application to
the optimization of the entire supersonic tranaporl
aircraft p 393 A89-31338
Surface-blowing anti-icing technique for aircraft
surfaces p 394 A89-31861
The U.S. Navy unmanned air vehicle program
p 437 A89-33555
The Theta Beta - Design of a system --- remotely piloted
civil aircraft p 468 A89-33581
GDPP - A practical CAD software package
p 563 A89-37014
The joined wing - The benefits and drawbacks. I
p 507 A89-38800
Unsteady transonic small-disturbance theory including
entropy and vorticity effects p515 A89-3918t
HALE - A high-altitude, long-endurance manned
aircraft p 604 A89-41109
Multigrid Euler solver about arbitrary aircraft
configurations with Cartesian grids and local refinement
[AIAA PAPER 89-1960] p 575 A89.41806
Numerical simulation of the Navier-Stokas equations for
an F-tTA configuration p 578 A89.42014
Application of HISSS panel code to a fighter-type aircraft
configuration at subsonic and supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-2619] p 589 A89-42931
Reinforcing solutions for a panel cut-out
p 698 A89-45177
Configuration studies for • regional airliner using
open-rotor ultra-high-bypess-ratio engines
[AIAA PAPER 89-2580] p 666 A89-46937
Calculation of high angle.of.attack aerodynamics of
fighter configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-2188] p 721 A89-47648
TRANAIR applications to fighter configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-2220] p 724 A88-47877
Multigrid transonic computations about arbitrary atrcraft
configurations p 755 A89-48680
A local curve and surface scheme for aircraft geometric
modeling p 757 A88-49104
Configurational repercussions of new technologies in
designing a regional airliner
[AIAA PAPER 88-2022] p 715 A88.48409
Aircraft design for mission performance using non.linear
multiobjectlve optimization methods
[AIAA PAPER 89-2078] p 759 A89-49442
Advanced V/STOL attack aircraft design/operations
trade-off
[AIAA PAPER 89-2118} p 780 A89-49489
The European Fighter Aircraft design
(AIAA PAPER 89-2123] p 760 A89.49471
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ADAS - A design system for aircraft configuration
development
[AIAA PAPER 89-2131] p 810 A89-49477
A method for computing transonic flows around
complete aircraft configurations p 738 A89-50084
Parameter study of fighter aircraft configurations using
a simple performance synthesis model for the overall
airframe-engine system p 762 A89-50372
V-22 Osprey developmental status
[AIAA PAPER 89-2113] p 762 A89-50801
Feasibility study on a long duration airplane at high
altitude for the communication relay purpose
p 764 A89-51304
Multiblock techniques for transonic flow computation
about complex aircraft configurations
p 744 A89-51553
An integrated configuration and control analysis
technique for hypersonic vehicles p 833 A89-54006
Water tunnel flow visualization on a hypersonic
configuration p 820 A89-54373
Prediction of forces and moments for flight vehicle
control effectors: Workplan
[NASA-CR-184666] p 247 N89-15122
Analytical wing weight prediction/estimation using
computer based design techniques p 234 N89.15903
Aircraft integrated design and analysis: A classroom
experience
[NASA-CR-184719] p 235 N89-15907
Estimation of drag arising from asymmetry in thrust or
airframe configuration
[ESDU-88006] p 297 N89-18730
Wind tunnel predicted air vehicle performance: A review
of lessons learned p 337 N89-16852
Waverider, volume 2
[NASA-CR-184700] p 360 N89-18408
The Horizon: A blended wing aircraft configuration
design project, volume 3
[ NASA.CR-184701] p360 N89-18409
The Leading Edge 250: Oblique wing aircraft
configuration project, volume 4
[NASA-CR-184702] p 380 N89.18410
Validation of a multi-block Euler flow solver with
propeller-slipstream flows p 373 N89-18649
Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics and Aeroelasticity
1987, part 1
[NASA.CP.3022.PT-1 ] p 374 N89-19234
Unsteady aerodynamics and aeroelastic research at
AP,NAL p 375 N89-19235
Extensions end improvements on XTRAN3S
p 433 N89-18236
CAP-TSD: A program for unsteady transonic analysis
of realistic aircraft configurations p 395 N89-f9238
CAP-TSD analysis of the F-15 aircraft
p 395 N89-19239
Calculation of steady and unsteady pressures at
supersonic speeds with CAP.TSD p 375 N89-19240
Application of a full potential method to AGARD standard
airfoils p 375 N89-19242
Full potential unsteady computations including
aeroelastie effects p 375 N89-19243
AGARD standard aeroelastic configurations for dynamic
response p 376 N89-19246
Numerical solution of unsteady rotational flow past fixed
and rotary wing configurations p 376 N89-t925t
The oblique-wing research aircraft: A test bed for
unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic research
p 376 N89-19253
Static aaroelasticity of a composite oblique wing in
transonic flows p376 N89.19254
Aerodynamic analysis of three advanced configurations
using the TranAir full-potantial code p 455 N89-20944
Steady and unsteady transonic small disturbance
analysis of realistic aircraft configurations
p 473 N89-20946
Eular/Navier-Stokes calculations of transonic flow past
fixed- and rotary.wing aircraft configurations
p 456 N89-20848
Preliminary design of • modular unmanned research
vehicle. Volume 1: System design document
[AD°A202765] p 474 N88-20987
Tailless aircraft performance Improvements with relaxed
static stability
[NASA-CR-181806I p 483 N89-20999
The naval aircraft crash environment: Aircrew
survivability and aircraft structural response
lAD-A204825) p 523 N89-21780
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
plane. 1: Basic development
[NAL-TR.978T] p 591 N89-23409
A methodology for determining the survivability of
fixed-wing aircraft against small arms
[AD-A205730] p 807 N89-23455
An integrated aerodynamic/propulsion study for generic
aero-spece planes baaed on waverider concepts
[NASA-CR.1833891 p 809 N89-24315
SUBJECT INDEX
Aeroelastic modeling for the FIT (Functional Integration
Technology) team F/A-18 simulation
p 670 N89-25192
Hypersonic airbraathing vehicle conceptual design
(focus on aero-space plane) p 670 N89-25210
The conceptual design of a Mach 2 Oblique Flying Wing
supersonic transport
[NASA-CR-177529] p 671 N89-25233
Development and application of a computer-based
system for conceptual aircraft design
[ETN-89-94886] p 673 N89.26001
HOMAR: A computer code for generating homotopic
grids using algebraic relations; User's manual
[NASA-CR-4243] p 708 N89-26176
Wind-tunnel investigation of aerodynamic characteristics
and wing pressure distributions of an airplane with
variable-sweep wings modified for laminar flow
[NASA-TM-4124] p 744 N89-26810
Numerical study of three-dimensional separation and
flow control at a wing/body junction
[NASA-CR.185819] p 746 N89-26826
Computation of transonic potential flow past
RAE-Wing.A and Body-B2 combination
[PD-CF.8921] p 747 N89-27637
Evaluation of a strain-gage load calibration on a
low-aspect-ratio wing structure at elevated temperature
[NASA-TP-2921] p 807 N89-28034
Low.speed static and dynamic force tests of a generic
supersonic cruise fighter configuration
[NASA.TM.4138] p 821 N89-28486
Operational test plan concept for evaluation of close
air support alternative aircraft
[AD-A208185] p 835 N89-28513
Composite matedal repair and reliability
lAD-A209150) p 859 N89-28574
A study of an advanced variable cycle diesel as applied
to an RPV: Evaluation of an RPV variable cycle diesel
engine
[AD-A207754] p 842 N89-29347
AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Simulation of a birdstrike impact on aircraft canopy
material p 25 A89-10113
The effects of fluids in the aircraft environment on a
polyatherimida p 44 A89-t2759
Manufacturing. The cutting edge p 61 A89.12951
Materials and structures for hypersonic vehicles
p 93 A89-13542
A320 fullscala structural testing for fatigue and damage
tolerance certification of metallic and composite
structure p 95 A89-13626
Design and analysis of a high speed composite material
wlng flutter model p96 A89-13661
Advanced composite development for large transport
aircraft p 96 A89.13863
New developments in ARALL laminates
p 96 A89-13665
Advances in superplastic aluminum forming ---
aerospace industry p 97 A89-15067
Carbon fibre composite on the Viggen aircraft
p 99 A89.16082
Design and application of a pultruaion for multiple use
in the Fokker 100 p 101 A89-17130
PM AI alloys - Hot prospects for aerospace
applications p 185 A89-17622
Nondestructive testing of composite aircraft structures
with infrared and shearographic imaging technologies
p 189 A89.18891
NOTAR hybrid composita/metal fan blade
p 163 A89-18893
Boeing Model 360 Advanced Technology Helicopter -
Design features and flight test update
p 165 A89-18935
Introduction of new technologies in the structural area
from the viewpoint of IABG
[DGLR PAPER 87-107] p 143 A89-20242
Carbon fiber composites for supersonic technology
[DGLR PAPER 87-124) p 185 A89-20244
Evaluation of aluminum-lithium alloys in
compression-stiffened aircraft structures
p 191 A89-20315
Electronic materials testing in commercial aircraft
engines p 253 A89-21288
Aaroelastic divergence of swept-forward composite
wings including warping restraint effect
p 255 A89-22382
Breaking with tradition --. in =ircraff construction
materials p 251 A89-23027
EH 101 main rotor head structural and material
developments p229 A89.233t 1
EHf01: Lightning protection of composite materials .
Results of preliminary tests on CFC panels
p 230 A89-23315
Properties of aircraft tire materials
[SAE PAPER 881358] p 313 A89-28177
Matartals for interiors. A brief review of their current
status p 342 A89-28433
SUBJECT INDEX AIRCRAFT CONTROL
Integrated design of structures p 385 A89-29170
Turbine technology - Materials set the space (Fifth Cliff
Garrett Turbomechinery Award Lecture, Anaheim, CA, Oct
3, 1988)
[SAE SP-764] p 400 A89-29323
National Aerospace Plane technology development
p 359 A89.29442
Crash testing of advanced composite energy-absorbing,
repairable cabin subfloor structures p 386 A89-29459
A refined beam theory for advanced composite rotor
blade analysis p 414 A89-29464
McDonnell aircraft composites manufacturing -
Experiencing growth p 414 A89-29469
New life for aluminum p 410 A89-29653
Structural design considerations for future composite
transport aircraft p 387 A89-29974
ARALL laminate structures - Toward the supportable
and durable aircraft p 387 A89-30001
Economic issues in composites manufacturing --- for
aircraft p 359 A89-30554
Aspects of military-aircraft development up to the year
2000 p 359 A89-30646
Air Force tribology programs p 491 A89-33448
Metallic limitations in aircraft engines- The rational return
to the stone age p 477 A89-33485
Noise reduction of a composite cylinder subjected to
random acoustic excitation
[AIAA PAPER 89-1049] p 501 A89-33708
Taming ceramic fiber p 547 A89-36721
Materials for the NASP p 547 A89-36722
Composites - Helicopters leading the way
p 528 A89-39086
Advanced concepts and materials for high-speed flight
p 620 A89-41585
Experimental investigation of the crashworthiness of
scaled composite sailplane fuselages
p 605 A89-42019
Space age metals technology; Proceedings of the
Second International SAMPE Metals and Metals
Processing Conference, Dayton, OH, Aug. 2-4, 1988
p 696 A89-45927
Aluminum-lithium alloys for fighter aircraft applications
p 696 A89-45937
A review of beryllides for very high temperature
service p 696 A89-45948
Advanced material applieatior_s for turbine airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 89-2693] p 680 A89-47023
Structures technology for a new generation of
rotorcraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-2070] p 801 A89-49437
Age forming integrally stiffened, aluminum aerospace
structures in an autoclave
[AIAA PAPER 89-2087] p 801 A89-49448
Composites and the commercial jet - A Boeing
viewpoint
[AIAA PAPER 89-2126] p 796 A89-49473
Advanced materials development in commercial
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-2127] p 796 A89-49474
Aerospace materials for the twenty-first century
p 796 A89-49627
Impact of advanced materials/structural concepts on
future weight estimation
[SAWE PAPER 1849] p 763 A89-50831
The use of fiber reinforced thermoplastics as a primary
structure on the McDonnell Douglas AH-64 Apache
helicopter
[SAWE PAPER 1850] p 763 A89-50832
Aerospace investment casting in the U.S.A. 1988
p 857 A89-52022
High-performance fiber composite materials with
thermoplastic matrix
[MBB-Z-0257-89-PUB] p 857 A89-53310
History of the airframe. III p 833 A89-53631
Indirect effects on electronic and mechanical systems
installed in carbon fibre compound aircraft structures
p 22 N89-10492
Variable amplitude fatigue crack growth in titanium alloy
Ti-4AI-4Mo-2Sn-0.5Si (IMI 550)
[RAE-MEMO-MAT/STR-1103] p 120 N89-11880
Stress corrosion cracks in aluminum aircraft structures
[NLR-MP-87048-U] p 128 N89-12091
Materials and structures for hypersonic vehicles
[NASA-TM-101501] p 186 N89-14264
Evaluation of RST (Rapidly Solidified Technology]
structural durability and life cycle costs
[AD.A199336] p 252 N89-16031
Damage tolerance evaluation of PEEK (Polyether Ether
Kentonel) composites
[DE89-005421] p 411 N89-18533
Structural mechanics: Contemporary state and
prospects for development (selected portions)
[AD.Alg8766] p 497 N89-20498
Materials tests: Means and techniques
p 548 N89-21983
Tests of new materials with second generation carbon
fibers, test report
{REPT-47-188/FI p 550 N89-22702
CSPC test 319.30: Study on impact tolerance of
preimpregnated carbon-epoxy systems
[REPT-47-323/F] p 550 N89-22703
A survey of poly-ether-ether-ketone and its advanced
composites
[FFA-TN-1988-371 p 550 N89-22707
Computerized structural mechanics for 1990's:
Advanced aircraft needs p 628 N89-24640
Computational procedures for posfbuckling of composite
shells p 628 N89-24642
Multi-objective / loading optimization for rotating
composite flexbeams p 668 N89-25157
Integrated aerodynamic-structural design of a
forward-swept transport wing p 669 N89-25168
Probabilistic damage tolerance methods for metallic
aerospace structures p 672 N89-25237
Materials and structures for 2000 and beyond: An
attempted forecast
[DFVLR-MITT-89-02] p 706 N89-25358
Research and technology plans for FY 1989 and
accomplishments for FY 1988 --- Structural Mechanics
Division
[NASA-TM-101592] p 807 N89-28035
Revolutionary opportunities for materials and structures
study, addendum
[NASA-CR-179642-ADD] p842 N89-29351
AIRCRAFT CONTROL
Aspects of the control and stabilization of supersonic
commercial aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 87-122] p 39 A89-10519
Lessons learned from developmental and operational
turbine engine monitoring systems
]SAE AIR 1871B] p 35 A89-10624
Modern techniques for the control of RPV's
[SAE PAPER 8724571 p 39 A89-10669
Control of autorotational characteristics of light-airplane
fuselages p 39 A89-12555
Boundary-layer transition effects on airplane stability and
control p 39 A89-12556
Flight control system of the F/A-18 Hornet aircraft
p 111 A89-12978
Partial decomposition of stochastic systems --- dynamic
models for aircraft trajectories p89 A89-13080
Takeoff flight-paths in the presence of wind and wind
variation p 111 A89-13507
Multivariable control system design for an unstable
canard aircraft p 111 A89_13526
An intelligent fiberoptic data bus for fly-by-light
applications p 122 A89-13589
Determination of departure susceptibility and centre of
gravity limitations for control augmented aircraft
p 112 A89-13638
The effect of reduced useable cue environments on
helicopter handling qualities p 112 A89-15705
Enhanced assessment of robustness for an aircraft's
sliding mode controller p113 A89-16154
Fundamental approach to equivalent systems analysis
--- in evaluating aircraft handling qualities
p 113 A89-16157
Loop separation parameter - A new metric for landing
flying qualities p 113 A89-16158
Applications of an architecture design and assessment
system (ADAS) p 136 A89-16512
Multifactor model of errors connected with aircraft
control p 113 A89-16632
Application of digital technology to aircraft utility
systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-3872] p 180 A89-18114
Digital control of a quadruplex direct drive actuator
IA/AA PAPER 88-3951] p 172 A89-18122
An advanced facility for cockpit studies
[A_AA PAPER 88-3966] p 182 A89-18133
The high speed bus technology development program
[A_AA PAPER 88-4005] p 187 A89-18158
Vehicle management system architectural
considerations
IAIAA PAPER 88-3875] p 1"74 A89-f8189
The unused strategic tool - The airship
p 161 A89-18752
Dynamic perspective displays and the control of tilt-rotor
aircraft in simulated flight p 174 A89-18867
Design of a simple active controller to suppress
helicopter air resonance p 162 A89-18877
Counteracting sidewind control system for aircraft
landing p 181 A89-19800
Flight guidance technology
[DGLR PAPER 87-119] p 160 A89-20239
A note on the aircraft minimum-time turns
p 182 A89-20638
On the control of auto-rotational characteristics of a light
trainer aircraft fuselage p 242 A89-20957
MiG Fulcrum - Pinnacle o1 the last generation?
p 228 A89-21789
Evaluation of a command monitoring concept for a
V/STOL Research Aircraft p 242 A89-22507
Cooperative synthesis of control and display
augmentation p 262 A89-22508
Pitch pointing flight control system design in the
frequency domain p 242 A89-22516
Flying the XV-15 and V-22 tilt.rotors
p 229 A89-23051
Recent tilt rotor flight control law innovations
p 244 A89-23381
Development of a simple flight experiment system using
a radio controlled research airplane p 225 A89-24317
The new complement for air and spacecraft - A man/A
computer p 244 A89-24487
An open-loop control system for a state space flight
controller p 245 A89-24489
A new model reference adaptive aircraft controller
p 245 A89-24491
Optimal range performance control of aircraf_
p 245 A89-24501
Advances in flying control systems
p 246 A89-24854
Multiple solutions for aircraft sideslip behaviour at high
angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 89-0645] p 331 A89-25510
Control of nearly singular decoupling systems and
nonlinear aircraft maneuver p 332 A89-25692
Active control of aeroelastic systems governed by
functional differential equations p 332 A89.25871
Feedback control of vibrations in an extendible cantilever
sweptbeck wing p 332 A89-26193
Dynamic response of aircraft autopilot systems to
atmospheric disturbances p 333 A89-27737
Considerations of control authority requirements in
STOVL propulsion system sizing
[SAE PAPER 8814321 p 313 A89-28207
Results from NASA Langley experimental studies of
multiaxis thrust vectoring nozzles
[SAE PAPER 881481] p 324 A89-28228
Dynamics of longitudinal motion of an aeroplane after
drop of loads p 333 A89-28396
Determination of longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives
using flight data from an icing research aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-0754] p 333 A89-28454
Dynamic feedback linearization with application to
aircraft control p 403 A89-28550
Decoupling of systems with nearly singular I-O maps
and control of aircraft p 404 A89-28551
On the improvement of the adaption behavior ol
recursive parameter estimation algorithms through
non-linear, dynamic pre-control p 429 A89.28627
The scaling and control of vortex geometry behin_
pitching cylinders
(A/AA PAPER 89-1003J p 367 A89-30514
Fly-by-wire design considerations p 404 A89-30817
Aeroelastic stability and control o1 a highly flexiblE,
a=rcraff
[AIAA PAPER 89-1187] p 388 A89-30677
Estimating projections of the playable set
p 430 A89-3145£J
Oblique wing aircraft flight contret system
p 405 A89-31462
Stability analysis of the multiple discrete stabilization
system of an elastic flight vehicle p 500 A89-34132
Cockpit automation p 460 A89-34444
Active control law'synthesis for flexible aircraft
p 482 A89.35045
Sensitivity analysis of digital flight control systems using
singular-value concepts p 538 A89-36927
Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization p 538 A89-36928
Eigensfructure assignment for the control of highly
augmented aircraft p 538 A89-36930
Application of precomputed control laws in a
reconfigurable aircraft flight control system
p 538 A89-36931
Simulation evaluation of an advanced control concept
for a V/STOL aircraft p 539 A89-36932
Flight control system design for an in-flight simulator
p 539 A89-36934
Selection of weighting matrices for linear optimal
regulator p 563 A89-36990
Adaptive automatic control systems for flight vehicles
--- Russian book p 563 A89.38511
Integral rudder system for aircraft steering
p 539 A89-39258
input signal selection in the identification of linear
continuous dynamic systems from discrete observations,
p 563 A89.39777
Soviet aerospace industry Mikoyan design group
upgrading MiG-29 with fly-by-wire controls, new cockpit
p 603 A89-41083
Asymptotically decoupled discontinuous conlrol of
systems and nonlinear aircraft maneuver
p 686 A89-45064
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1988 report to the aerospace profession; Society of
Experimental Test Pilots, Symposium, 32nd, Beverly Hills,
CA, Oct. 13-t5, 1988, Proceedings p 686 A89-45151
B-1B high AOA testing p 687 A89-45162
Manual CAT Ilia with e HUD - Requirements and testing
--- FAA instrument approach category
p 687 A89-45164
Expert systems' role broadens p 711 A89-45293
Local analytical methods for digital simulation ol
dynamical control system p 711 A89-46244
The pursuit of integrated control - A realtime aircraft
System demonstration
{AIAA PAPER 89-2701 J p 688 A89-47029
The evolution - IFPC to VMS --- integrated
Bight/propulsion control for Vehicle Management
System
]AIAA PAPER 89-2705] p 688 A89-47032
Parametric study ot a simultaneous pitch/yaw thrust
vectoring single expansion ramp nozzle
{AIAA PAPER 89-2812] p 682 A89-47098
Integrated flight/propulsion control study for STOVL
applications
[ AIAA PAPER 89-2908J p 688 A89-47186
The possible realization of servomechanisms in active
control systems p 798 A89-47525
Control of the descent of a flight vehicle along a glide
path in the grazing regime p 779 A89-47960
Nonlinear model following control application to a flight
simulator control loader
[AIAA PAPER 89-3308J p 788 A89-48416
Deficiencies of long-term dynamics requirements and
new perspectives --- for supersonic aircraft flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-3392] p 781 A89-49093
On sell-tuning controller for aircraft terrain following/gust
alleviation control system p 781 A69-49109
Worst-case analysis of flight control systems using the
structured singular value
IAIAA PAPER 89-2018] p 781 A89-49406
An analysis and wind tunnel test of gust alleviation and
gust load alleviation for aircraft p 792 A89-51302
Parameter estimation for flight vehicles
p 831 A89-51701
Performance analysis of voting strategies for a fly-by-wire
system of a fighter aircraft p 842 A89-52168
AIAA Guidance, Navigation and Control Conference,
Boston, MA, Aug. 14-18, 1989, Technical Papers. Parts
I & 2 p 842 A89-52526
A new technique for aircraft flight control
reconfiguration
[AIAA PAPER 89-3425] p 843 A89-52527
Comparison of eigenstructure assignment and the
Salford singular perturbation methods in VSTOL aircraft
control law design
fAIAA PAPER 89-34511 p 844 A89-52550
Linear quadratic Gaussian design for robust
performance of a highly maneuverable aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3457] p 844 A89-52555
On-board automatic aid and advisory for pilots of
control-impaired aircraft
]AIAA PAPER 89-3460] p 844 A89-52558
Sensitivity derivatives of flutter characteristics and
stability margins for aeroservoelastic design
[AIAA PAPER 89-3467] p 845 A89-52562
An effective flutter control method using fast,
time-accurate CFD codes
]AIAA PAPER 89-3468] p 846 A89-52563
Nonlinear stabilizing control of high angle o1 attack flight
dynamics
{AIAA PAPER 89-3487] p 845 A89-52580
Design of adaptive digital model-following flight-mode
control systems for high-performance aircraft
]AIAA PAPER 89-3495] p 646 A69-52587
Evaluation methods for complex flight control systems
IAIAA PAPER 89-35021 p 846 A69-52595
Application of stochastic robustness to aircraft control
systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-3505} p 846 A89-52598
Extended observability of linear time-invariaet systems
under recurrent loss of output data
[AIAA PAPER 89-35101 p 873 A69-52603
An observer-based compensator lor distributed delays
in integrated control systems
]AIAA PAPER 89-3541 ] p 847 A89-52628
Modal techniques for analyzing airplane dynamics
I AIAA PAPER 89-3609] p 850 A89-52687
A perfect explicit model following control solution Ic
imperfect model following control problems
[AIAA PAPER 89-3612] p 850 A89-52690
On optimal rigid body motions
]AIAA PAPER 89-3816I p 850 A69-52694
High performance linear-quadratic and H-infinity designs
tor a 'supermaneuverable' aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3456l p 832 A89-52712
On the control of elastic vehicles - Model simplification
and stability robustness
IAIAA PAPER 89-3558] p 873 A89-52715
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Lateral electric flight control laws of a civil aircraft based
upon eigenstructure assignment technique
I AIAA PAPER 89-3594} p 851 A89-82718
Adaptive control of high performance unstable aircraft
- A review p 851 A89-52989
An improved pseudo state method for aircraft controller
design p 881 A89-53955
Nonlinear longitudinal control of a supermaneuverable
aircraft p 851 A89-53957
A systematic approach to gain suppression using
eigenstructure assignment p 875 A89-54024
An uncertainty model for saturated actuators --- in flight
control systems p 833 A89-54066
Maximum principle solutions for time-optimal half-loop
maneuvers of a high alpha fighter aircraft
p 853 A89-54081
Integration of active and passive sensors for obstacle
avoidance p 830 A89-54083
Study of a pursuit-evasion guidance law for high
performance aircraft p 853 A89-54084
A method for calculation of matching point of inlet and
engine p 840 A89-54132
Hypersonic air vehicle stability and control
p 834 A89-54344
Concepts for control of hypervelocity vehicles
p 853 A89-54347
Design and evaluation of dynamic flight test
manoeuveres
lPB88-210760] p 29 N89-10042
F-15 SMTD low speed jet effects wind tunnel test
results p 16 N89-10853
Frequency response analysis of hybrid systems
[NLR-TR-87059-U] p 114 N89-11754
AH-1 F Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC) flight
evaluations
lAD-A1971281 p 103 N89-12562
Management and control of separation by unsteady and
vortical flows
lAD-A198902] p 191 N89-13736
A unified approach to vehicle design, control, and flight
path optimization p 168 N89-14231
The poststall nonlinear dynamics and control of an F-18:
A preliminary investigation p 169 N89-14922
Determination of longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives
using flight data from an icing research aircraft
]NASA-TM-101427} p 246 N89-15121
Estimation of longitudinal stability and contrOl derivatives
for an icing research aircraft from flight data
[NASA-TM-4099] p 247 N89-15925
An experimental study of sonic and supersonic nozzles
and their application to high pressure ejectors for aircraft
attitude control p 260 N89-16117
A parallel expert system for the control of a robotic air
vehicle p 433 N89-19842
Power efficient hydraulic systems. Volume 2: Hardware
demonstration phase
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Fault detection and isolation for reconfigurable flight
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p 533 Agg-36473
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p 525 A89.38513
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implementation and implications p 566 A89.38877
An integrated approach to remanufecturing turbine
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p 624 A89.41586
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Aging aircraft p 657 A89-45296
Hornet maintenance p 638 A89-46496
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[AIAA PAPER 89-5060] p 715 A8g-48171
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[AIAA PAPER 89.2101] p 716 A89-49459
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[AIAA PAPER 89-2102] p 791 A8g-49460
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Lessons learned
[AIAA PAPER 89.2103] p 801 A8g-49461
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[AIAA PAPER 89-2104] p 716 A89-49462
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industry p 717 A89-49575
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Diagnostics and control of the fuel systems of aircraft
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The nature of the aircraft component failure process:
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[AD.A197979] p 169 N89-14234
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activities p 202 N89-14761
Maintenance aid system for wide body aircraft
p 327 N89-16805
Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) two versus three level
maintenance support concept study
[AD-A200665] p270 N89-17564
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concept and C-17 design at Douglas Aircraft Company:
An R and M 2000 initiative case study
[AD-A201574] p 361 N89-19228
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The Netherlands
[NLR.MP.88004.U] p 439 N89-20087
INTERFACE 2: Advanced diagnostic software
[AD-A204527] p 563 N89-22366
An analysis of Electronic Aids to Maintenance (EAM)
for the Light Helicopter Family (LHX)
lAD.A205440] p 568 N89-23407
Aircraft sustainability model version 1.5: Users manual
[AD-A207015] p 638 N89-25949
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Completion enhancement
[AD-A206674] p 672 N89-25995
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Evolution of the STOL and Maneuver Technology
Demonstrator
[SAE PAPER 872417] p 27 A89-10639
Tactical route planning --- for helicopter evasive
maneuvering p 24 A89-12414
Transonic characteristics of a humped airfoil
p 12 A89-12551
Determination of departure susceptibility and centre of
gravity limitations for control augmented aircraft
p 112 A89-t3638
Simple model for predicting time to roq wings level in
the A-7E p 113 A89-16099
A note on the aircraft minimum-time turns
p t82 A89-20638
Agile aircraft - The search for supermaneuverability
p 207 A89-21843
Short-range nonlinear feedback strategies for aircraft
pursuit-evasion p 242 A89-22504
Air Force, NASA conduct tests to define fighter aircraft
agility p 228 A89-22975
An investigation of the stability of flight path constrained
helicopter manoeuvres by inverse simulation
p 243 A89-23361
Helicopter agility in low speed manoeuvres
p 244 A89-23365
Aircraft maneuver optimization under fuel constraints -
A real time algorithm p 246 A89-24529
Fast half-loop maneuvers for a high alpha fighter aircraft
using a singular perturbation feedback control law
[AIAA PAPER 8g-0ot8] p 331 A89-25014
Control of nearly singular decoupling systems and
nonlinear aimreft maneuver p 332 A89-25692
Evaluation of a Kelman filter for SAR motion
compensation p 347 A89.26721
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site p 307 A89-26725
Air traffic control automation concepts to optimize flight
management system utilization p 307 A89.26733
The realization of microwave landing system benefits
p 307 A89-26734
Dynamics of longitudinal motion of an aeroplane after
drop of loads p 333 A89.28396
Notar reduces pilot workload, improves response in
OH-6A p 385 A89-29348
Analysis end reconstruction of helicopter load spectra
p 386 A89-29452
Impact of flow unsteadiness on maneuvers and loads
of agile aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-1282] p 404 A89-30764
Flight-test maneuver modeling and control
p 393 A89-31461
Design aspects of a naval RPV recovery system
p 484 A89-33568
Variable structure control laws for aircraft manoeuvres
p 482 A89-35288
Prediction of fatigue life under aircraft loading with and
without use of material memory rules
p 527 A89-38028
Modified F-15S to demonstrate STOL, maneuver
capability p 603 A89.41075
Acceleration forces aboard NASA KC-135 aircraft during
microgravity maneuvers p 620 Aag-42022
Asymptotically decoupled discontinuous control of
systems end nonlinear aircraft maneuver
p 686 A89-45064
Testing for agility. A progress report
p 686 A89.45152
F-15 STOLIManeuvering Technology Demonstrator -
Initial flight test results p 687 A89-45157
The influence of altitude end speed variations on the
aeroplane's load components in longitudinal nonlinear
manoeuvres p 688 A89.45179
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cuing devices
[AIAA PAPER 89.3272] p 785 A89-48386
Development of a tactical guidance research and
evaluation system (TGRES)
[AIAA PAPER 89-3312] p 788 A89-48420
Vibration of bladed flexible rotor due to gyroscopic
moment p 772 A89-48466
The X-31 - High performance at low cost
[AIAA PAPER 89-2122] p 757 A89-48948
Nonlinear control of a supermaneuverable aircraft
{AIAA PAPER 89-3486] p 845 A89-52579
High gain flight controllers for nonlinear systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-3488] p 845 A89-5258t
Optimal control for maximum energy extraction from
wind shear
[AIAA PAPER 89-3490] p 846 A89-52583
Thrust vectoring effect on time-optimal 90 degrees angle
of attack pitch up maneuvers of a high alpha fighter
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3521] p 847 A89-52612
Singular trajectories for time-optimal half-loop
maneuvers of a high alpha fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3614] p 850 A89-52692
On optimal rigid body motions
[AIAA PAPER 89-3616] p 850 A89-52694
Identification of state-space parameters in the presence
of uncertain nuisance parameters p 875 A89-54022
Maximum principle solutions for time-optimal half-loop
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Design and evaluation of dynamic flight test
manoeuveres
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Human factors aspects of the traffic alert and collision
avoidance system (TCAS II)
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Nonlinear effects in helicopter rotor forward flight forced
response p 102 N89-11735
Design and numerical evaluation of full-authority flight
control systems for conventional and thruster-augmented
helicopters employed in NOE operations
[NASA-CR-183311] p 114 N89.12570
Calculation of the steadily periodic and gust responses
of a hingeless rotor hoiinopter using two-dimensional time
domain unsteady aerodynamics p 182 N89-14240
The poststall nonlinear dynamics and control of an F-18:
A preliminary investigation p 169 N89-14922
High alpha feedback control for agile half-loop
maneuvers of the F-18 airplane
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Numerical simulation of the flow field over delta wings
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A mathematical formulation for planning automated
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Theoretical modelling for helicopter flight dynamics -
Development and validation p 92 A89-13522
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transonic aerodynamic wing design and analysis
[NASA-CR-184788] p 300 N89-16761
Wind tunnel-sidewall-boundary-layer effects intransonic
airfoil testing.some correctable, but some not
p 338 N89.16864
Measurement of airfoil heat transfer coefficients on a
turbine stage p 351 N89-17311
High temperature constitutive end crack initiation
modeling of coated single crystal superalloys
p 342 N89-17334
Full.potential integral solutions for steady and unsteady
transonic airfoils with and without embedded Euler
domains p 301 N89-17566
An experimental investigation of the perpendicular
vortex.airfoil interaction at transonic speeds
p 301 N89-17569
A computer code (USPOTF2) for unsteady
incompressible flow past two airfoils
lAD.A201671] p 372 N89-18420
MATE program: Erosion resistant compressor airfoil
coating, volume 2
[NASA.CR-179645] p 412 N89-18550
Experimental simulation of transonic vortex-airfoil
interactions
[AD.A201934] p 378 N89-19274
A computationally efficient modelling of laminar
separation bubbles
[NASA-CR-184789] p 426 N89-19504
Developments and trends in three-dimensional mesh
generation p 455 N89.20940
Unsteady force calculations on circular cylinders and
elliptical airfoils with circulation control
[UMAERO-87-37] p 457 N89.20962
Numerical simulation of flow over iced airfoils
[AD.A203291] p 458 N89-20969
A study of unsteady turbulent flow past airfoils
p 521 N89.22587
Hardware and operating features of the adaptive wall
test section for the 0.3-mater transonic cryogenic tunnel
[ NASA.TM.4114] p542 N89-22814
A vortex panel analysis of circular-arc bluff.bodies in
unsteady flow
DE89.007141] p 558 N89-22845
Surface temperature measurements using a thin film
thermal array
NASA-TM-t01549] p 558 N89-22868
Naviar.Stokes solution for a NACA 0012 airfoil with mass
flux (fan)
AD-A205771] p 593 N89-23424
Numerical study of the influence of leading and trailing
edge flaps on the performance of airfoils
AD-A206138] p 594 N89-23428
A computer simulation study of liquid water content
adjustment based on icing cloud horizontal extent
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/3] p 598 N89.24288
Numerical analysis of supersonic flow through oscillating
cascade sections by using a deforming grid
NASA-TM-102053] p653 N89-25119
Two-dimensional elliptic grid generation for airfoils and
cascades
[DFVLR°FB-88-52] p 653 N89-25125
Design optimization of axisymmetric bodies in
nonuniform transonic flow p 670 N89-25206
Airfoil self-noise and prediction
[NASA.RP.1218] p 713 N89-25673
A numerical solution of transonic flow using
discontinuous shock wave relationship
[NAL.TR.997] p 655 N89-25950
Steady-state and transitional aerodynamic
characteristics of a wing in simulated heavy rain
[NASA.TP.2932] p 655 N89-25951
Flow characteristics about a trailing edge
[UTIAS.TN-270] p 655 N89-25952
Influence of thickness and camber on the aeroelastic
stability of supersonic throughflow fans: An engineering
approach
[NASA-TM.t01949] p 656 N89-25957
An experimental investigation of high lift/high rate
aerodynamics of an unsteady airfoil
[AD.A206964] p 656 N89.25964
Feasibility of predicting performance degradation of
airfoils in heavy rain
[NASA-CR-181842] p 657 N89-25973
A preliminary investigation into Euler methods for
application to multi.element aerofoils for high lift
[AERO.REPT-8710] p 708 N89.26196
Technical Status Review on Drag Prediction and
Analysis from Computational Fluid Dynamics: State of the
Art
[AGARD-AR-256] p 745 N89-26817
Drag prediction and analysis from CFD state-of.the-ert
in Germany p 745 N89.26819
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Finite element analysis of incompressible viscous flows
around single and multi-element aerofoils in high Reynolds
number region
{NAL-TR-1010T] p 865 N89-28765
Transition and turbulence structure in the boundary
layers of an oscillating airfoil
[AD-A208968_ - p 824 N89-29317
Control of separated flow past a cylinder using tangential
wall jet blowing
INASA-CR-185918] p 825 N89-29326
AIRFRAME MATERIALS
Buckling and postbuckling behaviour of composite
panels p 122 A89-13594
The buckling and postbuckling behaviour of curved
CFRP laminated shear panels p 123 A89-13595
COCOMAT. a CAE system for composite structures
design --- for aircraft p 166 A89-19981
Recoverable test vehicle, an innovative approach to a
low cost composite airframe for aerospace application
IAIAA PAPER 89-0378] p 311 A89-25320
On the design of biaxially stiffened composite plates
p 493 A89-34867
Review of aeronautical fatigue investigations during the
period March 1985 - February 1987 in the Netherlands
[NLR-MP-87022-U] p 102 N89.11739
Superplastic formed aluminum.lithium aircraft structure
lAD-A2002451 p 316 N89-17591
Quench sens,tivity of airframe aluminum alloys
[NLR-MP-88003-U] p 489 N89-20231
Development and testing of critical components for
technological preparation of an Airbus.CFRP.fuselege,
phase 2
IMBB-UT-129/87] p 531 N89-22600
Quench sensitivity of airframe aluminium alloys
[ PB89-146039] p 621 N69-23656
AIRFRAMES
Design and testing for airframes p 29 A89-12719
Superplastic forming of aluminum-lithium alloy
2090-OE16 p 118 A89-15065
Identification of structural vibration control parameters
using modal contributors --- for airframes
p 98 A89-15507
Comparison of stepped-sine and broad band excitation
to an aircraft frame p 99 A89.15843
Supportability of composite airframe structures;
Proceedings of the Workshop. Glasgow, Scotland, Aug.
3, 4, 1987 p 99 A89-16077
Supportability of composite airframes - An integrated
logistic viewpoint p 61 A89.16079
Supportability of composite airframes - Civilian and
military aspects p 99 A89-16080
Supportability of composite airframes - The Levi fighter
aircraft p 62 A89-16084
Supportability of advanced composite structures
p 62 A89-16085
Analytical prediction and flight test evaluation of Bell
ACAP helicopter cabin noise --- Advanced Composite
Airframe Program p 164 A89-18911
CFD in design - An airframe perspective
[AIAA PAPER 89-0092] p 310 A89-25081
Overview - Design of an efficient lightweight airframe
structure for the National Aerospace Plane
[AIAA PAPER 69-1406] p 391 A89-30879
Composite material repairs to metallic airframe
components
[AIAA PAPER 89.1406] p 359 A89-30881
Some aspects of the development end operational
testing of the Sprite system p 467 A89-33557
Load alleviation on transport aircraft using acceleration
feedback p 471 A89-35299
Consideration of environmental conditions for the fatigue
evaluation of composite airframe structure
p 551 A89-36304
The development of a composite helicopter fuselage
as exemplified on the BK 117
I MBB.UD-534-88-PUB } p602 A89.39840
Optical research needed to support the testing of
hypersonic vehicle structures p 697 A89-43840
Full scale fatigue crack growth test of advanced jet
trainer AT-3 p 664 A89-45207
AE monitoring of airframe structure during full scale
fatigue test p 863 A89-53322
History of the airframe. III p 833 A89-53631
Fracture criteria for discontinuously reinforced metal
matrix composites
{NASA-CR-181175J p44 N89-10125
Automated Airframe Assembly Program (AAAP) survey
of CIM status in the aircraft industry
{AD-A197368] p 63 N89-t2535
Aircraft airframe cost estimating relationships: All
mission types
lAD-A2002621 p 269 N89-16719
Aircraft airframe cost estimating relationships: Fighters
lAD-A200263} p 270 N89-16720
Aircraft airframe cost estimating relationships: Bombers
and transports
lAD-A200264] p 270 N89-16721
Aircraft airframe cost estimating relationships: Attack
aircraft
lAD-A200265) p 270 N89-16722
Damage tolerance behavior of fiber reinforced
composite airframes p 316 N89-17278
Superpiestic formed aluminum-lithium aircraft structure
{AD-A200245] p 316 N89.17591
Estimating aircraft airframe tooling cost: An alternative
to DAPCA 3
[AD-A201506] p 360 N89.19226
Plastic media blasting recycling equipment study
{AD.A202463] p 556 N89-21987
Tests of new materials with second generation carbon
fibers, test report
IREPT-47-188/F] p 550 N89-22702
USAF (US Air Force) durability design handbook:
Guidelines for the analysis and design of durable aircraft
structures
[AD-A206286] p 608 N89-23457
Probabilistic damage tolerance methods for metallic
aerospace structures p 672 N89-25237
Plan, formulate, discuss and correlate a NASTRAN finite
element vibrations model of the Boeing Model 360
helicopter airframe
[NASA-CR-181787] p 707 N89-25480
Advanced durability analysis. Volume 2: Analytical
predictions, test results end analytical correlations
(AD-A207215] p 765 N89-26838
Residual stress changes in fatigue, Volume 2: A
simulation model for stress measurements in notched test
specimens by X-ray diffraction
[AD.A208346] p 806 N89-27228
Analysis of e system to prevent helicopter rotor
blade-airframe strikes
{AD-A209804] p 767 N89-27648
Composite material repair and reliability
lAD-A209150] p 859 N89-28574
STOL and STOVL hot gas ingestion and airframe heating
tests in the NASA Lewis 9- by 15.foot icw.spoed wind
tunnel
[NASA-TM-t02101] p 824 N89-29323
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
Fundamentals of flight safety --- Russian book
p 19 A89-10721
Air-traffic flow management today p 24 A89-12152
Biting the bullet on aviation safety p 3 A89-t 2537
Air safety in the age of deregulation
p 19 A89-12539
The assurance of flight safety. A priority task in civil
aviation p 20 A89-12548
Bird hazards in aviation - Safety end economic
implications for an airline p 20 A89-12721
Modernization planning in the westen Pacific --- air traffic
control system p 90 A89-16205
Setting the scene - The operator's viewpoint
p 237 A89-24852
Severe weather - Impact on aviation end FAA pregr{lms
in response
[AIAA PAPER 89.0794) p 352 A89-25583
The effects of inclement weather on airline operations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0797] p 304 A89-25585
Flight mission scenario generation with
knowledge.hazed system p 355 A89-27614
Ways to solve current flight.safety problems
p 305 A89.28294
11-96• A giasnost view p 393 A89-31099
70 years of transport aircraft development - What did
the airlines learn?
[AIAA PAPER 89.1641] p 360 A89-32100
Life with the older aircraft p 438 A89-35126
The maturing of commercial aviation
p 507 A89-36900
Optimization of flight regimes according to economic
criteria (2nd revised and enlarged edition) --- Russian
book p 528 A89-38498
Airport technology international 1988 ..- Book
p 541 A89-38582
Benefits of 'area navigation' in regional aviation
p 525 A89-39830
Airline operations end the contlmineted runway
[SAE PAPER 881460] p 658 A69.47339
The insurance requirements of the aircraft operator -
Discrepancies between law end regulations
p 613 A89-48502
FAA conceptual changes in minimum equipment list
policies
[AIAA PAPER 89-2055] p 716 A89.49427
Monitoring flight operations using flight recorded data
{AIAA PAPER 89-2056] p 767 A89-49428
The aging fleet challenge
[AIAA PAPER 89-2125] p 717 A89-49472
Air traffic control --- Russian book
p 783 A89-51009
MLS 1989 - Status report from the perspective of the
airline companies p 830 A89.53663
Simultaneous three-dimensional modeling Of
commercial flights within the airspace of the Federal
Republic of Germany
IDFVLR-FB-88-31 ] p 383 N89-19282
Aviation safety: Measuring how safely individual airlines
operate
IGAO/RCED-88-61] p 464 N89-20974
Terminal area forecasts: FY 1989 - 2005
[AD-A209805] p 750 N89-27644
AIRPORT BEACONS
Heliport identification beacon
IDOT/FAA/CT'TN89/31] p 661 N89-25984
Mode S performance test plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/24J p 707 N89-26127
AIRPORT LIGHTS
Required Operational Capability (ROC) for a Portable
Heliport Lighting Set (PHLS)
[AD-A1963721 p 117 N89-11757
Airfield lighting: Future trends
IRAE-TM-FM-6) p 408 N89-19319
Heliport night parking area criteria test plan
[DOT/FAA/CT.TN88/45] p 619 N89.23480
AIRPORT PLANNING
Airport requirements for the 11-96end Tu-204 aircraft
p 407 A89.30648
Airport technology international 1988 --- Book
p 541 A89-38582
Terminal control area design and air traffic ioadings
[DOT/FAA/DS.88/11] p 25 N89.10038
Heliport system planning guidelines
[AD.Algg081] p 486 N69.21003
Eligibility of noise abatement proposals for grants.in.aid
under the Airport improvement Program
(AD-A204724} p 542 N89-21812
Terminal area forecasts: FY 1989 - 2005
[AD-A209805 ] p 750 N89.27644
Accomplishments under the airport improvement
program: Fiscal year 1988
[AD.A208200) p 855 N89-29352
AIRPORT SECURITY
Aviation security: A system's perspective
[DE89-002020) p 306 N89-16766
AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION EQUIPMENT
Prototype o1 • slant visual range measuring device
|DFVLR.FB.88.42] p 713 N89-25697
Evaluation of a projection algorithm for the stereographic
representation of aircraft in an air traffic control system
[DOT/FAA/CT.TN89/20] p 661 N89-25985
AIRPORTS
International Pacific Air end Space Technology
Conference, Melbourne, Australia, Nov. 13-17, 1987,
Proceedings
[SAE P-208] p 1 A89.10627
Fire safety at civil airports --o Russian book
p 19 A89-10718
A numerical estimation of the deforestation effects on
local climate in the area of the Frankfurt international
airport p 55 A89-11554
Bird hazards in aviation - The regulatory euthority's
responsibilities p 20 A89-12722
The work of the Aviation Bird Unit p 3 A89-12723
Terminal information for data link
[AIAA PAPER 88.4000] p 159 A89.18181
Teieport as a concentration point for domestic end
international traffic p190 A89-20114
Vortex streets end thsir effects on air traffic
p 217 A69-23818
Airport accident-potential and safety areas
[SAE PAPER 881388] p 336 A89-28193
The legal bases of capacity regulations for llr traffic In
the air and at airports p 436 Aag-30426
Wind damage to airports - Lessons learned
p 499 A8g-3435g
The maturing of commercial aviation
p 507 A89-36900
Introduction of MLS - Effects on airspace and airport
capacity p 599 A89-41043
High-efficlency thermal insulation in the bale of airfields
and highways --- Russian book p 819 A89-42499
Air traffic control - No eaey solutions in a complex
terminal environment
[SAE PAPER 881469] p 661 A89-47335
The detection of low level wlndshear with lirport
surveillance radar p 868 A89-54780
Evaluation of the 12-=tltion enhanced Low Level Wind
Shear Alert System (LLWAS) at Denver Stapleton
Internatior_l Airport p 868 A89.54784
Weather sensing with airport surveillance re(fare
p 869 A89-54789
Observations end forecasts for runway (pavement)
surfaces p 826 A89-54802
Verification of aerodrome forecasts
p 870 A89-54824
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Very short-range aerodrome forecasts using regression
techniques p 870 A89-54831
Doppler weather radar service at the Chiang Kai-Shek
international Airport p 871 A89.54840
A case study of local severe weather at Chang Kai Shek
International Airport p 871 A89-54846
The development of numerically-based and expert
system approaches for airfield nowcasting/very short
range forecasting p 872 A89-54860
Lightning and surge protection of large ground
facilities p 52 N89-10474
A microcomputer pollution model for civilian airports and
air force bases, model description
lAD-At99003] p 197 N89-14616
Use of the Terminal Area Simulation System (TASS)
to study microburst wind shears p 197 N89-14899
Airport activity statistics of certificated route air
carriers
[AD-At99186] p 224 N89-15089
A microcomputer pollution model for civilian airports and
Air Force bases. User's guide, issue 2
[AD-Algg795] p 262 N89-16228
Low-altitude wind shear detection with airport
surveillance radars: Evaluation of 1987 field
measurements
[AD-A199189] p 262 N8g-16243
A microcomputer pollution model for civilian airports and
Air Force bases. Model application and background
[AD-A199794} p 499 N8g-20557
Instrument landing system mathematical modeling study
for Orlando International Airport Runway 17R Iocalizer,
Orlando, Florida, revised airside docking plan (Scheme
3A)
[AD-A204722] p 526 N89-21783
Comparison of interpolation algorithms for speed control
in air traffic management
[AD-A206314] p 601 Nag-23444
Response of pavement to freeze.thaw cycles: Lebanon,
New Hampshire, regional airport
[AD-A205559] p 626 N8g-23740
Calculation of aircraft noise in the vicini_ of civil airports
by a simultion procedure
[MPIS-7/1988] p 634 N8g-24887
FAA statistical handbook of aviation: Calendar year
1987
[AD-A200917] p 638 Nag-25113
Design criteria for aggregate-surfaced roads and
airfields
[AD-A207059] p 694 Nag-26019
Evaluation of nondestructive test equipment for airfield
pavements. Phase t: Calibration test results and field data
collection
[AD-A20715g] p 694 N89.26020
ILS/MLS collocation tests at Miami/Tamiami, Florida
Airport
[NASA-CR-t85715] p 751 N89.26832
An operational demonstration and flight test of the
Microwave Landing System (MLS) at the Miami/Tamiami,
Florida Airport
[DOT/FAA/CT.TN8g/37] p 752 N89.26833
Airport noise measuring data collction system
[NLR-MP-87OO6-U] p 855 N89-28526
Accomplishments under the airport improvement
program: Fiscal year 1988
[AD.A208200] p 855 N8g.29352
AIRSHIPS
The nonrigid airship of the Siemens.Schuckert Works
[DGLR PAPER 87-055] p 60 A89-10537
Static and dynamic analysis of airships
p 100 Aag-t608g
The unused strategic tool - The airship
p 161 A8g-t6752
Selection of the optimal lighter-than-air gas for airship
and a scheme of docbta-layer structural design
p 166 A8g-1980g
A new hybrid airship ('Hallship') for commuter
transport p 833 A89-53641
System protection from atmospheric electricity for
aerostata with conducting tethers p 52 N8g.10497
Aerostat cold weather study
[AD-A2072gg] p 747 Nag.2763§
AIRSPACE
The legal bases of capacity regulations for air traffic in
the air and at airports p 435 ASP-30426
Introduction of MLS - Effects on airspace and airport
capacity p 599 A8g.41043
Heliport visual approach surface high temperature and
high altitude test plan
[AD-A200027] p 226 N89-15092
Heliport visual approach and departure airspace tests.
Volume 1: Summary
[AD.A200028] p 226 N89-15093
Minimum required heliport airspace under visual flight
rules
[AD.A201433] p 384 N89.19283
AIRSPEED
The development oi a weliminary sizing method for
unmanned air vehicles p 468 A89.33564
The Norton P73 rotary RPV engine
p 477 A89-33565
On the optimum cruis;espeed of a hypersonic aircraft
p 605 A89-41652
Influence of shock-shock interactions on the blunt body
flow field at hypersonic flight speeds
(AIAA PAPER 89-21841 p 721 A89-47645
Ride-bumpiness in high-speed flight at low altitude
p 782 A89-50585
Precision characteristics of a coordinate device for
estimating the velocity of an object p 830 A89-52779
Derivation of primary stir-data parameters for hypersonic
flight
(ESDU-88025] p 298 N89-16732
Baseline performance verification of the t2th year
production UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter
[AD.A208671 ] p719 N89-27632
ALGORITHMS
A parallel algorithm of AF-2 scheme for plane steady
transonic potential flow with small transverse
disturbance p 71 A89-13605
Zonal grid generation method for complex
configurations p 201 A89-20139
An efficient, explicit finite-rate algorithm to compute flows
in chemical nonequillbrium
[AIAA PAPER 89-0522] p 285 Aag.25418
Navler-Stokes simulation of wind-tunnel flow using
LU-ADI factorization algorithm p 291 A89-25864
On the improvement of the sdaption behavior of
recursive parameter estimation' algorithms through
non-linear, dynamic pre-control p 429 Aag-28627
Improvements and applications of a straamwise upwind
algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 8g-1957] p 574 A89.41804
Upwind algorithms based on a diegonalization of the
multidimensional Eutar equations
[AIAA PAPER 8g-lg58] p 578 A89-41842
Development of a versatile rotation transformation
algorithm for automatic model attitude positioning
p 779 A8g.48655
A streamwise upwind algorithm for the Euler and
Navler-Stokse equations applied to transonic flows
p 744 A89-51547
High speed corner and gap-seal computations using an
LU-SGS scheme
[AIAA PAPER 89-2669] p 863 A8g.54424
Application of linearized Kalman filter-smoother to
aircraft trajectory esfimstion
[AD.A194362] p 136 N89-12231
Estimation of states of aircrafts by Kelman filtering
algorithms
[PD.SE.88t0] p 136 N89-t2238
Comparison of the general dynamics ground clobber
algorithm with the GCAS and laws algorithms
[AD-Atg8479] p 157 N89-14226
Flight tests of thre,3-dimensional path-redefinition
algorithms for transition from Radio Navigation (RNAV)
to Microwave Landing System (MLS) navigation when
flying an aircraft on aulopilot
[NASA-TM-408g] p 246 N89-15116
Preliminary results of the 1983 coordinated aircraft -
Doppler weather radar turbulence experiment, volume 1
lAD-A197894] p 261 N8g-15488
Advanced Fighter Technology Integtatton/Sandia
Inertial Terrain.Aided Navigation (AFTI/SITAN)
[DE8g.004000] p 309 N89-17587
Robust algorithm synchronizes mode changes in
fault-tolerant asynchronous architectures
p 433 N8g-18475
CAP-TSD: A program for unsteady transonic analysis
of realistic aircraft configurations p 395 N8g-19238
Unsteady transonic flow using Euler equations
p 375 N8g-tg245
A preliminary study of precursors to Huntsville
microbursta
[AD-A200914] p 428 Nag-f g782
Computation of aircraft component flow fields at
transonic Milch numbers using a three-dimensional
Navier-Stokes algorithm p 454 Nag-20933
Generation of unstructured grids and Euler solutions for
complex geometries p 455 N8g-20941
A digital rate controller for the control reconfigurable
combat aircraft designed using quantitative feedback
theory
lAD-A203050] p 484 N89.21001
Development of a shock capturing code for use as a
tool in designing high-work low aspect ratio turbines
[AD.A202706] p 498 N8g.21248
Computational fluid dynamics research in
three-dimensional zonal techniques
[NASA.CR.181406] p 558 N89.22838
Comparison of interpolation algorithms for speed control
in air traffic management
[AD-A206314] p 601 N89-23444
Numerical methods for unsteady flows
p 596 N89-24282
Some issues in numerical simulation of nonlinear
structural response p 628 N89-24639
Evaluation of a projection algorithm for the stereographic
representation of aircraft in an air traffic control system
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/20] p 661 N89-25985
Modeling and computational algorithms for parameter
estimation and optimal control of aeroelastic systems and
large flexible structures
|AD-A208274] p 811 N89-27,104
A mathematical formulation for planning automated
aircraft separations for AERA 3
[DOT/FAA/DS.89/20] p 752 N89-27646
ALL-WEATHER LANDING SYSTEMS
Navigation aids to aircraft all-weather landing
p 659 A89-431391
ALLOYING
Elemental effects on cast 718 weldability
p 409 A89-29100
ALLOYS
Measurements of diffusion limited solidiftcatior, at
varying gravity
(AIAA PAPER 89-1755] p 626 A8g.43268
ALTERNATING DIRECTION IMPLICIT METHODS
Diagonal implicit multigrld algorithm for the Euler
equations p 9 A8g-11f 10
A numerical method for unsteady transonic flow about
tapered wings p 291 A8g-25929
Solution of the incompressible Navier.Stokes equations
using artificial compressibility methods
p 641 A89-45366
Primitive numerical simulation of circular Couette flow
p 516 Nag.21764
Multigrid calculation of three-dimensional
turbomechinery flows
[NASA-CR-185332] p 708 N89-26172
ALTERNATIONS
Aircraft interior noise reduction by alternate resonance
tuning
[NASA-CR-184668] p 266 N89-15684
ALTITUDE CONTROL
The dynamic seat as an angular cuing device - Control
of roll and pitch vs. the control of altitude and heeding
(AIAA PAPER 89-3336] p 786 A89-48388
Stability and control of hypervelocity vehicles
(AD-A205160] p 540 N89-21807
Effect of three-dimensional object type and density in
simulated low-level flight
(AD-A209756J p 795 N89-27679
ALTITUDE TESTS
Distortion test capabilities for future fighter aircraft
engines
[AIAA PAPER 89-2956] p 684 A89-47198
ALUMINIDES
Degradation of aluminide coated directionally solidified
superslloy turbine blades in an aero gas turbine engine
p 546 A89-36480
Influence of thermal fatigue on hot corrosion of an
intermetellic Ni-eluminide coating P 547 A89-36484
ALUMINUM
Damage tolerance and supportability aspects of ARALL
laminate aircraft structures ... Aramid Reinforced
Aluminum p 100 A8g-16083
Anodized aluminum and aluminum alloy coatings for
thermal control p 547 Aag-38153
A review of Arall technology p 797 Aag-51573
Indirect effects on electronic and mechanical systems
installed in carbon fibre compound almraft structures
p 22 N89-f0492
ALUMINUM ALLOYS
Fatigue crack growth in aircraft main landing {lear
wheels p 28 Asg-11447
Crack growth resistance of heavy extruded and rolled
semifinished products of new aluminum alloys
p 118 A89-13283
Fatigue life improvement of thick sections by hole cold
expansion p 118 Aag.13561
Superplastic forming of aluminum.lithium alloy
2090.OE18 p 118 A89.15065
Advances in superplasfic aluminum forming ---
aerospace industry pg7 A89-15067
Aluminum-lithium alloys pflg ASP-16172
PM AI alloys - Hot prospects for aerospace
applications p 185 A89.17622
Environmentally induced cracking in aluminum
p 185 A8g-18925
Evaluation of aluminum.Hthium alloys in
compression-stiffened aircraft structures
p 191 A89-20315
Aluminum quality breakthrough for aircraft structural
reliability p 348 A89-27745
New life for aluminum p 410 A89-29653
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Elevated temperature aluminum alloys for advanced
fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89.1407] p 391 A89-30880
Rapidly solidified aluminum alloys for high
temperature/high stiffness applications
p 488 A89-33474
Anodized aluminum and aluminum alloy coatings for
thermal control p547 A89-38153
Modern joining methods for future aircraft structures
p 556 A89-39076
Age creep forming aluminum aircraft skins
p 624 A89-41584
Superplssti¢ forming. A new production technology
p 624 A89-41590
The environmental cracking behaviour of
aluminium-lithium based alloys p 821 A89-41601
Rapidly solidified AI-TI alloys via advanced melt
spinning p 821 A89-41888
A study of AI-Li alloys using small angle neutron
scattering p 895 A89-44577
Hot ductility response of AI-Mg and AI-Mg-Li alloys
p 695 A89-45330
Alumtnum.lifhlum alloys for fighter aircraft applications
p 696 A89-45937
Application of signal analysis to acoustic emission from
s cyclically loaded aluminum joint specimen
p 799 A89-47862
Aging aircraft - Too old to fly? p 754 A89-48143
Fatigue crack growth behaviour of 7475-T7351 AI alloy
under constant amplitude loading p 795 A89-48198
New high temperature resistant NICrAI and NiCrAI +
Hf felt materials
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-501 p 796 A8g-48735
Void minimization in abheaive joints
p 892 A89-50141
Comparison of a further group of reactive acrylic
adhesives for bonding aluminium alloys
p 796 A89-50142
Recovery of the fatigue strength of atructur=,l elements
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code (G3DXL) user's manual
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pavements Phase 1:Calibration test results and field data
collection
[AD-A207159] p 694 N89.26020
A comparison of rutting behavior of asphalt concrete
under the F-4C/G and F-15C/D aircraft
[AD-A2Oagf 1] p 794 N89-27878
ASSEMBLIES
Building aircraft assembly tools from a 3-D database
[SAE PAPER 881428] p 289 A89-28204
Development of an eddy currant nondestructive analysis
method, the Elotest UL4, without disassembly of fixations,
Test report M7-614800
[REPT-M7-at4800] p 128 N89-12075
ASSEMBLING
MBB'I five-plant factory • An economic interaction of
forces p 81 A89.15035
AaTRIONIC8
AIAA/IEEE Digital Avtontca Systems Conference, 8th,
San Joss, CA, Oct. 17-20, 1988, Technical Pipers, Parts
1 & 2 p 189 A89-18051
Spain's aerospace industry • Present and future
p 719 A89-51308
ASTRONAUTICS
Yearbook 1987 II; DGLR, Annual Meeting, Berlin,
Federal Republic of Germany, Oct. 5-7, 1987, Reports
p 142 A89-20226
Aerospace '89 p 268 A89-21796
Investigations in the history and theory of the
development of aviation and rocket and space science
and technology, No, 6 --- Russian book
p 879 A89-52923
ASTRONAUTS
Current military/government applications for speech
recognition
[SAE PAPER 871750] p 23 A89-10580
ASYMMETRY
A method for calculating asymmetric flow through
nozzles
[AD-A209689] p 807 N89-27992
ASYMPTOTIC METHODS
Asymptotic theory of boundary layer interaction and
separation in supersonic gas flow p 75 A89-14769
Asymptotic structure of nonviscous perturbations in a
thin shock layer p 216 A89-23690
Asymptotic numerical analysis of supersonic propeller
noise
[AIAA PAPER 89-1078] p 501 A89-33722
Asymptotic analysis of the transonic region of a
high-speed propeller
[AIAA PAPER 89.1077] p 565 A89-37652
Asymptotically decoupled discontinuous control of
systems and nonlinear aircraft maneuver
p 686 A89-45064
Asymptotic theory of propeller noise I - Subsonic
single-rotation propeller p 812 A89-50533
Pseudo-spectral and asymptotic sensitivity investigation
of counter-rotating vortices p 861 A89.51755
Asymptotic solution of a nonlinear boundary value
problem with a partly unknown boundary
p 874 A89-52802
Asymptotically decoupled variable structure control of
systems and large maneuver of aircraft
p 852 A89-53988
Asymptotic analysis of aeroengine turbomachlnery
noise
[PNR90499] p 435 N89-19143
Asymptotic methods for internal transonic flows
p 455 N89-20937
Wave drag due to lift for transonic airplanes
p 455 NB9-20g3B
ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
Comparisons of calculation methods for determining
atmospheric absorption of sound emitted by aircraft
p 134 A88-15090
ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER
MethOd for simulating turbulence characteristics for wind
environment in wind tunnel p 183 A89-19884
Hazard index calculation for 31 May 1984 microburst
at Erie, Colorado
[NASA-CR-184968] p 562 N89-23048
ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
A study of the sensitivity of stratospheric ozone to
hypersonic aircraft emissions p 867 A89.54363
Preventing depletion of stratospheric ozone:
implications on future aircraft emissions
[DE89-009964] p 710 N89-25530
Preventing depletion of stratospheric ozone:
Implications on future aircraft emissions, revision 1
[DE89-013779] p 808 N89-27273
Hypersonic vehicle environment simulation, phase 1
[AD-A209030] p 864 N89-28754
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION
Numerical simulations of an isolated microburst I -
Dynamics and structure p 196 A89-20265
Numerical simulation of microburst downdrefts -
Application to on-board end took ahead sensor
technology
[AIAA PAPER 89.0821] p353 A89-25599
A physical-statistical method for the prediction of vertical
wind shear in the lower pert of the atmospheric boundary
layer p 499 A89-34028
tnvestigatlon of the effects of increased sophistication
of simulation of the atmospheric wind in wind tunnels
p 543 N99-22620
Hazard index calculation for 31 May 1984 microburst
st Erie, Colorado
[NASA.CR-184968] p 582 N89-23048
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
A study of the sensitivity of strltospheric ozone to
hypersonic aircraft emissions
]DEEP.001240] p 251 N89-15464
ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
Atmospheric phenomena, their importance end
incorporation in flight simulltlon p 808 A89-48834
ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY
Experimental evaluation of llghtning.inducad transients
on the AS355 helicopter p 233 A89-23380
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SUBJECT INDEX AUTOMATED EN ROUTE ATC
National lightning detection . A real-time service to
aerospace
[AIAA PAPER 89-0787] p 352 A89-25578
Lightning initiation on aircraft in thunderstorms
p 353 A89.26214
Lightning triggered by the presence of aerospace
vehicles p 353 A89-26215
Experimental study of the connection between a long
spark end an aircraft mock-up
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988.118] p 407 A89.29270
The SAFIR lightning monitoring and alert system
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-168] p 428 A89-31826
Triggered lightning strikes to aircraft and natural
intracloud discharges p 460 A89-35158
Comparison of experimental and numerical results for
transient electromagnetic fields induced on a scale model
aircraft by current injection technique
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-86] p 756 A89-48766
A wide bandwidth electrostatic field sensor for lightning
research
[NASA.TM-101539] p 428 N89.19783
Lightning inflight study onboard a Transall aircraft,
Definition of the onboard instruments
[ONERA-RF-19/7234-PY] p 629 N89-24777
ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY
Aerodynamic design and performance of a bent.axis
geometry vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-2491] p 42 A89-11119
Analysis of the expansion-fan flowfield for holes in a
hypersonic configuration p 738 A89.50540
ATMOSPHERIC MODELS
Numerical simulations of an isolated microburst, I -
Dynamics and structure p 196 A89-20265
Description of atmospheric turbulence
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-66] p 807 A89-48750
Atmospheric phenomena, their impedance and
incorporation in flight simulation p 808 A89-48834
On the fluid-dynamic models of micropurst - Review and
extension
[AIAA PAPER 89-3353] p 808 A89-49057
Atmospheric photochemical modeling of turbine engine
fuels and exhausts. Computer model development, volume
2
[AD-A198891] p 196 N89-13833
ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE
Aircraft icing conditions detected by combined remote
sensors. A preliminary study p 827 A89.54807
A computer simulation study of liquid water content
adjustment based on icing cloud horizontal extent
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/3] p 598 N89-24288
ATMOSPHERIC OPTICS
Modeling of density fluctuations in supersonic turbulent
boundary layer p 509 A89-36923
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
Impact craterieg in low-gravity environments - Results
of reconnaissance experimentation on the NASA KC-135A
reduced-gravity aircraft p 544 A89-36543
Derivation of primary air-data parameters for hypersonic
flight
[ESDU-88025] p 298 N89-16732
ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION
Analysis of temperature and velocity microturbuleoce
parameters from aircraft data and relationship to
atmospheric refractive index structure
[AD-A196542] p 196 N89-13854
ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDING
Structure and life cycle of microburst outflows observed
in Colorado p 54 A89-11221
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
A relationship between peak temperature drop end
velocity differential in a microburst p 867 A89-54777
Derivation of primary air.data parameters for hypersonic
flight
[ESDU-88025] p 298 N89-16732
Artificial and natural icing tests of the EH-60A quick fix
helicopter
[AD-A204589] p 530 N89-21792
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
Fractal properties of inertial-range turbulence with
implications for aircraft response p 99 A89-15646
Airborne laser communications scintillation
measurements and model - A comparison of results
p 89 A89-15797
Enroute convective turbulence deviation considerations
on short segments
[AIAA PAPER 89-0738] p 302 A89-25555
Enroute turbulence avoidance procedures
[AIAA PAPER 89-0739] p 303 A89-25556
The effects of enroute turbulence reports on air carrier
flight operations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0741] p 303 A89-25557
Do pilots let aircraft operations schedules influence
enroute turbulence avoidance procedures?
[AIAA PAPER 89-0743] p 303 A89-25558
Dynamic response of aircraft autopilot systems to
atmospheric disturbances p 333 A89-27737
The statistical discrete gust (SDG) method in its
developed form
[AIAA PAPER 89-1375] p 391 A89.30850
Statistical-discrete-gust method for predicting aircraft
loads and dynamic response p 405 A89.31864
A digital simulation technique for Dryden atmospheric
turbulence model p 439 A89-33142
Thunderstorm-generated solitary waves - A wind shear
hazard p 499 A89.34888
Aero-optical analysis of compressible flow over an open
cavity p 509 A89.36914
Gust analysis of an aircraft with highly non-lineer systems
interaction
]AIAA PAPER 89-1377] p 527 A89-37650
The use of DFDR information in the analysis of a
turbulence incident over Greenland p 562 A89.39647
Safety philosophies in air transport
p 597 A89-39859
Modeling atmospheric effects for flight simulators
[AIAA PAPER 89-3284] p 786 A89-48396
Numerical method for the response of an aircraft to the
atmospheric turbulence application to the Nord 260
airplane
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-63] p 755 A89-48747
Description of atmospheric turbulence
[ONERA, TP NO, 1989.66] p 807 A89-48750
TURB: Turbulence forecasting for small/medium and
large aircraft
[PB88-246368] p 135 N89-13125
Statistical properties of atmospheric turbulence relevant
to the calculation of airplane loads
[NLR-TR-88013-U] p 246 N89-15120
Noise produced by turbulent flow into a rotor: Theory
manual for atmospheric turbulence prediction and mean
flow and turbulence contraction prediction
[NASA-CR-t81789] p 813 N89-27466
Noise produced by turbulent flow into a rotor: Users
manual for atmospheric turbulence prediction and mean
flow and turbulence contraction prediction
[NASA-CR.181791] p876 N89-29154
ATMOSPHERICS
International Aerospace and Ground Conference on
Lightning and Static Electricity
[PB88-197439] p 55 N89-10429
ATOMIZING
A model for airblast atomization
[AIAA PAPER 89-2321 ] p 702 A89-46748
A'I-rACK AIRCRAFT
A tactics expert system for scout/attack rotorcraft
p 58 A89-12405
Determination of control laws for a single pilot, attack
helicopter p 180 A89.18904
Conceptual design of a STOVL fighter/attack aircraft
[SAE PAPER 881431] p 313 A89.28206
USAF/Lockheed F-117A has high wing sweep Put low
wing loading p 528 A89-39234
Soviet aerospace industry - Mil Mi-28 attack helicopter
in final tests prior to full-scale production
p 567 A89-41062
The ACE/Rafale p 662 A89.45041
Free-jet test capability for the aeropropulsion systems
test facility
[AIAA PAPER 89-2537] p 692 A89-46908
Trends in military aircraft propulsion
p 772 A89-48277
A standard evaluation maneuver set for agility and the
extended flight envelope - An extension to HQDT ---
Handling Qualities During Tracking
[AIAA PAPER 89-3357] p 779 A89.49061
AV-8B - An international success story
[AIAA PAPER 89-2036] p 814 A89-49416
The RAE combat aircraft mutti-variate optimisation
method
[AIAA PAPER 89-2080] p 759 A89-49444
Advanced V/STOL attack aircraft design/operations
trade-off
[AIAA PAPER 89-2116] p760 A89-49469
Intelligent flight management performance using
discrete-event simulation
[AIAA PAPER 89-3526] p 847 A89.52615
Responsible requirements definition for combat aircraft
in light of uncertainties linked to artificial intelligence and
expert systems techniques p 398 N89-18448
Shock.boundmy-layer interaction in flight
p 453 N89.20928
Flight control system for the CRCA (Control
Reconfigurable Combat Aircraft) using a command
generator tracker with PI (Plus Integral) feedback and
Kalman filter, volume 2
[AD-A206202] p 617 N89-24325
ATTENTION
Towards a physiologically based HUD (Head-Up Display)
symbology
[AD-A207748] p 838 N89-28515
ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)
Cost-optimal state feedback controller for all-attitude
gimbal system
lAD.D013972] p 769 N89-26845
F.15E EADI (Electronic Attitude Director Indicator)
evaluation: A comparison of three formats
[AD.A206809] p 769 N89-26846
Evaluation of head-up display formats for the F/A-t8
hornet
[AD-A208651] p 770 N89-27660
ATTITUDE CONTROL
Design and flight testing of a model following control
system for helicopters p 244 A89-24488
Development of a versatile rotation transformation
algorithm for automatic model attitude positioning
p 779 A89.48655
Nonlinear control of a supermaneuverable aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3486] p 845 A89-52579
An experimental study of sonic and supersonic nozzles
and their application to high pressure ejectors for aircraft
attitude control p 260 N89-16117
Control design of an unstable non-minimum p_ase
aircraft subject to control surface saturation
[AD-A206024] p 616 N89-23475
F-15E EADI (Electronic Attitude Director Indicator)
evaluation: A comparison of three formats
[AD-A206809] p 769 N89-26846
Feasibility study for enhanced lateral control of the P-3C
aircraft
[AD-A208461] p 784 N89-26863
Towards a physiologically based HUD (Head-Up Display)
symbolegy
[AD-A207748] p838 N89-28515
ATTITUDE GYROS
Design, simulation and laboratory test of an inertial
system for measuring the attitude and narrow-spaced
motions
[ESA-TT-tl04] p 250 N89-t5160
ATTITUDE INDICATORS
F-16 AI/VVI (Attitude Indicators/Vertical Velocity
Indicators) evaluation: A comparison of four
configurations
[AD-A199543] p 233 N89-15105
F-15E EADI (Electronic Attitude Director Indicator)
evaluation: A comparison of three formats
[AD.A206809] p 769 N89-26846
Evaluation of head-up display formats for the F/A-18
hornet
[AD-A208651] p770 N89-27660
Towards • physiologically based HUD (Head-Up Display)
symbology
[AD-A207748] p 838 N89.28515
AUDIO FREQUENCIES
Performance analysis of the fiber distributed data
interface in the super cockpit audio world
[AD-A202535] p 474 N89-20985
AUDIO SIGNALS
Digital audio applications in business and regional airline
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 88-3958] p 157 A89-18127
AUDITORY STIMULI
An exploratory study of the use of movement-correlated
cues in an auditory head-up display p 674 A89-45329
AUGMENTATION
Design of robust multivariable helicopter control laws
for handling qualities enhancement p 482 A89-35297
Turbofan forced mixer lobe flow modeling. Part 3:
Application to augment engines
[NASA-CR.4147-Pt-3] p 14 N89.10025
Investigation of phenomena of discrete wingtip jets
[AD-A199962] p 220 N89-15079
Field enhancement of UHF-VHF aircraft antennas
[AD-A200180] p 349 N89-17069
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
Fiber metal acoustic material for gas turbine exhaust
environments p 695 A89-44400
AUTOCLAVES
Age forming integrally stiffened, aluminum aerospace
structures in an autoclave
[AIAA PAPER 89-2087] p 801 A89-49448
AUTOCORRELATION
A new class of random processes with application to
helicopter noise
[NASA-CR-185037] p 713 N89-26679
AUTOMATED EN ROUTE ATC
ATSAM (Air Traffic Simulation Analysis Model) - A
simulation-tool to analyze en-route air traffic scenarios
p 89 A89-13554
Automatic dependent surveillance for oceanic air traffic
control applications p 384 A89-31564
A knowledge-based en route monitor for air traffic
control p 660 A89-45065
Design of automated system for management of arrival
traffic
[NASA-TM.t02201] p 598 N89-24290
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AUTOMATED PILOT ADVISORY SYSTEM
Controller evaluation of initial data link air traffic control
services. Volume 1: Mini study 2
[DOT/FAA/CT-89/14-VOL-1] p 601 N89-24292
Automated planning function for AERA 3: Maneuver
option manager
[DOT/FAA/DS-89/21] p 752 N89-27645
A mathematical formulation for planning automated
aimraft separations for AERA 3
[DOT/FAA/DS-89/20] p 752 N89-27646
AUTOMATED PILOT ADVISORY SYSTEM
Cockpit information management through an intelligent
pilot/vehicle interface
[AIAA PAPER 89-2098] p 768 A89-49456
On-board automatic aid and advisory for pilots of
control-impaired aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3460] p 844 A89-52558
AUTOMATED RADAR TERMINAL SYSTEM
Radar coverage analysis of LAX traffic-control areas
{AIAA PAPER 89-2077] p 750 A89-49441
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
Modern techniques for the control of RPV's
[SAE PAPER 872457] p 39 A89°10669
Automated design of controlled-diffusion blades
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-139] p 77 A89-15967
The impact of yaw axis control modes, flight directors
and automatic control coupling on decelerating IFR
approaches for rotorcraff p 180 A89-18903
Advanced flight control for the Fokker 100
[SAE PAPER 881373] p 333 A89-28185
Preliminary test results of NDA cryogenic wind tunnel
and its system
[SAE PAPER 881449] p 336 A89-28219
Cockpit automation p 460 A89-34444
Automatic conflict detection logic for future air traffic
control p 525 A89-39829
Determination of the interaction parameter of a twin-rotor
gas generator p 622 A89-40084
Automatic control of jet engines (3rd revised and
enlarged edition) --- Russian book p 613 A89-42509
On-board automatic aid and advisory for pilots of
control-impaired aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3460] p 844 A89-52558
1989 American Control Conference, 8th, Pittsburgh, PA,
June 21-23, 1989, Proceedings. Volumes 1, 2, & 3
p 874 A89-53951
Lightning tests to measure the bulk current levels
associated with the electronic engine control of a turboprop
commuter transport p 21 N89.10457
Design of feedback control systems for unstable plants
with saturating actuators
[NASA-CR-183392] p 194 N89-14377
A flight test design for studying airborne applications
of air to ground duplex data link communications
p 195 N89-14924
Simulation evaluation of TIMER, a time-based, terminal
air traffic, flow-management concept
[NASA-TP-2870] p 227 N89-16901
Design of automation tools for management of descent
traffic
[NASA-TM-101078] p 306 N89-17584
On-board automatic aid and advisory for pilots of
control-impaired aircraft p 483 N89-20150
An investigation of lateral tracking techniques, flight
directors and automatic control coupling on decelerating
IFR approaches for rotorcraft
[AD-A202910J p 526 N89.21782
Center of gravity control on Airbus aircraft: Fuel, range
and loading
[REPT-882-111-101] p608 N89-23460
A research facility for film cooling investigations with
emphasis on the instrumentation system
]NAL-TM-PR-8704] p 619 N89-23477
A comparison of detection efficiency on an air traffic
control monitoring task with and without computer aiding
lAD-A206422] p 602 N89-24294
Controller evaluation of Initial Data Link air traffic control
services. Volume 2: Mini Study 2
[DOT/FAA/CT-89/14-VOL-2] p 661 N89-25986
The NASA Langley Research Center O.3.meter transonic
cryogenic tunnel T-P/Re-M controller manual
[NASA-CR-181868] p 793 N89-26869
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
Guidance and Flight Director system for the V-22
Tiltrotor
[AIAA PAPER 88-3921] p 179 A69-18098
A historical review of U.S. aircraft statistics suggesting
the need for automatic flight path recovery systems
p 223 A89-21375
Stability boundaries for aircraft with unstable
lateral-directional dynamics and control saturation
p 242 A89-22509
Automatic flight control system developed for AB212
'Combat S.AR Helicopter' of the Italian Air Force and
for AB412 'Carabinieri' p 236 A89-23325
Digitat AFCS for AS 332 MK II helicopter
p 236 A89-23334
Aircraft motion sensor integrity for helicopter automatic
flight control p 237 A89-23337
An automatic flight control system for VTOL aircraft
supported by ducted fans p 245 A89-24492
Application of precomputed control laws in a
reconfigurable aircraft flight control system
p 538 A89-36931
Adaptive automatic control systems for flight vehicles
--- Russian book p 563 A89-38511
Simulation methodology for helicopter automatic flight
control systems p 686 A89-45048
Digital flight and inlet control in the SR-71
p 664 A89-45160
A look at the Model 360 development
p 664 A89.45163
Self-tuning Generalized Predictive Control applied to
terrain following flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-3450] p 843 A89-52549
Development of a flight control system for VTOL aircraft
supported by ducted fans
[AIAA PAPER 89-3592] p 849 A89-52672
The flight control system for the Daedalus human
powered aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3593] p 849 A89-52673
Hardware fault insertion and instrumentation system:
Experimentation and results
[NASA-CR-182746] p 58 N89-10526
Autonomous flight and remote site landing guidance
research for helicopters
[NASA-CR-177478} p 114 N89-11762
Design and numerical evaluation of full-authority flight
control systems for conventional and thruster-augmented
helicopters employed in NOE operations
[NASA-CR-183311] p 114 N89-12570
AFTI (Advanced Fighter Technology Intogretion)/F-111
mission adaptive wing briefing to industry
[AD-A202467} p 530 N89-21787
Detailed design of a Ride Quality Augmentation System
for commuter aircraft
[NASA-CR-4230} p 615 N89-23470
Optimal guidance with obstacle avoidance for
nap-of-the-earth flight
[NASA-CR-177515] p 618 N89-24328
Electrical primary flight control system (fly by wire). Flight
control systems of new technology
[MBB-UT-122/88] p 784 N89-26862
AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
Automated landing approach using machine seeing
[DGLR PAPER 87.131] p 23 A89-10522
Automatic robust landing control system design for ante
plane using equivalent nonlinear elimination method ---
for canard-configured aircraft p 244 A89._3977
Aircraft automatic landing systems using GPS
p 525 A89-39827
Navigation aids to aircraft all-weather landing
p 659 A89-43891
Design of Iocalizer capture and track using classical
control techniques p 852 A89-53978
An operational demonstration and engineering flight test
of the Microwave Landing System on runway 22L at
Chicago's Midway Airport
[DOTIFAAICT-TN88142] p 601 N89-24291
S-737 flight test of curved.path and steep-angle
approaches using MLS guidance
[NASA-TM-101521] p 601 N89.24293
AUTOMATIC PILOTS
Digital autopilots for rotary winged unmanned aerial
vehicles p 39 A89-12417
Aircraft motion sensor integrity for helicopter automatic
flight control " p 237 A89-23337
An open-loop control system for a state space flight
controller p 245 A89.24489
Air traffic control automation concepts to optimize flight
management system utilization p 397 A89-26733
Causal probability model for transoceanic track
separations with applications to automatic dependent
surveillance p 308 A89-26735
Dynamic response of aircraft autopilot systems to
atmospheric disturbances p 333 A89-27737
Multivariable design of a bank-to-turn autopilot for
command guidance p 482 A89.35301
Implementation of a transputer-based flight controller
p 482 A89-35302
Aircraft automatic landing systems using GPS
p 525 A89-39827
Fokker 100 flight deck - Designed for high frequency
operations in high density environments
p 761 A89-50273
The flight control system for the Daedalus human
powered aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3593J p 849 A89-52673
Design of integrated autopiiot/autothrottle for NASA
TSRV airplane using integral LQG methodology ---
transport systems research vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 89-3595] p 849 A89-52674
SUBJECT INDEX
Lateral axis autopilot design for large transport aircraft
- An explicit model-matching approach
p 852 A89-53976
Design of Iocalizer capture and track modes for a lateral
autopilot using H(intinity) synthesis p 852 A89-53977
Integral LQG model following controller
p 852 A89-53979
A multivariable control design for the lateral axis autopiiot
of a transport aircraft p 862 A89-53980
Flight test results for the Daedalus and Light Eagle
human powered aircraft
[NASA-CR-183305] p 30 N89-10890
DOD joint Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) program
master plan, 1988
[AD-A197751] p 103 N89-12563
Integrated autopilot/autothrottle for the NASA TSRV
B-737 aircraft: Design and verification by nonlinear
simulation
[ NASA-CR-4217 ] p 248 N89-15928
Study of the real emulation of the electronic integrated
system
[PB89-116271] p 557 N89-22016
The 4D-TECS integration for NASA TSRV airplane
[NASA-CR-4231] p 615 N89-23471
Aircraft flight test trajectory control
[NASA-CR-4161] p 811 N89-27416
AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
ATE hardware diagnostics, fault detection, and fault
isolation tool (Self-test adapter) p 197 A89-18015
Integrated diagnostic concepts for advanced technology
rotororaft p 141 A89-18023
An overview of SEDACS - A state of the art TRD/TPS
environment p 198 A89-18030
The role of testability in the integrated diagnostic
process
{AIAA PAPER 88-3868] p 198 A89-18056
SDAR - A high productivity software engineering
environment for embedded systems --- System Design
Automation Resources
[AIAA PAPER 88-3865} p 198 A89-18062
Avionics failure propagation analysis tool
[AIAA PAPER 88-3868] p 198 A89-18065
A simuletion-based fault injection experiment to evaluate
self-test diagnostics for a fault-tolerant computer
[AIAA PAPER 88-3897] p 198 A89-18083
Measures of testability for automatic diagnostic
systems p 258 A89-24172
The development of an automated flight test
management system for flight test planning and
monitoring p 312 A89-27613
Applying evidential reasoning to avionics
troubleshooting p 355 A89-27629
Automated eddy current testing of composites
p 415 A89-29993
ADINTS - Moving toward standardization of automatic
test equipment p 701 A89-46462
Automated fatigue crack growth measurement
[AD-A198642] p 195 N89-14466
On-board expert diagnostics for an avionics
subsystem p 202 N89-14758
Avionics fault tree analysis and artificial intelligence for
future aircraft maintenance p 202 N89-14760
AUTOMATIC TRAFFIC ADVISORY AND RESOLUTION
Results of the in-service evaluation of the traffic alert
and collision avoidance system industry prototype
[AIAA PAPER 88.3915] p 171 A89-18092
Aircraft trajectory prediction for terminal automation
[AIAA PAPER 89-3634] p 829 A89-52793
Operational experience with the Computer Oriented
Metering Planning and Advisory System (COMPAS) at
Frankfurt, Germany
[AIAA PAPER 89-3627] p 829 A89-52721
AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS
Selected wind shear events observed during the 1987
evaluation of enhancements to the FAA (Federal Aviation
Administration) low level wind shear alert system at
Stepleton International Airport
{AD-A206711] p 710 N89-26323
AUTOMATION
Should technology assist or replace the pilot?
[SAE PAPER 880774] p 57 A89-10593
Operating safety of automatic objects --- Russian book
p 49 A89-10714
Automation applications for rotorcraff; Proceedings of
the National Specialists' Meeting, Atlanta, GA, Apr. 4-6,
1988 p 2 A89-12401
Modernization plans and progress in the United States
--- air traffic control system p 90 A89-16204
An automated method for forecasting the probability of
clear air turbulence p 196 A89-18554
Automated wire preparation system
p 189 A89-18895
Automation keeps jet engines flying
p 207 A89-21021
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LEADER :.An automatic, rsel-time diagnostic knowledge
system
[SAE PAPER 881443] p 534 A89-37651
Innovative production technology inaircraft construction:
ClAM Forming 'made by MBB' . A highly productive
example p 625 A89-43076
Automation in transport aircraft - Current and future
trends
[SAE PAPER 881468] p 657 A89-47334
Development of a versatile rotation transformation
algorithm for automatic model attitude positioning
p 779 A89.48655
An optimal material removal strategy for automated
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composite plate p 347 A89.26281
CANTILEVER PLATES
Transverse vibrations of a trapezoidal cantilever plate
of variable thickness p 622 A89-40914
CAPACITANCE
Recent advances in capacitance type of blade tip
clearance measurements
[AIAA PAPER 88-4664] p 106 A89-13725
CAPTURE EFFECT
Simulated final approach path captures using the
microwave landing system
[NASA.CR-161696] p 227 N89-15099
Full-potential integral solutions for steady and unsteady
transonic airfoils with and without embedded Euler
domains p 301 N89-17566
A-56
SUBJECT INDEX
CARBON DIOXIDE
Fueling our transportation engines after the petroleum
is gone p 81 A89.18420
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
Past progress and future advances in space laser
communications p 250 A89-24088
CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS
Buckling and posthuckling behaviour of composite
panels p 122 A89-13594
The buckling and postbuckling behaviour of curved
CFRP laminated shear panels p123 A89-13595
Supportability of composite airframes - Civilian end
military aspects p 99 A89-16080
Carbon fibre composite on the Viggen aircraft
p 99 A8g.16082
Carbon fiber composites for supersonic technology
[DGLR PAPER 87-124] p 185 A89.20244
Radiation.curable carbon fiber prepreg composites
p 251 A89-22613
Creep behaviour of carbon fibre reinforced
polyetheretherketone and epoxy resin
[MBB-Z-178-88-PUB] p 251 A89-22890
Vibration and flutter analysis of composite wing panels
p 346 A89-26273
Thermal ageing of poly(aryl-ether-ether ketone) (PEEK)
- The role of carbon p 410 A89-29962
Economic issues in composites manufacturing --- for
aircraft p 359 A89-30554
Development of a monolithic fuselage shell using
CFRP
[MBB-FE-234-S-PUB-338] p 608 A89-42934
The use of fiber reinforced thermoplastic,= as a primary
structure on the McDonnell Douglas AH.64 Apache
helicopter
[SAWE PAPER 1850] p 763 A89-50832
The design, construction end test of a postbuckled,
carbon fibre reinforced plastic wing box
p 315 N89-18773
Typical joints in e wing structure p 317 Nag-17893
Test specimens for bearing and by-peas stress
interaction in carbon fibre reinforced plastic laminates
p 342 N89.17896
Mechanism of single shear fastened Joints
p 352 N89.17700
Jolntng of carbon fiber composite with fasteners
p 343 N8g-17701
Development and testing of critical components for
technological preparation of an Airbua-CFRP-fuselege,
phase 2
(MBB-UT-129/87] p 531 N89.226C0
Tests of new materiels with second generation carbon
fibers, test report
[REPT-47-f88/F] p 550 N89-22702
CSPC test 319.30: Study on impact tolerance of
preimpregnated carbon.epoxy systems
[REPT-47-323/F] p 550 N89.22703
CARBON FIBERS
Finite difference analysis of external and internal
lightning response of the JAS39 CFC wing
p 22 N89-10483
Indirect effects on electronic and mechanical systems
installed in carbon fibre compound aircraft structures
p 22 N89-10492
Dimunition and longitudinal splitting of carbon fibers due
to grinding
[AD.A196697] p 119 N89-11819
The quality of fibre reinforced thermoplastics
mouldings p 196 N89-13839
CARBON MONOXIDE
Some characteristics of the formation of contaminants
during the combustion of hydrocarbon fuels in the
combustion chambers of gas turbine engines
p 488 A89-34120
CARBON-CARBON COMPOSITES
Carbon/carbon composite materials for aircraft brakes
p 165 A89-19427
Embedded temperature measurements in a
carbon.carbon wing leading edge hot structure
p 697 A89.43843
Bolted scarf joints in carbon composite materials.
Comparison between assemblies with an interference fit
and those with play p 343 N89-17702
CARBONACEOUS MATERIALS
A proposal for funding to purchase a high.temperature
furnace to enable determination of the high temperature
mechanical properties of structurat carbon materials
(AD.A204103] p 542 N89-21809
CARBURIZING
Qualification of high temperature vacuum carburizing for
an eircreff gear steel p824 A89-41598
The measurement of residual stresses in case hardened
bearing components by X.ray diffraction
[PNR90482] p 425 N8g.18689
CARET WINGS
Supersonic flow past caret wings and elements of
star-shaped bodies at angles of attack and bank
p 449 A88-35481
Wavender, volume 2
[NASA.CR-184700] p 360 N88-18408
CARGO AIRCRAFT
Soviet aerospace industry - Certification of super
heavy-lift Antonov An-225 planned for 1990
p 587 A89-41061
Loedability considerations in preliminary design --- of
military cargo aircraft
[SAWE PAPER 1840] p 783 A89.50828
AT3 demonstrates feasibility of cargo STOL with long
range p 832 A89.52201
CARIBBEAN REGION
Aviation technology applicable to developing regions
[NASA-TM-89425] p 23 N89-10872
CARRIER TO NOISE RATIOE
High-dynamic GPS tracking
( NASA.CR-184868] p465 N89-20113
CARTESIAN COORDINATES
Navier-Stokes calculations using Cartesian grids, I -
Laminar flows p 150 A89-20180
An adaptive Cartesian mesh algorithm for the Eutar
equations in arbitrary geometries
[AIAA PAPER 89-1930] p 572 A89.41777
Generation of a grid for a finite difference calculation
of flows around an aircraft in Cartesian coordinates
[NAL.TR-956] p 58 N88-10563
Trajectory scoring in rectangular coordinates using
transponder-interrogator range and range rate data
(DE89-007005] p 466 N88-20119
CASCADE CONTROL
Experimental cascaded doubly fed variable speed
constant frequency generator system
(SAE PAPER 881409] p 324 A88.28258
A multtloop, digital flutter suppression control law
synthesis case study
[AIAA PAPER 89-3556] p 848 A89-52642
Application of Forsythe method in stabilizing and
decoupliog speed and height in F4 phantom atrcmff
[ETN.ag.93566] p 248 Nag-15119
CASCADE FLOW
A second-order numerical method for the analysis of
two-dimensional flow of ideal fluid through • cascade with
supersonic input p 6 A89.10607
Flow performance of reversed tandem caecades with
double.circular arc profile for compressor stator
p7 A89.11038
Numerical simulation of steady transonic flow past an
8.percent DCA cascade at a freestreem Mach number
of about 1 p 8 Aag-11073
Numerical simulation of turbulent flow through tandem
cascade p 87 A8g-13519
Investigation of oscillating cascade aerodynamics by an
experimental influence coefficient technique
[AIAA PAPER 88-2815] p 75 A89-14976
Experimental study on unsteady aerodynamic
characteristics of an oscillating cascade with tip
clearance p 148 A89-19927
Numerical analysis of cascade viscous flow using the
Navier-Stokes equations p 210 A89-22004
Numerical simulation of real flow field with transonic
cascades p 210 A89-22005
An expeflmental investigation on the flutter of the
cascade of turbomechinery in the transonic flow
p 210 A89-22029
Computation of three.dimensional viscous linear
cascade flows p 215 A89-23186
Numerical integration of the blade-to-blade surface Euler
equations in vibrating cascades p 240 A89-23187
Preparation of experimental studies of cascade
vibrations p 240 A89-23816
Relation between diffuser losses and the inlet flow
conditions of turbojet combustors p 322 A89.24916
Prediction of 3D multi-stage turbine flow field using a
multiple-grid Euler solver
[AIAA PAPER 89-0203] p277 A89-25178
Adaptive gdd embedding Navier-Stokes technique for
cascade flows
[AIAA PAPER 89.0204] p277 A89-25179
A simple time-accurate turbomachinery algorithm with
numedcal solutions of an uneven blade count
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 89.0206) p 344 A8g-25181
Evaluation of an OH grid formulation for viscous cascade
flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-0207] p 277 A89-25182
Passage.averaged Navier-Stokes equations with finite
element applications
[AIAA PAPER 89-0208] p 344 A89-25183
Oscillating aerodynamics and flutter of an
aerodynamically detuned cascade in an incompressible
flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-0289] p 280 A89.25246
CA$CADEFLOW
Computations of 3D viscous flows In rotating
turbomlchinary bladel
[AIAA PAPER 89-0323] p 281 A8g-25273
Expedmental Investigation of transonic oscillating
cascade aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 8g-0321] p293 Aag-E638g
Unsteady Euler cascade analysis
[AIAA PAPER 89-0322] p 295 A8g-28406
Numerical analysis of flow through oscillating cascade
sections
[AIAA PAPER 89-0437] p 296 A89-28413
Time domain unsteady incompressible cascade airfoil
theory for helicopter rotors in hover p 362 A8g-29184
Application of a full-potentlal solver to bending-torsion
flutter in cascades
[AIAA PAPER 89-1386] p 404 A89-30859
Variational finite element calculation for hybrid cascade
flow problem of type.A on an arbitrary stream sheet
p 369 A89-31520
Oscillating incompressible aerodynamics of a loaded
airfoil cascade p 371 A89-31916
Computational aerodynamics of oscillating cascades
with the evolution of stall p 371 A8g.31918
Optimal profile selection in the design of a subsonic
turbine cascade p442 A89-34152
Incompressible cascade calculation using an upwind
differenced TVD scheme p 444 A89-34733
Computational study of the effect of cascade parameters
on stall propagation in axial compressors
p 444 A89-84737
A linear computer code to determine aeroelastic stability
in airfoil cascades at unsteady flow condltions
p 444 A89._14746
A comparison of secondary flow in = vane casoeds end
e curved duct p 448 A88-34934
A numerical investigation of steady transonic cascade
flow in turbomachinery p 448 A8g-35417
A method for calculating potential transonic flows in
turbomachinery csscedea p 449 A8g-35480
Unsteady interaction effects on e transitional turbine
blade boundary layer p 508 Aag-38186
Calculation of unsteady flows in turbomachlnery using
the ltneerized Euler equations p 552 A89-38918
Navier-Stokes computations of two- and
three-dimensional cascade flowflelds
p 514 A8g-39035
A physical model of the streemwlse corner vortexes in
a compressor cascade p 515 A89-,'Ig473
Far field numerical boundary conditions for internal and
cascade flow computations
[AIAA PAPER 89.1943] p 573 A89..41790
Three dimensional analysis of a rotor in forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-1815] p 580 A89.42045
Multigrid solution of the Euler equations; for
three-dimensional cascade flows
(AIAA PAPER 89-1818] p 581 .6,89-42048
Numerical solution of transonic potential flow in 2D
compressor cascades using multi-grid techniques
p 589 A89-42837
Computation of flow and losses in transonic turbine
cascades p 589 A89-43108
The unsteady flow in the far field of an isolated blade
row p 591 A89-,_3537
Transonic cascade flow solved by the combined
shock-capturing and shock-fitting method
p 639 A89-44114
Multigrid calculations for cascades
p 643 A89-45391
Effects of axial velocity density ratio on cascade
performances p 645 A89-45565
Experimental investigation on characteristics of single
and tandem blade cascades with double-circular arc
profile p 676 A89-45567
A validation of a Nevier-Stokes 2D solver for transonic
turbine cascade flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-2451] p647 A89-46839
Two-dimensional computations of multi-stage
compressor flows using a zonal approach
(AIAA PAPER 89-2452] p 647 A89-46840
Application of simple wave theory to the radiative
boundary conditions required for an internal flow Euler
solver
[AIAA PAPER 89-2577] p 848 A89-46935
Steady-state end time-dependent aerodynamics, in an
annular turbine cascade operating at high subsonic: Mech
numbers
[AIAA PAPER 89-2941] p 651 A89-47185
Multigrid calculation of transonic fullpotential flows over
airfoil and cascade p 738 A8g-50173
On the improvement of the rotor blade loss model of
axial flow fan end compressor including the effect of
rotation and its application p 739 A89..5065g
Numerical simulation for unsteady flow in oscillating
cascade with propagating stall using discrete vortex
method p 739 A89-50660
A-57
CASCADE WIND TUNNELS SUBJECT INDEX
Numerical analysis of supersonic flow through oscillating
cascade sections by using a deforming grid
[AIAA PAPER 89-2805] p 740 A89-50810
Developments in the calculation of unsteady
turbomachinery flow p743 A89-51532
Theoretical study on the unsteady aerodynamic
characteristics of an oscillating cascade with tip clearance
- In the case of a nonloeded cascade
p 816 A89-51678
Secondary flow control and loss reduction in a turbine
cascade using endwall fences p 816 A8P-51679
Computation of the detached shock shape in a
supersonic or transonic cascade p 816 A89-52307
Solution for two-dimensional invisoid transonic cascade
flows with multiple-grid algorithm p817 A89-52308
Application of upwind factor method to transonic
cascade calculation p 817 A89-52309
Three component laser anemometer measurements in
an annular cascade of core turbine vanes with contoured
end wall
[NASA-TP-2846] p 15 N89-10844
Experimental investigation of the performance of a
supersonic compressor cascade
[NASA-TM-100879] p 16 N89-10858
Cascade flow analysis by Navier-Stokes equation
p52 N89-11065
Simulation of 2-dimensional viscous flow through
cascades using a semi-elliptic analysis and hybrid C-H
grids
[NASA-CR.4180] p 88 N89-12553
Advances in the numerical analysis of linearized
unsteady cascade flows
[AD-A199211] p 260 N8g-16120
Transonic Compressors, volume 1 --- conference
[VKI.LS-1988-03-VOL-1] p 328 N89-16825
Loss development in transonic compressor cascades
p 328 N89-16826
Incidence angle rules in supersonic cascades
p 328 N89-16827
Exit angle rules in supersonic cascades
p 329 N89-16828
Shock losses in transonic end supersonic compressor
cascades p 329 N89-16829
Axial velocity density retie influence on exit flow angle
in transonic/supersonic cascades p329 N89-16830
Inverse methods for blade design, controlled diffusion
biading for supercritical compressor flow
p 329 N89-16832
Experimental investigation of transonic oscillating
cascade aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-101993] p 478 N89-20133
Asymptotic methods for internal transonic flows
p 455 N89-20937
Numerical solutions of unsteady inviscid transonic
turbine cascade flows p 516 N89-21787
The effects of incidence angle and free stream
turbulence on the performance of avadable geometry
two.dimensional compressor cascade at high Reynolds
numbers
[AD-A202650] p 557 N88-22052
Transonic viscous flow calculations for a turbine cascade
with a two equation turbulence model
[NASA-TM-101944] p 537 N89.22607
Numerical analysis of supersonic flow through oscillating
cascade sections by using a deforming grid
[NASA-TM-102053] p653 N8g-25119
Two-dimensional elliptic grid generation for airfoils and
cascades
[DFVLR-FB-88-52] p 653 N89-25125
influence of thickness and camber on the aeroelaatic
stsbility of supersonic throughfiow fans: An engineering
approach
[NASA-TM.101949] p 656 N89-25957
Mechanisms of Endwall leakage flows and the
associated losses in a linear turbine rotor cascade with
blade tip.cleerance
[NAL-TR.985T] p 708 N89-26168
CASCADE WIND TUNNELS
Study on unsteady flow field of an oscillating cascade
p 369 A89-31517
A research facility for film cooling investigations with
emphasis on the instrumentation system
[NAL.TM.PR-8704] p 619 N8g-23477
CAST ALLOYS
Advances In titanium alloy casting technology
p 119 A88-18778
Elemental affects on cut 718 weldabillty
p 409 A8g-2gl00
A hafnium-free dlractlonally |olldlflad nickel-bile
Ilubaralloy p 848 A8g-38438
MIcrostructura-property relationship= In edvanoed nickel
base subaralloy airfoil ¢l|tlng| p 888 Aeg.4eg2g
Aaro,,pace Investment osstlng in the U,8,A, 1gee
p Be7 A89,52022
CASTING
Directional spectral emissivity measurements on e
ceramic mold material
[DE88.015407] p 44 N89-10167
CATALYSIS
Effect of the diffusive separation of chemical elements
on e catalytic surface --- for supersonic aerodynamics
p 66 A89-13165
CATALYSTS
Production of the base component of B-91/115 aviation
gasoline using a metal.zeolite catalyst
p 118 A89.13177
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
Fuel-rich catalytic combustion of Jet-A fuel-equivalence
ratios 5.0 to 8.0
[NASA-TM-101975] p 489 N89-21051
CATASTROPHE THEORY
A study of aircraft global dynamic stability in maneuver
by using the bifurcation end catastrophe theory
p 114 A89-16826
CATHODE RAY TUBES
Avionics display systems
[SAE PAPER 881371] p 318 A89-28184
CAUCHY PROBLEM
Generalization of the Roe scheme for computing flows
of mixed gases with variable concentrations
p 639 A89-44322
Accuracy of various wall-correction methods for 3D
subsonic wind.tunnel testing p 338 N89-16863
CAVITATION FLOW
Two phase flow noise p 138 A89-15085
Computational analysis of unsteady supersonic cavity
flows driven by thick shear layers p 145 A89-18803
Thin axisymmetric caverns in supersonic flow
p 449 A89-35435
Color helium bubble flow-visualization technique
p 556 A89-39186
Experimental study of free-sheer layer transition above
e cavity at Mach 3.5
[AIAA PAPER 89-1813] p 580 A89-42043
Experiment and computation in hypersonic cavity
flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1842] p 583 A89-42070
One-equation turbulence model for the laminar
separation bubble on airfoils p 736 A89-49947
Tip vortices: Single phase and cavitating flow
phenomena p 378 N89-19271
Cavitation effects on the pressure distribution of a
squeeze film damper peering p 559 N89-22897
CAVITIES
investigation of flow over cavity-blunt body combination
at supersonic speed p 69 A89-13569
Navier-Stokes simulation for flow past an open cavity
p 78 A89-16096
Navier-Stokes calculations of transonic flows past open
and transitional cavities p 444 A89-34744
Passive venting technique for shallow cavities
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14031-1] p ":68 N89-14232
Passive venting technique for shallow cavities
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13875-1] p 169 N89-14233
CELESTIAL GEODESY
Determination of deflections of the vertical using the
global positioning system
[AD-A196680] p 90 N89-11729
CEMENTS
Evaluation of nondestructive teat equipment for airfield
pavements. Phase 1: Calibration test results and field data
collection
[AD-A207159] p 694 N89-26020
Joint sealants for airport pavements. Phase 1:
Laboratory and field inveetigations
[DOT/FAA/DS-89/2-PHASE-1] p 854 N89-28523
CENSUS
Census of US civil aircraft: Calendar year 1987
[AD-A196626] p 62 N89-11691
CENTER OF GRAVITY
Determination of departure susceptibility end centre of
gravity limitations for control augmented aircraft
p 112 A89-13638
A new high accuracy instrument for measuring moment
of inertia and center of gravity
[SAWE PAPER 1827] p 791 A89-50819
Airplane center of gravity and fuel level advisory
system
[SAWE PAPER 1828] p 788 A89-50820
Extending derivative llrplane clpabUltle| • Weight and
balance considerltion|
[SAWE PAPER 1845] p 763 Aag-e0827
Center of gravity control on Airbus aircraft: Fuel, range
and loading
[REPT.882.111.101 ] p 808 Neg-23480
CENTER OF PRESlIURE
Optimization of llender wlngl for clnter-of-p?essura lhlft
due to ohlnge in Mloh number p 154 N82.14897
CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS
High-speed data bus processing node
[AIAA PAPER 88-4009] p 201 A89-19861
Impact of device level faults in a digital avionic
processor
[NASA-CR-184783] p 356 N89-18046
CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
3D flow computations in a cantrifugal compressor with
splitter blade including viscous effect simulation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-96] p 70 A89-13585
Detailed measurements of the flow in the vaned diffuser
of a beckswept transonic centrifugal impeller
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-92] p 70 A89-13586
Dual centrifugal compressors - The helicopter solution
to sand and ice ingestion p 176 A89-18908
Contribution to centrifugal impeller design
p 553 A89.37525
Stress tensor measurements within the vaneless diffuser
of a centrifugal compressor p 556 A89-39050
A review of methods of estimating performance
characteristics of centrifugal compressors
p 623 A89-41083
Prediction of turbomachioery performance - Application
to a centrifugal pump, a centrifugal compressor, and a
radial inflow turbine p 640 A89.44638
L2F end LDV velocimetry measurement and analysis
of the 3-D flow field in e centrifugal compressor
[AIAA PAPER 89-2572] p 648 A89-46933
Evaluation of different boundary algorithms using the
example of a transonic flow field in the wheel of a radial
compressor p 734 A89-49598
Early jet engines and the transition from centrifugal to
axial compressors: A case study in technological change
[AD-A198775] p 177 N89-13430
Some field experience with subsynchronous vibration
of centrifugal compressors p 559 N89-22892
High stability design for new centrifugal compressor
p 561 N89-22917
Superconducting Meissoer effect bearings for cryogenic
turbomachines, phase 1
[AD-A209875] p 865 N89-28839
_.ENTRIFUGAL FORCE
Effect of centrifugal force on range of the Aero-Space
Plane p 394 A89-31865
Structural optimization including centrifugal and Coriolis
effects
[AD-A196873] p 139 N89-12356
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
Prediction of turbomachinery performance - Application
to a centrifugal pump, a centrifugal compressor, and a
radial inflow turbine p 640 A89-44638
Light weight gas turbine engine fuel pumping
technology
[AIAA PAPER 89-2587] p 703 A89-46943
Influence of impeller shroud forces on turbopump rotor
dynamics p 560 N89-22909
CERAMIC BONDING
A study on thermal barrier coatings including thermal
expansion mismatch and bond coat oxidation
p 120 N89.12919
Ceramic joining in the United States
[DE89-009323] p 798 N89-27834
CERAMIC COATINGS
Chemical vapor deposition of oxidation resistant HfB2
+ SiC composite coatings p 185 A89-19481
Argon shrouded plasma coatings for gas turbine
applications p 491 A89.33487
Laser drilling of a superalloy coated with ceramic
p 551 A89-36455
CVD and diffusion coatings for high temperature
applications in turbomechinery and rocket motors
p 549 N89-22658
CERAMIC FIBERS
Taming ceramic fiber p 547 A89-36721
Structural ceramics --- Book p 797 A89-51251
Monolithic and fiber ceramic components for
turboengines and rockets p 549 N89.22657
CERAMIC MATRIX COMPOSITES
Chemical vapor deposition of oxidation resistant HfB2
+ SiC composite coatings p 185 A89-19481
The prospects for advanced polymer-, metal- and
caramic.matrix composites p 267 A89-20978
Micro radiography and tomography for high resolution
NDT of advanced materials and microstructural
components p485 A8g-35081
Beyond superalloys - The goals, the materials and some
reality p 546 Aeg-38418
Time dependent probablllstlc failure of coated
oomponentm
[AIAA PAPER 89-2800] p 704 A89-47183
Structurll oeramlom --- Book p 727 A82.51261
A review of failure models for unidirectional ceramic
matrix oompolitel under monotonic )0ida
{NASA-TM.101421] p lg5 N89.14470
A-58
SUBJECT INDEX
Noninteractive macroscopic reliability model for ceramic
matrix composites with orthotropic material symmetry
[NASA-TM-101414] p259 N89-15437
Material/manu fecturing process interaction inadvanced
material technologies p 549 N89-22662
Intermetallic and ceramic matrix composites for 815 to
1370 C (1500 to 2500 F) gas turbine engine applications
[NASA-TM-102326] p 860 N89.29490
CERAMICS
Engineering ceramics - Applications and testing
requirements p 347 A89-27632
Ceramic heat exchangers and turbine blades - Theory
and experimental results
]ONERA, TP NO. 1988-157] p 421 A89-31815
Potential applications for advanced structural ceramics
in aem gas turbine engines p 488 A89-33490
Fabrication of sintered alpha-SiC turbine engine
components p 491 A89-33621
Ceramics in high-temperature gas turbines (Review)
p 488 A89-34080
Experimental investigation of the thermal conductivity
of dispersed ceramic materials p 488 A89-34933
Effect of crack size on the tensile strength of ceramics
in a high-temperature corrosive environment
p 547 A89-38021
Ceramic bearings for use in gas turbine engines
p 702 A89.46697
Advantages of ceramic, solid lubricated bearings for
smal_ gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 89-2472] p 703 A89-46858
Advanced material applications for turbine airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 89-2693] p 680 A89-47023
Structural performance of radomes at high Mach
numbers p 763 A89.51215
Design with structural ceramics p 803 A89-51253
Injection moulded ceramic rotors - Comparison of SiC
and Si3N4 p 858 A89-53658
Tribologicel properties of alumina-boria-silicete fabric
from 25 C to 850 C p 859 A89-54982
Directional spectral emissivity measurements on a
ceramic mold material
[DE88.015407] p 44 N89-10167
Sensors for ceramic components in advanced
propulsion systems: Summary of literature survey and
concept analysis, task 3 report
[NASA-CR-180900] p 54 N89-11192
Thermal barrier coating life prediction model
development p 351 N89-17333
Life modeling of thermal barrier coatings for aircraft gas
turbine engines p 480 N89.20143
Simulation analysis on ceramic gas turbine
[DE88-756469] p 548 N89-21926
The demonstration of monolithic and composite
ceramics in aircraft gas turbine combuators
p 550 N89-22665
Advanced ceramics: A critical assessment of wear and
lubrication
[PB89-18856g] p 797 N89.27005
CERTIFICATION
Dolphin eats snow --- helicopter engine surge during
flight in snowfall p 155 A89-18910
Electro-impulse de-icing systems - Issues and concerns
for certification
[AIAA PAPER 89-0761] p314 A89-2845a
Soviet aerospace industry - Certification of super
heavy-lift Antonov An-225 planned for 1990
p 567 A89-41061
Workshop proceedings on Composite Aircraft
Certification and Airworthiness
[AD-A209321] p 835 N89-29336
CH-46 HELICOPTER
Design, analysis, and test of composite fuel tank pods
for the CH-46E helicopter p 163 A89.18885
CH-47 HELICOPTER
Development and flight test of a precision autohover
capability for tactical rotorcraft p165 A89.18934
In-flight simulation investigation of rotororaft pitch-roll
cross coupling
[NASA-TM-101059] p246 N8g-t5118
CHANNEL CAPACITY
Communications Interface Driver (CID) system user's
manual
[DOT/FAA/CT-TNSg/36] p 707 Nag-26123
CHANNEL FLOW
Navier-Stokse computations of laminar compressible
and incompressible vortex flows in a channel
p 125 A89-15657
The role of mixing and kinetics in heat raieass decrease
in the eupareonlc combuetlon of unmixed glaaa In
expanding ducts p 250 Aug.22227
Recent baalc aiudlea on transonic |hook.wave/turbulent
boundary-layer Interaotion|
[ONERA, TP NO, lf)35.64] p 363 A89.29232
Control of capitation In dlffuserl ualng forced
unatudlne,,|
[AIAA PAPER 89-1018] p 416 A69.30625
Numerical modeling of transonic flow of a viscous gas
in e plane channel with a sudden expansion
p 442 A8g-34149
Hydraulic resistance of the inlet channels of a rotor
cooling system p 611 A8g-40596
Navier-Stokes simulation of a shock wave-turbulent
boundary layer interaction in a three-dimensional
channel
[AIAA PAPER 89-1851] p585 A89-42079
Calculation of stationery subsonic and transonic
nonpotential flows of an ideal gas in axisymmetric
channels p 588 A89-42519
Modeling of turbulence for compression comer flows
and internal flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-2344] p 647 A89-46763
Asymptotic methods for internal transonic flows
p 455 N89.20937
The aeroecoustics of the interaction between vortices
and bodies in a transonic flow
[MPIS-3/1988| p 566 N89-22445
Numerical study of a multipurpose transonic wind tunnel
with an adaptable injoction-suction system
p 543 N89-22621
CHANNELS (DATA TRANSMISSION)
A candidate for linear token-passing, high-speed data
bus systems
[SAE PAPER 872494] p 49 A89-10686
On high.speed data bus performance analysis
[SAE PAPER 872496] p 49 A89-10687
The high speed bus technology development program
[AIAA PAPER 88-4005] p 187 A89-18158
An SAE high speed ring bus overview
[AIAA PAPER 88-4008] p 187 A8g-18159
The fiber optic data distribution network - A network
for next-generation avionics systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-4011] p 188 A89-18161
ARINC 629 data bus system p 237 A89-24858
Design of an airborne optic fiber data bus system
p 475 A89-33148
RAIM and GIC working together - The ultimate solution
to the GPS integrity probiom -- ReceNer Autonomous
Integrity Monitoring and GPS Integrity Channel
p 750 A89-49791
Linear token passing based bus interface unit for a fault
tolerant multiprooessor testhed p 874 A89-53975
Implementation of Ada protocols on MiI-STD-t553 B
data bus p 264 N89-16297
An intelligent fiberoptic data bus for fly.by-light
applications
[NAL-TM-SE-8707] p 634 N89-24901
CHAOS
Low Reynolds number numerical solutions of chaotic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 89.0123] p 275 A89-25108
CHARACTERIZATION
In-flight lightning charactadzation program on a CV-580
aircraft
[AD-A203954] p 464 N89-20976
CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES
Determination of reference trajectories for testing
navigation aids using an onboard CCD camera
p 602 N89-24303
CHARTS
AHS National Specialists' Meeting on the Rotary Wing
Aircraft Conceptual Design Process, Atlanta, GA, Apr. 3-5,
1989, Proceedings p 815 A89-52950
CHEBYSHEV APPROXIMATION
Computations of the hypersonic flow by the spectral
method p 369 A89-31512
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Airborne integrated monitoring system
p 174 Asg-18868
Debugging distributed Ada avionics software
p 432 N89-t8458
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
Development and application of a surrogate distillate
fuel p 695 A89-44103
The influence of swid and fuel composition of
boroncontainiog fuels on combustion in a solid fuel ramjet
combustion chamber
[AIAA PAPER 89-2885] p683 A8g.47150
CHEMICAL ENERGY
Effects of energy release on high-speed flows in an
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[AIAA PAPER 89.0385] p 283 A88-25326
CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
NNEPEQ - Chemical equilibrium verak)n of the
Navy/NASA Engine Program
[ASME PAPER 88.GT-314] p 322 A89-24982
Calculation of nonequllibrlum hydrogen.air reactions with
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[AIAA PAPER 89.17001] p 021 A89.48216
Experimental verification of the thermodynamic
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[NASA.TM.101478] p 342 Ngg.17017
CIRCULAR CYLINDERS
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
Effects of fuel chemical properties on exhaust smoke
from gas turbine combuster p 695 A89-45554
CHEMICAL REACTIONS
Efficient finite.volume parapolized Nevior-Stokes
solutions for three-dimensional, hypersonic, chemically
reacting flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 89-0103] p 274 A89-25090
A set of strongly coupled, upwind algorithms for
computing flows in chemical nonequilibrium
[AIAA PAPER 89-0199] p 277 A89-25174
Jet flows of reacting gases --- Russian book
p 416 A89.30254
Determination of computational time step for chemically
reacting flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1855] p 585 A89-42083
A two.dimensional numerical simulation of a supersonic,
chemically reacting mixing layer
[NASA-TM-4055] p 86 N89.12542
A study of the sensitivity of stratospheric ozone to
hypersonic aircraft emissions
[DE89-001240] p 261 N89-15464
Fuels combustion research
[AD-A204161] p 490 N89-21071
Hypersonic vehicle environment simulation, phase 1
[AD.A209030] p 864 N89-28754
CHEMICAL WARFARE
Chemical warfare protection for the cockpit of future
aircraft p 396 N89-19859
CHEMICALS
Chemical hazards in aeromedicsl aircraft
p 224 A89-24374
CHINA
VIsting China's aerodynamics research and
development center
[AD-A203980] p 543 N89-22615
CHIPS (ELECTRONICS)
Single-chip solution of MIL.STD.1553A and
MIL.STD-1553B data communications
[SAE PAPER 872488] p 48 A89-10683
CHROMIUM ALLOYS
Development of Gatodzed MERL 76 for gas turbine disk
applications p 545 A89-36411
CHRONOPHOTOGRAPHY
Dynamic stalling of an airfoil oscillating in pitch
p 74 A89-13696
CIRCUIT PROTECTION
Circuit protection for advanced aircraft - A functional
end historical perspective
[SAE PAPER 872502] p 32 A89-10692
Sharing the protection of aircraft electronic systems
against the effects of high-level electromagnetic
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architecture
[AIAA PAPER 88.3917] p 187 A89-18094
International Aerospace and (;round Conference on
Lightning and Static Electricity
[PB88.197439] p 55 N89-10429
CIRCUIT RELIABILITY
Overview on the evolution of aircraft battery systems
used in Air Force aircraft
[SAE PAPER 881411] p 324 A89-28260
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Mission dependent availability p 701 A89-46478
CIRCULAR CONES
A circular cone surface shaping method for fen blade
p 50 A8g-11032
Suppression of asymmetry of the vortex flow behind a
circular cone at high incidence
[AIAA PAPER 89-3372] p 731 A89-49076
CIRCULAR CYLINDERS
Flow past circular cylinder of finite length placed on
ground plane p 48 A8g.10543
Aerodynemically-ddvan condensate layer thickness
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p 51 A89-12337
Transonic flow about a circular cylinder
p 212 A89-22346
Measurement of transient vortex-surface interaction
phenomena
[AIAA PAPER 89-0833] p 289 A89-25603
Electromagnetic backscatter from opan-anded circular
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Review of FD-TD numerical modeling of electromagnetic
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[UMAERO-87-37] p 467 NSg-3.0gg2
Unsteady force calculations on clrouler cylinders and
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CIRCULAR PLATES
The Inviscid exlsymmetrlc stablfity of the supersonic flow
along a circular cylinder
[NASA-CR.151816] p 519 N89-22574
A preliminary investigation into Euler methods for
application to multi-element aerofoils for high lift
[AERO-REPT.8710] p 708 N89-25196
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[NASA-CR-185918] p 825 N89-29328
CIRCULAR PLATES
The finite dynamic annular element for the vibration
analysis of variable thickness discs p 420 A89.31529
CIRCULAR POLARIZATION
Simplified description of the field distribution in flnlines
and ridge waveguides and its application to the analysis
of E-plans discontinuities p 258 A89-24142
CIRCULATION CONTROL AIRFOILS
Static aeroelastic characteristics of circulation control
wings p 187 A89-20144
Numerical study of a research circulation control airfoil
using Navier-Stokes methods p 218 A89.24304
Extended pitch axis effects on flow about a pitching
airfoil
[AIAA PAPER F._9-0025] p 272 A89-25021
Flutter of circulation control wings
p 394 A89-31863
Study of a circulation control airfoil with
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Unsteady force calculations on circular cylinders and
elliptical air/oils with circulation control
p 516 N89-21766
Use of Navier.Stokes methods to predict circulation
control air/oil performance
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Tipjet VTOL UAV (Vertical Takeoff end
Landing/Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) summary, Volume 1:
A 1200 pound tipjet VTOL unmanned aerial vehicle. Part
1:Co nceptual design study of a 1200-pound vehicle
[AD-A206738] p 872 N89-25997
CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTORS
Aspects and results of profile development for circulation
controlled rotor systems p 231 A86-23352
Aeroelastic stability of aircraft with circulation control
wings
[AIAA PAPER 89-1184] p 387 A89-30874
CIRRUS CLOUDS
Evaluation of liquid water measuring instruments in cold
clouds sampled during FIRE ... First tSCCP Research
Experiment p 824 A59-41889
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Method for simulating turbulence characteristics for wind
environment in wind tunnel p183 A89-19884
CIVIL AVIATION
Lessons learned from an operational engine monitoring
system and their correlation with future developments
[SAE 871733] p 34 A89.10618
Interoperability of military and civil air-cargo systems
[SAE PAPER 821555] p 19 A89-10654
A world leader in engineering and maintenance
[SAE PAPER 872444] p 1 A89.10857
Fire safety at civil airports .-. Russian book
p 19 A89.10718
Fundamentals of flight safety ... Russian book
p 19 A89.10721
Air-traffic flow management today p 24 A89-12152
Air navigation systems. I - Astronomical navigation in
the air 1919-1969 p 24 A89-12449
Air safety in the age of deregulation
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The assurance of flight safety - A priority task in civil
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Design and testing for airframes p 29 A89-12719
Bird hazards in aviation - The regulatory authority's
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Supportability of composite airframes - Civilian and
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Transitioning to new technologies for next generation
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Modernization plans and progress in the United States
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Special committee on future air navigation systems
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General aviation cost effectiveness
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The intelligent wing - Aerodynamic developments for
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p 465 A89-33567
General aviation p 437 A89-34448
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The future of the civil aviation industry
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Inmarsat's aeronautical satellite communication
system p 552 A89.36593
Collaborative experiments involving a satellite based
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The maturing of commercial aviation
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Optimization of flight regimes according to economic
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Coming to terms with TCAS p 522 A89.39088
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view p 523 A89.39224
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Soviet aerospace industry. Sukhoi design bureau
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Aircraft flight safety: Methodological principles ---
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Civil satellite navigation and location systems
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Civil supersonics - Propulsion is the key
p 675 A89-45031
FAA handling qualities assessment - Methodology in
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The challenge of reducing supersonic civil transport
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[AIAA PAPER 89-2363] p 677 A89-45776
The extraterritorial application of national competition
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Mathematical model identification for flight simulation,
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Air navigation: Handbook p 750 A89.48943
The design challenge of applying tiltrotor technology to
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[AIAA PAPER 89-2067] p 759 A89-49436
Before the high-speed civil transport
[AIAA PAPER 89-2081] p 716 A89-49445
Preliminary design of civil transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-2152] p 761 A89-49488
An Euler analysis of a High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT)
concept at Mech 3
[AIAA PAPER 89.2174] p 735 A89-49680
Effects of lightning on modern aircraft
p 748 A89-50692
A look at tomorrow's civil tiltrotor
[SAWE PAPER 1820] p 782 A89.50816
Air traffic control --- Russian book
p 783 A89-51009
Principles of the organization of flight operations and
flight safety --- Russian book p 749 A89.51010
Aerodynamic technology opportunities for a high-speed
civil transport
[SAE PAPER 881354] p 764 A89-51353
HSCT propulsion studies focus on reducing emissions,
noise p 775 A89-51574
MLS 1989 - Status report from the perspective of the
airline companies p 830 A89-53883
SUBJECT INDEX
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transport design concepts p 834 A89-54372
International Conference on the Aviation Weather
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Preprints p 887 A88-54778
Impact of automated weather observing systems on
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MET 90, a project for the development of the future
Swedish aviation weather system p 870 A89.54817
Census of US clvil aircraft: Calendar year 1987
[AD-A196626] p 62 N89-11691
Annual review of aircraft accident data, US general
aviation, calendar year 1985
[PB88.115787] p 83 N89-12537
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 4 of t 987 accidents
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Air Force bases. User's guide, issue 2
[AD-At99795] p 282 N89.18228
MPC.75 feeder civil aircraft
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General aviation activity and avionics survey
[AD-A201760] p 361 N89.19229
Simultaneous three-dimensional modeling of
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Republic of Germany
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Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and
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Electronics in civil aviation
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FAA statistical handbook of aviation: Calendar year
1987
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Report to Congress: Technical feasibility of joint use
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FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) aviation forecasts:
FiScal years 1989-2000
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Heliport identification beacon
[DOTIFAA/CT.TN89131] p 661 N89-25984
Electrical pdmary flight control system (fly by wire). Flight
control systems of new technology
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High.speed civil transport study. Summary
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High-speed civil transport study
[NASA-CR-4233] p 786 N88-27648
Status and development potential of the fly by light
technology in civil aircraft
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Workshop proceedings on Composite Aircraft
Certification and Airworthiness
[AD-A209321] p 835 N89.29336
CLASSICAL MECHANICS
Composite mechanics for engine structures
p 341 A89-28344
CSM testbed development and large.scale structural
applications
[NASA-TM-4072] p 628 N89-24624
CLASSIFICATIONS
A hierarchical knowledge based system for airplane
classification p 262 A89.21248
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CLAYS
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pavement subgrede systems. Phase t: Laboratory
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[DOT/FAA/PM-87/20.PHASE-t/2] p 793 N89-27673
CLEAN ENERGY
Fueling our transportation engines after the petroleum
is gone p 61 A89-15420
CLEANING
Plastic media blasting recycling equipment study
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CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE
An automated method for forecasting the probability of
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An index for clear air turbulence based on horizontal
deformation and vertical wind shear p 871 A89-54841
SUBJECT INDEX COLD WORKING
Analysis of severe atmospheric disturbances from airline
flight records
[NASA-TM-102186] p 658 N89-25977
CLEARANCES
Recent advances in capacitance type of blade tip
clearance measurements
[AIAA PAPER 88-4664] p 106 A89-13725
Improved compressor performance using recessed
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Controller evaluations of the descent advisor automation
aid
[AIAA PAPER 89.3624] p 829 A89-52699
Optical sensors and signal processing schemes for use
on gas turbine engines
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aid
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Compressor blade clearance measurement system
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CLIMATE
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Certification and Airworthiness
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CLIMATE CHANGE
A numedcal estimation of the deforestation effects on
local climate in the area o1 the Frankfurt international
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CLIMBING FLIGHT
Degenerate climb path optimization problem for
supersonic aircraft p 779 A89-47978
CLOCKS
Design and validation of the IFTAS fault-tolerant clock
--- Integrated Fault-Tolerent Avionics System
[AIAA PAPER 88-3899] p 170 A89-18085
CLOUD GLACIATION
Evaluation o1 liquid water measuring instruments in cold
clouds sampled during FIRE --- First ISCCP Research
Experiment p 624 A89-41689
CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATORS
Laser control of visibility and cloud-base height in airfield
regions p 60 A89-11860
Prototype of a slant visual range measuring device
[DFVLR-FB-88-42] p 713 N89-25697
CLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY
Aircraft and cloud sky simulator p 429 A89-29529
CLOUD PHYSICS
Use of the median volume droplet diameter in the
characterization of cloud droplet spectra
[AIAA PAPER 89-0756] p 352 A89-25562
Use of the Terminal Area Simulation System (TASS)
to study microburst wind shears p 197 N89-14899
Icing considerations for HALE (High Altitude, Long
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CLOUDS
Three-dimensional trajectory analyses of two drop sizing
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CLOUDS (METEOROLOGY)
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to study microburst wind shears p 197 N89-14899
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Multispeotral terrain background simulation techniques
for use in airborne sensor evaluation
p 499 A89-33664
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Techniques for robust tracking in airborne radars
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COAL DERIVED LIQUIDS
Production of jet fuels from coal-derived liquids. Volume
8: Heteroatom removal by catalytic processing
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COALESCING
Development of a laboratory method for studying water
coalescence of aviation fuel
[SAE PAPER 881534] p 341 A69-28243
COANDA EFFECT
Profile development results for advanced
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Wind tunnel wall boundary layer control by Coanda wall
jets
[AIAA PAPER 89-0149] p 334 A89-25132
Aerothermodynamic analysis of e Coanda/Refraction
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Use of Navier-Stokes methods to predict circulation
control airfoil performance
[AD-A206242] p 595 N89-24270
COATINGS
Method for laminar boundary layer transition visualization
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Plastic media blasting recycling equipment study
[AD-A202463] p 556 N89-21987
COAXIAL FLOW
Combustion enhancement in supersonic coaxial flows
[AIAA PAPER 89.2788] p 681 A89-47084
Modification of k-epsilon turbulence models for coaxial
sudden-expansion swiding flows p 803 A89-50172
COBALT ALLOYS
Development of Gatorized MERL 76 for gas turbine disk
applications p545 A89-36411
COCKPIT SIMULATORS
Introduction of Pilot's Operational Workload Evaluation
Research Simulator, POWERS, in Aeromedical Laboratory,
JASDF p 183 A89-19876
An exploratory study of the use of movement-correlated
cues in an auditory heed-up display p 674 A89-45329
Helmet mounted display applications for enhanced pilot
awareness
[AIAA PAPER 89-3292] p 767 A89-48402
The modular cockpit approach to aircrew training device
development
[AIAA PAPER 89-3293] p 787 A89-48403
The enlarged field of view fiber optic helmet mounted
display
[AIAA PAPER 89-3319] p 789 A89-48428
MD-11 development flight deck simulation
[AtAA PAPER 89.3327] p 791 A89-48949
A comparative analysis of tilt rotor aircraft versus
helicopters using simulator results
[AD-A202190] p 396 N89.19294
COCKPITS
Passive thermal protection system p 26 A89-10478
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[SAE PAPER 871763] p 31 A89-10582
Should technology assist or replace the pilot?
[SAE PAPER 880774] p 57 A89-10593
Development and testing of an inflight engine
performance monitoring technique for the U.S. Navy P-3C
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[SAE 841462] p 34 A89-10615
AIR 1900 - Guide to temperature monitoring in aircraft
gas turbine engines
[SAE 871730] p 34 A89-10616
Interfacing sensor assemblies with windowless cockpit
displays p 187 A89-17979
Stereoscopic 3-D displays for cockpits
[AIAA PAPER 88-3887] p 170 A89-18080
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aircraft as applied in the Beech Starship
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An advanced facility for cockpit studies
[AIAA PAPER 88-3966] p 182 A89-18133
Air traffic control (ATC) and air/ground digital
communications - Demonstration and evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 88-3998] p 158 A89-18154
Human factors impact on the V-22 Osprey cockpit
development - An overview p 174 A89-18865
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and flight test p 163 A89-18896
Cockpit display of hazardous weather information
[AIAA PAPER 89-0808] p 335 A89-2559t
Use of color displays in the A320 cockpit
[SAE PAPER 881416] p 319 A89-28200
Mechanization, design and methodological lessons
learned from a dynamic cockpit mock-up evaluation
[SAE PAPER 881438] p 319 A89-28213
Computer-generated map display for the pilot/vehicle
interface
[SAE PAPER 881440] p 319 A89-28214
Reconfigurable cockpit development
[SAE PAPER 881472] p 319 A89-28224
Cockpit display of ground-based weather data during
thunderstorm research flights
(AIAA PAPER 89-0806] p 269 A89-28463
A comparison of a stereoscopic 3-D display versus a
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p 398 A89-31611
Variable magnification considerations for airborne,
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applications p 431 A89-31627
Cockpit automation p 460 A89-34444
Cockpit-crew systems design and integration
p 476 A89-34446
Color displays can reduce workload
p 532 A89-38949
Soviet aerospace industry - Mikoyan design group
upgrading MiG-29 with fly-by-wire controls, new cockpit
p 603 A89-41063
Cockpit-canopy fragmentation system for immediate
pilot rescue p606 A89-43115
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Cockpit information management through an intelligent
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Glazing into the future --- shielding coatings for military
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Design and evaluation of a cockpit display for hovering
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Sound attenuation and speech transmission quality of
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Indicators) evaluation: A comparison of four
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The Traffic-Alert and Collision Avoidance System
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[NASA-TM-101036] p 238 N89-t59tl
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Chemical warfare protection for the cockpit of future
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Display of flight guidance information in the aircraft
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CODERS
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control applications
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CODES
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CODING
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COHERENT RADIATION
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Cold flow measurements for a double swirler
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numerical simulation
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Oscillating incompressible aerodynamics of a loaded
airfoil cascade p 371 A89-31916
Computational aerodynamics of oscillating cascades
with the evolution of stall p 371 A89-31918
3-D composite velocity solutions for subsonic/transonic
flows p 371 A89-32315
Symposium on Turbulence, 1 lth, University of
Missoury-Rolla, Rolla, Oct. 17-19, 1988, Praprints
p 491 A89-33402
A comparison of the turbulence structure of subsonic
and supersonic boundary layers p 440 A89.33425
Computation of flow fields for hypersonic flight at high
altitudes p 440 A89-33627
High enthalpy testing in hypersonic shock tunnels
p 485 A89-33630
A numerical method for predicting hypersonic
flowfiela._ p 440 A89-33634
Computational methods for hypersonic flows - Special
techniques and real gas effects
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-100] p 441 A89-33640
Nonlinear kink modes for supersonic vortex sheets
[AD-A211151 ] p 442 A89-33783
Viscosity effects in the generation of the lifting force
of aeredynamic wing profiles p442 A89-34114
Advances in the computation of transonic separated
flows over finite wings p 442 A89-34427
A new look at Theodorsen's method in aerofoil theory
p 443 A89-34621
Viscous-inviscid interaction and computation in
aerodynamics
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-126] p 443 A89-34627
High-resolution shock-capturing schemes for inviscid
and viscous hypersonic flows p 443 A89-34646
Advances and applications in computational fluid
dynamics_ Proceedings of the Symposium, ASME Winter
Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL, Nov. 27-Dec. 2, 1988
p 443 A89-34726
Inviscid prediction of transonic flows in turbomachines
using a Runge-Kutta integration scheme
p 444 A89-34736
Computational study of the effect of cascade parameters
on stall propagation in axial compressors
p 444 A89-34737
Applications of a generalized pressure correction
algorithm for flows in complicated geometries
p 493 A89-34738
Second order accurate finite difference approximations
for the transonic small disturbance equation and the full
potential equation p 444 A89.34740
Navier-Stokes calculations of transonic flows past open
and transitional cavities p 444 A89-34744
Navier-Stokes simulation of unsteady three-dimeosional
blade-vortex interactions p 444 A89-34745
A linear computer code to determine aeroelastic stability
in airfoil cascades at unsteady flow conditions
p 444 A89-34746
Evaluation of algebrsic turbulence models for PNS
predictions of supersonic flow pest a sphere.cone
p 445 A89-34607
Wind-tunnel wall effects on delta wings
p 445 A89-34884
Euler and Navier-Stokes leeside flows over supersonic
delta wings p 445 A89-34892
Direct numerical simulation of a three-dimensional
turbulent boundary layer p 493 A89-34909
Bipolar coordinates for computation of transition duct
flows p 493 A89-34912
Calculation of compression shock surfaces in
three-dimensional, steady supersonic flows using a
bicharacteristic method p 446 A89-35168
Investigation of flow separation in a three-dimensional
diffusel using a coupled Euler and boundary-layer
method p 446 A89-35172
Analysis of decelerators in motion using computational
fluid dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 89-0931] p 447 A89-35241
A numerical investigation of steady transonic cascade
flow in turbomachinery p 448 A89-35417
A method for calculating potential transonic flows in
turbomachinery cascades p 449 A89-35450
Potential models of transonic flows
p 449 A89-35495
Extension and application of flux-vector splitting to
caiculation_ on dynamic meshes p 508 A89-36901
Numerical and experimental evaluations of the flow past
nested chevrons p 508 A89-36902
Blade-vortex interaction p 508 A89-36905
Calculation of unsteady flows in turbomachinery using
the linearized Euler equations p 552 A89-36916
New possibilities of viscous-inviscid numerical
techniques for solving viscous flow equations with massive
separation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-2411 p 554 A89-37640
The computation of the viscous/inviscid interaction
p 510 A89-37777
An explicit multistage finite-area method for 2D transonic
flow calculations p 510 A89-37778
AF.2 scheme for solution of axial symmetric transonic
inlet-flowfield p 511 A89-37791
Highly-resolved flowfield induced by Mach reflection
p 512 A89-38125
Some properties of nonisentropic transonic flows
p 512 A89-38426
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Approximate calculation of supersonic flow past bodies
of revolution with a front separation zone at a small angle
of attack p 512 A89-38427
Nonstationary supersonic flow past a body
p 512 A89-38437
Stability of gas flows in Level nozzles
p 512 A89-38438
Swirling flows in an annular-to-rectangular transition
section p 555 A89-39037
Numerical simulation of the unsteady wake behind an
airfoil p 514 A89-39188
Optimizing advanced propeller designs by
simultaneously updating flow variables and design
parameters p 514 A89-39189
On some numerical schemes for transonic flow
problems p 569 A89-39867
Numerical study of two-dimensional impinging jet
flowfields p 569 A89-40902
Calculation of flow over iced airfoils
p 570 A89-40905
A numerical method for calculating subsonic fully
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of wings in time
_omain p 570 A89-40959
A solution method for the three-dimensionaLI
compressible turbulent beundary-iayer equations
p 623 A89-41044
A direct viscid-inviscid interaction scheme for the
prediction of two-dimensional aerofoil lift and pitching
moment in incompressible flow p 570 A89-4t045
Design point optimization of an axial-flow compressor
stage p 612 A89-41223
A comparative study of the Coakley and TVD schemes
for steady-state calculations of one-dimensional Euler
equations p 571 A89-41759
Shock fitting algorithm applied to a transonic, full
potential flow p 571 A89-41760
Adiabatic compressible flow in parallel ducts - An
approximate but rapid method of solution
p 571 A89-41775
AIAA Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, 9th,
Buffalo, NY, June 13-15, 1989, Technical Papers
p 572 A89-41776
Design of optimally smoothing multi-stage schemes for
the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1933 p 572 A89-41780
A massively parallel three-dimensional
Euler/Navier-Stokes method
[AIAA PAPER 89-1937 p 572 A89-41784
Development of a Navier-Stokes code on a Connection
Machine
AIAA PAPER 89-1938 p 572 A89-41785
Non-reflecting boundary conditions for Euler equation
calculations
AIAA PAPER 89-1942 p 573 A89-41789
Far field numerical boundary conditions for internal and
cascade flow computations
AIAA PAPER 89-1943] p 573 A89-417c_10
Sonic-point capturing --- shock wave structures in
transonic nozzle flow
IAIAA PAPER 69-1945] p 573 A89-417_2
On the role of artificial viscosity in Navier-Stokos
solvers
[AIAA PAPER 89-1947] p 573 A89-417cJ4
A vectorizeq Gauss-Seidel line relaxation scheme for
solving 3D Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1948] p 573 A89-41795
A high-resolution Euler solver
[AIAA PAPER 99.1949] p 630 A89-41796
RNG-based turbulence transport approximations with
applications to transonic flows --- Reoormalization Group
Theory
[AIAA PAPER 89-1950] p 573 A89-41797
Supersonic flow computations by two-equation
turbulence modeling
[AIAA PAPER 89-1951] p 574 A89-41798
Turbulence models for 3D transonic viscous flows
[AIAA PAPER 89.1952 p 574 A89-41799
An efficient cell-vertex multigrid scheme for the
three-dimensional Navior-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1953 p 574 A89-41800
Use of high-resolution upwind scheme for vortical flow
simulations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1955 p 574 A89-41802
Improvements and applications of a streamwise upwind
algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 89-1957 p 574 A89-41804
Applications of Lagrangian time to steady supersonic
airfoil computation
[AIAA PAPER 89-1963 p 575 A89-41808
A multi-temperature TVD algorithm for relaxing
hypersonic flows --- Total Variation Diminishing
[AIAA PAPER 89-1971' p 575 A89-41815
Upwind-biased, point-implicit relaxation strategies for
viscous, hypersonic flows
]AIAA PAPER 89-1972] p 575 A89-41816
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A fully-coupled implicit method for thermo-chemical
nonequilibrium air at sub-orbital flight speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-1974] p 576 A89-41818
Finite element computation of hypersonic flow past a
complete body
(AIAA PAPER 89-1976] p 576 A89-41819
Simple improvements of an upwind TVD scheme for
hypersonic flow
]AIAA PAPER 89-1977] p 576 A89-41820
Conservative treatment of boundary interfaces for
overlaid grids and multi-level grid adaptations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1980] p 576 A89-41823
A time-accurate iteretive scheme for solving the
unsteady compressible flow equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1992] p 577 A89-41835
A new formulation for unsteady compressible Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1993] p 577 A89-41836
Vortex filament calculations by Analytical/Numerical
Matching with comparison to other methods
[AIAA PAPER 89-1962] p 624 A89-41843
Hypersonic perabolized Navier-Stokes cede validation
on a sharp nose cone p 579 A89-42016
Numerical prediction of aerodynamic performance for
low Reynolds number airfoils p 579 A89-42023
Numerical simulation of aircraft rotary aerodynamics
p 579 A89.42024
Calculation of wind-tunnel side-wall interference using
e three-dimensional multigrid Navier-Stokes cede
[AIAA PAPER 89-1790] p 579 A89-42026
A structure of leading.edge and tip vortices at a delta
wing
[AIAA PAPER 89-1803] p 579 A89-42037
Numerical analysis on aerodynamic characteristics of
an inclined square cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 89-1805] p 580 A89-42038
Numerical analysis of supersonic turbulent mixing
layer
[AIAA PAPER 89-1811] p 580 A89-42041
Experimental study of free-shear layer transition above
a cavity at Mach 3.5
[AIAA PAPER 89-1813] p 580 A89-42043
Use of Navier-Stokes code to predict flow phenomena
near stall as measured on a O.658-scale V-22 tiltrotor
blade
[AIAA PAPER 89-1814] p 580 A89.42044
Three dimensional analysis of a rotor in forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-1615] p 580 A89-42045
The computation of Navier-Stokes solutions exhibiting
asymmetric vortices
[AIAA PAPER 89-1817] p 680 A89-42047
Multigrid solution of the Euler equations for
three-dimensional cascade flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1818] p 581 A89-42048
New mixing-length model for turbulent high-speed
flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1821] p 581 A89-42051
A computational analysis of the transonic flow field of
two-dimensional minimum length nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 89-:822] p 581 A89.42052
Calculation of winged-bedy-like flow fields using an
implicit upwind space-marchiog cede
[AIAA PAPER 89.1826] p 581 A89-42056
Transonic flow around airfoils with relaxation and energy
supply by homogeneous condensation
[AIAA PAPER 89-t834] p 582 A89-42062
Computation of turbulent flows on a CAST 10 wing using
an upwind scheme
[AIAA PAPER 89.1836] p 582 A89-42064
Development and validation of CNS (compressible
Navier-Stokes) for hypersonic external flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1839] p 583 A89.42067
Experiment and computation in hypersonic cavity
flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1842] p 583 A89-42070
Measurements of swept shock wave/turbulent
boundary-layer interactions by holographic interferometry
[AIAA PAPER 89-1849] p 584 A89-42077
Computation of sharp fin and swept compression corner
shock/turbulent boundary layer interactions
[AIAA PAPER 89-1852] p 585 A89-42080
Determination of computational time step for chemically
reacting flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1855] p 585 A89-42083
Turbulent flow predictions for afterbody/nozzle
geometries including base effects
[AIAA PAPER 89-1865] p 585 A89-42092
Prediction of turbulent mixing and film*cooling
effectiveness for hypersonic flows
[AIM PAPER 89-1867] p 586 A89-42094
An analytical approach to the prediction of shock
patterns in bounded high-speed flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1874] p 586 A89-42099
Convergence acceleration of viscous and inviscid
hypersonic flow calculations
IAIAA PAPER 89-1975} p 588 A89-42100
Stability of compression shocks in ducts in the presence
of external effects p 588 A89-42465
Inverse problem in nozzle theory --- Russian book
p 625 A89-42500
Calculation of stationary subsonic and transonic
nonpotential flows of an ideal gas in axisymmetric
channels p 588 A89-42519
Numerical solution of transonic potential flow in 2D
compressor cascades using multi-grid techniques
p 589 A89-42837
Aerodynamic design via control theory
p 589 A89-43094
Computation of flow and losses in transonic turbine
cascades p 589 A89-43108
A three-dimensional upwind parabolized Navier-Stokes
cede for real gas flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1651 p 626 A89-43177
Adaptive grid embedding in nonequilibrium hypersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-1652 p 590 A89-43178
'Hypersonic slip flows' and issues on extending
continuum model beyond the Navier-Stokes level
[AIM PAPER 89.1663 p 590 A89-43187
Application of a vectorized particle simulation in
high-speed near-continuum flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-1665 p 590 A89-43188
Computational requirements lor hypersonic flight
performance estimates --- of space vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 89-1670 p 620 A89-43193
Toward a CFD nose-to-tail capability - Hypersonic
unsteady Navier-Stokes code validation
[AIAA PAPER 89-1672] p 590 A89-43195
An approximate viscous shock layer method for
calculating the hypersonic flow over blunt-nosed bodies
[AIAA PAPER 89-1695] p 590 A89-432t2
The unsteady flow in the far field of an isolated blade
row p 691 A69-43537
LOPAN - A low-order panel method for subsonic and
supersonic flows p 639 A89-43724
Transonic cascade flow solved by the combined
shock-cepturing and shock-fitting method
p 639 A69-44114
Hypersonic vehicle propulsion - A computational fluid
dynamics application case study p 639 A89-44116
Generalization of the Roe scheme for computing flows
of mixed gases with variable concentrations
p 639 A89-44322
Inviscid transonic flow over a wavy wall decaying
downstream p 639 A89-44390
Recent developments in calculation methods for
turbomachines p 697 A89-44635
Present state of the theory of secondary flows and
experimental verifications p 698 A89-44636
Prediction of turbomachinery performance - Applicatibn
to a centrifugal pump, a centrifugal compressor, and e
radial inflow turbine p 640 A89-44638
Theoretical and experimental study of turbine
aerodynamics p 640 A89-44639
A new variational method for the generation of two- and
three-dimensional adapted grids in computational fluid
dynamics
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-31] p 641 A89-45187
Studies of vortex flow aerodynamics using CFD flow
visualizations p 641 A89-45260
International Conference on Numerical Methods in Fluid
Dynamics, 11fh, Williamsburg, VA, June 27-July 1, 1988,
Proceedings ) 699 A89-45351
Computational fluid dynamics - A personal view
) 699 A89-45352
CFD for hypersonic airbreathing aircraft
) 641 A89-45355
Numerical study of the 3D separating flow about
obstacles with sharp corners ) 641 A89.45363
Computation of hypersonic vortex flows with an Euler
model ) 642 ,'_qn-:":._od
Low-storage implicit upwind.FEM schem_ ;or the Euler
equations ) 642 A89-45375
Computation of viscous unsteady compressible flow
about airfoils _ 642 A89-45378
Computer simulation of some types of flows arising at
interactions between a supersonic flow and a boundary
layer p 642 A89-45381
Accurate simulation of vortical flows
p 643 A89-45384
Multigrid calculations for cascades
p 643 A69.45391
RNS solutions for three-dimensional steady
incompressible flows p 643 A89-45393
Numerical study of unsteady viscous hypersonic blunt
body flows with an impinging shock p 643 A89-45394
Inverse method for the determination of transonic blade
profiles of turbomachineries p 643 A89-45404
Interaction of an oblique shock wave with supersonic
turbulent blur_t body flows p 644 A89-45405
Simulation of inviscid hypersonic real gas flows
p 644 A89-45414
Simulation of unsteady flow past sharp shoulders on
semi-infinite bodies p 644 A89-45415
Transonic analysis of arbitrary configurations using
locally refined grids p 644 A89-45419
Navier-Stokes simulation of transonic flow about wings
using a block structured approach p 644 A89-45422
Inviscid and viscous flow simulations around the
Onera-M6 by TVD schemes p 644 A89-45425
Transonic flow solutions on general 3D regions using
composite-block grids p 644 A89-45428
A natural Iow4requency oscillation of the flow over an
airfoil near stalling conditions p 645 A89-45437
A Newton/upwind method and numerical study of shock
wave/boundary layer interactions p 645 A89-45468
The spatially non-uniform convergence of the numerical
solutions of flows p 699 A89-45535
Difference methods for initial-boundary-value problems
and flow around bodies (Revised edition) --- Book
p 646 A89-46198
An integrated design computational method for the wing
optimization camber and twist at subsonic and supersonic
flow p 646 A89-46256
The computed results of airfoil near the freestream Mach
number one p 646 A89-46266
Mach 5 inlet CFD and experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 89-2355] p 647 A89-46769
Computational fluid dynamics using CATIA created
geometry
[AIAA PAPER 89-2368] p 702 A89*46778
A validation of a Navier-Stokes 2D solver for transonic
turbine cascade flows
(AIAA PAPER 89-2451] p 647 A89-46839
Two-dimensional computations of multi-stage
compressor flows using a zonal approach
[AIAA PAPER 89-2452] p 647 A89-46840
Three-dimensional multigrid Navier-Stokes
computations for turbomachinery applications
[AIAA PAPER 89-2453] p 702 A89-46841
Computational analysis of turbomachinery flows using
FLOFIVE
[AIAA PAPER 89-2559] p 648 A89-46924
A numerical investigation of scramjet combustors
[AIAA PAPER 89-2561] p 679 A89-46926
Quantitative characterization of a nonreacting,
supersonic combustor flowfield using unified, laser-induced
iodine fluorescence
[AIAA PAPER 89-2565] p 703 A89-46928
Application of simple wave theory to the radiative
boundary conditions required for an internal flow Euler
solver
[AIAA PAPER 89-2577] p 648 A89-46935
Application of a multi-stage 3-D Euler solver to the design
of turbines for advanced propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-2578] p 679 A89-46936
Computational modeling o:f axisymmetric propeller-hull
interaction in slender low drag bodies
[AIAA PAPER 89-2674] p 649 A89-47004
Large scale advanced propeller blade pressure
distributions - Prediction and data
[AIAA PAPER 89-2696] p 650 A89-47026
Navier-Stokes simulations around a propfen using
higher-order upwind schemes
[AIAA PAPER 89-2699] p 650 A89-47028
Rarefied gas flow through two-dimensional nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 89-2893] p 650 A89-47156
The application of 3D marching scheme for the prediction
of supersonic free jets
[AIAA PAPER 89-2897] p 651 A89-47160
Investigation of the flow structure around a rapidly
pitching airfoil p 652 A89-47360
TRANAIR applications to engine/airframe integration
[AIAA PAPER 89-2165] p 753 A89-47632
Aerodynamic analysis of segmented configurations in
high-speed flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-2170] p 720 A89-47635
Multi-body flow field calculations with overlapping-mesh
method
[AIAA PAPER 89-2179] p 720 A89-47641
Application of CHIMERA for supersonic viscous
calculations of the F-15
[AIAA PAPER 89-2180] p 720 A89-47642
Nonaxisymmetric body, supersonic, inviscid dynamic
derivative prediction
[AIAA PAPER 89-2195] p 722 A89-47655
Three-dimensional calculations for underexpanded and
overexpanded supersonic jet flows
IAIAA PAPER 89-2196J p 722 A89-47656
Inverse airfoil design using the Navier-Stokes
equations
]AIAA PAPER 89-2202] p 723 A89-47661
Computation of the Euler flow field produced by a
transonic aircraft with stores
[AIAA PAPER 89-22191 p 723 A89-47676
TRANAIR applications to fighter configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-2220] p 724 A89-47677
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Vortex/wake flow studies for airfoils in unsteady
motions
[AIAA PAPER 89-2225] p 724 A89-47681
Vertical flow solutions using a time-lagged thin-layer
Navier-Stokes algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 89-2231] p 725 A89-47686
The role of the numerical dissipation on the
computational Euler-equations-solutions for vortical flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-2232] p 725 A89-47687
Numerical analysis of flow about a total temperature
sensor
[AIAA PAPER 89-2233] p 725 A89-47688
Numerical computation of hypersonic turbulent flows
using zero- and one-equation models
_AIAA PAPER 89-2234] p 725 A89-47689
Turbulent-flow calculations for flow over wings near
maximum lift
[AIAA PAPER 89-2239] p 726 A89-47693
Computational aerodynamics for aircraft design
p 726 A89-47863
Study of three.dimensional gas-turbine combustor
flows p 773 A89-48522
Computational simulation of vortex generator effects on
transonic shock/boundary-layer interaction
p 727 A89.48651
Multigrid transonic computations about arbitrary aircraft
configurations p 755 A89-48660
Modifications to transonic flow codes for unsteady
perturbations around an experimental mean
p 728 A89-48662
Application of an AI layer to an aerodynamic calculation
coda
]ONERA, TP NO, 1989.52] p 810 A89-48737
Hypersonic blunt body computations including real gas
effects
[ONERA, TP NO, 1989-85] p 729 A89-48765
Aerodynamics: Laminar boundary layer --- French
book p 730 A89-48897
Numerical solution of periodic vortical flows about a thin
airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 89-1691] p 730 A89-48955
AtAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
Boston, MA, Aug. 14-16, 1989, Technical Papers
p 715 A89-49051
Theoretical study of passive drag-reduction on transonic
airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 89-3382] p 731 A89-49083
Navier-Stokes computations of symmetric and
asymmetric vortex shedding around slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 89-3397] p 732 A89-49097
On the modelling of losses with distributed forces for
calculating transonic flow fields in radial diffusers
p 733 A89-4914f
Evaluation of different boundary algorithms using the
example of a transonic flow field in the wheel of a radial
compressor p 734 A89-49598
Profiles in supersonic source flow p 734 A89-49601
Numerical simulation of Tollmien.Schlichting waves in
transonic compressible plate boundary layers
p 734 A89-49604
A natural flow wing design employing 3-D nonlinear
analysis applied at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-2167] p 735 A89-49677
Validation of computational aerodynamics applied to
general aviation configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-2169] p 761 A89-49678
An Euior analysis of a High.Speed Civil Transport (HSCT)
concept at Mach 3
[AIAA PAPER 89-2174] p 738 A89-49680
An implicit cell.vertex scheme for solution of the Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-2235] p 735 A89-49682
A method for computing transonic flows around
complete aircraft configurations p 738 A89-50084
Aspects of the numerical simulation of turbulent flow
in combustor type configurations p 775 A89-50373
Numerical simulation of vortical flows over a strake-delta
wing p 738 A89-50528
Upwind algorithm for the parabolized Navier-Stokes
equations p 738 A89-50532
Steady, shock-capturing method applied to
one-dimensional nozzle flow p 738 A89-50548
Inviscid, unsteady, transonic axisymmetric flow in
nozzles with shock waves p 738 A89-50549
Aeroelastic characteristics of NACA 0012 airfoil at angle
of attack
[AIAA PAPER 89-3375] p 739 A89-50807
Numerical analysis of supersonic flow through oscillating
cascade sections by using a deforming grid
[AIAA PAPER 89-2805] p 740 A89-50810
Mathematical modeling of the fall of an infinite-span plate
in a fluid p 740 A89-50844
The Reynolds number dependence of the drag
coefficient of convex bodies in a rarefied gas
p 741 A89-50995
Encyclopedia of fluid mechanics. Volume 8 -
Aerodynamics and compressible flows --- Book
p 804 A89-51275
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
plane at high angles of attack using implicit TVD
Navier-Stokes code p 741 A89-51314
Computational fluid dynamics on chemically-reacting
external flows around spaceplanes p 742 A89-51315
Two-dimensional Navier-Stokes computation of high lift
devices p 742 A89-51316
Aerodynamic technology Opportunities for a high-speed
civil transport
[SAE PAPER 881354] p 764 A89-51383
An Euler code for nonlinear aerodynamic analysis -
Assessment of capabilities
[SAE PAPER 881486] p 743 A89-51363
Navier-Stokes and Euler computations of the flow field
around a complete aircraft
[SAE PAPER 881488] p 743 A89-51364
Hypersonic aerodynamics at the Ohio State University
[SAE PAPER 881519] p 718 A89.51365
Hypersonic research at Stanford University
[SAE PAPER 881521] p 743 A89-51367
Numerical methods for fluid dynamics III; Proceedings
of the Conference, University of Oxford, England, Mar.
21-24, 1988 p 804 A89-51531
Developments in the calculation of unsteady
turbomachinery flow p743 A89-51532
A strategy for the use o1 hybrid structured.unstructured
meshes in computational fluid dynamics
p 744 A89-51534
Recent developments of the Taylor-Galerkin method for
the numerical solution of hyperbolic problems
p 81f A89-51538
Numerical grid generation in 3-O Euler-flow simulation
p 744 A89-51539
An approach to geometric and flow complexity using
feature-associated mesh embedding (FAME) - Strategy
and first results p744 A89-51540
Some experiences with grid generation on curved
surfaces using variational and optimisation techiques
p 744 A89-51550
Multiblock techniques for transonic flow computation
about complex aircraft configurations
p 744 A89-51553
A total variation diminishing scheme for computational
aerodynamics p 744 A89-51562
Prediction of inplane damping from deterministic and
stochastic models --- rotor blade stability in turbulent
flow ) 832 A89-52042
Solution for two.dimensional inviscid transonic cascade
flows with multiple-grid algorithm ) 817 A89-52308
Application of upwind factor method to transonic
cascade calculation >817 A89-52309
The development of advanced computational methods
for turbomachinery blade design >839 A89-52482
Navier-Stokes computation of transonic vortices over
a round leading edge delta wing ) 817 A89-52483
Separated flow past three-dimensional bodies as •
singular perturbation problem } 861 A89-52507
An effective flutter control method using fast,
time-accurate CFD codes
[AIAA PAPER 89-3468] p 845 A89-52563
Suparoomputer requirements for selected disciplines
important to aerospace p 874 A89-53152
A comparison of mixed and penalty finite element
methods in analysis of heat exchangers
p 862 A89-53254
CFD in the context of IHPTET - The Integrated High
Performance Turbine Engine Technology Program
[AIAA PAPER 89-2904] p 862 A89-53307
A regular perturbation method for subcritical flow over
a two-dimensional airfoil p 818 A89-53570
Constructing a continuous parameter range of
computational flows p 819 A89-53928
Forces for change and the future of hypersonic flight
in the 21st century p 856 A89-54327
Representation and display of vector field topology in
fluid flow data sets p 875 A89-54904
Scientific visualization in computational aerodynamics
at NASA Ames Research Center p 875 A89-54907
The pros and cons of code validation
[NASA.TM-100657] p 14 N89.10034
Cascade flow analysis by Navier-Stokes equation
p 52 N89-11065
Study of three dimensional boundary layers on the front
of a fuselage and at an air intake
[CERT-OA-22/5025-AYD] p 53 N89-11184
Boundary layer transition
[CERT-OA-40/5018-AYD] p 53 N89-11187
Experimental research on swept shock wave/boundary
layer interactions
[AD-At96938] p 53 N89-11189
A truncation error injection approach to viscous-inviscid
interaction p 83 N89-11700
Free wake analysis of helicopter rotor blades in hover
using a finite volume technique p 83 N89-11701
Three-dimensional self-adaptive grid method for
complex flows
[NASA-TM-101027] p85 N89-11718
Effects of environmentally imposed roughness on airfoil
performance
[NASA-CR-179639] p88 N89-11725
Application of unsteady aeroelastic analysis techniques
on the national aerospace plane
]NASA-TM-t00648] p 101 N89-f17']3
Multigrid methods in boundary element calculations
[NLR-MP-87025-U] p 137 N89-12335
The laminar boundary layer on an airfoil startod
impulsively from rest p 86 N89-12540
Simulation of 2-dimensional viscous flow through
cascades using a semi-elliptic analysis and hybrid C-H
grids
[NASA-CR-4180] p 88 N89-12553
A control-volume method for analysis of unsteady thrust
augmenting ejector flows
[NASA-CR-182203] p 109 N89-t2566
Improved numerical methods for turbulent viscous
recirculating flows p 131 N89-12895
Development of three.dimensional code for the analysis
of jet mixing problem. Part 1: Laminar solution
[NASA-CR-4200] p 152 N89-f3401
LDV measurements in an annular combustor model
]NASA-CR-182207] p 192 N89-13755
The measurement and prediction of rotordynamic forces
for labyrinth seals
[AD.A197185] p 192 N89-13784
Numerical simulation and comparison of
symmetricel/supercritical airfoils for the near tip region of
a helicopter in forward flight
[NASA-CR-4212] p 204 N89-14821
Overlapping grids for flow field calculations
p 195 N89-14918
Aerodynamic maneuvering hypersonic flight
mechanics
]NASA-CR-183007] p 219 N89-15074
Solution of the two-dimensional Euler equations by a
finite volume discretization on unstructured triangular
meshes
[DFVLR-FB-88-34] p 264 N89-15672
Aerodynamic performance of wings of arbitrary planform
in inviscid, incompressible, irrotational flow
[AD-A200436] p 297 N89.16728
Intake Aerodynamics, volume 2 --- conference
[VKI-LS-1988-04.VOL.2] p 299 N89.16748
CFD application to subsonic inlet airframe integration
... computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
p 299 N89.16753
CFD application to supersonic/hypersonic inlet airframe
integration --- computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
p 299 N89-16754
Transonic Compressors, volume 1 --- conference
(VKI-LS-lg88-03-VOL-1] p 328 N89-16825
Incidence angle rules in supersonic cascades
p 328 N89-168;!7
Exit angle rules in supersonic cascades
p 329 N89-168;!8
Analysis of 3D viscous flows in transonic compressofa
p 329 N89-1683t
Transonic Compessors, volume 2 --- conference
[VKI-LS-lg88-03-VOL-2] p 329 N89-16833
The design and development of transonic multistage
compressors p 329 N89-16834
Supersonic compressors p 330 N89-16836
Design methodology for advanced High Pressure (HP)
compressor first stage p 330 N89.16840
The accurate measurement of drag in the 8 It x 8 ft
tunnel p 337 N89.16855
A numerical simulation of flows about two-dimensional
bodies of parachute-like configuration
[ISAS-629] p 302 N89-17580
A computer code (USPOTF2) for unsteady
incompressible flow past two airfoils
lAD-A201671] p 372 N89-18420
Structural loads due to surge in an axial compressor
[PNR90493] p 401 N89-18491
CFD applications to the aero-thermodynamics of
turbomechinery
[PNR90520] p 401 N89.18494
Validation of Computational Fluid Dynamics. Volume 1:
Symposium papers and round table discussion
[AGARD-CP-437-VOL-1] p 422 N89-18610
Wind tunnel experiments on aerofoil models for the
assessment of computational flow methods
p 372 N89-18614
Parametric study of grid size, time step and turbulence
modeling on Navier-Stokes computations over airfoils
p 373 N89-t8615
Comparative study of calculation procedures for viscous
flows around airfoils in the transonic regime
p 422 N89-18617
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Status of CFD validation on the vortex flow
experiment p 422 N89-18620
CFD applications in design and analysis of the Fokkar
50 and Fokker 100 p 373 N89-18629
CFD validation experiments for internal flows
p 423 N89-18635
Wind tunnel validation of aerodynamic field calculation
codes for rotors and propellers in various flight
conditions p 423 N89-18639
Validation of Computational Fluid Dynamics. Volume 2:
Poster papers
IAGARD-CP-437-VOL-2} p 424 N89-18648
Validation of a multi-block Euler flow solver with
propeller-slipstream flows p 373 N89-18649
Investigation of the surface flow of conical bodies at
high subsonic and supersonic speeds
p 373 N89-18650
The design of the GARTEUR low aspect-ratio wing for
use in the validation of shear layer and overall flow
prediction methods p 394 N8g-18652
Validation of a user-friendly CFD code for prediction of
the aerodynamic characteristics of flight vehicles
p 395 N89-18654
Detailed flowfield measurements over a 75 deg swept
delta wing for codo validation p 374 N89-18657
Experiments and code validation for juncture flows
p 374 N89-18658
Large-scale viscous simulation of laminar vortex flow
over a delta wing p 374 N89-18660
Documentation of separated flows for computational
fluid dynamics validation p 424 N89-18662
Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics and Aeroelasticity
1987, part 1
INASA-CP-3022"PT-t] p 374 N89-19234
Role of computational fluid dynamics in unsteady
aerodynamics for aeroelesticity p 425 N89-19237
An efficient method for computing unsteady transonic
aerodynamics of swept wings with control surfaces
[AIAA-85-4058] p 375 N89-19241
Theoretical and experimental investigations on shocks
losses in transonic axial flow compressors
[DFVLR-FB-88-38] p 403 N89-f9304
Computational fluid dynamics for combustion
applications
[ PNR90534] p 426 N89-19525
Development and application of a program to calculate
transonic flow around an oscillating three-dimensional wing
using finite difference procedures
[NASA-CR-181744] p 450 N89-20093
A cell-vertex multigrid method for the Nevier-Stokes
equations
[NASA-TM-101557} p 451 N89-20101
Assessment, development, and application of
combustor aerothermel models p 479 N89-20138
Comparison of 3D computation and experiment for
non-axisymmetric nozzles
[NASA-CR-182245} p 452 N89-20921
Transonic Symposium: Theory, Application, and
Experiment, Volume 1, Part 1
[ NASA-CP-3020-VOL- 1-PT-1] p453 N89.20925
Airframe/propulsion integration characteristics at
transonic speeds p 453 N89-20926
Transonic CFD applications at Boeing
p 453 N89-20929
The application of CFD for military aircraft design at
transonic speeds p 454 N89-20930
Applied transonics at Grumman p 454 N8g-20931
Transonics and fighter aircraft: Challenges and
opportunities for CFD p 454 N89-20932
Computation of aircraft component flow fields at
transonic Mach numbers using e three-dimensional
Navier-Stokes algorithm p 454 N89-20933
Transonic aerodynamic design experience
p 454 N89-20934
Euler solvers for transonic applications
p 454 N89-20935
An embedded mesh procedure for leeding-edge vortex
flows p 455 N89-20936
Asymptotic methods for internal transonic flows
p 455 N8g-20937
Vector potential methods p 455 N89-20939
Developments and trends in three-dimensional mesh
generation p 455 N89-20940
Generation of unstructured grids and Euler solutions for
complex geometries p 455 N89-20941
Transonic Symposium: Theory, Application, end
Experiment, volume 1, part 2
[NASA-CP-3020-VOL-1-PT-21 p 455 N89-20942
Thin-layer Naviar-Stokes solutions for a cranked delta
wing
[AD-A203292] p 459 N89-20970
Numerical solutions of unsteady inviscid transonic
turbine cascade flows p 516 N89-21767
Feasibility of flight experiments and instrumentation
hardware for in-flight hypersonic boundary-layer
measurements
[NASA-CR-184896] p 517 N89-21772
An explicit Runge-Kutte method for turbulent reacting
flow calculations
[NASA-TM-101945] p 536 N89-21799
Theoretical investigation of 3-D shock wave-turbulent
boundary layer interactions, pert 7
lAD-A204482] p 557 N89-22070
Unsteady aerodynamic computational method of
non-coplaner wing-tail combinations in subsonic flow
[PB89-111470] p518 N89-22571
A numerical study of viscous vortex rings using e spectral
method p 518 N89-22572
The influence of the leading edge geometry on the wave
drag for a 65 degree delta wing at low supersonic speed
and small angles of attack
FFA-141] p 520 N89-22583
Prediction of loads on wing/body/external store/fins
pylon-configurations at transonic speeds
'FFA-TN-1988-44] p 532 N89-22602
Transonic viscous flow calculations for a turbine cascade
with e two equation turbulence model
NASA-TM-101944] p 537 N89-22607
Computational fluid dynamics research in
"_rae-dimensionel zonal techniques
NASA-CR-181406] p 558 N89-22838
Numerical solution of periodic vortical flows about a thin
airfoil
NASA-TM.t01998] p 592 N89-23413
Nevier-Stokes solution for a NACA 0012 airfoil with mass
flux (fan)
AD-A205771] p 593 N89-23424
Advances in computational design and analysis of
airbraathing propulsion systems
NASA-TM-101987] p 613 N89-23465
Advanced computational techniques for hypersonic
propulsion
NASA-TM-102005] p 627 N89-23809
Computation of dynamics and control of unsteady
vortical flows p 627 N89-23822
Exploitation of multiple solutions of the Navier-Stokes
equations to achieve radically improved flight
lAD-A205939] p 627 N89-23831
Numerical aerodynamic simulation
[NASA-EP-262] p 569 N89-24262
Numerical methods for unsteady flows
p 596 N89-24282
Computational and experimental research on buffet
phenomena of transonic airfoils
[NAL-TR-996T] p 616 N89-24322
Aerodynamic interaction between vortical wakes and
lifting two-dimensional bodies
[NASA-TM-t01074] p 627 N89-24563
Numerical analysis of supersonic flow through oscillating
cascade sections by using a deforming grid
[NASA-TM-t02053] p 653 N89-25119
Two-dimensional elliptic grid generation for airfoils and
cascades
[DFVLR-FB-88-52] p 653 N89-25125
Recent Advances in Multidisciplinary Analysis and
Optimization, part 1
[NASA-CP-303t-PT-t ] p 666 N89*25146
Effects of nonlinear aerodynamics and static
aeroelasticity on mission performance calculations for a
fighter aircraft p 669 N89-25170
A numerical solution of transonic flow using
discontinuous shock wave relationship
[NAL-TR-997] p 655 N89-25950
Experimental and computational flow-field results for an
all-body hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-185347] p 655 N89-25953
Multigrid calculation of three-dimensional
turbomachinery flows
[NASA-CR-185332] p 708 N89-26172
CFD in the context of IHPTET: The Integrated High
Performance Turbine Technology Program
[NASA-TM-102132] p 708 N89-26174
A preliminary investigation into Euler methods for
application to multi-element aerofoils for high lift
[AERO-REPT-8710] p 708 N89-26196
Technical Status Review on Drag Prediction and
Analysis from Computational Fluid Dynamics: State of the
Art
[AGARD-AR-256] p 745 N89-26817
Drag prediction end analysis from computational fluid
dynamics, state-of-the-art in France p 805 N89-26818
Drag prediction end analysis from CFD state-of-the-art
in Germany p 745 N89-26819
Some results on flow calculations involving drag
prediction p 745 N89-26820
State-of-the-art of aircraft drag prediction in italy by
means of theoretical methods p 745 N89-26821
Aircraft drag prediction for transonic potential flow
p 746 N89-26822
CFD methods for drag prediction and analysis currently
in use in UK p 746 N89-26823
Computational fluid dynamics drag prediction: Results
from the Viscous Transonic Airfoil Workshop
p 746 N89-26824
CFD drag prediction for aerodynamic design
p 746 N89-26825
Computation of transonic potential flow past
RAE-Wing-A and Body-B2 combination
[PD-CF-8921J p 747 N89-27637
Performance prediction for axial-flow compressor and
turbine bleding p 777 N89-27665
Blading design for multi-stage HP compressors
p 777 N89-27666
Blading design for cooled high-pressure turbines
p 778 N89-27668
Mach 5 inlet CFD and experimental results
[NASA-TM-102317] p 778 N89-27670
Study of the wing-vortex interaction in three dimensional
flows (incompressible invi$cid flow)
[ISL-R-123/87] p 822 N89-28494
Flow calculation over a delta-wing using the thin-layer
Navier-Stokes equations
[PD-CF-8924] p 822 N89-28497
Correlation of Puma airloads: Evaluation of CFD
prediction methods
INASA-TM-102226} p 822 N89-28498
Hypersonic vehicle environment simulation, phase 1
lAD-A209030] p 864 N89-28754
Special Course on Aerothermodynamics of Hypersonic
Vehicles
[AGARD-R-761] p 823 N89-29306
Inviscid and viscous hypersonic aerodynamics: A review
of the old and new p 823 N89-29308
COMPUTATIONAL GEOMETRY
An interactive grid generation technique for fighter
aircraft geometries p 136 A89-16511
Optimum non-slender geometries of revolution for
minimum drag in free-molecular flow with given
isoperimetric constraints p 364 A89-29756
Surface grid generation lot complex three-dimensional
geometries
[NASA-TM-101046] p 191 N89-13747
HOMAR: A computer code for generating homotopic
grids using algebraic relations: User's manual
[NASA-CR-4243] p 708 N89-26176
COMPUTATIONAL GRIDS
Diagonal implicit multigrid algorithm for the Euler
equations p 9 A89-11110
The prediction of transonic interference flow by means
of a hybrid method p 10 A89-11487
Finite element Euler computations in three dimensions
p 11 A89-12130
Transonic computations about complex configurations
using coupled inner end outer flow equations
p 12 A89-12553
Single and contra-rotation high speed propellers - Flow
calculation and performance prediction
p 105 A89-13559
The embedded grid-concept and TSP methods applied
to the calculation of transonic flow about
wing/body/nacelle/pylon-configurations
p 94 A89-13606
Towards a general three-dimensional grid generation
system p 135 A89-t3608
Controlled non-conforming finite elements and data base
as approach to the analysis of aircraft structure
p 123 A89-13649
Unsteady transonic flows past airfoils using a fast implicit
Godunov type Euler solver p76 A89-15656
A method for the solution of the Reynolds-averaged
Naviar-Stokes equations on triangular gdds
p 77 A89-15695
Grid generation and inviscid flow computation about a
cranked-winged airplane geometry p 78 A89-16093
A multistage multigrid method for the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations p 81 A89-17018
Multigrid acceleration of a relaxation procedure for the
reduced Navier-Stokes equations p 148 A89-19904
Zonal grid generation method for complex
configurations p 201 A89-20139
Supersonic inlet calculations using an upwind
finite-volume method on adaptive unstructured grids
[AIAA PAPER 89-0113] p 274 A89-25100
Unsteady Euler airfoil solutions using unstructured
dynamic meshes
[AIAA PAPER 89-0115] p 275 A89-25102
An acceleration method for solving the Euler equations
on an unstructured mesh by applying multigrid on an
auxiliary structured mesh
[AIAA PAPER 89-0116] p 275 A89-25103
A patched-grid algorithm for complex configurations
directed towards the F-18 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-0121] p 310 A89-25106
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Low Reynolds number numedcal solutions of chaotic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-0123] p 275 A89-25108
Numerical simulation of vortex unsteadiness on slender
bodies of revolution at large incidence
[AIAA PAPER 99-0185] p278 A89-25170
Adaptive grid embedding Nevier-Stokee technique for
cascade flows
[AIAA PAPER 89.0204] p 277 A89.25179
Evaluation of an OH grid formulation for viscous cascade
flows
[AIAA PAPER 59-0207] p 277 A89-25182
Efficient application techniques of the EAGLE grid code
to complex missile configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89.0361] p 353 A99-25305
Numerical solutions on a Pathfinder and other
configurations using unstructured grids and a finite element
solver
[AIAA PAPER 89.0362] p 282 A89-25306
Application of direct solvers to unstructured meshes for
the Eular and Nevier-Stokes equations using upwind
schemes
[AIAA PAPER 89-0364] p 283 A89-25308
Adaptive H-refinement on 3-D unstructured grids for
transient problems
[AIAA PAPER 89-0365 p 283 A89-25309
The design and application of upwind schemes on
unstructured meshes
[AIAA PAPER 99.0966 p 354 A89-253f0
Conflicting stepsize requirements for stable PNS
computations
AIAA PAPER 59-0445 p 284 A89-25383
A multigrid and upwind viscous flow solver on 3-D
embedded and ovedepped grids
AIAA PAPER 89.0464 p 285 A89-25379
Viscous.inviscid interaction and local gdd refinement via
truncation e_Torinjection
AIAA PAPER 89.0468 p 285 A89-25383
Two-dimensional Eular computations on a trlsngular
mesh using an upwind, finite-volume scheme
AIAA PAPER 89-0470 p 354 A89-25985
An investigation of cell cantered and cell vertex multigrid
schemas for the Navior-Stokes equations
AIAA PAPER 98.0549] p 345 A89-25440
A three-dlmensional upwind finite element point implicit
unstructured gdd Euler solver
AIAA PAPER 89-0658] p 289 A88-25521
Navlar-Stokes simulation of transonic wing flow fields
using • zonal grid approach p 290 A88-25862
Diagonal implicit multlgdd calculation of inlet fiow/lelds
p 294 A99-27718
Transonic store separation using I thrae-dimenslonal
chimera gdd scheme
[AIAA PAPER 89-0837] p 298 A89-28442
Unsteady Euler algorithm with unstructured dynamic
mesh for complax-eircraff aercelastic analysis
[AIAA PAPER 89-1189] p 388 A89-30679
Euler flutter analysis of airfoils using unstructured
dynamic meshes
[AIAA PAPER 89-1394] p 419 A89-30857
Patcbed-gdd computations of hlgh-speed inlet flows
p 443 A89.34728
Applications of a generalized pressure correction
algorithm for flows in complicated geometries
p 493 A88-34738
Extension and application of flux-vector splitting to
calculations on dynamic meshes p 508 A89.36901
Newton solution of inviscid end viscous problems
p 570 A89.40909
An adaptive Cartesian mesh algorithm for the Eular
equations in arbitrary geometries
[AIAA PAPER 89-1930} p 572 A89-41777
Solution of the 2D Nevier-Stokse equations on
unstructured adaptive grids
AIAA PAPER 89-1932] p 572 A89-41779
An efficient call.vertax multigrid scheme for the
three-dimensional Nevier-Stokee equations
AIAA PAPER 89-1953 p 574 A89-41800
An adaptive gdd polygonal finite volume method for the
compressible flow equations
AIAA PAPER 89-1959 p 574 A89-41905
Multigdd Euler solver about arbttrlm/ aircraft
configurations with CarteSian grids end local refinement
AIAA PAPER 89-1960 p 575 A89-41806
Development of an efficient multigrid code for 3-D
Navlar-Stokee equations
AIAA PAPER 89-1791 p825 A89-42027
Vortex.domln41ed conical-flow computations using
unstructured eqaptively.rafined mashes
AIAA PAPER 89-1816] p 880 A89-42048
Multigrld solution of the Euler equations for
three-dimensional cesceqe flows
[AIAA PAPER 88-1818] p 581 A89-42048
Numerical solutions of forward-flight rotor flow using in
upwind method
AIAA PAPER 89-1846 p 584 A89-42074
Adaptive gdd embedding in nonequilibdum hypersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-1652] p 590 A89-43178
Efficient computational tool for ramjet combustor
research
]AIAA PAPER 88.0060] p 874 A89-44108
A flow-field solver using overlying and embedded
meshes together with a novel compact Euler algorithm
p 641 A89-45959
Multidimensional adaptive Euior solver
p 641 A89.45360
Development of a highly efficient end accurate 3D Eular
flow solver p 642 A89-45370
Low.storege implicit upwind-FEM schemes for the Euior
equations p 642 A88-45375
Adaptive numerical solutions of the Euior equations in
3D using finite elements p 644 A89.45413
Transonic analysis of arbitrary configurations using
locally refined grids p 644 A89-45419
Transonic flow solutions on general 3D regions using
composite-block grids p 644 A89-45428
Computational analysis of turbomechinery flows using
FLOFIVE
]AIAA PAPER 89-2559] p 648 A89-46924
Block-structured solution of transonic flows around
wiog/pyion/necelio configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-2940] p 651 A89-47184
Multi.body flow field calculations with overlapping-mesh
method
(AIAA PAPER 99.2179] p 720 A89.47641
A coarse/fine precondttioner for very ill-conditioned finite
element problems p 809 A89.48518
Generation, optimization and adaptation of multidomain
meshes around complex configurations
[ONERA, TP NO, 1989-72] ,p 729 A89.48756
An efficient multigdd finite element method for transonic
flows with shock p 733 A89.49107
Numerical analysis of supersonic flow through oscillating
cascade sections by using a deforming grid
[AIAA PAPER 89-2905] p 740 A89-50910
Nevler.Stokes simulation of transonic wing flow fields
using • zonal grid approach
]NASA.TM-10003g] p 13 N89-10022
Generation of I grid for I finite difference calculation
of flows around an aircraft in Cartesian coordinates
[NAL-TR-958] p 58 N89-10583
Study of three dimensional boundary layers on the front
of a fuselage and at an air intake
[CERT-OA-22/SO2fi-AYD] p53 N89-11184
Interactive grid generation for turbomsohlnery flow field
simulations
[NASA-TM-101301] p 85 Nag-If717
Three-dimensional self-adaptive gdd method for
complex flows
[NASA-TM-101027] p 85 N89-11718
Multtgrid methods in boundary element calculations
[NLR-MP-87025-U] p 137 N89-12335
A apectral collocation solution to the compressible
stability eigenvalue problem
[NASA-TP-2858] p 88 N89-12543
Simulation of 2-dimensional viscous flow through
cascades using a semi.elllptlc analysis and hybrid C-H
grids
[NASA-CR-4180] p 58 N89-12553
Numedcal grid generation and potential airfoil analysis
end design
[AD.A197972] p 154 N88-t42fg
Numerical simulation and comparison of
symmetdcal/scporcdtical airfoils for the near tip region of
a helicopter in forward flight
[NASA-CR-4212] p 204 N89.14821
Overlapping grids for flow field calculations
p 195 N89-14918
Solution of the two-dimensional Eular equations by a
finite volume discretizetion on unstructured triangular
meshes
[DFVLR-FB-88-34} p 264 N89-15872
A novel approach in formulation of special transiton
elements: Mesh interface elements
[NASA-CR-184768] p 281 N89-18193
Parametric study of grid Idze, time step and turbulence
modeling on Navier-Stokes computations over airfoils
p 373 N89-18818
Numerical solution of compressible Nevlar-Stokee
flows p 422 N89-18818
Efforts toward the valldatlon of I computational fluid
dynamics code for enllysis of internal aerodynamics
p 423 N89-18843
Validation of a mufti-block Euler flow solver with
propaller-siipstreem flows p 373 N88-18849
Full potential unsteady computations Including
aeroelasfic effsota p37fi N88-18243
Computational aeroelalticity challenges and resources
p 377 N89-19264
Numerical computations of transonic critical
aerodynamic behavior
[AD-A202412] p 379 N89.19277
Generation of unstructured grids and Euler solutions for
complex geometdee p 455 N89-20941
Aerodynamic analysis of three advanced configurations
using the TranAir full-potential code p 455 N89.20944
Two-dimensional Nevlar-Stokes solution of the flow over
a thick supercritical airfoil with strong shock-induced
separation
lAD-A203331} p 458 N89-20971
Aerodynamics of engine-airframe interaction
[NASA-CR-184824] p 517 N89-21789
Convergence of discrete-vortex induced-flow
calculations by optimum choice of mesh
p 521 N89-22585
Computational fluid dynamics research in
three-dimensional zonal techniques
[NASA.CR-181406] p 558 N89-22838
Numerical analysis of supersonic flow through oscillating
cascade sections by using a d_;orming grid
[NASA-TM-102053] p 653 N89-25119
Two-dimensional elliptic grid generation for airfoils and
cascades
[DFVLR-FB-88.52] p 653 N89-25125
Procedures for shape optimization of gas turbine disks
p 685 N89-25207
A numencal solution of transonic flow using
discontinuous shock wave relationship
[NAL-TR-997] p 655 N89-25950
Multigrid calculation of three-dimensional
turbomechinery flows
[NASA-CR-185332] p 708 N89-26172
HOMAR: A computer code for generating homotopic
grids using algebraic relations: User's manual
[NASA-CR-4243] p708 N99-26178
A nonlinear multigrtd method for three-dimensional
transonic potential flow
[ETN.09-94802] p 748 N99-28827
Computation of transonic potential flow past
RAE-Wing.A and Body.B2 combination
[PD-CF-ag21J p747 N89-27837
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
Multilevel decompolk;,on approach to the preliminary
sizing of s transport aircraft wing p 25 A99-10109
Improvement of a design code for airfoils at transonic
regime
[DGLR PAPER 97.064] p fi A89-10511
Towards a general three-dimensional grid generation
system p 135 A88-13608
Research and applications in eeroservcelastlclty It the
NASA Langley Research Center p 94 A89-13609
Optimization of nonlinear eeroolastic tailoring cdtaria
p 94 A89-13811
Optimal design of large laminated structures --- of
aircraft p 123 A88-13850
Efficient procedures for the optimization of aircraft
structures with a large number of design vadabios
p 95 A89-13651
Variation of anisotropic axes due to multiple constraints
in structural optimization ... for aircraft design
p 123 A89-f3652
Redome technology p 123 A89-13868
Aircraft configuration analysis/synthesis expert system
- A new approach to preliminary sizing of combat akcraff
p 96 A89-136E8
Computer-aided structural optimisation of aircraft
structures p 96 A89-13669
Computational design and efficiency optimization of
agricultural airplanes p 96 A89-13670
Primary design and stress analysis on the external Iced
structure connected on a helicopter p 123 A89-14548
An exact inverse method for subsonic flows
p 76 A89-1502f
Development of design allowables for metal matrix
materiels p 125 A89-15738
Applications of an architecture design arid assessment
system (ADAS) p 138 A99-18512
CFD technology for hypersonic vehicle design
p 80 A89-18950
Solutions of the Eutar equations for transonic and
supersonic aircraft p 81 A89-18992
Computer-aided engtneedng methods for successful
VHSIC application
[AIAA PAPER 88-4035] p 188 A89-19185
New design, production tools will play key role in B.2
cost p 181 A89-19350
Tip loss and blade strike simulations using DYSCO
p 164 Aag-18_K)1
Dual centrifugal compressors • The helicopter solution
to sand and ice 4ngesfion p 176 A89-18908
A method of computer aided design of structural type
• An application of axbert system and fuzzy lets theory
p 201 A89.198_11
COCOMAT, a CAE system for composite structures
design --- for aircraft p 186 A89-19981
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Processing composite finite element model with
CADCOMP --- for sircraff structures p 166 A89-19982
Progress towards a commercial aircraft design export
system
[DGLR PAPER 87.120] p 167 A89-20237
Efficient application techniques of the EAGLE grid code
to complex missile configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0361] p 353 A89-25305
Computational design aspects of a NASP
nozzle/sfferbody experiment
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Metering Planning and Advisory System (COMPAS) at
Frankfurt, Germany
[AIAA PAPER 89.3627] p 829 A89.52721
JPL reeltime weather processor system developed for
FAA p 875 A89-54858
Wall adjustment strategy software for use with the NASA
Langley O.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel adaptive wall
test section
[NASA-CR-181694] p 151 N8g-t3400
Towards a general object-oriented software
development methodology p 264 N89-16330
RT--BUlLD: An expert programmer for implementing
and simulating Ads reel-tlme control software
p 265 N89-18343
The state of practice in Ada-basod program design
languages p 431 N89-16457
Use of Markov probability end reliability model
generation methods in the analysis of reliability of a fault
tolerant, hardware and softwerebased system with flexible
repair policies p 421 N89-18477
A helmet-mounted virtual environment display system
[AD-A203055] p 476 N89-20894
Modeling functional specifications for onboard
software p 770 N89.27658
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE
Ada in avionics - Beyond validation
[AIAA PAPER 88.3907] p 199 A89-18087
Central maintenance computer system - A bold step
forward on the 747-400
[AIAA PAPER 88.4039] p 171 A89-18097
On the effectiveness of multiversion software in digital
avionics
[AIAA PAPER 88-3903] p 199 A89-18111
Comparison of FAA DO-178A and DOD-STD-2167A
approaches to software certification
[AIAA PAPER 88-4044] p 142 A89-19864
Wall adjustment strategy software for use with the NASA
Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel adaptive wall
test section
[NASA-CR-181694] p 151 N89-13400
A perspective on future directions in aerospace
propulsion System simulation
[NASA-TM-102038] p 536 N89-21798
Host computer g,ystam capacity management
procedures
[AD-A193416] p 630 N89-24051
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAM8
The search for a new flight ,qmulatlon software modeling
standard - A modular approach using features of the Ads
programming language
[AIAA PAPER 89-3278] p 808 A89-48392
MD-11 development flight deck simulation
[AIAA PAPER 89-3327] p 791 A88-48949
Initial flight qualification and operational maintenance
of x-2gA flight software
[AIAA PAPER 89-3596] p 850 A88.52678
Flight mechanics and aerothermodynamlo software
[CNES-CT/DTI/MS/MN/0eg] p 4 N89-10838
The application of software fault tolerance to air traffic
control: Study contract overview
[BRt 08587] p485 N88-20114
Real-time display of time dependent data using •
heed-mounted display
[AD.A203051] p 476 N89-20993
INTERFACE 2: Advanced diagnostic software
[AD-A204527] p 563 N89-22366
Host computer system capacity management
procedures
[AD-A193416] p 630 N69-24051
HOMAR: A computer code for generating homotopic
grids using algebraic relations: User's manual
[NASA-CR-4243] p 708 N89-26176
NASA Workshop on Computational Structural
Mechanics 1987, part 2
[NASA-CP-10012-PT-2] p 866 N89.29789
COMPUTER SYSTEMS SIMULATION
A demonstration of the method of stochastic finite
element analysis
[AD.A206135] p 630 N89.24127
COMPUTER TECHNIQUES
Sensitivity analysis end multidieciplinary optimization for
aircraft design - Recent advances and results
p 135 A89-13598
The computer controlled system for multi-drone
performing formation flight in a same aerial zone
p 481 A89-33566
An experience inthe computerized analysis of the fatigue
life of aircraft structural elements p 799 A89-48001
Map, Operator, Maintenance Stations --- in mission
planning
[AIAA PAPER 89-3523] p 854 A89-52613
Application of linearized Kalman filter-smoother to
aircraft trajectory estimation
[AD-A194362] p 136 N89.1223t
Joint University Program for Air Transportation
Research, 1987
[NASA-CP-3028] p 361 N89-19230
Structural analysis applications p 480 N89-20141
Aeroballistic Research Facility Data Analysis System
(ARFDAS)
[AD-A204308] p 542 N89-21810
Compedson of interpolation algorithms for speed control
in air traffic management
[AD.A206314] p 601 N89-23444
A comparison of detection efficiency on an air traffic
control monitoring task with end without computer aiding
[AD.A206422] p 602 N89-24294
Multilevel decomposition of complete vehicle
configuration in a parallel computing environment
p 670 N89-25205
COMPUTER VISION
Rule-based string code processor p 57 A89-11750
A hierarchical control strategy for 2-D object
recognition p57 A89-11760
Recent advances in computer image generation
simulation p 116 A89-16738
A hierarchical knowledge based system for airplane
classification p 262 A89-21248
Model-based vision by cooperative processing of
evidence and hypotheses using configuration spaces
p 263 A89-23573
Machine vision for control of gas tungsten arc welding
p 700 A89-45950
COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
Development of a helicopter simulation program
[DGLR PAPER 87-123] p 26 A89-10520
Automated lending approach using machine seeing
[DGLR PAPER 87-131] p 23 A89-10522
Computer program for simulating dynamic gliding flight
[DGLR PAPER 87-135/2] p 27 A89-10527
Low-Reynolds-number airfoil design for the M.I.T.
Daedalus prototype - A case study p 12 A89-12559
Numerical simulation of pressure wave boundary layer
interaction p 65 A89-12928
Takeoff flight-paths in the presence of wind and wind
variation p 111 A89-13507
Numerical simulation of turbulent flow through tandem
cascade p 87 A89-13519
PhaSe II flight simulator mathematical model and
data-package, based on flight test and simulation
techniques p 118 A89-13833
Determination of departure susceptibility and centre of
gravity limitations for control augmented aircraft
p 112 A89-13838
Computational design and efficiency optimization of
agricultural airplanes p 98 A89-13670
Numerical simulation of the |trong Interaction between
a compressor blade clearance Jet and stalled passage
flow p 76 A89-15672
Recent advances In computer Image generation
simulation p 116 A89-16738
Preliminary numerical simulations of a pulsed detonation
wave engine
[AIAA PAPER 86-2960] p 126 A89.16850
Numerical simulation of compressible Navlar-Stokas
flows --- Book p 127 A89-17013
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Implicit central difference simulation of compressible
Nevier-Stokes flow over a NACA0012 airfoil
p 82 A89-17022
Analytical determination and experimental comparison
of performance degradation on a helicopter main rotor
due to ice accretion p 155 A89.18909
Evolution of the ACAP crash energy management
system p 164 A89-18923
Aerospace simulation III; Proceedings of the SCS
Multiconference, San Diego, CA, Feb. 3-5, 1988
p 142 A89-19551
X-29 validation methodology for simulation and flight
control system p 181 A89-19557
Modelling of ground effects on aircraft --- landing
gear.runway interactions p166 A89 t9559
A parallel amhitecture for a real-time blade element
rotorcraft simulation p 201 A89.19560
The combination of simulation and response
methodology and its application in an aggregate production
plan p 190 A89-19806
Numerical simulations of an isolated microburst. I -
Dynamics and structure p 196 A89-20265
New solution method for steady-state canopy structural
loads p 155 A89-20321
Developments and perspectives at AMD-BA in the field
of impact and crash sizing p 227 A89-21407
Direct and inverse polynomials for computer-aided
thermal analysis of gas turbine engines
p 239 A89-21574
Numerical simulation of real flow field with transonic
cascades p 210 A89-22005
Numerical simulations of dynamic response of fixed and
rotary wing aircraft to a large airplane wake
p 243 A89-23301
A new model reference adaptive aircraft controller
p 245 A89-24491
Simulation of transonic viscous wing and wing-fuselage
flows using zonal methods p 219 A89-24823
Numerical and experimental study of the crash behavior
of helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft
p 309 A89-2491g
CFD simulation of square cross-section, contoured
nozzle flows - Comparison with data
[AIAA PAPER 89.0045] p 273 A89-25039
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
plane at high angles of attack using implicit TVD
Navier-Stokes code
[AIAA PAPER 89-0273] p 279 A89-25230
Numerical simulation of vortical flows on flexible wings
[AIAA PAPER 89-0537] p 286 A89-25431
Comparison of two different Navier-Stokes methods for
the simulation of 3-D transonic flows with separation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0559] p 287 A89-25448
Computational design of low aspect ratio wing-winglets
for transonic wind-tunnel testing
[AIAA PAPER 89-0644] p 311 A89.25509
Infrared technique to measure the skin temperature on
an electrothermal de-icer - Comparison with numerical
simulations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0760] p 303 A89-25.566
Elevator deflection effects on the icing process
[AIAA PAPER 89-0846] p 290 A89-25615
Aircraft vertical profile implementation using
directed-graph methods p 332 A89-25683
Navier-Stokes calculations for DFVLR F5-wing in wind
tunnel using Runge.Kutta time-stepping scheme
p 291 "A89-25867
Finite element simulation of 3D turbulent free shear
flows p 294 A89-26946
A dynamic model for vapor-cycle cooling systems ---
for aircraft
[SAE PAPER 881001] p 313 A89-27809
F-14 flow field simulation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0642] p 296 A89-28444
Analysis of Arrow Air DC-8-63 accident Gander,
Newfoundland on 12 December 1985
[AIAA PAPER 89-0706] p 305 A89-28448
Simple model of lightning return-stroke simulations
[ONERA, TP NO, 1988-27] p 427 A89-29214
Overview of icing research at ONERA
[ONERA, TP NO, 1988-123] p 379 A89-29275
KRASH analysis correlation with the Bell ACAP lull.scale
aimraft crash test p 386 A89-29465
Navier-Stokes simulations of tip vortices for fixed and
rotating helicopter blades p 368 A89-31343
Numerical simulation of incompressible flow around
three-dimensional wing p 369 A89-31351
Numerical simulation of unsteady combustion in a dump
combustor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-142] p 400 A89-31803
Numerical simulation of unsteady three-dimensional
flows in turbines
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-145] p 369 A89-31806
Research conducted at the ONERA Direction de
I'Aerodynamique for calculating internal flows by solution
of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-146] p 370 A89-31807
Validation of in-house and acquired software at
Aerospatiale p 431 A89-31905
Experimental methods for hypersonics- Capabilities and
limitations p 441 A89-33638
Numerical simulation of three-dimensional hypersonic
viscous flows p 441 A89-33644
Advances in the computation of transonic separated
flows over finite wings p 442 A89-34427
Direct numerical simulation of a three-dimensional
turbulent boundary layer p 493 A89-34909
Bipolar coordinates for computation of transition duct
flows p 493 A89-34912
Flight control system design for an in-flight simulator
p 539 A89.36934
Computer simulation of the movement of loading door
retraction mechanism with slide tracks
p 527 A89-37019
Influence of pitching motion on subsonic wing rock of
slender delta wings p 514 A89-39187
Two-dimensional simulation of electrothermal deicing of
aircreft components p528 A89-39194
Interferometry against differential Doppler- Performance
comparison of two emitter location airborne systems
p 525 A89-39203
Use of high-resolution upwind scheme for vortical flow
simulations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1955] p 574 A89-41802
Unsteady aerodynamic simulation of multiple bodies in
relative motion
[AIAA PAPER 89-1996] p 577 A89-41839
Convergence acceleration of viscous and inviscid
hypersonic flow calculations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1875] p 586 A89.42100
Adaptive optimum attitude extrapolation for precise
antenna pointing control p 610 A89-42656
Software development reusability for aircraft simulation
systems p 630 A89-43127
Real-time solution of the airflow continuity equations for
a hovercraft simulation p 589 A89-43147
An overview of the direct simulation of an integrated
aimreft navigation system on a PC p 600 A89-43148
Evaluating ILS and MLS sites without flight tests
p 660 A89-43894
Numerical simulations of oblique detonations in
supersonic combustion chambers p 674 A89-44115
French aerospace research in the intemational
context p 691 A89-45036
Some aspects of interference on Lorsn-C
p 660 A89-45221
Computer simulation of some types of flows arising at
interactions between a supersonic flow and a boundary
layer p 642 A89-45381
Numerical codes for unsteady simulation of turbojet,
turbofan and turboprop engines for training purposes
[AIAA PAPER 89-2259] p 676 A89-46704
Navier-Sfokes simulation of burst vortex flowfields for
fighter aircraft at high incidence
[AIAA PAPER 89-2190] p 722 A89-47651
Supersonic Navier-Stokes simulations of turbulent
afterbody flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-2194] p 722 A89-47654
Use of a simplified estimation scheme for simulation
validation and improvement
[AIAA PAPER 89-3262] p 785 A89-48379
Comparison of experimental and numerical results for
transient electromagnetic fields induced on a scale model
aircraft by current injection technique
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-86] p 756 A89-48766
Functionally distributed simulation p 810 A89-48827
Modularity in tactical flight simulation and computing
p 790 A89-48829
Prediction of aircraft spin recovery
[AIAA PAPER 89-3363] p 780 A89.49067
Monte Carlo simulation for molecular gas dynamics
p 737 A89-50012
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
plane at high angles of attack using implicit TVD
Navier-Stokes code p 741 A89-51314
Global positioning system accuracy improvement using
Ridge regression
[AIAA PAPER 89-3499] p 828 A89-52591
A model of the National Airspace System
[AIAA PAPER 89-3626] p 829 A89-52701
Numerical simulation of rolling up of
leeding/trailing-edge vortex sheets for slender wings
p 819 A89-53926
Numerical simulation of microbursts - Aircraft trajectory
studies p 869 A89-54788
Scientific visualization in computational aerodynamics
at NASA Ames Research Center p 875 A89-54907
Microcomputer simulation of lubricant degradation in
turbine engines using laboratory data
p 859 A89-54986
On the diagnostic emulation technique and its use in
the AIRLAB
[NASA-TM-4027] p 58 N89-10524
An approximate, maximum terminal velocity descent to
a point
]DE88-000349] p 15 N89-10840
Investigation of the tumbling phenomenon using
computer simulation p 41 N89.10896
Sandie National Laboratories flight simulation facilities
[DE88-012108] p 42 N89-10898
Interactive grid generation for turbomachinery flow field
simulations
[NASA.TM-101301] p 85 N89-11717
Effects of environmentally imposed roughness on airfoil
performance
[NASA-CR-179639] p 88 N89-11725
Human factors aspects of the traffic alert and collision
avoidance system (TCAS II)
[AD.A196811] p 91 N89-11731
A control-volume method for analysis of unsteady thrust
augmenting ejector flows
[NASA-CR-182203] p 109 N89-12566
HOST combustion R and T ovenliew
p 110 N89-12879
Turbine stator flow field simulations
p 132 N89-12902
Predictions of airfoil aerodynamic performance
degradation due to icing
[NASA-TM-101434] p 153 N89-13412
Atmospheric photochemical modeling of turbine engine
fuels and exhausts Computer model development, volume
1
[AD-A198690] p 196 N89-13832
Atmospheric photochemical modeling of turbine engine
fuels and exhausts Computer model development, volume
2
[AD-A198691] p 196 N89-13833
A microcomputer pollution model for civilian airports and
air force bases, medal description
[AD-A199003] p 197 N89-14616
Numerical simulation end comparison of
symmetrical/supercritical airfoils for the near tip region of
a helicopter in forward flight
[NASA-CR-4212] p 204 N89-14821
Application of Forsythe method in stabilizing and
decoupling speed and height in F4 phantom aircraft
[ETN-89-93566] p 246 N89-15119
Prediction of helicopter free flight trim using a
state-of-the-art analytical model
[AD-A200404] p 235 N89.15906
A microcomputer pollution model for civilian airports and
Air Force bases, User's guide, issue 2
[AD-A199795] p 262 N89-16228
Analysis of 3D viscous flows in transonic compressors
p 329 N89-16831
Wind tunnel predicted air vehicle performance: A review
of lessons learned p 337 N89-16852
The vertical motion simulator p 339 N89-18384
Crashworthiness activities on MBB helicopters
p 361 N89-18425
Developments and perspectives at AMD-BA in the field
of impact and crash sizing p 381 N89-t8427
Crash investigations with sub-components of a
composite helicopter lower airplane section
p 381 N89-18430
Numerical and experimental study of the crash behavior
of helicopters and aircraft p 382 N89-18433
Study of the dynamic behaviour of stiffened composite
fuselage shell structures p 382 N89-t8434
Transport airplane crash simulation, validation end
application to crash design criteria p 382 N89-18435
Crashworthiness of aircraft structures
p 383 N89-18436
Crash simulation and verification for metallic, sandwich
and laminate structures p 383 N89.18437
MADYMO crash victim simulations: A flight safety
application p 421 N89-18441
Structural loads due to surge in an axial compressor
[PNRg0493] p 401 N89-18491
CFD applications to the aero-thermodynemics of
turbomechinery
[PNR90520] p 401 N89.18494
The DFVLR.F5 wing experiment: Towards the validation
of the numerical simulation of transonic viscous wing
flows p 373 N89-18623
Numerical simulation of the flow field over delta wings
with leading edge blowing p 453 N89-20924
Transonic aerodynamic design experience
p 454 N89-20934
Vector potential methods p 455 N89-20939
Developments end trends in three-dimensional mesh
generation p 455 N89-20940
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Transonic Symposium: Theory, Application, and
Experiment, volume 1, part 2
[NASA-CP-3020-VOL-1-PT-2] p 455 N89-20942
Simulation at Dryden Flight Research Facility from 1957
to 1982
[NASA-TM-101695] p 474 N99-20983
Performance analysis of the fiber distributed data
interface in the super cockpit audio world
[AD-A202535] p 474 N89-20985
A wind tunnel and computer investigation of the low
speed aerodynamic characteristics of the prone escape
system (PRESS)
[AD-A202768] p 475 N89-20966
Description of the derivation of the collision risk model
used in the vertical separation simulation risk model
(AD-A205t09] p 523 N89-21781
Functional performance specification for an inertial
navigation system
[AD-A204850] p 526 N89-21785
A study of the effect of design parameter variation on
predicted tilt-rctor aircraft performance
{AD-A204856] p 531 N89-21793
A flight dynamic study of the helicopter including blade
dynamics p 531 N89.21796
A perspective on future directions in aerospace
propulsion system simulation
[NASA-TM-102038] p 536 N89-21798
Study of the real emulation of the electronic integrated
system
[PB89-116271] p 557 N89-22016
PARC code validation for propulsion flows
lAD-A204293] p 557 N89-22666
A vortex panel analysis of circular-arc bluff-bodiee in
unsteady flow
_DE89.007141 ] p558 N89.22845
Enhanced rotor modeling tailored for rub dynamic
stability analysis and simulation p 561 N89-22916
A methodology for determining the survivability of
fixed.wing aircraft against small arms
[AD-A205730] p 607 N89-23455
Advances in computational design and analysis of
airbraathing propulsion systems
[NASA-TM-t01987] p 613 N89-23465
Investigations on the cracking behavior of joints in
airfields and roads: Field investigations and laboratory
simulations
[PB89-141279] p 619 N89-23479
ASR-9 weather channel test report, executive s
ummary
[DOT/FAA/PS-89/8-EXEC-SUMM] p 626 N89-23758
Advanced computational techniques for hypersonic
propulsion
[NASA-TM-1O2005] p 627 N69-23809
A demonstration of the method of stochastic finite
element analysis
[AD-A206135] p 830 N89-24127
Numerical aerodynamic simulation
[NASA.EP-262] p 569 N89.24262
An investigation of V/STOL jet interactions in a
crossfiow
[AD-A206360] p 596 N89.24272
A computer simulation study of liquid water content
adjustment based on icing cloud horizontal extent
[DOT/FAA/CT.TN89/3] p 598 N89.24288
A model for prediction of STOVL ejector dynamics
[NASA-TM-102098] p 614 N89-24319
Comperison of predicted and measured temperatures
of UH-60A helicopter transmission
[NASA-TP-2911] p 628 N89-24607
Some issues in numerical simulation of nonlinear
structural response p 628 N89-24639
Computational procedures for postbuckling of composite
shells p 628 N89-24642
Computational Methods for Structural Mechanics and
Dynamics
[NASA-CP-3034-PT-2] p 628 N89.24654
Improving transient analysis technology for aircraft
structures p 629 N89-24655
Transient analysis techniques in performing impact and
crash dynamic studies p 629 N89-24658
Recent Advances in Multidisciplinary Analysis and
Optimization, part 3
[NASA-CP-3031-PT-3] p 670 N89-25201
Influence of rubbing on rotor dynamics, part 2
[NASA-CR-183649-PT-2] p 706 N89-25464
Reduction of aircraft noise in civil air transport by
optimization of flight tracks and takeoff and approach
procedures
[ILR-MITI--200] p 713 N89-25676
Residual stress changes in fatigue. Volume 1: Residual
stress measurements by X-ray diffraction in notched test
specimens
[AD-A208345] p 805 N89-27225
Design criteria for optimal blading design
p 777 N89-27663
Parametric study of the aerothermodynamics of a jet
engine test facility
AD-A208512] p 794 N89-27675
Flow calculation over a delta-wing using the thin-layer
Navior-Stokes equations
PD-CF-8924] p 822 N89-28497
A detailed survey of the flow passing through an
asymmetric contraction and parallel duct
[BAE-WWT-RP-RES-AXR-000194-] p 823 N89.28501
A detailed survey of the flow passing through an
asymmetric contraction and parallel duct
[BAE-WWT-RP-RES-AXR-000194-] p 823 N89-28502
Use of high-resolution upwind scheme for vortical flow
simulations
NASA-CR-185910] p 824 N89-29321
NASA Workshop on Computational Structural
Mechanics 1987, part 2
NASA-CP-10012-PT-2] p 866 N89-29789
Computational structural mechanics engine structures
computational simulator p 866 N89-29792
Interfacing modules for integrating discipline specific
structural mechanics codes p 866 N89.29793
CSM research: Methods and application studies
p 867 N89-29794
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
Three dimensional hazard zones p 195 A89-18259
CONCRETES
Investigations on the cracking behavior of joints in
airfields and roads: Field investigations and laboratory
simulations
[PB89.141279] p 619 N89.23479
Evaluation of nondestructive test equipment for airfield
pavements. Phase 1: Calibration test results and field data
collection
[AD-A207159] p 694 N89-26020
Evaluation of barrier cable impact pad materials
[AD-A207554] p 792 N89-26864
A comparison of rutting behavior of asphalt concrete
under the F-4C/G and F-15C/D aircraft
[AD-A208911] p 794 N89-27678
Joint sealants for airport pavements. Phase 1:
Laboratory and field investigations
[DOT/FAA/DS-89/2-PHASE-1] p 854 N89-28523
CONDENSATES
Aerodynamically.driven condensate layer thickness
distributions on isothermal cylindrical surfaces
p 51 A89°12337
Vapor deposition and condensate flow on combustion
turbine blades - Theoretical model to predict/understand
some corrosion rate consequences of molten alkali sulfate
deposition in the field or laboratory p 238 A89-20950
CONDENSATION
Total pressure loss in supersonic nozzle flows with
condensation - Numerical analyses p 79 A89-16352
2-D transonic flow with energy supply by homogeneous
condensation. Onset condition and 2-D structure of steady
Level nozzle flow p 214 A89.22801
A numerical method for calculating steady transonic
flows with relaxation and heat input p 734 A89-49600
CONDENSATION NUCLEI
Condensation phenomena in a turbine blade passage
p 511 A89-37939
CONDENSING
Observation of airplane flow'fields by natural
condensation effects p 578 A89-42009
Transonic flow around airfoils with relaxation and energy
supply by homogeneous condensation
[AIAA PAPER 89-1834] p 582 A89-42062
CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Hypersonic flow of a viscous heat.conducting chemically
reacting gas past bodies over a wide range of Reynolds
numbers p 75 A89.14772
Generalized criteria for microwave breakdown in air-filIod
waveguides p 552 A89-36655
Study of flow and heat transfer in rotating cavities
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-33] p 698 A89-45188
CONES
Position error calibration of a pressure survey aircraft
using a trailing cone
[PB88.250733] p 450 N89.20092
Evaluation of an updated des;gn of an internally lighted
wind cone
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/45] p 793 N89-26868
CONFERENCES
Adhesively bonded joints: Testing, analysis, and design;
Proceedings of the International Symposium, Baltimore,
MD, Sept. 10-12, 1986 p 45 A89-10076
Swedish Symposium on Residual Stresses, Sunne,
Sweden, Mar. 30-Apr. 2, 1987, Proceedings
p 46 A89.10096
Turbulence management and relaminarisation;
Proceedings of the IUTAM Symposium, Bangalore, India,
Jan. 19-23, 1987 p 46 A89-10154
Advanced boundary element methods; Proceedings of
the IUTAM Symposium, San Antonio, TX, Apr. 13-18,
1987 p 47 A89-10182
International Pacific Air and Space Technology
Conference, Melbourne, Australia, Nov. 13-17, 1987,
Proceedings
[SAE P-208] p t A89-10627
Aerospace avionics equipment and integration;
Proceedings of the Second Conference, Dallas, TX, Nov.
2-4, 1987
[SAE P-205] p 48 A89-10676
Fracture mechanics; Proceedings of the Nineteenth
National Symposium, San Antonio, TX, June 30-July 2,
1986 p 50 A89-11426
Automation applications for rotorcraft; Proceedings of
the National Specialists' Meeting, Atlanta, CA, Apr. 4-6,
1988 p 2 A89-12401
Bird hazards in aviation; Proceedings of the Symposium,
London, England, Oct. 14, 1987 p 3 A89-12716
ICAS, Congress, 16th, Jerusalem, Israel, Aug. 28-Sept.
2, 1988, Proceedings. Volumes 1 & 2
p 92 A89-13501
NOISE-CON 88 - Noise control design: Methods and
practice; Proceedings of the National Conference on Noise
Control Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette,
IN, June 20-22, 1988 p 137 A89-15076
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Annual
Assembly Meeting and Technical Symposium,
Washington, DE:, Nov. 17-19, 1987, Proceedings
p 62 A89-16201
AIAA/IEEE Digital Avionics Systems Conference, 8th,
San Jose, CA, Oct. 17-20, 1988, Technical Papers. Parts
1 & 2 p 169 A89-18051
AHS, Annual Forum, 44th, Washington, DC, June 16-18,
1988, Proceedings p 141 A89-18851
Aerospace simulation III; Proceedings of the SCS
Multiconference, San Diego, CA, Feb. 3-5, 1988
p 142 A89-19551
Yearbook 1987 II; DGLR, Annual Meeting, Berlin,
Federal Republic of Germany, Oct. 5-7, 1987, Reports
p 142 A89-20226
International Conference on Computational Engineering
Mechanics, Beijing, People's Republic of China, June
21-25, 1987, Proceediogs p 253 A89-21132
Boundary elements X; Proceedings of the Tenth
International Conference on Boundary Element Methods,
Southampton, England, Sept. 6-9, 1988. Volume 2 - Heat
transfer, fluid flow and electrical applications
p 253 A89-21277
International Symposium on Domain Decomposition
Methods for Partial Differential Equations, 1st, Ecole
Nationale des Ponts et Cheusseee, Paris, France, Jan.
7-9, 1987, Proceedings p 264 A89-24809
Civil avionics - The future international scene;
Proceedings of the Symposium, London, England, Mar.
17, 1988 p 237 A89-2485t
Numerical simulation of the transonic DFVLR-F5 wing
experiment; Proceedings of the International Workshop
on Numerical Simulation of Compressible Viscous-Flow
Aerodynamics, Goettiogen, Federal Republic of Germany,
Sept. 30°Oct. 2, 1987 p 290 A89-25856
PLANS '88 - IEEE Position Location and Navigation
Symposium, Orlando, FL, Nov. 29-Dec. 2, 1988, Record
p 339 A89-26701
International Instrumentation Symposium, 34th,
Albuquerque, NM, May 2-6, 1988, Proceedings
p 348 A89-27651
Aerospace power systems technology; Proceedings of
the Aerospace Technology Conference and Exposition,
Anaheim, CA, Oct. 3-6, 1988
[SAE SP-758] p 324 A89-28254
National Technical Specialists' Meeting on Advanced
Rotorcraft Structures, Williamsburg, VA, Oct. 25-27, 1988,
Proceedings p 359 A89-29451
AIAA, ASME, ASCE, AHS, and ASC, Structures,
Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, 30th,
Mobile, AL, Apr. 3-5, 1989, Technical Papers. Parts 1, 2,
3, & 4 p 417 A89-30651
Detection, diagnosis and prognosis of rotating machinery
to improve reliability, maintainability, and readiness through
the application of new and innovative techniques
p 392 A89-30976
Computational fluid dynamics; Proceedings of the
International Symposium, Sydney, Australia, Aug. 23-27,
1987 p 420 A89-31301
High speed commercial flight: From inquiry to action;
Proceedings of the Second Symposium, Columbus, OH,
Oct. 19, 20, 1988 p 360 A89-31421
Symposium on Turbulence, 11th, University of
Missoury-Rolla, Roila, Oct. 17-19, 1988, Preprints
p 491 A89-33402
Remotely piloted vehicles; International Conference,
7th, Bristol, England, Sept. 12-t4, 1988, Proceedings and
Supplementary Papers p 467 A89-33554
Advances and applications in computational fluid
dynamics; Proceedings of the Symposium, ASME Winter
Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL, Nov. 27-Dec. 2, 1988
p 443 A89-34726
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Heat transfer in gas turbine engines and
three-dimensional flows; Proceedings of the Symposium,
ASME Winter Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL, Nov. 27-Dec.
2, 1988 p 494 A89-34926
AIAA Aerodynamic Decelerator Systems Technology
Conference, 10th, Cocoa Beach, FL, Apr. 18-20, 1989,
Technical Papers p 461 A89-35201
International Conference on Satellite Systems for Mobile
Communications and Navigation, 4th, London, England,
Oct. 17-19, 1988, Proceedings p 552 A89-36676
Airborne reconnaissance XII; Proceedings of the
Meeting, San Dingo, CA, Aug. 16, 17, 1988
[SPIE-979] p 567 A89-40251
MILCOMP '88 - Military computers, graphics and
software; Proceedings of the Conference and Exhibition,
London, England, Sept. 27-29, 1988
p 629 A89.40425
AIAA Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, 9th,
Buffalo, NY, June 13-15, 1989, Technical Papers
p 572 A89-41776
Research and development: Technical and scientific
publications 1988 --- Book p 635 A89-42926
Society of Flight Test Engineers, Annual Symposium,
19th, Arlington, TX, Aug. 14-18, 1988, Proceedings
p 662 A89-45126
1988 report to the aerospace profession; Society of
Expadmental Test Pilots, Symposium, 32nd, Beverly Hills,
CA, Oct. 13-15, 1988, Proceedings p 686 A89-45151
International Conference on Numerical Methods in Fluid
Dynamics, 1lth, Williamsburg, VA, June 27-July 1, 1988,
Proceedings p 699 A89-45351
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Annual
Assembly Meeting and Technical Symposium,
Washington, DC, Nov. 28-30, 1988, Proceedings
p 660 A89-45875
Space age metals technology; Proceedings of the
Second Intamational SAMPE Metals and Metals
Processing Conference, Dayton, OH, Aug. 2-4, 1988
p 696 A89-45927
Aerospace Behavioral Technology Conference and
Exposition, 7th, Anaheim, CA, Oct. 3-6, 1988,
Proceedings
[SAE P-216] p 638 A89-47326
AIAA Applied Aerodynamics Conference, 7th, Seattle,
WA, July 31-Aug. 2, 1989, Technical Papers
p 719 A89.47626
AIAA Flight Simulation Technologies Conference and
Exhibit, Boston, MA, Aug. 14-16, 1989, Technical Papers
p 785 A89-48376
Flight simulation: Recent developments in technology
and use; Proceedings of the Conference, London, England,
Apr. 12, 13, 1988 p 790 A89-48826
AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
Boston, MA, Aug. 14-16, 1989, Technical Papers
p 715 A89-49051
ION, Annual Meeting, 44th, U.S. Naval Academy,
Annapolis, MD, June 21-23, 1988, Proceedings
p 751 A89-50301
Aircraft Symposium, 26th, Sendal, Japan, Oct. 19-21,
1988, Proceedings p 718 A89-51301
Advanced aerospace aerodynamics; Proceedings of the
Aerospace Technology Conference and Exposition,
Anaheim, CA, OCt. 3-6, 1988
[SAE SP-757] p 718 A89-51351
Numerical methods for fluid dynamics III; Proceedings
of the Conference, University of Oxford, England, Mar.
21-24, 1988 p 804 A89-51531
AIAA Guidance, Navigation and Control Conference,
Boston, MA, Aug. 14-16, 1989, Technical Papers. Parts
1 & 2 p 842 A89-52526
Turbulent shear flows 6; International Symposium, 6th,
Universite de Toulouse III, France, Sept. 7-9, 1987,
Selected Papers p 861 A89.52943
AHS National Specialists' Meeting on the Rotaw Wing
Aircraft Conceptual Design Process, Atlanta, GA, Apr. 3-5,
1989, Proceedings p 815 A89.52950
1989 American Control Conference, 8th, Pittsburgh, PA,
June 21-23, 1989, Proceedings. Volumes 1, 2, & 3
p 874 A89-53951
International Conference on Hypersonic Flight inthe 21st
Century, 1st, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks,
Sept. 20-23, 1988, Proceedings p 855 A89-54326
International Conference on the Aviation Weather
Systems, 3rd, Anaheim, CA, Jan. 30-Feb. 3, 1989,
PrepAnts p 867 A89.54776
International Aerospace and Ground Conference on
Lightning and Static Electdcity
[PB88-197439] p 55 N89-10429
The 1987 Ground Vortex Workshop
[NASA-CP-10008] p 15 N89.10849
Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology 1986
[NASA-CP-2444] p 129 N89-12876
Thermal Barrier Coatings. Abstracts and figures
[NASA-CP-10019] p 185 N89-13642
Aviation Safety Commission. Volume 1:
Recommendations
[PB88-209069] p 224 N89-15899
The Traffic-Alert and Collision Avoidance System
(TCAS) in the glass cockpit
[NASA-TM-101036] p238 N89-t 5911
Intake Aerodynamics, volume 1 --- conference
[VKI-LS-1988-04-VOL-1] p 298 N89-16738
Intake Aerodynamics, volume 2 --- conference
[VKI-LS.1988-04-VOL-2] p 299 N89-16748
Transonic Compressors, volume 1 --- conference
[VKI-LS-1988-03-VOL-1 ] p328 N89-16825
Transonic Compessors, volume 2 --- conference
[VKbLS-1988-03-VOL-2] p 329 N89.16833
Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology, 1987
[NASA-CP-2493] p 351 N89-17298
Energy Absorption of Aircraft Structures as an Aspect
of Creshworthiness
[AGARD-CP.443] p 380 N89-18421
Software EngineeAng and Its Application to Avionics
[AGARD-CP-439] p 398 N89-18446
Validation of Computational Fluid Dynamics. Volume 2:
Poster papers
[AGARD-CP-437-VOL-2] p424 N89-18648
Toward improved durability in advanced aircraft engine
hot sections
[NASA-TM-4087] p 479 N89-20135
Transonic Symposium: Theory, Application, and
Experiment, Volume 1, Part 1
[ NASA-CP-3020-VOL-1. PT-1] p453 N89-20925
Rotordynamic Instability Problems in High-Performance
Turbomachinery, 1988
[NASA-CP-3026] p 558 N89-22891
Calender of selected aeronautical and space meetings
[AGARD-CAL-88/2] p 566 N89-23361
Image Signal Processing for Flight Guidance
[DFVLR-MITT-88-32] p 602 N89-24295
Computational Methods for Structural Mechanics and
Dynamics
[NASA-CP-3034-PT-2] p 628 N89-24654
Recent Advances in Multidisciplinary Analysis and
Optimization, part I
[NASA-CP-3031-PT-1] p666 N89-25146
Recent Advances in Multidisciplinary Analysis and
Optimization, part 2
[NASA-CP-3031-PT-2] p 669 N89-25173
Recent Advances in Multidisciplinary Analysis and
Optimization, part 3
[NASA.CP.3031-PT-3] p 670 N89-25201
Technical Status Review on Drag Prediction and
Analysis from Computational Fluid Dynamics: State of the
Art
[AGARD-AR-256] p 745 N89.26817
Proceedings of the Mobile Satellite System Architectures
and Multiple Access Techniques Workshop
[NASA-CR-184564] p 806 N89-27907
Workshop proceedings on Composite Aircraft
Certification and Airworthiness
[AD.A209321] p 835 N89-29336
NASA Workshop on Computational Structural
Mechanics 1987, part 2
[NASA.CP-10012.PT-2] p 866 N89-29789
CONFIDENCE
On the appropriateness of applying chi-squere
distribution based confidence intervals to spectral
estimates of helicopter flyover data
[NASA-CR-181892] p 59 N89.10601
CONFIDENCE LIMITS
Developing criteria for sample sizes in jet engine
analytical component inspections and the associated
confidence levels
[AD-A201508] p 401 N89-18488
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
An integrated configuration and control analysis
technique for hypersonic vehicles p 833 A89-54006
Reconfigurebie flight control: An opportunity for
integrated diagnostics p 182 N89-14744
CONPORMAL MAPPING
The embedded grid-concept and TSP methods applied
to the calculation of transonic flow about
wing/body/nacelle/pylon-configurations
p 94 A89-13606
MultigAd computation of transonic flow about complex
aircraft configurations, using Cartesian grids and local
refinement p 94 A89.13607
Towards a general three-dimensional gad generation
system p 135 A89-13608
A local multigrid strategy for viscous transonic flows
around airfoils p 76 A89-15654
Prediction of 3D multi-stage turbine flow field using a
multiple.grid Euler solver
[AIAA PAPER 89-0203] p 277 A89-25178
Patched-gAd computations of high-speed inlet flows
p 443 A89-34728
A self-adaptive computational method for transonic
turbulent flow past a real projectile p 443 A89.34730
Conservative treatment of boundary interfaces for
ovedaid grids and multi-level gad adaptations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1980] p 576 A89-41823
Unstructured gad generation for non-convex domains
[AIAA PAPER 89-1983] p 576 A89-z11826
A CFD-based finlte-voiome procedure for computational
electromagnetics - Interdisciplinary applications of CFD
methods
[AIAA PAPER 89-1987] p 633 A89-_1830
Analysis of potential and viscous flows past general
two-dimensional bodies with arbitrary trailing edge
geometries
[AIAA PAPER 89-1969] p 677 A89-41841
Solution of Euler equations by a finite element method
application to supersonic flows p 639 A89.44319
Three-dimensional multigAd Nevier-Stokes
computations for turbomachinery applications
[AIAA PAPER 89-2453] p 702 A89-46841
Multigdd transonic computations about arbitrary aircraft
configurations p 755 A89-48660
Generation, optimization and adaptation of multidomain
meshes around complex configurations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-72] p 729 A89-48756
CONGRESSIONAL REPORTS
Aviation safety: Measuring how safely individual airlines
operate
[GAO/RCED-88-61] p 464 N89-20974
Microwave landing systems: Additional systems should
not be procured unless benefits proven
[GAO/RCED-88.118] p 466 N89-20977
Report to Congress: Technical feasibility of joint use
at Scott AFB, SelfAdge AGB and El Toro MCAS
[AD-A194597] p 693 N89-25241
Accomplishments under the airport improvement
program: Fiscal year 1988
lAD-A208200] p 855 N89-29352
CONICAL BODIES
Characteristics of a boundary layer on a spherically blunt
conical body at low altitudes with allowance for the heating
and ablation of the body p 66 A89-13337
Three.dimensional rerefied-gas flow past conical
bodies p 364 A89-30106
Large amplitude oscillation effects on cone pitch stability
in viscous hypersonic flow p 367 A89-30537
Nonlinear supersonic potential flow over sideslip cc,nical
bodies, delta wings and fuselages p 511 A89-37792
Radiative characteristics of hypersonic cone wake
p 646 A89-46263
Experimental and computational results for 8 dngree
blunt cones with shock generators at high velocity
[AIAA PAPER 89-3377] p 731 A89-49080
Investigation of the surface flow of conical bodies at
high subsonic and supersonic speeds
p 373 N89-19650
Investigation of the development of laminar
boundary-layer instabilities along a cooled-wall cone in
hypersonic flows
[AD-A202587] p 458 N89-20966
Hypersonic prediction comparisons with experimental
data for a cone-cylinder st mach 6.86
[AD.A207583] p 747 N89-27636
CONICAL CAMBER
Separated flow past a concave conical wing of Harge
transverse cu_ature at small angles of attack
p 820 A89-54619
CONICAL FLOW
Flow in the region of the interaction of an underexpanded
rarefied jet and a conical skimmer p 67 A89-13347
Evaluation of algebraic turbulence models for PNS
predictions of supersonic flow past a sphere-cone
p 445 A89-34807
Effect of the asymmetry of boundary conditions on
boundary layer flow near a cone at angle of attack
p 448 A89-35433
Boundary-layer transition on a cone and flat plate at
Mech 3.5 p 508 A89.36904
Improvements and applications of a streamwise upwind
algedthm
[AIAA PAPER 89-1957] p 574 A89-41804
Vortex-dominated conical-flow computations using
unstructured edaptively-refined meshes
[AIAA PAPER 89-1816] p 580 A89-42046
Inception length to a fully-developed fin-generated shock
wave boundary-layer interaction
[AIAA PAPER 89-1850] p 584 A89-42078
An experimental study of hypersonic turbulence on a
sharp cone
[AIAA PAPER 89-1866] p 586 A89.42093
Numerical investigation of the characteristic.,; of
supersonic flow of a nonviscous gas past a circular cone
with plane wings p 727 A89.47964
Construction of general-purpoee supersonic nozzles of
conical cress section p 821 A89-54624
Hypersonic prediction comparisons with experimental
data for a cone-cylinder at mach 6.86
[AD-A207583] p 747 N89-27636
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CONICAL NOZZLES
A semiempirical method for calculating separated
turbulent flow in a conical Laval nozzle in the reexpansion
mode p 216 A89-23688
CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD
A coarse/fine preconditioner for very ill-conditioned finite
element problems p 809 A89-48518
CONNECTORS
Button boards - A connectorless high-speed
interconnect for avionics
[AIAA PAPER 89-2093] p 768 A89-49452
CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
An explicit Runge-Kufta method for turbulent reacting
flow calculations
[NASA-TM-101945] p 536 N89-21799
CONSERVATION LAWS
Transonic degeneracy in systems of conservation
laws
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988.112] p 363 A89-29264
CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
Modelling of viscoplastic anisotropic behaviour of single
crystals
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-127] p 409 A89-29278
Constitutive modelling of single crystal and directionally
solidified superalloys p 120 N89-12912
Life prediction and constitutive models for engine hot
section p 133 N89-12916
CONSTRAINTS
Variation of anisotropic axes due to multiple constraints
in structural optimization --- for aircraft design
p 123 A89-13652
Injuries to seat occupants of light airplanes
[AD-A207579] p 749 N89-26830
CONSTRUCTION
The design and initial construction of a composite RPV
(Remotely Piloted Vehicle) for flight research
applications
[AD-A201884] p 395 N89-19291
Superplastic forming of aluminum, task C
[AD-A207282] p 797 N89-26962
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Forces for change and the future of hypersonic flight
in the 21st century p 856 A89-54327
Selecting high.temperature structural intermetallic
compounds - The materials science approach
p 858 A89-54671
CONTACT LOADS
A study of contact interaction in aircraft structural
elements p 188 A89-18644
Integral equations in the linear theory of contact
problems p 263 A89-23656
Formulation and solution of axisymmetdc problems in
the statics of multilayer shells of revolution with contact
interaction between layers p 492 A89-34129
Three dimensional finite element stress predictions of
spur gears compared to gear fatigue rig measurements
[AIAA PAPER 89-2918] p 704 A89-47172
CONTAINERLESS MELTS
High-temperature containerless aircraft furnace
experimentation in the microgravity environment aboard
a KC-135 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-0402] p 345 A89-25337
CONTAINMENT
Fuel containment system concept to reduce spillage
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/22] p 672 N89-25994
CONTAMINANTS
Contamination of environmental control systems in
Hercules aircraft
[MRL-R-1116] p 29 N89-10040
Advanced air separation module performance
evaluation
[AD-Alg840t ] p224 N89-15088
Chemical warfare protection for the cockpit of future
aircraft p 396 N89-19859
CONTAMINATION
A solution to water vapor in the National Transonic
Facility
[AIAA PAPER 89-0152] p 334 A89-25135
Effects of contamination on riblet performance
p 579 A89-42021
A comparative evaluation of RPD (Rotary Particle
Depositor) and ferrographic diagnostic methods for turbine
engine lubricant samples
[AD-A196207] p 38 N89.t0044
Contamination of the exterior of a C-130E aircraft used
for aedal spray, 907 TAG, Rickenbacker ANGB, OH
lAD-A202430] p 474 N89-20984
CONTINUITY EQUATION
Real-time solution of the airflow continuity equations for
a hovercraft simulation p 589 A89-43147
CONTINUUM MECHANICS
Numerical optimisation techniques applied to problems
in continuum mechanics p 139 N89-12471
CONTINUUM MODELING
Comparison of shock structure solutions using
independent continuum and kinetic theory approaches
p 74 A89-14199
'Hypersonic slip flows' and issues on extending
continuum model beyond the Navier-Stokes level
[AIAA PAPER 89-1663] p 590 A89-43187
CONTINUUMS
Continuum theories for fluid-particle flows: Some
aspects of lift forces and turbulence p 53 N89.11155
CONTRACTION
Design of a new contraction for the ARL low speed
wind tunnel
[ARL-AERO-R-171] p 116 N89-11755
CONTRACTORS
Defective military aircraft and the government contractor
defense- The constitutional difficulties that arise even after
Boyle v. United Technologies Corp p 268 A89-24704
CONTRAROTATING PROPELLERS
Unsteady loading noise of counter-rotating propeller
p 36 A89-11054
Single and contra.rotation high speed propellers - Flow
calculation and performance prediction
p 105 A89-13559
From Sir Frank Whittle to the year 2000. What is new
in propulsion? p 241 A89-23872
Hub to tip variations of counter rotating propeller
interaction noise
[AIAA PAPER 89-1145] p504 A89-33770
Unsteady blade pressure measurements on a model
counterrotation propeller
[AIAA PAPER 89-1144] p 631 A89-40175
Average-passage simulation of counter-rotating propfan
propulsion systems as applied to cruise missiles
[AIAA PAPER 89-2943] p 651 A89-47187
Analysis and design of dual-rotation propellers
[AIAA PAPER 89-2216] p 771 A89-47673
Noise of a model counterrotation propeller with
simulated fuselage and support pylon at takeoff/approach
conditions
[AIAA PAPER 89-1143] p 812 A89-48953
Low-speed wind tunnel performance of high.speed
counterrotation propellers at angle-of-attack
[AIAA PAPER 89-2583] p 739 A89-50808
Unsteady blade pressure measurements on a model
counterrotation propeller
[NASA-TM.f02002] p 504 N89.20779
Noise of a model counterrotation propeller with
simulated fuselage and support pylon at takeoff/approach
conditions
[NASA-TM-101996] p 633 N89-24138
Advanced turboprop aircraft flyover noise: Annoyance
to counter-rotating-propeller configurations with a different
number of blades on each rotor: Preliminary results
[NASA-TM-100638] p 634 N89-24888
Low-speed wind tunnel performance of high-speed
counterrotation propellers at angle-of.attack
[NASA-TM-102292] p 653 N89-25121
CONTROL CONFIGURED VEHICLES
The T-2 control configured vehicle development,
integration and flight test
[AIAA PAPER 88-3882] p 179 A89-18076
Structural optimization for aeroelastic control
effectiveness p 470 A89.34899
Application of precomputed control laws in a
raconflgurable aircraft flight control system
p 538 A89-36931
Experimental measurements of the aerodynamic hinge
moment on a plain trailing-edge flap at M = 10
[AIAA PAPER 89-3383] p 780 A89-49084
Application of perfect model following to a control
configured vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 89-3453] p 844 A89-52552
Surface failure detection and evaluation of control law
for reconfiguration of flight control system
[AIAA PAPER 89-3509] p 847 A89.52602
An integrated configuration and control analysis
technique for hypersonic vehicles p 833 A89-54006
Multivariable control law design for the Control
Reconfigurable Combat Aircraft (CRCA)
[AD-A202697] p 540 N89-21803
Flight control system for the CRCA (control
Reconfigurable Combat Aircraft) using a command
generator tracker with PI (Proportional-Plus-Integral)
feedback and Kalman filter, volume f
[AD-A205723] p616 N89-23473
Flight control system for the CRCA (Control
Reconfigurable Combat Aircraft) using a command
generator tracker with PI (Plus Integral) feedback and
Kalman lilter, volume 2
[AD-A206202] p 617 N89-24325
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
Modernization plans and progress in the United States
--- air traffic control system p 90 A89-t6204
Rotating air scoop as airfoil boundary-layer control
p 150 A89-20149
Concept and flight testing of a modern longitudinal
motion reoulator using an inverse model
[DGLR PAPER 87-121] p 181 A89-20238
Ball and the jack --- ball bearing screw for aircraft actuator
linear motion control p 258 A89-24324
A demonstration of active noise reduction in an aircraft
cabin p 529 A89-39510
Prediction of forces and moments for flight vehicle
control effectors: Workplan
{NASA-CR-184666] p 247 N89-15122
CONTROL SIMULATION
Flight evaluation of the ATFAS digital fly-by-wire/light
flight control system --- Advanced Technologies Testing
Aircraft System p 93 A89-13588
Evaluation of the performance of a vocal recognition
system in air traffic control tasks - Vocal workstation of
an air traffic control simulator p 89 A89-14491
Determination of control laws for a single pilot, attack
helicopter p 180 A89-18904
X-29 validation methodology for simulation and flight
control system p 181 A89-19557
Reconfigurable flight control system simulation
p 181 A89-19558
Simulation study on adjustment of a gas turbine unit
p 262 A89-22001
Simulation methodology for helicopter automatic flight
control systems p 686 A89-45048
Use of a simplified estimation scheme for simulation
validation and improvement
[AIAA PAPER 89-3262] p 785 A89-48379
Nonlinear model following control application to a flight
simulator control loader
[AIAA PAPER 89-3308] p 788 A89-48416
In-flight simulation of unstable aircraft systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-3329] p 789 A89-48435
Fixed-gain versus adaptive higher harmonic control
simulation p 782 A89-49832
Experience with implementation of a turboiet engine
control program on a multiprocessor
p 875 A89-54106
CONTROL STABILITY
Reduced conservative singular value analysis for
robustness p 197 A89-t748g
Nonlinear stabilizing control of high angle of attack flight
dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 89-3487] p 845 A89-62580
Dynamic stability and active control of elastic vehicles
acting with unsteady aerodynamic forces
[AIAA PAPER 89-3557] p 848 A89-52643
On the control of elastic vehicles - Model simplification
and stability robustness
[AIAA PAPER 89-3558] p 873 A89-52715
Results of an A109 simulation validation and handling
qualities study
[NASA-TM-f01062] p 617 N89-24323
Nonlinear and adaptive control
[NASA-CR-180088] p 712 N89-26610
Stability robustness improvement of direct eigenspece
assignment based feedback systems using singular value
sensitivities
[NASA.CR.t82302] p 784 N89-27672
CONTROL STICKS
Response equivocation analysis for the smart stick
controller
lAD-A203148] p 475 N89-20989
Design considerations of manipulator and feel system
characteristics in roll tracking
[NASA-CR-4111] p 783 N89-26860
CONTROL SURFACES
Optimization of nonlinear aeroelastic tailoring criteria
p 94 A89-1361t
A guide to classical flutter p188 A89-18801
The new complement for air and spacecraft - A man/A
computer p 244 A89-24487
Vortex generator jets - A means for passive and active
control of boundary layer separation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0564] p 287 A89-25453
Dynamics of !ongitudinal motion of an aeroplane after
drop of loads p 333 A89-28396
Integrated design of structures p 385 A89-29170
A model of self.oscillatic 1 generation for aerodynamic
control surfaces at transonic velocities
p 364 A89.30070
Effect of control surface mass unbalance on the stability
of a closed-loop active control system
[AIAA PAPER 89-1211] p 430 A89-30700
Flutter of circulation control wings
p 394 A89-31863
Experimental investigation of aerodynamic heating by
flow through control surface gaps p 510 A89-37785
Integral rudder system for aircraft steering
p 539 A89-39258
Active flutter suppression on a delta wing
p 614 A89-40963
Transonic aeroelasticity of fighter wings with active
control surfaces p 579 A89-42020
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Unsteady aerodynamic theory using correction by
wind-tunnel measurements
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-56] p 728 A89-48741
Unsteady aerodynamics end control of delta wings with
tangential leading-edge blowing
[AIAA PAPER 89-3374] p 731 A89-49078
Assessment of the effects of reconfiguretion on
seroservoelastic stability margins
[AIAA PAPER 89-2016] p 781 A89-49405
Study on a design method for the lateral stability of the
airplane by the conditions for the steady horizontal turn
with control surfaces fixed p 851 A89-53640
Control surface actuator
[NASA.CASE.LAR-12852-1] p 102 N89.t1738
High alpha feedback control for agile half-loop
maneuvers of the F.18 airplane
[NASA.CR.181360] p 234 N89.15106
Control surface spanwise placement in active flutter
suppression systems
[NASA-TP-2873] p 261 N89-16196
Actuation constraints in multiverieble flight control
systems p 483 N89.20998
Selection of • frequency sensitive QFT (Quantitative
Feedback Theory) weighting matrix using the method of
specified outputs
[AD-A202692] p 501 N89-21592
Control design of an unstable non-minimum phase
aircraft subject to control surface saturation
[AD-A206024] p 616 N89-23475
Wind tunnel tests on flutter control of a high-aspect-ratio
cantilevered wing
[NAL.TR.978] p 616 N89.24321
Control surface spenwise placement in active flutter
suppression systems p 689 N89-25195
Control surface dual redundant servomechanism
[AD.DOf4058] p 783 N89.26857
Chaotic response of aerosurfaces with structural
nonlinearities
[AD.A208433] p 824 N89-29316
CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN
Circuit protection for advanced aircraft - A functional
and historical perspective
[SAE PAPER 872502] p 32 A8g-10692
Flight control system of the F/A-18 Hornet aircraft
p 111 A89-12978
Integrated control technology for commuter aircraft -
Experimental results and future potential
p 111 A89.13523
Active flutter suppression for a wing model
p 111 A89-13524
Multiveriebie control system design for an unstable
canard aircraft p 111 A89-13526
Flight evaluation of the ATTAS digital fly-by.wire/light
flight control system --- Advanced Technologies Testing
Aircraft System p 93 A89-13588
An intelligent fiberoptic data bus for fly-by-light
applications p 122 A89.13589
A turbofan control system using a nonlinear
precompensetor end a model-following Riocati-feedbeck
p 105 ASP.t3653
Enhanced assessment of robustness for an aircreff's
eliding mode controller p 113 A89-16154
Fundamental approach to equivalent systems analysis
--- in evaluating aircraft handling qualities
p 113 A89.16157
Applications of an architecture design and assessment
system (ADAS) p 136 A89.t6512
The variable structure design of aircraft servo loop
p 101 A89-16834
Research on control technique of blade flutter
p 107 A89-16858
Designing hydraulic systems for survivability
p 161 A89-17824
Effect of model uncertainty on failure detection - The
threshold selector p 197 A89-17965
Fault detection end isolation for reconflgurabie flight
control systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-3860] p 170 A89-18058
A method of measuring fault latency in a digital flight
control system
[AIAA PAPER 88-3883] p 170 A89-18060
Vehicle management system requirements
[AIAA PAPER 88-3876] p 179 A89-18070
Vehicle management system for a manned hypersonic
vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 88-3877] p 179 A89-18071
Fault tolerant inertial navigation system
[AIAA PAPER 88-4024] p 159 A8g-18175
Vehicle management system architectural
considerations
[AIAA PAPER 88-3875] p 174 A89-18188
Design of a simple active controller to suppress
helicopter sir resonance p 162 A8g-t8877
Determination of control laws for a single pilot, attack
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High-speed real-time animated displays on the ADAGE
(trademark) RDS 3000 raster graphics system
[NASA-TM-4095] p 433 N89-19899
Model-based analysis and cooperative synthesis of
control and display augmentation for piloted flight
vehicles p 540 N89-22610
Method and system for monitoring and displaying engine
performance parameters
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14049-1] p614 N89-23466
Simulator evaluation of a display for a Takeoff
Performance Monitoring System
[NASA-TP-2908] p 615 N89-23469
A comparison of detection efficiency on an air traffic
control monitoring task with and without computer aiding
[AD.A206422] p 602 N89-24294
Display of flight guidance information in the aircraft
cockpit p 610 N89-24305
Aircraft color displays: Chromaticity and luminance
requirements
(AD.A206786] p 749 N89-26828
F-15E EADI (Electronic Attitude Director Indicator)
evaluation: A comparison of three formats
[AD-A206809] p 769 N89-26846
Display characteristics of example light-valve
projectors
[AD.A209580] p 877 N89-29193
DISSIPATION
Analysis of artificial dissipation models for the transonic
full.potential equation p 191 A89-20188
Warm fog dissipation using large volume water sprays
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25962-1] p 893 N89-25242
Wake dissipation and total pressure loss in a
two.dimensional compressor cascade with crenulated
trailing edges
[AD-A209176] p 864 N89-28755
DISSOCIATION
NNEPEQ - Chemical equilibrium version of the
Navy/NASA Engine Program
[ASME PAPER 88-GT-314] p 322 A89-24989
DISTANCE
Trajectory scoring in rectangular coordinates using
transponder-interrogator range and range rate data
[DE89-007005] p 466 N89-20119
DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEMS
On a distributed parameter model for detecting cracks
in a rotor p 354 A89-25870
Fixed-sign condition for integral quadratic form',; and
stability of systems with distributed parameters
p 875 A89-54540
Modeling and computational algorithms for parameter
estimation and optimal control of aeroelastic systems and
large flexible structures
lAD-A208274] p 811 N89-27404
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
A candidate for linear token-passing, high-speed data
bus systems
[SAE PAPER 872494] p 49 A89-10688
An automated methodology for partitioning software
functions in a distributed avionics architecture
[AIAA PAPER 88-3971 ] p 199 A89-18137
The fiber optic data distribution network - A network
for next-generation avionics systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-4011] p 188 A89-18161
Ada executive for distributed avionics processing
[AIAA PAPER 88-4042] p 200 A89-18166
DISTRIBUTION (PROPERTY)
A filamentary method for calculating induced voltages
within resistive structures in either the frequency or time
domain p 52 N89 10484
DITCHING
Using the momentum method to estimate aircraft
ditching loads p 99 A89-15707
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DITCHING (LANDING)
In the drink --- ditch landing capability of aircraft
p 691 A89-43890
DITCHING (LANDING)
Ditching and flotation characteristics of the EH10t
helicopter p 232 A89-23355
DIVERGENCE
Divergence instability of reinforced composite cylindrical
shells p 495 A89-35146
Comment on 'General formulation of the aeroelastic
divergence of composite swept-forward wing structures'
p 605 A89-42025
Current flight test experience related to structural
divergence of forward-swept wings p 663 A89-45141
Comment on 'Divergence study of a high.aspect ratio.
forward swept wing' p 755 A89-48667
Wing divergence and rolling power
[RAE-TR-88017] p 103 N89-11743
00-28 AIRCRAFT
Identification of the longitudinal motion of a Domier Do
28 airplane p 245 A89.24490
DOMES (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
Stress intensity factors for damage tolerance evaluations
of elliptical pressure dome structure
[A]AA PAPER 89-2090] p 801 A89-49450
DOORS
Proportional hazards modelling of aircraft cargo door
complaints p 825 A89.52325
Superplastic forming of aluminum, task C
lAD-A207282) p 797 N89-26962
DOPPLER EFFECT
Interferometry against differential Doppler- Performance
comparison of two emitter location airborne systems
p 525 A89.39203
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Institute of Technology) Fluid Dynamics Research
Center
lAD-A198084) p 184 N89-14242
DOPPLER NAVIGATION
A Kaiman filter for an integrated Doppler/GPS navigation
system p 308 A89-26740
DOPPLER RADAR
Windsnesr detection end avoidance - Airborne systems
perspective p 134 A89-13506
On design and projected use of Doppler radar and
low-level windshear alert systems in aircraft terminal
operations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0704] p 302 A89-25545
TDWR display experiences --- Terminal Doppler Weather
Radar
[AIAA PAPER 89-0807] p 346 A89-25590
Microburst detection and display by TDWR - Shape,
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p 868 A89-54785
Divergence estimation by a single Doppler radar
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Estimation of microburst asymmetry with a single
Doppler radar p 868 A89-54787
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p 853 A89-54799
Remote detection of aircraft icing hazards by Doppler
radar p 826 A89-54805
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Evaluation of microburst nowcastiog during Town
1987 p 870 A89-54813
Doppler weather radar service at the Chiang Kai-Shek
International Airport p 871 A89-54840
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Weather Radar. II - Performance assessment
p 871 A89-54852
The FAA Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR)
program p 871 A89-54855
Intracloud lightning as a precursor to thunderstorm
microbursts p 56 N89-10490
Use of the Terminal Area Simulation System (TASS)
to study microburst wind shears p 197 N89-14899
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Doppler weather radar turbulence experiment, volume 1
[AD-A197894] p 261 N89-15486
TDWR (Terminal Doppler Weather Radar) scan strategy
requirements
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A preliminary study of precursors to Huntsville
microbursts
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Analysis of Doppler radar windshear data
]NASA-CR-181762] p 464 N89.20111
Selected wind shear events obse_ed during the 1987
evaluation of enhancements to the FAA (Federal Aviation
Administration) low level wind shear alert system at
Stapleton International Airport
[AD-A206711] p 710 N89-26323
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DORNIER AIRCRAFT
Finite element analysis of composite rudder for DO 228
aircraft p 347 A89-26284
The data system on board the DO 228 for testing
navigation systems with high accuracy
(DFVLR-MITT-88-20 ] p226 N89-15095
DOWNWASH
An approximate method for calculating aircraft
downwash on parachute trajectories
[AIAA PAPER 89-0899] p 447 A89-35216
Flight measured downwash of QSRA
p 763 A89-51303
Numerical simulation and comparison of
symmetrical/supercritical airfoils for the near tip region of
a helicopter in forward flight
[NASA-CR-4212] p 204 N89-t4821
Flight measured downwash of the QSRA
[NASA.TM-101050) p 316 N89-17593
Analysis of helicopter environmental data: Indianapolis
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Summary
[AD-A206708] p 710 N89-26294
DRAG
Continuum theories for fluid-particle flows: Some
aspects of lift forces and turbulence p 53 N89-11 t 55
A numerical simulation of flows about two-dimensional
bodies of parachute-like configuration
[ISAS.629] p 302 N89-17580
Wave drag due to lift for transonic airplanes
p 455 N89-20938
DRAG CHUTES
Radius.tipped triangular inflatable decelerator design as
affected by produceability/survivability constraints
[AIAA PAPER 89-0888] p 463 A89-36020
Wake recontact: An experimental investigation using a
ringslot parachute
[DE89-008320] p 518 N89-21773
DRAG COEFFICIENTS
Drag measurements on a modified prolate spheroid
using a magnetic suspension and balance system
[AIAA PAPER 89-0648] p 335 A89-25512
Study of hypersonic flow past sharp cones
[AIAA PAPER 89-1713] p 591 A89-43228
The Reynolds number dependence of the drag
coefficient of convex bodies in a rarefied gas
p 741 A89-50995
DRAG FORCE ANEMOMETERS
Aerodynamics of two-dimensional slotted bluff bodies
[DE89-007288] p 452 N89-20105
DRAG MEASUREMENT
Drag measurements on a modified prolate spheroid
using a magnetic suspension and balance system
(AIAA PAPER 89-0648] p 335 A89-25512
Correlation of outer and passive wall region manipulation
with boundary layer coherent structure dynamics and
suggestions for improved devices
[AIAA PAPER 89-1026] p 417 A89-30532
Estimation of drag arising from asymmetry in thrust or
airframe configuration
[ESDU-88006] p 297 N89-t6730
The accurate measurement of drag in the 8 ft x 8 ft
tunnel p 337 N89-16855
Accurate drag estimation using a single component drag
model technique p 337 N89-16856
Precision improvement of transport aircraft drag
measurements p 300 N89-16858
Balance accuracy and repeatability as a limiting
parameter in aircraft development force measurements in
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p 338 N89-16873
Drag measurements on a laminar-flow body of revolution
in the 13-inch magnetic suspension and balance system
[NASA-TP-2895] p 374 N89-19232
Drag coefficients for irregular fragments
[AD-A201943] p 379 N89-19276
DRAG REDUCTION
Investigations on high Reynolds number laminar flow
airfoils p 4 A89-f0102
Computational and experimental studies of LEBUs at
high device Reynolds numbers p 4 A89-10160
Boundary-layer control for drag reduction
[SAE PAPER 872434] p 6 A89-10651
An aerodynamic comparison of planar and non-planar
outboard wing planforms p68 A89-t 3548
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at supersonic speed p 69 A89-13569
Experimental study of the behavior of NACA 0009 profile
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Turbulent boundary layer manipulation in zero pressure
gradient p 71 A89-13603
The possibility of drag reduction by outer layer
manipulators in turbulent boundary layers
p 74 A89-14038
Down with drag p 141 A89-18347
Wioglets on low-aspect-ratio wings
p 149 A89-20142
SUBJECT INDEX
Drag reduction factor due to ground effect
p 151 A89-20325
Investigation of generic hub fairing and pylon shapes
to reduce hub drag p 230 A89-23319
Feasibility study on the design of a laminar flow
nacelle
(AIAA PAPER 89-0640] p 311 A89-25506
Viscous drag reduction of a nose body
p 362 A89-29186
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minimum drag in free-molecular flow with given
isoperimetric constraints p 364 A89-29756
Behaviour of internal manipulators - 'Riblet' models in
subsonic and transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-0963] p 365 A89-30479
LEBU drag reduction in high Reynolds number boundary
layers --- Large Eddy Break-Up
[AIAA PAPER 89-1011J p 416 A89-30522
Toward lower drag with laminar flow technology
p 371 A89-3230t
Riblet drag at flight conditions p 515 A89-39196
The effect of an adverse pressure gradient on the drag
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p 571 A89-41771
Effects of contamination on riblet performance
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Experimental investigation of wing/fuselage integration
geometries p 727 A89-48653
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airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 89-3382] p 731 A89-49083
Evaluation of edd-on drag reduction devices for light
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-2050] p 758 A89-49424
Flat plate reduction by turbulence manipulation
p 737 A89-50008
Passive venting technique for shallow cavities
[NASA-CASE-LAR-1403t-t ] p 168 N89-14232
Passive venting technique for shallow cavities
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13875-1] p 169 N89-14233
Trailing edge strips to reduce the drag of slender
wings p 221 N89-15889
Helicopter hub fairing and pylon interference drag
[NASA-TM-101052] p 372 N89-18416
Experiments and code validation for juncture flows
p 374 Nsg-18658
Use of riblets to obtain drag reduction on airfoils at high
Reynolds number flows
[AD-A201485) p 378 N89-19267
A study of transonic drag reduction of a blunt cylinder
by a cylinder probe
lAD-A202557] p 458 N89-20965
The influence of the leading edge geometry on the wave
drag for a 65 degree delta wing at low supersonic speed
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IFFA-141] p 520 N89-22583
Navier-Stokes solution for a NACA O0 t 2 airtoil with mass
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lAD-A205771) p 593 N89-23424
Spanwise lift distributions and wake velocity surveys of
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[NASA-CR-177532] p 653 N89-25122
An initial assessment of the impact of boundary layer
control on SST
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Drag prediction and analysis from CFD state-of-the-art
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Combination boundary layer control system for high
altitude aircraft
(AD-D014075] p 765 N89-26837
Glider ground effect investigation
lAD-A209152) p 821 N89-28490
DRAWINGS
Parachute drawing standards currently in use at Sandia
National Laboratories
[DE89-001365) p 260 N89-16072
DRIFT (INSTRUMENTATION)
Effect of constant accelerations and translational
vibrations on the drifts of a free gyroscope with a
noncontact suspension p 265 A89-21490
DRIFT RATE
Expendable air vehicles/high altitude balloon
technology
[AD-A206972] p 745 N89-26813
DRONE AIRCRAFT
Digital robust control law synthesis using constrained
optimization p 430 A89-31458
The computer controlled system for multi-drone
performing formation flight,in a same aerial zone
p 481 A89-33566
RPV (Remote Piloted Vehicle) applications in the US
Navy
[AD-A202151 } p 396 N89-19293
Hypersonic drone design: A multidisciplinary
experience
I NASA-CR-184740J p 473 N89-20981
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DROP SIZE
Airblast atomization at conditions of low air velocity
[AIAA PAPER 89-0217] p 344 A89-2519t
Use of the median volume droplet diameter in the
characterization of cloud droplet spectra
[AIAA PAPER 89-0756] p 352 A89-25562
Three-dimensional trajectory analyses of two drop sizing
instruments - PUS DAP and PUS FSSP
p 397 A89-30966
Aerodynamic device for generating mono-disperse fuel
droplets p 554 A89-37878
Condensation phenomena in a turbine blade passage
p 511 A89-37939
DROP TESTS
Evolution of the ACAP crash energy management
system p 164 A89-18923
Numedcal and expedmental study of the crash behavior
of helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft
p 309 A89-24919
Crash testing of advanced composite energy-absorbing,
repairable cabin subfloor structures p 386 A89-29459
KRASH analysis correlation with the Bell ACAP full-scale
aircraft crash test p 386 A89-29465
Development and implementation of flight control
system for a research drop model p 481 A89-33563
A preliminary characterization of parachute wake
recontact
[AIAA PAPER 89-0897] p 447 A89-35214
The development of a 10,000 Ib capacity ram air
parachute
[AIAA PAPER 89-0904] p 462 A89-35220
Method and means for ground crash testing at the Centre
d'Essais Aeronautique de Toulouse: Application to the SA
341 and As 332 helicopters p 382 N89-18432
Numerical and experimental study of the crash behavior
of helicopters and aircraft p 382 N89-18433
Crashworthiness of aircraft structures
p 383 N89-18436
Lateral stability analysis for X-29A drop model using
system identification methodology
[NASA.TM.4108] p 539 N89-21802
A preliminary characterization of parachute wake
recontact
[DE89-006442] p 519 N89-22576
DROPS (LIQUIDS)
Automated optical instrument for extracting water droplet
impingement data from wind tunnel experiments
p 47 A89-10261
Droplet impaction on a supersonic wedge -
Consideration of similitude
[AIAA PAPER 89-0763] p 304 A89-25567
Three-dimensional trajectory analyses of two drop sizing
instruments - PUS OAP and PUS FSSP
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Aerodynamic device for generating mono.disperse fuel
droplets p 554 A89-37878
Aircraft icing caused by large supercooled droplets
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Characteristic time model validation
[AD-A201374) p 426 N89-19510
DUAL THRUST NOZZLES
Experimental results for a two-dimensional supersonic
inlet used as a thrust deflecting nozzle
[NASA-TM-83439] p 194 N89-14386
DUAL WING CONFIGURATIONS
The Flying Diamond: A joined aircraft configuration
design project, volume 1
[NASA-CR-184699] p 360 N89-18407
DUCT GEOMETRY
Bipolar coordinates for computation of transition duct
flows p 493 A89-34912
Further experiments on supersonic turbulent flow
development in a square duct p 652 A89-47357
DUCTED BODIES
Ultrasonic evaluation of matrix cracking in graphite
BMI
[SME PAPER EM88-549] p 864 A89-54900
DUCTED FAN ENGINES
A study of turbomachine flow velocities
[AIAA PAPER 89-0839] p 346 A89-25608
Ducted ultra-high bypass engine configuration
definition
[AIAA PAPER 89-2478] p 678 A89-46862
Technology readiness for advanced ducted engines
[AIAA PAPER 89.2479] p 678 A89-46863
High performance gear systems and heat management
for advanced ducted systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-2482] p 678 A89.46865
installation features of advanced, very high bypass
turbofan propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-2141] p 774 A89-49482
DUCTED FANS
From single rotating propfan to counter rotating ductad
propfan - Propeller/fan characteristics
p 105 A89-13558
An automatic flight control system for VTOL aircraft
supported by ducted fans p 245 A89-24492
Development of a flight control system for VTOL aircraft
supported by ducted fans
[AIAA PAPER 89-3592] p 849 A89-52672
DUCTED FLOW
Multiple shock wave and turbulent boundary layer
interaction in a rectangular duct p 64 A89-12890
Euler flows in hydraulic turbines end ducts related to
boundary conditions formulation p 76 A89-t 5686
Development of airfoil wake in a longitudinally curved
stream p 78 A89.t6110
Comparison of LDV measurements and Navier-Stokes
solutions in a two.dimensional 180-degree turn-around
duct
[AIAA PAPER 89-0275] p 279 A89-25232
An LDV investigation of a multiple normal shock
wave/turbulent boundary layer interaction
[AIAA PAPER 89-0355] p 282 A89-25300
Finite element modelling of sheered flow effects on the
radiation characteristics of acoustic sources in a circular
duct
[AIAA PAPER 89-1085] p 502 A89-33726
Bipolar coordinates for computation of transition duct
flows p 493 A89.34912
A comparison of secondary flow in a vane cascade and
a curved duct p 446 A89-34934
Compressible flow losses in branched ducts
p 494 A89.35004
Experimental investigation of shock
wave/boundary-layer interactions in an annular duct
p 514 A89-39039
The investigation of dynamic distortions in flowfield
downstream of strong shock boundary interaction
p 570 A89-41117
Adiabatic compressible flow in parallel ducts - An
approximate but rapid method of solution
p 571 A89-41775
Supersonic flow stagnation in a duct during
combustion p 587 A89-42460
Stability of compression shocks in ducts in the presence
of external effects p 588 A89.42465
Further experiments on supersonic turbulent flow
development in a square duct p 652 A89-47357
An implicit cell.vertex scheme for solution of the Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 89.2235] p 735 A89-49682
CFD application to subsonic inlet airframe integration
--- computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
p 299 N89-16753
Development of a streamline method
[AD-A205146] p 557 N89.22078
DUCTILITY
Hot ductility response of AI-Mg and AI.Mg-Li alloys
p 695 A89-45330
DUCTS
Unsteady heat transfer in turbine blade ducts - Focus
on combustor sources p 862 A89-53286
An experimental evaluation of S-duct inlet-diffuser
configurations for turboprop offset gearbox applications
[NASA-CR-179454] p 426 N89-19556
Aircraft engine outer duct mounting device
[AD-D013988) p 672 N89-25991
DUFFING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
Time series models for nonlinear systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-1197] p 430 A89-30687
DUMMIES
Transonic/supersonic (720 KEAS 1.2 Mach) ejection
demonstration test of an $4S Biofidelity Manikin (BFM1)
p 463 A89.35841
DUMP COMBUSTORS
Experimental study of isothermal swirling flows in a dump
combustor p 240 A89-23182
The relation between losses and entry.flow conditions
in short dump diffusers for combustors
p 240 A89-23871
Relation between diffusor losses and the inlet flow
conditions of turbojet combustors p 322 A89-24916
An experimental and computational investigation of
isothermal swirling flow in an axisymmetric dump
combustor
[AIAA PAPER 89-0620] p 323 A89-25491
Numerical simulation of unsteady combustion in a dump
combustor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-142] p 400 A89-31803
Characteristics of dump combustor flows
p 612 A89-41224
Efficient computational tool for ramjet combustor
research
[AIAA PAPER 88-0060] p 674 A89.44t08
Numerical study of reactive ramjet dump combustor
fiowfields with a pressure based CFD method
(AIAA PAPER 89-2798] p 681 A89-47091
Ramjet combustor modeling for engineering design
[AIAA PAPER 89-2799] p 681 A89-47092
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DURABILITY
Environmental durability of adhesively bonded joints
p 46 A89-10095
ARALL laminate structures - Toward the supportable
and durable aircraft p 387 A89-3000t
Computational structural mechanics for engine
structures
[AIAA PAPER 89-1260] p 400 A89-30745
Advanced cooling concepts for multi-function nozzle
durability
[AIAA PAPER 89-2814] p 682 A89-47100
Damage tolerant composite wing panels for transport
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[NASA-CR-395t ] p251 N89-15187
Evaluation of RST (Rapidly Solidified Technology)
structural durability and life cycle costs
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The gas turbine engine and its certification
[PNRg0496] p 403 N89-19303
USAF (US Air Force) durability design handbook:
Guidelines for the analysis and design of durable aircraft
structures
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Advanced durability analysis. Volume 2: Analytical
predictions, test results and analytical correlations
[AD.A207215] p 765 N89.26838
DUST
A comparative evaluation of RPD (Rotary Particle
Depositor) and ferrographic diagnostic methods for turbine
engine lubricant samples
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Electrification of hovering helicopters
p 22 N89-10460
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Simple balance methods of high-speed rotors in field
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Coupling vibration characteristics of mistuned
bladed-disk assembly p 107 A89-t6859
Modal analysis of continuous rotor-bearing systems
p 188 A89-18766
Dynamic inflow for practical applications
p 147 A89-19625
Motion of a three-degrees-of-freedom gyroscope with
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p 565 A89-39_16
Modal techniques for analyzing airplane dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 89-3609] p 850 A89.52687
Dynamic stall analysis utilizing interactive computer
graphics
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LORAN C Offshore Flight Following (LOFF) in the Gulf
of Mexico
[AD.At97179] p 91 N89-12558
Development of a panel method for modeling
configurations with unsteady component motions, phase
1
[AD.A200255] p 315 N89-t6775
Identification of dynamic characteristics for fault isolation
purposes in a gas turbine using closed-loop
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Organized structures ina supersonic turbulent boundary
layer p 517 N89-2t771
A seal test facility for the measurement of isotropic and
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p 560 N89-22905
Finite difference analysis of rotordynamic seal
coefficients for an eccentric shaft position
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Role of circumferential flow in the stability of
fluid-handling machine rotors p 561 N89-22915
Longitudinal nonlinear aerodynamic model form for
USB-STOL aircraft
[NAL-TR-995] p 672 N89-25990
Relaxation oscillations in aircraft cruise-dash
optimization
[AD-A206722] p 672 N89.25996
Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica, Volume 8,
Number 12, December 1987 (selected articles)
[AD-A206782] p719 N89-26807
DYNAMIC CONTROL
Concept and flight testing of a modern longitudinal
motion regulator using an inverse model
[DGLR PAPER 87-121] p 181 A89-20238
Frequency domain techniques applied to the
identification of helicopter dynamics p 500 A89-35261
Synthesis of systems for the motion control of
nonstationary objects --- Russian book
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Local analytical methods for digital simulation of
dynamical control system p 711 A89-48244
Comparison of Characteristic Locus and h-infinity
methods in VSTOL flight control system design
[AIAA PAPER 89-3491] p 846 A89-52584
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DYNAMIC LOADS
A vortex panel method for potential flows with
applications to dynamics and control
[AD-A197091 ] p 87 N89-12549
Stability and control of hypervelocity vehicles
lAD-A205160] p 540 N89-21807
Nonlinear and adaptive control
[NASA-DR-180088] p 712 N89-26610
DYNAMIC LOADS
Gc - A measure of damage tolerance of composites
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Vibration isolation of a system - A powerplant on a
moving object p 417 A89-30616
Dynamic loading on impact surfaces of a high subsonic
elliptic jet
[AIAA PAPER 89-1139] p 632 A89-40477
A study of the effect of design parameter variation on
predicted tilt-rotor aircraft performance
[AD-A204856] p 531 N89-21793
DYNAMIC MODELS
Partial decomposition of stochastic systems --- dynamic
models for aircraft trajectories p 89 A89-13080
Use of dynamically scaled models for studies of the
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p 116 A89-16515
Dynamic modeling of a helicopter lubrication system
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A dynamic model for vapor-cycle cooling systems ---
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Transient dynamics of aircraft propellers during
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Experimental studies in system identification of
helicopter rotor dynamics p 528 A89-38554
A dynamic digital model for the turbojet with
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Role of dynamic simulation in fighter engine design and
development
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On the fluid-dynamic models of microburst - Review and
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Trajectory optimization and guidance law development
for national aerospace plane applications
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A vortex panel method for potential flows with
applications to dynamics and control
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Derivation and definition of a linear aircraft model
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Modelling aircraft dynamics
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Longitudinal nonlinear aerodynamic model form for
USB-STOL aircraft
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systems
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Propulsion-airframe integration for commercial and
military aircraft
[SAE PAPER 872411] p 35 A89.10637
Propfan design by propeller-nacelle interaction
analysis p 36 A89.11055
Expe;ience with the development of turboprop
engines p 37 A89-11074
Calculations of the unsteady, three-dimensional flow
field inside a motored Wankel engine
[SAE PAPER 880625] p 37 A89-12307
Emerging hypersonic propulsion technology
p 105 A89-13503
Sensitivity of supersonic combustion to
combustor/flameholderdesign p 105 A89-1351t
Materials and structures for hypersonic vehicles
p 93 A89-13542
Digital electronics on small helicopter engines
p 105 A89-13590
Propulsion interface unit (PIU) controller on
PW1120/DEEC re-engined F4 aircraft
p 106 A89-13654
Hollow titanium turbofan blades p 106 A89-15068
Design and development of the Garrett F109 turbofan
engine p 107 A89-15708
Automated design of controlled-diffusion blades
]ASME PAPER 88-GT-139] p 77 A89-15967
Development of Chinese and international civil aviation
turbine engine-aircraft data and construction image base
system p 100 A89-16446
Highly compact inlet diffuser technology
p 107 A89-16460
Direct optimization method for estimation of supersonic
flow turbine stator profiles p 79 A89-16463
Dual centrifugal compressors - The helicopter solution
to sand and ice ingestion p 176 A89-18908
Turbine design using complex modes and
substructuring p 190 A89-19718
Optimization of mistuned blade rotor for controlling
flutter p 176 A89-19793
Fan acoustic modes measuring system
p 183 A89-19950
Development of ram propulsion for flight vehicles
[DGLR PAPER 87-101] p 176 A89-20240
Design and integration of air-breathing propulsion
systems of space transports and hypersonic aircraft
]DGLR PAPER 87-103] p 176 A89.20241
Classroom analysis and design of axial flow compressors
using a streamline analysis model p 207 A89-20948
The unducted fan - Why and how?
p 238 A89-21401
Optimization of the parameters of multistage axial-flow
compressors p 239 A89-21573
The design of rotary regenerator for gas turbines
p 255 A89-22373
The influence on total performance for varying the stator
setting angle of multi.stage axial compressor
p 213 A89-22627
Aircraft engines. II p 239 A89-22926
Aircraft engines. III p 240 A89.22927
A combat engine for Europe - EJ200
p 240 A89-23148
Stages and objectives of turbojet engine development
p 240 A89-23149
BO 105 LS - Meet the hot and high challenge --- light
twin helicopter for high altitude and extreme temperature
conditions p 231 A89-23348
The relation between losses and entry-flow conditions
in short dump diffusers for combustors
p 240 A89-23871
From Sir Frank Whittle to the year 2000 - What is new
in propulsion? p 241 A89-23872
(3uantified nondestructive evaluation capability - A major
elemer_t m engine structural integrity programs
p 257 A89-23994
Turbulent mixing in supersonic combustion systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-0260] _323 A89-25218
Applications of an AI design shell ENGINEOUS to
advanced engineering products ) 355 A89-27618
Modular analysis of scram]el flowfields
325 A89-28337
Combustor air flow prediction capability comparing
several turbulence models ) 349 A89-28345
Aspects of military-aircraft development up to the year
2000 ) 359 A89-30646
Metallic limitations inaircraft engines- The rational return
to the stone age ) 477 A89-33485
Potential applications for advanced structural ceramics
in aero gas turbine engines p 488 A89-33490
The Norton P73 rotary RPV engine
p 477 A89-33565
Evolution of a small turbine engine family for unmanned
aerial vehicles p 477 A89-33570
ENGINE DESIGN
Acoustic characteristics of counterroteting fans from
model scale tests
[AIAA PAPER 89-1142] p 477 A89-33769
Assessment of the adequacy of bearing lubrication in
a gas turbine engine through openings in the rotating
shaft p 492 A89-34154
T700. Growing to meet the challenge
p 533 A89-36400
Aircraft engines. IV p 534 A89-36898
Interrelation of engine design and burner configuration
with selection and performance of electrical ignition
systems for gas turbine engines
[SAE AIR 784] p 534 A89-37654
On evaluation of aircraft propulsion system
performance p 534 A89-37752
Optimizing design for turboengine digital speed
controller p 535 A89-37773
Variable-cycle turbojet engines for multiple-regime
aircraft--- Russian book p 535 A89-38510
Engine aspects in the design of advanced rotorcraft
[MBS-UD-528-88-PUB] p 611 A89-39842
Next-generation power lor next.generation civil
rotorcraft p 611 A89-41050
Soviet aerospace industry - Propulsion research center
focuses on developing fuel.efficient aircraft
p 611 A89-41G58
Soviet aerospace industry - Motorworks taps skill of
several factories to produce powerplants
p 567 A89-41C59
Academician S. S. Stechkin's work in the development
of jet engines p 634 A89-42452
Scientific and pedagogical work of academician S. S
Stechkin at the Zhukovskii Air Force Engineecng
Academy p 635 A89-42453
Experimental investigation of the characteristics of
combination engines p 612 A89-42462
Two-time probabilistic model of the evolution of aircraft
engine reliability p612 A89-42463
Numerical simulations of oblique detonations in
supersonic combustion chambers p 674 A89-44115
Advanced turbofan engine combustion system design
and test verification p 675 A89-44117
Recent developments in calculation methods for
turbomachines p 697 A89-44635
Theoretical and experimental study of turbine
aerodynamics p 640 A89-44639
Design of vane tips improving axial compres:._or
performance p 640 A89-44640
Methods for the mathematical modeling of flight vehicle
engines --- Russian book p 711 A89-46551
Performance analysis of scram]el engines
p 676 A89-46600
Numerical codes for unsteady simulation of turbojet,
turbofan and turboprop engines for training purposes
[AIAA PAPER 89-2259] p 676 A89-46704
Easy method of matching fighter engine to airframe for
use in aircraft engine design courses
[AIAA PAPER 89-2260] p 665 A89-46705
Re-engining stage two aircraft with the Tay
[AIAA PAPER 89-2361] p 676 A89-46774
Engine life maturation process
[AIAA PAPER 89-2464] p 677 A89-46851
Role of dynamic simulation in fighter engine design end
development
[AIAA PAPER 89-2467] p 677 A89-46854
Advanced propulsion systems for large subsonic
transports
[AIAA PAPER 89-2477] p 677 A89-46861
Ducted ultra-high bypass engine configuralion
definition
[AIAA PAPER 89-2478] p 678 A89-46862
Technology readiness for advanced ducted engines
[AIAA PAPER 89-2479] p 678 A89-46863
Nacelle/pylon interference study on a 1/17th-scale,
twin-engine, low-wing transport model
[AIAA PAPER 89-2480] p 665 A89-46864
Design and testing of a common engine and nacelle
for the Fokker 100 and Gulfstream GIV airplanes
[AIAA PAPER 89-2486] p 666 A89-46867
The Rolls Royce Allison RB580 turbofan - Matching the
market requirement for regional transport
[AIAA PAPER 89-2488] p 678 A89-46869
Turbine engine structural efficiency determination
]AIAA PAPER 89-2571] p 679 A89-46932
Configuration studies for a regional airliner u.c;ing
open-rotor ultra-high-bypass-ratio engines
[AIAA PAPER 89-2580] p 666 A89-46937
UHB demonstrator flight test program - Phase 2 ---
ultra-high bypass engine technology
[AIAA PAPER 89-2582] p 679 A89-46939
Rapid methodology for design and performance
prediction of integrated scram]el/hypersonic vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 89-2682] p 666 A89-47012
A propulsion development strategy for the National
Aero-Space Plane
[AIAA PAPER 89-2751] p 681 A89-47061
A-101
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Ramjet combustor modeling for engineering design
[AIAA PAPER 89-2799] p 681 A89-47092
Advanced cooling concepts for multi-function nozzle
durability
[AIAA PAPER 89-2814] p 682 A89-47100
Brayton cycle engines with reciprocating work
components
[AIAA PAPER 89-2933] p 704 A89-47181
Development of a classification of flight vehicle
engines p 809 A89-47969
System design of the flow path configuration of an engine
using a CAD system p 771 A89-47974
Trends in military aircraft propulsion
p 772 A89-48277
Split torque helicopter transmissions with widely
separated engines p 772 A89-48282
MD-90 transport aircraft design
[AIAA PAPER 89-2023] p 758 A89-49410
One-dimensional modeling of hypersonic flight
propulsion engines
[AIAA PAPER 89-2026] p 774 A89-49412
Experience on international cooperation and lessons
learned -- in turbofan engine manufacturing
[AIAA PAPER 89-2037] p 814 A89-49417
The CFM56 venture
[AIAA PAPER 89-2038] p 774 A89-49418
The impact of IHPTET on the engine/aircraft system
--- Integrated High Performance Turbine Engine
Technology
[AIAA PAPER 89-2137] p 761 A89-49481
The Vought ultra-high temperature, high speed rotor test
system
[SAWE PAPER 1830] p 792 A89-50822
A study of heat transfer during the design of a cooling
system for gas turbine blades p775 A89-51025
Advanced stratified charge rotary engine design
[SAE PAPER 890324] p 804 A89-51487
CFD in the context of IHPTET - The Integrated High
Performance Turbine Engine Technology Program
[AIAJ_ PAPER 89-2904] p 862 A89-53307
Propulsion cycles for transatmospheric accelerators
p 840 A89-54328
The Trisonic aerospace motor - Propulsion vehicle for
the 21st century p 858 A89-54359
Gas turbine research and development in India
p 841 A89-54473
History of low-power jet engines p 841 A89-54483
Jet engines for high supersonic flight velocities (2nd
revised and enlarged edition] --- Russian book
p 841 A89-54884
A preliminary design study of supersonic through-flow
fan inlets
[NASA°CR.t82224] p 109 N89.11751
HOST combustion R and T overview
p 110 N89-12879
The Center of Excellence in Rotary Technology at
Renssolaer Polytechnic Institute
[AD-A198964] p 168 N89-13426
T55-L-714 engine development and qualification: Tip
clearance analysis
[AD-A198849] p 177 N89-13431
Flight measured and calculated exhaust jet conditions
for an F100 engine in an F. 15 airplane
[NASA-TM.100419] p 177 N89-13435
Materials and structures for hypersonic vehicles
[NASA-TM-101501] p 186 N89.14264
Parametric studies of advanced turboprops
[NASA-TM-f01389] p 195 N89-14465
A review of failure models for unidirectional ceramic
matrix composites under monotonic loads
[NASA.TM.101421] p 195 N89.14470
Intake Aerodynamics, volume 1 --- conference
[VKI-LS-1988-04-VOL-1] p 298 N89-16738
Inlet-engine compatibility p 314 N89-16741
Intake swirl and simplified methods for dynamic pressure
distortion assessment p 299 N89-16742
Jaguar/Tornado intake design p 299 N89-16743
Transonic cowl design p 315 N89-16746
Intake drag p 299 N89-16747
Intake Aerodynamics, volume 2 --- conference
[VKI-LS-1988-04-VOL-2] p 299 N89-16748
Transport aircraft intake design p 315 N89-16749
Recent UK trials in engine health monitoring: Feedback
and feedfoPNard ) 326 N89-16790
Military engine monitoring status at GE Aircraft Engines,
Cincinnati, Ohio ) 320 N89-16798
Commercial engine monitoring status at GE Aircraft
Engines, Cincinnati, Ohio ) 320 N89-16799
The advantage of a thrust rating concept used on the
RB199 engine ) 327 N89-16800
Transonic Compessors, volume 2 --- conference
[VKI-LS-1988-03-VOL-2] ) 329 N89-16833
The design and development of transonic multistage
compressors ) 329 N89-16834
Design of critical compressor stages
330 N89-16835
Supersonic compressors p 330 N89-16836
Supersonic throughflow fans p 330 N89-16837
Design methodology for advanced High Pressure (HP)
compressor first stage p 330 N89-16840
Relationships of nondestructive evaluation needs and
component design p 349 N89-17256
Engine developments
[PNR90474] p 401 N89-18489
Requirements in the development of gas turbine
combustors
[PNR90528] p 402 N89-18496
Reinforced titanium for nero-engine applications
[PNR90476] p 412 N89-18546
Large-scale Advanced Prop-fan (LAP) hub/blade
retention design report
[NASA-CR-174786] p 402 N89-19299
Propulsion
[PNR90472] p 403 N89-19302
The relationship between manufacturing technology and
design --- aircraft engines
[PNR90537] p 403 N89.19307
Propulsion over a wide Mach number range
[NASA-CR-182267] p 478 N89-20134
Assessment, development, and application of
combustor aerothermal models p 479 N89-20138
Review and assessment of the database and numerical
modeling for turbine heat transfer p 479 N89-20139
Structural analysis methods development for turbine hot
section components p 479 N89-20140
Structural analysis applications p 480 N89-20141
Views on the impact of HOST p 480 N89-20144
A perspective on future directions in aerospace
propulsion system simulation
[NASA-TM-102038] p 536 N89-21798
Unsteady aerodynamics and heat transfer in a transonic
turbine stage p 537 N89-21800
Technical evaluation report p 548 N89-22655
Treatment of body forces in boundary element design
sensitivity analysis p 705 N89°25187
Influence of rubbing on rotor dynamics, part 2
[NASA-CR-183649-PT-2] p 706 N89-25464
CFD in the context of IHPTET: The Integrated High
Performance Turbine Technology Program
[NASA-TM-102132] p 708 N89-26174
Computational structural mechanics for engine
structures
[NASA-TM-102119] p 709 N89-26259
Measurement uncertainty within the Uniform Engine Test
Programme
[AGARD-AG-307] p 776 N89-26854
Binding Design for Axial Turbomachines
[AGARD-LS-167] p 777 N89.27661
Aerodynamic design of low pressure turbines
p 778 N89-27669
Computational structural mechanics engine structures
computational simulator p 866 N89.29792
Boundary elements for structural analysis
p 867 N89.29800
ENGINE FAILURE
Field experience with quantitative debris monitoring
[SAE 871736] p 34 A89-10620
Bevel gear resonance failures in central gearing system
of an aeroengine pS0 A89.11046
Open loop optimal control of multi-engine aircraft after
one engine failure p 111 A89-13530
Dynamic pressure loads associated with twin supersonic
plume resonance p 107 A89-16111
Advanced detection, isolation, and accommodation of
sensor failures - Real-time evaluation
p 113 A89-16156
Pattern-based fault diagnosis using neural networks
p 354 A89-27602
Hierarchical representation and machine learning from
faulty jet engine behavioral examples to detect real time
abnormal conditions p 355 ,_Q-_7_2Z
MLS, a machine learning system for :.ngine fault
diagnosis p 355 A89-27623
Active suppression of aerodynamic instabilities in
turbomachines p 295 A89-28341
Powered lift aircraft take off climb performance with one
engine inoperative p 663 A89-45127
Research on surge monitoring system of turbojet engine
on active service p 840 A89-54131
Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures
that occurred in US commercial aviation during 1982
[DOT/FAA/CT-88/23] p 38 N89-10892
Sensor failure detection for jet engines
[NASA-TM-101396] p 177 N89-13432
Recent UK trials in engine health monitoring: Feedback
and feedforward p 326 N89-16790
F100-PW-220 engine monitoring system
p 320 N89-16795
Military engine condition monitoring systems: The UK
experience p 320 N89-16797
Military engine monitoring status at GE Aircraft Engines,
Cincinnati, Ohio p 320 N89-16798
Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures
that occurred in US commercial aviation during 1983
[AD-A207592] p 776 N89-26851
ENGINE INLETS
Study of the engine influence on wings with modern
high-bypass propulsion concepts
]DGLR PAPER 87-063] p 5 A89-10510
Highly compact inlet diffuser technology
p 107 A89-16460
Experimental study of isothermal swirling flows in a dump
combustor p 240 A89-23182
The relation between losses and entry-flow conditions
in short dump diffusers for combustors
p 240 A89-23871
Relation between diffusor losses and the inlet flow
conditions of turbojet oombustors p 322 A89-24916
Estimates of oxides of nitrogen formed in an inlet air
stream for high Mach number flight conditions
[AIAA PAPER 89-0197] p 277 A89-25172
Thermal analysis of engine inlet anti-icing systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-0759] p 311 A89-25565
Air inlets and afterbodies of subsonic and supersonic
aircraft engines - General aspects
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-t32] p 364 A89-29283
The contribution of wind tunnel tests to the
understanding of compressor blade flutter
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-144] p 401 A89-31805
Modification in engineering calculation method for inlet
design p 571 A89-41121
Digital flight and inlet control in the SR-71
p 664 A89-45160
Environmental icing test of T800 helicopter engine with
integral inlet particle separator
[AIAA PAPER 89-2324] p 676 A89-46751
Validation of a free-jet technique for evaluating
inlet-engine compatibility
[AIAA PAPER 89-2325] p 676 A89-46752
An experimental technique for the measurement of mass
flow of scramjet inlets tested in hypersonic pulse
facilities
[AIAA PAPER 89-2331] p 692 A89-46755
T-4 inlet/engine compatibility flight test results
[AIAA PAPER 89-2466] p 665 A89-46853
Free-jet test capability for the aeropropulsion systems
test facility
[AIAA PAPER 89-2537] p 692 A89-46908
Maoh 4 testing of scramjet inlet models
[AIAA PAPER 89-2680] p 649 A8g-47010
Heat transfer characteristics of an nero-engine intake
fitted with a hot air jet impingement anti-icing system
p 833 A89-53255
Study on boundary layer of hypersonic inlets
p 820 A89-54129
A method for calculation of matching point of inlet and
engine p 840 A89.54132
Calculation of the effect of the location of the jet-engine
air inlets on the air flow in front of the inlets
p 820 A89-54486
De-icing of aircraft turbine engine inlets
[DOT/FAA/CT-87/37] p 38 N89-10894
Study of three dimensional boundary layers on the front
of a fuselage and at an air intake
[CERT-OA-22/5025-AYD] p 53 N89-11184
The acoustics of a lined duct with flow
[NLR.TR.87002-U] p 139 N89-12363
HOST turbine heat transfer subproject overview
p 110 N89-12880
Influence of bulk turbulence and entrance boundary layer
thickness on the curved duct flow field
p 131 N89-12896
Intake AerL.dynemics, volume 1 --- conference
[VKI-LS-1988-04-VOL-1] p 298 N89-16738
introduction to intake aerodynamics
p 298 N89-16739
Tactical fighter inlets p 298 N89-16740
Inlet-engine compatibility p 314 N89-16741
Intake swirl and simplified methods for dynamic pressure
distortion assessment p 299 N89-16742
Jaguar/Tornado intake design p 299 N89-16743
Intakes for high angle of attack p 315 N89-16745
Transonic cowl design p 315 N89-16746
Intake drag p 299 N89-16747
Intake Aerodynamics, volume 2 --- conference
[VKI-LS-1988-04-VOL-2] p 299 N89-16748
Transport aircraft intake design p 315 N89-16749
Wind tunnel air intake test techniques
p 299 N89-16751
CFD application to subsonic inlet airframe integration
--- computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
p 299 N89-16753
CFD application to supersonic/hypersonic inlet airframe
integration --- computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
p 299 N89-16754
Numerical and experimental investigation of engine inlet
flow with the Dornier EM2 supersonic inlet model
p 373 N89-18642
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Artificial and natural icing tests of the EH-60A quick fix
helicopter
[AD-A204589] p 530 N89-21792
Terminal shock response in ramjet inlets to abrupt
downstream perturbations
lAD-A209788] p 748 N89-27640
Mach 5 inlet CFD and experimental results
[NASA-TM-102317] p 778 N89-27670
ENGINE MONITORING INSTRUMENTS
Aircraft gas turbine engine monitoring systems: An
update
]SAE SP-728] p 33 A89-10613
Pocket calculator trend monitoring for gas turbine
engines
[SAE 841461] p 34 A89-10614
Development and testing of an inflight engine
performance monitoring technique for the U.S. Navy P-3C
airplane
(SAE 841462] p 34 A89.10615
AIR 1900 - Guide to temperature monitoring in aircraft
gas turbine engines
[SAE 871730] p 34 A89-10616
The V-22 vibration, structural life, and engine diagnostic
system, VSLED
[SAE 8717321 p 31 A89-10617
Lessons learned from an operational engine monitoring
system and their correlation with future developments
[SAE 871733] p 34 A89.10618
Gas turbine engine monitoring systems - Helicopter
experience
[SAE 871735] p 34 A89-to61g
Field experience with quantitative debris monitoring
[SAE 871736] p 34 A89-10620
Texmas - An expert system for gas turbine engine
diagnosis and more
[SAE 871737] p 34 A89.10621
Guide to oil system monitoring in aircraft gas turbine
engines
[SAE AIR 1828] p 35 A89.10622
A guide to aircraft turbine engine vibration monitoring
systems
[SAE AIR 1839] p 35 A89-10623
Lessons learned from developmental and operational
turbine engine monitoring systems
[SAE AIR 1871B] p 35 A69-10624
Guide to life usage monitoring and parts management
for aircraft gas turbine engines
[SAE AIR 1872] p 35 A89-10625
Guide to limited engine monitoring systems for aircraft
gas turbine engines
[SAE AIR 1873] p 35 A89-10626
New concepts in helicopter machinery prognostics
p 2 A89.12408
Reliable information from engine performance
monitoring
[SAE PAPER 881444] p 356 A89-28215
Detection, diagnosis and prognosis of rotating machinery
to improve reliability, maintainability, and readiness through
the application of new and innovative techniques
p 392 A89.30976
Engine gas path particle analysis - A diagnostic aid
p 420 A89-30977
Compact diagnostic co-processors for avionic use
p 397 A89-30987
Vibration health monitoring of the Westland 30 helicopter
transmission - Development and service experience
p 392 A89-30988
Helicopter gear box condition monitoring for Australian
Navy p 393 A89-30989
Engine and transmission monitoring - A summary of
promising approaches p 393 A89-30990
How to get the designer into the box --- of helicopter
gears p 393 A89-30994
Knowledge-based jet engine diagnostics using XMAN
p 430 A89-30996
3-D LDA-measurements in the jet of a bypass-engine
p 477 A89-33386
The application of artificial intelligence techniques for
turbomachinery diagnostics p 629 A89.41081
Preliminary development of an intelligent computer
assistant for engine monitoring
[AIAA PAPER 89-2539] p 674 A89-46910
Diagnostic expert systems for gas turbine engines -
Status and prospects
[AIAA PAPER 89-2585] p 680 A89-46941
Transferring jet engine diagnostic and control technology
to liquid propellant rocket engines
[AIAA PAPER 89-28511 p 682 A89.47125
Optical fiber sensor development for turbine
applications
[AIAA PAPER 89-2914] p 704 A89-47168
Application of modern measurement methods to
turbomachines p 773 A89-49020
B747-400 aircraft condition monitoring system - A
consistent step forward based on the proven A310
concept
]AIAA PAPER 89-2100] p 759 A89-49458
Environmental tests of thermographic phosphors for
turbine-engine temperature measurements
[AIAA PAPER 89-2913] p 802 A89-50124
An overview of US Navy engine monitoring system
programs and user experience p 326 N89-16782
Engine usage condition and maintenance management
systems in the UK armed forces p 326 N89-16783
Canadian forces aircraft condition/health monitoring:
Policy, plans and experience p 326 N89-16784
On board life monitoring system Tornado (OLMOS)
p 319 N89-16785
Information management systems for on-board
monitoring systems p 319 N89-16786
CF-18 engine performance monitoring
p 326 N89-16787
B-1B CITS engine monitoring p 319 N89-16788
Engine life consumption monitoring program for RS199
integrated in the on-board life monitoring system
p 320 N89-16789
Recent UK trials in engine health monitoring: Feedback
and feedforward p 326 N89-16790
The CFM 56-5 on the A-320 at Air France
p 320 N89.16793
F100-PW-220 engine monitoring system
p 320 N89-16795
Service life calculator foJ" the M53 turbofan engine
p 326 N89-16796
Military engine condition monitoring systems: The UK
experience p 320 N89-16797
Military engine monitoring status at GE Aircraft Engines,
Cincinnati, Ohio p 320 N89-16798
Commercial engine monitoring status at GE Aircraft
Engines, Cincinnati, Ohio p 320 N89-16799
The advantage of a thrust rating concept used on the
RB199 engine 327 N89-16800
Trend monitoring of a turboprop en! ne at low and mean
power ) 321 N89-16801
Gas path analysis and engine performance monitoring
in a Chinook helicopter ) 327 N89-16802
System considerations for integrated machinery health
monitoring ) 327 N89-16804
Maintenance aid system for wide body aircraft
) 327 N89-16805
Gas path modelling, diagnosis and sensor fault
detection ) 321 N89-16811
System-theoretical method for dynamic on-condition
monitoring of gas turbines _321 N89-16812
Identification of dynamic characteristics for fault isolation
purposes in a gas turbine using closed-loop
measurements p 328 N89-16813
Gas path condition monitoring using electrostatic
techniques p 321 N89.16817
COMPASS (Trademark): A generalized ground-based
monitoring system p 321 N89-16819
Military engine condition monitoring systems: The UK
experience
[PNR90512] p 401 N89-18492
Optical sensors and signal processing schemes for use
on gas turbine engines
[PNR90480] p 424 N89-18675
COMPASS: A generalized ground-based monitoring
system
[PNR90483] p 433 N89-19894
INTERFACE 2: Advanced diagnostic software
[AD-A204527] p 563 N89-22366
Method and system for monitoring and displaying engine
performance parameters
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14049-1] p 614 N89-23466
A modified least squares estimator for gas turbine
identification
[AD-A207911] p 842 N89-29348
ENGINE NOISE
Unsteady loading noise of counter-rotating propeller
p 36 A89.11054
Interior noise and vibration prediction for UDF/727
demonstrator aircraft p 98 A89-15077
Interior noise research activities for UHS aircraft at
McDonnell Douglas Corp --- ultrahigh bypass
p 98 A89-15076
ATP Interior Noise Technology and Flight Demonstration
Program p 107 A89-15079
Cruise noise of an advanced counterrotation turboprop
measured from an adjacent aircraft p 107 A89-15080
Cascade aeroacoustics including steady loading
effects p 137 A89-15081
Nonuniform upstream airfoil spacing effects on rotor
blade noise generation and forced response
p 138 A89-15082
Effect of aerodynamic detuning on supersonic rotor
discrete frequency noise generation p 138 A89-15083
Two phase flow noise p 138 A89-15065
Comparisons of calculation methods for determining
atmospheric absorption of sound emitted by aircraft
p 134 A89-15090
Power flow in a beam using a 5-accelerometer probe
p 124 A89-15096
Experimental assessment of a turbulence ingestion
noise theory p 203 A89-18912
Fan acoustic modes measuring system
p 183 A89-19950
Exact and simplified computation of noise radiation by
an annular duct
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-1021 p 434 A89-29254
Model size requirements for finite element prediction
of low-frequency cabin noise and vibration
[AIAA PAPER 89-1076] p 469 A89-33721
Near-field noise of a pusher propeller
[AIAA PAPER 89-1096] p 502 A89-33736
Experimental investigation of rotor wake/stator
interaction noise generation by acoustic mode
measurements
[AIAA PAPER 69.11261 p 503 A89-33759
New static engine noise test techniques which reduce
test time significantly
[AIAA PAPER 89-1127] p 485 A89-33760
Importance of engine as a source of helicopter external
noise
[AIAA PAPER 89-11471 p 470 A89-33771
Noise levels of a combined bypass-propfan engine in
the far sonic field p 478 A89-34150
Re-engining stage two aircraft with the Tay
[AIAA PAPER 89-2361] p 676 A89-46774
Evaluation of the acoustic characteristics of gas turbine
engines using experimental noise data for a prototype
engine p 772 A89.47995
Flight survey of the 757 wing noise field and its effects
on laminar boundary layer transition. Volume 2: Data
compilation
[NASA-CR-178217] p 426 N89-19505
KC-f 36R rumble investigation
[AD-A2075321 p 812 N89-27464
ENGINE PARTS
Microstructural optimisation of titanium alloys for defect
tolerance in gas turbine engine components
p 43 A89-10069
Guide to life usage monitoring and parts management
for aircraft gas turbine engines
[SAE AIR 1872] p 35 A89-10625
Control of the low-cycle service life of the primary
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lightning p 88 A89-15937
Experimental investigation of dynamic ground effect
p 514 A89-39185
Application of triggered lightning numerical models to
the F106B and extension to other aircraft
[NASA-CR-4207] p 261 N89-15485
F-111 AIRCRAFT
Design of an all boron/epoxy doubler reinforcement for
the F-111C wing pivot fitting - Structural aspects
p 313 A89-27825
Testing of a new recovery parachute system for the
Ft 11 aircraft crew escape module - An update
[AIAA PAPER 89-0881] p 471 A89-35209
Acoustic emission testing the F-11 t
p 541 A89.39008
Fast brake--- F-t 11 high.performance parachute system
development p 857 A88-46893
Modem avionics connector unreliability
[AIAA PAPER 89-2088] p 788 A89-48457
Measured and predicted pressure distributions on the
AFTI/F-111 mission adaptive wing
[NASA-TM.100443] p 235 N89-15908
F-14 AIRCRAFT
IFM applications to cavity flowfield predictions
[AtAA PAPER 89-0477] p 285 A89.25390
F-14 flow field simulation
[AIAA PAPER 88.0642] p 298 A89-28444
F-14/Ft 10 high angle of attack flight tests
p 886 A89-45153
TRANAIR applications to fighter configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-2220] p 724 A89-47877
Influence function method applications to cavity flowfield
predictions p 728 A88.48881
Tomcat-21, effectiveness and sffordebility
[AIAA PAPER 88-2120] p 780 A88.49470
F,16 AIRCRAFT
Departure resistance and spin characteristics of the F-15
S/MTD
[AIAA PAPER 88.0012] p 331 A89-25008
Agile Fighter Aircraft Simulation
[AIAA PAPER 89.0015] p 331 A89-25011
Laboratory and flight evaluation of the Integrated Inertial
Sensor Assembly (lISA) p 307 A89-26708
Modified F-t 5B to demonstrate STOL, maneuver
capability p 603 A89-41075
Experimental/computational study of a transonic aircraft
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[AIAA PAPER 89-1832] p 582 A89-42060
F-15 STOL/Maneuverino Technology Demonstrator -
Initial flight test results p 687 A89-45157
Integrated controls pay-off --- for flight/propulsion
aircraft systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-2704] p 688 A89-47031
Application of CHIMERA for supersonic viscous
calculations of the F.15
[AIAA PAPER 89-2180] p 720 A89.47642
Computation of the Euler flow field produced by s
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[AIAA PAPER 89-2219] p 723 A89.47678
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A comparison of the ground effects measured with and
without rate-of-descent modeling on the F.15 S/MTD
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 89-3280] p 755 A89-48393
F-15 SMTD low speed jet effects wind tunnel test
results p 16 N89-10853
Flight measured and calculated exhaust jet conditions
for an F100 engine in an F-15 airplane
[NASA-TM-1004t9] p 177 N89.13435
CAP.TSD analysis of the F-15 aircraft
p 395 N89-19239
US military aircraft copreduction with Japan
(AD.A206430] p 569 N89.24263
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AFTI/F-16 voice interactive avionics evaluation
[SAE PAPER 871751] p 24 A89-10581
Determination of departure susceptibility and centre of
gravity limitations for control augmented aircraft
p 112 A89-13638
A case study. F-16 Ada Digital Flight Control System
[AIAA PAPER 88-3911] p 171 A89-18090
The development and application of software quality
indicators
[AIAA PAPER 88-3946] p 201 A89-19860
Unsteady transonic algorithm improvements for realistic
aircraft applications p 312 A89-27738
Numerical simulation of the Navior-Stokes equations for
an F-t6A configuration p 578 A89-42014
F-16 inlet stability investigation
[AIAA PAPER 89.2465] p 665 A89-46852
Development and validation of an F.16C aerodynamic
model from flight test data
[AIAA PAPER 89-3261 ] p 754 A89-48378
The enlarged field of view fiber optic helmet mounted
display
[AIAA PAPER 89-3319] p 789 A89-48428
VISTA/F-16 design features
[AIAA PAPER 89-3330] p 789 A89-48436
Design of adaptive digital model.following flight-mode
control systems for high-performance aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3495] p 846 A89-52587
Flight test of the F100.PW.220 engine in the F-16
p 840 A89.53366
Israel Air Force (IAF) in-sorvice aircraft lightning strike
and damage survey p 55 N89-10431
F-16 AI/VVI (Attitude Indicators/Vertical Velocity
Indicators) evaluation: A comparison of four
configurations
[AD-A199543] p 233 N89-15105
Evaluation of RST (Rapidly Solidified Technology)
structural durability and life cycle costs
[AD-A199336] p 252 N89-16031
Integration of advanced safety enhancements for F-16
terrain following p 399 N89.18472
Incorporating five nations' operational requirements into
a single aircraft: The F-16 multinational fighter program
viewed from the operational side
lAD-A202552] p 474 N89-20986
Multivariable flight control design with parameter
uncertainty for the AFTI/F.16
[AD-A206068] p 616 N89-23476
Development and flight test experiences with a
flight-crucial digital control system
[NASA-TP-2857] p 617 N89-24327
Operational test plan concept for evaluation of close
air support alternative aircraft
lAD-A208185] p 835 N89-28513
F-18 AIRCRAFT
Introduction of the Hornet - A success story
[SAE PAPER 872436] p 27 A89-10653
Flight control system of the F/A-18 Hornet aircraft
p 111 A89-12978
A patched-grid algorithm for complex configurations
directed towards the F-18 aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-0121] p 310 A89-25106
Navier-Stokes solutions about the F/A-18 forebody-LEX
configuration --- Leading Edge Extension
[AIAA PAPER 89-0338] p 281 A89-25285
Numerical simulation of high-incidence flow over the
F-18 fuselage forebody
[AIAA PAPER 89-0339] p 282 A89-25286
Prediction of tail buffet loads for design application
[AIAA PAPER 89-1378] p 391 A89.30852
Flutter analysis of the CF-t8 aircraft at supersonic
speeds p 528 A89-39199
NASA adds to understanding of high angle of attack
regime p 571 A89-41201
Service suitability testing of the F/A-t 8A for use by the
Blue Angels Navy Flight Demonstration Team
p 664 A89-45146
F-18 Hornet - LEX Fence flight test results
p 687 A89.45155
F/A-18A digital flight control system degraded modes
flight evaluation p 687 A89-45158
Hornet maintenance p 638 A89.46496
Experimental investigation of the F/A-18 vortex flows
at subsonic through transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-2222] p 724 A89.47678
Effects of structural nonlinearities on flutter
characteristics of the CF-18 aircraft p 800 A89.48664
High performance lineer-quadratic and H-infinity designs
for a 'supermaneuverabio' aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3456] p 832 A89-52712
Some statistical aspects of attrition studies
[AD.At96665] p 30 N89-10891
Investigation of a moving-model technique for measuring
ground effect
[NASA.TM.4080] p 154 N89-14217
The peststail nonlinear dynamics and control of an F-18:
A preliminary investigation p 169 N89.14922
Aerodynamic model tests of exhaust augmentors for
F/A-18 engine run-up facility at RAAF Williamtown
[AD-A2081t0] p 841 N89-28518
F-4 AIRCRAFT
Propulsion interface unit (PIU) controller on
PW1120/DEEC re-enginad F4 aircraft
p 106 A89-13654
Study of aircraft cruise p 831 A89-51703
F-5 AIRCRAFT
F-5E departure warning system algorithm development
and validation p 113 A89-16088
FABRICATION
New developments in ARALL laminates
p 96 A89-13665
MBB's five-plant factory - An economic interaction of
forces p 61 A89-15035
Design and fabrication of an advanced light rotor
p 163 A89-18880
Fabrication of sintered alpha-SiC turbine aegina
components p 491 A89-33621
Fabrication and testing of lightweight hydraulic system
simulator hardware. Phase 2: Addendum
[AD-A198524] p 184 N89-t4243
The effects of a compressor rebuild on gas turbine
engine performance p 327 N89-16803
Joining of carbon fiber composite with fasteners
p 343 N89.17701
Technology of aircraft construction (selected chapters)
[AD-A199946] p 569 N89-24261
FABRICS
Tribolegical properties of aiumina.boria.silicata fabric
from 25 C to 850 C p 859 A89-54982
FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETERS
Three component laser anemometer measurements in
an annular cascade of core turbine vanes with contoured
end wall
[NASA.TP.2846] p 15 N89-10844
FACTORIAL DESIGN
The combination of simulation and response
methodology and its application in an aggregate production
plan p 190 A89-19806
FACTORIZATION
Scramjet analysis with chemical reaction using
three-dimensional approximate factorization
[AIAA PAPER 89-0672] p 323 A89-25533
Navier-Stokes simulation of wind-tunnel flow using
LU.ADI factorization algorithm p 291 A89.25864
Computation of transonic potential flow past
RAE-Wing-A and Body-B2 combination
[PD-CF-8921] p 747 N89-27637
FAIL-SAFE SYSTEMS
Influence of mechanical nonlinearities on flutter -
Analytical and computational aspects
[AIAA PAPER 89-2091] p 801 A89-49451
Probabilistic damage tolerance methods for metallic
aerospace structures p 672 N89-25237
FAILURE
The nature of the aircraft component failure process:
A working note
[AD-A197979] p 169 N89-14234
Composite failure criterion: Probabilistic formulation and
geometric interpretation
[AD-A205275] p 548 N89.21851
Design criteria for aggregate-surfaced roads and
airfields
[AD.A207059] p 694 N89.26019
Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures
that occurred in US commercial aviation during 1984
[NAPC-PE.185] p 84! N89-28516
Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures
that occurred in US commercial aviation during 1985
[NAPC-PE-188] p 841 N89-28517
Composite material repair and reliability
[AD-A209150] p859 N89-28574
FAILURE ANALYSIS
Reasoning about device behavior using qualitative
physics --- helicopter diagnostics p 58 A89-12410
Non-destructive methods applied to aviation equipment
testing in service p 123 A89-13616
Mechanical failure analysis as a means of improving
quality assurance in the aeronautical industry
p 123 A89-13673
Applications of an architecture design and assessment
system (ADAS) p 136 A89-16512
Multifactor modal of errors connected with aircraft
control p 113 A89-16632
Dwell time effects on the fatigue behaviour of titanium
alloys p 185 A89-17619
Effect of model uncertainty on failure detection - The
threshold selector p 197 A89-17965
Environmentally induced cracking in aluminum
p 185 A89-18925
Buckling and final failure of graphite/PEEK stiffoner
sections p 190 A89-19911
In process failure investigations in aeronautics
p 253 A89-20958
Combining expert system and analytical redundancy
concepts for fault-tolerant flight control
p 242 A89-22506
The modularity of the Health and Usage Monitoring
System --- for helicopters p 237 A89-23378
Measures of testability for automatic diagnostic
systems p 258 A89-24172
Water intrusion in thin-skinned composite honeycomb
sandwich structures p 410 A89-29458
Reliability analysis of the Virkler fatigue crack growth
data
[AIAA PAPER 89-1256] p 418 A89-30741
Detection. diagnosis and prognosis of rotating machinery
to improve reliability, maintainability, and readiness through
the application of new and innovative techniques
p 392 A89-30976
Gear failure analyses in helicopter main transmissions
using vibration signature analysis p 392 A89.30984
Vibration analysis for detection of bearing and gear faults
within gearboxes - An innovative signal processing
approach p 392 A89-30985
Full-scalD fatigue testing of aircraft structures
p 485 A89-33802
Fatigue testing of gas turbine components
p 485 A89-33804
Quantitative frectography - Possibilities and applications
in aircraft research p 495 A89-35074
Fracture of pressurized composite cylinders with a high
sfrain-to-failure matrix system p 551 A89-36319
Prediction of fatigue life under aircraft loading with and
without use of material memory rules
527 A89-38028
Fatigue failure initiation analysis of wing/fuselage bolt
assembly ) 699 A89-45210
ADINTS - Moving toward standardization of automatic
test equipment = 701 A89-46462
Probabilistic analysis of aircraft structure
665 A89-46470
A top-down SFP analysis of a complex system --- single
failure points ) 701 A89-46472
A corollary to - Duane's postulate on reliability growth
701 A89-46474
R&M through Avionics/Electronics Integrity Program,
701 A89-46zI80
Time dependent probabilistic failure of coa_ed
components
[AIAA PAPER 89-2900] p 704 A89-47163
Experimental study on applicability of damage failure
criterion of composite laminates p 727 A89-48194
Fatigue life determination from service experience
[AIAA PAPER 89-2105] p 759 A89-49463
Aging aircraft and fatigue failure p 749 A89.51578
Surface failure detection and evaluation of control _aw
for reconfiguration of flight control system
[AIAA PAPER 89-3509] p 847 A89-52602
A knowledge based tool for failure propagation
analysis p 874 A89-53970
On the diagnostic emulation technique and its use in
the AIRLAB
[NASA-TM-4027] p 58 N89-t0524
Thermal barrier coating life prediction model
development p t21 N89-12922
Sensor failure detection for jet engines
[NASA-TM-101396] p 177 N89-13432
Thermal Barrier Coatings. Abstracts and figures
[NASA-CP-10019] p 185 N89-13642
Maintenance aid system for wide body aircraft
p 327 N89-16805
Fault management in aircraft power plant controls
p 327 N89-16809
Developing criteria for sample sizes in jet engine
analytical component inspections and the associated
confidence levels
lAD-A201508] p 401 N89-18488
On-board automatic aid and advisory for pilots of
control-impaired aircraft p 483 N89.20150
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Estimation of the Equivalent Initial Flow Size (EIFS)
distribution and prediction of failure probabilities for
different parameter variations
[FFA-TN-1987-35] p 498 N89-20525
Failure analysis: Analysis of landing gear fatigue test
results for mechanical and metallurgical considerations in
order to determine the authorized run time
p 556 N89-21984
Probabilistic damage tolerance methods for metallic
aerospace structures p 672 N89-25237
Scaling effects in the static large deflection response
of graphite-epoxy composite beams
[NASA-TM-t01619] p 766 N89-26843
A real time microcomputer implementation of sensor
failure detection for turbofan engines
[NASA-TM-102327] p 876 N89-29032
FAILURE MODES
Guide to oil system monitoring in aircraft gas turbine
engines
[SAE AIR 1828] p 35 A89-10622
Revel gear resonance failures in central gearing system
of an aeroangine p 50 A89-11046
Experimental investigation of strong in-flight oscillation
on helicopters and its prevention p 92 A89-13520
Non-classical flow-induced responses of a lifting surface
due to Iooalized disturbances p112 A89-15611
Failure detection in dynamic systems with modeling
errors p 136 A89-16155
Quantitative design for systems with uncertainty and
control failures p 500 A89-35283
Modern avionics connector unreliability
[AIAA PAPER 89-2099] p 768 A89.49457
Analytical failure prediction of bolted connections in
composite shafts p 802 A89.49833
A review of failure models for unidirectional ceramic
matrix composites under monotonic loads
[NASA.TM-101421] p 195 N89-14470
An analysis method for bolted joints in primary composite
aircraft structure p 317 N89-17691
Robust algorithm synchronizes mode changes in
fault-tolerant asynchronous architectures
p 433 N89-18475
FAIRCHILD-HILLER AIRCRAFT
Aircraft Accident Report: AVAir Inc., Flight 3378,
Fairchild Metro 3, SA227 AC, N622AV, Cary, North
Carolina, February 19, 1988
[PB88-910412] p 598 N89.23438
FAIRINGS
Investigation of generic hub fairing and pylon shapes
to reduce hub drag p 230 A89-23319
Helicopter hub fairing and pylon interference drag
[NASA-TM-101052] p 372 N89.18416
Evaluation of VSAERO in prediction of aerodynamic
characteristics of helicopter hub fairings
[NASA-TM-101048] p 451 N89-20098
FALSE ALARMS
The enemy is FA, CND, and RTOK
p 141 A89.18025
Measures of testability for automatic diagnostic
systems p 258 A89-24172
FAN BLADES
A circular cone surface shaping method for fan blade
p 50 A89.1t032
NOTAR hybrid composita/metal fan blade
p 163 A89-18893
Fan acoustic modes measuring system
p 183 A89-19950
Determination of the natural frequency spectra and
modes of the fan blade rings of aviation gas turbine
engines p 612 A89-42422
Model predictions of fan response to inlet temperature
transients and spatial temperature distortion
[AIAA PAPER 89-2686] p 650 A89-47016
FANS
Design of a gear drive for counter-rotating fan rotors
[AIAA PAPER 89-2820] p 682 A89-47106
Fan flutter test p 37 N89-t0014
Influence of thickness and camber on the aeroelastic
stability of supersonic throughflow fans: An engineering
approach
[NASA-TM-101949] p 656 N89-25957
FAR FIELDS
Self-preservation of turbulent wakes
p 218 A89-24313
Supersonic far-field boundary conditions for transonic
small-disturbance theory
[AIAA PAPER 89-1283] p 367 A89-30765
Noise levels of a combined bypass-propfan engine in
the far sonic field p 478 A89-34150
Installed propfan (SR-7L) far-field noise charact3ristics
[AIAA PAPER 89-1056] p 564 A89-36216
Far field numerical boundary conditions for internal and
cascade flow computations
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The unsteady flow in the far field of an isolated blade
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Use of the Kirchhoff method in acoustics
p 876 A89-53945
Coupling linearized far-field boundary conditions with
nonlinear near-field solutions in transonic flow
[AD-A198721] p 153 N89-13405
Measured far-field flight noise of a counterrotation
turboprop at cruise conditions
[NASA-TM-t01383] p 267 N89-t5686
FASTENERS
Joining of carbon fiber composite with fasteners
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Stresses and strains in a cold-worked annulus
[AR-005-548] p 866 N89-28871
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
Reliability analysis of the Virkler fatigue crack growth
data
[AIAA PAPER 89-1256] p 418 A89-3074t
Fatigue crack propagation in ARALL laminates -
Measurement of the effect of crack-tip shielding from crack
bridging p 411 A89-31778
Ageing jet care p 748 A89-50293
Forced vibration and flutter design methodology
p 51 N89.10016
Wheel performance evaluation. Phase 1: Analysis
[DOT/FAA/CT.88/16] p 29 N89.t0041
Review of aeronautical fatigue investigations during the
period March 1985 - February 1987 in the Netherlands
[NLR-MP-87022-U] p 102 N89-11739
A review of work in the United Kingdom on the fatigue
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1987
[RAE.TR.87077] p 103 N89-11742
Research on mechanical properties for engine life
prediction
[AD-A197816] p 129 N89-12864
Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology 1986
[NASA.CP-2444] p 129 N89-12876
Elevated temperature crack growth
p 133 N89-f2915
The effects of nonlinear damping on the large deflection
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p 193 N89-13796
On board life monitoring system Tornado (OLMOS)
p319 N89-16785
Information management systems for on-board
monitoring systems p 319 N89-t6786
An examination of the fatigue meter records from the
RAAF (Royal Australian Air Force) caribou fleet
[AD-A201074] p 395 N89-19290
Environment-assisted aerospace fatigue problems in
The Netherlands
[NLR.MP.88004.U] p 439 N89.20087
Probabilistic damage tolerance methods for .metallic
aerospace structures p 672 N89.25237
FATIGUE LIFE
Fatigue life influence of residual stresses from cold
working and high spectrum loads in aircraft structural
design p 46 A89.10099
Gas turbine engine monitoring systems - Helicopter
experience
[SAE 871735] p 34 A89.10619
Guide to life usage monitoring and parts management
for aircraft gas turbine engines
[SAE AIR 1872] p 35 A89.t0625
Fatigue crack growth in aircraft main landing gear
wheels p 28 A89.11447
Fatigue life improvement of thick sections by hole cold
expansion p 118 A89-13561
Summary of the Kfir fatigue evaluation program
p 95 A89-13627
A fracture mechanics criterion for thermal-mechanical
fatigue crack growth of gas turbine materials
p 118 A89-f4899
Non.destructive test analysis and life and residual
strength prediction of composite aircraft structures
p 99 A89-16078
Strength analysis and fatigue life prediction for
load.bearing casing of aeroengine under complex
loading p 127 A89-16865
Life prediction of cooled turbine blade
p 108 A89-16866
Helicopter vibration analysis and control
p 188 A89-18871
Analysis and reconstruction of helicopter load spectra
p 386 A89-29452
MDHC's enhanced diagnostic system, a unique and
comprehensive approach to structural monitoring
p 397 A89-29455
U.S. Army requirements for fatigue integrity
p 414 A89-29473
Sensitivity of fatigue crack growth prediction (using
Wheeler retardation) to data representation
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Computational structural mechanics for engine
structures
[AIAA PAPER 89.1260] p 400 A89.30745
Sonic fatigue life increase of the A-t0 gunbay
[AIAA PAPER 89-1359] p 390 A89-30834
Consideration of environmental conditions for the fatigue
evaluation of composite airframe structure
p 551 A89-36304
A study on GH 169 crack propagation under creep-fatigue
interaction p 547 A89-37756
Prediction of fatigue life under aircraft loading with and
without use of material memory rules
p 527 A89-38028
Fatigue damage to an aircraft from gusts
p 603 A89-40083
Full scale fatigue crack growth test of advanced jet
trainer AT-3 p 664 A89-45207
Fatigue failure initiation analysis of wing/fuselage bolt
assembly p 699 A89-452tO
Mechanical durability prediction methods
p 701 A89-46468
Transmission overhaul and replacement predictions
using Weibull and renewal theory
[AIAA PAPER 89-2919] p 704 A89-47173
Procedure for evaluating the effect of structural
parameters on the life of Iongeron-wall joints
p 799 A89-47941
Stress intensity factors for damage tolerance evaluations
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[AIAA PAPER 89-2090] p 801 A89-49450
Fatigue life determination from service experience
[AIAA PAPER 89-2105] p 759 A89.49463
Aging aircraft and fatigue failure p 749 A89.51578
Recovery of the fatigue strength of structural elements
of aluminum alloys by surface hardening
p 857 A89-52827
Computerized life and reliability modeling for turboprop
transmissions p 863 A89-53364
Fatigue life of dovetail joints - Verification of a simple
biaxial model p 863 A89.54119
Constant monitoring of the fatigue damage of aircraft
lifting structures p 863 A89-54488
Tension fatigue analysis and life prediction for composite
laminates
[NASA-TM-100549] p 44 N89-10951
Fatigue and fracture ove_iew p 130 N89-12882
Creep fatigue life prediction for engine hot section
materials (isotropic): Fourth year progress review
p 133 N89.12914
Advanced air separation module performance
evaluation
[AD.A198401] p 224 N89-15088
Fatigue crack growth in ARALL: A hybrid aluminum
Aramid composite material, Crack growth mechanisms and
quantitative predictions of the crack growth rates
[ETN-89-93899] p 427 N89-19602
Fatigue life predictiori modeling for turbine hot section
materials p 480 N89-20142
Current status of flight simulation fatigue crack growth
concepts
(NLR-MP-88001-U] p 497 N89-20521
Damage tolerance concepts for advanced materials and
engines p 549 N89.22661
Transmission overhaul and replacement predictions
using Weibull and renewel theory
[NASA-TM-102022] p 562 N89-22925
Residual stress changes in fatigue. Volume 1: Residual
stress measurements by X-ray diffraction in notched test
specimens
[AD-A208345] p 805 N89-27225
Residual stress changes in fatigue, Volume 2: A
simulation model for stress measurements in notched test
specimens by X-ray diffraction
[AD-A208346] p 806 N89-27226
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Constant monitoring of the fatigue damage of aircraft
lifting structures p 863 A89-54488
FATIGUE TESTS
Fatigue testing of full-scale all-composite aircraft
wings
[SAE PAPER 872459] p 48 A89-10671
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Mechanics of fatigue crack closure
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Methodology for fatigue substantiation of alternate
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components p 164 A89-18924
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--- Book p 485 A89-3380t
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Full-scale fatigue testing of aircraft structures
p 485 A89-33802
Fatigue evaluation of helicopter rotor heads
p 485 A89-33803
Fatigue testing of gas turbine components
p 485 A89-33804
Personnel parachute aga/servico life criteria
[AIAA PAPER 89-0916] p 462 A89-35228
AE monitoring of airframe structure during full scale
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Fatigue life of dovetail joints - Verification of a simple
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A study of the fatigue behavior of small cracks in
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aluminum alloy specimens
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Automated fatigue crack growth measurement
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Fatigue damage in composites under different loading
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Advanced durability analysis. Volume 4: Executive
summary
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programme
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Residual stress changes in fatigue. Volume 2: A
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FAULT TOLERANCE
Control of the low-cycle service life of the primary
components of aircraft turbine engines according to the
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sensor failures - Real-time evaluation
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Effect of model uncertainty on failure detection. The
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Avionics failure propagation analysis tool
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Fault tolerant avionics
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Direct Calculation of flows with shock waves
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Navler-Stokss solutions
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Development end application of a program to calculate
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Rotordynamic coefficients for labyrinth seals calculated
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Finite difference analysis of rotordynamic seal
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p 560 N89-22906
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Finite element method for calculating transonic potential
flow around airfoil from pressure minimum integration
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p 11. A89-12130
Transonic flow calculation via finite elements
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Analyses of the transmission of sound into the passenger
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method p 95 A89-13635
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as approach to the analysis of aircraft structure
p 123 A89-13649
Interior noise and vibration prediction for UDF/727
demonstrator aircraft p 98 A89-15077
Finite element implementation of full fiuid/structura
interaction using medal methods p 125 A89.15596
Compressible viscous flow around a NACA-0012 airfoil
p 82 A89-17024
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materials with temperature dependent properties
p 253 A89.21156
Developments end perspectives at AMD.BA in the field
of impact and crash sizing p 227 A89-21407
Effects of wind-tunnel wall absorption on acoustic
radiation of propellers p 266 A89-22285
Viscous effects on the resonance of • slotted wind tunnel
using finite elements p 248 A89-22369
Evaluation of stress intensity factors for corner cracked
turbine discs under arbitrary loading using finite element
methods p 256 A89-22848
Nonlinear analysis of • cantilever beam --- General
Rotorcraft Aeromechanicol Stability Program
p 229 A89-23192
International Symposium on Domain Decomposition
Methods for Partial Differential Equations, 1st, Ecoio
Nationals des Ponts et Chaussees, Paris, France, Jan.
7-9, 1987, Proceedings p 264 A89-24809
Fast laminar near wake flow calculation by an implicit
method solving the Novier-Stokes equations
p 270 A89-24923
Passage-averaged Navier-Stokes equations with finite
element applications
[AIAA PAPER 89-0208] p 344 A89-25183
Numerical solutions on • Pathfinder and other
configurations using unstructured grids and a finite element
solver
[AIAA PAPER 89-0362] p 282 A89-25306
An adaptive implicit/explicit finite element scheme for
compressible viscous high speed flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-0363] p 344 A89-25307
Adaptive H-refinement on 3-D unstructured grids for
transient problems
[AIAA PAPER 89-0365] p 283 A89-25309
An efficient, explicit finite-rate algorithm to compute flows
in chemical nonoquilibrium
[AIAA PAPER 89-0522] p 285 A89-25418
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algorithm for high-speed aerodynamic flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-0654] p 289 A89-25517
A three-dimensional upwind finite element point implicit
unstructured grid Euler solver
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Finite element analysis of composite rudder for DO 228
aircraft p 347 A89-26284
Finite element simulation of 3D turbulent free shear
flows p 294 A89-26946
Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures
applied to rotorcraft oeroelasticity p 312 A89-27695
A computational procedure for automated flutter
analysis p 348 A89-28070
3-D finite element vibration analysis of helical gears
p 413 A89-29106
Edge effects in tapered composite structures
p 410 A89-29461
Forward flight aeroelasticity of a hingeless rotor blade
by btlineor formulation
[AIAA PAPER 89-1233] p 392 A89-30892
Analysis of laminated composite structures
p 420 A89-30955
Variational finite element calculation for hybrid cascade
flow problem of type-A on an arbitrary stream sheet
p 369 A89-31520
The finite dynamic annular element for the vibration
analysis of variable thickness discs p 420 A8g-31529
Resonance prediction for closed end open wind tunnel
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Finite-surface spline p 500 A89-34900
F,E, simulation of crash for helicopters
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Finite element computation of hypersonic flow past •
complete body
[AIAA PAPER 89-1976] p 576 A89-41819
Solution of Euler equations by o finite element method
application to supersonic flows p 639 A89-44319
Dynamic stress analysis of rotating turbo-machinery
bladed-disk systems p 675 A89.44362
Isoparsmetric shear spring element applied to crack
patching and instability p 699 A89-45208
Computation of hypersonic vortex flows with an Euler
model p 642 A89-45368
Low-storage implicit upwind-FEM schemes for the Euler
equations p 642 A89-45375
Adaptive numerical solutions of the Euler equations in
3D using finita elements p644 A89.45413
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element problems p 808 A89.485t8
A finite element method to predict internal noise levels
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A finite element inverse method for the design of
turbomachinery blades
[ONERA, TP NO, 1989-70] p 729 A89-48754
An efficient multignd finite element method for transonic
flows with shock p733 A89-49107
Recent developments of the Taylor-Gaierkin method for
the numerical solution of hyperbolic problems
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Finite element based model analysis of helicopter rotor
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methods in analysis of heat exchangers
p 862 A89-53254
Finite element analysis of gyroscopic effects
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Application of modem optimization tools for the design
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rotor blades with swept tips p 29 N89.10887
Aircraft crashes on the runway: Development of o super
element for nonlinear analysis of o beam
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Numerical optimisation techniques applied to problems
in continuum mechanics p 139 N89-12471
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Constitutive modeling for isotropic materials
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Parametric studies of advanced turboprops
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Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology, 1987
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Structural response of an advanced combustor liner:
Test and analysis p 351 N89.17329
High temperature constitutive and crack initiation
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FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
Design and experimental verification of an advanced
Fowler flapped natural laminar flow airfoil
p67 A89.13517
Unsteady, separated flow behind an oscillating,
two-dimensional flap
[AIAA PAPER 89-0288] p 280 A89-25245
Generation and control of separated vortices over • delta
wing by means of leading edge flaps
[AIAA PAPER 89-0997] p 366 A89-30508
Thin aerofoils with high-incidence flaps or blunt trailing
edges p 445 A89.34749
Effect of 90 degree flap on the aerodynamics of •
two-element airfoil p 446 A89.35053
Experimental investigation of aerodynamic heating by
flow through control surface gaps p 510 A89.37785
The research of the aircraft neutral stability
p 614 A88-40961
The synthesis of mechanisms p 798 A88-4752t
Two-dimensional Nevier-Stokes computation of high lift
devices p 742 A89.51316
Rap system for short takeoff and landing aircraft
[AD.DOt3981] p 871 N89.25234
FLASH LAMPS
Flash lamp planar imaging p 863 A89-54348
FLASHBACK
Flame flashback for low Reynolds number flows
p 251 A89-23891
FLAT PLATE8
Approximate calculations of viscous drag and
aerodynamic heeting pl0 A89-11157
Heat transfer and interterometdc study of the flow over
a rearward facing step in hypersonic high enthalpy
stream p 64 A89.12887
Unsteady shock boundary layer interaction ahead of a
forward facing step p 64 A89-12888
Vortex breakdown measurements on a 70 deg
sweepback delta wing p150 A89-20312
Vortex street in the wake of • flat plate in longitudinal
flow p 214 A89-22763
The turbulent near wake at a sharp trailing edge
p 214 A89-22825
Analysis of a laminar boundary layer on a plate with
allowance for lift forces acting on a disperse impudty
p 257 A89-23695
Free vibration and panel flutter of quadrilateral laminated
plates p 347 A89-26274
Some implications of warping restraint on the behavior
of composite anisotropic beams p 312 A89-27747
Boundary-layer transition on a cone and flat plate at
Mach 3.5 p 508 A89-36904
Experimental investigation of aerodynamic heating by
flow through control surface gaps p 510 A89-37785
Dynamic loading on impact surfaces of a high subsonic
elliptic jet
[AIAA PAPER 89-1139] p 632 A89-40477
Effect of wall temperature distribution on the stability
of the compressible boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 89-1894] p 587 A89-42116
Viscous aerodynamic analysis of an oscillating flat-plate
airfoil p 852 A89-47356
Flat plate reduction by turbulence manipulation
p 737 A89-50008
Rectangular Jets In a crossflow p 802 A89-50057
Design of high.Reynolds-number flat-plate experiments
in the NTF
[NASA-CR-184627] p 153 N89-13411
Experiments end code validation for Juncture flows
p 374 N89-t8658
Effect of rlblets upon flow seperetlon In a subsonic
diffuser
lAD-A203178] p458 N89-20967
Organized structures ina supersonic turbulent boundary
layer p 517 N89-21771
Time domain numerical calculations of unsteady vortical
flows about a flat plate airfoil
[NASA-TM-t02318] p 866 N89-29728
FLEXIBILITY
The modern research simulator - Your flexible fdend
p 790 A89-48832
Aircraft flexible pavement overlay design and evolution
[ETN-86-93230] p 117 N89-t1759
Incorporating general race and housing flexibility and
deedbend in rolling element bearing analysis
p 561 N89-22912
FLEXIBLE BODIES
An experimental investigation on the bistable behaviors
of • flexible rotor-squeeze film damper system
p 49 A89.11028
Application of • flexible wall testing technique to the
NASA Langley O.3-m Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
p 115 A89-13620
Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures
applied to rotorcratt aeroelasticity p 312 A89-27695
Transient dynamics of aircraft propellers dudng
touch-down impact p 470 A89-34509
Active control law synthesis for flexible aircraft
p 482 A89-35045
Coupling factor method for studying elastic motion of
flight vehicles p 544 A89-37004
Experimental investigation of sudden imbalance
response on a flexible rotor system with squeeze-film
damper p 554 A89.37768
Active vibration control of flexible rotors - An
experimental end theoretical study p 554 A89.37847
Study of nonlinear Duffing characteristics of flexible rotor
with SFDB --- squeeze film damper bearings
p 700 A89-45568
The research of 2-D flexible wall self-correcting wind
tunnel p 692 A89-46258
Vibration of bladed flexible rotor due to gyroscopic
moment p 772 A89-48466
Stability analysis of flexible body dynamics for a highly
maneuverable fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3471] p 845 A69-52565
On the control of elastic vehicles - Model simplification
end stability robustness
[AIAA PAPER 89-3558] p 873 A89-52715
Fault-tolerant sensor and actuator selection for control
of flexible structures p 874 A89.54007
Approximation theory for LQG
(LInear-Quedratic-Gaussian) optimal control of flexible
structures
[NASA-CR-181705] p 114 N89-11753
Modal cost analysis of flexible structures: Modeling
flexible structures for control design p 483 N89-20148
Aerodynamics of nonrigid bodies undergoing large
amplitude time-dependent motions p 521 N89-22566
Digital robust control law synthesis using constrained
optimization p 689 N89-25193
Modeling and computational algorithms for parameter
estimation and optimal control of aeroelastic systems and
large flexible structures
[AD-A208274] p 811 N89-27404
FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT
Reliable flight control systems - Components placement
and feedback synthesis p 263 A89-24493
A coarse/fine preconditioner for very ill-conditioned finite
element problems p 809 A89-48518
Recent Advances in Multidisciplinary Analysis and
Optimization, part 3
[NASA-CP-3031-PT-3] p 670 N89-2520t
FLEXIBLE WINGS
The calculation of aerodynamic forces on flexible wings
of agricultural aircraft p 70 A8g-t3599
Research and applications in aeroservoelasticity at the
NASA Langley Research Center p 94 A89-13609
Numerical simulation of vortical flows on flexible wings
[AIAA PAPER 89.0537] p 286 A89-25431
Some implications of warping restraint on the behavior
of composite anisotropic beams p 312 A89-27747
Aerosorvoelestic wlnd.tunnel investigations using the
active flexible wing model - Status and recent
accomplishments
[AIAA PAPER 89.1168] p 387 A89-30659
Aeroelestic stability and control of • highly flexible
aircraff
[AIAA PAPER 89-1187] p 388 A89-30677
Aeroeervoelastic modeling and applications using
minimum-state approximations of the unsteady
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 89-1188] p 404 A89-30878
Vortical flow computations on swept flexible wings using
Navier-Stokee equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1183] p 369 A89.31362
Transonic region of high dynamic response encountered
on an elastic supercrltical wing p 737 A89.50067
Active flutter suppression using invariant
zeros/elgensystem assignment
[AIAA PAPER 89-3810] p 850 A89-52688
Aeroservoelastic modeling end applications using
minimum-state approximations of the unsteady
aerodynamics
[NASA.TM-f01574] p 608 N89-24308
Recent activities within the Aeroeervoelasticity Branch
at the NASA Langley Research Center
[NASA-TM-101582] p 609 N89.24314
Flutter suppression control taw synthesis for the Active
Flexible Wing model
[NASA-TM-101584] p 690 N89-26010
FLEXING
Comparison of airfoil results from an adaptive wall test
section and • porous wall test section
p 457 N89-20960
FLIGHT
CONDOR: Long endurance high altitude vehicle, volume
5
[NASA.CR-t84703] p 360 N89-t8411
Generalized three-dimensional experimental lightning
code (G3DXL) user's manual
[NASA-CR-166079] p 428 N89-t9779
FLIGHT ALTITUDE
Optimization of a complex baroinertial computer of
aircraft's vertical velocity and flight height
p 242 A89-21554
The influence of altitude end speed variations on the
aeroplane's load components in longitudinal nonlinear
manoeuvres p 688 A89.45179
Experimental measurement of the power required to fly
the Daedalus human powered aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3385] p 715 A89-49086
Ride-bumpiness in high-speed flight st low altitude
p 782 A89-50585
Glider ground effect investigation
lAD-A209152] p 821 N89-28490
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
Navigation of aircraft with rigid image-forming sensors
[DGLR PAPER 87-130] p 31 A89-10521
Aircraft dynamic stability - Developmental history
aspects
[DGLR PAPER 87-057] p 1 A89-10538
Measurement system for investigating aircraft flying
qualities p 104 A89-12977
Theoretical modelling for helicopter flight dynamics .
Development and validation p92 A89-13522
Loop separation parameter - A new metric for landing
flying qualities p 113 A89-18158
Flight stability criteria analysis of aircraft at high
angles-of-etteck p 113 A89-18442
Transition to turbulence on a wing in flight end in a wind
tunnel st the same Reynolds numbers
p 209 A89-21561
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SUBJECT INDEX FLIGHT CONTROL
Western technical world impressed by MiG-29 show -
Soviet fighter aircraft under the magnifying glass
p 228 A89-22807
BO 105 LS - Meet the hot and high challenge --- light
twin helicopter for high altitude and extreme temperature
conditions p 231 A89-23348
Algorithms for aircraft parameter estimation accounting
for process and measurement noise
p 405 A89-31862
Effect of centrifugal force on range of the Aero-Space
Plane p 394 A89-31865
A mathematical medal of aircraft spin and results of
its computer integration p 481 A89-34130
Equivalent systems method to evaluate the flight
qualities p 539 A89-36998
Validation of nonstationary aerodynamics models for
longitudinal aeroplane motion on the basis of flight
measurements p 539 A89-37524
Input signal selection in the identification of linear
continuous dynamic systems from discrete observations
) 563 A89-39777
A method for determining the inertia tensor of a craft
in flight ) 565 A89-39819
Fatigue damage to an aircraft from gusts
) 603 A89-40083
Acoustic emission detection of crack presence and crack
advance during flight ) 625 A89-42853
Flying qualities from early airplanes to the Space
Shuttle ) 614 A89-43051
Effect of head-up display dynamics on fighter flying
qualities )606 A89-43058
The ACE/Rafale ) 662 A89.45041
Verification of the flight characteristics of training aircraft
with a relaxed static stability on the TL-39 flight
simulator p 778 A89-47523
Aerodynamic analysis of segmented configurations in
high-speed flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-2170] p 720 A89-47635
The study of the global stability of high performance
aircraft at high angles-of-attack p 779 A89-48192
Aerodynamics and flight characteristics of helicopters
--- Russian book p 757 A89-48946
Flying a wind shear in the C-5
[AIAA PAPER 89-3360] p 780 ASg-4g064
AH-1 F Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC) flight
evaluations
[AD-A197128] p 103 N89-12562
Display systems dynamics requirements for flying
qualities
[AD-A198275] p 233 N89.15104
In-flight simulation investigation of rotorcraft pitch-roll
cross coupling
[NASA-TM-101059] p 246 N89.15118
Combined preliminary airworthiness evaluation and
airworthiness and flight characteristics evaluation of the
UH.1 H with prepreduction hub spring and composite main
rotor blades installed
[AD-A202316] p 396 N89-19295
Airworthiness and flight characteristics evaluation of an
improved engine air filtration system on the UH-1H
helicopter
[AD-A203446] p 480 N89.20145
Lateral stability analysis for X-29A drop model using
system identification methodology
[NASA-TM-4108] p 539 N89-21802
Modelling aircraft dynamics
[AD-A204086] p 607 N89.23449
A correlation study of X-29A aircraft and associated
analytical developments p 607 N89-23450
Flight testing of the Southern Cross replica aircraft
lAD-A205303] p 607 N89-23451
Airworthiness and flight characteristics evaluation of the
EH-60A (Quick Fix) helicopter
[AD-A207417] p 765 N89-26839
Design considerations of manipulator and feel system
characteristics in roll tracking
[NASA-CR-4111] p 783 N89-26860
FLIGHT CONDITIONS
On the compensation of the phugoid mode induced by
initial conditions and windshears p 68 A89-13545
The effect of reduced useable cue environments on
helicopter handling qualities p 112 A89-15705
Weather accident prevention using the tools that we
have
[AIAA PAPER 89-0707] p 302 A89-25547
Severe weather - Impact on aviation and FAA programs
in response
[AIAA PAPER 89-0794] p 352 A89-25583
Impact of severe weather on aviation - An NWS
perspective
[AIAA PAPER 89-0795] p 304 A89-25584
The effects of inclement weather on aidine operations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0797) p 304 A89-25585
Weather data dissemination to aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-0809] p 304 A89-25592
Flow measurement on the fuselage of a Boeing 737
airplane
[AIAA PAPER 89-0209] p 295 A89-28404
Impact of severe weather on aviation - A pilot
viewpoint
[AIAA PAPER 89-0798] p 353 A89-28461
Effect of heavy rain on aviation engines
[AIAA PAPER 89-0799] p 326 A89-28462
A coupling apparent mass for parachute inflation
equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0933] p 447 A89-35243
Aircraft accident reports, brief format, US civiland foreign
aviation, issue number 1 of 1987 accidents
[PB88.916905] p 20 N89.10035
Aircraft accident reports, brief format, US civil and foreign
aviation, issue number 13 of 1986 accidents
[PB88.916903] p 20 N89.10036
Heliport night parking area criteria test plan
[DOTIFAAICT-TN88145] p 619 N89.23480
A computer simulation study of liquid water content
adjustment based on icing cloud horizontal extent
[DOT/FAA/CT.TN89/3] p 598 N89-24288
FLIGHT CONTROL
Integrated redundant reference systems for flight control
and navigation with skewed sensor arrangement
p 30 A89-10129
Flight control system ot the F/A-18 Hornet aircraft
p 111 A89-12978
Integrated control technology for commuter aircraft -
Experimental results and future potential
p 111 A89-13523
Aerodynamic design and integration of a variable camber
wing for a new generation long/medium range aircraft
p 92 A89-13529
Approach flight guidance of a regional air traffic aircraft
using GPS in differential mode p 89 A89-13556
Flight evaluation of the ATTAS digital fly.by-wire/light
flight control system --- Advanced Technologies Testing
Aircraft System p 93 A89.13588
Design of higher bandwidth model following for flight
vehicle stabilization and control p 112 A89-13632
A modified cubic apllne approach for terrain following
system p 112 A89.16069
Second X-29 will execute high-angle-of.attack flights
p 100 A89-16215
Fault detection and isolation for reconfigurabio flight
control systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-3860] p 170 A89-18058
A method of measuring fault latency in a digital flight
control system
[AIAA PAPER 88-3863] p 170 A89-18060
Energy management for integrated flight and propulsion
control systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-3873] p 178 A89-18068
Optimal integration of inertial sensor functions for
flight-control and avionics
[AIAA PAPER 88-3878] p 170 A89-18072
Triplex digital flight control system for the STOL research
aircraft 'Aska'
[AIAA PAPER 88-3883] p 179 A89-18077
An approach to soiling large reliability models
[AIAA PAPER 88-3905] p 199 A89-18086
A case study - F-16 Ads Digital Flight Control System
[AIAA PAPER 88-3911] p 171 A89-18090
Fault tolerant avionics
[AIAA PAPER 88-3901] p 171 A89-18109
MAFT - An architecture for reliable fly-by-wire flight
control --- Multicomputer Architecture for Fault
Tolerance
[AIAA PAPER 88.3902] p 180 A89-18110
Impact of device level faults in a digital avionic
processor
[AIAA PAPER 88-3904] p 172 A89-18112
Fault tolerant inertial navigation system
[AIAA PAPER 88.4024] p 159 A89-18175
The impact of yaw axis control modes, flight directors
and automatic control coupling on decelerating IFR
approaches for rotorcraft p 180 A89-18903
Development and qualification testing, teaming for the
V-22 multi.service aircraft system p 165 A89-18928
Three-dimensional interactive system identification of
helicopter rotor/body dynamics p 165 A89-18938
Aerospace simulation III; Proceedings of the SCS
Multiconference, San Diego, CA, Feb. 3-5, 1988
p 142 A89-19551
Reconfigurable flight control system simulation
p 181 A89-19558
Counteracting sidewind control system for aircraft
landing p 181 A89-19800
Design of multi-level flight control systems
p 181 A89-19813
Combining expert system and analytical redundancy
concepts for fault-tolerant flight control
p 242 A89-22506
A note on the control against microburst
p 223 A89o22629
Flight test and data analysis techniques for helicopter
parameter estimation p 242 A89-22872
Flying the XV-15 and V-22 tilt-rotors
p 229 A89-23051
H-infinity design and the improvement of helicopter
handling qualities --- optimization for design of robust
controllers p 244 A89-23364
An open-loop control system for a state space flight
controller p 245 A89-24489
An automatic flight control system for VTOL aircraft
supported by ducted fans p 245 A89-24492
Reliable flight control systems - Components placement
and feedback synthesis p 263 A89-24493
Transformation techniques for minimax optimal control
problems and their application to optimal flight trajectories
in a windshear - Optimal abort landing trajectories
p 245 A89-24526
A moving-axerage method for input saturation problem
in adaptive control p 264 A89-24582
Advances in flying control systems
p 246 A89.24854
Agile Fighter Aircraft Simulation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0015] p 331 A89-25011
Inertial energy distribution error control for optimal wind
shear penetration
[AIAA PAPER 89-0016] p 331 A89-25012
An analysis of lataral-directional handling qualities and
eigenstructure of high performance aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-0017] p 331 A89-25013
Laboratory and flight evaluation of the Integrated Inertial
Sensor Assembly (lISA) p 307 A89-26708
Advanced flight control for the Fokker 100
[SAE PAPER 881373] p 333 A89-28185
Robust modalized observer with flight control
application p 404 A89-28585
Integrated design of structures p 385 A89-29170
Fly-by-wire design considerations p404 A89-30617
Applications of dual aircraft formation flights
p 379 A89-30964
Structured stability robustness improvement by
eigenspace techniques - A hybrid methodology ... in
multivariabie linear feedback systems for flight control
p 405 A89.31456
Flight-test maneuver modeling end control
p 393 A89-31461
Oblique wing aircraft flight control system
p 405 A89-31482
Markov reliability models for digital flight control
systems p 430 A89-31463
Some aspects of the development and operational
testing of the Sprite system p 467 A89-33557
Complementary minis- Skyeye and Phoenix, an overview
of their multi-mission coverage p 467 A89-33558
Faiconet target RPV operations p 437 A89-33559
Civilian RPVs - Eye in the sky or pie in the sky?
p 437 A89.33560
Flight test of XRAE-1 to establish aerodynamic data
p 468 A89-33562
Development and implementation of flight control
system for a research drop model p 481 A89-33563
The computer controlled system for multi-drone
performing formation flight in a same aerial zone
p 481 A89-33566
Quantitative design for systems with uncertainty end
control failures p 500 A89-35283
Variable structure model-following control of flight
dynamics p 482 A89-35300
Implementation of a transputer-based flight controller
p 482 A89-35302
Sensitivity analysis of digital flight control systems using
singular-value concepts p 538 A89-36927
Eigenstructure assignment for the control of highly
augmented aircraft p 538 A8g-36930
Flight control system design for an in-flight simulator
p 539 A89-36934
Equivalent systems method to evaluate the flight
qualities p 539 A89-36998
System testing exemplified by the A320-landing flaps
flight maneuvering system
[MSB-UT-0131-88-PUS] p 614 A89-42939
Analysis of a candidate control algorithm for a ride-quality
augmentation system p 614 A89-43057
The VAAC/VSTOL Flight Control Research Project
p 615 A89-43104
In search of effective diversity - A six-language study
of fault-tolerant flight control software
p 710 A89-44423
1988 report to the aerospace profession; Society of
Experimental Test Pilots, Symposium, 32nd, Beverly Hills,
CA, Oct. 13-15, 1988, Proceedings p 686 A89-45151
F-14/Fl10 high angle of attack flight tests
p 686 A89-45153
Digital flight and inlet control in the SR-71
p 664 A89-45160
Fokker 100, some aspects of the development of the
longitudinal control system p 687 A89-45161
A-117
FLIGHT CONTROL SUBJECT INDEX
x.15 pilot-in-the.loop and redundant emergency
systems evaluation p 664 A89.45168
Modeling of controlled flight dynamics using in-flight
simulators --* Russian book p 688 A89.46546
The pursuit of integrated control - A realtime aircraft
system demonstration
[AIAA PAPER 89-2701] p688 A89-47029
Experiences with a prevalidation methodology for
designing integrated/propulsion control system
architectures
[AIAA PAPER 89.2703] p 688 A89-47030
Integrated controls pay-off --- for flight/propulsion
aircraft systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-2704] p 688 A89-47031
The evolution - IFPC to VMS --- integrated
tiight/propulsion control for Vehicle Management
System
[AIAA PAPER 69-2705] p 688 A89-47032
Integrated flight/propulsion control study for STOVL
applications
[AIAA PAPER 89-2908] p 688 A89.47166
Development of non-conventional control methods for
high angle of attack flight using vortex manipulation
(AIAA PAPER 89-2192] p 778 A89-47653
Control of the descent of a flight vehicle along a glide
path in the grazing regime p 779 A89-47960
Real-time flight simulation support for the X-31 aircraft
program
[AIAA PAPER 89-3283] p 755 A89-48395
Development of a realtime man-in-the-loop simulation
incorporating transportable Ada flight control software
[AIAA PAPER 89-3277] p 789 A89-48439
On parameter estimation of highly augmented aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3356] p 779 A89-49060
Windshear detection and guidance system for the Fokker
100 aircraft - Review of a development process
[AIAA PAPER 89-3361] p 767 A89-4G065
Worst-case analysis of flight control systems using the
structured singular value
[AIAA PAPER 89-2018] p 781 A89-49406
Light helicopter (LHX) program
Demonstration/Validation program
[AIAA PAPER 89-2115] p 717 A89-49468
Flight control system weight prediction for modern
fighter/attack aircraft
[SAWE PAPER 1839] p 762 A89-50825
Air traffic control --- Russian book
p 783 A89.51009
AIAA Guidance, Navigation and Control Conference,
Boston, MA, Aug. 14-16, 1989, Technical Papers. Parts
t & 2 p 842 A89.52528
A new technique for aircraft flight control
recontiguration
[AIAA PAPER 89.3425] p 843 A89-52527
A real-time export system for self-repairing flight
control
[AIAA PAPER 89-3427] p 843 A89-52528
Synthesis of a helicopter full authority controller
[AIAA PAPER 89-3448] p 843 A89-52547
Self-tuning Generalized Predictive Control applied to
terrain following flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-3450] p 843 A89.52549
Flight control synthesis for an unstable fighter aircraft
using the LOG/LTR methodology
[AIAA PAPER 89-3452] p 844 A89.52551
Application of pedect model following to a control
configured vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 89-3453] p 844 A89-52552
Nonlinear control of a supermaneuverable aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3486] p 845 A89.52579
Nonlinear stabilizing control of high angle of attack flight
dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 89-3487] p 845 A89-52580
High gain flight controllers for nonlinear systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-3488] p 845 A89.52581
On the design of nonlinear controllers for flight control
systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-3489] p 845 A89-52582
Comparison of Characteristic Locus and h.infinity
methods in VSTOL flight control system design
[AIAA PAPER 89-3491 ] p846 A89.52584
A surrogate system approach to robust control design
[AIAA PAPER 89.3492] p 873 A89-52585
Design of adaptive digital model-following flight-mode
control systems for high-performance aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89.3495) p 846 A8g.52587
Evaluation methods for complex flight control systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-3502] p 846 A89-52595
Modification of trim point and feedback gains for failed
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89.3507] p 646 A89-52600
Surface failure detection and evaluation of control law
for recontiguration of flight control system
[AIAA PAPER 89.3509] p 847 A89-52602
Evaluation of a technique for predicting longitudinal
pilot-induced-oscillations
[AIAA PAPER 89.3517] p 847 A89.52609
Integrated flight/propulsion control system design based
on a centralized approach
[AIAA PAPER 89-3520] p 847 A89-52611
Application of total energy control for high performance
aircraft vertical transitions
[AIAA PAPER 89-3559] p 848 A89.52644
Optimal paths through downbursts
[AIAA PAPER 89-3561] p 846 A89-52646
A variable-gain output feedback control design
approach
[AIAA PAPER 89-3575] p 873 A89-52658
Application of variable-gain output feedback for
high-alpha control
[AIAA PAPER 89-3576] p 648 A89-52659
Initial flight qualification and operational maintenance
of X.29A flight software
[AIAA PAPER 89-3596] p850 A89-52676
Robust eigenstructura assignment for flight control using
the CtrI-C design package
[AIAA PAPER 89-3607) p 650 A89-52685
Adaptive control of high performance unstable aircraft
. A review p 851 A89-52989
Integrated flight/propulsion control system design based
on a decentralized, hierarchical approach
[AIAA PAPER 89-3519] p 851 A89.53301
Flight control reconflguration using model reference
adaptive control p 852 A89-53959
An expert system for wind shear avoidance
p 826 A89-53971
Linear token passing based bus interface unit for a fault
tolerant multiprocessor tastbad p 874 A89-53975
Asymptotically decoupled variable structure control of
systems and large maneuver of aircraft
p 852 A89-53988
Fault-tolerant sensor end actuator selection for control
of flexible structures p 874 A89-54oo7
Optimal trajectory generation and design trades for
hypersonic vehicles p 855 A89.54009
An uncertainty model for saturated actuators --- in flight
control systems p 833 A89-54066
QFT digital controller for an unmanned research vehicle
(URV) p 853 A89.54080
Flight systems design issues for a research-oriented
hypersonic vehicle p 853 A89-54371
Functional mock.up tests of the flight control system
of the NAL QSTOL research aircraft: Planning and
mechanical system test
[NAL-TR-944] p 40 N89-10047
Quadruplex digital flight control system assessrnent
[NASA-CR.182741] p40 N89.10058
Computing Systems Configuration for Highly Integrated
Guidance and Control Systems
[AGARD-LS-158] p 3 N89-10831
Computing system configuration for tighter aircraft flight
control systems p 40 N89-10832
The use of the complex summation method for
formulating algorithms for decoupling vertical/horizontal
motions of rolling aircraft p 30 N89-10889
An evaluation of ground collision avoidance system
algorithm
[AD-A197831] p 91 N89.12560
Singular perturbations and time scales in the design of
digital flight control systems
[NASA-TP-2844] p 114 N89-12569
Fiber optic control system integration
[NASA.CR.179568] p 140 N89.13256
Rotor system evaluation, phase 1
[AD-At98794] p 168 N8g-13425
Comparison of the general dynamics ground clobber
algorithm with the GCAS and laws algorithms
[AD-A198479] p 157 N89-14226
Fabrication and testing of lightweight hydraulic system
simulator hardware. Phase 2: Addendum
[AD-Ai98524] p 164 N8g-14243
Recontigurable flight control: An opportunity for
integrated diagnostics p 162 N69.14744
F-16 AI/VVI (Attitude Indicators/Vertical Velocity
Indicators) evaluation: A comparison of four
configurations
[AD.A199543] p 233 N89-15105
Application of Forsythe method in stabilizing and
decoupling speed and height in F4 phantom aircraft
[ETN-89-93566] p 246 N89-15119
Prediction of forces and moments for flight vehicle
control effectors: Workplan
[NASA-CR.184666] p 247 N89-15122
Concepts for autonomous flight control for a balloon
on Mars p 247 N89-15600
Theory and development of adaptive flight control
systems using nonlinear inverse dynamics
p 248 N89-15926
Integrated autopiiot/autothrottle for the NASA TSRV
B.737 aircraft: Design and verification by nonlinear
simulation
[NASA.CR.4217] p 248 N89-15926
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Modelling aircraft dynamics
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approaches using MLS guidance
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Phase II flight simulator mathematical model end
data-package, based on flight test and simulation
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Project Genesis - The development of a low cost
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The Tuceno flight simulator p 756 A89-48838
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The current trend
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development methodology p 264 N89-16330
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An gOD (Object-Oriented Design) paradigm for flight
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Effect of three-dimensional object type and density in
simulated low-level flight
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system identification methodology
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The data acquisition system for the Fokker 100 test
aircraft
[NLR-MP-87047-U] p 478 N89-20130
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navigation aids using an onboerd CCD camera
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Prailmln_w deign of s modular unmanned research
vehicle. Volume 1: Systam design document
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Flight testing of the Southern Cross replica aircraft
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Correlation and analysis for SH-2F 101 rotor
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State of the art inertial navigation - Flight testing of the
Honeywell LINS Standard Navigator H-423
p 30 A89-10131
Development and testing of an inflight engine
performance monitoring technique for the U,S. Navy P-3C
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[SAE 841462] p 34 A89-10615
x-2gA forward-swept-wing flight research program
status
[SAE PAPER 872418] p 27 A89-10840
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Theoretical modelling for helicopter flight dynamics -
Development and validation p 92 A89-13522
Flow properties associated with wing/body junctions in
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Transgression investigations of helicopter dynamics
p 93 A89-13582
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p 93 A89-13583
Flight and windtunnel investigations on boundary layer
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Laminar flow control leading edge systems in simulated
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MRVS - A system for meesudng, recording and
processing flight test data p 94 A89-13615
Non-destructive methods applied to aviation equipment
testing in service p 123 A89-13616
Cryogenic wind tunnels for high Reynolds number
testing p 115 A89-13622
Phase II flight simulator mathematical model and
data-package, based on flight test and simulation
techniques p 116 A89-13633
Propulsion interface unit (PIU) controller on
PW1120/DEEC m-engined F4 aircraft
p 106 A89-13654
Cruise noise of an advanced counterrotation turboprop
measured from an adjacent aircraft p 107 A89-t5080
Bell 222 Helicopter cabin noise - Analytical modeling
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Piaggio Pt80 p 98 A89-15563
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p 100 A89-16215
On the prowl in the SA-365M Panther
p 100 A89-16225
Use of dynamically scaled models for studies of the
high-angle-of-attack behavior of airplanes
p 116 A89.16515
Recent results with ATTAS in-flight simulator
[AIAA PAPER 88.4606] p 101 A89-16524
The T-2 control configured vehicle development,
integration and flight test
[AIAA PAPER 88-3882] p 179 A89-18076
Modem digital pressure control system
[AIAA PAPER 88-3948] p 172 A89-18119
Boeing 747-400 - Flight test p 161 A89-18349
Six degree of freedom crew isolation design, bench test
and flight test p 163 A80-t8896
Analytical prediction and flight test evaluation of Bell
ACAP helicopter cabin noise --- Advanced Composite
Airframe Program p 164 A89-18911
Development and qualification testing, teaming for the
V-22 multi-service aircraft system p 165 A89-18928
Air-to-air combat helicopter development
p 165 A89-18929
Development and flight test of a precision eutohover
capability for tactical rotorcreft p 165 A89-18934
Boeing Model 360 Advanced Technology Helicopter -
Design features and flight test update
p 165 A8g-18935
A fixed base data system for flight testing
p 201 A89-18937
Concept and flight testing of a modern longitudinal
motion regulator using an Inverse modal
[DGLR PAPER 87-121] p 181 A88-20238
The V-22 - 'Am I gonna like it?' p 167 A89-20745
Takeoff drag prediction for airbus A300-600 and A310
compared with flight test results p 228 A89-22810
Flight test and data analysis techniques for helicopter
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V-22 testing - Flexing the Oaprey's wings
p 24g A88-22941
Air Force, NASA conduct tests to define fighter aircraft
agility p 228 A88-22975
Helicopter manoeuvrablllty testing in practice
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Validation of a mathematical modal of the Sea King Mk5O
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Simulation models for optimization of helicopter takeoff
and landing p 231 A89-23339
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conditions p.231 A89-23348
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Design and flight testing of a modal following control
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An open-loop control system for a stets space flight
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Flight simulators - Simple or complex
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The development of an automated flight lest
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International Instrumentation Symposium, 34th,
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Advanced instrumentation for advanced aircraft
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A survey on fading channel over West-Jeva area for
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Control Data Corporation MMTS Multi-Vehicle Metric
and Telemetry System p 384 A89-31052
High spin effect on the dynamics of a high I/d finned
projectile from free-flight testa p 405 A89-31451
Flight-test maneuver modeling and control
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Integration of manned simulation end flight test into
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The Norton P73 rota."y RPV engine
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equations
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Modified F-15B to demonstrate STOL, maneuver
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Sled testing of U.S. Air Force escape systems
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'Flight testing' a multi-megawatt wind turbine
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Low cost equipment for flight test film and video
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Current flight test experience related to structural
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The measurement of linear and angular displacements
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operational accuracy p 698 A89-45142
Aircraft development test and evaluation - An Office of
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The military Dash 8 flight test program
p 664 A89-45145
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X-29A performance flight tests - Results end lessons
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F-18 Hornet. LEX Fanne flight test results
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F/A-18A digital flight control system degraded
flight evaluation p 687 A89-45158
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F-16 Inlet i_,blllty InvestigaUon
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Pressure-time history of pylon wake signature on a
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Time-dependent boundary-layer response in • propeller
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The NASP challenge - Management innovation
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[SAE PAPER 881393] p 764 A89-51355
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evaluations
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Rotor system evaluation, phees 1
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Volume I: Summary
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FLIGHT TIME
Wake model for helicopter rotors in high speed flight
[NASA-CR-177507] p 301 N89-17577
Tip aerodynamics end acoustics test: A report end data
survey
[NASA-RP-1179] p 302 N89-17579
Flight measured downwash of the QSRA
[NASA-TM-101O5O] p 316 N89-17593
Combined preliminary airworthiness evaluation end
airworthiness and flight characteristics evaluation of the
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tests
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[AD-A202303] p 399 N89-19298
Flight survey of the 757 wing noise field and its effects
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SA349/2 helicopter
[NASA.TM-10104g] p 472 N89-20124
Airworthiness end flight characteristics evaluation of an
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[AD-A203446] p 480 N89-20145
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helicopter and correlation with flight vibrations data
[NASA-CR-181723] p 497 N89-20512
Transonic Symposium: Theory, Application, and
Experiment, Volume 1, Part 1
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Flight research and testing p 453 N89-20927
AH-1S communication switch integration program
[NASA.TM.101053) p 486 N89-20978
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Comparison of propeller cru)se noise data taken in the
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[NASA-TM-101978] p 505 N89-21628
Feasibility of flight experiments and instrumentation
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measurements
[NASA-CR.184896] p 517 N89-21772
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[AD-A202467] p 530 N89-21787
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[AD-A204589] p 530 N89-21792
NASA's program on icing research and technology
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Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of modified
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An operational demonstration and engineering flight test
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[DOT/FAA/CT-TN88/42] p 601 N89-24291
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[NASA-TM-f01521] p 601 N89-24293
Loss of tail rotor effectiveness evaluation of the OH-58C
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[AD-A206181] p6O8 N89-24309
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qualities study
[NASA-TM.IOt 062] p617 N89-24323
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Method for experimental determination of flutter speed
by parameter identification
]NASA-TP-2923] p 786 N89.26844
Aerodynamic parameters of an advanced fighter aircraft
estimated from flight data. Preliminary results
[NASA-TM-tO1631] p 784 N89-26881
Glider ground effect investigation
(AD-A209152] p 821 N8g-28490
A-124
Flight test method development for s quarter-scale
aircraft with minimum instrumentation
[AD-A207896] p 835 N89-29337
A user's manual for the ARL mathematical model of
the Sea King Mk-50 helicopter. Pert 2: Use with ARL flight
data
lAD-A208059] p 836 N89-29340
FLIGHT TIME
A study on the air traffic management - The effect of
departure regulation p 599 A89-40895
An algorithm for in-flight synthesis of minimum-fuel cruise
trajectories with fixed arrival time
[AIAA PAPER 89-3387] p 757 A89-49088
General aviation activity and avionics survey
[AD-A201760] p 361 N89-19229
FLIGHT TRAINING
Introduction of the Hornet - A success story
[SAE PAPER 872436] p 27 A89-10653
The use of recent developments in achieving zero flight
time approvals p 791 A89-48835
Disorientation accidents end incidents in U.S. Army
helicopters, I January 1980 - 30 April 1987
[AD-A198720] p 156 N89-13417
FLIGHT VEHICLES
Vehicle management system requirements
[AIAA PAPER 88-3876] p 179 A89-18070
X.wing fly.by.wire vehicle management system
[AIAA PAPER 88-3923] p 179 Asg-18f00
Model control in systems with aftereffect
p 354 A89-28038
Perturbation evaluation of dynamic behavior of • class
of aiesttc vehicles p413 A89-29102
Prospects for the application of holographic
interferometry to the study of the resonant vibrations of
complex systems p 495 A89-35854
Hydrodynamics and heat transfer inthe porous elements
of flight vehicle structures *-- Russian book
p 554 A89-38489
Synthesis of systems for the motion control of
nonstatlonary objects --. Russian book
p 563 A89-38512
Problems of the unification of the on-board systems of
flight vehicles p 820 A88-42458
A model of the reachablllty zone end its use inthe ballistic
design of flight vehicles p 620 A89-42459
Methods for the mathematical modeling of flight vehicle
engines --- Russian book p 711 A89-46551
Facilities and support requirement for advanced flight
vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 89-2102] p 791 A89-49460
Facilities end support requirements for advanced flight
vehicles p 854 A89.54368
FUR DETECTORS
Standardized advanced infrared sensor . A program
status p 175 A89-18932
A critical examination of sensor fusion
p 768 A89-50302
FLOORS
Influence of s floor on sound transmission into an aircraft
fuselage model p 166 A89-20135
Effects of aircraft size on cabin floor dynamic pulses
[SAE PAPER 881379] p 305 A89-28191
Comparison of the crushing behaviour of metallic
subfloor structures
[MBB-UD-535-88-PUB] p 622 A89-39841
Longitudinal impact test of a transport airframe section
[DOT/FAA/CT-87/26] p 54 N89-11265
Crushing behaviour of helicopter subfioor structures
p 381 N89-18429
Crashworthy design of aircraft subfloor structural
components p 382 N89-18431
Transport airplane crash simulation, validation and
application to crash design criteria p 382 N69-18435
FLOOUET THEOREM
A perspective on modelling rotorcreft in turbulence
p 393 A89-31757
Investigations of the aeromechenical instability of s
helicopter using Floquet theory p 782 A89.49585
Prediction of inplsne damping from deterministic and
stochastic models --- rotor blade stability in turbulent
flow p 832 A89-52042
FLORIDA
ILS/MLS collocation tests at Miami/Tamiami, Florida
Airport
[NASA-CR-185715] p 751 N89-26832
An operational demonstration and flight test of the
Microwave Landing System (MLS) at the Miami/Tamiami,
Florida Airport
[DOT/FAA/CT-TNSg/37] p 752 N89-26833
FLOTATION
Ditching end flotation characteristics of the EHI01
helicopter p 232 A89-23355
FLOW CHAMBERS
An analytical study of the characteristics of bypass
engine mixing chambers tn the case of incomplete mixing
of gas flows p 613 A89-42488
SUBJECT INDEX
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
Flow performance of reversed tandem cascades with
double-clrcular arc profile for compressor stator
p7 A89-11036
Evaluation of an OH grid formulation for viscous cascade
flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-0207] p 277 A89-25182
Signatures of unsteady separation
[AIAA PAPER 89-1017] p 416 A89-30527
Supersonic flow past caret wings and elements of
star-shaped bodies at angles of attack end bank
p 449 A89-35481
Some properties of nonisentropic transonic flows
p 512 A89-38426
A review of methods of estimating performance
characteristics of centrifugal compressors
p 623 A89.41083
The model of combustion efficiency end calculation of
flow properties for ecramjet combustor
p 611 A69-41115
Three-dimensional effects in high-intensity vortices
p 588 A89-42464
Nonstationary supersonic flow past • sphere moving
through a thermal inhomogeneity p 588 A89-42569
Flow characteristics in an S-shaped rectangular-round
diffuser at high incidence p 846 A89-48260
Application of simple wave theory to the radiative
boundary conditions required for In internal flow Euler
solver
[AIAA PAPER 89-2577] p 848 A89-48835
Study of a circulation control airfoil with
leading/trailing-edge blowing p 737 ASg-50060
Impingement of a sonic jet on wedgeoshaped
obstacles p 741 A89-51017
Analysis of fluctuating pressures on a nose-cylinder body
measured In the NAL 2mx2m transonic wind tunnel
p 741 A89-51310
Turbulent reactive flows p 857 A89-51860
Numerical simulation and hydrodynamic visualization of
transient viscous flow Around an OScillating aerofoil
p 817 A88-62481
Intake-airframe integration p 315 N89-18744
Intakes for high angle of attack p 315 N89-18745
A computationelly efficient modelling of laminar
separation bubbles
[ NASA-CR.184789] p428 N8g-t 8504
Flow characteristics about • trailing edge
[UTIAS-TN.270] p 655 N89-25952
FLOW COEFFICIENTS
Flow characteristics in an S-shaped rectangular-round
diffuser at high incidence p 646 A89.46260
FLOW DEFLECTION
Incompressible Nevier-Stokes computations for a
round-edged double.delta wing p12 A89-12552
Model problem of the hypersonic relaxing.gas flow past
bodies p 211 A89-22245
Navier-Stokes calculations of transonic viscous flow
about wing/body configurations p 214 A89-22812
Evolution of perturbations near • surface in supersonic
flow p 294 A89-27384
Turbulization of • high-velocity boundary layer by a
projection p 448 A89-35434
Euler correction method for two- end three-dimensional
transonic flows p 819 A89-53934
Theory for separated flow around the trailing edge of
s thin profile p 820 A89-54614
An experimental study of transonic buffet of a
supercritJcal airfoil with trailing edge flap
[AD-A203189] p 458 N89-20968
Static internal performance of s nonaxisymmetric vaned
thrust reverser with flow splay capability
[NASA-TP-2933] p 747 N89-27834
FLOW DIRECTION INDICATORS
A free-trailing vane flow direction indicator employing
s linear output Hall effect transducer
p 336 A89-27675
FLOW DISTORTION
Dynamic distortion in flowfield downstream of transonic
shock-boundary layer interaction p8 A89-11061
Numerical simulation of compact schemes in
super-sonic viscous flows p9 A89-11085
On nonlinear aspects of hypersonic boundary-layer
stability p 10 A89-11116
Planar wave stability margin loss methodology ... in
military aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 88.3264) p 79 A89-16482
A vector potential model for vortex formation at the
edges of bodies in flow p 127 A89-17122
Determination of the perturbations of the flow fields of
supersonic wind tunnels from measured aerodynamic
coefficients p 144 A89-18875
Nonlinear interactions of perturbations during the
turbulent transition in the separation region of a laminar
boundary layer p 209 A89-21880
Redistribution of an inlet temperature distortion in an
axial flow turbine stage p 285 A88-22288
SUBJECT INDEX
The effect of Mach number on the stability of a plane
supersonic wave
[AIAA PAPER 89-0285] p 280 A89-25242
Asymptotics of stationary separated flow past a body
at large Reynolds numbers p 293 A89-26163
Effects of a downstream disturbance on the structure
of a turbulent plane mixing layer p 348 A89-27692
The investigation of dynamic distortions in flowfield
downstream of strong shock boundary interaction
p 570 A89-41117
The characteristics of the turbulence generator and the
simulation of the flow regulation p 571 A89-41119
Effects of nose bluntness, roughness, and surface
perturbations on the asymmetric flow past slender bodies
at large angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 89-2236] p 725 A89-47690
Active control of inlet distorted flow field in compressor
inlet p 817 A89-52316
Calculations of inlet distortion induced compressor flow
field instability p 818 A89-52498
Unsteady vortical disturbances around a thin airfoil in
the presence of a wall p 819 A89.53944
Hardware and operating features of the adaptive wall
test section for the 0,3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TM-4114] p 542 N89-22614
FLOW DISTRIBUTION
A further improvement in the numerical method of
supersonic infinitesimal horseshoe vortex distribution
p8 A89-11080
HISSS - A higher-order panel method for subsonic and
supersonic attached flow about arbitrary configurations
p 10 A89-11484
Application of an advanced panel method to
aerodynamic problems of aircraft design
p 28 A89.11486
Calculation of unsteady transonic flow about oscillating
wings by a field panel method p 11 A89-11498
Calculations of the unsteady, three-dimensional flow
field inside a motored Wankel engine
[SAE PAPER 880625] p 37 A89-12307
Aerodynamically-driven condensate layer thickness
distributions on isothermal cylindrical surfaces
p 51 A89-12337
Inlet development for the NFAC 80- by 120-foot indraff
wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 88-2528] p 41 A89-12550
Unsteady shock boundary layer interaction ahead of a
forward facing step p 64 A69-12888
Discrete nature of vortex formation with the onset of
circulation flow about a wing p 66 A89-13233
Comparison of minimum length nozzles
p 87 A89.13379
Single and contra-rotation high speed propellers - Flow
calculation and performance prediction
p 105 A89-13559
investigations on the vorficity sheets of a close-coupled
delta-canard configuration p 69 A89-13566
New guide for accurate Navier.Stokes solution of
two-dimensional external compression inlet with bleed
p 69 A89-13573
An efficient method for computing transonic and
supersonic flows about aircraft p 71 A89.13624
Experimental investigation of the complex 3-D flow
around a body of revolution at incidence - A Sino-ltalian
cooperative research program p 72 A89-13640
Basic analysis of the flow fields of slender delta wings
using the Euler equations p 72 A89-13644
Flow field visualization study on a 65-dug delta wing
p 73 A89-13687
A numerical method for predicting hypersonic
flowfields p 74 A89-14200
Heat transfer and flow around elliptic cylinders in tandem
arrangement p 126 A89-16358
Turbine-stage heat transfer Comparison of
short-duration measurements with state-of-the-art
predictions p 126 A89-t6458
Zonal techniques for flowtield simulation about aircraft
p 80 A89-16931
Experimental flowfields around NACA 0012 airfoils
located in subsonic and supersonic rarefied air streams
p 81 A89-17015
Recent developments in transonic flow computation
p 145 A89-18749
Free wake calculation of rotor flow fields for interactional
aerodynamics p 145 A89-18853
Rotor inflow variability with advance ratio
p 145 A8g-18855
Improvements to transonic flowfield calculations
p 146 A89-18915
Downstream vorticity measurements from ultrasonic
pulses p 151 A89.20313
Numerical simulation of real flow field with transonic
cascades p 210 A89-22005
Complex shock patterns and vortices in inviscid
supersonic flows p 212 A89-22342
Sources of error in the graphical analysis of CFD
results p 255 A89-22578
Laser velocimeter measurements in a model propeller
flowtield p 215 A89.23120
Expedmental study of isothermal swirling flows in a dump
combustor p 240 A89-23182
Separated flows developing under increasingly adverse
pressure gradients p 218 A89-24312
Self-preservation of turbulent wakes
p 218 A89.24313
Simulation of transonic viscous wing and wing-fuselage
flows using zonal methods p 219 A89-24823
Flow.field characteristics and normal.foroe correlations
for delta wings from Mach 2,4 to 4.6
[AIAA PAPER 89-0026] p 272 A89.25022
Effects of leading-edge shape and vortex burst on the
flowfield of a 70-degree-sweep delta-wing
[AIAA PAPER 89-0086] p 274 A89-25076
Streamlines and streemribbons in aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 89-0140] p 276 A89-25123
Prediction of 3D multi-stage turbine flow field using a
multiple-grid Euler solver
[AIAA PAPER 89-0203] p 277 A89-25178
An experimental investigation of the effects of a base
cavity on the near-wake flowfield of a body at subsonic
and transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-0210] p 277 A89-25184
Analysis of three.dimensional aerospace configurations
using the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0268] p 279 A89-25226
Effect of nose bluntness on flow field over slender bodies
in hypersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-0270] p 279 A89-25228
Supersonic sudden-expansion flow with fluid injection -
An experimental and computational study
[AIAA PAPER 89-038g] p 284 A89-25328
IFM applications to cavity flowfield predictions
[AIAA PAPER 89-0477] p 285 A89-25390
Evaluation of three turbulence models for the prediction
of steady and unsteady aidoads
[AIAA PAPER 89-0609] p 288 A8g-25485
Laser velocimetar measurements of the flowfield
generated by an advanced counterroteting propeller
[AIAA PAPER 89-0434] p 293 A8g.26373
Miniaturized compact water.cooled pitot.pressure probe
for flow-field surveys in hypersonic wind tunnels
p 348 A86-2765g
Diagonal implicit multigrid calculation of inlet flowfields
p 294 A89-27716
Modular analysis of scramjet flowfleld8
p 325 A89.28337
Comparison of 3D computation and experiment for
non-axisymmetdc nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 89-0007] p 325 A89-28403
Flow measurement on the fuselage of a Boeing 737
airplane
[AIAA PAPER 89-0209] p 295 A89.28404
Transonic store separation using a three-dimensional
chimera gdd scheme
[AIAA PAPER 89-0637] p 296 A89-28442
F-14 flow field simulation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0642] p 296 A89-28444
Investigation of the flow in the diffuser section of the
NASA Lewis Icing Research Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 89-0755] p 336 A89-28455
Pressure and flow field calculation in supersonic and
hypersonic flow about rounded bodies
p 370 A89-31901
The influence of a radial swid generator on the flow
field from a fuel nozzle model p 490 A89.33354
Comparison of LDA and LTA application for propeller
tests in wind tunnels p 490 A89-33381
A numerical method for predicting hypersonic
flowtields p 440 A89-33634
The flow on the lee-side of a delta wing at Mach 7
p 440 A89.33637
Interaction noise mechanisms for an advanced propeller
- Experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 89-1093] p 502 A89-33733
Navier-Stokes calculations of scramjet-afterbody
fiowfields p 443 A89-34732
Model for investigation of helicopter fuselage influence
on rotor fiowfields p 445 A89-34883
Numerical solutions for the flowfield around a
counter-rotating propeller p 445 A89-34887
Computation of external, hypersonic, three-dimensional
fiowtield and heat transfer p 494 A89-34935
Visualization of aerodynamic flow fields using
photorefractive crystals p 555 A89-38764
Swirling flows in an annular-to-rectangular transition
section p 555 A89-39037
Experimental investigation of shock
wave/boundary-layer interactions in an annular duct
p 514 A89-39039
Numerical study of two.dimensional impinging jet
fiowfields p 569 A89-40902
FLOW DISTRIBUTION
Calculation of flow over iced airfoils
p 570 A89-40905
Prediction of transition due to isolated roughness --- for
flow over flat plate with bumps or hollows
p 622 A89-40907
Analysis of the influence of the end-wall boundary layer
growth on the performance of multistage compressors
p 570 A89-41082
A central finite volume TVD scheme for the calculation
of supersonic and hypersonic flow fields around complex
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1975] p 578 A89-41844
A computational analysis of the transonic flow field of
two.dimensional minimum length nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 89-1822] p 581 A89-42052
Numerical simulation of flow over a hypersonic aircraft
using an explicit upwind PNS solver
[AIAA PAPER 89-1829] p 582 A89-42058
Experimental/computational study of a transonic aircraft
with stores
[AIAA PAPER 89-1832] p 582 A89-42060
Measurement and computation of the velocity field Of
a cylinder in the wake of a rotor in forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-1844] p 583 A89-42072
Effect of wall temperature distribution on the stability
of the compressible boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 89-1894] p 587 A89-42116
Periodic vortex shedding over delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 89-1923] p 587 A89-42139
PNS code assessment studies for scramjet combustor
and nozzle flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 89-1697] p 613 A89-43;H3
CFD for hypersonic airbreathing aircraft
p 641 A89-45355
A flow-field solver using overlying and embedded
meshes together with a novel compact Euler algorithm
p 641 A89-45359
The spatially non.uniform convergence of the numerical
solutions of flows p 699 A89-45535
Spray petternation at high pressure
[AIAA PAPER 89-2323] p 702 A89.46750
Computational and experimental study of stall
propagation in axial compressors
[AIAA PAPER 89-2454] p 647 A89-48842
An experimental study of the effect of streemwise
vortiolty on supersonic mixing enhancement
[AIAA PAPER 8g-2456] p 648 A8g.46843
L2F and LDV velocimetry measurement and analysis
of the 3-D flow field in a centrifugal compressor
[AIAA PAPER 89-2572] p 648 A89-46933
Performance and flow field of a ducted propeller
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optimum structural sizing for gust-induced response
p 394 A89-31866
Gust analysis of an aircraft with highly non-linear systems
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 89.1377] p 527 A89-37650
Prediction of fatigue life under aircraft loading with and
without use of material memory rules
p 527 A89-38028
Fatigue damage to an aircraft from gusts
p 603 A89-40083
Gust generation in a wind.tunnel end estimation of the
model p 692 A89-46696
An analysis end wind tunnel test of gust alleviation and
gust load alleviation for aircraft p 792 A89-51302
Gust front detection algorithm for the Terminal Doppler
Weather Radar, II - Performance assessment
p 871 A89-54852
Statistical properties of atmospheric turbulence relevant
to the calculation of airplane loads
[NLR.TR.88013-U] p 246 N8g.15120
Fatigue damage in composites under different loading
conditions
[NLR-TR-88032-U] p 251 N89.15198
An examination of the fatigue meter records from the
RAAF (Royal Australian Air Force) caribou fleet
[AD-A201074] p 395 N8g-19290
On the relationship between matched filter theory as
applied to gust loads and phased design loads analysis
[NASA-CR-181802] p 472 N89-20125
Time-correlated gust loads using Matched-Filter Theory
and Random.Process Theory: A new way of looking at
things
[NASA.TM-101573] p 671 N89-25232
GUST8
The statistical discrete gust (SDG) method in its
developed form
[AIAA PAPER 89.1375] p 391 A89.30850
Calculation of the steadily pedodic and gust responses
of a hingeless rotor helicopter using two.dimensional time
domain unsteady aerodynamics p 182 N89-14240
A preliminary study of precursors to Huntsville
microburats
[AD-A200914] p 428 N89-19782
GYROSCOPES
Gyroscopic systems (2nd revised and enlarged edition)
... Russian book p 421 A89-32182
Configuration of tuned dry gyro redundant system
p 554 A89-38189
Finite element analysis of gyroscopic effects
p 863 A89-53499
GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
Effect of constant accelerations end translational
vibrations on the ddfts of a free gyroscope with •
noncontect suspension p 265 A89-21490
Vibration of bladed flexible rotor due to gyroscopic
moment p 772 A89-48466
Wideband linear quadratic Gaussian control of
strapdown dry tuned gyro/eccelerometers
[AIAA PAPER 89-3441] p 837 A89-52540
H
H-53 HELICOPTER
Measurement of the electrostatic charging on large
helicopters and control of the shock hazard
p 22 N89.10461
HAFNIUM COMPOUNDS
Chemical vapor deposition of oxidation resistant HfB2
+ SiC composite coatings p 185 A89-19481
HAIL
A general equation for the terminal fall speed of solid
hydrometeors p 808 A89-51181
HALL EFFECT
A free-trailing vane flow direction indicator employing
a linear output Hall effect transducer
p 336 A89-27675
HAMILTONIAN FUNCTIONS
Hamiltonian mechanics as a possible alternative for
deriving aero.elastic equations p 256 A89-23357
HANDBOOKS
Air navigation: Handbook p 750 A89-48943
FAA statistical handbook of aviation: Calendar year
1987
lAD-A200917) p638 N89-25113
HANG GLIDERS
Measurement of aerodynamic characteristics of a
hang-glider-wing by ground run tests using a test vehicle
[NAL-TR-953] p 13 N89-10004
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
Theoretical model for stabilization of clay-silt airport
pavement subgrade systems. Phase 1: Laboratory
investigation. Phase 2: Rutting tests
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/20.PHASE.t/2) p 793 N89-27673
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HARDENING (SYSTEMS)
EMP.induced transients and their impact on system
performance p 422 N89-18591
HARMONIC ANALYSIS
Application of harmonic analysis method to research
on rotor airloeds p467 A89-33139
HARMONIC CONTROL
Beadngless rotors and higher harmonic control modeling
using RACAP p 162 A89-18876
Application of higher harmonic control (HHC) to
hingeless rotor systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-1218] p 430 A89-30703
Fixed-gain versus adaptive higher harmonic control
simulation p 782 A89-49832
HARMONIC EXCITATION
The use of sweap-frequency excitation for unsteady
pressure measurement --- in aerodynamics
p 147 A89-18940
HARMONIC FUNCTIONS
A new class of random processes with application to
helicopter noise
[NASA-CR-185037] p 713 N89-26679
HARMONIC OSCILLATION
Unsteady Iow.apead windtunnel test of a straked delta
wing, oscillating in pitch. Part 3. Plots of the zeroth and
first harmonic unsteady pressure distributions (Concluded)
and plots of steady and first harmonic unsteady overall
loads
[AD-A197541] p 84 N89-11711
Unsteady low.speed windtunnel test of a straked delta
wing, oscillating in pitch. Part 4: Plots of time histories of
pressures and overall loads
[AD-At98682] p 152 N89.13402
Unsteady low-speed windtunnel test of a straked delta
wing, oscillating in pitch. Part 5: Power spectral density
plots of the overall loads for harmonic oscillation and the
response of overall loads to (1-C S) inputs
[AD-A198683] p 152 N89.13403
Development and application of a program to calculate
transonic flow around an oscillating threa-dimensional wing
using finite difference procedures
[NASA-CR-181744] p 450 N89-20093
HARMONICS
An efficient method for predicting the vibratory response
of linear structures with friction interfaces. Volume 2:
Steady-state vibrations of a 2.body system with a frictional
interface
[AD-A197022] p 128 N89.12081
Subharmonic and fundamental high amplitude excitation
of an axisymmetric jet
[NASA-TM.101946] p 452 N89-20920
Development of harmonic panel methods for aeroaiestic
applications to elastic bodies and body-fin combinations
in supersonic flow
[AD-A205739] p 593 N89-23423
HARNESSES
Automated wire preparation system
p 189 A89.18895
A seat.mounted combined harness
[AIAA PAPER 89-0937] p 463 A89.35245
Lightning tests to measure the bulk current levels
associated with the electronic engine control of e turboprop
commuter transport p 21 N89-10457
HARRIER AIRCRAFt"
AV-8B - An international success story
[AIAA PAPER 89-2036] p 814 A89-49416
Noise of the Harder in vertical landing and takeoff
p 60 N89-10856
HASTELLOY (TRADEMARK)
Thermomechanical characterization of Hastelioy-X
under uniaxial cyclic loading p 133 N89.12909
HAZARDS
Measurement of the electrostatic charging on large
helicopters and control of the shock hazard
p 22 N89-10461
Implications of a recent lightning strike to a NASA jet
trainer p 22 N89-10478
AH-1S communication switch integration program
[NASA-TM-t01053] p 466 N89-20978
Contamination of the exterior of a C-130E aircraft used
for aerial spray, 907 TAG, Rickenbacker ANGB, OH
[AD-A202430] p 474 N89.20984
A demonstration of the method of stochastic finite
element analysis
[AD-A206135] p 630 N89-24127
HEAD-UP DISPLAYS
Design methods for a holographic heed-up display
curved combiner p 104 A89-15778
Holographic and classical head up display technology
for commercial and fighter aircraft p 104 A89-15779
Compact holographic sight p 125 A89-15785
Dynamic perspective displays and the control of tilt-rotor
aircraft in simulated flight p 174 A89.18867
HUD on the head for combat pilots
p 532 A89-39227
Effect of head-up display dynamics on fighter flying
qualities p 606 A89-43058
Manual CAT Ilia with a HUD - Requirements and testing
--- FAA instrument approach category
p 687 A69-45164
An exploratory study of the use of movement-correlated
cues in an auditory head-up display p 674 A89.45329
Display systems dynamics requirements for flying
qualities
[AD-A198275] p 233 N89.15t04
Light weight escape capsule for fighter aircraft
p 383 N89-19858
Evaluation of head-up display formats for the F/A-18
hornet
[AD-A208651 ] p 770 N89-27660
Towards a physiologically based HUD (Head-Up Display)
symbology
[AD-A207748] p 838 N89-28515
HEAT BALANCE
Productivity and cryogenic wind tunnels
(ONERA, TP NO. 1989-80] p 790 A89-48762
Instrumentation for cryogenic wind tunnels
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-81] p 790 A89-48763
HEAT EXCHANGERS
Analysis of thermal performance for aviation - Moist air
cross flow heat exchanger p126 A89-16438
The design of rotary regenerator for gas turbines
p 255 A89-22373
Ceramic heat exchangers and turbine blades - Theory
and expadmontal results
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-157] p 421 A89-31815
A comparisen of mixed and penalty finite element
methods in analysis of heat exchangers
p 862 A89-53254
Thermal.hydraulic designs of finned heat-exchangers
experiencing free or forced convection
p 259 N89.15345
On the stress problem of the pebble bed heat exchanger
in a hypersonic wind tunnel
[NAL.TM-ST-8705] p 693 N89-25240
HEAT FLUX
Influence of vane/blade spacing and injection on stage
heat-flux distributions p 325 A89-28342
Sensors for ceramic components in advanced
propulsion systems: Summary of literature survey and
concept analysis, task 3 report
[NASA-CR-180900] p 54 N89-11192
A high heat flux experiment for verification of
thermostructural analysis
[NASA-TM.100931] p 127 N89-12026
HOST instrumentation R end D program overview
p 110 N89-12878
Structural response of an advanced combustor liner:
Test and analysis p 351 N89-17329
Experience with advanced instrumentation in a hot
section cascade
[NASA-TM.102294] p 806 N89-27980
HEAT MEASUREMENT
Thermal ageing of pely(aryl-ether-ether ketone) (PEEK)
. The role of carbon p 410 A89-29962
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION
Calculation of the heat of evaporation of aviation fuels
p 795 A89-48011
HEAT PIPES
Topics of aircraft thermal management
[SAE PAPER 881381] p 314 A89-28255
Heat pipe cooling for scramjet engines
[NASA-CR-4036] p 259 N89-t5351
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
PM AI alloys - Hot prospects for aerospace
applications p 185 A89-17622
Superplasticity of HIPped PM superalloys made from
attdted preelloy powder p 341 A89-25915
Material defects in a PM-nickel-hase superalioy
p 341 A89-25919
Intarmetallic compounds for high.temperature structural
use p 409 A89-29159
Tensile behaviour of a nickel-based single crystal
superalloy - Effects of temperature and orientation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-7] p 409 A89-29203
Modelling of viscoplastic anisetropic behaviour of single
crystals
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-127] p 409 A89-29278
PM superalioy turbine blades p 467 A89-33454
Advanced microstructural observations of gas turbine
P/M materials p 487 A89.33456
Structure and properties of forged ODS nickel-base
superalloys p 491 A69-3346t
On developing a microstructurally and thermally stable
iron.nickel base suparailoy p 545 A89.36406
Causes and effects of center segregation in electro-slag
remelted alloy 718 for critical rotating part applications
p 545 A89-36410
Development of Gatorized MERL 76 for gas turbine disk
applications p 545 A89.36411
Development of Inconel alloy MA 6000 turbine blades
for advanced gas turbine engine designs
p 545 A89-36414
Second-generation nickel-base single crystal
suparalloy p 546 A89-36424
Enhanced rupture properties in advanced single crystal
alloys p 546 A89-36425
A hafnium-free directionally solidified nickel-base
superalloy p 546 A89-36435
Electron beam cold hearth refinement processing of
Inconel alloy 718 and Nimonic alloy PK50
p 546 A89-36440
Property optimization in superailoys through the use of
heat treat process modelling p 546 A89-36452
Laser drilling of a superailoy coated with ceramic
p 551 A89-36455
Degradation of aluminide coated directionally solidified
suparalioy turbine blades in an aero gas turbine engine
p 546 A89-36480
Probabilistic-parametdc models of the long-term
strength of metallic materials of aircraft gas turbine
engines p 620 A89-40619
Microstructure-proparty relationships in advanced nickel
base superalloy airfoil castings p 696 A89-45929
Continual opportunities for superalloy development
p 696 A89.45931
A review of beryllides for very high temperature
service p 696 A89-45948
Now high temperature resistant NiCrAI and NiCrAI +
Hf felt materials
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-50] p 796 A89-48735
A study of the fatigue behavior of small cracks in
nickel-base superalioys
lAD-At95489) p 44 N89-10161
Effect of protective coatings on life of heat-rosistant
nickel steal under cyclic heat load p 45 N89-11005
Constitutive modelling of single crystal and directionally
solidified superailoys p 120 N89.12912
An investigation of environmental influence on the creep
behavior of a low pressure plasma sprayed NiCoCrAIY
alloy p 186 N89-13648
Metallurgical modelling of superalloy disc isothermal
forgings p 258 N89-15266
The application of process modelling to heat treatment
of superalloys p 252 N89-15281
Constitutive modelling of single crystal and directionally
solidified superalloys p 342 N89-17325
High temperature constitutive and crack initiation
modeling of coated single crystal superalioys
p 342 N89-17334
Microsfructural optimisation of titanium alloys for defect
tolerance in gas turbine engine components
[PNR90503] p 412 N89-19413
Structural analysis methods development for turbine hot
section components p479 N89-20140
Fatigue life prediction modeling for turbine hot section
materials p 480 N89-20142
Macrocrack-multiple defect interaction considering
elastic, plastic and viscopiestic effects
[AD-A203186] p 498 N89-21282
Application of Advanced Material for Turbomechinery
and Rocket Propulsion
[AGARD-CP-449] p 548 N89-22654
HEAT TRANSFER
Heat transfer in the recirculating region formed b_ a
backward-facing step p 51 A89-12252
Heat transfer and interferometric study of the flow over
a rearward facing step in hypersonic high enthalpy
stream p 64 A89-12887
Turbine.stage heat transfer - Comparison of
short-duration measurements with state-of-the-art
predictions p 126 A89-16458
Boundary elements X; Proceedings of the Tenth
International Conference on Boundary Element Methods,
Southampton, England, Sept. 6-9, 1988. Volume 2 - Heat
transfer, fluid flow and electrical applications
p 253 A89-21277
Heat transfer and pressure comparisons between
computation and wind tunnel for a research hypersonic
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-0029] p 272 A89-25025
Influence of clearance leakage on turbine heat transfer
at and near blade tips - Summary of recent results
[AIAA PAPER 89-0327] p 344 A89-25;!75
The influence of freestream vorticity on particle lift, drag,
and heat transfer
[AIAA PAPER 89-0555] p 345 A89-25445
A numerical investigation of the influence of surface
roughness on heat transfer in ice accretion
[AIAA PAPER 89-0737] p 346 A89-25554
Experimental research of flow separation, heat transfer
and ablation on flat plate-wedges in supersonic, turbulent
flow p 292 A89-25938
The influence of jet-grid turbulence on turbulent
boundary layer flow and heat transfer
p 419 A89-30929
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HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS SUBJECT INDEX
Heat transfer in gas turbine combustors
p 491 A89-33580
Heat transfer in gas turbine engines and
three-dimensional flows; Proceedings of the Symposium,
ASME Winter Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL, Nov. 27-Dec.
2, 1988 p 494 A89-34926
Effects of wake passing on stagnation region heat
transfer p 494 A89-34928
Hydrodynamics and heat transfer in the porous elements
of flight vehicle structures -.- Russian book
p 554 A89-38499
Nonstationary thermal duty of the structural elements
of flight vehicles --- Russian book p 535 A89-38502
The structure of aerodynamic heating in
three-dimensional shock wave/turbulent boundary layer
interactions induced by sharp and blunt fins
]AIAA PAPER 89-1854] p 585 A89-42082
Hypersonic flow in a compression corner in 2D and 3D
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1876] p 586 A89-42101
Application of the boundary element method to unsteady
heat transfer problems p 700 A89-45552
Turbine aerodynamic performance measurements in
short duration facilities
[AIAA PAPER 89-2690] p 693 A89-47020
Transient thermal processes in the powerplants of flight
vehicles --- Russian book p 800 A89.48920
A study of heat transfer during the design of a cooling
system for gas turbine blades p 775 A89-51025
Heat transfer in aerospace propulsion
p 862 A89-53282
Unsteady heat transfer in turbine blade ducts - Focus
on combustor sources p 862 A89-53286
High-resolution liquid.crystal heat-transfer
measurements on the endwall of a turbine passage with
variations in Reynolds number p 862 A89-53289
The effect of incident wake flow on blunt.body transfer
rates p 84 N89.11707
Development of a thermal and structural analysis
procedure for cooled radial turbines
[NASA-TM-101416] p 109 N89-12568
Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology 1986
[NASA-CP-2444] p 129 N89-12876
HOST turbine heat transfer subproject overview
p 110 N89-12680
Aerothermal modeling program, phase 2
p 131 N89.12890
Heat transfer with very high free-stream turbulence and
streamwise vortices p 132 N89-12900
A comparison of numerical methods for the prediction
of two.dimensional heat transfer in an electrothermal
deicer pad
[NASA-CR-4202] p 175 N89-13429
The effects of leading edge and downstream film cooling
on turbine vane heat transfer
[NASA-CR-182133] p 192 N89-13784
The effects of inlet turbulence and rotor/stator
interactions on the aerodynamics and heat transfer of a
large-scale rotating turbine model, volume 1
[NASA-CR-4079] p 192 N89-t3756
Thermal-hydraulic designs of finned heat-exchangers
experiencing free or forced convection
p 259 N89.15345
Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology, 1987
[NASA-CP-2493] p 351 N89-17298
Measurement of airfoil heat transfer coefficients On a
turbine stage p 351 N89-17311
Coolant passage heat transfer with rotation
p 351 N89-17314
High temperature furnace modeling and performance
verifications
[NASA-CR-t83381] p 408 N89-18498
High-resolution liquid-crystal heat-transfer
measurements on the end wall of a turbine passage with
variations in Reynolds number
[NASA-TM-100827] p 424 N89-18664
Documentation of two- and three-dimensional
hypersonic shock wave/turbulent boundary layer
interaction flows
]NASA-TM-101075] p 461 N89-20100
Review and assessment of the database and numerical
modeling for turbine heat transfer p 479 N89-20139
On the stress problem of the pebble bed heat exchanger
in a hypersonic wind tunnel
[NAL-TM-ST-8705] p 693 N89-25240
Long duration balloon technology survey, phase t
[AD-A206975] p 656 N89-25965
Three dimensional flow and temperature profile
attenuation in an axial flow turbine
[AD-A206736] p 685 N89-26005
Superconducting rotor cooling system
[AD.D014020] p 709 N89-26240
Experience with advanced instrumentation in a hot
section cascade
[NASA-TM-102294] p 806 N89-27980
Aerothermodynamic instrumentation
p 866 N89-293t0
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
Calculation of compressible flow and heat transfer on
a rotating disk p 50 A89-t 1033
Regressed relations for forced convection heat transfer
in a direct injection stratified charge rotary engine
[SAE PAPER 880626] p 51 A89-12308
Heat transfer and flow around elliptic cylinders in tandem
arrangement p 126 A89-16358
Freestraam turbulence effect on turbine airfoil heat
transfer p 255 A89-22288
Measurements of wall pressure and heat transfer rate
in the interaction regions of shock waves and turbulent
boundary layers induced by blunt fins
p 218 A89-24319
Aerodynamics and heat transfer of a swiding flow on
the end surface of a vortex chamber
p 416 A89-30210
Prediction of heat transfer characteristics of discrete
hole film cooling - One row of injection into a turbulent
boundary layer p 494 A89-34931
Local heat transfer in internally cooled turbine airfoil
leading edge regions. I - Impingement cooling without film
coolant extraction. II - Impingement cooling with film
coolant extraction p 494 A89-34932
The effects of longitudinal vortices on heat transfer of
laminar boundary layers p 860 A89.51680
Heat transfer characteristics of an aero-engine intake
fitted with a hot air jet impingement anti-icing system
p 833 A89.53255
An experimental investigation of heat transfer
coefficients and friction factors in passages of different
aspect ratios roughened with 45 deg turbulators
p 862 A89-53274
Measurement of airfoil heat transfer coefficients on a
turbine stage p 132 N89-12897
Coolant passage heat transfer with rotation
p 132 N89-12899
Heat transfer rates on an analytic forebody in the AFWAL
(Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories) Mach 3 high
Reynolds number wind tunnel. Comparison of test results
with predictions from STAPAT (A Specific Thermal
Analyzer Program for Aircraft Transparencies)
[AD.A199523] p 220 N89.15080
The application of process modelling to heat treatment
of suporalloys p 252 N89.15281
Measurement of airfoil heat transfer coefficients on a
turbine stage p 351 N89.17311
Coolant passage heat transfer with rotation
p 351 N89-17314
HEAT TREATMENT
Thermal conductivity and microstructure stability of heat
treated AMZIRC copper-based alloys
p 341 A89-26361
Metallurgical stability of Inconel alloy 718
p 545 A89-36405
Property optimization in suporalloys through the use of
heat treat process modelling p 546 A89-36452
Qualification of high temperature vacuum carburizing for
an aircraft gear steel p 624 A89-41598
Metallurgical modelling of suporalloy disc isothermal
forgings p 258 N89-15266
The application of process modelling to heat treatment
of superalloys p 252 N89-t5281
HEATING EQUIPMENT
Two-dimensional simulation of electrothermal deicing of
aircraft components p 528 A89-39194
A top-down SFP analysis of a complex system ... single
failure points p 701 A89-46472
On the stress problem of the pebble bed heat exchanger
in a hypersonic wind tunnel
[NAL-TM-ST-8705] p 693 N89-25240
HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS
Active aerodynamic stabilization of a
helicopter/sling-load system p 782 A89-50061
Comparison of nonlinear controllers for twin-lift
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-3591] p 849 A89-52671
HELICOPTER CONTROL
Development of a helicopter simulation program
[DGLR PAPER 87-123] p 26 A89-10520
Automation applications for rotorcraft; Proceedings of
the National Specialists' Meeting, Atlanta, GA, Apr. 4-6,
1988 p 2 A89-12401
The NOE pilot's associate - A job description
p 39 A89-12402
Simulation and analysis of image-based navigation
system for rotorcraft low-altitude flight
p 32 A89-12403
Speech recognition in advanced rotorcraft - Using
speech controls to reduce manual control overload
p 24 A89-12404
A tactics expert system for scout/atteck rotorcraff
p 58 A89-12405
Digital electronics on small helicopter engines
p 105 A89-13590
Digital Fly-By-Wire system for advanced AH-64
helicopters
[AIAA PAPER 88-3922] p 179 A89-18099
Simulation evaluation of helicopter Terrain
Following/Terrain Avoidance concepts
[AIAA PAPER 88-3924] p 180 A89-t8101
Determination of control laws for a single pilot, attack
helicopter p 180 A89-18904
A comparison between various side-arm controller
configurations in a fly-by-wire helicopter
p 180 A89-t8905
Development and flight test of a precision autohover
capability for tactical rotorcraft p 165 A89-18934
Flight test and data analysis techniques for helicopter
parameter estimation p 242 A89-22872
The measurement and control of helicopter blade modal
response using blade-mounted accelerometers
p 229 A89-23306
Helicopter manoeuvrability testing in practice
p 243 A89-23318
Automatic flight control system developed for AB212
'Combat S.A.R. Helicopter' of the Italian Air Force and
for AB412 'Carabinieri' p 236 A89-23325
Digital AFCS for AS 332 MK II helicopter
p 236 A89-23334
Aircraft motion sensor integrity for helicopter automatic
flight control p 237 A89-23337
An analytical tool to define criteria for helicopter airborne
radar approach procedures to offshore installations
p 225 A89-23358
An investigation of the stability of flight path constrained
helicopter manoeuvres by inverse simulation
p 243 A89-23361
The identification of reduced order models of helicopter
behaviour for handling qualities studies
p 243 A89-23363
H-infinity design and the improvement of helicopter
handling qualities --- optimization for design of robust
controllers p 244 A89-23364
Advanced diagnostics for helicopter rotor head
management, including the use of expert systems
p 233 A89-23377
Design and flight testing of a model following control
system for helicopters p 244 A89-24488
Notar reduces pilot workload, improves response in
OH-6A p 385 A89-29348
Application of higher harmonic control (HHC) to
hingetess rotor systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-1215] p 430 A89-30703
Frequency domain techniques applied to the
identification of helicopter dynamics p 500 A89-35261
Design of robust multiveriable helicopter control laws
for handling qualities enhancement p 482 A89-35297
More helicopter aerodynamics --- Book
p 513 A89-38578
OPST I - A digital optical tail rotor control system
lMBB-UD-533-88-PUB] p 614 A89-39847
Simulation methodology for helicopter automatic flight
control systems p 686 A89-45048
Arranging computer architectures to create
higher-performance controllers p 711 A89-46147
G-seat heave motion cueing for improved handling in
helicopter simulators
[AIAA PAPER 89-3337] p 786 A89-48389
Fixed-gain versus adaptive higher harmonic control
simulation p 782 A89-49832
Active aerodynamic stabilization of a
helicopter/sling-load system p 782 A89-50061
Control and stabilization of decentralized systems
p 811 A89-50115
Use of multiprocessor technology for active disturbance
variable suppression in a helicopter p 782 A89-50365
Flight investigation of helicopter Iow-spoed response
requirements p842 A89-5t 702
Synthesis of a helicopter full authority controller
[AIAA PAPER 89-3448] p 843 A89-52547
Time periodic control of a multi-blade helicopter
[AIAA PAPER 89-3449] p 843 A89-52548
Algebraic loop transfer recovery - An application to the
design of a helicopter output feedback control taw
[AIAA PAPER 89-3579] p 849 A89-52662
Comparison of nonlinear controllers for twin-lift
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-3591] p 849 A89-52671
Parallel dynamic programming for on-line flight path
optimization
[AIAA PAPER 89-3615] p 832 A89-52693
A study of helicopter stability and control including blade
dynamics
[NASA-CR-183245] p 40 N89-10895
Design and numerical evaluation of full-authority flight
control systems for conventional and thruster-augmented
helicopters employed in NOE operations
[NASA-CR-18331t] p 114 N89-12570
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Time periodic control of a multiblsde helicopter
p 406 N89-19312
A flight dynamic study of the helicopter including blade
dynamics p 531 N89-21796
Loss of tail rotor effectiveness evaluation of the OH-58C
helicopter with directional SAS (Stability Augmentation
System)
[AD-A206181] p 608 N89-24309
Optimal guidance with obstacle avoidance for
nap.of.the.eerth flight
[NASA.CR.177515] p 618 N89-24328
Design of an active helicopter control experiment at the
Princeton Rotorcraft Dynamics Laboratory
[NASA-CR-185490] p 783 N89.26859
High.speed data acquisition for the Princeton University
Dynamic Model Track
[NASA.CR.185491] p792 N89.26865
HELICOPTER DESIGN
'The Pointer', a new concept for RPV air vehicles
p 28 A89.12416
Transgression investigations of helicopter dynamics
p 93 A89-13582
Primary design and stress analysis on the external load
structure connected on s helicopter p 123 A89.14548
Calculation of torsional stiffness for cross sections of
composite rotor blades p 126 A89.16443
Advanced Apache architecture
[AIAA PAPER 88-3928] p 174 A89-18188
AHS, Annual Forum, 44th, Washington, DC, June 16-18,
1988, Proceedings p 141 A89.18851
Airframe end propulsion assessment of alternative light
helicopter technologies (LHX) p 161 A89.18863
Experimental verification of helicopter blade designs
optimized for minimum vibration p 162 A89-18874
Design of • simple active controller to suppress
helicopter air resonance p 162 A89-18877
Design and fabrication of an advanced light rotor
p 163 A89.18880
Optimal design of an advanced composite rotating
flexbeam p 189 A89.18884
Design, analysis, and test of composite fuel tank pods
for the CH-46E helicopter p163 A89-18885
Achieving reliability and maintainability goals with •
composite main rotor blade p 189 A89.18892
NOTAR hybrid composite/metal fan blade
p 163 A89.18893
Aeroelestic optimization of a helicopter rotor
p 163 A89-18898
Dynamic characteristics of advanced besringless rotors
at McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company
p 164 A89-18899
Analytical prediction and flight test evaluation of Bell
ACAP helicopter cabin noise ... Advanced Composite
Airframe Program p 164 A89.18911
Bell ACAP full-scale aircraft crash test and KRASH
correlation p 164 A89-18920
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[NASA-TM-102189] p 706 N89-25479
The acoustics of a small.scale helicopter rotor tn
hover
[NASA-TM-101058] p 655 N89-25954
Performance and loads data from an outdoor hover test
of a Lynx tail rotor
[NASA-TM-101057] p 656 N89-25958
Analysis of helicopter environmental data: Indianapolis
downtown heliport, Wall Street heliport. Volume 1:
Summary
[AD-A206708] p 710 N89-26294
Experimental assessment of helicopter rotor turbulence
ingestion noise in hover
[NASA.CR-181792] p 813 N89-27468
Incorporation of vortex line and vortex ring hover wake
models into a comprehensive rotorcraft analysis code
[AD.A208038] p 835 Nag-29338
identification of an adequate model for collective
response dynamics of a See King helicopter in hover
[AD-A208060] p 838 N89.29341
HOVERING STABILITY
The free-wake prediction of rotor hover performance
using a vortex embedding method
[AIAA PAPER 89-0838] p 296 A89-28443
The constraint wake analysis for hovering rotors
p 511 Aag.377g0
A systems approach to rotorcraft stability and control
research
lAD.A201784] p 406 N89.19314
Survey of Army/NASA rotororaff aeroelestic stability
research
[NASA-TM-101026] p818 Nag-2432g
HUBS
Optimal design of an advanced composite rotating
flexbeam p 189 A89-18884
Investigation of generic hub fairing and pylon shapes
to reduce hub drag p 230 Aag-23319
Hub loads analysis of the SA349/2 helicopter
[NASA.TM-101061] p 153 N89-13410
Helicopter hub fairing and pylon interference drag
(NASA-TM-101052] p 372 N89.18418
Large-scale Advanced Prop.fan (LAP) hub/blade
retention design report
[NASA-CR-174786] p 402 N89-19299
Evaluation of VSAERO in prediction of aerodynamic
characteristics of helicopter hub fairings
[NASA-TM-101048] p 451 N89-20098
Hub and blade structural loads measurements of an
SA349/2 helicopter
[NASA-TM-t01040] p 472 N89.20124
Integrated aerodynamic/dynamic optimization of
helicopter rotor blades
[NASA-TM.101553] p 473 N89-20982
Efficient sensitivity analysis and optimization of s
helicopter rotor p 668 N89-25155
HUGHES AIRCRAFT
Vertical flight programs at Hughes Aircraft Company
p 717 A89-5016g
HULLS (STRUCTURES)
Hydrodynamic characteristics of seaplanes as affected
by hull shape parameters
[AIAA PAPER 89-1540] p 804 A89-41562
Computational modeling of axlsymmetrlc propeller-hull
interaction in slender low drag bodies
[AIAA PAPER 89-2674] p 849 A89-47004
HUMAN BEHAVIOR
Display systems dynamics requirements for flying
qualities
[AD-A198275] p 233 N89-15104
HUMAN BODY
MADYMO crash victim simulations: A flight safety
application p 421 N8g-18441
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
The design eye reference point --- for determining
geometric entities defining cockpit layouts
[SAE PAPER 871763] p 31 A88-10582
Image quality and visual simulation of color matrix
displays
[SAE PAPER 871789] p 57 A89-10584
Human factors impact on the V-22 Osprey cockpit
development - An overview p 174 A89-18865
Using mission decomposition tools in advanced cockpit
applications p 431 A89-31627
General aviation p 437 A89-34448
Air traffic control p 437 A89-34450
Human factors in cabin safety p 522 A89-36069
Safety philosophies in air transport
p 597 A89-39859
X-15 pilot-in-the-loop and redundant/emergency
systems evaluation p 664 A89-45168
Aerospace Behavioral Technology Conference and
Exposition, 7th, Anaheim, CA, Oct. 3-6, 1988,
Proceedings
[SAE P-216] p 638 A89-47326
Automation in transport aircraft - Current and future
trends
[SAE PAPER 881468] p 657 A89-47334
Research in automation for air traffic control - United
Kingdom work end associated European projects
[SAE PAPER 881470] p 681 A89-47336
CREW CHIEF - A model of a maintenance technician
[AIAA PAPER 89-5043] p809 A89-48154
Helmet mounted display applications for enhanced pilot
awareness
[AIAA PAPER 89-3292] p 767 A89-48402
Aircraft design for maintainability
[AIAA PAPER 89.2101] p 716 A89-49459
Light helicopter (LHX) program
Demonstration/Validation program
[AIAA PAPER 89-2115] p 717 A89-49468
Evaluation of enhancements to the Low Level Wind
Shear Alert System (LLWAS) at Stapleton International
Airport
[DOT/FAA/PS.88/14] p 58 N8g-11356
Human factors aspects of the traffic alert and collision
avoidance system (TCAS II)
[AD.A196811] pgt N8g-t 1731
Pilot factors guidelines for the operational inspection
of navigation systems
[NASA-CR-181644] p 91 N89-12557
Voice recognition and artificial intelligence in an sir traffic
control environment
[AD-A19721g] p 91 N89-12559
Energy Absorption of Aircraft Structures as an Aspect
of Crashworthinese
[AGARD-CP-443] p 380 N89.18421
Evolving crashworthiness design critada
p 380 N89-18423
The design of helicopter crashworfhiness
p 381 N89-18426
Predicting crash performance p 383 N89.18438
MADYMO crash victim simulations: A flight safety
application p 421 N89-18441
The efficacy of color-coded symbols to enhance
air.traffic control displays
[AD.A201594] p 385 N89-19284
Development of a low-cost helmet mounted eye gaze
sensor
(AD.A202303] p 399 N89-19298
Light weight escape capsule for fighter aircraft
p 383 N89-19858
Model-based analysis and cooperative synthesis of
control and display augmentation for piloted flight
vehicles p 540 N89.22610
AGARD highlights 88/2 p 566 N89-23403
Aircraft color displays: Chromaticity and luminance
requirements
[AD.A206786] p 749 N88-26828
Brain o2 re_,ef,_. ,imiter for high performance aircraft
[AD-DO14137J p 783 N89-26858
Towards a phys_ologioatly based HUD (Heed-Up Display)
symbology
[AD.A207748] p 838 N8g-28515
Accident/incident data analysis database summaries,
volume 1
[DOT/FAA/DS-89/17-1] p 827 N89-29332
HUMAN PERFORMANCE
The Daedalus project - A summary of lessons learned
(AIAA PAPER 89.2048] p 716 A89-49422
HUMAN REACTIONS
Impact of severe weather on aviation - A pilot
viewpoint
[AIAA PAPER 89-0798] p 353 A89-28461
HUMIDITY
A high data rate airborne rotary recorder with long record
time p 398 A89-31021
HUYGENS PRINCIPLE
Application of the time.domain finite difference method
to the determination of electromagnetic fields penetrating
a cavity via an aperture p 415 A89-29755
HYBRID NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
New Kalman filter algorithms for hybrid navigation,
flightpsth computation and inertial geodesy
p 659 A89-43828
HYDRAULIC ANALOGIES
Water tunnel flow visualization on a hypersonic
configuration p 820 A89-54373
HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
Euler flows in hydraulic turbines and ducts related to
boundary conditions formulation p76 A89-15686
A microprocessor-based proportional-integral controller
for hydraulically actuated mechanisms
p 335 A89-27655
The comparative analysis end development of an 8000
psi rotary vane actuator
[SAE PAPER 881435] p 349 A89-28210
Integrated design of structures p 385 A89.29170
Fitter's handbook for the assembly of the hydraulic, gas,
and fuel system lines of flight vehicles -- Russian book
p 605 A89-42525
Control surface actuator
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12852-t] p 102 N89-11738
Fabrication and testing of lightweight hydraulic system
simulator hardware. Phase 2: Addendum
[AD-At98524] p 184 N89-14243
Acts Aeronautioa et Astronsutica Sinica (selected
articles)
[AD-A205128] p 508 N89-22570
A330/340 hydraulic system
[REPT-882-111-102] p 608 N89-23461
HYDRAULIC FLUIDS
The electroohemioal erosion of servo valves by
phosphate ester fire.resistant hydraulic fluids
p 48 A89-10573
Hot surface ignition tests of aircraft fluids
lAD-A207372] p 797 N8g-28937
HYDRAULIC JETS
Warm fog dissipation using large volume water sprays
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25962-1] p 693 N89-25242
HYDRAULIC TEST TUNNELS
Seaplanes and the towing tank
[AIAA PAPER 8g-t533] p 623 A8g-41564
Small scale model tests in small wind and water tunnels
it high incidence and pitch rates, Volume 3: Water tunnel
(HFF) data base
[AD-A208680] p 747 N89-27638
Small scale model tests in small wind and water tunnels
st high incidence end pitch rates, Volume 2: Small wind
tunnel (ADF) data base
[AD-A208539] p 794 N89-27876
Small scale model tests in small wind and water tunnels
at high incidence and pitch rates, Volume 1: Test program
and discussion of results
[AD-A208647] p 821 N89.28488
HYDROCARBON COMBUSTION
Supersonic combustion st the DFVLR: Results and
experiences
[DFVLR-88-044] p 859 N89-28610
HYDROCARBON FUELS
Some characteristics of the formation of contaminants
during the combustion of hydrocarbon fuels in the
combustion chambers of gas turbine engines
p 488 A89.34120
Development and application of a surrogate distillate
fuel p 695 A89-44t03
HYDROCARBONS
Gas turbine alternative fuels combustion
characteristics
[NASA.TM.101470] p 499 N89-21417
HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS
Solution of the inverse boundary value problem of
aerohydrodynamics with allowance for the boundary
layer p 864 Aag-5461t
HYDRODYNAMIC RAM EFFECT
The development of a 10,000 Ib capacity ram air
parachute
[AIAA PAPER 89-0904] p 462 A89-35220
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Structural response of flat panels to hydraulic ram
pressure loading
lAD-A200410] p 260 N89-16180
HYDRODYNAMICS
A new hydrodynamic gas hearing concept
p 126 A89-15968
Hydrodynamics and heat transfer in the porous elements
of flight vehicle structures --- Russian book
p 554 A89-38499
Hydrodynamic characteristics of seaplanes as affected
by hull shape parameters
]AIAA PAPER 89-1540] p 604 A89-41562
HYDROFOILS
Effect of roughness on rollup of tip vortices on a
rectangular hydrofoil p 362 A89-29168
HYDROGEN
Calculation of nonequifibdum hydrogen-air reactions with
implicit flux vector splitting method
[AIAA PAPER 89-1700] p 621 A89-43216
HYDROGEN ENGINES
National Aerospace Plane technology development
p 359 A89.29442
HYDROGEN FUELS
A model for 3-D sonic supersonic transverse fuel
injection into a supersonic air stream
[AIAA PAPER 89-0460] p 345 A89-25376
Technology issues associated with fueling the national
aerospace plane with slush hydrogen
[NASA*TM-101386] p 43 N89-10123
HYDROGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS
Supersonic combustion at the DFVLR: Results and
experiences
[DFVLR-88-044] p 859 N89-28610
HYDROGENATION
Production of jet fuels from coal-derived liquids. Volume
8: Heteroatom removal by catalytic processing
[AD-A205470] p 621 N89-23712
HYDROMETEOROLOGY
A general equation for the terminal fall speed of solid
hydrometeors p808 A89-51181
HYGROMETERS
Test of a calibration device for airborne Lyman-alpha
hygrometers p 532 A89-37537
HYPERBOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Recent developments of the Taylor-Gaierkio method for
the numerical solution of hyperbolic problems
p 811 A89-51538
HYPERCUBE MULTIPROCESSORS
A parallel expert system for the control of a robotic air
vehicle p 433 N89.19842
HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
ICAS, Congress, 16th, Jerusalem, Israel, Aug. 28.Sept.
2, 1988, Proceedings. Volumes 1 & 2
p 92 A89-13501
Materials and structures for hypersonic vehicles
p 93 A89-13542
Application of integrated fluid-thermal structural analysis
methods p 122 A89-13544
Saenger II, a hypersonic flight and space transportation
system p 117 A89-13570
High speed airbreathing propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 88-3069] p 107 A89.16479
CFD technology for hypersonic vehicle design
p 80 A89-16930
Variable-cycle engines for boosting-cruising vehicles
[IAF PAPER 88-249] p 175 A89-17742
Heat transfer and pressure comparisons between
computation and wind tunnel for a research hypersonic
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-0029] p 272 "A89-25025
Three-dimensional hybrid finite volume solutions to the
Euler equations for supersonic/hypersonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-0281] p 280 A89-25238
Transport aircraft intake design
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-18] p 363 A89-29208
Propulsion systems for hypersonic vehicles
p 400 A89-29441
National Aerospace Plane technology development
p 359 A89.29442
Some low-speed flutter characteristics of simple
low-aspect-ratio delta wing models
[AIAA PAPER 89-1325] p 390 A89-30802
Technology requirements for hypersonic airbreathing
aircraft p 468 A89-33626
High performance escape capsules
[AIAA PAPER 89-0878] p 470 A89-35202
Experimental investigation of applicability of waverider
configuration to hypersonic transport and
aerospece-plane p 511 A89-38123
Recent progress in the National Aerospace Plane
program p 568 A89-41651
On the optimum cruise speed of a hypersonic aircraft
p 605 A89-41652
Numerical simulation of flow over a hypersonic aircraft
using an explicit upwind PNS solver
[AIAA PAPER 89-1829] p 582 A89-42058
NASP keeps moving p 620 A89-43620
Experimental study on aerodynamic characteristics of
hypersonic transport configuration p 640 A89-44972
CFD for hypersonic airtxeathing aircraft
p 641 A89-45355
Mach 5 inlet CFD end expedmentel results
[AIAA PAPER 89-2355] p 647 A89-46769
On the threshold - The outlook for supersonic and
hypersonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-2071] p 759 A89-49438
AGV - A hypersonic transport aircraft
p 761 A89-50275
Hypersonic aerodynamics at North Carolina State
University
[SAE PAPER 881524] p 718 A89-51369
NAL's research for hypersonic flight
p 856 A89.54331
Thermal stress analysis of the NASA Dryden hypersonic
wing test structure p 856 A89-54340
A study of the sensitivity of stratospheric ozone to
hypersonic aircraft emissions p 867 A89-54363
Interfacing hypersonic aircraft in the National Airspace
System p 831 A89.54366
The Advanced Aeronautic Design Program - Designing
for the future p 834 A89.54370
Flight systems design issues for a research-oriented
hypersonic vehicle p 853 A89-54371
Water tunnel flow visualization on a hypersonic
configuration p 820 A89.54373
Trajectory optimization and guidance law development
for national aerospace plane applications
[NASA.CR-182994] p 63 N89-12538
Materials and structures for hypersonic vehicles
[NASA-TM-101501] p 186 N89.14264
A study of the sensitivity of stratospheric ozone to
hypersonic aircraft emissions
[DE89-001240] p 261 N89.15464
Experimental and computational flow-field results for an
all-body hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR-185347] p 655 N89-25953
HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER
On nonlinear aspects of hypersonic boundary-layer
stability p 10 A89.11116
Hypersonic boundary-layer transition
p 441 A89-33646
Interaction of a compression ramp with a hypersonic
laminar boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 89-1843] p 583 A89-42071
Effect of wall temperature distribution on the stability
of the cornlxessibie boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 89-1894] p 587 A89.42116
Laminar boundary layer stability experiments on a cone
at Mach 8. V - Tests with a cooled model
[AIAA PAPER 89.1895] p587 A89-42117
Nonadiabatic hypersonic boundary layers with
nonsimilar pressure gradients
[AIAA PAPER 89-2181] p 721 A89-47643
Study on boundary layer of hypersonic inlets
p 820 A89-54129
Investigation of the development of laminar
boundary-layer instabilities along a cooled.wail cone in
hypersonic flows
[AD.A202587] p 458 N89-20966
Studies of the structure of attached and separated
regions of viscogs/inviscid interaction and the effects of
combined sudece roughness and blowing inhigh Reynolds
number hypersonic flows
[AD-A204364] p 518 N89-21774
Experimental study of pressure and heating rate on a
swept cylindrical leading edge resulting from swept shock
wave interference
[NASA-CR-185326] p592 N89-23411
HYPERSONIC COMBUSTION
Advanced computational techniques for hypersonic
propulsion
[NASA-TM-102005] p 627 N89-23809
HYPERSONIC FLIGHT
Emerging hypersonic propulsion technology
p 105 A89-13503
A comparison of Navier-Stokes and Monte Carlo
methods
[AIAA PAPER 88-2730] p 75 A89-14984
High speed airbraathing propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 88.3069] p 107 A89-16479
Computational fluid dynamics for hypersonic airbreething
airplanes p 80 A89-16503
Results of an industry representative study of code to
code validation of axisymmetric configurations at
hypervelocity flight conditions
[AIAA PAPER 88.2691] p80 A89-16527
A note on the optimal hypersonic flight path
p 167 A89.20637
Estimates of oxides of nitrogen formed in an inlet air
stream for high Mach number flight conditions
[AIAA PAPER 89-0197] p277 A89-25172
A model for 3-D sonic/supersonic transverse fuel
injection into a supersonic air stream
[AIAA PAPER 89-0460] p 345 A89-25376
Aerodynamic prediction rationale for analyses of
hypersonic configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0525] p 285 A89-25420
Miniature PCM compatible wideband spectral analyzer
for hypersonic flight reseemh p318 A89-27664
Modular analysis of scramjet flowfields
p 325 A89-28337
The flow on the lee-side of a delta wing at Mech 7
p 440 A89-33637
Experimental methods for hypersonics- Capabilities and
limitations p 441 A89-33638
U.S. government policies and hypersonic flight in the
21st century p 634 A89-41654
Hypersonic flight - The need for a new legal regime
p 634 A89-41655
A fully-coupled implicit method for thermo-chemicai
nenequilibfium air at sub-orbital flight speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-1974] p 576 A89-41818
Computational requirements for hypersonic flight
performance estimates .-- of space vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 89-1670] p 620 A89.43193
Calculation of nonequilibrium hydrogen-air reactions with
implicit flux vector splitting method
[AIAA PAPER 89-1700] p 621 A89-43216
New hypersonic facility capability at NASA Lewis
Research Center
[AIAA PAPER 89-2534] p 692 A89-46905
Aerodynamic analysis of segmented configurations in
high.speed flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-2170] p 720 A89-47835
Influence of shock.shock interactions on the blunt body
flow field at hypersonic flight speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89.2184] p 721 A89-47645
The past as prologue --- development of X.senes
experimental aircraft/spacecraft
[AIAA PAPER 89.5004] p 718 A89-51329
Application of compound compressible flow to
nonuniformities in hypersonic propulsion systems
p 818 A89-53367
International Conference on Hypersonic Flight in the 21 st
Century, 1st, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks,
Sept. 20-23, 1988, Proceedings p 855 A89-54326
Forces for change and the future of hypersonic flk.|ht
in the 21st century p 856 A89-54327
NAL's research for hypersonic flight
p 856 A89-54331
Perspective on Japanese Space Plane research and
development p 856 A89-54332
Flash lamp planar imaging p 863 A89.54348
Economics of hypersonic flight p 878 A89-54351
Hypersonic flight and world tourism
p 878 A89-54352
Hypersonic flight - Future commercial potential
p 878 A89.54353
'Speceplanas' and the rise of 'Ultra Tech'
p 856 A89-54355
Transnational legal problems for commercial hypersonic
flight p 878 A89-54356
The Trisonic aerospace motor - Propulsion vehicle for
the 21st century p 856 A89-54359
Hypersonic flight, domestic military policy, and
international relations p 878 A89-54364
Aerodynamic pressures and heating rates on surfaces
between split elevons at Mech 6.6
[NASA-TP-2855] p 129 N89-12822
Derivation of primary air.data parameters for hypersonic
flight
[ESDU-88025] p 298 N89-16732
Report of the Defense Science Board task force on the
National Aerospace Plane (NASP)
[AD-A201124] p 317 N89-17595
Wavedder, volume 2
[NASA-CR-184700] p 360 N89-18408
The Horizon: A blended wing aircraft configuration
design project, volume 3
[NASA-CR-184701 ] p360 N89-18409
A comparative study and validation of upwind and
central-difference Navier-Stokes codes for high-sp_H3d
flows p 424 N89-18647
Propulsion over a wide Mach number range
[NASA-CR-182267] p 478 N89-20134
The effect of exhaust plume/afterbody on installed
scramjet performance p 536 N89-21797
New hypersonic facility capability at NASA Lewis
Research Center
[NASA-TM-102028] p 543 N89-22617
Advanced computational techniques for hypersonic
propulsion
[NASA-TM-102005] p 627 N89-23809
Hypersonic airbreathing vehicle conceptual design
(focus on aero-spece plane) p 670 N89-25210
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Engineering analysis of slender-body aerodynamics
using Sychev similarity parameters p 4 A89-10108
Unified computation method of unsteady
supersonic/hypersonic flow past two dimensional flat plate
and rectangular wings
[SAE PAPER 872447] p 7 A89-10660
A new PNS code for chemical nonequilibrium flows
p9 A89-11106
Analysis of complex hypersonic flows with strong
viscous/inviscid interaction p9 A89-11109
Heat transfer and interferometric study of the flow over
a rearward facing step in hypersonic high enthalpy
stream p 64 A89-12887
Characteristics of a boundary layer on a spherically blunt
conical body at low altitudes with allowance for the heating
and ablation of the body p 66 A89.13337
Experimental investigation of the cherectedstics of the
interaction between gas molecules and the walls of
cylindrical channels in the case of grazing incidence
p 137 A89-13351
Application of integrated fiuid-thermsi structural analysis
methods p 122 A89-13544
A numerical method for predicting hypersonic
fiowfields p 74 A89-14200
Hypersonic flow of a viscous heat-conducting chemically
reacting gas past bodies over a wide range of Reynolds
numbers p 75 A89-t4772
A treatment of multivalue singularity of sharp corner in
inviscid hypersonic flow p 76 A89-15666
Euler solvers for hypersonic aerothermodynamic
problems p 77 A89-15696
The computation of non-equilibdum chemically-reecting
flows p 127 A89-16934
Spatial marching techniques for approximate solutions
to the hypersonic blunt body problem
p 143 A89.17460
Calculation of hypersonic flow past the windward side
of a low-aspect-ratio wing at high angles of attack
p 144 A89-18357
Interference effects associated with a plate-supported
half-model in hypersonic flow p 148 A89-19924
Numerical methods for hypersonic flows
(DGLR PAPER 87-084] p 150 A89.20235
Visualization of hypersonic flows through magnesium
vapor combustion p 210 A89-22231
Model problem of the hypersonic relaxing-gas flow past
bodies p 211 A89-22245
Application of lambda.differencing schemes to
hypersonic inviscid flows p 212 A89-22339
Effect of viscosity on the aerodynamic efficiency of a
thin blunt wing at hypersonic flow velocities
p 217 A89-23693
28th Lanchester Memorial Lecture - Experimental
real-gas hypersonics p 257 A89-23870
Adaptive computations of mulfispecios mixing between
scremjet nozzle flows and hypersonic freestream
[AIAA PAPER 89-0009] p 322 A89-25005
Prediction of supersonic/hypersonic viscous flows over
RVs and decoys
[AIAA PAPER 89-0028] p 272 A89-25024
Efficient finite.volume parabolized Navier-Stokes
solutions for three-dimensional, hypersonic, chemically
reacting flowfields
(AIAA PAPER 89-0103] p 274 A89-25090
A set of strongly coupled, upwind algorithms for
computing flows in chemical nonequilibdum
[AIAA PAPER 89-0199] p 277 A89-25174
Three-dimensional flow simulation about the AFE vehicle
in the transitional regime -- Aeroassist Flight Expenment
[AIAA PAPER 89-0245] p 278 A89.25207
Large-angle-of-attack viscous hypersonic flows over
complex lifting configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0269] p 279 A89-25227
Effect of nose bluntness on flow field over slender bodies
in hypersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-0270] p 279 A89-25228
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
plane at high angles of attack using implicit TVD
Navier-Stokes code
[AIAA PAPER 89.0273] p 279 A89-25230
An implicit flux-vector splitting scheme for the
computation of viscous hypersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-0274] p 279 A89.25231
Nonequilibrium effects for hypersonic transitional flows
using continuum approach
(AIAA PAPER 89-046t ] p284 A89-25377
An efficient, explicit finite-rate algorithm to compute flows
in chemical nonequilibrium
[AIAA PAPER 89-0522] p 285 A89-25418
Effect of dynamic changes in body configuration on
shock structure
(AIAA PAPER 89-0526] p 285 A89-25421
An improved upwind finite volume relaxation method for
high speed viscous flows
[AIAA PAPER 89.0549] p 286 A89.25441
A three-dimensional upwind finite element point implicit
unstructured grid Euler solver
[AIAA PAPER 89-0658] p 289 A89-25521
Simple turbulence models for supersonic and hypersonic
flows - Bodies at incidence and compression corners
]AIAA PAPER 89-0669] p 289 A89-25530
On the solution of nonequilibrium hypersonic inviscid
steady flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-0671] p 289 A89-25532
Nonequilibdum viscous hypersonic flows over ablating
Teflon surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 89-0314] p 293 A89-26368
Supersonic, transverse jet from a rotating ogive cylinder
in a hypersonic flow p 294 A89-27728
Viscous shock-layer solutions for the low-density
hypersonic flow past long slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 88-0460] p 295 A89-28251
Interaction of jet in hypersonic cross stream
p 362 A89.29192
Three dimensional viscous analysis of • hypersonic
inlet
(AIAA PAPER 89-0004] p 364 A89-29924
Pressure and flow field calculation in supersonic and
hypersonic flow about rounded bodies
p 370 A89-31901
Possibilities for modeling turbulent heat transfer in
hypersonic finite-jet flow past bodies
p 371 A89-32145
Direct statistical modeling of flow of a rarefied gas pest
• sphere in the transition regime p 371 A89-32279
Computation of flow fields for hypersonic flight at high
altitudes p 440 A89-33627
A numerical method for predicting hypersonic
flowfields p 440 A89-33634
Computational methods for hypersonic flows - Special
techniques and real gas effects
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-100] p 441 A89-33640
Turbulence modeling for hypersonic flows
p 441 A89-3364t
Numerical simulation of three-dimensional hypersonic
viscous flows p 441 A89-33644
Laminar-turbulent transition problems st high speeds
p 441 A89-33645
High-resolution shock-capturing schemes for inviscid
and viscous hypersonic flows p 443 A89-34646
Patched-grid computations of high-speed inlet flows
p 443 A89-34728
Computation of external, hypersonic, three-dimensional
flowfield and heat transfer p 494 A89-34935
Separation shock motion in fin, cylinder, and
compression ramp - Induced turbulent interactions
p 509 A89-3691t
Dependence of regime coefficients on regime
parameters in local interaction theory
p 512 A89-38435
A study of shock wave radiation near models at
hypersonic velocities in air p 513 A89.38445
Numerical calculations of hypersonic nonequilibnum flow
over a blunt wedge p 515 A89-39461
Shock standoff from blunt cones in high-enthalpy
nonequilibrium nitrogen flow p 570 A89-40913
A multi-temperature TVD algorithm for relaxing
hypersonic flows --- Total Variation Diminishing
[AIAA PAPER 89.1971] p 575 A89-41815
Upwind-biaeed, point-implicit relaxation strategies for
viscous, hypersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1972] p 575 A89-41816
Finite element computation of hypersonic flow past a
complete body
[AIAA PAPER 89-1976] p 576 A89-41819
Simple improvements of an upwind TVD scheme for
hypersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 89.1977] p 576 A89-41820
A central finite volume TVD scheme for the calculation
of supersonic and hypersonic flow fields around complex
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1975] p 578 A89-41844
Hypersonic parabelized Navier-Stokes code validation
on a sharp nose cone p 579 A89-42016
Calculation of winged.body-like flow fields using an
implicit upwind spaca-marching code
[AIAA PAPER 89-1826] p 581 A89-42056
Numerical simulation of flow over a hypersonic aircraft
using an explicit upwind PNS solver
[AIAA PAPER 89-1829] p 582 A89-42058
Development and validation of CNS (compressible
Navier-Stokes) for hypersonic external flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1839] p 583 A89-42067
Numerical simulation of laminar hypersonic flow past a
double-ellipsoid
[AIAA PAPER 89-1840] p 583 A89-42068
Experiment and computation in hypersonic cavity
flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1842] p 583 A89-42070
Determination of computational time step for chemically
reacting flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1855] p 585 A89-42083
An experimental study of hypersonic turbulence on a
sharp cone
[AIAA PAPER 89.1866 p 586 A89-42093
Prediction of turbulent mixing and film-cooling
effectiveness for hypersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 89.1867 p 586 A89-42094
An analytical approach to the prediction of shock
patterns in bounded high.speed flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1874 p 586 A89-42099
Convergence acceleration of viscous and inviscid
hypersonic flow calculations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1875 p 586 A89-42100
Hypersonic flow in • compression corner in 2D and 3D
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1876 p 586 A89-42101
A three-dimensional upwind parabolized Navier.Stokes
code for real gas flows
AIAA PAPER 89-1651] p 626 A89.43177
Adaptive grid embedding in nonequilibrium hypersonic
flow
AIAA PAPER 89-1652] p 590 A89-43178
'Hypersonic slip flows' and issues on extending
continuum model beyond the Navier-Stokes level
[AIAA PAPER 89-1663] p 590 A89-43187
Application of a vectodzed particle simulation in
high-speed near-continuum flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-1665] p 590 A89-43188
Accurate Navier-Stokes results for the hypersonic flow
over a spherical nosetip
]AIAA PAPER 89-1671] p 590 A8g-43194
Toward a CFD nose-to.tail capability - Hypersonic
unsteady Navier-Stokes code validation
[AIAA PAPER 89-1672] p 590 A89-43195
An approximate viscous shock layer method for
calculating the hypersonic flow over blunt-nosed bodies
AIAA PAPER 89-1695] p 590 A89-43212
Numerical simulation of hypersonic viscous perfect gas
flow for the aerothermodynamic design of space planes
at low angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 89-1699] p 591 A89-43215
Study of hypersonic flow past sharp cones
[AIAA PAPER 89-1713] p 591 A89-43228
Numerical simulation of 3D rarefied hypersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1715] p 591 A89-43230
CFD for hypersonic sirbreathing aircraft
p 641 A89-45355
Computation of hypersonic vortex flows with an Euler
model p 642 A89-45368
Numerical study of unsteady viscous hypersonic blunt
body flows with an impinging shock p 643 A89-45394
Simulation of inviscid hypersonic real gas flows
p 644 A89-45414
Numerical computation of hypersonic turbulent flows
using zero- and one-equation models
[AIAA PAPER 89-2234] p 725 A89-47689
Solution of an extreme.value problem of hypersonic
aerodynamics p 726 A89-47932
Hypersonic blunt body computations including real gas
effects
(ONERA, TP NO. 1989-85] p 729 A89-48765
Experimental and computational results for 5 degree
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[AIAA PAPER 89-3377] p 731 A89-49080
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equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-2235] p 735 A89-49682
Analysis of the expansion-fan flowfield for holes in a
hypersonic configuration p 738 A89-50540
Calculation of the extreme aerodynamic characteristics
of porous bodies with injection in hypersonic flow
p 740 A89-50856
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
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Navier-Stokes code p 741 A89-51314
Hypersonic aerodynamics at the Ohio State University
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Hypersonic research at Stanford University
[SAE PAPER 881521] p 743 A89-51367
Asymptotic solution of a nonlinear boundary value
problem with a partly unknown boundary
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Turbulence modeling in a hypersonic inlet
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Documentation of separated flows for computational
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Viscous shock layer analysis of hypersonic flows over
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hypersonic structures subjected to severe aerodynamic
heating
[AD-A205077] p 518 N89.21775
Transition to turbulence in laminar hypersonic flow
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Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
plane. 1: Basic development
[NAL-TR-976T] p 591 N89-23409
Hypersonic prediction comparisons with expadmental
data for a cone-cylinder at mach 6.86
[AD-A207583] p 747 N89-27636
Hypersonic vehicle environment simulation, phase 1
[AD-A209030] p 864 N89.28754
Special Course on Aerothermodynamics of Hypersonic
Vehicles
[AGARD.R-761] p 823 N89.29306
Inviscid and viscous hypersonic aerodynamics: A review
of the old and new p 823 N89-29308
HYPERSONIC FORCES
The effect of exhaust plume/afterbody on installed
soremjet performaooe p536 N89-21797
HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
Pressure and heat transfer investigation of a modified
NASP baseline configuration at M = 6 --- National
Aero-Space Plane
[AIAA PAPER 89-0246] p 339 A89-25208
Studies of the structure of attached and separated
regions of viscous/inviscid interaction and the effects of
combined surface roughness and blowing in high Reynolds
number hypersonic flows
[AD-A204364] p 518 N89-21774
Experimental study of pressure and heating rate on a
swept cylindrical leading edge resulting from swept shock
wave interference
[NASA-CR-185326] p 592 N89-23411
HYPERSONIC INLETS
Two.dimensiooal numerical analysis for inlets at
subsonic through hypersonic speeds p 79 A89-16459
Hypersonic scramjet inlet flow investigations, M1 =
16-26
[AIAA PAPER 89-0003] p 270 A89-25002
Mach 5 inlet CFD and experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 89-2355] p 647 A89-46769
Numerical and experimental investigation of
airframe.integrated inlet for high velocities
[AIAA PAPER 89-2679] p 649 A89-47009
Turbulence modeling in a hypersonic inlet
p 819 A89-53931
CFD application to supersonic/hypersonic inlet airframe
integration --- computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
p 299 N89.16754
HYPERSONIC NOZZLES
Adaptive computations of multispecies mixing between
soramjet nozzle flows and hypersonic freestream
[A_AA PAPER 89-0009] p 322 A89-25005
S4MA hypersonic facility - Influence of the
ejector-diffuser design
[ONERA, TP NO, 1988.133] p 407 A89-29284
HYPERSONIC REENTRY
Prediction of supersonic/hypersonic viscous flows over
RVs and decoys
[AIAA PAPER 89-0028] p 272 A89-25024
Large amplitude oscillation effects on cone pitch stability
in viscous hypersonic flow p 367 A89-30537
Stability and control of hypervelocity vehicles
lAD-A205160] p 540 N89-21807
HYPERSONIC SHOCK
A study on hypersonic shock tunnel
p 148 A89-20132
Hypersonic scramjet inlet flow investigations, M1 =
16-26
[AIAA PAPER 89-0003] p 270 A89-25002
Hypersonic research at Stanford University
[SAE PAPER 881521] p 743 A89-51367
Experimental study of pressure and heating rate on a
swept cylindrical leading edge resulting from swept shook
wave interference
[NASA-CR-185326] p 592 N89-23411
An investigation into the use of an existing shock tube
as a driver for a hypersonic shock tunnel
[AD-A208483] p 793 N89-26872
HYPERSONIC SPEED
Unique research challenges for high-speed civil
transports
[SAE PAPER 872400] p 1 A89-10629
Numerical solutions to three.dimensional shock
wave/vorfex interaction at hypersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-0674] p 289 A89.25534
Computations of the hypersonic flow by the spectral
method p 369 A89-31512
A first scramjet study
[NASA-CR-184965] p 480 N89-20146
HYPERSONIC TEST APPARATUS
An experimental technique for the measurement of mass
flow of scramjet inlets tested in hypersonic pulse
facilities
[AIAA PAPER 89.2331] p 692 A89.46755
Buckling characteristics of hypersonic aircraft wing
tubular panels
[NASA-TM-87756] p 193 N89-13816
HYPERSONIC VEHICLES
Comparison of shock structure solutions using
independent continuum end kinetic theory approaches
p 74 A89-14199
Instrumentation of hypersonic structures - A review of
past applications and needs for the future
[AIAA PAPER 88-2612] p 117 A89-16526
Vehicle management system for • manned hypersonic
vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 88-3877] p 179 A89-18071
Combined propulsion for hypersonic and space
vehicles p 322 A89-24917
A numerical study of hypersonic propulsion/airframe
integration problem
[AIAA PAPER 89-0030 p 272 A89-25026
The effect of exhaust plume/afterbody interaction on
installed scramjet performance
[AIAA PAPER 89-0032 p 272 A89-25028
Thermal.energy management for air breathing
hyper-valocity vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 89-0183 p 310 A89-25158
Facility requirements for hypersonic propulsion system
testing
[AIAA PAPER 89-0184 p 335 A89-25159
Three.dimensional flow simulation about the AFE vehicle
in the transitional regime ..- Aeroassist Flight Expadmant
[AIAA PAPER 89-0245 p 278 A89-25207
Computational design aspects of a NASP
nozzle/atterbody experiment
[AIAA PAPER 89-0446 p 284 A89-25364
Aerodynamic prediction rationale for analyses of
hypersonic configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0525 p 285 A89-25420
Tharmo-visooplastic analysis of hypersonic structures
subjected to severe aerodynamic heating
]AIAA PAPER 89-1226 p 388 A89-30713
Mean and turbulent velocity measurements of
supersonic mixing layers p 440 A89-33426
Identifying sonic fatigue prone structures on a hypersonic
Transatmosphedc Vehicle (TAV)
[AIAA PAPER 89-1103] p469 A89-33743
Materials for the NASP p 547 A89-36722
Structures for hypervelocity flight p 552 A89-36723
Hypersonic technology for military application --- Book
[AD-A208696] p 507 A89-37875
A vectorized Gauss-Seidal line relaxation scheme for
solving 3D Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1948] p 573 A89-41795
Development and validation of CNS (compressible
Navier-Stokes) for hypersonic external flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1839] p 583 A89-42067
Optical research needed to support the testing of
hypersonic vehicle structures p 697 A89-43840
Hypersonic vehicle propulsion - A computational fluid
dynamics application case study p 639 A89-44116
New hypersonic facility capability at NASA Lewis
Research Center
[AIAA PAPER 89-2534] p 692 A89-46905
A numerical investigation of scremjet combustors
[AIAA PAPER 89-2561] p679 A89-46926
Integration of scramjets with waverider configurations
[AiAA PAPER 89-2675] p 695 A89-47005
Bow shock matching with viscous effects on hypersonic
forebodias
[AIAA PAPER 89-2678] p 649 A89-47008
Rapid methodology for design and performance
prediction of integrated scramjet/hypersonic vehicle
]AIAA PAPER 89-2682] p 666 A89-47012
Mixing enhancement in a supersonic combustor
[AIAA PAPER 89.2794] p 681 A89-47088
Hypersonic vehicle forebody design studies and
aerodynamic trends
]AIAA PAPER 89-2182] p 721 A8g.47644
Experimental measurements of the aerodynamic hinge
moment on a plain trailing.edge flap at M = 10
[AIAA PAPER 89-3383] p 780 A89-49084
Crew escape system design for hypersonic vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 89-2025] p758 A89-49411
One.dimensional modeling of hypersonic flight
propulsion engines
[AIAA PAPER 89-2026] p 774 A89-49412
HYPERSONICS
An integrated configuration and control analysis
technique for hypersonic vehicles ) 833 A89-54006
Optimal trajectory generation and design trades Ior
hypersonic vehicles ) 855 A89-54009
SST/Concorde - Lessons for hypersonic programs
) 877 A89-54337
Conceptual design tools for internal tankage of the
hypersonic transport ) 834 A89-54338
Hypersonic air vehicle stability and control
) 834 A89-54344
Concepts for control of hypervelooity vehicles
) 853 A89-54347
Australian hypersonic facilities ) 854 A89.54349
Application of unsteady aeroalastic analysis techniques
on the national aerospace plane
[NASA-TM-100648] p 101 N89.11733
A high heat flux experiment for verification of
thermostructural analysis
[NASA-TM-100931] p 127 N89-12026
Aerodynamic maneuvering hypersonic fright
mechanics
[NASA.CR.183007] p 219 N89-15074
HASA: Hypersonic Aerospace Sizing Analysis for the
preliminary design of aerospace vehicles
[NASA-CR-182226] p 234 N89-15107
Prediction of forces and moments for flight vehicle
control effectors: Workplan
[NASA-CR-184666] p 247 N89-15122
Report of the Defense Science Board task force on the
National Aerospace Plane (NASP)
[AD-A201124] p317 N89-17595
Hypersonic drone design: A multidisciplinary
experience
[NASA-CR-184740] p 473 N89-20981
Stability and control of hypervelocity vehicles
]AD-A205160] p 540 N89-21807
New hypersonic facility capability at NASA Lewis
Resoarch Center
[NASA-TM-102028] p 543 N89-22617
Thermal analysis of a hypersonic wing test structure
[NASA-CR-185319] p 595 N89-24265
An integrated aerodynamic/propulsion study for generic
aero-space planes based on wevedder concepts
[NASA-CR-183389] p 609 N89-24315
Finite element flow-thermal-structural analysis of
aerodynamically heated leading edges
p 655 N89-25198
Low density flow effects for hypervelocity vehicles
[AD.A206218] p 747 N89-27F_33
Hypersonic vehicle environment simulation, phase 1
[AD-A209030] p 864 N89-28754
Thermo.viscoplastic analysis of hypersonic structures
subjected to severe aerodynamic heating
[ NASA-CR-185915] p825 N89-29328
HYPERSONIC WAKES
Fast laminar near wake flow calculation by an implicit
method solving the Nevior-Stokes equations
p 270 A89-24923
Radiative characteristics of hypersonic cone wake
p 646 A89-46263
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Interference effects associated with a plate-supported
half-model in hypersonic flow p 148 A89-19924
Infrared thermograpny in blowdown and intermittent
hypersonic facilities
[AIAA PAPER 89-0042] p 334 A89-25036
Miniaturized compact water-cooled pilot-pressure probe
for flow-field surveys in hypersonic wind tunnels
p 348 A89-27659
S4MA hypersonic facility - Influence of the
ejector-diffuser design
[ONERA, TP NO, 1988-133] p 407 A89-29284
High enthalpy testing in hypersonic shock tunnels
p 485 A89-33630
Parametric study of thermal and chemical nonequilibrium
nozzle flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-1856] p 585 A89-42084
A top-down SFP analysis of a complex system --- single
failure points p 701 A89-46472
New hypersonic facility capability at NASA Lewis
Research Center
[AIAA PAPER 89-2534] p 692 A89-46905
Hypersonic aerodynamics at the Ohio State University
[SAE PAPER 881519] p 718 A89-51365
New hypersonic facility capability at NASA Lewis
Research Center
[NASA-TM-102028] p 543 N89-22617
On the stress problem of the pebble bed heat exchanger
in a hypersonic wind tunnel
[NAL-TM-ST-8705] p 693 N89-25240
An investigation into the use of an existing shock tube
as a driver for a hypersonic shock tunnel
[AD-A208483] p 793 N89-26872
HYPERSONICS
Review of sonic boom theory
[AIAA PAPER 89-1105] p 564 A89-36219
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HYPERSPACES SUBJECT INDEX
NASP aerodynamics
IAIAA PAPER 89-50t3] p 742 A89-51338
Feasibility of flight experiments and instrumentation
hardware for in-flight hypersonic boundary-layer
measurements
[NASA-CR-1848961 p 517 N89-21772
An investigation into the use of an existing shock tube
as a driver for a hypersonic shock tunnel
[AD-A208483] p 793 N89-26872
HYPERSPACES
A new transformation for computing hypergeometric
series and the exact evaluation of the transonic adiabatic
flow over a smooth bump p 211 A89-22333
HYPERVELOCITY
Hypervelocity technology escape system concepts
program p 184 A89-17929
Structures for hyperveiocity flight p 552 A89-36723
The flying wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 89-3378] p 757 A89-49103
Concepts for control of hypervelocity vehicles
p 853 A89-54347
HYPERVELOClTY FLOW
Results of an industry representative study of code to
code validation of axisymmetric configurations at
hypervelocity flight conditions
IAIAA PAPER 88-2691J p 80 A89-16527
Thermal-energy management for air breathing
hyper-velocity vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 89-0183] p 310 A89-25158
An adaptive implicit/explicit finite element scheme for
compressible viscous high spend flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-0363] p 344 A89-25307
Mixing augmentation technique for hypervelocity
scramjets p 840 A89-53351
Hypervelocity atmospheric flight: Real gas flow fields
[NASA-TM-101055] p 805 N89-27117
Species composition measurements in nonequilibrium
high-speed flows p 824 N89-29312
HYPERVELOCITY LAUNCHERS
Demonstration of oblique detonation wave for
hypersonic propulsion
[AD-A208268] p 776 N69-26856
HYPERVELOCITY PROJECTILES
Aerodynamic analysis of segmented configurations in
high-spend flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-2170] p 720 A89-47635
A research study for the preliminary definition of an
aerophysics free-flight laboratory facility
[NASA-CR-184631] p 250 N89-15932
Demonstration of oblique detonation wave for
hypersonic propulsion
[AD-A208268] p 776 N89-26856
HYPERVELOClTY WIND TUNNELS
Microtuft flow visualization at Mech 10 and 14 in the
NSWC hypervelocity wind tunnel No. 9
[AIAA PAPER 89-0041] p 334 A89-25035
HYSTERESIS
A study of unsteady turbulent flow past airfoils
p 521 N89.22587
Water tunnel investigation of the vortex dynamics of
periodically pitched wings
[AD-A206359] p 595 N89-24271
I
ICE
Intracloud lightning as a precursor to thunderstorm
microbursts p 56 N89-10490
Numerical simulation of flow over iced airfoils
[AD-A203291] p 458 N89.20969
Artificial and natural icing tests of the UH*60A helicopter
configured with the XM-139 multiple mine dispensing
system (VOLCANO]
[AD-A205031] p 531 N89-21794
ICE CLOUDS
Predicting the effects of aircraft icing
p 460 A89-33825
Airplane instrument to detect ice particles
p 769 A89-51232
ICE ENVIRONMENTS
Dual centrifugal compressors - The helicopter solution
to sand and ice ingestion p 176 A89-18908
Dolphin eats snow --- helicopter engine surge during
flight in snowfall p 155 A89-18910
Artificial and natural icing tests of the EH-60A quick fix
helicopter
lAD-A204589] p 530 N89-21792
ICE FORMATION
Automated optical instrument for extracting water droplet
impingement data from wind tunnel experiments
p 47 A89-10261
Navier-Stokes soh dinn to the flowfleld over ice accretion
shapes p 12 A89-12557
icing degree moderate to severe - If and where in
clouds p 88 A89-13682
Exbenmental aerodynamic characteristics of an NACA
0012 airfoil with simulated glaze ice p 78 A89-16097
An ice detection system for helicopters
[AIAA PAPER 88-3949] p 172 A89.18120
Analytical determination and experimental comperisen
of performance degradation on a helicopter main rotor
due to ice accretion p 155 A89.18909
Development and qualification testing, teaming for the
V.22 multi-service aircraft system p 165 A89-18928
An example of the behavior of an aircraft with
accumulated ice - Latent instability p 181 A89-20170
Local heat-transfer characteristics of glaze-ice
accretions on an NACA 0012 airfoil p 256 A89-22816
Problems in understanding aircraft icing dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 89-0735] p 302 A89-25553
A numerical investigation of the influence of surface
roughness on heat transfer in ice accretion
[AIAA PAPER 89-0737] p 346 A89-25554
Effect of simulated glaze ice on a rectangular wing
[AIAA PAPER 89-0750] p 303 A89-25560
Prop-fan airfoil icing characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 89-0753] p 303 A89-25561
Use of the median volume droplet diameter in the
characterization of cloud droplet spectra
[AIAA PAPER 89-0756] p 352 A89-25562
Selection of the critical icing/flight case for an
unprotected airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 89-0757] p 303 A89-25563
Performance of the forward scattering spectrometer
probe in NASA's Icing Research Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 89-0769] p 346 A89-25570
Distributed ice accretion sensor for smart aircraft
structures
[AIAA PAPER 89.0772] p 311 A89-25571
Elevator deflection effects on the icing process
[AIAA PAPER 89.0846] p290 A89-25615
Investigation of surface water behavior during glaze ice
accretion p 304 A89-27739
An overview of the current NASA program on aircraft
icing research
[SAE PAPER 881386] p 305 A89-28192
Modeling of surface roughness effects on glaze ice
accretion
[AIAA PAPER 89-0734] p 305 A89-28451
An experimental investigation of multi-element airfoil ice
accretion end resulting performance degradation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0752] p 297 A89-28453
Determination of longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives
using flight data from an icing reseamh aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89.0754] p 333 A89-28454
Investigation of the flow in the diffuser section of the
NASA Lewis Icing Research Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 89-0755] p 336 A89-28455
Development of a new subsonic icing wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 89-0773] p 337 A89-28458
Interpretation of an experimental spearhead shape ice
formation by using a numerical model
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-121] p 428 A89.29273
Overview of icing research at ONERA
[ONERA, TP NO, 1988.123] p 379 A89-29275
On ice shape prndiction methodologies and comparison
with experimental data
[AIAA PAPER 89-0732] p 379 A89-30650
Three-dimensional trajectory analyses of two drop sizing
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p 397 A89-30966
Surface-blowing anti-icing technique for aircraft
surfaces p 394 A89-31861
Predicting the effects of aircraft icing
p 460 A89-33825
Calculation of flow over iced airfoils
p 570 A89.40905
Generic icing effects on forward flight performance of
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Environmental icing test of T800 helicopter engine with
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[AIAA PAPER 89.2324] p 676 A89-46751
Airplane instrument to detect ice particles
p 769 A89-51232
Aircraft icing caused by large supercooled droplets
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The influence of ice accretion physics on the forecasting
of aircraft icing conditions p 826 A89-54803
Measurements of hazardous icing conditions
p 826 A89-54804
Remote detection of aircraft icing hazards by Doppler
radar p 826 A89-54805
A cooperative study on winter icing conditions in the
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Aircraft icing conditions detected by combined remote
sensors. A preliminary study p 827 A89-54807
Aircraft icing hazards forecasting and synoptic
classification p 827 A89-54821
The role of the Smith-Fnddes model in improving the
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Severe aircraft icing events - A Colorado case study
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An overview of the national program to improve aircraft
icing forecasts p 872 A89-54862
Performance of the forward scattering spectrometer
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Evaluation of the improved OV-1D anti-icing system
[AD-A198438] p 156 N89-14225
An experimental investigation of multi-element airfoil ice
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Determination of longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives
using flight data from an icing research aircraft
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Icing research tunnel test of a model helicopter rotor
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Electromagnetic properties of ice coated surfaces
[NASA.CR-184780] p 495 N89-20355
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Endurance) aircraft
lAD-A202584] p 464 N89.20975
Artificial and natural icing tests of the EH-60A quick fix
helicopter
lAD-A204589] p 530 N89-21792
Artificial and natural icing tests of the UH-60A helicopter
configured with the XM-139 multiple mine dispensing
system (VOLCANO)
[AD-A205031] p 531 N89-21794
NASA's program on icing research and technology
[NASA-TM-101989] p 507 N89-22569
The low frequency oscillation in the flow over a
NACA0012 airfoil with an iced leading edge
[NASA-TM-102018] p 592 N89-23417
A computer simulation study of liquid water content
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[DOTIFAAICT-TN8913] p 598 N89-24288
ICE NUCLEI
A general equation for the terminal fall speed of solid
hydrometeors p808 A89-51181
ICE PREVENTION
Thermal analysis of engine inlet anti-icing systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-0759] p 311 A89-25565
Developments in expulsive separation ice protection
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[AIAA PAPER 89-0774] p 311 A89.25572
Overview of icing research at ONERA
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Heat transfer characteristics of an sere-engine intake
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p 833 A89-53255
Observations and forecasts for runway (pavement]
surfaces p 826 A89-54802
Evaluation of the improved OV-1D anti-icing system
[AD-A198438] p 156 N89-14225
NASA's program on icing research and technology
[NASA-TM-101989] p 507 N89-22569
Electro-impulse de.icing research: Fatigue and
electromagnetic interference tests
[DOTIFAAICT-88127] p 524 N89.22594
Electromagnetic emissions from a modular Low Voltage
Electro.Impulse De-icing system
[DOT/FAAICT-88131] p 707 N89-26120
IDEAL FLUIDS
A second-order numerical method for the analysis of
two-dimensional flow of ideal fluid through a cascade with
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monitoring systems p 319 N89-16786
The evolution of digital avionics architectures/systems
p 770 N89-27655
Accident/incident data analysis database summaries,
volume 2
[DOT/FAA/DS-89/17-2] p828 N89-29333
INFORMATION THEORY
Response equivocation analysis for the smart stick
controller
[AD.A203146] p 475 N89.2098g
INFORMATION TRANSFER
Overlapping gdds for flow field calculations
p 195 N89-14918
Display of flight guidance information in the aircraft
cockpit p 610 N89-24305
INFRARED DETECTORS
Infrared technique to measure the skin temperature on
en electrothermal _ - _n with numerical
simulations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0760] p 303 A89-25566
INFRARED IMAGERY
Synthetic IR scene generation p 125 A89-15897
Standardized advanced infrared sensor - A program
status p 175 A89-18932
Characterization of boundary layer conditions in wind
tunnel tests through IR thermography imaging
p 147 A89-19167
Multispectref terrain background simuletion techniques
for use in airborne sensor evaluation
p 499 A89-33664
Infrared thermography - A quant_ative tool for heat
study
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989.3] p 553 A89-37627
Application of infrared thermography to the interpretetion
of tests in an icing wind tunnel
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-28] p 554 A89-37642
User friendly real time display p 609 A89-40272
Nroraft navigation using I.R. image analysis
p 598 A89-40446
Combustor flew visualization using innovative infrared
thermngraphics techniques
[AD-A205905] p 550 N89-22718
INFRARED INSPECTION
Nondestructive testing of ¢ompo_te alroraft aUuctures
with infrared and sheerogrephic imaging technologies
p 189 A89-18891
Tharmographic inspection of superplestically formed
diffusion bonded titanium panels p 415 A89-29509
Investigation of aeroecoustic mechanisms by remote
thermal imaging p407 A89-29511
INFRARED INSTRUMENTS
LANTIRN approach to enhance maintainability -- low
altitude navigation and targeting infrared for night
[AIAA PAPER 8g-8055] p 715 A89-48166
INFRARED RADAR
Infrared and millimeter wave acquisition system
[ONERA, TP NO, 1989-38] p 899 A89-45191
INFRARED RADIATION
Radiative charsctadstic$ of hypersonic cone wake
p 648 A8g-46263
INFRARED RADIOMETERS
Infrared thermogrephy in blowdown and intermittent
hypersonic facilities
[AIAA PAPER 89-0042] p 334 A89-25038
INFRARED SCANNERS
St*nderdized =dvanced Infrared san=mr - A program
status p 175 A89-18932
Unescan 2000 - Tomorrow's sensor today
p 475 Atig-33§74
INFRARED EIGNATUREI
A novel Infrered tharmography heat transfer
meuurement technl¢lua
(AIAA PAPER 8g-0601 ] p 343 AEO.26478
left-grad _ millimeter wave e0qullitlon lye=era
[ONERA, TP NO, 1080-30] p 8gg ASO-45101
INFRARED EPE_tlqA
In I_u oompoelte oum monitoring ullng Infrlmld
trinlmiffing Optloal flberl p 415 A8g-29977
INFRARED II/_CTROOCOPY
Applies=ion of nondestructive evelustlona to the
predlottorl Of _rblnl fuel peroxldatlon potential
[AD-A202291] p 4f,?, NSg.lg44f
INFRARED TRACKING
The problems of the Infrared stealth of the flying
vat.lee p 307 AN)-37003
INFRASONIC FREQUENCIES
Ultra-low frequency vibretion data ecquisi_ concerns
in operating flight simuletors p 116 A89.15560
INGESTION
Noise produced by turbulent flow into a rotor: Theory
manuel for atmospheric turbulence prediction and rmmn
flow and turbulence convection prediction
[NASA-CR-181789] p 813 N89-27466
INGESTION (ENGINES)
Duel centrifugal compressors - The helicopter solulJon
to sand end ice ingestion p 176 A89-18908
Dolphin eats snow --- helicopter engine surge during
flight in snowfall p 155 A89.18910
Experimental essessment of • turbulence ingestion
noise theory p 203 A89-18912
STOL and STOVL hot gas ingestion end airtreme heeling
tests in the NASA Lewis 9- by 15-foot low-speed wind
tunnel
[NASA-TM-102101] p 824 N89-29323
INHIBrrORS
Stabilization of T-6 fuel by S-789 inhibitor and
compositions based on it p 411 A89-32276
INJECTION
Numerical study of s mu_purpose transonic wind tunnel
with an adaptable injection.suction system
p 543 N89-22621
INJECTION MOLDING
Injection moulded ceramic rotors - Comparison of SiC
end Si3N4 p 858 A89-53658
The quality of tibre reinforced thermoplastics
mouldings p 196 N89-13839
Improved silicon carbide for advanced heat engines
[NASA-CR-179477] p 252 N89.15251
INJURIES
Injuries to seat occupants of light airplanes
lAD-A207579) p 749 N89-26830
INLET AIRFRAME CONFIGURATIONS
Numerical end experimental investigation of
airframe-integrated inlet for high velocities
[AIAA PAPER 89.2679] p 649 A8g.47009
Intake Aerodynamics, volume 1 --- conference
[ VKI-LS-1988-04-VOL- 1] p298 N89-t 6738
Tactical fighter inlets p298 N89-16740
Inlet-engine compatibility p 314 N89-16741
Intake SWidand simplified methods for dynemic pressure
distortion assessment p 299 N89-t 6742
Intake-airframe integration p 315 N89-16744
Intakes for high engle of ettack p315 N89-16745
Intake Aerodynamics, volume 2 -- conference
[VKI-LS-1988-04-VOL-2] p 299 N89.t6748
CFD application to subsonic inlet airframe integration
-- computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
p 299 N89.16753
CFD application to supersonic/hypersonic inlet airframe
integration --- computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
p 299 NBg-t6754
INLET FLOW
Study of the engine influence on wif,JS with rmx:lem
high-bypass propulsion concepts
[DGLR PAPER 87-063] p 5 A89-10510
Two-dimensional subsonic diffuser flew with uniform
shear velocity profile at inlet p 7 A89.11056
Noise field of a propeller with angular inflow
p 59 A=9-11102
Inlet development for the NFAC 80- by 120-foot indraft
wind tunne/
[AIAA PAPER 88-2528] p 41 A89-12550
New guide for eccurete Nevier-Stokes solution of
two-dimensional external compression inlet with bleed
p 89 Ati9-13573
High speed Inlet celoule_ons with real gas effects
[AIAA PAPER 88-3076] p 75 ASS-t4980
Turbine-stage heat trlmsfer - Comparison of
short-duration mes=ureruenta with state-of-the-err
predictions p 126 A8g.16458
Two-dimensional numadnal analysis for inlets lit
subsonic through hypersonic qNXKI= p 7g A89-1645g
A (_ralltion stt_y of rotor Inflow in forward flight
p 145 ASS-f geM
Dynamic inflow for IxactlG=l =pplk_,etions
p 147 ABg,,19626
NlVter-Stokea Iolu_onl for fflJxed oornp/a=_
exl=ymmetrl¢ Inlet flow with ten'Nnel shook
p 211 AEg-g2276
Effect= of Inlet pral=ure fluotuetton= on axial flow
oompreuore p 255 Age-22287
Hypareonlo IorlmJet Inlet flow Investlgetionl, M1 ,=
18.28
[AIAA PAPER 89-0003] p 270 A3g.38002
Zonal modelling of flows through multiple inlet= end
no==lu
(AIAA PAPER 30.0003] p 27f A3g.23003
Luer hologrephlo Intorferometdo measurementn of the
flow in I scremJet inlet it Mi_h 4
[AIAA PAPER 89.0043] p 273 A89.25037
A-1§6
INLET NOZZLES
Supersonic inlet calculations using an upwind
finite-volume method on adaptive unstructured grids
(AIAA PAPER 89-0t13] p 274 A89-25100
Estimates of oxides of nitrogen formed in an inlet air
stream for high Mach number flight conditions
[AIAA PAPER 89.0197] p 277 A69.25172
Essentially non-oscillatory schemes for the Euler
equations and its application to complex aerodynamic
flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-0582] p 267 A89.25451
Modeling of subsonic flow through • compact offset inlet
diffuser
[AIAA PAPER 89-0639] p 288 A89-25505
Preliminary results in the development of a method to
correct propeller inflow for improved unsteady force
calculations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0436] p 293 A89.25374
Diagonal implicit multigrid calculation of inlet flowflelds
p 294 A89.27718
Three dimensional viscous analysis of a hypersonic
inlet
[AIAA PAPER 89-0004] p 364 A89-29924
Patched.grid computations of high.speed inlet flows
p 443 A89-34728
AF-2 scheme for solution of axial symmetric transonic
inlet-flowfield p 511 A89.37791
Numerical simulation of flow through a two-strut scremjet
inlet p 514 A89-39038
Three-dimensional dual-potential procedure for inlets
and indreft wind tunnels p 570 A89.40908
Validation of a free-jet technique for evaluating
inJet-engine compatibility
(AIAA PAPER 89-2325] p 676 A89-46752
F-16 inlet stability investigation
[AIAA PAPER 89-2465] p 665 A89.46852
Inviscid analysis of a dual mode scramjet inlet
[AIAA PAPER 89-2661] p 649 A89-47011
Supersonic turbomachine rotor flutter control by
aerodynamic detuning
[AIAA PAPER 89.2685J p 680 A89-47015
Numerical analysis of flow about a total temperature
sensor
[AIAA PAPER 89-2233] p 725 A89-47888
Active control of inlet distorted flow field in compressor
inlet p 817 A89-52316
Calculations of inlet distortion induced compressor flow
field instability p 818 A88-52498
A method for calculation of matching point of inlet and
engine p 840 A89-54132
Calculation of the effect of the location of the jet-engine
air inlets on the air flow in front of the inlets
p 820 A89-54488
A preliminary design study of supersonic through.flow
fen inlets
[NASA-CR-182224] p 109 N89-11751
Influence of bulk turbulence and entrance boundary layer
thickness on the curved duct flow field
p 131 N89-12896
Isolated testing of highly maneuverable inlet con oepts
[NASA-CR.179544] p 178 N89-13437
The effects of inlet turbulence and rotor/stator
interactions on the aerodynamics and heat transfer of •
large.scale rotating turbine model, volume 1
[NASA.CR-4079] p 182 N89.13758
Experimental results for a two-dimensional supersonic
inlet used as a thrust deflecting nozzle
[NASA-TM.83439] p 194 N89-14386
Intake swirl and simplified methods for dynamic pressure
distortion assessment p 299 N89-18742
Intake-airframe integration p 315 N89-16744
Incidence angle rules in supersonic cascades
p 328 N89.18827
Measurement of airfoil heat transfer coefficients on a
turbine stage p 351 N89-17311
Numerical and experimental investigation of engine inlet
flow with the Dornier EM2 supersonic inlet model
p 373 N88-18642
Theoretical and experimental investigations on shocks
losses in transonic axial flow compressors
(DFVLR-FB-88-38] p 403 N89-19304
Advanced computational techniques for hypersonic
propulsion
JNASA-TM.102005] p 627 N89-23809
INLET NOZZLES
An experimental evaluation of S-duct inlet-diffuser
configurations for turboprop Offset gearbox applications
[NASA-CR-179454] p 426 N89-19556
INLET TEMPERATURE
Redistribution of an inlet temperature distortion in an
axial flow turbine stage p 255 A89-22288
Modal predictions of fan response to inlet temperature
transients and spatial temperature distortion
[AIAA PAPER 89-2666] p 650 A89-47018
Numerical analysis of flow about a total temperature
sensor
[AIAA PAPER 89-2233] p 725 A89-47688
A-156
Three dimensional flow and temperature profile
attenuation in an axial flow turbine
[AD-A206736] p 885 N89-26005
INPUT/OUTPUT ROUTINES
Thin-layer Navler-Stokes solutions for a cranked delta
wing
[AD-A203292] p 459 N89-20970
Aircraft austalnablllty model version 1,5: Users manual
lAD-A207015] p 638 N89.25949
INSECTS
A fundamental approach to the sticking of insect
residues to aircraft wings
[NASA*CR.183041] p 158 N88-13414
INSERTION
Hardware fault insertion and instrumentation system:
Experimentation end results
[NASA-CR.182746] p 58 N89.10526
INSPECTION
The long-life structure p 61 A89-t2952
Pilot factors guidelines for the operational inspection
of navigation systems
[NASA-CR.181644] p 91 N89-12557
Relationships of nondestructive evaluation needs and
component design p 349 N89-17256
Importance of sensitivity and reliability of NDI techniques
on damage tolerance based life prediction of turbine
discs p 350 N89-17257
Long term possibilities for nondestructive evaluation for
US Navy aircraft p 350 N89-17259
Need for common AGARD approach and actions
p 350 N89-17260
Developing criteria for sample sizes in jet engine
analytical component inspections and the associated
confidence levels
lAD-A201508] p 401 N89-18488
Aviation safety: Measudng how safely individual airlines
operate
[GAO/RCED-88-61] p 464 N89-20974
A survey of JP-8 and JP-5 properties
[AD-A207721] p 860 N89-28661
INSTALLING
Stress analysis report for the Microwave Landing System
(MLS) class V modification C-130 aircraft
[AD-At96722] p 91 N89-11730
Integration effects of pylon geometry on a high-wing
transport airplane
[NASA.TP.2877] p 221 N69-15888
Installed thrust as a predicto¢ of engine health for jet
engines p 327 N89-16808
The effect of exhaust pluma/affarbody interaction on
installed Scremjet performance
[NASA-TM-101033] p330 N8g-17600
Investigation of transport airplane fuselage fuel tank
installations under crash conditions
[DOT/FAA/CT.88/24] p 749 N89-27643
INSTRUMENT APPROACH
Flight evaluation of pursuit displays for precision
approach of powered-lift aircraft p 810 A89-43059
Manual CAT Ilia with a HUD. Requirements and testing
--- FAA instrument approach category
p 687 A89-45164
Microwave landing system instrumentation . A pilot's
viewpoint
[SAE PAPER 881461] p 661 A89-47340
The challenge of lowered visibility limits for precision
approach end landing with helicopters
[NLR-MP-87033.U] p 228 N89.15087
A procedure for operating dependent instrument
approaches to converging runways
[AD-A204723] p 528 N88-21784
Aircraft accident/incident summary reports: Bellevllle,
Illinois, August 22, 1987; Pensacola, Florida, December
27, 1987
[PB89.810405] p 827 N89.28507
INSTRUMENT COMPENSATION
Test of a calibration device for airborne Lyman-alpha
hygrometers p 532 A89-37537
INSTRUMENT ERRORS
Determination of the deviation coefficients of a magnetic
compass during a turn p 610 A89-40719
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
The impact of yaw axis control modes, flight directors
and automatic control coupling on decelerating IFR
approaches for rotorcraft p 180 A89-18903
The realization of microwave landing system benefits
p 307 A89-26734
Landing flight near traffic level II using the IL-62M
aircraft p 387 A89.29740
An investigation of lateral tracking techniques, flight
directors and automatic control coupling on decelerating
IFR approaches for rotorcreft
[AD-A202910] p 526 N89-21782
A procedure for operating dependent instrument
approaches to converging runways
]AD-A204723] p 826 N88-21784
SUBJECT INDEX
INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS
Terminal navigation for the Combat Talon II aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 88-4021] p 159 A89-18173
Possibility of using GPS for precision approaches
p 599 A89-40803
Evaluating ILS and MLS sites without flight tests
p 680 A89.43894
F-18 AI/VVI (Attitude Indlcators/Vertical Velocity
Indicators) evaluation: A comparison of four
configurations
(AD-A199543] p 233 N89-15105
Aircraft accident/Incident summary report, Trevls Air
Force Base, California, 8 Apdl 1987
[PB88.910414] p 306 N89-16768
Instrument landing system mathematical modeling study
for Orlando International Airport Runway 17R Iocalizor,
Orlando, Florida, revised airside docking plan (Scheme
3A)
[AD-A204722] p 526 N89-21783
Instrument landing system mathematical modeling study
for Orlando International Airport Runway 35L Iocalizer,
Orlando, Flodda. Final airside docking plan (Scheme 3A)
[AD-A205351] p600 N89.23438
ILS/MLS collocation tests at Miami/Tamiemi, Florida
Airport
[NASA-CR-165715] p 751 N89-26832
An operational demonstration and flight test of the
Microwave Landing System (MLS) at the Miami/Tamiami,
Florida Airport
(DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/37] p 752 N89-26833
INSTRUMENT PACKAGES
HOST instrumentation R and D program overview
p 110 N89-12878
INSTRUMENTS
International Instrumentation Symposium, 34th,
Albuquerque, NM, May 2-6, 1988, Proceedings
p 348 A89-27651
Utilization of wind tunnel instrumentation with software
verifications p 335 A89-27654
INSURANCE (CONTRACTS)
The insurance requirements of the aircraft operator -
Discrepancies between law and regulations
p 813 A89-48502
INTAKE SYSTEMS
Engine surge simulation in wind-tunnel model inlet
ducts p 106 A89-13680
Transport aircraft intake design
(ONERA, TP NO. 1988-16] p 363 A89-29208
Three dimensional viscous analysis of a hypersonic
inlet
(AIAA PAPER 89-0004] p 364 A89.29924
Hot gas ingestion testing of an advanced STOVL
concept in the NASA Lewis g. by 15-foot Low Speed Wind
Tunnel with flow visualization
[AIAA PAPER 88-3025] p 439 A88-33249
Electromagnetic beokscatter from open-ended circular
cylinder with complex termination p 536 A89-39284
F-16 inlet stability investigation
[AIAA PAPER 89-2465] p 665 A89-46852
Numerical simulations of the flowfield in central-dump
ramjet combuators. Part 2: Effects of inlet and combuator
acoustics
[AD-A198743] p 106 N88-11745
Isolated testing of highly maneuverable inlet con cepts
[NASA-CR-179544] p 178 N89-13437
Hot gas ingestion testing of an advanced STOVL
concept in the NASA Lewis g. by 15-foot low speed wind
tunnel with flow visualization
[ NASA-TM.100852] p220 N89-15078
Flame ddving of longitudinal instabilities in liquid fueled
dump combustora
[AD-A201293] p 412 N89-19392
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
Integral equation method for calculating the
nonstationary aerodynamic characteristics of a rotating
annular blade row p 65 A89-13102
Integral equations in the linear theory of contact
problems p 263 A89-23686
Integral equation solution of the full potential equation
for transonic flows
]AIAA PAPER 89-0563] p 287 A89-25452
On the reduction of Dirichlet-Newton problems to wing
equations p 429 A89-29130
A potential flow solution on marine propeller and axial
rotating fan
[AD-A198781] p 191 N89-13738
INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJETS
Efficient computational tool for ramjet combustor
research
[AIAA PAPER 88-0060] p 674 A89-44108
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Aerospace avionics equipment and integration;
Proceedings of the Second Conference, Dallas, TX, Nov.
2-4, 1987
[SAE P-205] p 48 A89-10676
SUBJECT INDEX
GaAs 32-bit single board computer
[AIAA PAPER 88-4012] p 200 A89-18162
GaAs MMICs satisfy EW requirements
p 188 A89-18757
Temperature compensation using GaAs MMIC devices
p 347 A89-26548
INTERACTIONAL AERODYNAMICS
Propfen design by propeller-nacelle interaction
analysis p 36 A89-11055
Dynamic distortion in flowfield downstream of transonic
shock-boundary layer interaction p 8 A89-11061
Analysis of transonic wings including viscous
interaction p9 A89-11084
Acoustics of transonic blade-vortex interactions
p 59 A89-11101
Analysis of complex hypersonic flows with strong
viscous/inviscid interaction p9 A89-11109
A vortex-lattice method for the calculation of wing-vortex
interaction in subsonic flow p 11 A89-11499
Numerical simulation of pressure wave boundary layer
interaction p 65 A89-12928
Flow in the region of the interaction of an underexpanded
rarefied jet and a conical skimmer p 67 A89-13347
Viscous/inviscid interaction procedure for
high-amplitude oscillating airfoils p 70 A89-13579
Time-consistent computation of transonic buffet over
airfoils
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-97] p 70 A89-13580
Multigdd computation of transonic flow about complex
aircraft configurations, using Cartesian grids and local
refinement p 94 A89-13607
Transonic shock boundary layer interaction with passive
control p 73 A89-13685
Space-time correlations of wall pressure fluctuations in
shock-induced separated turbulent flows
p 74 A89-14039
Three dimensional simulation of an underexpended jet
interacting with a supersonic cross flow
[AIAA PAPER 88-3181] p 75 A89-14982
Finite element implementation of full fluid/structure
interaction using modal methods p 125 A89-15596
Finned, multibody aerodynamic interference at transonic
Mach numbers p 78 A89-16094
Interaction of fluids and structures for aircraft
applications p 127 A89-16927
Aeroelastic computations of flexible configurations
p 127 A89-16928
Solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations
for a double throat nozzle p 82 A89-17025
Free wake calculation of rotor flow fields for interactionel
aerodynamics p 145 A89-18853
Rotor/airtrame interactions on tiltrotor aircraft
p 161 A89-18854
An examination of some rotor aerodynamic models using
the RSRA/X-wing model test data p 146 A89-18858
A study on aerodynamic heating inthe interaction regions
of shock waves and turbulent boundary layers induced
by sharp fins p 148 A89-20131
Further comparisons of interactive boundary-layer and
thin-layer Navier-Stokes procedures p 149 A89-20137
Interactions between turbulent wakes end boundary
layers p 150 A89-20182
Experimental investigation of wake and boundary layer
interaction p 208 A89-20956
Prediction of separated flow past airfoil using
viscous-inviscid interaction technique
p 208 A89-21092
A low order panel method for the calculation of vortex
sheet roll-up and wing-vortex interaction
p 208 A89-21283
Nonlinear interactions of perturbations during the
turbulent transition in the separation region of a laminar
boundary layer p 209 A89-21580
Finite-volume calculation of inviscid transonic
airtoil-vortex interaction p 212 A89-22358
Simultaneous viscous-inviscid interaction calculation
procedure for transonic turbulent flows
p 212 A89-22359
An interactive boundary-layer procedure for oscillating
airfoils including transition effects
[AIAA PAPER 89-0020] p 271 A89-25016
Infrared thermography in blowdown and intermittent
hypersonic facilities
[AIAA PAPER 89-0042] p 334 A89-25036
An experimental study of shock wave/vortex
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 89-0082] p 273 A89-25072
Vortex/boundary layer interactions
[AIAA PAPER 89-0083] p 273 A89-25073
Influence of wing geometry on leading-edge vortices and
vortex-induced aerodynamics at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-0085] p 274 A89-25075
An interactive three-dimensional boundary-layer method
for transonic flow over swept wings
[AIAA PAPER 89-0112] p 274 A89-25099
Grid refinement studies of turbine rotor-stator
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 89-0325] p 281 A89-25274
Maeh number dependence of flow separation induced
by normal shock-wave/turbulent boundary-layer
interaction at a curved wall
[AIAA PAPER 89.0353] p 282 A89-25298
An LDV investigation of a multiple normal shock
wave/turbulent boundary layer interaction
[AIAA PAPER 89-0355] p 282 A89-25300
An exploratory study of corner bleed on a fin generated
three-dimensional shock wave turbulent boundary layer
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 89-0356] p 282 A89-25301
A numerical study of the contraroteting vortex pair
associated with a jet in a erossflow
[AIAA PAPER 89-0448] p 284 A89.25366
Numerical study of single impinging jets through a
crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 89-0449] p 284 A89.25367
Viscous-inviscid interaction and local grid refinement via
truncation error injection
IAIAA PAPER 89.0468] p 285 A89-25383
Propeller/wing interaction
[AIAA PAPER 89-0535] p 311 A89-25429
Numerical solutions to three-dimensional shock
wave/vortex interaction at hypersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-0674] p 289 A89-25534
Measurement of transient vortex-surface interaction
phenomena
[AIAA PAPER 89-0833] p 289 A89-28603
Supersonic, transverse jet from a rotating ogive cylinder
in a hypersonic flow p 294 A89-27728
Effect of sidewall boundary layer on a wing in a wind
tunnel p 294 A89-27742
Influence of vane/blade spacing and injection on stage
heat-flux distributions p 325 A89-28342
Experimental and numerical investigation of an oblique
shock wave/turbulent boundary layer interaction with
continuous suction
[AIAA PAPER 89-0357] p 296 A89-28407
Interaction of jet in hypersonic cross stream
p 362 A89.29192
Viscous-inviscid strategy and computation of transonic
buffet
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-111] p 363 A89-29263
A model of self.oscillation generation for aerodynamic
control surfaces at transonic velocities
p 364 A89-30070
Three-dimensional rarefied-gas flow past conical
bodies p 364 A89.30106
Direct calculation of flows with shock waves
p 365 A89-30109
Three.dimensional supersonic flows past blunt bodies
with allowance for interference p365 A89.30110
Supersonic flows of a viscous gas -- Russian book
p 365 A89.30216
Investigation of the parallel blade-vortex interaction at
low speed p 370 A89-31857
Velocity measurements of airframe effects on a rotor
in a low-speed forward flight p 394 A89.31859
Interactive boundary-layer calculations of a transonic
wing flow p 370 A89-31867
Fluctuation of heat transfer in shock wave/turbulent
boundary-layer interaction p 371 A89-31910
Application of harmonic analysis method to research
on rotor airloads p 467 A89-33139
On sound generation by a jet flow passing a semi-infinite
aerofoil
[AIAA PAPER 89-1070] p 501 A89-33718
Interaction noise mechanisms for an advanced propeller
. Experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 89-1093] p 502 A89-33733
Experimental validation of a lifting surface model for rotor
wake-stator interaction
[AIAA PAPER 89-1125] p 441 A89-33758
An analytical model for the prediction of MR/TR
interaction noise --- main rotor/tail rotor
[AIAA PAPER 89-1130] p 503 A89-33762
Large-eddy simulations of excitation effects on a VTOL
upwash fountain p 442 A89-34461
Viscous-inviscid interaction and computation in
aerodynamics
]ONERA, TP NO. 1988-126] p 443 A89-34627
Calculation of blade-vortex interaction airloads on
helicopter rotors p 446 A89-34895
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic loads
on cambered plates
[AIAA PAPER 89-0935] p 447 A89-35244
Prediction of potential noise interactions in axial-flow
machines - Application to the helicopter fenestron
p 504 A89-35385
Unsteady interaction effects on a transitional turbine
blade boundary layer p 508 A89-36186
INTERACTIONAL AERODYNAMICS
Fluctuating pressures on wing surfaces inthe slipstream
of a single-rotor propfan
[AIAA PAPER 89-1058] p 564 A89-36218
Blade-vortex interaction p 508 A89-36905
Separation shock motion in fin, cylinder, and
compression ramp - Induced turbulent interactions
p 509 A89-36911
Explicit Runge-Kutta method for unsteady rotor/stator
interaction p 509 A89-36912
Integrated approach for active coupling of structures a=ld
fluids p 552 A89-36917
New possibilities of viscous-inviscid numerical
techniques for solving viscous flow equations with massive
separation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-24] p 554 A89-37640
Gust analysis of an aircraft with highly non-linear systems
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 89-1377] p 527 A89-37650
The computation of the viscous/inviscid interaction
p 510 A89-37777
Consideration of the effect of surface roughness on
regime coefficients in local interaction theory
p 512 A89-38432
Dependence of regime coefficients on regime
parameters in local interaction theory
p 512 A89-38435
Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations of turbine
rotor-stator interaction. I - Methodology
p 514 A89-39034
Experimental investigation of shock
wave/boundary-layer interactions in an annular duct
p 514 A89-39039
Wing-store flutter analysis of an airfoil in incompressible
flow p 528 A89-39198
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jet noise prediction
]NASA-TM-102047] p 519 N89-22577
Calculation of aircraft noise in the vicinity of civil airports
by a simultion procedure
[MPIS-7/1988J p 634 N89-24887
JET BLAST EFFECTS
Aircraft let engine exhaust blast effects on Par-56 runway
threshold lamp fixtures
[D(JT/FAA/CT*8g/4J p 694 N89-26018
JET BOUNDARIES
A zonal approach to V/STOL vehicle aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 89-2168} p 720 A89-47634
JET ENGINE FUELS
Formation of liquid-phase deposits in jet fuels
p 118 A89-13176
Determination of jet fuel luminosity - A free droplet
technique for assessing fuel effects on combustion
performance in aviation turbines p 119 A89-15203
Correlations of high density fuel effects
IAIAA PAPER 89-0216l p 340 A89-25190
An investigation of the physical and chemical factors
affecting the pertomance of fuels in the JFTOT --- Jet
Fuel Thermal Oxidation Tester
[SAE PAPER 881533] p 341 A89-28242
Ball-on-cylinder testing for aviation fuel tubricity
iSAE PAPER 881537] p 341 A89-28244
High-viscosity and bitumenous oils - Promising raw
materials for the production of jet and diesel fuels
p 410 A89-30086
Effect of vibration on the dehumidifier-anticoagulant
content of jet fuels p 410 A89-30087
Stabilization of T-6 fuel by S-789 inhibitor and
compositions based on it p 411 A89-32276
Soramjet combustion with an aid of silane
p 547 A89-38387
Oenormalized product of the adsorptive zeolite
extraction of paraffins as a jet fuel cemponent
p 857 A89-52775
Environmental fate and effects of shale-derived jet
fuel
[AD-A197683] p 120 N89-11918
Properties of JP-8 jet fuel
lAD-A197270) p 120 N89-12750
Evaluation of corrosion inhibitors as lubricity improvers
[AD-A198743] p 252 N89-t6053
Experimental verification of the thermodynamic
properties for a jet-A fuel
[NASA-TM-101476] p 342 N89-17017
Fuel-additive system for test cells
lAD-A200801) p 342 N89-17681
Application of nondestructive evaluations to the
prediction of turbine fuel peroxidation potential
[ AD-A202291] p412 N89-t 9441
Fuel-rich catalytic combustion of Jet-A fuel-equivalence
ratios 5.0 to 8.0
[NASA-TM-101975) p 489 N89-21051
Fuels combustion research
[AD-A204161] p 490 N89-21071
Modern multiple-pulse, high field NMR studies of high
density jet fuels
lAD-A203320) p 490 N89-21130
Jet fuel deoxygenation
[AD-A205006] p 548 N89-21943
Production of jet fuels from coal-derived liquids. Volume
8: Heteroatom removal by catalytic processing
[AD-A205470] p 621 N89-23712
Hot surface ignition tests of aircraft fluids
[AD-A207372] p 797 N89-26937
Thermal stability of jet fuel
[DE89-013516] p 797 N89-27032
JET ENGINES
Active control of reheat buzz --- low-frequency
combustion instability of jet aeroengine afterburners
p43 A89-11103
Automation keeps jet engines flying
p 207 A89-21021
Thermal analysis of engine inlet anti-icing systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-0759] p 311 A89-25565
Pattern-based fault diagnosis using neural networks
p 354 A89-27602
Hierarchical representation and machine learning from
faulty jet engine behavioral examples to detect real time
abnormal conditions p 355 A89-27622
Knowledge-based jet engine diagnostics using XMAN
p 430 A89-30996
3-D LDA-measurements in the jet of a bypass-engine
p 477 A89-33386
PM superalloy turbine blades p 487 A89-33454
Spray formed Waspaloy for disc forgings
p 487 A89-33463
The development of a preliminary sizing method for
unmanned air vehicles p 468 A89-33564
Assessment of the adequacy of bearing lubrication in
a gas turbine engine through openings in the rotating
shaft p 492 A89-34154
Electromagnetic backscatter from open-ended circular
cylinder with complex termination p 536 A89-39284
The characteristics of the turbulence generator and the
simulation of the flow regulation p 571 A89.41119
Modification in engineering calculation method for inlet
design p 571 A89-41121
An integrated approach to remanufacturing turbine
blades p 623 A89-41547
3D-Euler flow analysis of fanjet engine and turbine
powered simulator with experimental comparison in
transonic speed
[AIAA PAPER 89-1835] p 582 A89-42063
Academician B. S. Stechkin's work in the development
of jet engines p 634 A89-42452
Prediction of the stability limit of multistage axial
compressors p 640 A89-44637
Theoretical and experimental study of turbine
aerodynamics p 640 A89-44639
Full scale fatigue crack growth test of advanced jet
trainer AT-3 p 664 A89-45207
Transferring jet engine diagnostic and control technology
to liquid propellant rocket engines
]AIAA PAPER 89-2851 ] p 682 A89-47125
Aspects of the numerical simulation of turbulent flow
in combustor type configurations p 775 A89-50373
Flow similarity in ignition process of jet engine
p 839 A89-52323
History of low-power jet engines p 841 A89-54483
Jet engines for high supersonic flight velocities (2nd
revised and enlarged edition) --- Russian book
p 841 A89-54884
Structural optimization including centrifugal and Coriolis
effects
lAD-A1968731 p 139 N89-12356
Early jet engines and the transition from centrifugal to
axial compressors: A case study in technological change
IAD-A198775J p 177 N89-13430
T55-L-714 engine development and qualification: Tip
clearance analysis
lAD-A198849] p 177 N89-t3431
Sensor failure detection for jet engines
INASA-TM-101396] p 177 N89-13432
Gas path modelling, diagnosis and sensor fault
detection p 321 N89-16811
Review of existing NDT technologies and their
capabilities p 349 N89-17255
Developing criteria for sample sizes in jet engine
analytical component inspections and the associated
confidence levels
lAD-A201508) p 401 N89-18488
Experimental examination of the aerothermal
performance of the T-10 test cell at NAS (Naval Air Station),
Cubi Point
[AD-A203887] p 487 N89-21005
PARC code validation for propulsion flows
{AD-A204293] p 557 N89-22066
INTERFACE 2: Advanced diagnostic software
[AD-A204527J p 563 N8g-22366
Supersonic particle probes: Measurement of internal wall
losses
lAD-A205863) p 521 N89-22589
Aerothermodynamic analysis of a Coanda/Refraction
Jet Engine Test Facility
[AD-A2059371 p 619 N89-23482
Ailcratt jet engine exhaust blast effects on Par-56 runway
threshold lamp fixtures
[DOT/PAA/CT-89/4] p 694 N89-26018
KC-135R rumble investigation
[AD-A2075321 p 812 N89-27464
Parametric study of the aerothermodynamics of a jet
engine test facility
[AD-A208512] p 794 N89-27675
Computational structural mechanics engine structures
computational simulator p 866 N89-29792
Interfacing modules for integrating discipline specific
structural mechanics codes p 866 N89-29793
JET EXHAUST
Simultaneous computation of jet turbulence and noise
[AIAA PAPER 89-1091] p 491 A89-33731
Ground vortex flow field investigation
p 16 N89-10852
Effects of a ground vortex on the aerodynamics of an
airfoil p 16 N89-10855
Numerical investigation of s jet in ground effect using
the fortified Navier-Stokes scheme p 16 N89-10857
V/STOL aircraft and the problem of jet-induced
suckdown p 317 N89-t8380
Exberiomental examination of the aerothermal
performance of the T-10 test cell at NAS (Naval Air Station),
Cubi Point
lAD-A203887) p 487 N89-21005
Measurements of mean-flow and turbulence
characteristics in a turbojet exhaust using a laser
velocimeter
[ISL-CO-226/88] p 841 N89-28519
JET FLOW
Numerical simulation of the strong interaction between
a compressor blade clearance jet and stalled passage
flow p 76 A89.15672
Thermal measurements for jets in disturbed and
undisturbed crosswind conditions p 107 A89-16102
Investigation of the interacting flow of nonsymmetric jets
in crossflow p 126 A89-16109
Measurements in the field of a spark excited
compressible axisymmetric jet p203 A89-18948
Hole tone generated from almost choked to highly
choked jets p 203 A89-19903
A numerical study of the contrarotating vortex pair
associated with a jet in a crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 89-0448] p 284 A89-25366
Vortex generator jets - A means for passive and active
control of boundary layer separation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0564] p 287 A89-25453
Flow over an airfoil with jets p 362 A89-29167
Interaction of jet in hypersonic cross stream
p 362 A89-29192
Jet flows of reacting gases --- Russian book
p 416 A89-30254
Shear flow control by mechanical tabs
[AIAA PAPER 89-0994] p 416 A89-30505
Possibilities for modeling turbulent heat transfer in
hypersonic finite-jet flow past bodies
p 371 A89-32145
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Twin.jet screech suppression
[AIAA PAPER 59-1140] p 504 A89.33768
The application of wall pressure method in low speed
return wind tunnel with closed jet p 541 A89-37788
On the three famtl_se of instability waves of high-spend
jets p 513 A89-38824
Dynamic loading on impact surfaces of a high subsonic
elliptic jet
[AIAA PAPER 89-1138] p 832 A88-40477
Numerical study of two.dimenslonal impinging jet
flowfields p 589 A89-40902
Rectangular jets in a croseflow p 802 A89.50057
Flight measured and calculated exhaust jet conditions
for an F100 engine in an F-15 airplane
(NASA.TM.100419] p 177 N89.13435
Aerothermal modeling program. Phase 2, element B:
Flow interaction experiment p 351 N89-17304
Subhermonic and fundamental high amplitude excitation
of an axisymmetric jet
[NASA-TM-101946] p 452 N89.20920
An experimental investigation of the ground vortex
created by a moving jet
[NASA.CR.181841] p745 N89-26815
Measurements of mean.flow and turbulence
characteristics in a turbojet exhaust using a laser
velocimeter
]1SL-CO-226/88] p 841 N89-28519
Laser veiocimetry in the close wake of an axisymmetric
rear body
{ISL-R-114/87] p 865 N89-28774
JET IMPINGEMENT
Experimental investigation of a jet impinging on a ground
plane in crossflow p 149 A89-20141
Single and multiple jet impingement heat transfer on
rotating disks
]AIAA PAPER 89-0174] p 344 A89.25150
Numerical study of single impinging jets through a
crossfiow
[AIAA PAPER 89-0449] p 284 A89-25367
Shock capturing using a pressure-correction method
[AIAA PAPER 89-0561] p345 A89.25450
Characteristics of the ground vortex formed by a jet
moving over a fixed ground plane
]AIAA PAPER 89-0650] p 288 A89-25514
On sound generation by a jet flow passing a semi-infinite
aerofoil
[AIAA PAPER 89-1070] p 501 A89.33716
Large.eddy simulations of excitation effects on a VTOL
upwesh fountain p 442 A89-34461
Local heat transfer in internally cooled turbine airfoil
leading edge regions. I - Impingement cooling without film
coolant extraction. II - Impingement cooling with film
coolant extraction p 494 A88.34832
Supersonic rectangular jet impingement noise
axpedments
[AIAA PAPER 89-1138] p 832 A88-40478
Dynamic loading on impact surfaces of a high subsonic
elliptic jet
[AIAA PAPER 89-1139] p 832 A89-40477
Numerical study of two-dimenslonal impinging jet
flowfields p 589 A89-40902
Normal impinging jet in crosefiow - A perametdc
investigation
[AIAA PAPER 89-2957] p 684 A89-47199
Impingement of a sonic jet on wedge.shaped
obstacles p 741 A89-51017
Heat transfer characteristics of an sere-engine intake
fitted with a hot air jet impingement anti-icing system
p 833 A89-53255
Noise of the Harrier in vertical landing and takeoff
p 60 N89-10856
Experimental research on swept shock wave/boundew
layer interactions
[AD.A196938] p 53 N89.11189
An investigation of V/STOL jet interactions in a
crossflow
lAD-A206360] p 596 N89-24272
JET MIXING FLOW
Features of the use of schemes of first and second
order of accuracy to calculate the mixing of off-design
supersonic jets p66 A89-13341
Planar imaging of jet mixing in crossfiow
p 255 A89-22352
Experimental and analytical study on exit radial
temperature profile of experimental 2D combustor
[AIAA PAPER 89-0493] p 340 A89-25403
Effect of slotting on the mixing and noise of an
axisymmetric supersonic jet
[AIAA PAPER 89-1052] p 832 A89-41042
Noncircular jet dynamics in supersonic combustion
p 863 A89-53353
Combustion-related shear-flow dynamics in elliptic
supersonic jets p 819 A89-53930
Aerothermai modeling program, phase 2, Element C:
Fuel injector-air swirl cheractadzetion
p 131 N89-12892
Investigation of the flowfiold created by the interaction
of a sonic Jet and I co-flowing supersonic stream
[AD-A205823] p 593 N89-23425
Three dimensional flow and temperature profile
attenuation in an axlai flow turbine
[AD-A206738] p 685 N89-26005
JET PROPULSION
Jet or prop required for future regional transports?
p 637 A89-44641
Civil supersonics * Propulsion is the key
p 675 A8g-45031
A review of propulsion applications of the pulsed
detonation engine concept
[AIAA PAPER 89-2446] p 677 A89-46837
Advanced core technology: Key to subsonic propulsion
benefits
[NASA.TM-101420] p 178 N89-14237
JET PUMPS
A model of pressure distributions on impeller blades for
determining performance characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 89-0840] p 348 A89-25609
JET THRUST
A jet thrust measurement method with gas composition
analysis p 36 A89.11040
Flow over an airfoil with jets p 362 A89-29167
Method and system for monitoring and displaying engine
performance parameters
[NASA-CASE.LAR-14049-1] p 614 N89.23466
JET VANES
Establishment of variable vane regulation law
p 36 A89-11044
Aircraft gas turbine blade and vane repair
p 533 A89-36473
Variable geometry in supersonic compressors
p 330 N89-16838
Variable nozzle area turbine vane cooling
lAD-D014071] p 775 N89-26849
JOINED WINGS
The joined wing - The benefits end drawbacks. I
p 507 A89-38800
HALE - A high.altitude, Iong-endurence manned
aircraft p 604 A89-41109
The Flying Diamond: A joined aircraft configuration
design project, volume 1
[NASA-CR-184699] p 360 N89-18407
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics of s
joined.wing research aircraft configuration
[NASA-TM-101083] p 596 N89-24285
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
Adhesively bonded joints: Testing, analysis, and design;
Proceedings of the International Symposium, Baltimore,
MD, Sept. 10-12, 1986 ) 45 A8g-10076
Environmental dural_lity of adhesively bonded joints
) 48 A89-10095
A study of contact Interaction in aircraft structural
elements _ 188 A89-18644
Determination of admissible attrition vaiuea for helicopter
assembly joints in stand tests _ 207 A89-23003
Void minimization in adhesive Joints
802 A89.50141
Fatigue life of dovetail joints. Verification of a simple
biaxlai model _ 863 A89-54110
Typical joints in a wing structure p 317 N89-17683
Mechanism of single sheer fastened _lnts
352 N89-17700
Joining of carbon fiber composite with fasteners
p 343 N89-17701
The fatigue in aircraft corrosion testing (FACT)
programme
[AGARD-R-713] p 548 N89-21873
Investigations on the cracking behavior of joints in
airfields and roads: Field investigations and laboratory
simulations
[P889-141278] p 619 N89-23479
Nozzle flap hinge joint
[AD-D014002] p 775 N89-26847
Ceramic joining in the United States
[DE89-009323] p 798 N89-27834
An adhesive for field repair of composites
[AD.A209992] p 798 N89.27859
JOUKOWSKI TRANSFORMATION
Two.dimensionel test section with preedjusted adaptive
walls for low speed wind tunnel
[KTH.AERO-REPT-57] p 379 N89-19278
JOURNAL BEARINGS
The eigenvalue dependence of reduced tilting pad
bearing stiffness and damping coefficients
p 124 A89-15004
Active vibration control of flexible rotors - An
experimental and theoretical study p 554 A89-37847
JP-4 JET FUEL
Development and application of a surrogate distillate
fuel p 895 A89-44103
A model for estimating evaporation rate in fixed-roof
JP-4 fuel storage tanks
[DE89-004261) p 253 N89.16068
KALMAN FILTERS
High density fuel effects
[AD-A202426] p 490 N88-21125
JP-8 JET FUEL
A survey of JP-8 and JP-5 properties
[AD-A207721] p 880 N89.25661
JP-8 JET FUEL
Properties of JP-8 Jet fuel
[AD*A187270] p 120 N89-12750
A survey of JP-5 end JP-5 properties
[AD-A207721] p860 N89-28861
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Numerical simulation of turbulent flow through tandem
cascade p 67 A89-13519
RNG-besed turbulence transport approximations with
applications to transonic flows --- Renormalization Group
Theory
[AIAA PAPER 89-1950] p 573 A89-41797
Modification of k.epeilon turbulence models for co_txial
sodden-expansion swirling flows p 803 A89-50172
Transonic viscous flow calculations for a turbine cascade
with • two equation turbulence model
[NASA-TM-101944] p 537 N89-22607
Rotordynamic coefficients for labyrinth seals calcuhited
by means of a finite difference technique
p 560 N89-22900
Finite difference analysis of rotordynemic seal
coefficients for an eccentric shaft position
p 560 N89.22906
Parametric study of the eerothermodynamics of a jet
engine test facility
lAD-A208512] p 794 N89-27675
KALMAN FILTERS
Navigation of aircraft with rigid image-forming sensors
[DGLR PAPER 87-130] p 31 A89-10521
Multiple sample polygonal correlation algorithm for the
determination of ground emitter location
[AIAA PAPER 88.3987] p 158 A89.18145
Evaluation of a Kalman filter for SAR motion
compensation p 347 A89-26721
A Kaimen filter for an integrated Doppler/GPS nevigetlon
system p 308 A89-26740
The Honeywell/DND helicopter integrated navigation
system (HINS) p 308 A89-2fi741
Techniques for robust tracking in airborne radars
p 600 A89-4'._666
New Kaiman filter algorithms for hybrid navigation,
flightpath computation and inertial geodesy
p 659 A89-43828
Gain transfer - An algorithm for decentralized
hierarchical estimation p 711 A89-48150
Estimating in-flight engine performance variations using
Kaiman filter concepts
[AIAA PAPER 89-2584] p 879 A89-48940
A critique of several failure detection approaches for
navigation systems p 809 A89-48124
An optimum method for extracting the aerodynamic
derivatives of a helicopter from flight test data
p 727 A88-48193
Flight reconstruction techniques from flight recorder data
for simulation and training
[AIAA PAPER 69-3263] p 785 A89-48380
An improved numerical integration method for flight
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 89-3306] p 809 A89-48414
Space Shuttle propulsion performance reconstruction
from flight data
[AIAA PAPER 89-3355] p 795 A89-49059
Development and flight evaluation of an integrated
GPS/INS navigation system
[AIAA PAPER 89-3498] p 828 A89-52590
Global positioning system accuracy improvement using
Ridge regression
[AIAA PAPER 89-3499] p 828 A89-52591
Identification of stata-space parameters in the presence
of uncertain nuisance parameters p 875 A89-54022
Estimation of states of aircrafts by Kalman filtering
algorithms
[PD-SE-8810] p 136 N89-12238
Trajectory scoring in rectangular coordinates using
transponder-interrogator range and range rate data
[DE89.007005] p 468 N89-20119
Development of the extended kalmen filter for the
advanced Completely Integrated Reference
Instrumentation System (CIRIS)
[AD.A206083] p 601 N89-23443
Flight control system for the CRCA (Control
Reconfigureble Combat Aircraft) using a commend
generator tracker with PI (Proportional-Plus-Integral)
feedback and Kaiman filter, volume I
[AD-A205723 ] p818 N89-23473
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KARMAN VORTEX STREET
Flight control system for the CRCA (Control
Reconfigurable Combat Aircraft) using • command
generator tracker with PI (Plus Integral) feedback and
Kaiman tilter, volume 2
[AD-A206202] p617 N89-24325
KARMAN VORTEX STREET
Propulsive vortical signature of plunging and pitching
airfoils p 8 A89-11115
Measurement and analysis of unsteady flow structures
in rotor blade wakes p 147 A89-18946
KELVIN-HELMI-IOLTZ INSTABILITY
The effects of walls on a compressible mixing layer
[AIAA PAPER 89-0372] p 283 A89-25315
On the three families of instability waves of high-speed
jets p 513 A89-38624
The instability and acoustic wave modes of supersonic
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p 699 A89-45453
KEVLAR (TRADEMARK)
Development of an alternating fiat to tubular Kovler
parachute tape
[AIAA PAPER 89-0910] p 462 A89-35223
New lightweight parachute fabrics of Kevlar aramid
fiber
[AIAA PAPER 89-0911] p 489 A89-35224
Lightning tests on an all-composite helicopter
p 21 N89-10452
KINEMATICS
Vibration isolation of a system - A powerplant on a
moving object p 417 A89-30618
ExpertVision - A video-based non-contact system for
motion measurement p 698 A89-45138
Aerodynamics of nonrigid bodies undergoing large
amplitude time-dependent motions p 521 N89-22586
A survey of JP-8 and JP-5 properties
[AD.A207721 ] p 860 N89-28661
(INETIC ENERGY
The con'aiafion between Reynolds stress end turbulent
kinetic energy in the near wake of a symmetric airfoil
p 448 A89-35393
(INETIC THEORY
Compadson of shock structure solutions using
independent continuum and kinetic theory approaches
p 74 A89-14199
Flow of rarefied gases over two-dimensional bodies
[AIAA PAPER 89-1970] p 575 A89-41814
Monte Cede simulation for molecular gas dynamics
p 737 A89-50012
KINETICS
Growth of small cracks in aeroengine disc materials
(AD-A199842] p 260 N89-16172
KIRCHHOFF LAW
A parametric study of transonic blade-vortex
interactions p 138 A89.15084
KIRCHHOFF LAW OF RADIATION
Use of the Kirchhoff method in acoustics
p 876 A89-53945
KITS
Qualification and operattonai aspects of light weight
SKAD (light weight survival kit air droppable)
p 18 A89.10471
KNOWLEDGE BASES (ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE)
A hierarchical knowledge based system for airplane
classification p 262 A89-21248
Automatic acquisition of domain and procedural
knowledge p 318 A89-27624
Applying evidential reasoning to avionics
troubleshooting p 355 A89-27629
Knowiedge-bassd jet engine diagnostics using XMAN
p 430 A89-30996
Knowledge-based simulation for aerospace systems
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Aircraft recognition using a parts acalyais technique
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A knowledge-based en route monitor for sir traffic
control p 660 A8g-4506ti
A knowledge based tool for failure propagation
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Development of an aircraft design expert system
p 233 N88-15102
Reliability and performance evaluation of systems
containing embedded rule.bble¢l expert systems
[NASA-CR-1ti1788] p 500 N89-20M3
Advanced piloted aircraft flight conVol system design
methodology. Volume 1: Knowledge bale
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Advanced piloted aircraft flight oonVol system design
methodology. Volume 2: The FCX flight control de,In
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KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
Hierarchical representation and machine leamlog from
flulty jet engine behavioral examples to deteCt real time
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Analysis of wlndshosr from siding flight data
p 332 A89-27734
Robust modalized observer with flight control
application p 404 A88.28585
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sensitivity reduction -.- for lateral dynamics of L-1011
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A systematic approach to gain suppression using
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LABORATORIES
Mathematical research at the Aeronautical Research
Laboratories 1939.1960 p 437 A89-32982
A research study for the preliminary definition of an
aerophysics free-flight laboratory facility
[NASA-CR-184631] p250 N89-15932
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Current diagnostic practice in gas turbine combustors
[PNRg0530] p 403 N89-19306
LABYRINTH SEAUS
The measurement end prediction of rotordynamic forces
for labyrinth seals
[AD-A197185] p 192 N89.13784
Annular honeycomb seals: Test results for leakage and
rotordynemic coefficients; comparisons to labyrinth and
smooth configurations p 559 N89-22899
Rotordynamic ¢oeffmlents for labyrinth seals calculated
by means of a finite difference technique
p 560 N89-22900
Roton:lynemic coefficients for stepped labyrinth gas
seals p 560 N89.22901
Rotordynemic stability problems and solutions in high
pressure turbocompressors p 561 N89-22914
LAMB WAVES
Ultrasonic evaluation of matrix cracking in graphite
BMI
[SME PAPER EM88-549] p 864 A89.54900
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
Wing laminar boundary layer in the presence of a
propeller slipstream p 4 A89-10105
Boundary.layer control for drag reduction
[SAE PAPER 872434] p 6 A89-10651
Design philosophy of long range LFC transports with
advanced supercdtlcai LFC airfoils -- laminar flow
control p 92 A89-13528
A direct aerofoil pedormanos code incorporating laminar
separation bubble effects p 68 A89-13536
Effects of compressibility on design of subsonic
fuselages for natural laminar flow p 100 A89-16087
Detection of laminar-turbulent transition by infrared
thermography p 143 A89-17147
Nonlinear interactions of perturbations during the
turbulent transition in the separetton region of a laminar
boundary layer p 209 A89-21580
Analysis of a laminar boundary layer on a plate with
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p 257 A89-23695
Stability and transition of two-dimensionel laminar
boundary layers in compressrota flow over an adiabatic
wall p 270 ,6,89-24922
On the structure of two- and three-dimensional
separation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0287] p 280 A88-25244
Supersordc laminar boundary layer behind s fan of
rarefaction wavss p 365 A89-30205
Toward lower drag with laminar flow technology
p 371 A89-32301
Numerical instabilities in the calculation of laminar
separationbubblea and their implications
p445 A89-34819
Interaction of a compression rarnp with • hypersonic
laminar boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 89.1849] p 583 A88-42071
Laminar boundary layer stability exl_flments on a cone
st Mech 8. V - Tests with e cooled model
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Formation of singularities in a three.dimensional
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Effect of the adlabbtl¢ exponent on the stability and
turbulent transition of s supersonic laminar boundary
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A Newton/upwind method end numerical study of shock
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Nonedllbltio hypersonic I_undlry layare with
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[AIAA PAPER 88.2181] p 721 A88.47645
AerodynlmlOl: Llmlnlr boundary layer ... Frlnoh
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Fifty yeare of laminar flow flight tl,ltlng
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Method for laminar boundary layer transition visualization
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Curvature effects on the stability of thrae-dimensionai
laminar boundary layers p 425 N89-19500
Flight survey of the 757 wing noise field and its effects
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compilation
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A numerical solution of transonic flow using
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stream function method to design of airfoil
p 7 A89-11053
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coefficients p 11 A89-11496
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Transonic flow solutions using a composite velocity
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formulation for solution of the steady Euler equation
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Applications of AF3 efficient iteration scheme to
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Investigation of internal singularity methods for
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Second order accurate finite difference approximations
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Numerical simulation of aircraft rotary aerodynamics
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POWER CONDITIONING
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A vortex panel method for potential flows with
applications to dynamics and controls
p 378 N89-19269
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A nonlinear multigdd method for three-dimensional
transonic potential flow
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panel method
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A vector potential model for vortex formation at tile
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aircraft design and analysis p 218 A89.2430t
Integral equation solution of the full potential equation
for transonic flows
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Full-potential analysis of a supersonic delta wing/body
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A new computational method applied to acceleration
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airfoils p 375 N89-t9242
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aeroelastic effects p 375 N89-19243
Vector potential methods p 455 N89-20939
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POWDER METALLURGY
PM AI alloys - Hot prospects for aerospace
applications p 185 A89-17622
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p 341 A89-25c=19
PM superalloy turbine blades p 487 A89-33454
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P/M materials p 487 A89-33L56
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p 487 A89-33463
Titanium PM attributes and potential for aircraft engine
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Whither titanium powder metallurgy?
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and historical perspective
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systems
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High reliability aircraft generator system
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The all-electric (secondary power) airplane
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engined Boeing 737
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POWER EFFICIENCY
Analysis of performance measurements for a
propeller-driven aircraft. III - Power plant characteristics
p 99 A89-16076
An analytical-experimental study of ring gap losses in
small axial-flow turbines p 478 A89-34141
Effect of the blade height at the exit of the shrouded
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efficiency p 492 A89-34155
Operational advantages and power efficiency of the
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p 761 A89-50170
Power efficient hydraulic systems. Volume 1: Study
phase
lAD-A203899] p 472 N89-20127
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The aviation wire strike problem - The duty to warn of
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Lightning and surge protection of large ground
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EMP-induced transients and their impact on system
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POWER SPECTRA
An investigation of the 'Ovedap' between the
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analysis methods
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Sound power spectrum and wave drag of a propeller
in flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-1081] p 502 A89-33724
Matching Power Spectra Density (PSD)-design load ---
aircraft structures
[NLR-MP-87059-U] p 472 N89.20126
A new class of random processes with application to
helicopter noise
[NASA-CR-185037] p 713 N89-26679
POWER TRANSMISSION
Power flow in a beam using a 5-accelerometer probe
p 124 A89-15096
An adaptive transmit power control system for digital
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Demonstration of a supercritical composite helicopter
power transmission shaft p 414 A89-29468
POWERED LIFT AIRCRAFT
The current status of the flight test of the ASKA
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PRECIPITATION HARDENING
PM AI alloys - Hot prospects for aerospace
applications p 185 A89-17622
PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
A reliability and maintainability prediction method for
aircraft conceptual design p97 A89-13672
A numerical method for predicting hypersonio
flowfields p 74 A89-14200
Sensitivity of fatigue crack growth prediction (using
Wheeler retardation) to data representation
p 379 A89-30539
Statistical-discreta-gust method for predicting aircraft
loads and dynamic response p 405 A89-31864
Evaluation of algebraic turbulence models for PNS
predictions of supersonic flow past a sphere-cone
p 445 A89-34807
Turbulent flow predictions for afferbody/nozzle
geometries including base effects
[AIAA PAPER 89-1865] p 585 A89-42092
Model predictions for improved recoverability of a
multistage axial-flow compressor
[AIAA PAPER 89-2687] p 650 A89-47017
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structural load prediction
[AIAA PAPER 89-2200] p 753 A89-47659
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A computational study of coherent structures in the
wakes of two-dimensional bluff bodies
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Efficient numerical techniques for complex fluid flows
p 131 N89-12894
Improved numerical methods for turbulent viscous
recirculating flows p 131 N89-12895
Creep fatigue life prediction for engine hot section
materials (isotropic): Fourth year progress review
p 133 N89-12914
Life prediction and constitutive models for engine hot
section p 133 N89-12916
Thermal barrier coating life prediction model
development p 121 N89-12920
Thermal barrier coating life prediction model
development p 121 N89-12922
Aerodynamic drag of ridge arrays in adverse pressure
gradients p 219 N89-15075
Pert 4: Blade erosion prediction p 241 N89-15923
Vortex dynamics for rotorcraft interactional
aerodynamics
[AD-A200128] p 297 N89-16726
Some difficulties in the wind tunnel prediction of modern
civil aircraft buffeting: Proposed remedies
p 301 N89-16869
Creshworthiness design methods applicable at concept
stage p 381 N89-18424
Full scale helicopter crash testing
p 381 N89.18428
Predicting crash performance p 383 N89.18438
A computationally efficient modelling of laminar
separation bubbles
[NASA-CR-184789] p 426 N89-19504
Fatigue life prediction modeling for turbine hot section
materials p 480 N89.20142
Current status of flight simulation fatigue crack growth
concepts
[NLR-MP-88001-U] p 497 N89-20521
Estimation of the Equivalent Initial Flow Size (EIFS)
distribution and prediction of failure probabilities for
different parameter variations
[FEA.TN-1987-35) p 498 N89-20525
Investigation of a free.tip rotor configuration for research
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{NASA.CR-184948] p 457 N89-20963
Two-dimensional Navier-Stokes solution of the flow over
a thick supercriticel airfoil with strong shock-induced
separation
lAD-A203331] p 459 N89-20971
The spectral analysis of an aero-engine assembly
incorporating e squeeze-film damper
p 559 N89-22895
FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) aviation forecasts:
Fiscal years 1989-2000
[AD-A206716] p 638 N89-25948
Advanced durability analysis. Volume 2: Analytical
predictions, test results and analytical correlations
[AD-A207215] p 765 N89-26838
Noise produced by turbulent flow into a rotor: Theory
manual for atmospheric turbulenoe prediction and mean
flow and turbulence contraction prediction
[NASA-CR-181789] p 813 N89-27466
PREDICTIONS
A filamentary method for calculating induced voltages
within resistive structures in either the frequency or time
domain p 52 N89-10484
Tension fatigue analysis and life prediction for composite
laminates
[NASA-TM.100549] p 44 N89.10951
Expansion tube test time predictions
[NASA-CR-181722] p 116 N89-11756
An efficient method for predicting the vibratory response
of linear structures with friction interfaces. Volume 2:
Steady-state vibrations of a 2-body system with a frictional
interfaoe
[AD-A197022] p 128 N89-12081
Aircraft technology opportunities for the 21st Century
{NASA-TM-10t060] p 63 N89-t2539
Prediction of stresses in aircraft panels subjected to
acoustic forces
[NASA-CR-182513] p 133 N89-12923
Prediction of forces end moments for flight vehicle
control effectors: Workplan
[NASA-CR-184666J p 247 N89-15122
The application of process modelling to heat treatment
of superalloys p 252 ,_mq.'_,_l
Analytical wing weight prediction/e_;mation using
computer based design techniques p 234 N89-15903
Thermal barrier coating life prediction model
development p 351 N89-17333
The design of the GARTEUR low aspect-ratio wing for
use in the validation of shear layer and overall flow
prediction methods p 394 N89-18652
PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHODS
Using an untaotored implicit predictor-correcter method
- Results with a research code --- for high-Reynolds number
transonic airfoil flow p 81 A89-17021
PREFLIGHT ANALYSIS
The aerodynamic development of the Fokker 100
p 93 A89-13583
PREFLIGHT OPERATIONS
Analysis of extreme wind shear
[AIAA PAPER 89-0710} p 352 A89-25549
PREMIXED FLAMES
Acoustic characterization relevant to gas turbine
augmentors p 239 A89-22292
Turbulent reactive flows p 857 A89-51860
PREPREGS
Radiation-curable carbon fiber prepreg composites
p 251 A89-22613
Low energy cured composite repair system
p 410 A89-29957
PREPROCESSlNG
Composite sizing and ply orientation for stiffness
requirements using a large finite element structural
model p 705 N89-25166
PRESSURE
Analysis of eccentric annular pressure seals: A new
solution procedure for determining reactive force and
rotor-dynamic coefficients p 259 N89-15412
Variable nozzle area turbine vane cooling
[AD-D014071] p 775 N89-26849
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
An investigation of the pressure in an ejection seat bay
due to rocket jet p 26 A89-10482
Measurements of unsteady pressure distribution on a
NACA 0012 profile in transonic flow p 8 A89-11082
A subsonic panel method for design of 3-dimensional
complex configurations with specified pressure
distribution p 28 A89-11491
Calculation of unsteady transonic flow about oscillating
wings by a field panel method p 11 A89-11498
Engine surge simulation in wind-tunnel model inlet
ducts p 106 A89-13680
Computation of the pressure in an incompressible
rotational flow of inviscid fluid p 143 A89-17150
Low-speed pressure distribution on axisymmetric
elliptic-nosed bodies p 149 A89-20147
Recalculation of pressure distribution on an airfoil
p 209 A89-21567
Numerical calculation of profiles corresponding to given
pressure distributions p 210 A89-21923
Pressure and heat transfer investigation of a modified
NASP baseline configuration at M = 6 --- National
Aero-Space Plane
[AIAA PAPER 89-0246] p 339 A89-25208
A model of pressure distributions on impeller blades for
determining performance characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 89-0840] p 346 A89-25609
Full-potential analysis of a supersonic delta wing/body
p 362 A89-29166
Pressure and flow field calculation in supersonic and
hypersonic flow about rounded bodies
p 370 A89-3190t
Applications of a generalized pressure correction
algorithm for flows in complicated geometries
p 493 A89-34738
Surface pressure measurements on a body subject to
vortex wake interaction p 470 A89-34808
Prediction of unsteady blade surface pressures on an
advanced propeller at an angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 89-10601 p 631 A89-40473
Large scale advanced propeller blade pressure
distributions - Prediction and data
[AIAA PAPER 89-2696] p 650 A89-47026
Unsteady pressure loads from plunging airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 89-2228] p 724 A89-47684
Numerical investigation of the characteristics of
supersonic flow of e nonviscous gas past a circular cone
with plane wings p 727 A89-47964
Analysis of fluctuating pressures on a nose-cylinder body
measured in the NAL 2mx2m transonic wind tunnel
p 741 A89-51310
Unsteady low-speed windtunnel test of a straked delta
wing, oscillating in pitch. Part 1: General description and
discussion of results
[AD-A196456] p 18 N89-10867
Unsteady low-speed windtunnel test of a straked delta
wing, oscillating in pitch. Part 3. Plots of the zeroth and
first harmonic unsteady pressure distributions (Concluded)
and plots of steady and first harmonic unsteady overall
loads
lAD-A197541] p 84 N89-11711
Unsteady low-speed windtunnel test of a straked delta
wing, oscillating in pitch. Part 5: Power spectral density
plots of the overall loads for harmonic oscillation and the
response of overall loads to (1-COS) inputs
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Measured and predicted pressure distributions on the
AFTI/F-111 mission adaptive wing
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Intake swirl and simplified methods for dynamic pressure
distortion assessment p 299 N89-16742
Experiments on the DFVLR-F4 wing body configuration
in several European windtunnels p 337 N89-16848
An experimental investigation of the perpendicular
vortex-airfoil interaction at transonic speeds
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Wind tunnel pressure study and Euler code validation
of a missile configuration with 77 dog swept delta wings
at supersonic speeds
I NASA-TM'101531 I p 372 N89-18415
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Airfoil stall penetration at constant pitch rate and high
Reynolds number p 377 N89-19260
A vortex panel method for potential flows with
applications to dynamics and controls
p 378 N89-19269
Unsteady low-speed wind tunnel test of a straked delta
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and first harmonic unsteady pressure distributions
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Inverse wing design in transonic flow including viscous
interaction p 473 N89-20947
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Static internal performance of convergent
single-expansion-ramp nozzles with various combinations
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[NASA-TM-4112] p 517 N89-21768
The effects of incidence angle and free stream
turbulence on the performance of a variable geometry
two-dimensional compressor cascade at high Reynolds
numbers
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Cavitation effects on the pressure distribution of a
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Experimental study of pressure and heating rate on a
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wave interference
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Experimental and computational flow-field results for an
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The Schlieren Observation System installed in the NAL
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tunnel and attempts to improve it
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Hypersonic prediction comparisons with experimental
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PRESSURE DRAG
Studies of friction drag and pressure drag of airfoils using
the Eppler program
[SAE PAPER 881396] p 742 A89-51356
Dynamic stall computations using a zonal Navier.Stokes
model
[AD-A197942] p 194 N89-14397
PRESSURE CROP
Compressible flow losses in branched ducts
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Numerical and experimental evaluations of the flow past
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Calculation of the total pressure loss coefficient with
three models for four supersonic axial-flow compressors
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PRESSURE EFFECTS
Observation of airplane flowfields by natural
condensation effects p 578 A89-42009
Measurement of aerodynamic characteristics of a
hang-glider-wing by ground run tests using a test vehicle
[NAL-TR-953] p 13 N89-10004
The performance of alternate fuels in general aviation
aircraft
[DOT/FAA/CT-88/13] p 44 N89-10175
Combustor diffuser interaction program
p 110 N89-12893
Structural response of flat panels to hydraulic ram
pressure loading
[AD-A200410] p 260 N89-16180
Loss development in transonic compressor cascades
p 328 N89-16826
CAP-TSD analysis of the F-15 aircraft
p 395 N89-19239
Calculation of steady and unsteady pressures at
supersonic speeds with CAP-TSD p 375 N89-19240
Full potential unsteady computations including
aeroelastic effects p 375 N89-19243
Initial application of CAP-TSD to wing flutter
p 377 N89-19257
Computational aeroelasticity challenges and resources
p 377 N89-19264
Geometrical and structural properties of an Aeroelastic
Research Wing (ARW-2)
[NASA-TM-4110] p 451 N89-20099
Aircraft jet engine exhaust blast effects on Par-56 runway
threshold lamp fixtures
[DOT/FAA/CT-89/4] p 694 N89-26018
An experimental investigation of the ground vortex
created by a moving jet
[NASA-CR-18184f] p 745 N89-26815
PRESSURE GRADIENTS
Turbulent boundary layer manipulation and modelling
in zero and adverse pressure gradients
p 46 A89-10159
Turbulent boundary layer manipulation in zero pressure
gradient p 71 A89-13603
Interactions between turbulent wakes and boundary
layers p 150 A89-20182
Freestream turbulence effect on turbine airfoil heat
transfer p 255 A89-22288
Separated flows developing under increasingly adverse
pressure gradients p 218 A89-24312
Diverging boundary layers with zero streamwise pressure
gradient
[AIAA PAPER 89-0134] p 343 A89-25118
On the structure of two- and three-dimensional
separation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0287] p 280 A89-25244
Confined normal-shock/turbulent-boundary-layer
interaction followed by an adverse pressure gradient
[AIAA PAPER 89-0354] p 282 A8g-25299
Transitional flow on axial turbomachine blading
p 445 A69-34611
The effect of an adverse pressure gradient on the drag
reduction performance of manipulators
p 571 A89-41771
Nonadiabatic hypersonic boundary layers with
nonsimilar pressure gradients
[AIAA PAPER 89-2181] p 721 A89-47643
Design of a new contraction for the ARL low speed
wind tunnel
[ARL-AERO-R-171 ] p f 16 N89-f f755
Aerodynamic drag of ridge arrays in adverse pressure
gradients p 219 N89-15075
Stability of compressible boundary layers
p 456 N89-20953
Studies of the structure of attached and separated
regions of viscous/inviscid interaction and the effects of
combined surface roughness and blowing inhigh Reynolds
number hypersonic flows
[AD.A204364] p518 N89-21774
Control of separated flow past a cylinder using tangential
wall jet blowing
[NASA-CR.185918] p 825 N89-29326
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
Experimental study of rotating stall in single-stage axial
compressor p8 A89-11059
The application and improvement of 'wall pressure
signature' correction method for the tunnel wall
interference p 71 A89-13630
The use of sweep-frequency excitation for unsteady
pressure measurement --- in aerodynamics
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An investigation of wall interference correction to the
pressure measurement in low speed wind tunnel with solid
walls p 183 A89-19808
Measurements of wall pressure and heat transfer rate
in the interaction regions of shock waves and turbulent
boundary layers induced by blunt fins
p 218 A89-24319
Heat transfer and pressure comparisons between
computation and wind tunnel for a research hypersonic
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-0029] p 272 A89-25025
Unsteady blade pressure measurements on a model
counterrotation propeller
[AIAA PAPER 89-1144] p 631 A89-40175
Transonic unsteady pressure measurements on a
supercritical airfoil at high Reynolds numbers
p 578 A89-42010
Measurement and computation of the velocity field of
a cylinder in the wake of a rotor in forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-1844] p 583 A89-42072
Application of modern measurement methods to
turbomachines p 773 A89-49020
Pressure-time history of pylon wake signature on a
pusher propeller in flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-2052] p 812 A89-49425
Experimental investigation of transonic flow on wing
profiles in wind tunnels of reduced measurement section
[ETN-88-93233] p 85 N89-11720
Porous plug for reducing orifice induced pressure error
in airfoils
[NASA-CASE-LAR-t3569-1] p 129 N89-12841
Internal pressure measurements for a liquid payload at
low Reynolds numbers
[AD-A197438] p 191 N89.13727
The international vortex flow experiment
p 422 N89-18619
Experimental transonic steady state and unsteady
pressure measurements on a supercritical wing during
flutter and forced discrete frequency oscillations
p 377 N89-19261
Unsteady blade pressure measurements on a model
counterrotation propeller
[NASA-TM-102002] p 504 N89-20779
Ejector effects on a supersonic nozzle at low altitude
and Math number
[AD-A206049] p 594 N89-23427
Pressure measurement technique of WT-WK --- wind
tunnels
[DFVLR-MITT-88-11] p 693 N89-25.'!43
PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS
Space-time correlations of wall pressure fluctuations in
shock-induced separated turbulent flows
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Dynamic pressure loads associated with twin supersonic
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Effects of inlet pressure fluctuations on axial flow
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Low frequency pressure oscillations in a model ramjet
combustor - The nature of frequency selection
[AIAA PAPER 89-0623] p 323 A89.25493
Evidence of a strange attractor in ramjet combustion
[AIAA PAPER 89-0624] p 323 A89-25494
Acoustic-vortex interactions and low-frequency
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Fluctuating pressures on wing surfaces in the slipstream
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[AIAA PAPER 89.1058] p 564 A89-36218
Pressure fluctuations on an oscillating trailing edge
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Unsteady low-speed windtunnel test of a straked delta
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Terminal shock response in ramjet inlets to abrupt
downstream perturbations
[AD.A209768] p 748 N89-27640
PRESSURE PULSES
A study on upstream moving pressure waves induced
by vortex separation p 65 A89.12915
Characteristics of the spectra of pressure fluctuations
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Phase-only filters with improved signal to noise ratio
p 358 A89-28382
Airborne rain mapping radar p 837 A89-53313
RADAR MEASUREMENT
Syntactic classification of radar measurements of
commercial aircraft p 800 A88-42880
An sirbome U-bend solid state pulse-compression
radar p 787 A89.47607
Ground based weather radar for aviation
p 871 A89.54856
RADAR NAVIGATION
A Kelman filter for an integrated Doppler/GPS navigation
system p 308 A89-26740
RADAR RECEIVERS
Airborne MTI via digital filtering p 397 A89-29428
A family of radars for advanced systems
p 799 A89-48304
RADAR RESOLUTION
Effect of phase fluctuations and additive noise on the
characteristics of an SAn p 254 A89-21480
RADAR SCATrERING
Near-field scattering measurements for determining
complex target RCS p 532 A89.39587
A 35 GHz helicopter-borne polarimeter radar
p 134 N89-13038
RADAR SIGNATURES
Camouflage cap allows aircraft to disappear
p 838 A89.54482
Techniques for the detection of microburst events using
airport surveillance radars - Cross-spectral velocity
estimation p 872 A89.54868
The importance of aircraft performance and signature
reduction upon combat survivability
[AD-A202106] p 396 N89-19292
Analysis of Doppler radar windshear data
[NASA-CR-181762] p 464 N89-20111
RADAR TARGETS
Near.field scattering measurements for determining
complex target RCS p 532 A89-39587
Experimental localized radar cross sections of aircraft
p 673 A89.45105
The analysis and measurements of radar cross section
(RCS) of some wing structure models
p 674 A89-46298
LORAN C Offshore Flight Following (LOFF) in the Gulf
of Mexico
lAD.At97179] p 91 N89-12558
RADAR TRACKING
Techniques for robust tracking in airborne radars
p 600 A89-42666
Radar coverage analysis of LAX traffic-control areas
[AIAA PAPER 89-2077] p 750 A89-49441
RADAR TRANSMISSION
Future terrain following radars p 599 A89-42655
RADAR TRANSMII"rERS
A family of radars for advanced systems
p 799 A89.48304
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION
A study on exit radial temperature profile of 2D
experimental combustor p 535 A89-37759
RADIAL FLOW
Three dimensional inviscid flow calculations in
turbomechinery components p67 A89-13518
Turbulence measurements in a radial upwash
p 294 A89-27706
Prediction of turbomechinery performance - Application
to a centrifugal pump, a centrifugal compressor, and a
radial inflow turbine p 640 A89-44638
On the modelling of losses with distributed forces for
calculating transonic flow fields in radial diffusers
p 733 A89-49141
Evaluation of different boundary algorithms using the
example of a transonic flow field in the wheel of a radial
compressor p 734 A89-49598
Radial swirl flows between parallel discs at critical flow
rate p 802 A89.49826
A multi-objective optimum design method for a
radial-axial flow turbine with the optimum criteria of blade
twist at outlet of blades p 838 A89-52306
LDV measurements and investigation of flow field
through radial turbine guide vanes p 538 N89-22609
RADIATION ABSORPTION
Effects of wind-tunnel wall absorption on acoustic
radiation of propellers p 266 A89-22285
A method for monitoring the variability in nuclear
absorption characteristics of aviation fuels
[NASA.TM.4077] p 136 N89-12234
RADIATION DAMAGE
EMP-induced transients and their impact on system
performance p 422 N89-18591
A-204
SUBJECT INDEX RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS
RADIATION PROTECTION
EMP susceptibility insights from eimraft exposure to
lightning p 88 A89-15937
RADIATION SHIELDING
Glazing into the future -- shielding coatings for military
cockpit canopies p 832 A89-52525
RADIATtVE HEAT TRANSFER
Application of simple wave theory to the radiative
boundary conditions required for an internal flow Euler
solver
[AIAA PAPER 89-2577] p 648 A89-46935
Radiation attenuation by a wall layer
p 795 A89-47966
Variational problems in radiative gas dynamics in the
case of surface gas injection p 733 A89-49203
RADIO ALTIMETERS
Optimization of algorithms for data processing in radar
altimeters with electronic stabilization of the radiation
pattern p 174 A89-18401
RADIO ANTENNAS
Out-of-band response of VHF/UHF airborne antennae
p 830 A89-53484
Stress analysis report for the Microwave Landing System
(MLS) class V modification C-130 aircraft
lAD-A196722] p 91 N89-11730
RADIO COMMUNICATION
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Annual
Assembly Meeting and Technical Symposium,
Washington, DC, Nov. 17-19, 1987, Proceedings
p 62 A89-16201
A simulator investigation of the use of digital data link
for pilot/ATC communications in a single pilot operation
[NASA-TP-2837] pg0 N89-11726
RADIO CONTROL
Development of a simple flight experiment system using
a radio controlled research airplane p 225 A89.24317
Photographic analysis of the location and the attitude
of the radio-controlled reseamh vehicle
p 225 A89.24318
Data links for video and IR surveillance
p 465 A89.33567
Flight test method development for a quarter-scale
aircraft with minimum instrumentation
[AD-A207896] p 835 N89-29337
RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
Geodetic positioning system for flying aircraft (May
1987)
[REPT-013/88] p 527 N89-22598
RADIO ELECTRONICS
Fundamentals of the maintenance of the radio-electronic
equipment of aircraft -- Russian book
p 525 A89-38513
Precision and efficiency of the radio electronic systems
of aircraft --- Russian book p 625 A89-42524
RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
Out-of-band response of VHF/UHF airborne antennae
p 830 A89-53484
Electrification of hovering helicopters
p 22 N89.10460
RADIO NAVIGATION
Radionavigation needs for the Europe of the future
p 16o A89-18753
Omega Navigation System - A status report
p 160 A89-19867
An overview of space-basod radionavigetion systems
p 160 A89-20122
An overview of the Federal Redionavigation Plan
p 160 A89-20123
Formulation of gain and impedance relations for corner
reflectors employed in conjunction with Iocalizer antenna
arrays p 525 A89-39500
Civil satellite navigation and location systems
p 694 A89-43892
Omega navigation in the shadow of Antarctica
p 660 A89-43893
Some aspects of intederence on Loran-C
p 660 A89-45221
The Locstar radiodetermination satellite system
p 830 A89-53660
Flight tests of three-dimensional path-redefinition
algorithms for transition from Radio Navigation (RNAV)
to Microwave Landing System (MLS) navigation when
flying an aircraft on autopilot
[NASA-TM-4089 ] p246 N89-15116
RADIO RECEIVERS
Preconditions for G.P.S. installation - Receivers in
differential operation for landing aircraft in general
aviation
[DGLR PAPER 87-132] p 23 A89-10523
EURONAV - A state of the art military GPS receiver
p 340 A89-26711
Parachute jump testing of portable GPS receivers
p 717 A89-49794
Practical integration of a digital GPS receiver with in
systems p 751 A89-50307
RADIO TELEMETRY
A survey on fading channel over West.Java area for
flight test radio telemetering purposes
p 384 A89-31015
A system conforming to the new IRIG standard for
processing MIL-ST[_1553 data p 397 A89-31019
RADIO TRANSMISSION
An adaptive transmit power control system for digital
airborne communications p 225 A89-24054
A survey on fading channel over West-Java area for
flight test radio telemetering purposes
p 384 A89-31015
RADIO TRANSMII"I'ERS
Out-of-band response of VHF/UHF airborne antennae
p 830 A89.53484
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
An analysis of severe air transport accidents
[DE89-012642] p 749 N89-27642
RADIOGRAPHY
Description of a rapid, high-sensitivity reel.time
radiographic system p 124 A89-14697
Micro radiography and tomography for high resolution
NDT of advanced materials and microstructurei
components p 495 A89-35081
RADIOMETERS
The measurement of temperature from an aircraft in
cloud p 353 N89-17978
RADOMES
Redome technology p 123 A89-13666
Structural performance of redomes at high Mach
numbers p 763 A89-51215
RAFTS
Qualification and operational aspects of light weight
SKAD (light weight survival kit air droppabie)
p 18 A89.10471
RAIN
The development of a capability for aerodynamic testing
of large-scale wing sections in a simulated natural rain
environment
[AIAA PAPER 89-0762] p 337 A89-28457
Effect of heavy rein on aviation engines
[AIAA PAPER 89-0799] p 326 A89-28462
NASA will study heavy rain effects on wing
aerodynamics p 407 A89-29347
Airborne rain mapping radar p 837 A89-53313
Steady-state and transitional aerodynamic
characteristics of a wing in simulated heavy rain
[NASA-TP-2932] p 655 N89-25951
Feasibility of predicting pedormance degradation of
airfoils in heavy rain
[ NASA-CR-181842] p657 N89-25973
RAIN EROSION
Advancements in erosion testing of rotor blade leading
edges p 163 A89.18888
RAKES
Riblet drag at flight conditions p 515 A89.39196
RAMAN LASERS
Instantaneous profiles and turbulence statistics of
supersonic free shear layers by Raman excitation +
laser-induced electronic fluorescence (relief) velocity
tagging of oxygen p 440 A89.33424
RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
Coherent Reman spectroscopy for supersonic flow
measurements p 83 N89-11699
RAMJET ENGINES
Development of ram propulsion for flight vehicles
[DGLR PAPER 87-101] p 176 A89-20240
Flowfieid modifications of combustion rates in unstable
ramjets
[AIAA PAPER 89-0105] p 322 A89-25092
Low frequency pressure oscillations in a model ramjet
combustor - The nature of frequency selection
[AIAA PAPER 89-0623] p 323 A89.25493
Evidence of a strange attractor in ramjet combustion
[AIAA PAPER 89-0624] p 323 A89-25494
Acoustic-vortex interactions and low-frequency
oscillations in axisymmetric combustors --- of ramjet
engines p 325 A89-28336
Variable geometry control of reacting shear layers
[AIAA PAPER 89-0979] p 411 A89.30492
Investigation of a small solid fuel ramjet combustor
p 544 A89-39028
Automatic control of jet engines (3rd revised and
enlarged edition) --- Russian book p 613 A89-42509
The ATR/RJ engine performance at constant dynamic
pressure and the consideration of transition condition
p 694 A89.46016
Review of passive shear-flow control research for
improved subsonic and supersonic combustion
[AIAA PAPER 89-2786] p 703 A89-47083
Numerical study of reactive ramjet dump combustor
flowfields with a pressure based CFD method
[AIAA PAPER 89-2798] p 681 A89-47091
Ramjet combustor modeling for engineering design
[AIAA PAPER 89-2799] p 681 A89-47092
Combustion behavior of boron-based BAMO/NMMO
fuel-rich solid propellants
[AIAA PAPER 89-2884] p 696 A89-471,i9
The influence of swid and fuel composition of
boron-containing fuels on combustion ina solid fuel ramjet
combustion chamber
[AIAA PAPER 89-2885] p 683 A89-47150
Effects of bypass air on the combustion of boron
particles in a solid fuel ramjet
[AIAA PAPER 89-2886] p 683 A89-47151
Plasma torch igniter for scramjets p 858 A89-53355
Numerical simulations of the fiowfield in centrel-dump
ramjet combustors Part 2: Effects of inlet and combustor
acoustics
[AD-At96743] p 108 N89-11745
Fire extinguishing agent evaluation in the Aircraft Engine
Nacelle Fire Test Simulator (AENFTS)
[AD-A198523] p 1,57 N89-14227
Flame driving of longitudinal instabilities in liquid fuei_l
dump combustors
[AD-A201293] p 412 N89-19392
Terminal shock response in ramjet inlets to abrupt
downstream perturbations
[AD-A209788] p 748 N89-27640
RAMPS (STRUCTURES)
Predictions of side-spillage of supersonic ramp inlets
p 80 A89-16833
Interaction of a compression ramp with a hypersonic
laminar boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 89.1843] p 583 A89-42071
Separation shock motion and ensemble-averaged wall
pressures in a Mach 5 compression ramp interaction
[AIAA PAPER 89-1853] p 585 A89.42081
RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY
Arranging computer architectures to create
higher-performance controllers p 711 A89-46147
RANDOM LOADS
Optimum structural sizing for gust-induced response
p 394 A89-31866
Response of discretely stiffened structures and
transmission of structure-borne noise
p 54 N89-11270
RANDOM PROCESSES
Time-correlated gust loads using matched filter theory
and random process theory - A new way of looking at
things
[AIAA PAPER 89-1374] p 391 A89-30849
On the relationship between matched filter theory ;as
applied to gust loads and phased design loads analysis
[NASA-CR-181802] p 472 N89.20125
Time-correlated gust loads using Matched-Filter Theory
and Random.Process Theory: A new way of looking at
things
[NASA-TM-101573] p 671 N89-25232
A new class of random processes with application to
helicopter noise
[NASA-CR-185037] p 713 N89.26679
RANDOM VIBRATION
The use of static analysis and the stress modes approach
as an engineering oriented procedure for calculating the
response of aeronautical structures to random excitation
p 122 A89-13562
Mechanical durability prediction methods
p 701 A89-46468
RANGE (EXTREMES)
Effect of centrifugal force on range of the Aero-Spaca
Plane p 394 A89-31865
RANGEFINDING
Development of a low cost tracking/ranging system
p 465 A89.33572
Communication and ranging systems for navigation
experiment using Engineering Test Satellite V
p 525 A89-36618
RAPID QUENCHING (METALLURGY)
Rapidly solidified aluminum alloys for high
temperature/high stiffness applications
p 488 A59-33474
Rapidly solidified AI-Ti alloys via advanced melt
spinning p 621 A89-41888
RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS
Mech reflection of a moving, plane shock wave under
rarefied flow conditions p 65 A89-12907
Flow in the region of the interaction of an underexpanded
rarefied jet and a conical skimmer p 67 A89-t3347
Experimental flowfields around NACA 0012 aidoils
located in subsonic and supersonic rarefied air streams
p 81 A89.17015
Solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for sub- and
supersonic flows in rarefied gases p 81 A89-17019
Three-dimensional flow simulation about the AFE vehicle
in the transitional regime --- Aeroassist Flight Experiment
[AIAA PAPER 89-0245] p 278 A89-25207
Supersonic low-density flow over airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 89-0530] p 286 A89-25424
Three-dimensional rarefied-gas flow past conical
bodies p 364 A89-30106
A-205
RAREFIED GASES SUBJECT INDEX
Direct statistical modeling of flow of a rarefied gas past
a sphere in the transition regime p 371 A89-32279
Computation of flow fields for hypersonic flight at high
altitudes p 440 A89-33627
Flow of rarefied gases over two-dimensional bodies
[AIAA PAPER 89-1970] p 575 A89-41814
Numerical simulation of 3D rarefied hypersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1715] p 591 A89-43230
Rarefied gas flow through two.dimensional nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 89-2893] p 650 A89-47156
Monte Carlo simulation for molecular gas dynamics
p 737 A89-50012
RAREFIED GASES
Consideration of the effect of surface roughness on
regime coefficients in local interaction theory
p 512 A89-38432
The Reynolds number dependence of the drag
coefficient of convex bodies in a rarefied gas
p 741 A89-50995
RATES (PER TIME)
Intracloud lightning as a precursor to thunderstorm
microbursts p 56 N89-10490
An assessment of ground effects determined by static
and dynamic testing techniques p 16 N89-10854
Trajectory scoring in rectangular coordinates using
transponder-interrogator range and range rate data
[DE89.007005] p 466 N89-20119
RATINGS
Simulator evaluation of a display for a Takeoff
Performance Monitoring System
[NASA-TP-2908} p 615 N89-23469
RATIOS
Axial velocity density ratio influence on exit flow angle
in transonic/supersonic cascades p 329 N89-16830
REACTION KINETICS
Analysis of artificial viscosity effects on reacting flows
using a spectral multidomain technique
p 213 A89-22735
Fast numerical technique for nozzle flows with finite-rate
chemical kinetics p 411 A89-31332
Parametric study of thermal and chemical nonequilibrium
nozzle flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-1856] p 585 A89.42084
Analysis of eccentric annular pressure seals: A new
solution procedure for determining reactive force and
rotor-dynamic coefficients p 259 N89-15412
Fuels combustion research
lAD-A204161} p 490 N89-21071
Hypersonic vehicle environment simulation, phase 1
[AD-A209030] p 864 N89-28754
REACTION PRODUCTS
Effect of the diffusive separation of chemical elements
on a catalytic surface --- for supersonic aerodynamics
p 66 A89-13165
REACTIVITY
Atmospheric photochemical modeling of turbine engine
fuels and exhausts. Computer model development, volume
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lAD-A198690} p 196 N89-13832
REAL GASES
High speed inlet calculations with real gas effects
[AIAA PAPER 88-3076] p 75 A89-14980
28th Lanchester Memorial Lecture - Experimental
real.gas hypersonics p 257 A89-23870
Progress on a Taylor weak statement finite element
algorithm for high-speed aerodynamic flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-0654] p 289 A89-25517
Computational methods for hypersonic flows. Special
techniques and real gas effects
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989.100] p 441 A89-33640
A three-dimensional upwind parabolized Navier-Stokes
code for real gas flows
[AIAA PAPER 69-1651] p 626 A89-43177
Simulation of inviscid hypersonic real gas flows
p 644 A89-45414
Hypersonic blunt body computations including real gas
effects
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-85] p 729 A89-48765
Hypervelocity atmospheric flight: Real gas flow fields
[ NASA-TM-t 01055} p605 N89-27117
REAL TIME OPERATION
Automated landing approach using machine seeing
[DGLR PAPER 87-131] p 23 A89-10522
Description of a rapid, high-sensitivity real-time
radiographic system p 124 A89-14697
Universal Ada Test Language (UATL) to support
real-time soffware/system integration and
factory/maintenance fault isolation p 197 A69-18009
Aircraft maneuver optimization under fuel constraints -
A real time algorithm p 246 A89-24529
Real-time comparison of X-29A flight data and simulation
data p 332 A89-27736
Real-time simulation for survivable penetration
ISAE PAPER 681515] p 333 A89-28236
A system conforming to the new IRIG standard for
processing MIL-STD-1553 data p 397 A89-31019
LEADER - An automatic, real-time diagnostic knowledge
system
[SAE PAPER 661443] p 534 A89-37651
Geoenc imagery processing and exploitation
p 622 A89-40255
The conformed panoramic - A new concept in
electro-optical sensors p 622 A89-40266
User friendly real time display p 609 A89-40272
Real-time solution of the airflow continuity equations for
a hovercraft simulation p 589 A89-43147
The System 500, a real-time flight test telemetry
system p 660 A89-45134
Arranging computer architectures to create
higher-performanca controllers p 711 A89-46147
Gain transfer - An algorithm for decentralized
hierarchical estimation p 711 A89.46150
The search for a new flight simulation software modeling
standard - A modular approach using features of the Ada
programming language
[AIAA PAPER 89-3278] p 809 A89.48392
Real.time flight simulation support for the X-31 aircraft
program
[AIAA PAPER 89-3283] p 755 A89-48395
Modular airorew simulation systems - 1989 advances
[AIAA PAPER 89.3296) p 787 A89.48405
NAL flight simulator real-time computer systems
(AIAA PAPER 89-3297] p 787 A89.48406
Synchronization and time tagging in distributed real time
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 89.3300] p 787 A89-48408
An improved numerical integration method for flight
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 89-3306] p 809 A89-48414
Simulation made easy - The development of an
integrated data driven simulation operating system
[AIAA PAPER 89-3309] p 788 A89-48417
An alternate approach to table look-up routines for
real-time digital flight simulation
[AIAA PAPER 89-3310] p 809 A89-48418
Development of a realtime man-in-the-loop simulation
incorporating transportable Ada flight control software
[AIAA PAPER 89-3277] p 789 A89.48439
Graphic displays for real-time monitoring in research
simulation p 790 A89-48831
Ada as a real-time development tool
p 810 A89-48843
On self-tuning controller for aircraft terrain following/gust
alleviation control system p 781 A89-49109
Pilot's associate . The generation of real-time
performance
[AIAA PAPER 89-2097] p 768 A89-49455
A real-time expert system for self-repairing flight
control
[AIAA PAPER 89-3427] p 843 A89-52'528
Piloted simulation of a ground-based time-control
concept for air traffic control
(AIAA PAPER 89-3625] p 829 A89-52700
A real-time guidance algorithm for aerospace plane
optimal ascent to low earth orbit p 855 A89-54085
Real-time flight test analysis and display techniques for
the X-29A aircraft
[NASA-TM-101692] p 168 N89-13424
RT--BUILD: An expert programmer for implementing
and simulating Ada real-time control software
p 265 N89-16343
A parallel expert system for the control of a robotic air
vehicle p 433 N89-19842
High.speed real-time animated displays on the ADAGE
(trademark) RDS 3000 raster graphics system
[NASA-TM-4095] p 433 N89-19899
Real-time display of time dependent data using a
heed-mounted display
[AD-A203051] p476 N89-20993
Study of the real emulation of the electronic integrated
system
[PB89.116271] p 557 N89-22016
Application of a PC based, real-time, data-aquisition
system in rotorcraff wind-tunnel testing
[NASA.TM.4119] p 630 N89.24079
A real time microcomputer implementation of sensor
failure detection for turbofan er'3ines
[NASA.TM.102327] p 876 N89-29032
REA'I-rACHED FLOW
HISSS - A higher-order panel method for subsonic and
supersonic attached flow about arbitrary configurations
p 10 A89-11484
An experimental study of a reattaching supersonic shear
layer
[AIAA PAPER 89-1801] p 579 A89-42036
Analysis of reattachment during ramp down tests ---
helicopter blade upper surface flow in dynamic stall
conditions p 816 A89-52043
Experimental results for the Eppler 387 airfoil at low
Reynolds numbers in the Langley low-turbulence pressure
tunnel
(NASA-TM-4062] p 15 N89-10842
RECEIVERS
Global positioning system (GPS) receiver initialization
methods for MIL-STD-1760A
[SAE PAPER 872501] p 42 A89-10691
Transient flow thrust prediction for an ejector propulsion
concept
[AIAA PAPER 89-2906} p 774 A89-49688
Laser communication test system
lAD-A199612} p 349 N89-17215
High-dynamic GPS tracking
[NASA-CR.184868] p 465 N89-20113
Geodetic positioning system for flying aircraft (May
1987)
[REPT-013/88] p 527 N89-22598
RECIRCULATIVE FLUID FLOW
Heat transfer in the reciroulating region formed by a
backward-fecing step p 51 A89-12252
Separation-bubble flow solution using
Euler/Navier-Stokes zonal approach with downstream
compatibility conditions p 212 A89-22576
Cold flow measurements for a double swirler
combustor p 675 A89-45557
Investigation on of the flow around a backward facing
step with spanwise blowing
[CERT-RF-OA-68/2259-AYD] p 17 N89-10859
Efficient numerical techniques for complex fluid flows
p 131 N89-12894
Improved numerical methods for turbulent viscous
recirculating flows p 131 N89-12895
Validation of Computational Fluid Dynamics. Volume 2:
Poster papers
[AGARD-CP-437-VOL-2] p 424 N89-18648
RECLAMATION
T55-L-712 turbine engine compressor housing
refurbishment-plasma spray project
[NASA-TM-101310] p 44 N89-10156
RECONNAISSANCE
Fusion of multisensor data: A summary of the JASMIN
project
[FOA-C-30498-3.3] p 563 N89-23213
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT
Fiber optic applications to the high altitude
reconnaissance vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 88-3930] p 187 A89-18t04
Airborne reconnaissance Xll; Proceedings of the
Meeting, San Diego, CA, Aug. 16, 17, 1988
[SPIE-979] p 567 A89-40251
Reconnaissance sensor management system - Vicon
2000 p 609 A89-40254
Generic imagery processing and exploitation
p 622 A89.40255
Airborne pod structures p 603 A89-40261
Use of magnetic suspension for sensor vibration
isolation p 622 A89-40262
The conformed panoramic - A new concept in
electro-optical sensors p 622 A89-40266
User friendly real time display p 609 A89.40272
HALE - A high-attitude, long-endurance manned
aircraft p 604 A89-41109
Digital flight and inlet control in the SR-71
p 664 A89-45160
Unmanned high altitude Iong-enduranca aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-2011 ] p 757 A89-49401
High Altitude Long Endurance (HALE) RPV
[AIAA PAPER 89-2014] p 758 A89-49403
High altitude reconnaissance aircraft design
[AIAA PAPER 89-2109] p 833 A89-54200
CONDOR: Long endurance high altitude vehicle, volume
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[NASA-CR-184703] p 360 N89-18411
RECORDING
Digital recording of radar data in an aircraft
[PB88-209507] p 51 N89-10212
RECOVERABILITY
Model predictions for improved recoverability of a
multistage axial-flow compressor
[AIAA PAPER 89-2687] p 650 A89.47017
RECOVERY
Launch, recovery and handling systems for vertical
take-off and landing UAVs operating from small ships
p 484 A89-33569
RECOVERY PARACHUTES
Testing of a new recovery parachute system for the
F111 aircraft crew escape module - An update
[AIAA PAPER 89-0891] p 471 A89-35209
The development and testing of the HISAC parachute
recovery system
(AIAA PAPER 89-0921] p 462 A89-35231
A seat-mounted combined harness
[AIAA PAPER 69-0937] p 463 A89-35245
The effects of unsteady aerodynamics on single and
clustered parachute system
[AIAA PAPER 89-0934] p 448 A89-35250
Testing of a new recovery parachute system for the
F111 aircraft crew escape module: An update
I DE89-007139J p 524 N89-22592
A-206
SUBJECT INDEX RELIABILITY
RECOVERY VEHICLES
Design aspects of a naval RPV recovery system
p 484 A89.33568
RECTANGULAR PANELS
Buckling and postbuckling behaviour of composite
panels p 122 A89-13594
RECTANGULAR PLANFORMS
Effect of roughness on rollup of tip vortices on e
rectangular hydrofoil p 362 A89.29168
Some effects of aerodynamic spoilers on wing flutter
[NASA.TM.101632] p 825 N89-29324
RECTANGULAR PLATES
An approximate method for sonic fatigue analysis of
plates and shells p 565 A89-39515
Flutter of general laminated panels in supersonic flow
p 803 A89-50174
RECTANGULAR WINGS
Unified computation method of unsteady
supersonic/hypersonic flow past two dimensional flat plate
and rectangular wings
[SAE PAPER 872447] p 7 A89-10660
Effect of simulated glaze ice on • rectangular wing
[AIAA PAPER 99-0750] p 303 A89-25560
The effects of aspect ratio on the stall of a finite wing
[AIAA PAPER 89-0570] p 296 A89-28434
Effects of modal symmetry on transonic aeroelastic
characteristics of wing-body configurations
p 385 A89-29171
The application of the two-dimensional unsteady Euler
equations perturbation solutions on the supersonic
rectangular wings p 511 A89-37787
Transonic eercelesficity of fighter wings with active
control surfaces p 579 A89.42020
Flow separation and vortex bursting locations on wings
pitching at constant rates
[AIAA PAPER 89.2160] p 719 A8g-47627
Unsteady three.dimensional stall on a rectangular
wing p 14 N89-I0027
Coupling lineerized far.field boundary conditions with
nonlinear near-field solutions in transonic flow
[AD-A198721] p 153 N89-13405
Development and application of • program to calculate
transonic flow around an oscillating three-dimensional wing
using finite difference procedures
[NASA-CR-181744] p 450 N89-20093
Flutter of a low.aspect-ratio rectangular wing
[NASA-TM-4116] p606 N89-23447
RECYCLING
Plastic media blasting recycling equipment study
[AD.A202463] p 556 N89-21987
REDUCED GRAVITY
An experimental study end prediction of • two-phase
pressure drop in micrngrevity
[AIAA PAPER 89-0074] p 343 A89-25065
Impact cratering in low.gravity environments - Results
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A research study for the preliminary definition of an
aerophysics free-flight laboratory facility
[NASA-CR-184531] p250 N89.15932
Gear technology acqulaiflon for advlncrKI l@rc
engines
[PNRg0510] p 427 N89.19571
Vlsting Chlna's aerodynamics research and
development center
[AD-A203g80] p 543 N89.22618
A research facility for film cooling investigations with
emphasis on the instrumentation system
[NAL-TM-PR-8704] p 819 NB_-;_?4"Y7
Numerical aerodynamic simulation
[NASA-EP-282] p 589 N89-24282
Langley aerospace test highlights, 1988
[NASA-TM-101579] p 635 N89-25112
Overview of Dynamics integration Research (DIn)
program at Langley Research Center
p 667 N89.25150
CSM research: Methods and application studies
p 867 N89.29794
RESEAFICH MANAGEMENT
X-29A forward-swept.wing flight research program
status
[SAE PAPER 872418] p 27 A89-t0640
Eady jet engines and the transition from centrifugal to
axial compressors: A case study in technological change
[AD-A198775] p 177 N89-13430
Research and technology 1988
[NASA-TM-4078] p 268 N89-15888
Structural dynamics division research and technology
accomplishments for FY 1988 and plans for FY 1989
[NASA-TM-101543] p 222 N89-15895
Report of the Defense Science Board task force on the
National Aerospace Plane (NASP]
[AD-A201124] p 317 N89-t75,95
Flight research and testing p 453 N89-20927
RESEARCH PROJECTS
A review and forecast of engine system research at
the Army Propulsion Directorate p 533 A89.36397
RESEARCH VEHICLES
Photographic analysis of the location end the attitude
of the radio-controlled research vehicle
p 225 A89-24318
The flying wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 89-3378] p 757 A89-49103
Preliminary design of a modular unmanned research
vehicle. Volume 1: System design document
]AD-A202765] p 474 N89-20987
Preliminary design of a modular unmanned research
vehicle. Volume 2: Subsystem technical development
design study
[AD-A205878] p 607 N89-23454
RESIDUAL STRENGTH
Non-destructive test analysis and life end residual
strength prediction of composite aircraft structures
p 99 A89-16078
C-130 Hercules outer wing residual strength tests
p 663 A89-45132
RESIDUAL STRESS
Swedish Symposium on Residual Stresses, Sunne,
Sweden, Mar. 30-Apr. 2, 1987, Proceedings
p 48 A89-10096
Fatigue life influence of residual stresses from cold
working end high spectrum loads in aircraft structural
design p 48 A89-10099
A study of residual stress distribution in the lock section
of the blade of a gas turbine engine on the basis of in,el
deformations p 772 A89-47982
The measurement of residual stresses in case hardened
hearing components by X-ray diffraction
[PNR90482] p 425 N89-18689
Residual stress changes in fatigue. Volume 1: Residual
stress measurements by X-ray diffraction in notched test
specimens
[AD-A208345] p 805 N89.27225
Residual stress changes in fatigue. Volume 2: A
simulation model for stress measurements in notched test
specimens by X-ray diffraction
[AD-A208346] p 806 N89-27226
RESIDUES
Formation of liquid-phase deposits in jet fuels
p 118 A89-13178
Aviation fuel lubricity evaluation
[AD-Alg8197] p 177 N89-13434
RESILIENCE
Evaluation of barrier cable impact pad materials
[AD-A204358] p542 N89.21811
A-209
RESIN BONDING SUBJECT INDEX
RESIN BONDING
Heat-up rate effects of repair bonding helicopter rotor
blades p 387 A89-29961
High temperature adhesive systems
[AD-A209166] p 860 N89.28643
RESIN MATRIX COMPOSITES
In situ composite cure monitoring using infrared
transmitting optical fibers p 415 A89-29977
Gc - A measure of damage tolerance of composites
p 415 A89-29984
The use of fiber reinforced thermoplastics as s pdmlm/
structure on the McDonnell Douglas AH-64 Apache
helicopter
[SAWE PAPER 1850] p 783 AB9.50832
Damage tolerance evaluation of PEEK (Polyether Ether
Kentonei) composites
[DE89-005421] p 411 N89-18533
Mstadal/manufactudng process Interaction inadvanced
mstedal technologies p 549 N88.22662
A survey of poly-ether-ether-ketona and Its advanced
composites
[FFA.TN-lg88-37] p 850 N88-22707
RESONANCE
Bevel gear resonance failures In central gaadog system
of an seroengina p5O A89-11048
RESONANT FREQUENCIES
Ultra-low frequency vlbrsflon deP acquisition concerns
in operating flight simulstors p 116 A89-15560
Investigation of difficult component effects on FEM
vibration prediction for the AH-1G helicopter
p 162 A89-18879
Plenum chamber effect on wind-tunnel resonance by
the finita-eiemect method p 190 A89-19809
Resonance prediction for closed and open wind tunnel
by the finite-element method p 421 A89-31909
Prediction of structural-acoustlc response of an aircraft
fuselage modeled as • periodic structure
[AIAA PAPER 89-1045] p 468 A89-33705
Prospects for the application of holographic
interferometry to the study of the resonant vibrations of
complex systems p 488 A89-35654
Vadationa of undamped rotor blade frequencies
subjected to transient heat flux p 553 A89-36919
Mechanical model study for shdnk fit rotor
p 611 A89-40964
Identification of XV-15 eereelastio modes using
frequency-domain methods p 804 A89-41092
Determination of the natural frequency spectra and
modes of the fan blade dnga of aviation gas turbine
englnse p 812 A89-42422
A natural low-frequency oscillation of the flow over an
airfoil near stalling conditions p 645 A88-45437
A simplified method for determining the natural
frequency of helicopter rotor blades p 754 A88-48003
Aircraft intedor noise reduction by alternate resonance
tuning
[ NASA.CR-184668] p266 N89-15684
An approximation function for frequency constrained
structural optimization p 705 N89-25196
RESONANT VIBRATION
An experimental investigation on the bistable behaviors
of a flexible rotor-squeeze film damper system
p49 A89-11028
Sound transmission into a finite, closed, cylindrical shell
having an absorbing layer on its inner surface
p 138 A89-15088
Calculation of the eigenvibretion behavior of coupled
bledinga of axial turbomechines
[ETN-89-93799] p 425 • N89-18692
Acoustic test of • model rotor and tell rotor: Results
for the isolated rotors and combined configuration
[NASA-TM-101550] p 504 N89-20777
KC-135R rumble investigation
[AD.A207532] p 812 N89.27464
RESOURCE ALLOCATION
An overview of SEDACS - A state of the art TRDITPS
environment p 198 A89.18030
RESPONSE TIME (COMPUTERS)
On high-speed data bus performance analysis
[SAE PAPER 872496] p 49 A89-10687
RETRACTABLE EQUIPMENT
New design procedures applied to lending gear
development p 167 A89-20138
Computer simulation of the movement of loading door
retraction mechanism with slide tracks
p 527 A89-37019
Design, tabrication, end testing of a composite main
landing gear retracting beam
[SME PAPER EM88-551] p 834 A89-54901
RETROFITTING
Skyhawk soars again p 228 A89-21845
REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
Ssenger II, a hypersonic flight and space transportation
system p 117 A88-13570
The X-20 space plane - Past innovation, future vision
[IAF PAPER 88-598] p 204 A89.17867
REUSE
Software development reusability for aircraft simulation
systems p 630 A89.43127
REVERSED FLOW
Self-similar reversed flows in the separation region of
a turbulent boundary layer p 66 A89-13178
Experimental study of a reverse flow combustor -
Influence of primary holes on combustor efficiency
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-77] p 773 A89-48759
Thrust-revereor flow investigation on a twin-engine
transport
[NASA-TP-2856] p 183 N89-14213
REYNOLDS EQUATION
A method for the solution of the Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations on tflsnguier gdds
p 77 A88-15695
REYNOLDS NUMBER
Regressed reietlons for forced convection heat transfer
in • direct injection stratified charge rotary engine
[SAE PAPER 880628] p 51 A89-12308
Hypersonic flow of s viscous heat-conducting chemically
reacting gas past bodies over a wide range of Reynolds
numbers p 75 A89-14772
Crossflow-vortax instability and transition on s 45 deg
swept wing
[AIAA PAPER 89-1882] p 587 A89-42114
Application of s vectodzeq particle simulation in
high-speed near-continuum flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-1665] p 590 A89-43188
Analysis of low Reynolds number separation bubbles
using semiempidnal methods p 652 A89-47351
The Reynolds number dependence of the drag
coefficient of convex bodies in s rarefied gas
p 741 A89-50995
High.resolution liquid-crystal heat-transfer
measurements on the endwall of s turbine passage with
vadaticna in Reynolds number p 862 A89-53289
On Reynolds number effects and simulation: Report of
the review committee of AGARD Working Group 09
[NLR-MP-87041-U] p 85 N89-11714
Reynolds number effects in transonic flow
[AGARD-AG-303] p 300 N89-16760
The effects of freostream turbulence on airfoil boundary
layer behavior at low Reynolds numbers
[AD-A2.01665] p 372 N89-18419
High-resolution liquid-crystal heet-tranatar
measurements on the end wall of s turbine passage with
variations in Reynolds number
[NASA-TM.100827] p 424 N89-18664
Use of dbiets to obtain drag reduction on airfoils st high
Reynolds number flows
[AD-A201485] p 378 N89-19267
Observed Reynolds number effects on airfoils and high
aspect ratio wings at transonic flow conditions
[NLR-MP-88006-U] p 451 N89-20102
REYNOLDS STRESS
The correlation between Reynolds stress end turbulent
kinetic energy in the near wake of a symmetric airfoil
p 448 A89-35393
Stress tensor measurements within the vaneless diffuser
of a centrifugal compressor p 556 A89-39050
Rectangular jets in a croseflow p 802 A89-50057
RHEOLOGY
Determining cure cycles for thermosetting epoxy
resins
[SME PAPER EM88-533] p 864 A89-54890
RIBBON PARACHUTES
Wall-interference corrections for parachutes in a closed
wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 89-0900] p 485 A89-35217
A coupling apparent mass for parachute inflation
equations
[AIAA PAPER 88-0833] p 447 A89-35243
The effects of unsteady aerodynamics on single and
clustered parachute system
[AIAA PAPER 89-0934] p 448 A89.35250
Flow past two-dimensional dbbon parachute models
p 579 A89.42015
Fast brake--- F-111 high-parformance parachute system
development p 657 A89-46593
RIBLETS
The wall-pressure fluctuations of modified turbulent
boundary layer with dblets p47 A89-10163
Behaviour of internal manipulators - 'Riblet' models in
subsonic and transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 89.0963] p 365 A89.30479
Ribiet drag at flight conditions p 515 A89-39196
Effects of contamination on ribiet performance
p 579 A88-42021
Effects of riblets on the wake characteristics of an
airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 89-2199] p 723 A89-47658
Use of ribiets to obtain drag reduction on airfoils st high
Reynolds number flows
[AD.A201485] p 378 N89-19267
Effect of riblets upon flow separation in e subsonic
diffuser
lAD.A203178] p 458 N89-20967
RIBS (SUPPORTS)
Structural efficiency study of composite wing rib
structures
[NASA-CR.183004] p 119 N89-11827
RlCCATI EQUATION
Approximation theory for LQG
(Linear-Qusdratic-Gaussien) optimal control of flexible
structures
[NASA-CR-181705] p 114 N89-11788
RIDING QUALITY
Detailed design of s Ride Quality Augmentation System
for commuter aircraft
[NASA-CR-4230] p 615 N89-23470
RIGID ROTORS
The bistable behavior of a dgld rotor with squeeze film
damper p 49 A89-11028
Simple bsisnce methods of high.speed rotors in field
p 126 A89-16858
Aeroeiestlc optimization of a helicopter rotor
p 163 A89-18898
Dynamics of a dgid rotor mounted on discontinuously
non-linser elastic supports p190 A88-19125
An experimental and analytical investigation of stall
effects on flap.lag stability in forward flight
p 243 A88-23305
Application of higher harmonic control (HHC) to
hingaiess rotor systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-1215] p 430 A88-30703
Analytic simulation of higher harmonic control using s
new seroeiestlc model
[AIAA PAPER 89-1321] p 390 A89-30788
Forward flight eeroelesticity of s hingeiese rotor blade
by bilineer formulation
[AIAA PAPER 89-1233] p 392 A89-30882
Design end development tests of a five-biedeq hingeises
helicopter main rotor
[MBB-UD-531-88-PUB] p 603 A89-39845
Calculation of the steadily padodic and gust responses
of s hiogeiess rotor helicopter using two-dimenaicnal time
domain unsteady aerodynamics p 182 N89-14240
Aeroelastic optimization of e helicopter rotor
p 316 N89-16778
Nonlinear rotororaff analysis-expadmental and
analytical
[AD-A203967] p 475 N89.20990
Fiep-ieg stability data for a small-scale isolated hingeiese
rotor in forward flight
[NASA-TM-102188] p 706 N89-25479
RIGID STRUCTURES
On optimal dgid body motions
[AIAA PAPER 89.3616] p 850 A89-52694
RING LASERS
Dithered dog laser gyros for angular rate stabilization
of tracking systems
[AAS PAPER 88-014] p 236 A89-20837
Update 89 - Additional results with the multifunction RLG
system
[AIAA PAPER 89-3583] p 837 A89-52716
Performance test results of a multi-function fault-tolerant
RLG system
[AIAA PAPER 89-3584] p 837 A89-52717
RING STRUCTURES
Optical fiber data transfer system
[NASA-CR-181704] p 194 N89-14376
RING WINGS
Steady and unsteady potential flows around
axisymmetdc bodies end ring airfoils p 11 A89-11489
RISK
Trajectory optimization with risk minimization for military
aircraft p 538 A89-36929
Fire behavior end risk analysis in spacecraft
[NASA-TM.100944] p 42 N89-10111
Description of the derivation of the collision dsk model
used in the vertical separation simulation risk model
[AD-A205109] p 523 N89-21781
RIVETED JOINTS
Ensuring the quality of the covedng surface in the case
of riveted joints with high radial interference
p 492 A89-34159
Procedure for evaluating the effect of structural
parameters on the life of Iongeron-weil joints
p 799 A89-47941
ROADS
Investigations on the cracking behavior of joints in
airfields end roads: Field investigations and laboratory
simulations
[PB89-141279] p 619 N89-23479
Design criteria for aggregate-surfaced roads and
airfields
[AD-A207059] p 694 N89.26019
ROBOTICS
Robotic deburdng of complex machined parts
p 190 A89-18936
A-210
SUBJECT INDEX ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
A parallel expert system for the control of a robotic air
vehicle p 433 N89-19842
Structural dynamics branch research end
accomplishments for FY 1988
[NASA.TM-t01406] p 562 N89-22939
ROBOTS
An optimal material removal strategy for automated
repair of aircraft canopies p 874 A89-53416
ROBUSTNESS (MATHEIkATICS)
Enhanced assessment of robustness for an aircraft's
sliding mode controller p113 A89-16154
The variable structure design of aircraft servo loop
p 101 A89.16834
Reduced conservative singular value analysis for
robustness p 197 A89-17489
Automatic robust landing control system design for ante
plane using equivalent nonlinear elimination method --
for canard-configured aircraft p 244 A89-23977
Structured stability robustness improvement by
eigenspace techniques - A hybrid methodology --- in
mulflvedable linear feedback systems for flight control
p 405 A89-31456
Active control law synthesis for flexible aircraft
p 482 A89-35045
Robust control of an active vibration isolation system
for helicopters p 539 A89-39458
Techniques for robust tracking in airborne radars
p 600 A89.42666
Improved time-domain stability robustness measures for
linear regulators p 630 A89-43068
Worst-case analysis of flight control systems using the
structured singular value
[AIAA PAPER 89-2018] p 781 A89-49406
Linear quadratic Gsussien design for robust
performance of e highly maneuverable aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3457] p 844 A89-52555
A surrogate system approach to robust control design
[AIAA PAPER 89-3482] p 873 ,6,89-52585
Application of stochastic robustness to aircraft control
systems
[AIAA PAPER 89.3505] p 846 A89-52598
Robust control system design with multiple model
apfxoech and its application to active flutter control
[AIAA PAPER 80-3578] p 849 A89-52661
Robust aigenstructure assignment for flight control using
the Ctd-C design package
[AIAA PAPER 80.3607] p 850 A89-52685
On the control of elastic vehicles - Model simplification
and stability robustness
[AIAA PAPER 89-3558] p 873 A89-52715
Robust algorithm synchronizes mode changes in
fault-tolerent asynchronous architectures
p 433 N89.18475
Robust stabilization of linear time-iovariant uncertain
systems via Lyapunov theory p 483 N89-20147
Actuation constraints in multiverieble flight control
systems p 483 N89-20998
Stability robustness improvement of direct aigenspece
assignment based feedback systems using singular value
sonsitivities
[NASA-CR-182302] p 784 N89-27672
ROCKET ENGINE DESIGN
The ATR/RJ engine performance at constant dynamic
pressure and the consideration of transition condition
p 694 A89-46016
Application of Advanced Metedai for Turbomechinery
and Rocket Propulsion
[AGARD-CP-449] p 548 N89-22654
Future advanced sara-engines: The matadais
challenge p 538 N89-22659
New metallic materials for gas turbines
p 549 N89.22660
Damage tolerance concepts for advanced materials and
engines p 549 N89-22661
ROCKET ENGINES
A physicomathemstlcai model of the internal film cooling
of control engines operating in the pulsed mode
p 250 A88-21558
Pattern.based fault diagnosis using neural networks
p 354 A89.27602
PARC code validation for propulsion flows
[AD-A204293] p 557 N88-22066
CVD end diffusion coatings for high temperature
applications In turbomachinery and rocket motors
p 549 N88-22888
ROCKET EXHAUST
The effect of exhaust plume/efterbody on installed
soremJet performance p538 N89-21797
ROCKET FLIGHT
Investigations In the history and theow of the
development of aviation and rocket and apace Imlence
and technology, No. 8 --- Russian book
p 879 A89-52923
ROCKET LAUNCHING
An aircraft.borne electric field measuring system for
rocket launch support p 85 N89-10443
ROCKET LININGS
The demonstration of monolithic and composite
ceramics in aircreft gas turbine combustors
p 550 N89-22665
ROCKET NOZZLES
Ejector effects on a supersonic nozzle at low altitude
and Mach number
[AD-A206049J p 594 N89-23427
A method for calculating asymmetric flow through
nozzles
[AD.A209689] p 807 N89-27992
ROCKET THRUST
Ejector effects on a supersonic nozzle at low altitude
end Mech number
[AD.A206049] p 594 N89.23427
ROCKETS
An investigation of the pressure in an ejection seat bay
due to rocket jet p 26 A89-10482
ROCKY MOUNTAINS (NORTH AMERICA)
Hazards of mountain flying - Crashes in the Colorado
Rockies p 597 A89-42151
RODS
The angles of the Kolibrie rotor tipvenes on the rods
and on the blades
[IW.R515] p 822 N89-28499
ROLL
Simple model for predicting time to roll wings level in
the A-7E p 113 A89-16099
Unconventional helicopter tail rotor offers forward thrust
advantage p 385 A89.29349
In.flight simulation investigation of rotorcraft pitch-roll
cross coupling
[NASA-TM-101059] p246 N89-15118
Design considerations of manipulator and feel system
characteristics in roll tracking
[NASA-CR-4111 ] p 783 N89.26860
ROLLER BEARINGS
Bidirectional tapered roller thrust bearing for gas turbine
engines p 255 A89-22293
Experimental investigation of aeroengine high-speed
roller bearing p 700 A89-45570
Ceramic bearings for use in gas turbine engines
p 702 A89-46697
Advantages of ceramic, solid lubricated bearings for
small gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 89-2472] p 703 A89-46858
Selection of rolling-element baedng steels for long-life
applications p 704 A89-47250
Comparison of predicted and measured temperatures
of UH-60A helicopter transmission
[NASA-TP-2911 ] p 628 N89-24607
ROLLING
The use of the complex summation method for
formulating aigodthms for decoupling vertical/horizontal
motions of rolling aircraft p 30 N89-10889
ROLLING CONTACT LOADS
Dynamic tire/soil contact surface interaction model for
aircraft ground operations p155 A89-20320
Estimate of surface temperatures during rolling
contact p 864 A88.54981
Incorporating general race and housing flexibility and
deedband in rolling element beadng analysis
p 561 N89-22912
ROLLING MOMENTS
Nonlinear aerodynamics of delta wings in combined pitch
and roll p 73 _89-13688
Nonlinear aerodynamics of e delta wing in combined
pitch and roll p 362 A89-29169
Roll response criteria for high maneuverable aircraft
using Gibson's method
[AIAA PAPER 80-3391 ] p 781 A89-49092
Wing divergence and rolling power
[RAE-TR-88017] p 103 N88-11743
Rolling moment derivative Lxi, for plain ailerons at
subsonic speeds
[ESDU-88013] p 207 N89-16731
Aeroeervoelsstic tailodng for lateral control
enhancement p 689 N88-25189
ROSS ICE SHELF
Hard-surfece runways in Antarctica
[AD-A200444] p 249 N89-15931
ROTARY ENGINES
Regressed relations for forced convection heat transfer
in a direct injection stratified charge rotary angina
[SAE PAPER 880_28] p 51 A89-12308
The Norton P73 rotary RPV engine
p 477 A89-33585
Advanced stratified charge rotary engine design
[SAE PAPER 890324] p 804 A89-51487
Analysis lind teat of insulated components for ratify
engine
[SAE PAPER 890328] p 804 A89-51489
A comparative evaluation of RPD (Rotary Particle
Depositor) and forrographlc diagnostic methods for turbine
angina lubdcant lampial
[AD.Af96207] p 38 N89.10044
Adiabatic Wankel type rotary engine
[NASA-CR-182233] p 330 N89-17599
Advanced ceramics: A critical assessment of wear and
lubrication
[PB89-188569] p 797 N89-27035
ROTARY GYROSCOPES
Model analysis of continuous rotor-bearing systems
p 188 A89.18766
Effect of constant accelerations and translational
vibrations on the ddfts of e free gyroscope with e
noncontect suspension p 265 A89-21490
Motion of a three-degrees-of-freedom gyroscope with
a dynamically unbalanced rotor in the case of contact
between the internal frame and an elastic limitar
p 565 A89-39816
ROTARY STABILITY
An experimental investigation on the bistable behaviors
of a flexible rotor-squeeze film damper system
p 49 A89-11028
The bistable behavior of • rigid rotor with squeeze film
damper p 49 A89-11029
Experiments and stability predictions of two sets of tilting
pad beednga on an overhung rotor p 124 A89-15008
Simple balance methods of high-speed rotors in field
p 126 A89-16856
Generalization of the results of experimental studies of
the stability of gasdynemic-besring rotors
p 254 A89-21644
Advanced diagnostics for helicopter rotor head
management, including the use of expert systems
p 233 A89-23377
Rotordynsmics of turbomechinery --- Book
p 257 A89-23853
Unsteady wall interference in rotary tests
[AIAA PAPER 89-0046] p 273 A89-25040
Active suppression of aerodynamic instabilities in
turbomachines p 295 A89-28341
Nonlinear damping estimation from rotor stability data
using time and frequency domain techniques
[AIAA PAPER 89-1243] p 389 A89-30728
The measurement and prediction of rotordynemic forces
for labyrinth seals
[AD-A197185] p 192 N89-13784
Rotordynamic stability problems and solutions in high
pressure turbocompressors p 561 N89-22914
ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
Contingency power for small turbosheft engines
p 239 A89-22291
Numerical simulations of dynamic response of fixed and
rotary wing simraft to a large airplane wake
p 243 A89-23301
Dynamical behavior of a nonlinear rotorcraft model
[AIAA PAPER 89.1306] p 390 A89-30786
A pefapective on modelling rotorcreft in turbulence
p 393 A89-31757
Velocity measurements of airframe effects on e rotor
in a low.speed forward flight p 304 A89-31859
Canedair Sentinel/Sea Sentinel rotary wing RPV. IV
p 467 A89-33556
Some aspects of the development and operational
testing of the Spdte system p 487 A89-33557
Aeroelsstic deformation effects on the stopped-rotor
dynamics of an X-wing aircraft p 482 A89-34897
Stereopsis cueing effects on e simulated precision
rotorcraft 'hover-in-turbulence' task
[AIAA PAPER 80-3289] p 786 A89-48400
Aoromechanics and man-machine integration
technology opportunities for rotorcraft of the 199Os and
beyond
[AIAA PAPER 88-2065] p 716 A89-49434
Vertical flight programs at Hughes Aircraft Company
p 717 A89-50169
Prediction of inplene damping from deterministic and
stochastic models --- rotor blade stability in turbulent
flow p 832 A89-52042
Passive navigation using image irradiance tracking
[AIAA PAPER 89.3500] p 828 A89-52592
AHS National Specialists' Meeting on the Rotary Wing
Aircraft Conceptual Design Process, Atlanta, GA, Apr. 3-5,
1089, Proceedings p 815 A89.52950
Helicopter roll control effectiveness criteria program
summary
[NASA-CR-177477] p 39 N89-I0048
Establlshment of center for rctorcraft education and
research
[AD-AIg7141] p 140 N89-13285
Rotor system evaluation, phase I
[AD-A198794] p 168 N88-13425
Two-dlmensional aerodynamic characteristics of the
OLSITAAT airfoil
[NASA-TM-a9435] p 154 N88-14218
High lift, low pitching moment airfoils
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13215-1] p 154 N89-14;!24
An Initiative in mulfidlsclplinary optimization of
rotomraft
[NASA-TM-101523] p 234 Nfig-15108
A-211
ROTARY WINGS
Vortex dynamics for rotorcreff interectlonal
aerodynamics
[AD.A200128] p 297 N89.16726
Nonlinear rotorcraft analysis-experimental end
analytical
[AD-A203967] p 475 N89-20990
NASA's program on icing research and technology
[NASA-TM-101989] p 507 N89.22569
Convergence of dlsorete-vortex inducap-flow
calculations by optimum choice of mesh
p 521 N89-22585
Langley rotoromft structurel dynamics program:
Background, status, accomplishments, plans
[NASA-TM-101818] p 709 N89-26273
Transition end turbulence structure in the boundary
layers of an oscillating airfoil
[AD-A208968] p 824 N89-29317
incorporation of vortex line end vortex ring hover wake
models into a comprehensive rotorcreft analysis coda
[AD-A208038] p 835 N89-29338
ROTARY WINGS
Profile development results for advanced
circulation-guided rotor systems in fast helicopters
[DGLR PAPER 87.086] p 5 A89.10513
Development of • helicopter simulation program
[DGLR PAPER 87.123] p 26 A89-10520
Acoustics of transonic blade-vortex interactions
p59 A89-t 1101
Digital sutopilots for rotary winged unmanned aerial
vehicles p 39 A89.12417
Experimental and numerical study of propeller wakes
in axial flight regime p 69 A89-13560
Aeroelesticity and structural optimization of rotor blades
with swept tips p 94 A89.13612
Calculation of torsional stiffness for cross sections of
composite rotor blades p 126 A89-16443
Aeroelestic response charactedstics of a hovering rotor
due to harmonic blade pitch variation
p 101 A89-16547
Flow fields visualization around an isolated rotor in the
vertical autorotation and their application to performance
prediction p 80 A89-18548
Rotor inflow variability with advance ratio
p 145 A89.18855
Experimental verification of helicopter blade designs
optimized for minimum vibration p 162 A89-18874
Structural dynamics of a helicopter rotor blade system
p 162 A89-18878
Achieving reliability and maintainability goals with a
composite main rotor blade p 189 A89-18892
NOTAR hybrid compostta/metal fen blade
p 163 ASg-18893
Aaroalesttc optimization of a helicopter rotor
p 163 ASg-18898
Anal_cal determination and experimental comparison
of performance degradation on a helicopter main rotor
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A parallel architecture for a real-time blade element
rotorcratt simulation p 201 A89-19560
Strength of dynamically loaded force introduction for
fiber-reinforced rotors
[DGLR PAPER 87-108] p 185 A89-20243
Rotor blade aereelasticity in forward flight with an implicit
aerodynamic formulation p 229 A89-23180
Finite difference techniques and rotor blade aeroelastic
partial differential equations p 256 A89.23302
Effects of difference in induced velocity distribution on
the helicopter motion p 243 A89-23304
Electromechanical blade fold systems - Current status
and future developments p 230 A89.23316
Aeroelastic prediction of rotor loads in forward flight
p 230 A89-23320
A vortex embedding method for free wake analysis of
helicopter rotor blades in hover p 216 A89-23321
Estimation of blade airloads from rotor blade bending
moments p 230 A89-23327
Toward a unified representation of rotor blade airloads
with emphasis on unsteady and viscous effects
p 216 A89-23338
The determination of rotor blade loading from measured
strains p 232 A89-23366
The prediction of rotor blade stresses by the RAE/WHL
coupled modes analysis p 232 A89.23367
Effects of axial force on the flutter of high aspect ratio
aerofoil blades p 216 A89.23368
Measurement and modelling of turbulent spot growth
on a gas turbine blade
[AIAA PAPER 89-0328] p 281 A89-25276
Prediction of rotor blade-vortex interaction noise from
2-D aerodynamic calculations and measurements
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988.129] p 434 A89-29280
The on-condition qualification of the trailing edge area
of the UH-1H metal main rotor blade
p 387 A89-29475
Heat-up rate effects of repair bonding helicopter rotor
blades p 387 A89-2996t
Integrated aerodynamic/dynamic optimization of
helicopter rotor blades
]AIAA PAPER 89-1269] p 389 A89-30752
Optimum design of helicopter rotors for longitudinal
handling qualities improvement in forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-1270] p 389 A89-30753
Dynamical behavior of a nonlinear rotorcraft model
[AIAA PAPER 89-1306] p 390 A89-30786
Experiments and analysis for structurally coupled
composite blades under large deflections. I - Static
behavior
[AIAA PAPER 89-1365] p 418 A89.30840
Experiments and analysis for structurally coupled
composite blades under large deflections, II . Dynamic
behavior
[AIAA PAPER 89.1366] p 418 A89-30841
Rub in high performance turbomachinery. II - Spectral
analysis and pattern recognition p 400 A89-30986
Computer assisted track and balance saves flights
p 393 A89-30997
Nevier-Stokes simulations of tip vortices for fixed and
rotating helicopter blades p 368 A89-31343
The prediction of blade wake interaction noise based
on a turbulent vortex model
[AIAA PAPER 89-1134] p 503 A89.33764
Fatigue evaluation of helicopter rotor heads
p 485 A89-33803
Controlling severed helicopter blades during emergency
escape p 471 A89-35842
Asymptotic analysis of the transonic region of a
high-speed propeller
[AIAA PAPER 89-1077] p 565 A89-37652
An experimental and computational study of rotor-vortex
interactions p 513 A89-38553
Development of an advanced experimental rotary test
rig and first test results with a 60 kN-main rotor
[MBB-UD-525-88-PUB] p 618 A89-39843
The effects of wake migration during roll-up on blade
air loads p 570 A89.41091
Generic icing effects on forward flight performance of
a model helicopter rotor p 604 A89-41093
Evolution of rotor blade abrasion strips at Bell Helicopter
Textron p 604 A89-41589
Transonic aeroelasticity analysis for rotor blades
[AIAA PAPER 89-2212] p 798 A89-47669
Vibration of bladed flexible rotor due to gyroscopic
moment p 772 A89-48466
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Combining fracture mechanics with fractogrephy in the
analysis of the cracking of a helicopter blade
p 801 A89-49653
On the generation of a set of accurate numerical modal
functions for use in the aeroelastic analysis of flexible rotor
blades p 803 A89-50584
On the improvement of the rotor blade loss model of
axial flow fan and compressor including the effect of
rotation and its application p 739 A89-50659
Polymer composites for helicopter structures
p 717 A89-50774
Prediction of inplane damping from deterministic and
stochastic models --- rotor blade stability in turbulent
flow p 832 A89-52042
Computation of the detached shock shape in a
supersonic or transonic cascade p 816 A89-52307
An investigation on stagnation pressure errors due to
rotation state behind a rotor p839 A89-52315
Computerised design of blade elements in
turbomechines p 840 A89-52991
Electrification of hovering helicopters
p 22 N89-10460
Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures
that occurred in US commercial aviation during 1982
[DOTIFAA/CT-88/23] p 38 N89-10892
Structural optimization of rotor blades with integrated
dynamics and aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-101512] p 234 N89-15110
The angles of the Kolibrie rotor tipvanee on the rods
and on the blades
[IW-R515] p 822 N89-28499
Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures
that Occurred in US commercial aviation during 1984
[NAPC-PE-185] p 841 N89-28516
Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures
that occurred in US commercial aviation during 1985
[NAPC-PE-f88] p 841 N89-28517
ROTOR BLADES (TURBOMACNINERY)
Numerical investigation of hot streaks in turbines
[AIAA PAPER 88-3015] p 79 A89-16478
Measurement and analysis of unsteady flow structures
in rotor blade wakes p 147 A89-18946
Turbine design using complex modes and
substroctudng p 190 A89-19718
Optimization of mistuned blade rotor for controlling
flutter p 176 A89-19793
Effect of blade mistuning and blade-disk on cascade
flutter boundaries p176 A89-19803
Computations of 3D viscous flows in rotating
turbomechinery blades
[AIAA PAPER 89-0323] p 281 A89-25273
A model of pressure distributions on impeller blades for
determining performance characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 89-0840] p 346 A89.25609
Aerodynamically forced response and flutter of
structurally mistuned bladed disks in subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-1387] p 400 A89.30860
A general theory of hybrid problems for fully 3-D
compressible potential flow in turborotors. II - Axial flow,
potential function formulation p 369 A89-31519
Explicit Runge-Kutta method for unsteady rotor/stator
interaction p 509 A89-36912
Variations of undamped rotor blade frequencies
subjected to transient heat flux p553 A89-36919
Use of Navier-Stokee code to predict flow phenomena
near stall as measured on a 0,658-scale V-22 tiltrotor
blade
[AIAA PAPER 89-1814] p 580 A89-42044
Inverse method for the determination of transonic blade
profiles of turbomachinerios p 643 A89-45404
Supersonic turbomechine rotor flutter control by
aerodynamic detuning
[AIAA PAPER 89-2685] p 680 A89-47015
An inverse method for the determination of turbine
blades
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-71] p 729 A89-48755
Numerical analysis of supersonic flow through oscillating
cascade sections by using a deforming grid
[AIAA PAPER 89-2805] p 740 A89-50810
AGARD manual on aeroelasticity in axial-flow
turbomachines Volume 2: Structural dynamics and
aereelasticity
[AGARD-AG-298-VOL-2] p 13 N89-10006
Aeroelastic coupling: An elementary approach
p 37 N89-10012
Aeroelastic formulation for tuned and mistuned rotors
p 37 N89-10013
Unsteady three-dimensional stall on a rectangular
wing p 14 N89.10027
Free wake analysis of helicopter rotor blades in hover
using a finite volume technique p 83 N89-11701
Nonlinear effects in helicopter rotor forward flight forced
response p 102 N89-11735
Measurement of airfoil heat transfer coefficients on a
turbine stage p 132 N89.12897
Heat transfer in the tip region of a rotor blade
simulator p 132 N89-12898
Optical fiber data transfer system
[NASA-CR-181704] p 194 N89-14376
Application of a Comprehensive Analytical Model of
Rotor Aerodynamics and Dynamics (CAMRAD) to the
McDonnell Douglas AH.64A helicopter
[NASA-CR-177455] p 301 N89-17578
Calculation of the eigenvibration behavior of coupled
bladings of axial turbomachines
[ ETN-89.93799] p425 N89-t8692
High speed balancing applied to the T700 engine
[NASA-CR-180899] p 497 N89-20472
A study of unsteady turbulent flow past airfoils
p 521 N89-22587
Rotordynamic coefficients for labyrinth seals calculated
by means of a finite difference technique
p 560 N89-22900
Rotordynamic coefficients for stepped labyrinth gas
seals p 560 N89-22901
Role of circumferential flow in the stability o1
fluid-handling machine rotors p 561 N89-22915
Enhanced rotor modeling tailored for rob dynamic
stability analysis and simulation p 561 N89-22916
Composite Blade Structural Analyzer (COBSTRAN)
demonstration manual
[NASA-TM-101957] p 622 N89-24459
Numerical analysis of supersonic flow through oscillating
cascade sections by using a deforming grid
[NASA-TM-102053] p 653 N89-25119
Multigrid calculation of three-dimensional
turbomachinery flows
[NASA-CR-185332] p 708 N89-26172
Experimental assessment of helicopter rotor turbulence
ingestion noise in hover
[NASA-CR-181792] p 813 N89.27468
ROTOR BODY INTERACTIONS
Laser sheet technique for visualizing a periodic rotor
wake p41 A89-10115
Rotor/airframe interactions on tiltrotor aircraft
p 161 A89-18854
An examination of some rotor aerodynamic models using
the RSRA/X-wing model test data p 146 A89.18858
Bearingless rotors and higher harmonic control modeling
using RACAP p 162 A89-18876
Design of a simple active controller to suppress
helicopter air resonance p162 A89-18877
Three-dimensional interactive system identification of
helicopter rotor/body dynamics p 165 A89-18938
Measurement of transient vortax-surface interaction
phenomena
[AIAA PAPER 89-0833] p 289 A89.25603
Influence of vane/blade spacing and injection on stage
heat-flux distributions p 325 A89-28342
Model for investigation of helicopter fuselage influence
on rotor flowfields p 445 A8g.34883
Determination of the interaction parameter of a twin-rotor
gas generator p 622 A89-40084
Rough design criterion for ground and air resonance
of helicopter rotor with three or more blades
p 603 A89o40814
Determination of the natural frequency spectra and
modes of the fan blade rings of aviation gas turbine
engines p 612 A89-42422
Computational modeling of axisymmetric propeller-hull
interaction in slender low drag bodies
[AIAA PAPER 89-2674] p 649 A89-47004
Experimental study of aerodynamic interactions between
a rotor and a fuselage
[AIA A PAPER 89-2211] p 723 A89-47668
A numerical study of a wing and propeller in mutual
interference
[AIAA PAPER 89-2215] p 723 A89-47672
Noise of a model counterrotation propeller with
simulated fuselage and support pylon at takeoff/approech
conditions
[AIAA PAPER 89-1143] p 812 A89-48953
Aerodynamic interaction between propellers and wings
p 737 A89-50062
Investigation on of the flow around a backward facing
step with spanwise blowing
[CERT-RF-OA-68/2259.AYD] p 17 N89-10859
Hub and blade structural loads measurements of an
SA349/2 helicopter
[NASA-TM-101040] p 472 N89-20124
Coupled rotor/fuselage dynamic analysis of the AH-1G
helicopter and correlation with flight vibrations data
[NASA.CR-181723] p 497 N89-20512
A flight dynamic study of the helicopter including blade
dynamics p 531 N89-21796
Noise o1 a model counterrotation propeller with
simulated fuselage and support pylon at takeeff/approech
conditions
[NASA-TM.101996] p 633 N89-24138
Survey of Army/NASA rotorcraff aereelestic stability
research
[NASA-TM-101026] p 618 N89-24329
ROTOR DYNAMICS
Study of nonlinear Duffing characteristics of flexible rotor
with SFDB --- squeeze film damper bearings
p 700 A89-45568
Computing induced velocity perturbations due to a
helicopter fuselage in a free stream
[NASA-TM-4113] p592 N89-23410
Survey of Army/NASA rotorcraft aeroelastic stability
research
[NASA-TM-101026] p 618 N89.243'._9
Influence of rubbing on rotor dynamics, part 2
[NASA-CR-183649-PT.2] p 706 N89-25464
Flap-lag stability data for a small-scale isolated hingeless
rotor in forward flight
[NASA-TM.102189] p 706 N89-25479
ROTOR SPEED
An experimental investigation on the bistable behaviors
of a flexible rotor-squoeze film damper system
p 49 A89-t 1028
Simple balance methods of high-speed rotors in field
p 126 A89-16856
Dynamics of a rigid rotor mounted on discontinuously
non-lineer elastic supports p 190 A89.19125
The design of rotary regenerator for gas turbines
p 255 A89-22373
Variation of critical speed of a rotor-bearing system with
slight relocation of bearing p 554 A89-37766
The Vought ultra-high temperature, high speed rotor test
system
[SAWE PAPER 1830] p 792 A89-508;!2
injection moulded ceramic rotors - Comparison of SiC
and Si3N4 p 858 A89-53658
ROTORCRAFT AIRCRAFT
Automation applications for rotorcraft; Proceedings of
the National Specialists' Meeting, Atlanta, GA, Apt. 4-6,
1988 p 2 A89-12401
Simulation and analysis of image-based navigation
system for rotororaft low-altitude flight
p 32 A89-12403
Speech recognition in advanced rotorcratt - Using
speech controls to reduce manual control overload
p 24 A89-12404
A tactics expert system for scout/attack rotorcraft
p 58 A89-12405
Integrated diagnostic concepts for advanced tachnology
rotororeft p 141 A89-18023
Application of AI technology to time-critical functions
[AIAA PAPER 88°4030] p 174 A89-18190
Air combat tactics for the evaluation of rotorcraft
characteristics in the low sir war of 2010
p 142 A89-18859
Tip loss and blade strike simulations using DYSCO
p 164 A89-18901
The impact of yaw axis control modes, flight directors
and automatic control coupling on decelerating IFR
approaches for rotorcraft p 180 A89-18903
Rotorcreft aeromechanical analysis using a nonlinear
unsteady aerodynamic model p 146 A89.189"19
A parallel architecture for a real-time blade element
rotorcraft simulation p 201 A89.19560
NASA/AHS rotorcraft noise reduction program -
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company
accomplishments p 143 A89-20747
A signal filter with zero phase lag p 336 A89-27674
Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures
applied to rotorcraff aeroslasticity p 312 A89-27695
National Technical Specialists' Meeting on Advanced
Rotorcraft Structures, Williamsburg, VA, Oct 25-27, 1988,
Proceedings p 359 A89-29451
Design, analysis and testing considerations of
fatigue.critical rotorcraft components
p 386 A89-29472
Dynamical behavior of a nonlinear rotorcraft model
[AIAA PAPER 89-1306] p 390 A89-307_6
State.space model for unsteady airfoil behavior and
dynamic stall
[AIAA PAPER 89-1319] p 368 A89.30796
A perspective on modelling rotorcraft in turbulence
p 393 A89-31757
Engine aspects in the design of advanced rotorcraft
]MBB-UD-526-88-PUB] p 611 A89-39842
Next.generation power for next-generation civil
rotorcreft p 611 A89-41050
Measurement and computation of the velocity field of
a cylinder in the wake of a rotor in forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 89.1844] p 583 A89-42072
Preliminary comparisons of tilt rotor and compoulld
helicopter for civil applications
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-73] p 756 A89-48757
NASA rotorcraft technology for the 21st century
[AIAA PAPER 89-2066] p 758 A89-49435
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Structures technology for a new generation of
rotorcraff
[AIAA PAPER 89-2070] p 801 A89-49437
Integrated multidisciplinery design optimization of
rotorcreft
[AIAA PAPER 89-2132] p 760 A89-49478
EUROFAR - Project for a perpendicularly launched
cruising aircraft
[ MBB-UD-538-88-PUB] p833 A8g-53308
Rotorcraff research and technology advances at MSB
[MBB-UD-0537-88-PUB] p 815 A89-53334
Rotorcraft deceleration to hover using image-based
guidance p 830 A89-54082
Effect of advanced rotorcraft airfoil sections on the hover
performance of a small-scale rotor model
[NASA-TP-2832] p 595 N89-24264
ROTORS
Steady-state unbalance responses for a multispan
rotor p 50 A89-11066
Modal analysis of continuous rotor-bearing systems
p 188 A89-18766
Generalization of the results of experimental studies of
the stability of gasdynamic-bearing rotors
p 254 A89-21644
Euler solution of mulfiblade rotor flow
p 211 A,89-22330
Stability of whirl and whip in rotor/beariog systems
p 255 A89-22783
The principle of general energy conservation and an
application to the stability analysis of a rotor-bearing
system p 255 A89-22797
Vibrations of a horizontal rotor in elastic supports with
clearances p 256 A89-23580
Automatic generation of component modes for
rotordynemic substructures p 343 A89-24995
On a distributed parameter model for detecting cracks
in a rotor p 354 A89-25870
Experimental investigation of rotor wake/stator
interaction noise generation by acoustic mode
measurements
[AIAA PAPER 89-1126] p 503 A89-33759
Annular honeycomb seals: Test results for leakage and
rotordynamic coefficients - Comparisons to labyrinth and
smooth configurations
[ASME PAPER 88-TRIB-35] p 493 A89-34794
An entrance region friction factor model applied to
annular seal analysis - Theory versus experiment for
smooth and honeycomb seals
[ASME PAPER 88-TRIB-41] p 493 Aag.34798
Experimental investigation of sudden imbalance
response on a flexible rotor system with squeeze-film
damper p 554 A89-37768
Active vibration control of flexible rotors - An
experimental and theoretical study p 554 Aag-37847
Motion of a three.degrees-of-freedom gyroscope with
a dynamically unbalanced rotor in the case of contact
between the internal frame and an elastic limiter
p 565 A89-39816
Improved compressor performance using recessed
clearance (trenches) p 674 A89-44113
Design of a gear drive for counter-rotating fan rotors
[AIAA PAPER 89-2820] p 682 A89-47106
Development of a thermal and structural analysis
procedure for cooled radial turbines
[NASA-TM-101416] p 109 N89-12568
The effects of internal rotor friction on dynamic
characteristics of turbopumps p 128 N89-12629
Rotor system evaluation, phase 1
lAD-A198794] p 168 N89-13425
An experimental and analytical evaluation of the tapered
tension-torsion strap concept
[NASA-TM-101049) p 191 N89-13746
The effects of inlet turbulence and rotor/stator
interactions on the aerodynamics and heat transfer of a
large-scale rotating turbine model, volume 1
[NASA-CR-4079] p 192 N89-13756
Two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of the
OLS/TAAT airfoil
[NASA-TM-89435] p 154 N89-14216
Numerical simulation and comparison of
symmetrical/supercritical aidoils for the near tip region of
a helicopter in forward flight
[NASA-CR-4212] p 204 N89-14821
Shock tube investigation of dynamic response Of
pressure transducers for validation of rotor performance
measurements
[NASA-CR-182673] p 220 N89-15082
An analysis of the transonic flow through a lightly loaded
compressor rotor p 221 N89-15890
Wake model for helicopter rotors in high speed flight
[NASA-CR-177507] p 301 N89-17577
Rotary balances: A selected, annotated bibliography
[NASA-TM-4105] p 408 N89.18500
Computational techniques and validation of 3D
viscous/turbulent codes for internal flows
p 423 N8g-18638
Performance optimization for rotors in hover and axial
flight
[ NASA.CR-177524 } p459 N89-20973
Aerodynamic detuning of a loaded airfoil cascade in an
incompressible flow by a locally analytical method
p 521 N89-22588
Active vibration control for flexible rotor by optimal
direct-output feedback control
[NASA-TM-101972] p 537 N89-22605
Some in-field experiences of non-synchronous vibrations
in large rotating machinery p 559 N89-22894
The spectral analysis of an aero-engine assembly
incorporating a squeeze-film damper
p 559 N89-22895
An electroviscous damper p 559 N89-22898
A seal test facility for the measurement of isotropm and
anisotropic linear rotordynamic characteristics
p 560 N89.22905
A magnetic damper for first mode vibration reduction
in multimass flexible rotors p 561 N89-22911
Experimental verification of an eddy.current bearing
p 561 N89-22913
Application of a PC based, real-time, data-aquisition
system in rotorcraff wind-tunnel testing
[ NASA-TM-4119] p630 N89-24079
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of modified
second-generation Pneumatic Boot Deicing System on a
JUH-1N
[AD-A206255] p 598 N89-24289
Influence of rubbing on rotor dynamics, part 2
[NASA-CR.183649-PT-2] p 706 N89-25464
Mechanisms of Endwall leakage flows and the
associated losses in a linear turbine rotor cascade with
blade tip.clearance
[NAL-TR-985T] p 708 N89.26168
Superconducting rotor cooling system
[AD.D014020] p 709 N89.26240
Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures
that occurred in US commercial aviation during 1983
(AD-A207592] p 776 N89-26851
Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures
that occurred in US commercial aviation during 1984
[NAPC-PE-185] p 841 N89-28516
Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures
that occurred in US commercial aviation during 1985
[NAPC-PE-188} p 841 N89-28517
Turbomachinery rotor support with damping
[ NASA.CASE.MFS-28345-1 ] p865 N89-28841
Noise produced by turbulent flow into a rotor: Users
manual for atmospheric turbulence prediction and mean
flow and turbulence contraction prediction
[NASA-CR-181791] p 876 N89-29154
RUDDERS
Integral rudder system for aircraft steering
p 539 A89-39258
Development of an aircraft side rudder in a new type
of carbon fiber composite technology
p 717 A89.50362
RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD
Navier-Stokes calculations for DFVLR F5-wing in wind
tunnel using Runge.Kutta time-stepping scheme
p 291 A89.25867
Effect of sidewall boundary layer on a wing in a wind
tunnel p 294 A89-27742
Inviscid prediction of transonic flows in turbomachines
using a Runge-Kutta integration scheme
p 444 A89.34736
Explicit Runge.Kutta method for unsteady rotor/stator
interaction p 509 A89-36912
Development of an efficient muitigrid code for 3-D
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 8g-1791] p 625 A89-42027
Vortex-dominated conical-flow computations using
unstructured adaptively.refined meshes
[AIAA PAPER 89-1816] p 580 A89-42046
Multigrid solution of the Euler equations for
three-dimensional cascade flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1818] p 581 A89-42048
A cell-vertex multigrid method for the Navier-Stokes
equations
[NASA-TM.101557] p 451 N89.20101
The 3-D Euler and Navier-Stokes calculations for aircraft
components p 498 N89-20950
An explicit Runge.Kutta method for turbulent reacting
flow calculations
[NASA-TM-101945] p 536 N89-21799
RUNWAY ALIGNMENT
Microwave landing system instrumentation - A pilot's
viewpoint
[SAE PAPER 881461] p 661 A89-47340
RUNWAY CONDITIONS
A summary of recent aircraft/ground vehicle friction
measurement tests
[SAE PAPER 881403] p 336 A89-28196
Aidine operations and the contaminated runway
[SAE PAPER 881460] p 858 A89-47339
Observations and forecasts for runway (pavement)
surfaces p 826 A89-54802
Verification of aerodrome forecasts
p 870 A89-54824
Very short-range aerodrome forecasts using regression
techniques p 870 A89-54831
Warm fog dissipation using large volume water sprays
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25962-1] p 693 N89-25242
A comparison of rutting behavior of asphalt concrete
under the F-4C/G and F-15C/D aircraft
(AD-A208911] p 794 N89-27678
RUNWAY LIGHTS
Aircraft jet engine exhaust blast effects on Par-56 runway
threshold lamp fixtures
[DOT/FAA/CT-8914] p 694 N89-26018
RUNWAYS
Critical speed data for model floating ice roads and
runways p 134 A89-15706
Parallel runway operations are the key to increasing
airport traffic capacity p 224 A89-21817
Aircraft flexible pavement overlay design and evolution
[ETN-88-93230] p 117 N89.11759
Alternative modified binders for airfield pavements
[AD-A197902] p 249 N89.15124
Hard-surface runways in Antarctica
[AD-A200444] p 249 N89-15931
Instrument landing system mathematical modeling study
for Orlando International Airport Runway 17R iocalizer,
Orlando, Florida, revised airside docking plan (Scheme
3A)
[AD-A204722] p 526 N89-21783
Evaluation of barrier cable impact pad materials
[AD-A204356] p 542 N89-21811
Instrument landing system mathematical modeling study
for Orlando International Airport Runway 35L Iocalizer,
Orlando, Florida. Final airside docking plan (Scheme 3A)
[AD-A205351] p600 N89-23438
Investigations on the cracking behavior of joints in
airfields and roads: Field investigations and laboratory
simulations
[PB89-141279] p 619 N89-23479
Improved marking of taxiwey intersections for Instrument
Flight Rules (IFR) operations
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/23] p 619 N89-24330
Warm fog dissipation using large volume water sprays
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25962-1] p 693 N89.25242
Design criteria for aggregate.surfaced roads and
airfields
[AD.A207059] p 694 N89.26019
Evaluation of nondestructive test equipment for airfield
pavements. Phase 1: Calibration test results end field data
collection
[AD.A207159] p 694 N8g-26020
Acta Aeronautica at Astronautiea Sinica, Volume 8,
Number 12, December 1987 (selected articles)
[AD.A206782] p 719 N89-26807
Evaluation of barrier cable impact pad materials
[AD-A207554] p 792 N89-26864
Theoretical model for stabilization of clay-silt airport
pavement subgrade systems, Phase t: Laboratory
investigation. Phase 2: Rutting tests
[DOTIFAAIPM-87/20-PHASE-t/2] p 793 N89-27673
Compacted-snow runways: Guidelines for their design
and construction in Antarctica
[AD-A2oagt0] p 794 Nag-27677
Joint sealants for airport pavements. Phase 1:
Laboratory and field investigations
[DOT/FAA/DS-89/2-PHASE-1] p 854 N89-28523
RUPTURING
Enhanced rupture properties in advanced single crystal
alloys p 546 A89-36425
S
SABOTAGE
Aviation security: A system's perspective
[DE89.002020] p 306 N89-16766
SADDLE POINTS
Three-dimensional singular points in aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-t00045] p 457 N89-20964
SAFETY
Evaluation of the improved OV-1D anti-icing system
[AD-At98438| p 156 N89-14225
Nonlinear rotorcraft anelysis-experimentel and
analytical
[AD.A203967] p 475 N89-20990
A demonstration of the method of stochastic finite
element analysis
[AD-A206135] p 630 N89-24127
SAFETY DEVICES
Evaluation of a takeoff performance monitoring system
display p 837 A89-51704
Chemical warfare protection for the cockpit of future
aircraft p 396 N89-19859
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Operating safety of automatic objects --- Russian book
p 49 A89-I0714
European airworthiness control for the 1990s
[SAE PAPER 880936] p 2 A89-12320
The assurance of flight safety - A priority task in civil
aviation p 20 A89-12548
Airport accldent-potrntiel and safety areas
[SAE PAPER 881388] p 336 A89.28193
Materials for interiors - A brief review of their current
status p 342 A88-28433
Kinematics of U.S. Army helicopter crashes • 1979-85
p 306 A89-28488
General avlstion p 437 A89-34448
Human factors in cabin safety p 522 A89-38069
Pdvatisation of the air traffic control system - Its rationale,
implementation and implications p 566 A89.38877
The aviation wire strike problem - The duty to warn of
this serial hazard p 522 A89.38878
Sled testing of U.S. Air Force escape systems
p 657 A89-45129
The problem of safety factor determination
p 799 A89.47958
An expadmentar operator station for helicopter flight
simulator research end training
[AIAA PAPER 89-3304] p 788 A89-48412
Energy Absorption of Aircraft Structures as an Aspect
of Crashworthiness
[AGARD-CP-443] p 380 N89-18421
Light weight escape capsule for fighter aircraft
p 383 N89-19858
SAFETY MANAGEMENT
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three-dimensional, steady supersonic flows using a
bicharacteristic method p 446 A89-35168
Calculation of unsteady flows in turbomachinory using
the lineadzed Euler equations p 552 A89-36916
Shock structure in non-circular jets
[AIAA PAPER 89-1083] p 510 A89-37653
Shock standoff from blunt cones in high-enthalpy
nonequilibrium nitrogen flow p 570 A89-40913
Shock fitting algorithm applied to a transonic, full
potential flow p 571 A89-41760
Sonic-point capturing -.- shock wave structures in
transonic nozzle flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-1945] p 573 A89-41792
Development of an efficient multigrid code for 3-D
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1791] p 625 A89.42027
An analytical approach to the prediction of shock
patterns in bounded high-speed flows
]AIAA PAPER 89-1874] p 586 A89-42099
An approximate viscous shock layer method for
calculating the hypersonic flow over blunt-nosed bodies
[AIAA PAPER 89-1695] p 590 A89-43212
An efficient multigrid finite element method for transonic
flows with shock p 733 A89-49107
A linear shock cell model for jets of arbitrary exit
geometry p 802 A89-50152
Steady, shock-capturing method applied to
one-dimensional nozzle flow p 738 A89-50548
Inviscid, unsteady, transonic axisymmetric flow in
nozzles with shock waves p 738 A89o50549
A total variation diminishing scheme for computational
aerodynamics p 744 A89-51562
On TVD difference schemes for the three-dimensional
Euler equations in general co-ordinates
p 817 A89-52484
Study on boundary layer of hypersonic inlets
p 820 A89-54129
Schlieren measurements at the 10,000-foot sled track
[DE88-012748] p 42 N89°10899
Experimental investigation of propagation of shockwave
induced disturbances in transonic airfoils
[ESA-TT-1097] p 220 N89-15083
Full-potential integral solutions for steady and unsteady
transonic airfoils with and without embedded Euler
domains p 301 N89-17566
Investigation and suppression of high dynamic response
encountered on an elastic supercritioal wing
p 377 N89-19255
Numerical computations of transonic critical
aerodynamic behavior
[AD-A202412] p 379 N89-19277
Documentation of two- and three-dimensional
hypersonic shock wave/turbulent boundary layer
interaction flows
[NASA-TM-101075] p 451 N89-20100
Investigation of the flowfield created by the interaction
of a sonic jet and a co-flowing supersonic stream
]AD-A205823] p 593 N89-23425
A numerical solution of transonic flow using
discontinuous shock wave relationship
[NAL-TR-997] p 655 N89-25950
A multidriver shock tube model of a large blast
simulator
lAD-A208324] p 793 N89-26871
SHORT HAUL AIRCRAFT
Optimization of the conceptual design and mission
profiles of short-haul aircraft p 25 A89-10107
Flight measured downwash of QSRA
p 763 A89-51303
Flight measured downwash of the QSRA
[NASA-TM-10t050] p 316 N89-17593
A-222
SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
V/STOL aircraft configurations and opportunities in the
Pacific Basin
]SAE PAPER 872403] p 18 A89-10631
Evolution of the STOL and Maneuver Technology
Demonstrator
{SAE PAPER 872417] p 27 A89-10639
Triplex digital flight control system for the STOL research
aircraft 'Aska'
{AIAA PAPER 88-3883] p 179 A89-18077
STOVL engine/airframe integration
p 228 A89-22294
Departure resistance and spin characteristics of the F- 15
S/MTD
[AIAA PAPER 89-0012] p 331 A89-25008
Characteristics of the ground vortex formed by a jet
moving over a fixed ground plane
[AIAA PAPER 89-0650] p 288 A89-25514
Simulation evaluation of transition and hover flying
qualities of the E-7A STOVL aircraft
[SAE PAPER 881430] p 333 A89-28205
Conceptual design of a STOVL fighter/attack aircraft
[SAE PAPER 881431] p 313 A89-28206
Considerations of control authority requirements in
STOVL propulsion system sizing
[SAE PAPER 881432] p 313 A89-28207
The current status of the flight test of the ASKA
[SAE PAPER 881433] p 314 A89-28208
Modified Fo15B to demonstrate STOL, maneuver
capability p603 A89-41075
Concept for an aircraft multi-component thrust
measurement facility p 691 A89-45130
F-15 STOL/Maneuvering Technology Demonstrator -
Initial flight test results p 687 A89-45157
A static investigation of several STOVL exhaust system
concepts
[AIAA PAPER 89-2928] p 684 A89-47180
A zonal approach to V/STOL vehicle aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 89-2168] p 720 A89-47634
Trends in military aircraft propulsion
p 772 A89-48277
NAL flight simulator real-time computer systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-3297] p 787 A89-48406
Flying qualities criteria for precise landing of a STOL
fighter
[AIAA PAPER 89-3390] p 781 A89-49091
US/UK Advanced Short Takeoff and Vertical Landing
program (ASTOVL)
[AIAA PAPER 89-2039] p 758 A69-49419
AT3 demonstrates feasibility of cargo STOL with long
range p 832 A89-52P01
The 1987 Ground Vortex Workshop
[NASA-CP-10008] p 15 N89-10849
The characteristics of the ground vortex and its effect
on the aerodynamics of the STOL configuration
p 15 N89-10850
Ground vortex flow field investigation
p 16 N89-10852
F-16 SMTD low speed jet effects wind tunnel test
results p 16 N89-10853
Numerical simulation of transonic flow around Asuka
p 18 N89-11067
CAD wind tunnel test for half-cut model of Asuka
p 18 N89-11069
Navier-Stokes solution for a NACA 0012 airfoil with mass
flux (fan)
[AD-A205771] p593 N89-23424
The functional mock-up test of the flight control system
of the NAL QSTOL research aircraft ASKA
[NAL-TR-972] p 615 N89-23467
A model for prediction of STOVL ejector dynamics
[NASA-TM-102098] p 614 N89-24319
Flap system for short takeoff and landing aircraft
[AD-D013981] p 671 N89-25234
SHROUDED PROPELLERS
Simulation of the flow around a counterrotating shrouded
propfan p 589 A89-43113
Performance and flow field of a ducted propeller
[AIAA PAPER 89-2673] p 649 A89-47003
Aerodynamic design considerations for a free-flying
ducted propeller
[DE88-006867J p 15 N89-10841
SHROUDED TURBINES
Influence of impeller shroud forces on turbopump rotor
dynamics p 560 N89-22909
SIDE-LOOKING RADAR
infrared and millimeter wave acquisition system
[ONERA, TP NO, 1989-36] p 699 A89-45191
Digital recording of radar data in an aircraft
[PS88-209507J p 51 N89-10212
SIDESLIP
The relationship between the aerodynamic
characteristics of double-delta wings and vortices with
sideslips at high angles of attack p 148 A89-19801
SUBJECT INDEX
Multiple solutions for aircraft sideslip behaviour at high
angles of attack
IAIAA PAPER 89-0645] p 331 A89-25510
Experimental study of vortex and aerodynamic
characteristics of stack wings with sideslip
p 646 A89-46259
An investigation of lateral tracking techniques, flight
directors and automatic control coupling on decelerating
IFR approaches for retororaft
lAD-A202910] p 526 N89-21782
Characteristics of a five-hole spherical pitot tube
[NAL-TR-971] p 610 N89-23463
SIGNAL ANALYSIS
Effect of signal jitter on the spectrum of rotor impulsive
noise p 266 A89-22327
Miniature PCM compatible wideband spectral analyzer
for hypersonic flight research p 318 A89-27664
Input signal selection in the identification of linear
continuous dynamic systems from discrete observations
p 563 A89*39777
Application of signal analysis to acoustic emission from
a cyclically loaded aluminum joint specimen
p 799 A89-47862
SIGNAL DETECTORS
Improved computer simulation of the TCAS 3 circular
array mounted on an aircraft
[NASA-CR-184907] p 496 N89-20363
SIGNAL FADING
Irreducible error rate in aeronautical satellite channels
p 157 A89-17183
A survey on fading channel over West-Java area for
flight test radio telemetering purposes
p 384 A89-31015
Results of 1987 MSS helicopter propagation experiment
at UHF and L band in Central Maryland
p 53 N89-11077
SIGNAL MEASUREMENT
A signal filter with zero phase lag p 336 A89-27674
Low-altitude wind shear detection with airport
surveillance radars: Evaluation of 1987 field
measurements
lAD-A199189] p 262 N89-16243
Loren C coverage in Alaska after dual rating Port
Clarence
lAD-A196032] p 751 N89-26831
SIGNAL PROCESSING
A parallel modular signal processor
[AIAA PAPER 88-3981] p 199 A89-18141
Vibration analysis for detection of bearing and gear faults
within gearboxes - An innovative signal processing
approach p 392 A89-30985
Advanced technology ultra reliable radar (URR)
p 599 A89-42652
An airborne U-band solid state pulse-compression
radar p 767 A89-47607
A lightweight MPRF airborne radar - A system point of
view --- Medium Pulse Repetition Frequency
p 767 A89-48303
A family of radars for advanced systems
p 799 A89-48304
Data and signal processing architectures for future
avionics p 33 N89-10835
Optical fiber data transfer system
INASA-CR-181704] p 194 N89-14376
Low-altitude wind shear detection with airport
surveillance radars: Evaluation of 1987 field
measurements
lAD-A199189] p 262 N89-16243
Gas path condition monitoring using electrostatic
techniques p 321 N89-16817
SIGNAL RECEPTION
In flight evaluation of GPS receiver using an aircraft with
the stabilized video camera system p 751 A89-51305
SIGNAL REFLECTION
Pulse shaping and extraction of information from
ultrasonic reflections in composite materials
p 125 A89-15488
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
Effect of phase fluctuations and additive noise on the
characteristics of an SAR p 254 A89-21480
Phase-only filters with improved signal to noise ratio
p 356 A89-28382
Airborne MTI via digital filtering p 397 A89-29428
SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
Some consequences of reduced frame rate for operator
performance p 465 A89-33573
High-dynamic GPS tracking
[NASA-CR-184868J p 465 N89-20113
Image Signal Processing for Flight Guidance
{DFVLR-MITI-88-32] p 602 N89-24295
Image signal processing for flight guidance: Overview
and introduction to the main topics p 602 N89-24296
An intelligent fiberoptic data bus for fly-by-light
applications
[NAL-TM-SE-8707] p 634 N89-24901
SUBJECT INDEX SLENDER BODIES
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT
Evolution of the ACAP crash energy management
system p 164 A89-18923
SILANES
Scramjet combustion with an aid of silane
p 547 A89-38387
SILICATES
Denormalized product of the adsorptive zeolite
extraction of paraffins as a jet fuel component
p 857 A89-52775
SILICON CARBIDES
Chemical vapor deposition of oxidation resistant HfB2
+ SiC composite coatings p 185 A89-19481
Fabrication of sintered alpha-SiC turbine engine
components p 491 A89-33621
Injection moulded ceramic rotors - Comparison of SiC
and Si3N4 p 858 A89-53658
Improved silicon carbide for advanced heat engines
[NASA-CR.179477] p 252 Nag-15251
SILICON NITRIDES
Nondestructive volumetric CT-scan evaluation of
monolithic ceramic turbine components
p 585 A89-38954
Injection moulded ceramic rotors - Comparison of SiC
and Si3N4 p 858 A89-53658
SIMILARITY THEOREM
Engineenng analysis of slender-body aerodynamics
using Sychev similarity parameters p 4 A89-10108
Similarity for high.angle-of-attack subsonic/transonic
slender.body aerodynamics p 218 A89-24308
SIMULATION
NAS- The first year --- Numerical Aerodynamic
Simulation p 135 A89-13623
Naviar-Stokes simulation of transonic wing flow fields
using a zonal grid approach p 290 A89-25862
Principal characteristics of lightning on aircraft
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-59] p 748 A89.48744
A strategy for the use of hybrid structured-unstructured
meshes in computational fluid dynamics
p 744 A89-51534
Nonlinear control of a supermaneuverable aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3486] p 845 A89.52579
Navier-Stokes simulation of transonic wing flow fields
using a zonal grid approach
[NASA-TM-t00039] p 13 N89-10022
Linear and nonlinear interpretation of CV-580 lightning
data p 21 N89.10451
Lightning tests on an all.composite helicopter
p 21 N89-10452
Numerical investigation of a jet in ground effect using
the fortified Navier-Stokes scheme p 16 N89-10857
A simulator investigation of the use of digital data link
for pilot/ATC communications in a single pilot operation
[NASA-TP-2837] p 90 N89-11726
A two-dimensional numerical simulation of a supersonic,
chemically reacting mixing layer
[NASA-TM-4055] p 86 N89-12542
LORAN C Offshore Flight Following (LOFF) in the Gulf
of Mexico
lAD.A197179] p 91 N89.12556
An evaluation of ground collision avoidance system
algorithm
[AD-A197831] p 91 N89-12560
Lightning simulation test technique evaluation
[DOT/FAA/CT-87/38] p 156 N89-13415
Investigation of a moving-model technique for measuring
ground effect
(NASA-TM-4080] p 154 N89-14217
Fire extinguishing agent evaluation in the Aircraft Engine
Nacelle Fire Test Simulator (AENFTS)
[AD-A198523] p 157 N89-14227
Simulation of 3-D viscous flow within a multi.stage
turbine
[NASA-TM-101376] p 178 N89-14238
Use of the Terminal Area Simulation System (TASS)
to study microburst wind shears p 197 N89-14899
Application of a lower-upper implicit schema and an
interactive grid generation for turbomachinery flow field
simulations
[HASA-TM-101412] p 219 N89-15077
Simulated final approach path captures using the
microwave landing system
[NASA-CR.181696] p 227 N89-t5099
High alpha feedback control for agile half.loop
maneuvers of the F-18 airplane
[NASA-CR-181360] p 234 N89.15106
In-flight simulation investigation of rotorcraft pitch-roll
cross coupling
[NASA-TM-101059] p246 N89-15118
Simulation evaluation of TIMER, a time-based, terminal
air traffic, flow.management concept
[NASA-TP-2870] p 227 N89-15901
Accuracy requirements for high-speed test with engine
simulation on transport aircraft models in the NLR-HST
p 338 N89-16870
Validation of a multi-block Euler flow solver with
propeller-slipstream flows p 373 N89-18649
Large-scale viscous simulation of laminar vortex flow
over a delta wing p 374 N89-18660
Experimental simulation of transonic vortex-airfoil
interactions
[AD.A201934] p 378 N89-t9274
High Reynolds number incompressible flow simulation
about parachute canopies and similar bluff bodies
p 450 N89-20096
Simulation analysis on ceramic gas turbine
[DE88-756469] p 548 N89-21926
Aeroelastic modeling for the FIT (Functional Integration
Technology) team F/A-18 simulation
p 670 N89-25192
Hose reel monitor for inflight refueling system
[AD-D014054] p 765 N89-26836
Aircraft propeller induced structure-borne noise
[NASA.CR°4255] p 876 N89-29155
SIMULATORS
Aircraft and cloud sky simulator p 429 A89-29529
A comparative evaluation of RPD (Rotary Particle
Depositor) and ferrographic diagnostic methods for turbine
engine lubricant samples
[AD-A196207] p 38 N89-10044
Optical fire detector testing in the aircraft engine nacelle
fire test simulator
[AD.A197974] p 168 N89.13427
Fire extinguishing agent evaluation in the Aircraft Engine
Nacelle Fire Test Simulator (AENFTS)
[AD-A198523] p 157 N89.14227
Fabrication and testing of lightweight hydraulic system
simulator hardware. Phase 2: Addendum
[AD-A198524] p 184 N89-14243
A real-time simulator of a turbofan engine
[NASA.TM.100869] p 481 N89-20998
Transonic operational characteristics and performance
[NAL-TR-968] p 591 N89-23408
Simulator evaluation of a display for a Takeoff
Performance Monitoring System
[NASA-TP-2908] p 615 N89-23469
Computational structural mechanics engine structures
computational simulator p 866 N89.29792
Interfacing modules for integrating discipline specific
structural mechanics codes p 866 N89-29793
SINE WAVES
Ground vibration test results of a JetSter airplane using
impulsive sine excitation
[NASA-TM-100448] p 236 N89-15909
SINGLE CRYSTALS
The high temperature oxidation behavior of the single
crystal Ni-base alloy M002 rood, with and without protective
coatings p 43 A89-11216
Tensile behaviour of a nickel-based single crystal
superalioy. Effects of temperature and orientation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-7] p 409 A89-29203
Modelling of viscoplastic anisotropic behaviour of single
crystals
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-127] p 409 A89.29278
Second-generation nickel-bass single crystal
superalloy p 546 A89-36424
Enhanced rupture properties in advanced single crystal
alloys p 546 A89.36425
Constitutive modelling of single crystal and directionany
solidified superalloys p 120 N89-12912
Constitutive modelling of single crystal and directionally
solidified superalloys p 342 N89-17325
High temperature constitutive and crack initiation
modeling of coated single crystal superalloys
p 342 N89-17334
Development of stress and ,ring criteria for single crystal
turbine blades p 549 N89-22663
SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT VEHICLES
Conceptual study of turbo-engines for horizontal takeoff
and landing space plane
[IAF PAPER 88-253] p 184 A89-17745
NASP natural environment definitions for design
[AIAA PAPER 89-0764] p 339 A89-25568
Fundamental aspects of an aerospecoplane
p 544 A89-38234
Computational requirements for hypersonic flight
performance estimates --- of space vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 89-1670] p 620 A89-43193
Propulsion cycles for transstmospheric accelerators
p 840 A89.54328
SINGULARITY (MATHEMATICS)
A treatment of multivalue singularity of sharp corner in
inviscid hypersonic flow p 76 A8g-15666
Reduced conservative singular value analysis for
robustness p 197 A89-17489
Investigation of internal singularity methods for
mulUelement airfoils p 294 A89-27748
Three.dimensional singular points in aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-100045] p 457 N89-20964
SISO (CONTROL SYSTEMS)
On the design of nonlinear controllers for flight control
systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-3489] p 845 A89-52582
Stability robustness improvement of direct eigenspace
assignment based feedback systems using singular value
sensitivities
[NASA-CR.182302] p 784 N89-27672
SITE SELECTION
Hard-surtace runways in Antarctica
[AD-A200444] p 249 N89.18931
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
Compact holographic sight p 125 A89-15785
SIZING
Aircraft configuration analysis/synthesis expert system
- A new approach to preliminary sizing of combat aircraft
p 96 A89-13668
HASA: Hypersonic Aerospace Sizing Analysis for 1the
preliminary design of aerospace vehicles
[NASA-CR-182226] p 234 N89-15107
SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
Damped aircraft components for minimum weight
p 98 A89-15099
Age creep forming aluminum aircraft skins
p 624 A89-41584
Sensitive skins p 837 A89-52974
Lightning tests on an all*composita helicopter
p 21 N89-10452
Typical joints in a wing structure p 317 N89-17693
Test specimens for bearing and by-pass stress
interaction in carbon fibre reinforced plastic laminates
p 342 N89-17696
Composite transport wing technology development
[NASA.CR.178409] p 766 N89-26842
SKIN FRICTION
A vector potential model for vortex formation at the
edges of bodies in flow p t27 A89-17122
Toward lower drag with laminar flow technology
p 371 A89-32301
Riblet drag at flight conditions p 515 A89-39196
The effect of an adverse pressure gradient on the Ore9
reduction performance of manipulators
p 571 A89-41771
Flat plate reduction by turbulence manipulation
p 737 A89-50008
Structural and acoustic noise generated by a large-eddy
break.up device p812 A89.51453
Experimental research on swept shock wave/boundary
layer interactions
[AD-A196938] p 53 N89-11189
Studies of the structure of attached and separated
regions of viscous/inviscid interaction and the effects of
combined surface roughness and blowing in high Reynolds
number hypersonic flows
[AD.A204364] p 518 N89-21774
Low density flow effects for hypervelocity vehicles
[AD-A206218] p 747 N89-27633
SKIN TEMPERATURE (NON-BIOLOGICAL)
Infrared technique to measure the skin temperature on
an electrothermal de-icer - Comparison with numerical
simulations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0760] p 303 A89-26566
SLEDS
Multi-axis seat ejection (MASE) sled
p 26 A89-10466
Schlieren measurements at the 10,O00-font sled track
[DE88-012748] p 42 N89-10899
SLENDER BODIES
Engineering analysis of slender-body aerodynamics
using Sychev similarity parameters p 4 A89-10108
The formation mechanism of the asymmetric spatial
vortex of slender bodies at high angle of attack
[SAE PAPER 872435] p 7 A89-t0652
Experimental study on low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of non-axisymmetric slender bodies
p 151 A89-20635
Similarity for high-angle-of-aftack subsonic/transonic
slender-body aerodynamics p 218 A89-24308
Numerical simulation of vortex unsteadiness on slender
bodies of revolution at large incidence
[AIAA PAPER 89-0195] p 276 A89.28170
Effect of nose bluntness on flow field over slender bodies
in hypersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-0270] p 279 A89-25228
Viscous shock-layer solutions for the low-density
hypersonic flow past long slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 88-0460] p 295 A89-28251
Computational modeling of axisymmetric propeller-hull
interaction in slender low drag bodies
[AIAA PAPER 89-2674] p 649 A8g-47004
Effects of nose bluntness, roughness, and surface
perturbations on the asymmetric flow past slender bodies
at large angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 89-2236] p 725 A89-47690
A-223
SLENDER CONES
Navier-Stokes computations of symmetric and
asymmetric vortex sheddmg around slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 89-3397] p 732 A89-49097
Wind*tunnel investigation of the low-speed
aerodynamics of slender accelerator-type configurations
[SAE PAPER 8813561 p 742 A89-51354
Transonic flows with vorticity transport around slender
bodies p 820 A89-53949
Direct simulation of hypersonic transitional flows over
blunt slender bodies p 82 N89-11696
Viscous shock layer analysis of hypersonic flows over
long slender vehicles p 451 N89-20097
Low density flow effects for hypervelocity vehicles
[AD-A206218} p 747 N89-27633
SLENDER CONES
Results of an industry representative study of code to
code validation of axisymmetric configurations at
hypervelocity flight conditions
IAIAA PAPER 88-2691 } p 80 A89-16527
The computation of Navier-Stokes solutions exhibiting
asymmetric vortices
iAIAA PAPER 89-18171 p 580 A89-42047
Study of hypersonic flow past sharp cones
IAIAA PAPER 89-1713] p 591 A89-43228
Asymmetric separated flows about sharp cones m a
supersonic stream p 643 A89-45402
SLENDER WINGS
Aspects of the control and stabilization of supersonic
commercial aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 87-122} p 39 A89-10519
Transonic investigations on high aspect ratio forward-
and aft-swept wings p 68 A89-13527
Basic analysis of the flow fields of slender delta wings
using the Euler equations p 72 A89-13644
A discrete vortex method for slender wing vortex-sheet
computation p 80 A89-16835
Analytic prediction of the maximum amplitude of slender
wing rock p 218 A89-24305
The separated flow field on a slender wing undergoing
transient pitching motions
IAIAA PAPER 89-0194J p 276 A89-25169
The effects of aspect ratio on the stall of a finite wing
[AIAA PAPER 89-0570] p 296 A89-28434
Sheared wing-tip aerodynamics - Wind-tunnel and
computational investigation p 361 A89-29162
influence of pitct_:ng motion on subsonic wing rock of
slender delta wings p 514 A89-39187
Vortieity equation solutions for slender wings at high
incidence
[AIAA PAPER 89-1989] p 577 A89-41832
Development of an analytical model of wing rock for
slender delta wings p 728 A89-48658
Analytical study of the subsonic wing-rock phenomenon
for slender delta wings p 782 A89-50058
On the structure, interaction, and breakdown
characteristics of slender wing vortices at subsonic,
transonic, and supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-3345] p 739 A89-50806
Numerical simulation of rolling up of
leading/trailing-edge vortex sheets for slender wings
p 819 A89-53926
Optimization of slender wings for center-of-pressure shift
due to change in Mach number p 154 N89-14897
Trailing edge strips to reduce the drag of slender
wings p 221 N89-15889
Observed Reynolds number effects on airfoils and high
aspect ratio wings at transonic flow conditions
[NLR-MP-88006-U] p 451 N89-20102
Wind tunnel tests on flutter control of a high-aspect-ratio
cantilevered wing
[ NAL-TR-978] p616 N89-24321
SLIP FLOW
Supersonic low-density flow over airfoils
{AIAA PAPER 89-0530} p 286 A89-25424
'Hypersonic slip flows' and issues on extending
continuum model beyond the Navier-Stokes level
IAIAA PAPER 89-1663] p 590 A89-43187
SLIPSTREAMS
Fluctuating pressures on wing surfaces in the slipstream
of a single-rotor prop(an
{AIAA PAPER 89-1058l p 564 A89-36218
Weak-wave analysis of shock interaction with a
slipstream
(NASA-TP-2848] p 13 N89-10020
SLOPES
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of slanted base ogive cylinders using
magnetic suspension technology
[NASA-CR-184624] p 300 N89-16758
SLOTS
Effect of slotting on the mixing and noise of an
axisymmetri3 supersonic jet
[AIAA PAPER 89-1052] p 632 A89-41042
Turbulence measurements for heated gas slot injection
in supersonic flow
]AIAA PAPER 89-1868] p 586 A89-42095
A-224
SLOTTED WIND TUNNELS
Viscous effects on the resonance of a slotted wind tunnel
using finite elements p 248 A89-22369
SMALL PERTURBATION FLOW
Efficient algorithm for solution of the unsteady transonic
small-disturbance equation p 4 A89-10104
A parallel algorithm of AF-2 scheme for plane steady
transonic potential flow with small transverse
disturbance p 71 A89-13605
Effect of small*scale turbulence on the development of
coherent structures in a mixing layor --- subsonic free
aerodynamics p 208 A89-21515
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for realistic aircraft
configurations p 218 A89-24303
Derivation of an integral equation for large disturbing
transonic flow and its numerical method of undercritical
flow p 293 A89-25944
Supersonic far-field boundary conditions for transonic
small-disturbance theory
{AIAA PAPER 89-1283] p 367 A89-30765
Effects of three dimensional aerodynamics on blade
response and loads
]AIAA PAPER 89-1285] p 367 A89-30767
Second order accurate finite difference approximations
for the transonic small disturbance equation and the full
potential equation p 444 A89-34740
Unsteady transonic small-disturbance theory including
entropy and vorticity effects p 515 A89-39191
On some numerical schemes for transonic flow
problems p 569 A89-39867
Modification of an unsteady transonic small disturbance
procedure to allow a prescribed steady-state initial
condition
{AD-A196744] p 84 N89-11708
Role of computational fluid dynamics in unsteady
aerodynamics for aeroelasticity p 425 N89-19237
CAP-TSD: A program for unsteady transonic analysis
of realistic aircraft configurations p 395 N89-19238
CAP-TSD analysis of the F-15 aircraft
p 395 N89-19239
Calculation of steady and unsteady pressures at
supersonic speeds with CAP-TSD p 375 N89-19240
Initial application of CAP-TSD to wing flutter
p 377 N89-19257
Steady and unsteady transonic small disturbance
analysis of realistic aircraft configurations
p 473 N89-20946
SMOKE
Method of cold smoke generation for vortex core
tagging p 191 A89-20324
Effects of fuel chemical properties on exhaust smoke
from gas turbine combustor p 695 A89-45554
EC-t 8B/Boeing 707 Smoke Venting flight test
{AD-A20660t] p 659 N89-25979
SMOKE ABATEMENT
Airplane tests of enhanced emergency smoke venting
]D218N301] p 658 N89-25976
SMOKE TRAILS
Smoke wire visualization of unsteady separation over
an oscillating airfoil p 212 A89-22368
SNOW
Dolphin eats snow --- helicopter engine surge during
flight in snowfall p 155 A89-18910
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An overview of the Douglas Aircraft Company
Aeroelastic Design Optimization Program (ADOP)
p 671 N89-25221
Recent developments in large-scale structural
optimization p 706 N89-25231
Integrated structure/control taw design by multilevel
optimization
[NASA-TM-101623] p 712 N89-26623
High-speed civil transport study
INASA-CR-4233] p 766 N89-27648
Review on turbomachinery blading design problems
p 777 N89-27662
Design criteria for optimal blading design
p 777 N89-27663
Overview on blading design methods
p 777 N89-27664
Performance prediction for axial-flow compressor and
turbine bladiog p 777 N89-27665
Blading design for multi-stage HP compressors
p 777 N89-27666
Transonic and supersonic compressor blading design
p 777 N89-27667
STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA
New design procedures applied to landing gear
development p 167 A89-20138
Some partial solutions to the problem of the optimum
reliability distribution of a structure with respect to its
elements p 254 A89-21553
Dynamic behavior of a composite tail unit for EH101
p 229 A89-23310
Aircraft design optimization with multidisciplinery
performance criteria
[AIAA PAPER 89-1265] p 389 A89-30749
NACA/NASA research related to evolution of U.S. gust
design criteria
[AIAA PAPER 89-1373] p 390 A89-30848
Composite material repairs to metallic airframe
components
[AIAA PAPER 89-1408] p 359 A99.30881
Metallic limitations in aircraft engines- The rational return
to the stone age p 477 A89-33485
Structures for hypervelocity flight p 552 A89-36723
Design criteria and analysis of dynamic stresses of a
propeller gear system
[AIAA PAPER 89-2822] p 682 A89-47107
Design of communication lines as part of aircraft
equipment layout p 754 A89-47999
Matching Power Spectra Density (PSD)-design load ---
aircraft structures
[NLR-MP-87059-U] p 472 N89-20126
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
Potential applications for advanced structural ceramics
in aero gas turbine engines p 488 A89-33490
Turbine engine structural efficiency determination
[AIAA PAPER 89-2571 ] p 679 A89-46932
A demonstration of the method of stochastic finite
element analysis
[AD-A206135] p 630 N89-24127
Recent Advances in Multidisciplinary Analysis and
Optimization, part 1
I NASA-CP-3031-PT-1] p 666 N89-25146
TRUSS: An intelligent design system for aircraft wings
p 711 N89-25182
Recent Advances in Multidisciplinary Analysis and
Optimization, part 3
(NASA-CP-3031-PT-3] p 670 N89-25201
Multilevel decomposition of complete vehicle
configuration in a parallel computing environment
p 670 N89-25205
Research and technology plans for FY 1989 and
accomplishments for FY 1988 --- Structural Mechanics
Division
[ NASA-TM-f0f 592] p807 N89-28035
Aerospace structures design on computers
[AD-A208811 ] p 811 N89-28321
NASA Workshop on Computational Structural
Mechanics 1987, part 2
[NASA-CP-10012-PT-2] p 866 N89-29789
Computational structural mechanics engine structures
computational simulator p 866 N89-29792
Interfacing modules for integrating discipline specific
structural mechanics codes p 866 N89-29793
CSM research: Methods and application studies
p 867 N89-29794
STRUCTURAL FAILURE
Acoustic emission testing the F-111
p 541 A89-39008
Maintainability of next generation aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-5060] p 715 A89-48171
A proposed composite repair methodology for primary
structure p 858 A89-54429
Advanced durability analysis. Volume 4: Executive
summary
[AD-A202304] p 427 N89-19597
Estimation of the Equivalent Initial Flow Size (EIFS)
distribution and prediction of failure probabilities for
different parameter variations
[FFA-TN-1987-35] p 498 N89-20525
Probabilistic damage tolerance methods for metallic
aerospace structures p 672 N89-25237
STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
The problem of safety factor determination
p 799 A89-47958
Efficient load measurements using singular value
decomposition
]NASA-CR-184614] p 202 N99-14795
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
Development of an eddy current nondestructive analysis
method, the Elotest UL4, without disassembly of fixations.
Test report M7-614800
[REPT-M7.614800] p 128 N89-12075
STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY
Some partial solutions to the problem of the optimum
reliability distribution of a structure with respect to its
elements p 254 A89-21553
Structural system reliability combining the constraint of
damage tolerance design p 256 A89-23012
Quantified nondestructive evaluation capability - A major
element in engine structural integrity programs
p 257 A89-23994
Structural reliability in aerospace design
p 340 A89-27175
Aluminum quality breakthrough for aircraft structural
reliability p 348 A89-27745
The future roles of flight monitors in structural usage
verification p 386 A89-29454
The reliability analysis of aircraft structures
p 467 A89-33146
Full-scale fatigue testing of components and structures
--- Book p 485 A89-33801
Damage tolerance analysis and structural integrity in Air
Force aircraft p 661 A89.43884
Probabilistic analysis of aircraft structure
p 665 A89-46470
Maintainability of next generation aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-5060] p 715 A89-48171
Design with structural ceramics p 803 A89-51253
AE monitoring of airframe structure dunng full scale
fatigue test p 863 A89-53322
STRUCTURAL STABILITY
Rotor blade aeroelasticity in fo_vard flight with an implicit
aerodynamic formulation p 229 A89-23180
Nonlinear analysis of a cantilever beam --- General
Rotomreft Aeromechanical Stability Program
p 229 A89-23192
Supersonic flutter of aeroelastically tailored oblique
wings p 244 A89-24310
Integrated aeroservoelastic analysis capability with
X-29A comparisons p244 A89-24311
Results of a parametric aeroelastic stability analysis of
a generic X-wing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-1385] p 391 A89-30858
Application of a full-potential solver to pendiog-torsion
flutter in cascades
[AIAA PAPER 89-1386] p 404 A89-30859
Structured stability robustness improvement by
eigenspace techniques - A hybrid methodology --- in
multivariable linear feedback systems for flight control
p 405 A69-31456
Divergence instability of reinforced composite cylindrical
shells p 495 A89-35146
The problem of safety factor determination
p 799 A89-47958
Investigations of the aeromechanical instability of a
helicopter using Floquet theory p 782 A89-49585
Aeroelastic optimization of a helicopter rotor
p 316 N89-16778
Numerical and experimental study of the crash behavior
of helicopters and aircraft p 382 N89-18433
STRUCTURAL VIBRATION
The V-22 vibration, structural life, and engine diagnostic
system, VSLED
ISAE 871732] p 31 A89-10617
A guide to aircraft turbine engine vibration monitoring
systems
[SAE AIR 18391 p 35 A89-10623
A study on effects of aircraft noise environment on its
structure
[SAE PAPER 872450] p 28 A89-10663
A dynamic characteristic analysis of a bladed disk
assembly p 36 A89-11026
Efficient vibration mode analysis of aircraft with multiple
external store configurations p 28 A89-12562
Interior noise and vibration prediction for UDF/727
demonstrator aircraft p 98 A89-15077
Power flow in a beam using a 5-accelerometer probe
p 124 A89-15096
Identification of structural vibration control parameters
using modal contributors --- for airframes
p 98 A89-15507
Vibrational and acoustical behaviour of complex
structural configurations using standard finite element
program --- for aircraft fuselages p 98 A89-15570
The optimal design of isolator in aerospace equipment
p 98 A89-15585
Finite element implementation of full fluid/structure
interaction using modal methods p 125 A89-15596
Comparison of stepped-sine and broad band excitation
to an aircraft frame p 99 A89-15643
Helicopter vibration analysis and control
p 188 A89-18871
Investigation of difficult component effects on FEM
vibration prediction for the AH-1G helicopter
p 162 A89-18879
The determination of defectiveness of linear structural
dynamic systems p262 A89-21147
Pulsations and vibrations in a turbine resulting from the
interaction between nozzle vanes and rotor blades
p 238 A89-21555
Vibrations of a horizontal rotor in elastic supports with
clearances p 256 A89-23580
Preparation of experimental studies of cascade
vibrations p 240 A89-23816
Vibration and flutter analysis of composite wing panels
p 346 A89-26273
3-D finite element vibration analysis of helical gears
p 413 A89-29106
Vibration isolation of a system - A powerplant on a
moving object p 417 A89-30616
Effects of transverse shear on large deflection random
response of symmetric composite laminates with mixed
boundary conditions
[AIAA PAPER 89-1356] p 418 A89-30831
The finite dynamic annular element for the vibration
analysis of variable thickness discs p 420 A89-31529
Full-scale demonstration tests of cabin noise reduction
using active vibration control
[AIAA PAPER 89-1074] p 468 A89-33719
Sonic fatigue-resistant damped laminated structures
[AIAA PAPER 89-1102] p 469 A89.33742
Natural vibrations of cylindrical shells with a rectangular
cutout p 492 A89-34126
Structural optimization for aeroelastic control
effectiveness p 470 A89-34899
Prospects for the application of holographic
interferometry to the study of the resonant vibrations of
complex systems p 495 A89-35654
Variations of undamped rotor blade frequencies
subjeoted to transient heat flux p553 A89-36919
Coupling factor method for studying elastic motion of
flight vehicles p 544 A89-37004
Dynamical calculations of engine components based on
elasticity equations p 553 A89-37421
Vibrations in aerospace structures - Prediction,
prevention and control
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-9] p 553 A89-37631
Vibrations of the blades of turbomachines --- Russian
book p 535 A89-38504
Multi-input/multi-output frequency domain modal
identification method and its application in ground vibration
testing p 529 A89-39454
Use of magnetic suspension for sensor vibration
isolation p 622 A89-40262
Transverse vibrations of a trapezoidal cantilever plate
of variable thickness p 622 A89-40914
A new flight flutter excitation system
p 663 A89-45140
Mechanical stresses during air transport and ground
operations p 700 A89-46221
Analysis of vibrations of the National Transonic Facility
model support system using a 3-D aeroelastic cede
[AIAA PAPER 89-2207] p 784 A89-47666
Piezoelectric pushers for active vibration control of
rotating machinery p 799 A89-47717
A-232
SUBJECT INDEX SUBSONIC SPEED
Vibration of bladed flexible rotor due to gyroscopic
moment p 772 A89-48466
Using the properties of nonlinear vitxetions for flaw
detection in the reinforcement elements of thin-walled
structures p 803 A89-51044
Structural and acoustic noise generated by a large-eddy
brsek-up device p 812 A89-51453
Phenomena and modelling of flow-lnducad vibrations
of bluff bodies p 881 A89-52961
Vibration end eeroelast!c tailoring of advanced
compesita plata-like lifting suffices p 381 N89-17263
Structural dynamics branch research lind
accomplishments for FY 1998
[NASA-TM.t01406] p 562 N89-22939
Unsteady aerodynamic effects on bluff bodies
p 596 N89-24279
Ground vibration test of the Foudra A04 Transell
aircraft
[ REPT-20/7234-PY-382-R ] p60g N89-24311
Structural loading and noise disturbance of helicopters
p 713 N89-25140
Efficient sensitivity analysis and optimization of a
hoiicoptar rotor p668 N89-25155
Plan, formulate, discuss end correlate • NASTRAN finite
element vibrations model of the Boeing Model 360
helicopter airframe
[NASA-CR-181787] p 707 N89-25480
langley rotorcraff structural dynamics program:
Background, status, accomplishments, plans
[NASA-TM-tO1618] p 709 N89-26273
Design of an active helicopter control experiment st the
Princeton Rotorcraff Dynamics Laboratory
[NASA-CR.185490] p 783 N89.26859
Aimraff propeller induced structure.borne noise
[NASA-CR-4255] p 876 N89-29155
STRUCTURAL WEIGHT
Parametric weight evaluation of joined wings by
structural optimization p 228 A89-22817
Spanioad optimization for strength designed lifting
surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 88.2512] p 314 A89-28252
Impact of advanced materiels/structural concepts on
future weight estimation
[SAWE PAPER 1849] p 763 A89-50831
The importance of weight in a changing cost estimating
environment
[SAWE PAPER 1854] p 877 A89-52024
Computer aided optimal structural design of stringers
from Airbus A310-300 with STARS: Detailed optimization
model
[MBB-UT-116/88] p 103 N89-11741
Analytical wing weight prediction/estimation using
computer based design techniques p 316 N89-17589
Light weight escape capsule for fighter aircraft
p 383 N89-19858
An analysis of Electronic Aids to Maintenance (EAM)
for the Light Helicopter Family (LHX)
[AD*A205440] p 568 N89.23407
STRUTS
Transonic operational characteristics and performance
[NAL.TR.968] p 591 N89.23408
SUBCRITICAL FLOW
An exact inverse method for subsonic flows
p 76 A89.15021
Subcdticei swiding flows in convergent, annular
nozzles p 323 A89-27694
A regular perturbation method for subcriticei flow over
a two-dimensional airfoil p 818 A89-53570
Boundaries of linear characteristics of cambered end
twisted wings at suboriticel Mech numbers
[ESDU-88030] p 298 N89-16735
SUBMARINES
Operating safety of automatic objects --- Russian book
p 49 A89.10714
SUBMERGED BODIES
Structural and acoustic noise generated by • large.eddy
break-up device p 812 A89.51453
SUBMERGING
A study of supersonic isobaric submerged turbulent
jets p 65 A89-13160
SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT
Advanced propulsion systems for large subsonic
transports
[AIAA PAPER 89-2477] p 677 A89-46861
Integrated aerodynamic.structural design of a transport
wing
[AIAA PAPER 89-2129] p 760 A89.49475
SUBSONIC FLOW
An inverse, subsonic two-dimensional panel method
following the method of smallest quadrate for the design
and modification of multiple element profiles
[DGLR PAPER 87.061] p 5 A89-10509
Computational fluid dynamics in aerospace
[SAE PAPER 872446] p 7 A89-10659
Two-dimensional subsonic diffuser flow with uniform
shear veiooity profile at inlet p7 A89-11058
Panel methods in aerodynamics - Some highlights
p 10 A89-11481
HISSS - A higher-order panel method for subsonic and
supersonic attached flow about arbtVary Configurations
p 10 A89-11484
Integral equation solution for transonic and subsonic
aerodynamics p 11 A89-11488
A subsonic panel method for design of 3-dimensional
complex configurations with specified pressure
distribution p28 A89-11491
A vortex-lattlco method for the calculation of wing-vortex
interaction in subsonic flow p 11 A89-11499
The ram accelerator and Its applications - A new
approach for reaching ultrahigh velocities
p83 A89-12884
MulUple shock wave lind turbulent boundary layer
interaction in a rectangular duct p 64 A89-12890
An exact inverse method for subsonic flows
p 78 A89-15021
Experimental investigafion of grooved wall technique for
subsonic diffusers p 79 A89-16447
Highly compact inlet diffuser technology
p 107 A99.16460
Experimental flowfiolds around NACA 0012 eiffoils
located in subsonic and supersonic rarefied air streams
p 81 A89-17015
Solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for sub- end
supersonic flows in rarefied gases p 81 A89-17019
Analysis of a fighter type aircraft configuration with the
HISSS panel method at subsonic and supersonic
speeds
[DGLR PAPER 87-085] p 147 A89-19660
A new approach for computing full unsteady
aerodynamic characteristics p 147 A89-19788
Validation of approximate indicial aerodynamic functions
for two.dimensional subsonic flow p 149 A89-20140
Numerical simulation of tip vortices of wings in subsonic
end transonic flows
[AD-A204525] p 150 A89-20176
A simple method for solving direct problems of 3-D flow
in axial turbomechinery p 210 A89.22006
A numerical scheme for modeling subsonic flows of a
viscous compressible gee p217 A89-23723
Similarity for high-angle-of-attack subconic/transonic
slender.body aerodynamics p 218 A89-24308
Small spacing esymptotics for subsonic nonstetionery
flow around a thin profile near a solid boundary
p 219 A89-24657
An experimental investigation of the effects of a base
cavity on the near-wake fiowfioid of s body at subsonic
and transonic speeds
]AIAA PAPER 89-0210] p 277 A89-25184
Modeling of subsonic flow through a compact offset inlet
diffuser
[AIAA PAPER 89.0639] p 288 A89-25505
A computational procedure for automated flutter
analysis p 348 A89-28070
Wind tunnel air intake test techniques
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-20] p 406 A89.29210
Behaviour of internal manipulators. 'Riblet' models in
subsonic and transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-0963] p 365 A89-30479
Effect of wall suction on the stability of compressible
subsonic flows over smooth two-dimensional
backward-fecing stops
[AIAA PAPER 89-0983] p 366 A89.30495
A hybrid Doublet Lattice-Doublet Point Method for
general liffing surface Configurations in subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-1322] p 368 A89-30799
Aerodynamically forced response end flutter of
structurally mistuned bladed disks in subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-1387] p 400 A89-30860
Effects of free-stream turbulence on performance of
subsonic diffuser p369 A89-31522
Velocity measurements in subsonic end transonic
flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-159] p 370 A89-31817
3-D composite velocity solutions for subsonic/transonic
flows ) 371 A89-32315
A comparison of the turbulence structure of subsonic
and supersonic boundary layers ) 440 A89-33425
Optimal profile selection in the design of a subsonic
turbine cascade )442 A89-34152
Wind-tunnel wall effects on delta wings
) 445 A89-34884
On the three families of instability waves of high.speed
jets ) 513 A89.38624
influence of pitching motion on subsonic wing rock of
slender delta wings ) 514 A89-39187
A computational method of aerodynamics for subsonic,
fully unsteady wings at high angles of attack in
time-domain p 515 A89-39462
A note on sound from the interruption of a cylindrical
flow by • semi-infinite aerofoil of subsonic speed
p 565 A89-39506
A numerical method for calculating subsonic fully
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of wings in time
domain p 570 A89-40959
Upwind algorithms based on • diegonelization of the
multidimensional Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 89.1958] p 578 A89-41842
3-D composite velocity solutions for subsonic/transonic
flow over 8fterbodles
[AIAA PAPER 99-1837] p 582 A8g-42065
Csiculation of stationary subsonic end transonic
nonpotanfl81 flows of In ideal gas In axlsymmetrlo
channels p 588 A89.425"19
The unsteady flow in the far field of an isolated blade
row p 591 A89-43537
LOPAN - A low-order panel method for subsonic end
supersonic flows p 639 A89-43724
An integrated design computational method for the wing
optimization camber and twist st subsonic and supersonic
flow p 648 A89-46258
Review of passive shear.livw control research for
improved subsonic and supersonic combustion
[AIAA PAPER 89-2786] p 703 A89-47033
Staedy-stata end time-dependent aerodynamics in an
annular turbine cascade operating at high subsonic Math
numbers
[AIAA PAPER 89-2941] p 651 A89-47185
On the use of proplets as • means for reducing blade
compressibility losses
[AIAA PAPER 89-2213] p 771 A89-47670
Measurements of the aerodynamic characteristics of
various wing-oanard configurations end comparison with
NLVLM results
[AIAA PAPER 89-2217] p 723 A89-47674
Experimental investigation of the F/A-18 vortex flows
at subsonic through transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-2222] p 724 A89-47678
Development of an analytical model of wing rock for
slender delta wings p 728 A89-48658
Subsonic and supersonic laser velocimetry
p 800 A89-49025
Solution of the inverse boundary value problem of
aerohydrodynamics with allowance for the boundary
layer p 864 A89.54611
Validation of a pair of computer codes for estimation
and optimization of subsonic aerodynamic performance
of simple hinged-flap systems for thin swept wings
[NASA-TP-2828] p 13 N89-10024
Turbulent boundary layer modification by streamlined
devices p 259 N89-15367
CFD application to subsonic inlet airframe integration
--- computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
p 299 N89-t6753
Wind tunnel experiments on aerofoil models for the
assessment of computational flow methods
p 372 N89-18614
Validation of a multi.block Euler flow solver with
propeller-slipstream flows p 373 N89.18649
Effect of ribiots upon flow separation in s subsonic
diffuser
lAD-A203178] p 458 N89-20967
Numerical simulation of flow over iced airfoils
[AD-A203291] p 458 N89-20c.i69
Unsteady aerodynamic computational method of
non-coplansr wing-fair combinations in subsonic flow
[PB89-111470] p 518 N89-22571
Supersonic particle probes: Measurement of internal wall
losses
[AD.A205863] p 521 N89.22589
A method for calculating asymmetric flow through
nozzles
[AD-A209689] p 807 N89-27992
Measurements of mean-flow and turbulence
characteristics in • turbojet exhaust using • laser
veiocimeter
[ISL-CO.226/88] p 841 N89-28519
SUBSONIC FLUl"rER
Steady and unsteady pressures and forces in • vibraflng
ejector engine in the subsonic end transonic speed
regimes p 774 A89.50363
SUBSONIC SPEED
Dynamic loading on impact surfaces of a high subsonic
elliptic jet
[AIAA PAPER 89-1139] p632 A89-40477
Application of HISSS panel code to a fighter-type aircraft
configuration at subsonic and supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87.2619] p 589 A89.42931
Accuracy problems in wind tunnels during transport
aircraft development
[MBB-UT-134-88-PUB] p 619 A89-42937
Asymptotic theory of propeller noise. I - Subsonic
single.rotation propeller p 812 A89-50533
On the structure, interaction, end breakdown
characteristics of slender wing vortices at subsonic,
transonic, and supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-3345] p 739 A89-50806
A-233
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS SUBJECTINDEX
Advanced core technology: Key to subsonic propulsion
benefits
[NASA-TM.101420] p 178 N89-14237
Rolling moment derivative Lxi, for plain ailerons at
subsonic speeds
[ESDU-88013] p 297 N89-18731
Yawing moment coefficient for plain ailerons at subonic
speeds
[ESDU-88029] p 298 N89-f6734
Investigation of the surface flow of conical bodies at
high subsonic end supersonic speeds
p 373 N89-18850
Validation of a user-friendly CFD code for prediction of
the aerodynamic characteristics of flight vehicles
p 395 N89o18854
Development of a stream,de method
[AD-A205146] p 557 N89-22078
SUBSONIC WIND "rUNNEl,.8
A comparison of acoustic predictions with model rotor
test data from the NASA 14 x 22 ff wind tunnel
p 203 A89-18913
Plenum chamber effect on wind-tunnel resonance by
the finite-element method p 190 A89-19909
The role of the mechanism of local secondary Instability
in the K-breakdown of the boundary layer
p 209 A89-21584
Development of a new subsonic Icing wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 88-0773] p 337 A89-28458
Resonance prediction for closed and open wind tunnel
by the finhe-element method p 421 A89-31909
Three component laser Doppler anemometry in large
wind tunnels p 555 A89-38815
Analytical study of the subsonic wing-rock phenomenon
for slender delta wings p 782 A89-50058
Wind-tunnel investigation of the low-speed
aerodynamics of slender accelerator-type contiguraSons
(SAE PAPER 881356] p 742 A89-51354
Accuracy of various wall-correc_on methods for 3D
subsonic wind tunnel testing
[NLR.MP-87039-U] p 84 N89-11713
The 13-1r_h magnetic suspenldon and balance system
wind tunnel
[NASA.TM-4090] p 184 N89-14241
New design of the nozzle section of a large subsonic
wind tunnel
[F+W°TF-1928] p 339 N89-17601
A resoamh facility for film cooling investlgabons with
emphasis on the instrumentation system
[NAL-TM-PR-8704] p 819 N89-23477
SUBSTRUCTURES
Application of the mobility power flow Ikoproech to
structural response from distributed loading
[NASA-CR-181342] p 193 N89-13817
Crushing behaviour of helicopter subfloor structures
p 381 N89-18429
Crash investigations with sub-components of a
composite heitcopter lower airplane section
p 381 N89-18430
Creshworthy design of aircraft subftoor structural
components p 382 N89-18431
SUCTION
Exbedmantal and numerical investigation of an oblique
shock wave/turbulent boundew layer interaction with
continuous suction
[AIAA PAPER 89-0357] p 296 A89-28407
Effect of wall suction on the stability of comflresaible
subsonic flows over smooth twn-d]mansloool
backward-facing steps
[AIAA PAPER 89-0983] p 366 A89-30495
On the unsteady leading edge suction of • sweptbeck
wing p 510 A89-37776
Transition flight experiments on a swept wing with
suclton
[AIAA PAPER 89-1893] p 587 A89-42115
The induced power based on leading edge suction for
a helicopter in hovedng p 646 A8g-48267
Transition flight experiments on a swept wing w_h
suction p 819 A89-53830
V/STOL aircraft and the problem of jet.induced
suckdown p 317 N89.18380
Sidewall boundary layer study, with end without suction,
for the 150 mm chord CAST 7 airfoil at the T2 wind
tunnel p 520 N89-22584
Numerical study of • multipurpose transonic wind tunnel
with an adaptable Injectlon.suctlon system
p 543 N89-22621
Combination boundary layer control system for high
altitude aircraft
[AD-D014075] p 765 N89-26837
SULFATES
Vapor deposition and condensate flow on combustion
turl_ne blades - Theoretical model to predict/understand
some corrosion rate consequences of molten alkali suffats
deposition in the field or laboratory p 238 A89-20950
SULFUR COMPOUNDS
Degradation mechanisms of n-dodecane with sulfur and
nitrogen dopants dudng thermal stressing
p 250 A89.22277
SUPERCOMPUTER8
Numerical methods and high-pedormanoe computers.
New development tools in aerodynamics
p 217 A89-23812
Suporcomputer requirements for selected disciplines
important to aerospace p 874 A89-53152
Programming techniques for high.speed processing on
the subercomputer FUJITSU VP-systsm
[NAL-TR-915] p 58 N89-10565
Numerical aerodynamic simulation
[NASA-EP-262] p 568 N89-24262
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
Superconducting Meisener effect bearings for ctyogecic
turbomachines, phase 1
[AD-A209875] p 865 N89-28838
8UPERCONDUCTON8
SuperconduofJng rotor cooling system
[AD-D014020] p 709 N8g-28240
SUPERCOOUI_I
Aircraft icing Paused by large supercooled droplets
p 828 A89-53793
SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOILS
MutUgrid solution of the two-.dlmenaionel Euler equations
on unsVuctured triangular meshes p 9 A89-11108
Transonic characteristics of a humped airfoil
p 12 A89-12551
Design philosophy of long range LFC transports with
advanced supercrlticai LFC airfoils --- laminar flow
control p g2 A89-13528
Computation of flows around superoriticai profiles
p 213 A8g-22758
Sidewall boundary-layer removal effects on wall
adaptation in the LJmgley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 89-0148] p 334 A8g-25131
Turbulence modeling in imperated flow behind strong
shocks p 294 A89-27746
Visoocs.lnviecid strategy and computation of transonic
buffet
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-111] p 363 A89-29263
NASA supercrltioai laminar flow control airfoil
experiment p 372 A89-32331
TransOnic buffet of • superodtioai airfoil w_h Vailing-edge
flap p 446 A88-34893
Transonic unsteady pressure measurements on a
iK_oercdtical airfoil at high Reynolds numbers
p 578 A8g-42010
Characteristics of a typical lifting symmetric supemriticol
airfoil p 737 A89-5001 t
Experimental investigation of transonic flow on wing
profiles in wind tunnels of reduced meseurement section
[ ETN-88-g3233] p85 N89-11720
Numerical simulation and comparison of
symmethcel/superodtical airfoils for the near tip region of
• helicopter in forward flight
[NASA-CR-4212] p 204 N89-14821
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with aliowanca for interferance p365 A89.30110
Supersonic flows of • viscous gas --- Russian book
p 365 A89-30216
Supersonic far-field boundary conditions for transonic
smell-disturbanca theory
[AIAA PAPER 89-1283] p 367 A89-30765
Pressure and flow field calculation in supersonic end
hypersonic flow about rounded bodies
p 370 A89-31901
Computations of supersonic flows over a body at high
angles of attack p 371 A89-31914
Particle image displacement velocimetry applied in high
speed flows p 490 A89.33388
Measurements of e supersonic turbulent vortex
p 440 A69-33423
Mean and turbulent velocity measurements of
supersonic mixing layers p 440 A89-33426
Laminar-turbulent transition problems at high speeds
p 441 A89-33645
Evaluation of algebraic turbulence models for PNS
predictions of supersonic flow past • aphere-cone
p 445 A89-34807
Euler and Navier-Stokee leeside flows over supersonic
delta wings p 445 A89-34892
Calculation of compression shock surfaces in
three-dimenslonal, steady supersonic flows using s
bicharactedstlc method p 446 A86-35166
A combined method for calculating supersonic flow of
an ideal gas past a wing with a supersonic blunt leading
edge p 448 A89-35430
Thin axl,,ymmetdc caverns in supersonic flow
p 449 A89-35435
Superscnlc flow past caret wings and elements of
star-shaped bodies at angles of aftsck lind bank
p 449 Aag-35481
Some considerations on leading edge vortices on wings
in supersonic flow p 450 Aag-30013
Boundary-IWer transition on a cone and flat plate at
Mach 3,5 p 508 A89-36g04
Investigation of Mach retisctlon for a planar moving
shock propagating Into steady superlonlc flow field around
wedge p 510 ASP-37752
The application of the two.dimenslonal unsteady Euler
equations perturbation solutions on the supersonic
rectangular wings p 511 A89-37787
Nonlinear supersonic potential flow over sideslip conical
bodies, delta wings and fuselages p 511 A89-37792
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Numerical simulation of supersonic flows past a
specs-plane p 511 A89-38124
Approximate calculation of supersonic flow past bodies
of revolution with a front separation zone at a small angle
of attack p 512 A89-38427
Nonstationary supersonic flow past a body
p 512 A89-38437
On the three families of instability waves of high-speed
jets p 513 A89-38624
A two-spark schlieren system for very-high velocity
measurement p 555 A89-38874
Numerical study of turbulence model in a supersonic
nozzle p 515 A89.39349
A computational method of aerodynamics for subsonic,
fully unsteady wings at high angles of attack in
time-domain p 515 A89-39462
The application of dynamic schlieren-photon correlation
technique to a supersonic shear layer
p 515 A89-39474
Whitham's F-function for a supersonically rotating
propeller
[AIAA PAPER 89-1107] p632 A89-40475
Supersonic flow computations by two-equation
turbulence modeling
[AIAA PAPER 89-1951] p 574 A89-41798
Use of high-resolution upwind scheme for vortical flow
simulations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1955] p 574 A89-41802
Improvements and applications of a streemwise upwind
algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 89-1957] p 574 A89-41804
Applications of Lagrangian time to steady supersonic
airfoil computation
[AIAA PAPER 89.1963] p 575 A89-41808
Flow of rarefied gases over two-dimensionel bodies
[AIAA PAPER 89-1970] p 575 A89-41814
Conservative treatment of boundary interfaces for
ovedaid grids and multi-level grid adaptations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1980] p 576 A89-41823
Upwind algorithms based on a diegonalization of the
multidimensional Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 89.1958] p 578 A89-41842
A central finite volume TVD scheme for the calculation
of supersonic and hypersonic flow fields around complex
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1975] p 578 A89-41844
Numerical analysis of supersonic turbulent mixing
layer
[AIAA PAPER 89-1811] p 580 A89-4204t
Experimental study of free-shear layer transition above
a cavity at Mach 3,5
[AIAA PAPER 89-t813] p 580 A89-42043
The computation of Navier-Stokse solutions exhibiting
asymmetric vortices
[AIAA PAPER 69-1817] p 580 A89-42047
New mixing-length model for turbulent high-speed
flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1821] p 581 A89-42051
Progress in the development of perabolized
Navtar-Stokes technology for external and internal
supersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1828] p 581 A89-42057
Turbulence measurements for heated gas slot injection
in supersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-1868] p 586 A89-42095
An analytical approach to the prediction of shock
patterns in bounded high-speed flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1874] p 586 A89-42099
Supersonic flow stagnation in a duct during
combustion p 587 A89-42460
Supersonic flow past a sphere in a gas with s periodic
density field structure p 588 A89-42521
Nonstationary supersonic flow pest a sphere moving
through a thermal inhomogenelty p 588 A89-42569
LOPAN - A low-order panel method for subsonic and
supersonic flows p 639 A89-43724
Solution of Eular equations by a finite element method
application to supersonic flows p 639 A89-44319
Multidimensional adaptive Euler solver
p 641 A89-45360
Computer simulation of some types of flows arising at
interactions between a supersonic flow and a boundary
layer p 642 A89-45381
Asymmetric separated flows about sharp cones in a
supersonic stream p 643 A89-45402
Interaction of an oblique shock wave with supersonic
turbulent blunt body flows p 644 A89-45405
An integrated design computational method for the wing
optimization camber and twist at subsonic and supersonic
flow p 646 A89-46256
An experimental study of the effect of streamwise
vorticity on supersonic mixing enhancement
[AIAA PAPER 89-2456] p 648 A89-46843
A concentration probe for the study of mixing in
supersonic shear flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-2459] p 703 A89-46846
Low angle injection into a supersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 89.2461 ] p 648 A89-46848
Supersonic turbomechine rotor flutter control by
aerodynamic detuning
[AIAA PAPER 89-2685] p 680 A89-47015
Mixing enhancement in a supersonic combustor
[AIAA PAPER 89-2794] p 681 A89-47088
Further experiments on supersonic turbulent flow
development in a square duct p 652 A89-47357
Application of CHIMERA for supersonic viscous
calculations of the F-15
[AIAA PAPER 89-2180] p 720 A89-47642
Supersonic Navier-Stokes simulations of turbulent
afferbody flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-2194] p 722 A89-47654
Nonaxisymmetric body, supersonic, inviscid dynamic
derivative prediction
[AIAA PAPER 89-2195] p 722 A89-47655
A parametric study of three-dimensional separation at
a wing/body junction for supersonic free-stream
conditions
[AIAA PAPER 89-2198] p 722 A89-47657
Substantiation of the validity of linear theory in
investigations of flows past blunt bodies on the basis of
a numerical experiment p 726 A89-47930
Numerical investigation of the characteristics of
supersonic flow of a nonvisoous gas past a circular cone
with plane wings p 727 A89-47964
Effect of a bend in the contour of the Level nozzle of
a gas turbine engine on flow in the supersonic section
p 772 A89-48007
Subsonic and supersonic laser velocimetry
p 800 A89-49025
Navier-Stokes computations of the supersonic flows
about a Spece-Rane
[AIAA PAPER 69-3402] p 733 A89-49101
Profiles in supersonic source flow p 734 A89-4960t
A natural flow wing design employing 3-D nonlinear
analysis applied at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 69-2167] p 735 A89-49677
An experimental study of supersonic mixing process by
using shock tunnel using quick-action valves and
quick-mase-sempling probe technique
p 735 A89-49827
Now instability modes for bounded, free shear flows
p 736 A89-49854
Newtonian flow over axisymmetric bodies
p 736 A89-49948
Shock.wave-turbulent-boundary-layer interaction and its
control - A survey of recent developments
p 737 A89.50010
Evaluation of the constant pressure panel method for
supmsonic unsteady elrloads prediction
p 737 A89-50065
Upwind algorithm for the perabolized Naviar-Stokes
equations p 738 A89-50532
Forward facing spike effects on bodies of different cross
section in supersonic flow p 739 A89.50586
A supersonic through.flow fan engine airframe
integration study
[AIAA PAPER 89.2140] p 762 A89.50802
Numerical analysis of supersonic flow through oscillating
cascade sections by using a deforming grid
[AIAA PAPER 89-2805] p 740 A89-50810
Boundary layer transition on the surface of a delta wing
in supersonic flow p 741 A89.50934
Characteristics of the spectre of pressure fluctuations
in front of a step in supersonic transition flow
p 741 A89-50937
Symbolic elgenvelue analysis for adaptive stepsize
control in PNS shock stabilization p 816 A89-51756
A second-order finite-diffarence scheme for calculating
three-dimensionel supersonic flows of an ideal gas
p 818 A89.52852
Optimal permeability of wind tunnel walls at low
supersonic velocities p 821 A89-54625
Experimental investigation of the performance of a
supersonic compressor cascade
[NASA-TM-100879] p 16 N89.10858
Schlieren measurements at the 10,000-foot sled track
|DE88-012748] p 42 N89-10899
Coherent Raman spectroscopy for supersonic flow
measurements p 83 N89-11699
A preliminary design study of supersonic through-flow
fan inlets
[NASA-CR-182224] p 109 N89-11751
A two-dimensionel numerical simulation of a supersonic,
chemically reacting mixing layer
[ NASA-TM-4055 ] p86 N89-12542
Wind tunnel pressure study and Eular code validation
of a missile configuration with 77 deg swept delta wings
at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TM-t 0f 531] p372 N89-t8415
A comparative study and validation of upwind and
centrel-diffarar_ce Navier-Stokes codes for high.speed
flows p 424 N89.18647
Investigation of the surface flow of conical bodies at
high subsonic and supersonic speeds
p 373 N89-t8650
Comparison of 3D computation and experiment Ior
non.axisymmetric nozzles
(NASA-CR-t82245] p 452 N89-20921
Transverse jets in compressible crossflows
p 452 N89-20923
The inviscid axisymmetric stability of the supersonic fk)w
along a circular cylinder
[NASA-CR-t81816] p 519 N89-22574
Transonic and supersonic flow past a 65 deg delta wing
with rounded leading edges: Analysis of experimental
data
[DFVLR-FB-88-44] p 520 N89-22550
Supersonic particle probes: Measurement of internal wall
lOSSeS
[AD-A205863] p 521 N89-22589
The structure and control of three-dimensional shock
wave turbulent boundary layer interactions
[AD-A205923] p 558 N89-22866
Development of harmonic panel methods for aeroelastic
applications to elastic bodies and body-fin combinations
in supersonic flow
[AD-A205739] p 593 N89.23423
Investigation of the flowfield created by the interaction
of a sonic jet and a co-flowing supersonic stream
[AD.A205823] p 593 N89-23425
Numerical analysis of supersonic flow through oscillating
cascade sections by using a deforming grid
[NASA-TM-t02053] p653 N89-25119
Influence of thickness and camber on the aeroelastic
stability of supersonic throughflow fans: An engineering
approach
[NASA-TM-101949] p 656 N89-25957
Numerical simulation of control of supersonic shear
layers
lAD-A209703] p 747 N89-27639
Transonic and supersonic compressor blading design
p 777 N89-27667
Use of high-resolution upwind scheme for vortical flow
simulations
[NASA-CR-185910] p 824 N89-29321
SUPERSONIC FLUTTER
Numerical integration of the blede-to-blede surface Euier
equations in vibrating cascades p 240 A89-23187
Supersonic flutter of aeroelastically tailored oblique
wings p 244 A89-24310
Flutter of general laminated panels in supersonic flow
p 803 A89-50174
SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
Heat transfer rates on an analytic torebody inthe AFWAL
(Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories) Mach 3 high
Reynolds number wind tunnel. Comparison of test results
with predictions from STAPAT (A Specific Thermal
Analyzer Program for Aircraft Transparencies)
[AD-A199523] p 220 N89-150B0
SUPERSONIC INLETS
Inviscid analysis of a dual mode scramjet inlet
[AIAA PAPER 89.2681] p 649 A89-47011
Survey and assessment of validation data base for
shockwave boundary layer interactions in supersorric
inlets
[AIAA PAPER 69-2939] p 651 A89-47183
Intake Aerodynamics, volume 1 --- conference
[VKI-LS-t988-04-VOL-1] p 298 N89-16738
Intake swirl and simplified methods for dynamic pressure
distortion assessment p 299 N89-16742
Jeguar/Tornado intake design p 299 N89-16743
Intakes for high angle of attack p 315 N89-16745
Transonic cowl design p 315 N89-16746
CFD application to superscnic/hypersonic inlet airframe
integration ..- computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
p 299 N89-16754
Variable geometry in supersonic compressors
p 330 N89.16838
Axial supersonic inlet compound p 330 N89-t6839
Numerical and experimental investigation of engine inlet
flow with the Dernier EM2 supersonic inlet model
p 373 N89-t8642
SUPERSONIC JET FLOW
A study of supersonic isobaric submerged turbulent
jets p 65 A89-13160
Formation of supersonic-jet structure
p 66 A89-13335
Features of the use of schemes of first and second
order of accuracy to calculate the mixing of off-design
supersonic jets p 66 A89-13341
Flow in the region of the interaction of an underexpanded
rarefied jet and a conical skimmer p 67 A89-13347
Aeroecoustics of supersonic jet flows from a contoured
plug-nozzle p 138 A89-16107
Computation of axisymmetric supersonic jet using space
marching technique p 145 A89-18750
Supersonic, transverse jet from a rotating ogive cylinder
in a hypersonic flow p 294 A89-27728
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Transonic computations by multidomain techniques with
potential and Euler solvers
(ONERA, TP NO. 1988-78] p 363 A89-29243
Forward flight effects on broadband shock associated
noise of supersonic jets
[AIAA PAPER 89-1088] p 502 A89-33729
Noise and instability waves in supersonic jets in the
proximity of flat and cylindrical walls
[AIAA PAPER 89-1136] p 503 A89-33766
Shock structure in non-circular jets
[AIAA PAPER 89-1083] p 510 A89.37653
Supersonic rectangular jet impingement noise
experiments
[AIAA PAPER 89-1138] p 632 A89-40476
Effect of slotting on the mixing and noise of an
axisymmetric supersonic jet
[AIAA PAPER 89-1052] p 632 A89-41042
Generalization of the Roe scheme for computing flows
of mixed gases with variable concentrations
p 639 A89-44322
The application of 3D marching scheme for the prediction
of supersonic free jets
[AIAA PAPER 89-2897] p 651 A89-47160
Three.dimensional calculations for underexpanded and
overexpanded supersonic jet flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-2196] p 722 A89.47656
A linear shock cell model for jets of arbitrary exit
geometry p802 A89-50152
Combustion-related shear-flow dynamics in elliptic
supersonic jets p819 A89-53930
Nozzle geometry effects on supersonic jet interaction
p 876 A89-53932
SUPERSONIC NOZZLES
Analysis of optimal nonsymmetric plane nozzles with
allowance for moment characteristics
p 66 A89-13163
Comparison of minimum length nozzles
p 67 A89-13379
Dynamic pressure loads associated with twin supersonic
plume resonance p 107 A89.16111
Total pressure loss in supersonic nozzle flows with
condensation - Numerical analyses p 79 A89.16352
Time-iterative solutions of viscous supersonic nozzle
flows p 150 A89-20184
Correlation of nozzle performance degradation due to
swirl p 211 A89-22295
Comparison of 3D computation and experiment for
non.axisymmetric nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 89-0007] p 325 A89.28403
Gasdynamic structure of the quasi.steady separated flow
of different gases in a plane supersonic nozzle
p 371 A89-32197
Supersonic nozzle mixer ejector
[AIAA PAPER 89-2925] p683 A89-47178
Expendable supersonic exhaust nozzle concepts
[AIAA PAPER 89-2927] p 684 A89-47179
Construction of general-purbose supersonic nozzles of
conical cross section p 821 A89-54624
An experimental study of sonic and supersonic nozzles
and their application to high pressure ejectors for aircraft
attitude control p 260 N89-16117
Ejector effects on • supersonic nozzle at low altitude
and Mech number
[AD-A206049] p 594 N89-23427
A method for calculating asymmetric flow through
nozzles
[AD-A209689] p 807 N89-27992
SUPERSONIC SPEED
Unique research challenges for high-speed civil
transports
[SAE PAPER 872400] p 1 A89-10629
Influence of wing geometry on leading-edge vortices and
vortex-induced aerodynamics at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-0085] p 274 A89-25075
integrating the acoustic analogy for supersonic rotating
surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 89-1133] p 503 A89-33763
Transonic/supersonic (720 KEAS 1.2 Mech) ejection
demonstration test of an $4S Biotidelity Manikin (BFM1)
p 463 A89-35841
Cavity door effects on aerodynamic loads of stores
separating from cavities p 578 A89-42011
Investigation of low NOx staged combustor concept in
high-speed civil transport engines
[AIAA PAPER 89-2942] p 684 A89-47186
The minimum drag of thin wings at supersonic speed
according to Kogan's theory p 736 A89-49899
On the structure, interaction, and breakdown
characteristics of slender wing vortices at subsonic,
transonic, and supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-3345] p 739 A89-50806
Heat transfer rates on an analytic forebody in the AF'WAL
(Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories) Mech 3 high
Reynolds number wind tunnel. Comparison of test results
with predictions from STAPAT (A Specific Thermal
Analyzer Program for Aircraft Transparencies)
lAD-A199523] p 220 N89-15080
Numerical and experimental investigation of engine inlet
flow with the Dornier EM2 supersonic inlet model
p 373 N89-18642
Investigation of the surface flow of conical bodies at
high subsonic and supersonic speeds
p 373 N89-t8650
Validation of a user-friendly CFD code for prediction of
the aerodynamic characteristics of flight vehicles
p 395 N89.18654
Calculation of steady and unsteady pressures at
supersonic speeds with CAP-TSD p 375 N89-19240
Investigation of low NOx staged combustor concept in
high.speed civil transport engines
• [NASA-TM-101977] p 537 N89-22606
Effect of milling machine roughness and wing dihedral
on the supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a highly
swept wing
[NASA-TP.2918] p652 N89-25117
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS
Stability of 3D wing boundary layer on a SST
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 89-0036] p 272 A89.25031
The optimum-optimorum theory and its application to
the optimization of the entire supersonic transport
aircraft p 393 A89-31338
Soviet SST: The technopolitics of the Tupolev.144 ---
Book p 568 A89.42947
Supersonic jet noise and the high speed civil transport
[AIAA PAPER 89-2358] p 712 A89-46772
The challenge of reducing supersonic civil transport
propulsion noise
[AIAA PAPER 89-2363] p 677 A89-46776
An Euler analysis of a High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT)
concept at Mach 3
[AIAA PAPER 89-2174] p 735 A88-49680
SST/Concorde - Lessons for hypersonic programs
p 877 A89-54337
The U.S, supersonic transport - Three lessons for NASP
from history p 878 A89-54354
The Orient Express - The emperor's new airplane
p 878 A89-54357
Results of a preliminary study of two high-speed cNil
transport design concepts p 834 A89-54372
HASA: Hypersonic Aerospace Sizing Analysis for the
preliminary design of aerospace vehicles
[NASA-CR-182226] p 234 N89.15107
The conceptual design of a Mech 2 Oblique Flying Wing
supersonic transport
[NASA-CR-177529] p 671 N89-25233
Preventing depletion of stratospheric ozone:
Implications on future aircraft emissions
[DE89-009964] p 710 N89-25530
An initial assessment of the impact of boundary layer
control on SST
[AERO-REPT-8802] p 656 N89-25969
Feasibility and benefits of laminar flow control on
supersonic cruise airplanes
[NASA.CR-181817] p 765 N89-26841
Revolutionary opportunities for materials and structures
study, addendum
[NASA-CR.179642-ADD] p 842 N89-29351
SUPERSONIC TURBINES
Numerical solutions of unsteady inviscid transonic
turbine cascade flows p 516 N89-21767
Unsteady aerodynamics and heat transfer in a transonic
turbine stage p 537 N89.21800
Two axial compressor designs for a stage matching
investigation
[AD-A206951] p 685 N89-26006
SUPERSONIC WAKES
The effect of Mech number on the stability of a plane
supersonic wave
[AIAA PAPER 89-0285] p 280 A89-25242
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
The vapor-screen technique of flow visualization in the
intermittent transonic and supersonic wind tunnel
p 9 A89-11083
Determination of the perturbations of the flow fields of
supersonic wind tunnels from measured aerodynamic
coefficients p 144 A89-18675
Experimental investigations in the transonic and
supersonic wind tunnel p 213 A89-22762
Structure of the compressible turbulent shear layer
[AIAA PAPER 89-0126] p 275 A89.25111
Start and unstart in $2 supersonic wind tunnel in ONERA
Modane-Avrieux center
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-79] p 406 A89-29244
A concentration probe for the study of mixing in
supersonic shear flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-2459] p 703 A89-46846
New hypersonic facility capability at NASA Lewis
Research Center
[AIAA PAPER 89-2534] p 692 A89-46905
Diffuser performance of two-stream supersonic wind
tunnels p 652 A89-47373
Determination of flow field iohomogeneity in a supersonic
wind tunnel and estimation of its effect on model
characteristics p 741 A89-50938
Acoustic evaluation of the Helmholtz resonator
treatment in the NASA Lewis 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind
tunnel
[NASA-TM-t01407] p 267 N89-15685
Wind-tunnel results of advanced high-speed propellers
at takeoff, climb, and landing Mach numbers
[NASA-TM-87030] p 377 N89-19265
A study of transonic drag reduction of a blunt cylinder
by a cylinder probe
[AD-A202557] p 458 N89-20965
New hypersonic facility capability at NASA Lewis
Research Center
[NASA-TM-102028] p 543 N89-22617
SUPERSONICS
Nonlinear kink modes for supersonic vortex sheets
[AD-A211151 ] p 442 A89-33783
SUPPORT INTERFERENCE
Interference effects associated with a plata-supported
half.model in hypersonic flow p 148 A89-19924
Use of magnetic suspension for sensor vibration
isolation p 622 A89-40262
Test techniques: A survey paper on cryogenic tunnels,
adaptive wall test sections, and magnetic suspension and
balance systems p 486 N89-20955
An evaluation of three experimental processes for
two-dimensional transonic tests
[NASA-CR-181871] p 794 N89-27674
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Supportability design requirements for army aircraft and
equipment
[SAE PAPER 881447] p 356 A89-28217
The phased establishment of support maturity for the
European Fighter Aircraft (EFA) p 637 A89-44644
Analysis of vibrations of the National Transonic Facility
model support system using • 3-D aeroelestic code
[AIAA PAPER 89-2207] p 784 A89-47666
Facilities and support requirement for advanced flight
vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 89-2102] p 791 A89-49460
Facilities and support requirements for advanced flight
vehicles p 854 A89-54368
SUPPORTS
Aircraft engine outer duct mounting device
[AD.D013988] p 672 N89-25991
Turbomechioery rotor support with damping
[NASA-CASE-MFS-28345-1] p 865 N89.28841
SUPPRESSORS
The importance of aircraft performance and signature
reduction upon combat survivability
[AD-A202106] p 396 N89-19292
SURFACE CRACKS
Fatigue crack growth in aircraft main landing gear
wheels p 28 A89-f1447
Environmentally induced discontinuities in transparent
polymers
[AD-A205483] p 550 N89-22768
SURFACE DEFECTS
Development of a process for the healing of surface
discontinuities with allowance for the choice of the
diagnostic parameters of the actual conditions of gas
turbine engine parts p 254 A89-21576
SURFACE ENERGY
A fundamental approach to the sticking of insect
residues to aircraft wings
[NASA.CR-183041] p 156 N89-13414
SURFACE FINISHING
Robotic deburring of complex machined parts
p 190 A89-18936
Adaptive control of the grinding of large gas turbine
blades p 492 A89.34144
SURFACE GEOMETRY
A circular cone surface shaping method for fan blade
p 50 A89-11032
Shape calculation of bodies ablating under the effect
of aerodynamic heating during motion in an arbitrary
trajectory p 121 A89-13339
Some experiences with grid generation on curved
surfaces using variational and optimisation techiques
p 744 A89-St550
SURFACE LAYERS
Aerodynamically-driven condensate layer thickness
distributions on isothermal cylindrical surfaces
p 51 A89-12337
SURFACE NAVIGATION
Navigation - Ships to space p 224 A89-21176
Practical experimental examples of land, sea, and air
navigation using the Navstar/GPS system
p 599 A89-40802
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Advanced Fighter Technology Integration/Sandia
Inertial Terrain-Aided Navigation (AFTI/SITAN)
[DE89-004000] p 309 N89-17587
Joint University Program for Air Transportation
Research, 1987
]NASA-CP-3028] p 361 N89-19230
SURFACE PROPERTIES
Ensuring the quality of the covedng surface in the case
of riveted joints with high radial interference
p 492 A89-34159
Summary of laser speckle photogremmetry for HOST
p 131 N89.12889
Investigation of phenomena of discrete wingtip jets
[AD-A199962] p 220 N89.15079
Low density flow effects for hypervelocity vehicles
[AD-A206218] p 747 N89-27633
A comparison of ruffing behavior of asphalt concrete
under the F.4C/G and F-15C/D aircraft
[AD-A208911] p 794 N89-27678
SURFACE ROUGHNESS
Investigation of surface water behavior during glaze ice
accretion p 304 A89-27739
On ice shape prediction methodologies and comparison
with experimental data
[AIAA PAPER 89-0732] p 379 A89.30650
An investigation into wedge-induced turbulent boundary
layer separation on a uniformly roughened surface at Mech
6.0
[AIAA PAPER 89-2163] p 720 A89.47630
An experimental investigation of heat transfer
coefficients and friction factors in passages of different
aspect ratios roughened with 45 dug turbulators
p 862 A89-53274
An experimental investigation of the ground vortex
created by a moving jet
[NASA-CR-181841] p 745 N89-26815
SURFACE ROUGHNESS EFFECTS
A numerical investigation of the influence of surface
roughness on heat transfer in ice accretion
[AIAA PAPER 89-0737] p 346 A89-25554
Modeling of surface roughness effects on glaze ice
accretion
[AIAA PAPER 89-0734] p 305 A89-28451
Effect of roughness on rollup of tip vortices on •
rectangular hydrofoil p 362 A89-29168
Consideration of the effect of surface roughness on
regime coefficients in local interaction theory
p 512 A89-38432
Prediction of transition due to isolated roughness -.. for
flow over flat plate with bumps or hollows
p 622 A89-40907
Effects of nose bluntness, roughness, and surface
perturbations on the asymmetric flow pest slender bodies
at large angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 89-2236] p 725 A89-47690
Environmentally induced surface roughness effects on
laminar flow airfoils - Implications for flight safety
[AIAA PAPER 89-2049] p 748 A89-49423
Effects of environmentally imposed roughness on airfoil
performance
[NASA-CR-179639] p 88 N89-11725
Studies of the structure of attached and separated
regions of viscous/inviscid interaction end the effects of
combined surface roughness and blowing in high Reynolds
number hypersonic flows
[AD-A204364] p 518 N89-21774
Flow over a leading edge with distributed roughness
[DFVLR-FB-88-45] p 520 N89.22581
Effect of milling machine roughness and wing dihedral
on the supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a highly
swept wing
[NASA.TP.2918] p652 N89-25117
SURFACE STABILITY
Recovew of the fatigue strength of structural elements
of aluminum alloys by surface hardening
p 857 A89.52827
SURFACE TEMPERATURE
Dynamic turbine blade tempereturemoesurements
[AIAA PAPER 89.2689] p 680 A89.47019
Estimate of surface temperatures during rolling
contact p 864 A89-54981
Sensors for ceramic components in advanced
propulsion systems: Summary of literature survey end
concept analysis, task 3 report
[NASA-CR-180900] p 54 N89-11192
Advanced high temperature instrument for hot section
research applications p 479 N89-20137
Surface temperature measurements using a thin film
thermal array
[NASA-TM-101549] p 558 N89-22868
Combination boundary layer control system for high
altitude aircraft
[AD.D014075] p 765 N89.26837
SURFACE VEHICLES
A microcomputer pollution model for civilian airports and
Air Force bases. Model application and background
lAD-A199794] p 499 N89-20557
SURGES
Application of end.bend blade for enhancing surge
margin p 36 A89-11051
Engine surge simulation in wind-tunnel model inlet
ducts p 106 A89-13680
Active suppression of aerodynamic instabilities in
turbomechines p 295 A89-28341
Surge and rotating stall in axial compressors
[AIAA PAPER 89-2683] p 649 A89-47013
Research on surge monitoring system of turbojet engine
on active service p 840 A89.54131
Lightning and surge protection of large ground
facilities p 52 N89.10474
Modelling of common mode coupling between an aircraft
wiug traversed by a lightning current end wiring installed
in that wing p 22 N89-10485
SURVEILLANCE
Surveillance - High-technology fit-out for the Nomad
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 872428] p 32 A89-10647
Sprite - An affordable RPH surveillance system
p 97 A89-15043
Automatic dependent surveillance data transfer
[AIAA PAPER 88-3987] p 159 A89-18180
The unused strategic tool - The airship
p 161 A89-18752
Orohidoe - Role of the helmoptar within a complex
system ..- radar surveillance of battlefield
p 230 A89-23333
Low-altitude wind shear detection with airport
surveillance radars: Evaluation of 1987 field
measurements
[AD-A199189] p 262 N89-16243
SURVEILLANCE RADAR
The operation of modern air-spaca surveillance radars
p 51 A89-12151
The detection of low level windsheer with airport
surveillance radar p 868 A89-54780
Weather sensing with airport surveillance radars
p 869 A89-54789
ASR.9 weather channel test report, executive s
umrnlmj
[DOT/FAA/PS-89/6-EXEC-SUMM] p 626 N89-23758
SURVEYS
Israel Air Force (IAF) in-service aircraft lightning strike
end damage survey p 55 N89-10431
Automated Airframe Assembly Program (AAAP) survey
of C!M status in the aircraft industry
[AD.A197368] p 63 N89-12535
R and M (Reliability and Maintainability) quality team
concept and C-17 design st Douglas Aircraft Company:
An R and M 2000 initiative case study
[AD-A201574] p 361 N89-19228
Position error calibration of a pressure survey aircraft
using a trailing cone
[PB88-250733] p 450 N89-20092
Views on the impact of HOST p 480 N89-20144
Structural mechanics: Contemporary state and
prospects for development (selected portions)
lAD-A198766] p 497 N89-20498
Evaluation of heed-up display formats for the F/A-18
hornet
[AD-A208651 ] p 770 N89-27660
SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT
Qualification and operational aspects of light weight
SKAD (light weight survival kit air droppabie)
p 18 A89-10471
SWEEP ANGLE
Experimental study of pressure and heating rate on •
swept cylindrical leading edge resulting from swept shock
wave interference
[NASA-CR-t85326] p 592 N89-23411
SWEEP FREQUENCY
The use of sweep.fraquency excitation for unsteady
pressure measurement .-- in aerodynamics
p 147 A89-18940
SWEPT FORWARD WINGS
X-29A forward-swept-wing flight research program
status
[SAE PAPER 872418] p 27 A89-10640
Transonic investigations on high aspect ratio forward-
and eft-swept wings p 68 A89-13527
Second X.29 will execute high-angle-of-attack flights
p 100 A89-16215
Agile aircraft - The search for supermaneuverebility
p 207 A89-21843
Aeroelestic divergence of swept-forward composite
wings including warping restraint effect
p 255 A89-22362
Comment on 'General formulation of the aeroelastic
divergence of composite swept-forward wing structures'
p 605 A89-42025
Current flight test experience related to structural
divergence of forward-swept wings p 663 A89-45141
Comment on 'Divergence study of a high.aspect ratio,
forward swept wing' p 755 A89-48667
On forward-swept wing's aerodynamic characteristics
p 733 A89-49108
Integrated design of aerodynamics and structures
[AIAA PAPER 89-2079] p 734 A89-49443
Advanced V/STOL attack aircraft design/operetions
trade-off
[AIAA PAPER 89-2116] p760 A89-49469
Integrated aerodynamic-structurei design of a transport
wing
[AIAA PAPER 89-2129] p 760 A89-49475
Application of stochastic robustness to aircraft control
systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-3505] p 846 A89.52598
Integrating matrix solutions of problems in aoroelestic
tailoring p 101 N89-11732
Predicted pitching moment characteristics of X-29A
aircraft
[NASA-TM-88284] p 372 N89-18418
Lateral stability analysis for X-29A drop model using
system identification methodology
[NASA-TM-4108] p 539 N89.21802
Integrated aerodynamic.structural design of a
forward-swept transport wing p 669 N89.25168
Optimum design of swept-forward high-aspect.ration
graphita.epoxy wings p669 N89.25172
SWEPT WINGS
Flow properties associated with wing/body junctions in
wind tunnel and flight p 68 A89-13549
Aeroelasticity and structural optimization of rotor blades
with swept tips p 94 A89-13612
Static eeroelastic charectedstics of circulation control
wings p 167 A89-20144
Pitch-flap flutter instability of a swept-tip model rotor
blade p 228 A89-22329
Design features which influence flow separations on
aircraft p 217 A89.23873
An interactive three-dimensional boundary.layer method
for transonic flow over swept wings
[AIAA PAPER 89-0112] p 274 A89-25099
Throe-dimensional compressible boundary layer
calculations to fourth order accuracy on wings and
fuselages
[AIAA PAPER 89-0130] p275 A89-25115
DF'VLR.F5 test wing configuration - The boundary value
problem p 290 A89-25858
A numerical method for unsteady transonic flow about
tapered wings p 291 A89-25929
Applications of an efficient algorithm to transonic
conservative full-potential flow past 3-D wings
p 291 A89-25930
Wing rock generated by forebody vortices
p 312 A89-27735
Effect of sidewall boundary layer on a wing in a wind
funnel p 294 A89-27742
Theoretical investigation for the effects of sweep,
leading-edge geometry, and spanwise pressure gradients
on transition end wave drag transonic, and supersonic
speed with experimental correlations
[SAE PAPER 881484] p 295 A89-28229
The contribution of planform area to the performance
of the BERP rotor.-- British Experimental Rotor Programme
Blade p 314 A89-28350
Vortical flow computations on swept flexible wings using
Navier.Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1183] p 369 A89-31362
Buffeting criteria for • systematic series of wings
p 515 A89-39197
A sotution method for the three-dimensional
compressible turbulent boundary-layer equations
p 623 A89-41044
An inviscid/viscous coupling approach for vortex
flowfield calculations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1961] p 575 A89-41807
Crossflow.vortex instability and transition on a 45 dog
swept wing
[AIAA PAPER 89-1892] p 587 A89-42114
Transition flight experiments on a swept wing with
suction
[AIAA PAPER 89-1893] p 587 A89-42115
Numerical simulation of the flow about a wing with
ieediug-edge vortex flow p 643 A89-45390
In-flight measurement of static pressures end boundary
layer state with integrated sensors
[AIAA PAPER 89-2209] p 798 A89-47667
An engineering approach for needy shock-free wing
design p 754 A89-48191
Experimental modeling of a boundary layer on a sliding
wing in the secondary flow formation region
p 733 A89-49271
A natural flow wing design employing 3-D nonlinear
analysis applied at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-2167] p 735 A89-49677
A-239
SWEPTBACK WINGS SUBJECT INDEX
Modeling sweep effects on dynamic stall
p 736 A89-49831
Design aspects of long range supersonic LFC airplanes
with highly swept wings
[SAE PAPER 881397] p 742 A89-51357
Transition flight experiments on a swept wing with
suction p 819 A89-53830
Differing development of the velocity profiles of
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers
p 819 A89-53947
Validation of a pair of computer codes for estimation
and optimization of subsonic aerodynamic performance
of simple hinged-flap systems for thin swept wings
[NASA-TP-2828] p 13 N89-10024
A transonic interactive boundary-layer theory for laminar
and turbulent flow over swept wings
[NASA-CR.4185] p 14 N89-10029
Wing divergence and rolling power
[RAE-TR-88017] p 103 N89-11743
Flutter analysis of highly swept delta wings by
conventional methods
INASA-TM-t01530] p 221 N89-15087
An interactive three-dimensional laminar and turbulent
boundary-layer method for compressible flow over swept
wings p 222 N89-f5892
The NASA Langley laminar-flow-control experiment on
a swept, supercritical airfoil - Drag equations
[NASA-TM-4096] p 374 N89-19231
An efficient method for computing unsteady transonic
aerodynamics of swept wings with control surfaces
[AIAA-85-4058] p 375 N89-19241
Curvature effects on the stability of three-dimensional
laminar boundary layers p 425 N89-t9500
Development and application of a program to calculate
transonic flow around an oscillating three.dimensional wing
using finite difference procedures
[NASA-CR-181744] p 450 N89-20093
The NASA Langley laminar-flow-control experiment on
a swept supercritical airfoil: Basic results for slotted
configuration
[NASA-TM-4100] p516 N89-21762
High angle.of-arrack aerodynamic characteristics of
crescent and elliptic wings
[NASA-CR-184992] p 593 N89-23418
Water tunnel investigation Of the vortex dynamics of
periodically pitched wings
[AD-A206359] p 595 N89-24271
Effect of milling machine roughness and wing dihedral
on the supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a highly
swept wing
[NASA-TP-2918] p 652 N89-25117
Optimum structural design with static aeroelastic
constraints p 669 N89-25171
Aerosarvoeiastic tailoring for lateral control
enhancement p 689 N89-25189
Experimental investigation of a three dimensional wake
in the vicinity of a wing-body junction
[CERT-OA.29/5025-AYDJ p 825 N89-29325
SWEPTBACK WINGS
Transition recognition in aircraft wing profiles with the
aid of piezoelectric sheetings
[DGLR PAPER 87-065] p 47 A89-10512
Vortex breakdown measurements on a 70 deg
sweepback delta wing p150 A89-20312
Feedback control of vibrations in an extendible cantilever
swegtbeck wing p 332 A89-26193
On the unsteady leading edge suction of a sweptback
wing p 510 A89-37776
Two experimental supercritical laminar-flow-control
swept.wing airfoils
[NASA-TM-89073] p 378 N89-19266
SWIRLING
Euler analysis of a swirl recovery vane design for use
with an advanced single-rotation proptan
[AIAA PAPER 88-3152] p 144 A89-t7940
A study of a swirling flow of a viscous gas in the vicinity
of the stagnation line of a blunt body
p 210 A89-21592
Correlation of nozzle performance degradation due to
swirl p 211 A89-22295
Experimental study of isothermal swirling flows in a dump
combustor p 240 A89-23182
Viscous swirling nozzle flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-0280] p 279 A89-25237
An experimental and computational investigation of
isothermal swiding flow in an axisymmetric dump
combustor
[AIAA PAPER 89-0620] p 323 A89-25491
Subcritical swirling flows in convergent, annular
nozzles p 323 A89-27694
Aerodynamics and heat transfer of a swiding flow on
the end surface of a vortex chamber
p 416 A89-30210
The influence of a radial swirl generator on the flow
field from a fuel nozzle model p 490 A89-33354
Swirling flows in an annular-to-rectangular transition
section p 555 A89-39037
Effects of swirl and high turbulence on a jet in a
crossfiow p 515 A89-39192
Experimental research on swidiog combustion
efficiency p 675 A89-45558
The influence of swid and fuel composition of
boron-containing fuels on combustion in a solid fuel ramjet
combustion chamber
[AIAA PAPER 89-2885) p 683 A89-47150
Radial swirl flows between parallel discs st critical flow
rate p 802 A89-49826
Modification of k-epsiion turbulence models for coaxial
sudden.expansion swirling flows p 803 A89-50172
Intake swirl and simplified methods for dynamic pressure
distortion assessment p 299 N89.16742
Aerothermsl modeling program. Phase 2, element B:
Flow interaction experiment p 351 N89.17304
SWITCHES
AH-1S communication switch integration program
[NASA-TM.101053] p 466 N89-20978
SYMBOLIC PROGRAMMING
The Symbolics SCOPE system as s platform for
environmental analysis p57 A89-11748
Combined numerical and symbolic processing for
airborne surveillance
[AIAA PAPER 88-3985] p 157 A89-18143
SYMBOLS
Towards s physiologically based HUD (Head-Up Display)
symbology
[AD-A207748] p 838 N89-28515
SYNCHRONISM
Synchronization and time tagging in distributed real time
simulation
[AIAA PAPER 89-3300] p 787 A89-48408
Implementation of Ads protocols on MiI-STD.1553 B
data bus p 264 N89-16297
Robust algorithm synchronizes mode changes in
fault-tolerant asynchronous architectures
p 433 N89-18475
SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES
Combining the use of geostat_nary and inclined orbit
satellites for integrated communications and navigation
applications p 544 A89-36611
SYNOPTIC MEASUREMENT
Aircraft icing hazards forecasting and synoptic
classification p 827 A89-54821
SYNTAX
An evaluation of automating Carder Air Traffic Control
Center (CATCC) status boards utilizing voice rocognition
input
lAD.A200626] p 309 N89-17,588
SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
Effect of phase fluctuetions and additive noise on the
characteristics of an SAR p 254 A89-21480
Evaluation of a Kaiman filter for SAR motion
compensation p 347 A89-26721
Airborne MTI via digital filtering p 397 A89-29428
Experimental localized radar cross sections of aircraft
p 673 A89-45105
SYNTHETIC FUELS
Alternate fuels for General Aviation aircraft with spark
ignition engines
[DOTIFAAICT-88105] p 44 N89.10179
Gas turbine alternative fuels combustion
characteristics
[NASA.TM-101470] p 499 N89-21417
SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
A comparison of the thrust reversal and other braking
capabilities of aircraft using the effectiveness coefficient
p 754 A89-47985
Cooperative simulation effectiveness analysis
[AIAA PAPER 89-3338] p 788 A89-48424
RAIM and GIC working together - The ultircata solution
to the GPS integrity problam --- Receiver Autonomous
Integrity Monitoring and GPS Integrity Channel
p 750 A89-49791
Operational test plan concept for evaluation of close
air support alternative aircraft
[AD-A208185] p 835 N89.28513
SYSTEM FAILURES
Failure detection in dynamic systems with modeling
errors p 136 A89-16155
Effect of model uncertainty on failure detection - The
threshold selector p 197 A89-17965
A critique of several failure detection approaches for
navigation systems p 809 A89-48124
Extended observability of linear time-invarisnt systems
under recurrent loss of output data
[AIAA PAPER 89-3510] p 873 A89.52603
Flight control reconfiguration using model reference
adaptive control p 852 A89-53959
A knowledge based tool for failure propagation
analysis p 874 A89-53970
Electrostatic discharge and field effects of electronics
systems p 52 N89.10493
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
Determination of nonlinear aerodynamic coefficients
using the estimation-before-modeling method
p 113 A89-16090
Thrse-dimensional interactive system identification of
helicopter rotor/body dynamics p 165 A89-18938
Consideration of trends in stability and control derivatives
from helicopter system identification
p 243 A89-23360
Frequency domain techniques applied to the
identification Of helicopter dynamics p 500 A89-35261
Experimental studies in system identification of
helicopter rotor dynamics p 528 A89-38584
Estimation of aircraft aerodynamic parameters from flight
data p 513 A89-38614
Multi-input/multi-output frequency domain modal
identification method and its application in ground vibration
testing p 529 A89.39454
Mathematical model identification for flight simulation,
based on flight and taxi tests p 756 A89-48833
Lateral stability analysis for X-29A drop model using
system identification methodology
[NASA-TM-4108] p 539 N89-21802
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
Fundamentals of flight safety --- Russian book
p 19 A89-10721
Fundamental approach to equivalent systems analysis
--- in evaluating aircraft handling qualities
p 113 A89-16157
General aviation p 437 A89-34448
Quadruplex digital flight control system assessment
[NASA-CR-182741] p 40 N89-10058
An expert system for restructuraple control
[NASA-TM-f01378) p 137 N89-t2309
Pilot factors guidelines for the operational inspection
of navigation systems
[NASA-CR-181644] p 9t N89-12557
Rotor system evaluation, phase t
[AD-At98794] p 168 N89-13425
Use of Markov probabitity end reliability model
generation methods in the analysis of reliability of a fault
tolerant, hardware and software based system with flexible
repair policies p 421 N89-18477
Power efficient hydraulic systems. Volume t: Study
phase
lAD-A203899) p 472 N89-20127
SYSTEMS COMPATIBILITY
Validation of a free-jet technique for evaluating
inlet-engine compatibility
[AIAA PAPER 89-2325] p 676 A89-46752
T-4 inlet/engine compatibility flight test results
[AIAA PAPER 89-2466] p 665 A89-46853
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Cost-effective strapdown {.N.S. design and the need for
standard flight profiles p 30 A89-10128
Aerospace avionics equipment and integration;
Proceedings of the Second Conference, Dallas, TX, Nov,
2-4, 1987
[SAE P-205] p 48 A89-10676
Over the rainbow --- Avionics design and systems
integration
[SAE PAPER 872499] p 2 A89-10689
The design, development and integration of the complex
avionics systems p 135 A89-t3617
Performance improvement of flight simulator
servoactuators p 125 A89-f5ff9
Transitioning to new technologies for next generation
aircraft p 62 A89-16203
Interlacing sensor assemblies with windowless cockpit
displays p 187 A89-f7979
Modular avionics systems studies
[AIAA PAPER 88-3850] p 169 A89.18052
Modular avionics systems architecture (MASA) - Seeds
of destruction or seeds of progress?
[AIAA PAPER 88-3851] p 141 A89-t8053
A structured approach to system design
[AIAA PAPER 88.3867] p 198 A89-18064
A simplified airo'aft col/ision avoidance system
[AI/U_ PAPER 88-3961] p 173 A89.18128
The high speed bus technology development program
[AIAA PAPER 88.4005] p 187 A89-18158
An SAE high speed ring bus overview
[AIAA PAPER 88-4008] p 187 A89-18159
The fiber optic data distribution network - A network
for next-generation avionics systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-4011] p 188 A89-18161
Dynamic perspective displays and the control of tilt-rotor
aircraft in simulated flight p 174 A89-18867
Avionics systems - Development methodology and data
processing tools p 263 A8g-23329
Activities and findings of the ICAO Special Committee
on Future Air Navigation Systems (FANS)
p 226 A89-24856
Integrated design of structures p 385 A89-29170
Advanced instrumentation for advanced aircraft
p 397 A89-31004
A-240
SUBJECT INDEX SYSTEMS STABILITY
The Theta Beta - Design of a system --- remotely piloted
civil aircraft p 488 A89-33561
AvSet - The first dedicated aeronautical satellite
communications system p 524 A89-36592
Inmerset's aeronautical satellite communication
system p 552 A89-36593
Technical design and performance analysis of
aeronautical satellite communication systems
p 524 A89-36594
Problems of the unification of the on-board systems of
flight vehicles p 620 A89-42456
Precision and efficiency of the radio electronic systems
of aircraft -.. Russian book p 625 A89-42524
Interdisciplinary and multilevel optimum design --- in
somspece structural engineedng p 608 A89-43450
From avionics technology to architectural concepts
p 637 A89-45035
SPAREL - A model for reliability and sparing in the wodd
of redundancies p 702 A89-46493
Methods for the mathematical modeling of flight vehicle
engines --- Russian book p 711 A89-46551
A 35 GHz helicopter-borne poladmetar radar
p 134 N89-13038
Inverse methods for blade design, controlled diffusion
blading for supercriticai compressor flow
p 329 N89.16832
Design of critical compressor stages
p 330 N89-16835
Avionics systems engineering and its relationship to
mission software development p 399 N88-18454
Debugging distributed Ads avionics software
p 432 N89.18458
Software readiness planning p 432 N89-18466
Ade in embedded avionic systems
p 399 N89-18488
Wind tunnel pressL.Ezation and recovery system
[NASA-CR-184591] p408 N89-18499
R and M (Reliability and Maintainability) quality team
concept and C.17 design st Douglas Aircraft Company:
An R and M 2000 initiative case study
[AD-A201574] p 361 N89-19228
An ODD (Object-Oriented Design) paradigm for flight
simulators, 2nd edition
[AD-A204848] p 542 N89-21813
Computerized Design Synthesis (COS), A
database-driven multidisciplinary design tool
p 712 N89-25180
Recent Advances in Multidiscip.linary Analysis and
Optimization, part 3
[NASA-CP-3031-PT-3] p 870 N88.25201
Hypersonic airbreathing vehicle conceptual design
(focus on sere-space plane) p 670 N89-25210
Avionics system engineering: An introduction
p 769 N89-27851
Avionic system requirements p 769 N89-27652
Integrated avionics: Conceptual design
p 789 N89.27654
Avionic system design methodology
p 770 N89.27656
Rapid prototyping of complex avionics systems
p 770 N89-27657
Modeling functional specifications for onboard
software p 770 N89-27658
Proceedings of the Mobile Satellite System Architectures
and Multiple Access Techniques Workshop
[NASA-CR.184564] p 806 N89.27907
Navigational and Environmental Measurement System
(NEMS) p 752 N89-28178
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
Aerospace avionics equipment and integration;
Proceedings of the Second Conference, Dallas, TX, Nov,
2-4, 1987
[SAE P-205] p 48 A89-10676
UT1760A RTS - A low-cost monolithic remote terminal
stores interface for MIL-STD-1760A
[SAE PAPER 872481] p 48 A89-10877
Over the rainbow --. Avionics design and systems
integration
[SAE PAPER 872499] p 2 A89.10689
Coping with legacy factors --. in data bale msrmgement
systems integration p58 A89-12178
Central fault display systems p 104 A89-13818
Energy management for integrated flight and propulsion
control Wstams
[AIAA PAPER 88-3873] p 178 A89-18068
Vehicle management system requirements
[AIAA PAPER 88-3876] p 179 A89-18070
Vehicle management waiem for a mennad hypersonic
vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 88-3877] p 179 A89-18071
Optimal Integration of Inertial sensor functions for
flight.control end avionic|
[AIAA PAPER 88-3878] p170 A89-18072
The T-2 control configured vehicle development,
integration and flight test
[AIAA PAPER 88-3882] p 179 A89-18078
Reflections on avionic integration
[AIAA PAPER 88-3950] p 172 A89-18121
A fault tolerant integrated avionics computer system
[AIAA PAPER 88-4041] p 173 A89*18165
Modeling mission reliability of advanced integrated
communication, navigation, identification avionics
systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-4023] p 173 A89-18174
Computer-sided engineering methods for successful
VHSIC application
[AIAA PAPER 88-4035] p 188 A89-18185
Vehicle management system architectural
considerations
[AIAA PAPER 88-3875] p 174 A89-18189
Software development for large scale avionic integration
programs p 200 A89.18864
Airborne integrated monitoring system
p 174 A89-18868
A fixed base data system for flight testing
p 201 A89-18937
Integrated CNI terminal software architecture
[AIAA PAPER 88-4022] p 201 A89.19862
Design and integration of air-breathing propulsion
systems of space transports and hypersonic aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 87-103] p 176 A89-20241
EH I01 avionic integration philosophy
p 263 A89.23314
Avionic development means • complete integrated
operational solution p 263 A89-23374
Integrated avionics - Future developments
p 237 A89-24857
CFD in design - An airframe perspective
[AIAA PAPER 89-0092] p 310 A89-25081
Secondary power- Benefits of digital control end vehicle
management system integration
[SAE PAPER 881498] p 325 A89-28264
X-29A subsystems integration. An example for future
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 881504] p 314 A89-28269
An option for mechanizing integrated GPS/INS
solutions p409 A89-31567
Aiding GPS with calibrated Lorsn.C
p 384 A89.31569
Cockpit-grew systems design and integration
p 478 ,8,89-34446
Performance analysis el a propulsion system
p 534 A89-37753
Interdisciplinary and multilevel optimum design --- in
aerospace structural engineering p 806 A89-43450
Integration of scramjets with wavender configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-2675| p 695 A89-47005
The pursuit of integrated control - A reaitime aircraft
system demonstration
[AIAA PAPER 89-2701 ] p 688 A88-47029
integrated controls pay-off --- for flight/propulsion
aircraft systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-2704] p 688 A89-47031
The evolution - IFPC to VMS .-- integrated
flight/propulsion control for Vehicle Management
System
[AIAA PAPER 89-2705] p 688 A89-47032
Aeromechenics end man-machine integration
technology Opportunities for rotorcraft of the 199Os end
beyond
[AIAA PAPER 89.2065] p 716 A89-49434
Pilot's associate - The generation of real-time
performance
[AIAA PAPER 89-2097] p 768 A89-49455
A critical examination of sensor fusion
p 768 A89-50302
Recent developments in the 'TERPROM' integrated
navigation system p 751 A89-50304
Practical integration of s digital GPS receiver with in
systems p 751 A89-50307
Integrating GPS within the USCG HH-85A avionics
suite p 751 A89-50308
Integrated interconnection systems for aerospace
applications
[SAWE PAPER 1821] p 803 A89-50817
Integrated control and avionics for sir superiority .
Computational aspects of real-time flight management
[AIAA PAPER 89-3483) p 837 A89-82559
Integrated flight/propulsion control lystem design balled
on a ¢entraiizeq approach
[AIAA PAPER 89-3820] p 847 A89-82611
An observer.baled compensator for dlstdbuteq delays
in integrated control lystams
[AIAA PAPER 89.3541 ] p 847 A89-52828
Integrated flight/propulsion control system design balled
on a decentralized, hiorarchlcAII approach
[AIAA PAPER 89-3519] p 861 A89-53301
Fiber optic control system integration
[NASA-CR-179868] p 140 N89-13258
The B-fB central Integrated test system expert
parameter system p 202 N89-14763
Integrated autopilot/eutothrottle for the NASA TSRV
B-737 aircraft: Design and verification by nonlinear
simulation
[NASA-CR-4217] p 248 N88-15928
System considerations for integrated machinery health
monitonng p 327 N89-16804
Software development guidelines p 431 N89-18450
Avionics systems engineering and its relationship to
mission software development p 399 N89-18454
The MBB test strategy end tool set for software end
system integration p 432 N89-18463
Transonic propulsion system integration analysis at
McDonnell Aircraft Company p 481 N89-20943
Aeroelastic modeling for the FIT team F/A.18
simulation
[NASA-TM.101569] p 475 N89-20991
Development of the extended kslmen filte, re: 1:_
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Sheer flow control by mechanical tabs
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TAKEOFF
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variation p 111 A89-13507
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p 92 A89-13521
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S/MTD
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Volume 1: Summary
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compared with flight test results p 228 A89-22810
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p 383 A8g-30987
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[SME PAPER EM88-551] p834 Aag-54g01
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structural optimization p 228 A89-22817
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[AIAA PAPER 89-0832] p 289 A89-25602
AT3 demonstrates feasibility of cargo STOL with long
range p 832 A69-52201
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design project, volume 1
[NASA-CR-184699] p 360 N89.18407
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An experimental end analytical ovaiuetion of the tapered
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[NASA-TM-101048] p 191 N89-1374E
TAPE8
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[AIAA PAPER 89-0910] p 482 A89-35223
TARGET ACQUISITION
Synthetic IR scene generation p 125 A88-15897
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TARGET RECOGNITION
Aimraft recognition using e parts analysis technique
p 829 Aag.40447
TARGET SIMULATORS
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helicopters using simulator results
[AD-A202190] p 396 N89-19294
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[AD-A205351] p 600 N89-23438
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TAYLOR INSTABILITY
Primitive numerical simulation of circular Couefte flow
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TAYLOR SERIES
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A simple method for solving direct problems of 3-D flow
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Recent developments of the Tayior-Gelerkin method for
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aircraft p 62 A89.16203
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SUBJECT INDEX
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p 237 A89.24852
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p 237 A89.24853
The equipment scene p 237 A89-24855
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Integrated avionics - Future developments
p 237 A89-24857
Future engine controls p 241 A89-24859
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AIAA Aerodynamic Decelerator Systems Technology
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Flight guidance technology
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Aircraft engines. IV p 534 A89-36898
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
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Numerical simulation of the vortical flow over a
round.edged double-delta wing p 10 A89-1 f 152
Application of an advanced panel method to
aerodynamic problems of aircraft design
p 28 A89-11486
A subsonic panel method for design of 3-dimensional
complex configurations with specified pressure
distdbution p 28 A89.11491
Finite element Euler computations in three dimensions
p 11 A89.12130
Calculations of the unsteady, three-dimensional flow
field inside a motored Wankel engine
[SAE PAPER 880625] p 37 A89-12307
Three dimensional inviscid flow calculations in
turbomachinew components p 67 A89-13518
Investigations on the vorticity sheets of a close-coupled
delta-canard configuration p 69 A89-13566
3D flow computations in • centrifugal compressor with
splitter blade including viscous effect simulation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-96] p 70 A89-13585
Accuracy versus convergence rates for a three
dimensional multistage Euler code p 135 A89-13592
Experimental investigation of the complex 3-D flow
around a body of revolution at incidence - A Sing-Italian
cooperative research program p 72 A89-13640
Three dimensional simulation of an underexpanded jet
interacting with 8 supersonic cross flow
[AIAA PAPER 88-3181] p 75 A89-14982
Application of a 3-D time-marching Euler code to
transonic turbomechinery flow p76 A89-15665
Navier-Stokes solution for transonic flow over wings
p 76 A89-15679
Euler flows in hydraulic turbines and ducts related to
boundary conditions formulation p76 A89-15686
Computation of viscous supersonic flow around blunt
bodies p 77 A89-15690
A three-dimensional field-integraL method for the
calculation of transonic flow on complex configurations -
Theory and preliminary results p 78 A89-16325
Calculation of internal flows using a single pass
parebolized Nevier-Stokes analysis
[AIAA PAPER 88-3005] p 79 A89-16477
Three-dimensional hybrid finite volume solutions to the
Euler equations for supersonic vehicles
p 81 A89-16944
Trends in CFD for aeronautical 3-D steady applications
- The Dutch situation p 81 A89-f7009
Three-dimensional vortex systems of finite wings
p 149 A89-20148
Method of cold smoke generation for vortex core
tagging p 191 A89-20324
Experimental study on Iow-spood aerodynamic
characteristics of non-axisymmetric slender bodies
p 151 A89-20635
Classroom analysis and design of axial flow compressors
using a streamline analysis model p 207 A89-20948
Nonstationary flow past delta wings in the wake of shock
waves p 209 A89-21590
A simple method for solving direct problems of 3-O flow
in axial turbomachinery p 210 A89-22006
Navior-Stokes solutions for mixed compression
axisymmetric inlet flow with terminal shock
p 211 A89-22276
Application of lambda-differencing schemes to
hypersonic inviscid flows p 212 A89-22339
High.rasolution upwind schemes for the
three.dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations p 212 A89-22355
Computation of three-dimensional viscous linear
cascade flows p 215 A89-23186
Improvements to an Euior aerodynamic method for
transonic flow analysis p 218 A89-24302
Euler procedure for three.dimensional transonic wall
interference p 218 A89-24307
Block-structured solution of transonic flows
p 219 A89-24824
Evaluation of leading- and trailing-edge flaps on flat and
cambered delta wings at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-0027] p 272 A89-25023
Efficient finite-volume perebolized Navier-Stokes
solutions for three-dimensional, hypersonic, chemically
reacting flowfiolds
[AIAA PAPER 69.0103] p 274 A89-25090
Application of continuous vorficity panels in
three-dimensional lifting flows with partial separation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0117] p 275 A69-25104
Prediction of 3D multi-stage turbine flow field using s
multiple.grid Euler solver
[AIAA PAPER 89-0203] p 277 A89-25178
Three.dimensional flow simulation about the AFE vehicle
in the transitional regime --- Aercaseist Flight Experiment
[AIAA PAPER 89-0245] p 278 A89-25207
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Analysis of three-dimensional aerospace configurations
using the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0268] p 279 A89-25226
Comparison of LDV measurements and Navier.Stokes
solutions in a two`dimensionel 180-degrae turn-around
duct
[AIAA PAPER 89.0275] p 279 A89.25232
Computations of 3D viscous flows in rotating
turbomachinery blades
]AIAA PAPER 89-0323] p 281 A89-25273
Navier-Stokes solutions for vortical flows over a
tangent-ogive cylinder
IAIAA PAPER 89-0337] p 281 A89-25284
Navier-Stokes solutions about the F/A-18 forebody-LEX
configuration --- Leading Edge Extension
[AIAA PAPER 89-0338] p 281 A89-25285
An adaptive implicit/explicit finite element scheme for
compressible viscous high speed flow
[AIAA PAPER 89.0363] p 344 A89-25307
Modifications to transonic flow codes for unsteady
perturbations around an experimental mean
[AIAA PAPER 89-0447 p 284 A89-25365
A multigrid and upwind viscous flow solver on 3-D
embedded and overlapped gdds
]AIAA PAPER 89-0464 p 285 A89-25379
Numerical solutions to three-dimensional shock
wave/vortex interaction at hypersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-0674 p 289 A89-25534
Dragonfly unsteady aerodynamics - The role of the wing
phase relations in controlling the produced flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-0832 p 289 A89-25602
Boundary layer transition and turbulence modelling in
thrae-dimensional flow p 346 A89.25860
Finite element simulation of 3D turbulent free shear
flows p 294 A89-26946
Transonic store separation using a three-dimensionel
chimera grid scheme
[AIAA PAPER 89-0637] p 296 A89-28442
Recent basic studies on transonic shock-wave/turbulent
boundary-layer interactions
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-54] p 363 A89-29232
An iteration technique coupling 3-D transonic small
perturbation aerodynamic theory and rotor dynamics in
forward flight
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-130] p 363 A89-29281
Three dimensional viscous analysis of a hypersonic
inlet
[AIAA PAPER 89-0004] p 364 A89-29924
Three-dimensional rarefied-gas flow past conical
bodies p 364 A89-30106
Three-dimensional supersonic flows past blunt bodies
with allowance for interference p365 A89-30110
Effects of three dimensional aerodynamics on blade
response and loads
[AIAA PAPER 89-1285] p 367 A89-30767
Fluctuations and massive separation in
three-dimensional shock-wave/boundary-layer
interactions p 368 A89-30952
Stability and transition in supersonic boundary layers
p 368 A89-31327
Numerical simulation of incompressible flow around
three-dimensional wing p 369 A89-31351
Computations of the hypersonic flow by the spectral
method p 369 A89-31512
A general theory of hybrid problems for fully 3-D
compressible potential flow in turborotors. II - Axial flow,
potential function formulation p 369 A89-31519
Numerical simulation of unsteady three.dimensional
flows in turbines
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-145] p 369 A89-31806
Computations of supersonic flows over a body at high
angles of attack p 371 A89-31914
3-D LDA-meesurements in the jet of a bypass-engine
p 477 A89-33386
Heat transfer in gas turbine combustors
p 491 A89-33580
Numerical simulation of three-dimensional hypersonic
viscous flows p 441 A89-33644
Acoustic forcing of three dimensional shear layers
[AIAA PAPER 8g-1063] p 501 A89.33712
Nevier-Stokes simulation of unsteady three-dimensional
blade.vortex interactions p 444 A89-34745
Heat transfer in gas turbine engines and
three-dimensional flows; Proceedings of the Symposium,
ASME Winter Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL, Nov. 27-Dec.
2, 1988 p 494 A89-34928
Computation of extemal, hypersonic, three-dimensional
flowfield end heat transfer p 494 A89-34935
Calculation of compression shock surfaces in
three-dimeneional, steady supersonic flows using a
bicharectedstic method p 446 A89-35168
Investigation of flow separation in • three.dimensional
diffuser using e coupled Euler and boundary-layer
method p 446 A8g-35172
Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations of turbine
rotor-stator interaction. I - Methodology
p 514 A89-39034
Nevier-Stokes computations of two- and
three-dimensional cascade flowfields
p 514 A89.39035
Stress tenser measurements within the vanelees diffuser
of • centrifugal compressor p 556 A89-39050
Three-dimensionel dual.potential procedure for inlets
and indraff wind tunnels p 570 A89.40908
Implementation of a rotary.wing three-dimensional
Navier-Stokes solver on • massively parallel computer
[AIAA PAPER 89-1939] p 573 A89-41786
An efficient cell.vertex multigdd scheme for the
three-dimensional Navier.Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1953] p 574 A89-41800
A time accurate finite volume high resolution scheme
for three dimensional Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1994] p 577 A89-41837
Investigations on the vorticity sheets of a close-coupled
delta-canard configuration p 579 A89-42017
Calculation of wind-tunnel side.wall interference using
a three-dimensional multigrid Navier-Stokee code
[AIAA PAPER 89.1790] p 579 A89-42026
Numerical analysis on aerodynamic characteristics of
an inclined square cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 89-1805] p 580 A89-42038
Three dimensional analysis of a rotor in forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 89.1815] p 580 A89.42045
Multigdd solution of the Euler equations for
three-dimensionel cascade flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1818] p 581 A89-42048
3D-Euler flow analysis of fanjet engine and turbine
powered simulator with experimental comparison in
transonic speed
[AIAA PAPER 89-1835] p 582 A89-42063
3-D composite velocity solutions for subsonic/transonic
flow over efterbodies
[AIAA PAPER 89-1837] p 582 A89-42065
Numerical solutions of forward-flight rotor flow using an
upwind method
[AIAA PAPER 89-1846] p 584 A89-42074
Computation of sharp fin end swept compression corner
shock/turbulent boundary layer interactions
[AIAA PAPER 89-1852] p 585 A89-42080
The structure of aerodynamic heating in
three-dimensionel shock wave/turbulent boundary layer
interactions induced by sharp and blunt fins
[AIAA PAPER 89-1854] p 585 A8g.42082
Hypersonic flow in a compression corner in 2D and 3D
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1876] p 586 A89-42101
Three-dimensional effects in high-intensity vortices
p 588 A89-42464
Inverse problem in nozzle theory --- Russian book
p 625 A89.42500
Simulation of the flow around • counterrotating shrouded
proptan p 589 A89-43113
A three-dimensional up_nnd perabolized Navier-Stokes
code for real gas flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1651] p 626 A89-43177
Numerical simulation of 3D rarefied hypersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1715] p 591 A89-43230
Recent developments in calculation methods for
turbomachines p 697 A89-44635
Numerical study of the 3D separating flow about
obstacles with sharp comers p 641 A89-45363
Development of e highly efficient and accurate 3D Euler
flow solver p 642 A89-45370
An implicit time-marching method for solving the 3-D
compressible Navier-Stokes equations
p 642 A89-45374
Low-storage implicit upwind-FEM schemes for the Euler
equations p 642 A89-45375
RNS solutions for three-dimensional steady
incompressible flows p 643 A89-45393
Adaptive numerical solutions of the Euler equations in
3D using finite elements p 644 A89-45413
Transonic flow solutions on general 3D regions using
composite-block grids p 644 Aag-45428
Nonisentropic potential calculation for 2-D and 3-D
transonic flow p 645 A89.45434
Measurement of three-dimensional flow in
turbomechinery with a single slanted hot-wire
p 700 A89-45561
Three-dimensional multigdd Navler-Stokee
computations for turbomachinery applications
[AIAA PAPER 89-2453] p 702 A89-46841
Computational analysis of turbomachinery flows using
FLOFIVE
[AIAA PAPER 89-2559] p 648 A8g-46924
L2F end LDV veiocimetry measurement end analysis
of the 3-D flow field in a centdfugel compressor
[AIAA PAPER 89-2572] p 648 A89-46933
Application of a multi-stage 3-D Euler solver to the design
of turbines for advanced propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-2578] p 679 A89.46936
The application of 3D marching scheme for the prediction
of supersonic free jets
[AIAA PAPER 89-2897] p 651 A89-47160
Three-dimensional calculations for underexpanded and
overexpanded supersonic jet flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-2196] p 722 A89-47656
A parametric study of three-dimensional separation at
• wing/body junction for supersonic free-stream
conditions
[AIAA PAPER 89-2198] p 722 A89-47657
Investigating a class of local solutions for the problem
of a flow past a flat wing with injection
p 726 A89-47931
Study of three-dimensional gas-turbine combustor
flows p 773 A89-48522
Modifications to transonic flow codes for unsteady
perturbations around an experimental mean
p 728 A89-48662
An inverse method for the determination of turbine
blades
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-71] p 729 A89-48755
A multiblock approach to solving the three-dimensional
unsteady Euler equations about a wing-pylon-store
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 89-3401] p732 A89-49100
Navier.Stokes computations of the supersonic flows
about a Space-Plane
[AIAA PAPER 89-3402] p 733 A89-49101
On the improvement of the rotor blade loss model of
axial flow fan and compressor including the effect of
rotation and its application p 739 A89-50659
An Euler code for nonlinear aerodynamic analysis -
Assessment of capabilities
[SAE PAPER 881486] p 743 A89-51363
Numerical grid generation in 3-D Euler-fiow simulation
p 744 A89-51539
On TVD difference schemes for the three-dimensional
Euler equations in general co-ordinates
p 817 A8g-52484
A second-order finite.difference scheme for calculating
three-dimensional supersonic flows of an ideal gas
p 818 A89-52852
Noncircular jet dynamics in supersonic combustion
p 863 A89-53353
Euler correction method for two- and three-dimensional
transonic flows p819 A89-53934
Three dimensional shear flow. Analysis of the flow in
a delta arrow wing with incidence angle
[CERT-RTS-OA-25/5025.AYD] p 17 N89-10864
Accuracy of various wall.correction methods for 3D
subsonic wind tunnel testing
[NLR-MP-87039.U ] p84 N89-117t3
Three-dimensional self-adaptive grid method lor
complex flows
[NASA-TM-101027] p 85 N89-11718
A zonal equation method for three-dimensional locally
elliptic laminar and turbulent flows p 87 N89.12547
Turbine stator flow field simulations
p 132 N89-12902
Coupling linearized far-field boundary conditions with
nonlinear near-field solutions in transofflc flow
[AD-A198721] p 153 N89-13405
Management and control of unsteady and turbulent
flows
lAD-A198091] p 192 N89-13751
Simulation of 3-D viscous flow within a multi-stage
turbine
[NASA-TM-101376] p 178 N89-14238
Three.dimensional viscous flow analysis for moving
bodies past fixed structures
[AD-A199982] p 259 N89-15349
An elliptic grid generation method for cropped delta
wings
[AD-A199462] p 222 N89.15891
An interactive three-dimensional laminar and turbulent
boundary-layer method for compressible flow over swept
wings p 222 N89-15892
Analysis of 3D viscous flows in transonic compressors
p 329 N89-16831
Computational techniques and validation of 3D
viscous/turbulent codes for internal flows
p 423 N89-18638
Validation of a 3D Euler/Navier.Stokes finite volume
solver for e radial compressor p 423 N89.18640
Numerical computations of transonic critical
aerodynamic behavior
lAD-A202412] p 379 Nag-19277
The birth of open separation on a prolata spheroid
[AD-A201350] p 426 N8g-19509
A cell-vertex multigrid method for the Navier-Stokes
equations
[NASA-TM-101557] p 451 N8g-20101
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The 3-D Euler and Navier-Stokes calculations for aircraft
components p 498 N89-20950
Stability of compressible boundary layers
p 456 N89-20953
Primitive numerical simulation of circular Couette flow
p 516 N89-21764
Aerodynamics of a lifting rotor due to near field unsteady
effects p 595 N89-24267
Three dimensional flow and temperature profile
attenuation in an axial flow turbine
[AD-A206736] p 685 N89-26005
Mechanisms of Endwail leakage flows and the
associated losses in a linear turbine rotor cascade with
blade tip-clearance
[NAL-TR-985T] p 708 N89-26168
Multigrid calculation of three-dimensional
turbomachinery flows
[NASA-CR-185332] p 708 N89-26172
A nonlinear multigrid method for three-dimensional
transonic potential flow
[ETN.89-94802] p 746 N89-26827
Study of the wing-vortex interaction in three dimensional
flows (incompressible inviscid flow)
[ISL-R-123/87] p 822 N89-28494
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Numerical simulation of the 2 August 1985 DFW
microburst with the three-dimensional Terminal Area
Simulation System p 175 A89-19186
Modekbased vision by cooperative processing of
evidence and hypotheses using configuration spaces
p 263 A89-23573
3-D combustor performance validation with high density
fuels
[AIAA PAPER 89-0219] p 340 A89-25193
Three-dimensional hybrid finite volume solutions to the
Euler equations for supersonic/hypersonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-0281 ] p 280 A89-25236
Numerical solutions on a Pathfinder and other
configurations using unstructured grids and a finite element
solver
[AIAA PAPER 89-0362] p 282 A89-25306
Numerical study of single impinging jets through a
crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 89-0449] p 284 A89-25367
A model for 3-D sonic/supersonic transverse fuel
injection into a supersonic air stream
[AIAA PAPER 89-0460] p 345 A89-25376
Modeling of subsonic flow through a compact Offset inlet
diffuser
[AIAA PAPER 89.0639] p 288 A89-25505
A three-dimensional upwind finite element point implicit
unstructured grid Euler solver
[AIAA PAPER 89-0658] p 289 A89-25521
Scram jet analysis with chemical reaction using
three-dimensional approximate factorization
[AIAA PAPER 89-0672] p 323 A89-25533
Three-dimensional viscous flow simulations using an
implicit relaxation scheme p 291 A89-25865
Photo-based three dimensional graphics models for
multi-sensor simulation --- terrain data bases for flight
simulator p 348 A89-27787
F-14 flow field simulation
[AtAA PAPER 89-0642] p 296 A89-28444
3-D finite element vibration analysis of helical gears
p 413 A89-29106
Flow phenomena common to aeronautical and naval
domains
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-8] p 362 A89-29204
A vectorized Gauss-Seidel line relaxation scheme for
solving 3D Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1948] p 573 A89-41795
Multigrid Euler solver about arbitrary aimraft
configurations with Cartesian grids and local refinement
[AIAA PAPER 89-1960] p 575 A89-41806
A new variational method for the generation of two- and
three-dimensional adapted grids in computational fluid
dynamics
[ONERA, TP NO 1989-31] p 641 A89-45187
A finite element inverse method for the design of
turbomachinery blades
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-70] p 729 A89-48754
Euler calculations of flow over a complete fighter
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-2221] p 730 A89-48951
Development and validation of an advanced low-order
panel method
[NASA-TM-t01924] p 88 N89-12554
Development of three-dimensional code for the analysis
of jet mixing problem. Part 1: Laminar solution
[NASA-CR-4200] p 152 N89-13401
Flight tests of three-dimensional path-redefinition
algorithms for transition from Radio Navigation (RNAV)
to Microwave Landing System (MLS) navigation when
flying an aircraft on autopilot
[NASA-TM-4089] p 246 N89-15116
Comparison of 3D computation and experiment for
non-axisymmetric nozzles
[NASA-CR-182245] p 452 N89-20921
Capabilities of wind tunnels with two-adaptive walls to
minimize boundary interference in 3-D model testing
p 486 N89-20961
Three-dimensional singular points in aerodynamios
[NASA-TM.100046] p 457 N89-20964
Transonic Navier.Stokes solutions of three.dimensional
afterbody flows
[ NASA-TM-4t 11 ] p 594 N89-23433
Overview on blading design methods
p 777 N89-27664
THREE DIMENSIONAL MOTION
Three.dimensional energy-stats extremais in feedback
form p 615 A89-43071
Visibility with a moving point of view
p 631 N89.24876
THRESHOLDS
Effect of model uncertainty on failure detection - The
threshold selector p 197 A89-17965
THROI"FLING
Changes in the characteristics of gas turbine helicop_, r
engines with the accrued operating time
p 239 A89-2155_
Design of integrated autopiiot/autothrottle for NASA
TSRV airplane using integral LQG methodology ---
transport systems research vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 89-3595] p 849 A89.52674
Integrated autopilot/autothrottle for the NASA TSRV
B-737 aircraft: Design and verification by nonlinear
simulation
[NASA-CR.42t 7] p248 N89-15928
The 4D.TECS integration for NASA TSRV airplane
[NASA-CR-4231] p615 N89.23471
THRUST
Turbofan forced mixer lobe flow modeling Part 3:
Application to augment engines
[NASA-CR-4147.Pt-3] p 14 N89-10025
Estimation of drag arising from asymmetry in thrust or
airframe configuration
[ESDU-88006] p 297 N89-16730
The advantage of a thrust rating concept used on the
RBt99 engine p 327 N89.t6800
Installed thrust as a predictor of engine health for jet
engines p 327 N89-t6806
A first scramjet study
[NASA-CR-t84965] p 480 N89-20146
THRUST AUGMENTATION
The turbulent free jet issuing from a sharp-edged
elliptical slot
[AIAA PAPER 89-0664] p 345 A89-25526
A control-volume method for analysis of unsteady thrust
augmenting ejector flows
[NASA.CR-182203] p 109 N89.12566
Ejector effects on a supersonic nozzle at low altitude
and Mech number
[AD-A206049] p 594 N89.23427
A model for prediction of STOVL ejector dynamics
[NASA-TM-102098] p 614 N89.24319
Aerodynamic model tests of exhaust augmentora for
F/A-18 engine run-up facility at RAAF Williamtown
[AD.A2081t0] p 841 N89-28518
THRUST BEARINGS
Bidirectional tapered roller thrust bearing for gas turbine
engines p 255 A89-22293
THRUST CONTROL
Unconventional helicopter tail rotor offers forward thrust
advantage p 385 A89-29349
Back-up control system for f101 engine and its
derivatives
[AD-D014051] p 775 N89-26848
THRUST MEASUREMENT
A jet thrust measurement method with gas composition
analysis p 36 A89-11040
Investigation on thrust measurement of turbojet engine
in altitude simulation facility p 611 A89-41126
Concept for an aircraft multi-component thrust
measurement facility p 691 A89-45130
Measurement effects on the calculation of in-flight thrust
for an F404 turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 89-2364] p 677 A89-46777
THRUST REVERSAL
Numerical investigation of thrust-reversing nozzle using
an implicit TVD scheme
[AIAA PAPER 89-2899] p 683 A89-47162
F.15 SMTD low speed jet effects wind tunnel test
results p 16 N89.10853
An assessment of ground effects determined by static
and dynamic testing techniques p 16 N89-10854
Thrust-reverser flow investigation on a twin-engine
transport
[NASA-TP-2856] p 153 N69-14213
Investigation of a moving.model technique for measuring
ground effect
[NASA-TM-4080] p 154 N89.14217
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static internal performance of a nonaxisymmetric vaned
thrust reverser with flow splay capability
]NASA-TP-2933] p 747 N89-27634
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
Agile aircraft - The search for supermsneuverability
p 207 A89-21843
Results from NASA Langley experimental studies of
multiaxis thrust vectoring nozzles
[SAE PAPER 881481] p 324 A89-28228
The VAAC/VSTOL Flight Control Research Project
p 615 A89-43104
Parametric study of a simultaneous pitch/yaw thrust
vectoring single expansion ramp nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 89.2812] p 682 A89-47098
Advanced thrust vectoring nozzles for supercruise fighter
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-2816] p 682 A89-47102
A comparison of the ground effects measured with and
without rate.of.descent modeling on the F-15 S/MTD
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 89-3280] p 755 A89-48393
Comparison of Characteristic Locus and h-infinity
methods in VSTOL flight control system design
[AIAA PAPER 89-3491 ] p 846 A89-52584
Thrust vectoring effect on time-optimal 90 degrees angle
of attack pitch up maneuvers of a high alpha fighter
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3521] p 847 A89-52612
Noise generated by a flight weight, air flow control valve
in a vertical takeoff and landing aircraft thrust vectoring
system
[NASA-CR.t82232] p 504 N89-20776
A closed-form trim solution yielding minimum trim drag
for airplanes with multiple longitudinal.control effectors
[NASA-TP-2907] p 615 N89.23468
Static internal performance of a nonaxisymmetric vaned
thrust reverser with flow splay capability
[NASA-TP-2933] p 747 N89-27634
THRUST-WEIGHT RATIO
Combustor diffuser interaction program
p 110 N89-12893
Long duration balloon technology survey, phase 1
lAD-A206975] p 656 N89-25965
THUNDERSTORMS
Thunderstorm avoidance for general aviation aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 88-3955] p 172 A89-18125
Numerical simulation of the 2 August 1985 DFW
microburst with the three-dimensional Terminal Area
Simulation Systam p175 A89-19186
National lightning detection - A real-time service to
aerospace
[AIAA PAPER 89-0787] p 352 A89-25578
Lightning initiation on aircraft in thunderstorms
p 353 A89-26214
Lightning triggered by the presence of aerospace
vehicles p 353 A89-26215
Electric charge acquired by airplanes penetrating
thunderstorms p 304 A89-26231
Cockpit display of ground-based weather data during
thunderstorm research flights
[AIAA PAPER 89-0806] p 269 A89-28463
Thunderstorm-generated solitary waves - A wind shear
hazard p 499 A89-34888
Modeling atmospheric effects for flight simulators
[AIAA PAPER 89.3284] p 786 A89-48396
LDIS (Lightning Data and Information Systems) - A new
resource for aviation meteorology p 869 A89-5480t
A case study of local severe weather at Chang Kai Shek
International Airport p 871 A89.54846
International Aerospace and Ground Conference on
Lightning and Static Electricity
[PB88.197439] p 55 N89-10429
Triggenng of lightning by the Atlas Centaur vehicle
p 55 N89-10438
Lightning initiation on aircraft in thunderstorms
p 21 N89-10456
The electrical structure of thunderstorm anvils
p 56 N89-10470
Intracloud lightning as a precursor to thunderstorm
microbursts p 56 N89-10490
TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT
The V-22 vibration, structural life, and engine diagnostic
system, VSLED
[SAE 871732] p 31 A89-I0617
'The Pointer', a new concept for RPV air vehicles
p 28 A89-12416
Guidance and Flight Director system for the V-22
Tiltrotor
[AIAA. PAPER 88-3921] p 179 A89.18098
Rotor/airframe interactions on tiltrotor aircraft
p 161 A89-18854
Tiitrotor evolution leads to ASW revolution ---
antisobmadne warfare p 142 A89-18862
Human factors impact on the V-22 Osprey cockpit
development - An overview p 174 A89-18865
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Dynamic perspective displays sad the control of tllt-rctor
aircraft in simulated flight p 174 ASP-f8867
Airborne integrated monitoring system
p 174 A88-18868
improved life cycle 'raps' services - V-22 engineering
technical services sad logistics planning
p 142 A88-18873
The Pointer - A revolutionary ides to improve RPV
capabilities p 163 A88-t8881
Civil tlltrotor aircraft • A comparison of five candidate
designs p 183 Aag.18882
The development of the V-22 Osprey armored
energy-absorblng crewseat assembly
p 155 A89-18883
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encountered on an elastic suparcrifical wing
p 377 N89-19255
Unsteady aerodynamics of btade rows
p 402 N89-19263
Experimental investigation of transonic oscillating
cascade aerodynamics
[NASA-TM.101993] p 478 N89-20_133
Additional development of the XTRAN3S computer
program
[NASA-CR.181743] p452 N89-20922
Unsteady force calculations on cimuler cylinders end
elliptical airfoils with circulation control
[UMAERO-87.37J p 457 N89.20962
Methodology for usin _ steady experimental aerodynamic
data to improve steady and unsteady aerodynamic
analysis p 459 N89-20972
Aeroeiestic modeling for the FIT team F/A-18
simulation
[NASA.TM-101569] p 475 N89-20991
Unsteady aerodynamics end heat transfer ina transonic
turbine stage p 537 N89.21800
Unsteady aerodynamic computational method of
non-copiener wing-tail combinations in subsonic flow
[PB89-111470] p 518 N89-22571
Aerodynamics of nonrigid bodies undergoing large
amplitude time-dependent motions p 521 N89-22586
Aerodynamic datuning of a loaded airfoil cascade in an
incompressible flow by a locally analytical method
p 521 N89-22588
Aerodynamics of a lilting rotor due to near field unsteady
effects p 595 N89-24287
Unsteady aerodynamic effects on bluff bodies
p 596 N89-24278
Aeroservoelastic modeling and applications using
minimum-stats approximations of the unsteady
aerodynamics
[NASA-TM.101574] p 608 N89-24308
Recent activities within the Aeroservoelasticity Branch
at the NASA Langley Research Center
[NASA.TM-101582] p 809 N89-24_114
Computational and axper;mental research on buffet
phenomena of transonic airfoils
[ NAL-TR-996T] p616 N89-24322
Survey of Army/NASA rotorcraff aeroelastic stability
research
[NASA-TM-101028] p 818 N89-24329
Mechanical reaction of wings moving through a vortex
region p854 N89-25139
Aeroeiestic modeling for the FIT (Functional Integration
Technology) team F/A-18 simulation
p870 N89-25182
An integrated approach to the optimum design of actively
controlled compesita wings p870 N89-28194
Influence of thicknes| and camber on the aercalaetlc
stability of supersonic throughfiow fans: An engineering
approach
[NASA-TM-101949] p 858 N88-26887
An axpadmintal investigation of high lift/high rata
aerodynamics of an unsteady airfoil
[AD-A208984] p 656 N89-25964
UNSTEADY FLOW
Two-dimenslonal modal for sirfoll unsteady drag below
Itall p 4 A39-10114
A eecond-order numerical method for the anllyels of
two-dimenslonal tiow of ideal fluid through e cascade with
supersonic input p 8 A89-10607
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Unified computatiofl method of unsteady
supersonic / hyparsonic flow psst two dimensiortst fiat plate
and rectengular wings
[SAE PAPER 872447] p 7 A89.10660
Unsteady transonic airfoil computation using implicit
Euier scheme on body.fixed gdd pl0 A89.11153
Steady and unsteady potential flows around
axisymmetric bodies and dng airfoils p 11 A89-11489
Calculation of unsteady transonic flow about oscillating
wings by a field panel method p 11 A89-11498
Calculations of the unsteady, three-dimensional flow
field inside s motored Wankel engine
[SAE PAPER 880625] p 37 A89.12307
Shock tube studies of vortex atnJctum end behavior
p 63 A89.12877
Numerical simulation of supersonic two-phaes
ges.particld flows p 64 A89.12894
Formation of supersonlc-jet atructum
p 66 A89.13335
Viscous/in,add interaction procedure for
high-amplitude oscillating airfoils p 70 A89.13579
Ttrne-consiatant computafion of transonic buffet over
airfoils
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-97] p 70 A89.13580
Unsteady transonic flows pest airfoilI using a feat implicit
Godunov type Eulor Iolver p 76 A89-18656
An implicit method for the oompu_tion of unsteady
Incompressible viscous flows p 77 A89.15689
Computetlon of the pressure In an Incom_eastble
rotational flow of in,Asck:lfluid p 143 A89.17150
Gornputetionai analysis of unsteady supersonic cavity
flowl driven by thick sheer ieyenl p145 A89.18803
Meuurement and arises of unlteady flow structures
In rotor blade wakes p 147 A89.18946
An analytical ckNiorlption of unetaedy transonic
Liras-nozzle flow p 147 A89.1ffi}64
Vortical wlkes over a proiate spherok:l
p 150 A89.20181
MovIng wall effects In unsteady flow
p 150 A89-20311
Flow unetasdlness aonslderaUons in hlgh-atphl teetin9
p 151 A89.20319
A study of flow chera_erlstioa In models of gill turbine
engine Livid no_'ieI in ltafionlry and nonstationary
regimes p 239 A89.21571
Quasi-itefioneryflow In blowdown wind tunnstI
) 209 A89.21582
Effectl of Inlet pressure fluctuations on axial flow
compremw_ ) 255 A89-222fi7
Unsteady flow In a suparorltidal luparannic dlffuw
[AIAA PAPER 87-0182] ) 212 ,6,89-22357
Unateady transonic flow simulation on a
full-span-wing-body configuration ) 215 A89.23183
Unsteady transonic flow oaldulafions for mstlstic aircraft
configurations ) 218 ,4,89-24303
Theoretical and numerical studies of oscllieUng airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 89-0021] ) 271 A89-25017
Comprelstbie studies on dynamid stall
[AIAA PAPER 89-0024] ) 271 A89.25020
The paaign and d_w_oprnent of a dynlm_
plunge-pitoIl-roil rnod_ mognt
[AIAA PAPER 89-0048] p 334 A89.2504.2
Modlficafionl to trlulsonld flow codes for unsteady
perturbafioniaround an expedmentai mean
[AIAA PAPER 89-0447] p 284 A89-2536fi
Numerical simulation of vortP.,ll flowl on flexlb_ _nge
[AIAA PAPER 89-0537] p 286 A89.25431
Direct Ioiutlon of unsteady transonic flow equafiqne In
frequancy domain
[AIAA PAPER 89.0641] p288 A89.25507
A numerical method for unsteady transOnic flow about
tapered wings p 291 A89-25929
An effective modeling method of unsteady aerodynamics
for atate-space eoroelesfic models p 293 A89-25946
Preliminary results in the development of a method to
correct propeller inflow for improved unsteady force
calculations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0436] p 293 ,4,89-26374
A free-trailingvane flow dtrec_on indicator employing
a linear output Hall effect transducer
p 336 A89.27675
Unsteady Euler clumede analysis
[AIAA PAPER 89-0322] p 295 A89.28406
Effects of modal symmetry on transonic aeroelestlc
chersctedstics of wing-body configurations
p 385 A89-29171
Control of separation in diffusers using forced
unsteadiness
[AIAA PAPER 89-10t5] p 418 A89.30525
Analysis and control of unsteady separated flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1018] p417 A89-30528
Numerical simulation of incompreaatb4e flow around
three-dimensional wing p 369 AB9.31351
Study on unsteady flow field of an oscfiieting cascade
p 369 A89-315t7
Numerical aimuletldn of unsteady combustion in I dump
combustor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988.142] p 400 A89-31803
Numerical simulation of unsteady three.dimenslonsl
flows in turbines
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-145] p 369 A89.31806
Oscillating incompressible aerodynamics of a loaded
airfoil cascade p 371 A89.31918
Navldr-Stokea simulation of unsteady threa-dimenaionai
btede-vortex Interactions p 444 A89.34745
Unsteady intarectldn effects on • transitional turbine
blade boundary layer p 508 A89-36186
Extension and application of flux.vector splitting to
nelculetions on o_ meshes p 508 A89-36901
Explicit Rung_Kutta method for unsteady rotor/stator
interaction p 509 A89-36912
C41icuietion of unsteady flows in _chinery using
the lineadzed Eular equa_onl p 552 A89-36918
On the unsteady leading edge suction of a sweptblck
wing p 510 A89.37778
Invl_*id, unsteady, transonic axieymmetdc flow with
shock waves - Responlm to time end space-time
dependent perturbations p512 A89-38129
Pulsating flow over an ellipse at an angle of attack
p 513 A89.38620
Threa-dlmenaionai Navlar-Stokes simuietlQns of turbine
rotor-stator interlctton, I - Methodology
p 514 A89-39034
JSfi surge transient simulation p 536 A89.39044
Numerical simulation of the unsteady wake behind an
airfoil p 514 A69-39188
The chuactadstk_ of the turbulence generator and the
simulation of the flow regulation p fi71 A89-411 lg
The unsteady flow In the far field of In Isolated blade
row p 591 A89-43637
Recant developments in calculation methods for
turbomechines p 897 A89.4483fi
Computation of vlso_JI unsteady compressible flow
ebout airfoils p 642 A59.45378
Unsteady and turbulent flow using edeptetlon methods
p 643 A89.45392
Null study of unsteady viscous hypersonic blunt
body flows with an Impinging _'_:k p 643 A89.4fi394
Slmuiefion of unsteady flow paet sharp shouldem on
esmt-lnflnlta bodies p 644 Afi9-45415
Inveltlgltion on unsteady flow field ind endwlll
boundary layer in mdal flow compre_mr with hot-wire
anemometer p 645 A89.45560
Numedcel codes for unsteady simuietlon of turbojet,
turbofan and turboprop engines for training purposes
[AIAA PAPER 89-2259] p 678 A89-46704
Two-dimensional computations of multi-stage
compmnor flowl using I zonal approach
(AIAA PAPER 89-2462] p 647 A89.48840
Unsteady transonic airfoil computafion USing Implicit
Euler anheme on body-fixed gdd p 852 A89.47358
Unsteady transition location p 852 A89.47376
VortexlwJke flow studiel for airfoils in unsteady
motions
[AIAA PAPER 89-2225] p 724 A89-47681
Uneteady Weseure IoedJ from plunging -Irfoils
[AIAA PAPER 89-2228] p 724 A89.47884
Unateedy fiowl _ by small emplltude oanilietlons
Of the car_KI Of an X-29 mod_
[AIAA PAPER 89.2229] p 724 A89.47686
Unsteady vltcous-lnvlsoid interaction procedures for
tmnannic airfoils using Certaakm grids
p 727 A89.48656
Modifications to transonic flow codes for unsteady
perturbefions around an experimental mean
p 728 A89-48662
Transient thermal processes in the powarplent8 of flight
vehicles -- Rulaian book p 800 A89.48920
Transient flow thrust prediction for en ej#ctor propulsion
concept
[AIAA PAPER 89-2906] p 774 A89-49688
Wing-flutter calculations with the CAP-TSD unsteady
transonic small-disturpanco program
p 761 A89-50068
Inviecid, unsteady, transonic exisymmetric flow in
nozzles with shock waves p 738 A89.50549
Numerical simulation for unsteady flow in oscillating
cascade with propagating stall using discrete vortex
method p 739 A89-50660
Numerical analysis of supersonic flow through oscillating
cascade sections by using a deforming grid
[AIAA PAPER 89-2805] p 740 A89-50810
Motion stability of a rigid body in nonstationary flow
p 782 A89.50926
Analysis of fluctuating pressures on a nose-cylinder body
measured in the NAL 2mx2m transortic wind tunnel
p 741 A89-51310
Developments in the calculation of unsteady
turbomachinery flow p 743 A89-51532
Analysis of incompressible massively separated viscous
flow using unsteady Navier.Stokes equations
p 818 A89-52485
Unsteady heat transfer in turbine blade ducts - Focus
on combuator sources p 862 A89.53286
Unsteady three-dimensional stall on a rectangular
wing p 14 N89-10027
Moditicetion of an unsteady transonic small disturbance
procedure to allow a prescribed steady-state initial
condition
[AD-A196744] p 84 N89-11708
Requirements and capabilities in unsteady wind tunnel
testing
[NLR-MP-87066-U] p 85 N89-11718
Unsteady structure of flow pest a pitching delta wing
p 86 N89-12541
A control-volume method for analysis of unsteady thrust
augmenting ejector flows
[NASA-CR-182203] p 109 N89-12566
Unsteady low-speed windtunnel test of s straked delta
wing, oscillsting in pitch. Part 4: Plots of time histodea of
pressures and overall loads
lAD-A198682] p 152 N89-13402
Unsteady Iow-spead wlndtunnel test of a straked delta
wing, oscillating in pitch. Part 5: Power spectral density
plots of the overall loads for harmonic oscillation end the
response of overall loads to (1-COS) inputs
[AD-A198683] p 152 N89.13403
Unsteady low-speed windtunnel test of a straked delta
wing, oscillating In pitch. Part 6: Presentation of the
visualization program
[AD-A198684] p 152 N89.13404
Mimigement and control of separation by unsteady and
vortical flows
[AD.A198902] p 191 N89-13736
Management and control of unsteady and turbulent
flowi
[AD-A198091] p 192 N89.13751
Numedcal methodl for the design and unsteady analysis
of aerofolli p 236 N89.15904
Advances in the numerical analysis of Iineerized
unsteady cascade flows
[AD-A1gg211] p260 N89.16120
Full-potantlat integral iolutlons for steady and unsteady
tranIonic airfoils with and without embedded Euler
domains p 301 N89-17566
An efficient method for computing unsteady tranSOnic
aerodyrmmics of wept wingI wlth control surfaoai
[AIAA-85-4058] p 375 N89.19241
Unsteady tranlmnic flow using Euler equafions
p 375 N89.19245
Numerical solution of unsteady rotational flow past fixed
ind rotary wing configurations p378 N89-19251
Unsteady Navler-Stokes computetloni over alrfolli using
both fixed and dynamic meahes p 376 N89.19252
Experimental transonic steady state and unsteady
pressure measurements on a superodtlcal wing during
flutter and forced discrete frequency osciliefionI
p 377 Nfi9.19261
Unateady low.speed wind tunnel teat of a atraked delta
wing, oscillating In pltch. Part 2: Plots of steady and zeroth
end first harmonic unsteady pressure dlatdbufions
[AD-A201936] p 378 N89.19275
Development and application of a program to calculate
tranannic flow around an oscllieting threa-dimenatof_l wing
using finite difference procedures
[NASA.CR-181744] p 450 N89-20093
Steady and unsteady transonic small disturbance
analysis of realistic aircraft configurations
p 473 N89.20946
Unsteady force calculations on circular cylinders end
elliptical airfoils with circulation control
p 516 N89.21766
Numerical solutions of unsteady invlscid transonic
turbine cascade flows p 516 N89-21767
A study of unsteady turbulent flow past airfoils
p 521 N89-22587
A vortex panel analysis of circular-arc bluff.bodies in
unsteady flow
[DE89-007141] p 558 N89-22845
An experimental study of the effect of streamwiss
vortices on unsteady turbulent boundary-layer separation
lAD-A205462] p 593 N89-23420
Development of harmonic panel methods for aeroelastic
applications to elastic bodies and body.fin combinations
in supersonic flow
[AD-A205739] p 593 N89-23423
Flow control for unsteady and separated flows and
turbulent mixing
[AD-A205989] . p 594 N89-23426
Computation of dynamics and control of unsteady
vortical flows p 627 N89-23822
Aerodynamics of a lifting rotor due to near field unsteady
effects p 595 N89-24267
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Boundary layer response to an unsteady turbulent
environment
[AD-A206578] p 596 N89.24273
Unsteady aerodynamic effects on bluff bodies
p 596 N89.24278
Numerical methods for unsteady flows
p 596 N89-24282
Numerical simulation of feedback control of aerodynamic
configurations in steady end unsteady ground effects
p 617 N89.24926
Numerical anaiy_s of supersonic flow through oscillating
cascade sections by using S defom_ng grid
[NASA-TM.102053] p853 N89.25119
Vortex flowl in flying teshnlqua
[ETN-ag-g4428] p 653 N89-25126
Unsteady phenomena on delta wings with partially
broken-down vortex regions p 654 N89-25129
SVongly unsteady vortex fields st elastic helicopter rOtor
blades p 854 N89.25131
Flow about trailing edges in unsteady flow
p 854 N89.25195
A lifting surface method for the calculation of steady
and unsteady, Incompressible prObellarserodynamics
[DFVLR-FB-89.04] p 857 N89-25372
Small scale model testa in smell wind end water to_
at high incidence end pitch rates. Volume 3: Water tunnel
(HFF') data base
[AO-A208690] p 747 N89-27638
Studies of unsteady vortex flap aerodynamics
[AD-A209897] p 748 N89.27841
Some computations of unsteady Navler.Stokse flow
around oscillating alrfoil/w_ng
[NAL-TR-1004T] p 822 N89.28492
Transition and turbulence structure in the boundary
tsyera of an oscillating airfoil
[AD-A208968] p 824 N89.29317
Time domain numerical calculations of unsteady vortlcsl
flows about • flat Ideta _rfoll
[NASA-TM.102918] p 866 N89.29726
UNSTEADY STATE
Consideration of unsteady state effects during air intake
tearing In a blowdown wind tunnel p 106 A88-14820
Modeling of the unsteady thermal-stress states of cooled
gas turbine blade= p 410 A89-30065
UNSWEPT WINGS
Aerodynamics of high-lift, iow.luipect-ratio unwwapt
wings p 852 A89.47372
Experiments end code validation for )unotura flow=
p 374 N89.tae58
UPUNKING
Weather data _nation to airortft
[AIAA PAPER 89-0809] p 304 A89.25592
UPPER A_HERE
Hypersonic vehicle envirOnment simulation, phele 1
[AD-A209030] p 864 N8g-28754
UPPER SURFACE BLOWING
The turbulent free jet Issuing from • sharp-edged
aillptioai Cot
[AIAA PAPER 89-0664] p 345 A89-25526
The currant status of the flight test of the ASKA
[SAE PAPER 881439] p 314 A89.28208
Study of = circulation control airfoil with
leading/vailing-edge blowing p 737 A89.50060
UPSTRF_M
Aerodynamic sppticstions of an efficient inoompre_ible
Nevier-Stokse solve" p 72 A89.f3643
High-resolutlen upwind schemes for the
thrse-dimensionai incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations p 212 A89.22355
Incompressible cascade calculation using an upwind
differenced TVD scheme p 444 A89-34733
UPWASH
Turbulence measurements in a radial upwesh
p 294 A89.27706
Large-eddy simulations of excitation effects on a VTOL
upwesh fountain p 442 A89-34461
URE, AN PLANNING
Method for simulating turbulence characteristics for wind
environment in wind tunnel p 183 A89-19884
USER MANUALS (COMPUTER PROGRAMS)
Pilot factors guidelines for the operational inspectk)n
of navigation systems
[NASA-CR-181644] p 91 N89-12557
User's manual for an aerodynamic optimization scheeme
that updates flow variables end design parameters
simuitanecusiy
[NASA-CR-182180] p 151 N89.13399
Users' manual for the Langley high speed propeller noise
prediction program (DFP-ATP)
[NASA-CR4208] p 204 N89-14820
An analysis for high speed propeller-nacelle
aerodynamic performance prediction. Volume 2: User's
manual
[NASA-CR-4199.VOL-2] p 223 N89.15897
Fighter aircraft design system user's manuel
[AD.A200453] p 265 N89.16991
User's manual for interactive LINEAR: A FORTRAN
program to derive linear aircraft models
[NASA-TP-2835] p 265 N89-16437
NASTRAN supplemental documentation for modal
forced vibration enelysla of aerodynamically excited
turbeeystems
[NASA-CR-174967] p 427 N89.19583
Generalized threa-dimenaional exbedmentai lightning
code (G3DXL) user's mer, ual
[NASA-CR-16607g] p 428 N89.1977g
Updated usem' guide for TAWFIVE with muit_rid
[NASA-TM-4109] p 496 N88.20409
Aeroballlstic Research Facility Data Analyail System
(ARFDAS)
[AD-A204308] p 542 N89.21810
Composite Blade Structural Analyzer (COBSTRAN)
demonnatton manual
[NASA-TM-101957] p 822 N83-24453
Aircraft sustainebillty mod_ versiOn 1.5: Ullenl manual
[AD-A207015] p 638 N89.25948
Communicationa Interface Odver (CID) system user's
manuai
[DOT/FAA/CT.TN8g/g6] p 707 N89.26123
Noise produced by turbulent flow into a rOtor: Userl
manual for nokm caiculation
[NASA-CR-181790] p876 N83-29152
Noise produced by turbulent flow into • rotor:. Users
manual for =tmosphedo turbulence prediction Iod mean
flow end turbulence contraction prediction
[NASA-CR-181791] p876 N89.29154
A user's manual for the ARL mathematical model of
the Sea King Mk.50 helicopter. Part 1: Buio use
[AD-A208058] p 835 N83-29339
A user's manual for the ARL methemetP.411 model of
the Sea King Mk-50 helicopter, Part 2: Use with ARL flight
data
[AD-A20805g] p 838 N89.29340
USER REQUIREMENTII
The designer's impact on commerolal alroreft
economics p 140 A89.13597
The future of the civil aVkltion industry
p 438 A89-35377
Application of synthesized tactk_ to the design and
evaluation of VTOL, V/STOL and STOVL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-2149] p 781 A89.49483
MDX - A hallcoptar deaignad by its userl
p 833 A83-53630
On the condltione _d llml_ of tuber Intervention In
dellvered software manufacturar'i viewpoint
p 431 N89.18451
Mk_'owava ku_b_ _tema: Add_omd I_eme thou_
not be proourad unless benefits proven
[GAO/RCED-89.119] p466 N89.20377
Automated structural optlm):attlon ayatem (ASTROS):
User training workahop
[AD-A207O00] p 709 N89.26267
OIract User Access Terminal (OUAT) operational
concept
[WP-88W00075] p 854 N89-28524
UTILITIES
Application of digital technology to aircraft utility
systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-3872] p 180 A89-18114
V
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
V/STOL aircraft configurations and opportunities in the
Pacific Basin
[SAE PAPER 872403] p 18 A89.1063t
Experimental investigation of • jet impinging on • ground
plane in crossflow p 149 A89.20141
Evaluation of • commend monitonng concept for a
V/STOL Research Aircraft p 242 A89-22507
The turbulent free jet issuing from a sharp-edged
elliptical slot
[AIAA PAPER 89-0664] p 345 A89-25528
Turbulence measurements in • radial upwesh
p 294 A89-27706
Study of V/STOL flOWSusing the fortified Nevier-Stokes
schema p 420 A89-31347
Hot gas ingestion testing of an advanced STOVL
concept in the NASA Lewis 9- by 15-foot Low Speed Wind
Tunnel with flow visualization
[AIAA PAPER 88-30251 p 439 A89-33249
Bound vortex boundary layer control with application
to V/STOL airplanes p 449 A89-35994
Simulation evaluation of an advanced control concept
for a V/STOL aircraft p 539 A89.36992
The VAAC/VSTOL Flight Control Research Project
p615 A89-43104
Concept for an aircraft multi-component thrust
measurement facility p 691 A89-45130
VAPOR DEPOSITION
Large-scale wind tunnel tests of an ejestor-liff STOVI.
aircreff model
[AIAA PAPER 89-2905] p 666 A89.47165
Integrated flight/propulsion control study for STOVL
applications
[AIAA PAPER 89-2908] p 688 A8g-47166
Special Operations Force (SOF) transport design
studios
[AIAA PAPER 89-2012] p757 A89.49402
Prop_sion optimization for conceptual STOVL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-2020] p 774 A89-49407
Supersonic STOVL conceptual design of a fightar/aheck
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-2112] p 760 A89.49467
Advanced V/STOL attack aircraft design/operations
trade-off
[AIAA PAPER 89.2118] p760 A89-49469
Comparison of elgenatructure e_lgnment end the
Salford singular perturbation methods In VSTOL aircraft
control law design
[AIAA PAPER 88-9451] p844 A89.52550
AHS National Specialists' Meeting on the Rotary Wing
Aircraft Conceptual Design Process, Atlanta, GA, Apr, 3-5,
1989, Proceedings p 815 A83-52950
Wave drag and high-spead performsnce of supersonic
STOVL fighter configuration
[NASA.TM-100061] p 13 N89.10017
Phase 4 static tests of the J-97 powered, external
augmentor V/STOL model at the NASA, Ames Research
Center, November 1983
[NASA.CR-177335] p 14 N89.1002ti
Experimental results for a two-dimensional supersonic
Ir_et used as a thrust deflecting nozzle
[NASA-TM-83439] p 194 N89.14986
Hot gas Ingestion testing of an advanced STOVL
concept In the NASA Lewis 9- by 15-foot low speed wind
tunnel with flow visualization
[NASA-TM-100952] p 220 N89.15078
V/STOL aircraft and the problem of jet-lnducsd
suokdown p 317 N89.18380
Multipie-Purpoea Subaonio Naval Aircraft (MPSNA)
Multiple Application Propfan Study (MAPS)
[NASA.CR-175096] p 395 N89.19289
An investigation of VISTOL jet Interactions In =
cronflow
[AD-A206360] p 596 N89.24272
STOL and STOVL hot gu Ingestion and airframe heating
teata in the NASA Lewla 9- by 15-font Iow-ldeed wind
tun_
[NASA,TM-102101] p824 N83-29323
VACUUM CHAMBERS
Quallflnation of high temperature vacuum csrbudzlng for
an aircraft gear steal p 824 A89-41598
VALVES
The aiectrochemlcsl erosion of se_O valves by
phosphate eat_ flro-rallstant hydraulic fluids
p 48 A89-10573
Development of a rotary value for pulse combustion
applications
[PB83.131114] p 498 N89.20488
EC-18B/Boe(ng 707 Smoke Venting flight test
[AD-A206601] p 659 N83-25979
VANELEB8 DIFFUSER8
Stress tensor measurements within the vaneless diffuser
of a centrifugal compressor p 556 A89.39050
Reevaluation of researches on the free rotating vanelses
diffuser
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-78] p 773 A89-48760
VANES
Euler analysis of a swid recovery vane design for use
with an advanced single-rotation propfan
[AIAA PAPER 88-3152] p 144 A89-17940
The influence on total performance for varying the sister
setting angle of mufti-stage axial compressor
p 213 A89-22627
Development of • high temperature static strain
sensor p 130 N89-12887
On 9D inelastic analysis methods for hot section
components p 132 N89-12906
Component specir¢ modeling p 110 N89-12907
Elevated temperature crack growth
p 133 N89-12915
High time service evaluation of thermal barrier coatings
on the Rolls-Royca RB211 engine p 186 N89-13660
The effects Of leading edge end downstream film cooling
on turbine vane heat transfer
[NASA-CR-182193] p 192 N89-t3754
Three-ditnensionel inelastic analysis methods for hot
section components p 351 N89-17316
VAPOR DEPOSITION
Deposition of Na2SO4 from salt.seeded combustion
gases of a high velocity burner ng p 43 A89-12330
Chemical vapor deposition of oxidation resistent HfB2
+ SiC composite coatings p 185 A89-19481
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VARIABILITY SUBJECT/NDEX
Vapor depo_fion and condensate flow on combustion
turbine blades - Theoretical modal to predict/understand
some corrosion rate consequences of molten alkali sulfate
deposition in the field or laboratory p 238 A89-20950
Thermal barrier coating life prediction model
development p 351 N89-17333
CVD and diffusion coatings for high temperature
applications in turbomachinary end rocket motors
p 549 N89-22658
VARIABILITY
Aerodynamic optimization by simultaneously updating
flow variables and design parameters with application to
advanced propeller designs
[NASA-CR-182181] p 109 N89-11750
A method for monitoring the variability in nuclear
absorption characteristics of aviation fuels
[NASA-TM.4077] p 138 N89-12234
Measured and predicted pressure distdbutions on the
AFTIIF-t 1t mission adaptive wing
[NASA-TM.100443] p 235 N89-15908
VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES
Variable-cycle engines for boosting-cruising vehicles
[IAF PAPER 88-249] p 175 A89-17742
Aimraft engines. II p 239 A89-22926
Variable-cycle turbojet engines for multiple-regime
aircraft ... Russian book p 535 A89.38510
CNil supersonics - Propulsion is the key
p 675 A89-45031
A comparison of scremjet engine performances of
various cycles
[AIAA PAPER 39-2876] p 680 A89-47005
A study of an advanced vadable cycle diesel as applied
to an RPV: Evaluation of an RPV variable cycle dJesoJ
engine
[AD-A207754] p 842 N89-29347
VARIABLE GEOMETRY STRUCTURES
fs 32 - A apl(t-Fowiar glider problem presentation and
solutions
[DGLR PAPER 87-082] p 28 A89-10518
Qusddleteral Coons surface shell finite element with
discrete pdncipel curvature Ilnee p 122 A89-13563
The finite dynamic annular element for the vibration
analysis of vadable thickness discs p 420 A89-31529
Variable structure model.followlng control of flight
dynamics p 482 A89-38300
Variable geometry in supersonic compressors
p 330 N89-16838
VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS
Aeroelastic response characteristics of • hovedng rotor
due to harmonic blade pitch vadation
p 101 A89-18547
Wind-tunnel results of advanced high-speed propellers
at takeoff, climb, end landing Msch numbers
[NASA-TM-87030] p 377 N89-19285
VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
Scissor wing • An altematNe to vadable sweep
[AIAA PAPER 89-0013] p 310 A89-25009
Wind-tunnelinvestigation of aerodynamic charactedstlca
end wing pressure distributions of an airplane with
vedsble.sweop wings modified for laminar flow
[NASA.TM-4124] p 744 N89.26810
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES
An alternative method to solve a variational inequality
applied to an air traffic control example
p 354 A89-28196
Vadational finite element calculation for hybrid cascade
flow problem of type-A on an arbitrary stream sheet
p 389 A89-31520
A new variational method for the generation of two- and
three-dimensional adapted adds In computational fluid
dynamics
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-31] p 641 A89-48187
Variational problems in radiative gas dynamics in the
case Of surface gas injection p 733 A89-49203
Some experiences with grid generation on curved
surfaces using variational and optimisation tschiquee
p 744 A89-51550
VATOL AIRCRAFT
The 1987 Ground Vortex Workshop
[NASA-CP-10008] p 15 N89-10849
VECTOR PROCE_BINO (COMPUTERS)
Representation and dlaplay of vector field topology in
fluid flow data sets p 878 A89-54904
VECTORS (MATHEMATICS)
PregrammJng tachn_uas for blab-speed proceeaing on
the subemomputer FUJITSU VP-system
[NAL-TR-915] p 58 N89-10585
Vector potential methods p 455 N89-20939
Three-dimansionai singular points in asrodynamica
[NASA-TM-100045] p 457 N89-20884
VEHICULAR TRACKS
High-speed data acquisition for the Princeton University
Dynamic Model Track
[NASA.CR-185491 ] p792 N89-26865
VELOCITY
Analytical modeling of helicopter static and dynamic
induced velocity in GRASP p 513 A89-38555
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
Combined translation/pitch motion - A new airfoil
dynamic stall simulation p 77 A89-16091
Construction of a wing profile from velocity distributions
on its surface for two angles of attack
p 209 A89-21565
Rearrangement of vortex street in the wake behind a
two-dimensional body p 213 A89-22626
Effects of difference in induced velocity distdbution on
the helicopter motion p 243 A89-23304
Velocity measurements of airframe effects on a rotor
in e low-speed forward flight p 394 A89-31859
Lateral induced velocity distdbution of a helicopter
rotor p 509 A89-36987
Three.dimensional dual-potential procedure for inlets
and indraff wind tunnels p 570 A89-40908
Measurement and computation of the velocity field of
• cylinder in the wake of a rotor in forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-1844] p 583 A89-42072
The influence of altitude and speed variations on the
aeroplane's load components in longitudinal nonlinear
manoeuvres p688 A89-45179
Subsonic and supersonic laser velocimetry
p 800 A89-49025
Diffedng development of the velocity profiles of
three-dimansionai turbulent boundary layers
p 819 A89-53947
Turbulent boundary layer modification by streamlined
devices p 259 N89-15367
Computing induced velocity perturbations due to a
helicopter fuselage in a free stream
[NASA.TM-4113] p 592 N89-23410
Time domain numedcal calculations of unsteady vortical
flows about • flat plate airfoil
[NASA.TM-102318] p 888 N89-29728
VELOCITY ERRORS
Precision characteristics of a coordinate device for
estimating the velocity of an object p 830 A89-52779
VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Turbulence measurements with symmetrically bent
V-shaped hot-wires. I . Principles of operation. II •
Measuring velocity components and turbulent sheer
stresses p 121 A89-13378
Quantitative flow field visualization in wind tunnels by
means of particle image veloclmetry p 73 A89-13676
Modal rotor wake measurements in a wind tunnel
p 216 A88-23344
Ructueflor_ and mass/va separation in
three-dimensional shock.weve/boundlm/-layar
interactions p 368 A89-30952
Particle Image displacement velocimetry applied in high
speed flows p 490 A89-33388
Mean and turbulent velocity measurements of
supersonic mixing layers p 440 A89-33426
NASA libar velocimetry measurements
p 491 A89-33435
Measurements in separating boundary layers
p 552 A89-38909
A two-spark schliaren system for very-high velocity
measurement p 555 A89-38874
Measurement and computation of the velocity field of
a cylinder in the wake of • rotor in forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-1844] p 583 A89-42072
A high speed data acquisition system for the analysis
of velocity, density, and total temperature fluctuations at
transonic speeds
[SAE PAPER 881451] p 691 A89-45248
Investigation on unsteady flow field and endwall
boundary layer in axial flow compressor with hot-wire
anemometer p 645 A89-45560
Measurement of three-dimenslonal flow in
turbomachtnery with • single slanted hot-wire
p 700 A89-48581
Diagnostic techniques for propulsion systems
p 839 A89-52960
Three component laser anemometer measurements in
an annulet cascade of core turbine vanes with contoured
end wall
[NASA-TP-2848] p 15 N89-10844
LDV measurements in an annuJar combultor model
[NASA-CR-192207] p 192 N89-13758
Implementation of a two-component laser anemometer
at the T2 wind tunnel
[A-501-H] p 553 N89-22879
Evaluation of LDA 3-component velocity dsts on a 65
des delta wing at M - 0.85 and first results of on
analysis
[DFVLR.FS.89*19] p 823 N89-28505
Species composition measurements in nonequllibdum
high-speed flows p 824 N89-29312
VENTING
Investigation for venting test technology with large-sized
modal in • large wind tunnel p 541 A89-37783
Passive venting technique for shallow cavities
[NASA-CASE-LAR.14031-1] p 168 N89-14232
Passive venting technique for shallow cavities
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13875.1] p 169 N89-14233
Airplane tests of enhanced emergency smoke venting
[D218N301] p 658 N89-25976
EC-18B/Boeing 707 Smoke Venting flight test
[AD-A206601] p659 N89-25979
VENTS
EC-18B/Boeing 707 Smoke Venting flight test
[AD.A206601] p 659 N89-25979
VERBAL COMMUNICATION
Concepts, parameters, and symbols of flight
mechanics p 207 A89-21409
Integration of vocal dialogue on-board a combat
aimreft p 399 N89-18471
VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS
The effect of • ground-based inversion layer on an
impacting microburet
[AIAA PAPER 89-0810] p 352 A89-25593
Numerical simulation of microburst downdrafts -
Application to on-board and look ahead sensor
technology
[AIAA PAPER 89-0821] p 353 A89-25599
An index for clear air turbulence based on hodzontal
deforme_on and vertical wind shear p 871 A89-54841
VERTICAL FLIGHT
Optimization of • complex bsroinertiel computer of
aircraft's vertical velocity and flight height
p 242 A89-21554
Identification of an adequate model for collective
response dynamics of a Sea King helicopter in hover
[AD-A208080] p 838 N89-29341
VERTICAL LANDING
STOVL engine/airframe integration
p 228 A89-22294
An automatic flight control system for VTOL aircraft
supported by ducted fans p 245 A89-24492
Simulation evaluation of transition end hover flying
qualities of the E-7A STOVL aircraft
[SAE PAPER 881430] p 333 A89-28205
Conceptual design of a STOVL fighter/attack aircraft
[SAE PAPER 881431] p 313 A89-28206
Considerations of control authority requirements in
STOVL propulsion system sizing
[SAE PAPER 881432] p 319 A89-28207
Launch, recovery and handling systems for vertical
take-off and landing UAVs operating from small ships
p 484 A89-33569
A static investigation of several STOVL exhaust system
concepts
[AIAA PAPER 39-2928] p 684 A89-47180
US/UK Advanced Short Takeoff and Vertical Landing
program (ASTOVL)
[AIAA PAPER 89-2032] p 758 A89-49419
VTOL flight performance/weight and balance computer
development
[SAWE PAPER 1824] p 762 A89-50818
Noise generated by a flight weight, air flow control vane
In a vertical takeoff and landing aircraft thrust vectodng
system
[NASA.CR-182232] p 504 N89-20776
Heliport night parking area cdtede test plan
[DOTIFAAICT-TN88145] p 819 N89-23480
VERTICAL MOTION
Evaluation of simulator motion cherectedatics based on
AGARD-AR-144 procedures p 183 A89.19565
Correction for deflections of the vertical at the ronup
site p 307 A89-28725
A physical-statistical method for the prediction of vertical
wind shear in the lower part of the atmospheric boundary
layer p 499 A89-34028
VERTICAL MOTION SIMULATORS
The vertical motion simulator p 339 N89-19384
VERTICAL ORIENTATION
Determination of deflections of the vertical using the
global positioning system
[AD-A196680] p 90 N89-11729
VERTICAL TAKEOFF
An automatic flight control system for VTOL aircraft
supported by ducted fans p 243 A89-24492
Launch, recovery and handling systems for vertical
take-off and landing UAVs operetln 9 from stall} ships
p 484 A99-38589
Notes generated by a flight weight, air flow control valve
in a vertical takeoff and landing aircraft thrust vectoring
system
[NASA-CR-182232] p 504 N89-20775
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
A movtng-everage method for input saturation problem
in adaptive control p 264 A89-24582
Aspects of military-aircraft development up to the year
2000 p 359 A89-30646
Large-eddy simulations of excitation effects on a v'rOL
upwash fountain p 442 A89-34461
Helicopters end VTOL. I p 527 A89-38899
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SUBJECT INDEX VIBRATION MODE
Numerical study of two-dimensional impinging jet
flowfieids p 569 A89.40902
A zonal approach to V/STOL vehicle aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 89-2168] p 720 A89-47634
Vertical flight programs at Hughes Aircraft Company
p 717 A89.50169
A look at tomorrow's civil tiltrotor
[SAWE PAPER 1820] p 762 A59-50816
VTOL flight performance/weight end balance computer
development
[SAWE PAPER 1824] p 762 A89.50818
On the design of nonlinear controllers for flight control
systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-3489] p 845 A89.52582
Comparison of Characteristic Locus and h.infinity
methods in VSTOL flight control system design
[AIAA PAPER 89-3491 ] p 846 A89-52584
Development of a flight control system for VTOL aircraft
supported by ducted fans
[AIAA PAPER 89-3592] p 849 A89-52672
EUROFAR - Project for a perpendioulady launched
cruising aircraft
[MBB-UD.538-SB-PUB] p 833 A89-53308
Wave drag and high-spaed performance of supersonic
STOVL fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-100061] p 13 N89-10017
The 1987 Ground Vortex Workshop
[NASA-CP-10008] p 15 N89.10849
Numerical investigation of a jet in ground effect using
the fortified Navier-Stokes scheme p 16 N89-10857
Tip jet VTOL UAV (Vertical Takeoff and
Lending/Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) summary. Volume 1:
A 1200 pound tipjet VTOL unmanned aerial vehicle. Part
1:Co nceptual design study of • 1200-pouod vehicle
[AD-A206738] p 672 N89-25997
FAA rotorcraft research, enginesdng and development
bibliography, 1962-1988: Supplement
lAD-A207162] p 673 Nag-26000
VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES
A vadabie frequency selection system proposed
p 750 A89-49776
Out-of-band response of VHF/UHF _e'oome antennae
p 830 A89.53484
VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
UT1760A RTS - A low-cost monolithic remote terminal
stores interface for MIL-STD-1760A
[SAE PAPER 872481] p 48 A69-10677
High-apesd data bus processing node
[AIAA PAPER 88-4009] p 201 A89-19861
VERY LONG BASE INTERFEROMETRY
Deriving • geocentric reference frame for satellite
positioning and navigation p 466 N89-20330
Determination of GPS orbits to submetar accuracy
p 466 N69-20331
VERY LOW FREQUENCIES
Omega navigation in the shadow of Antarctica
p 660 A89-43893
VESTIBULAR TESTS
The use of vestibular models for design end evaluation
of flight simulator motion
[AIAA PAPER 89-3274] p 785 A89-48387
YHStC (CIRCUITS)
Computer-aided engineering methods for successful
VHSIC application
[AIAA PAPER 88-4035] p 188 A89-18185
High-speed data bus processing node
[AIAA PAPER 88-4009] p 201 A8g-19861
A performance measure for a VHSIC avionic system -
Mission dependent availability p 701 A89-46478
Button br)ards - A conl_ctodess hlgh-speed
interconnect for avionics
[AIAA PAPER 89-2093] p 768 A89-49452
VIBRATION
Effect of signal iitter on the spectrum ol rotor impulsive
noise p 266 A89-22327
An efficient method for predicting the vibratory reaporme
of linear structures with friction interfaces. Volume 2:
Staady-state vibrations of a 2-body system with a frictional
interface
[AD.A197022] p 128 N89-12081
A walk along interfaces --. aeroelesticity
[B8617008} p 154 N89-14223
Evaluation of the ride quality of a light twin engine
airplane using a ride quality meter
[NASA-TP-2913] p 507 N89-22568
Some in-field experiences of non-synchronous vibrations
in large rotating machinery p 559 N89-22894
The spectral analysis of an aero-engine assembly
incorporating a squesze-film damper
p 559 N89-22895
Magnetic bearing stiffness control using frequency bend
filtering p 560 N89-22910
VIBRATION DAMPING
The bistable behavior of • rigid rotor with squeeze film
damper p 49 A89-11029
Active flutter suppression for a wing model
p 111 A89.13524
ACT wind tunnel experiments of • transpOrt-typa wing
p 68 A89-13525
Experience in application of active vibration control
technology to a wind tunnel model and to flying Airbus
p 95 A89.13657
The eigenvelue dependence of reduced tilting pad
beadng stiffness and damping coefficients
p 124 A89.15004
The damped solution to sonic fatigue in the KC-135
p 98 A89-15098
Damped aircraft components for minimum weight
p 98 A89-15099
Identification of structural vibration control parameters
using model contributors --- for airframes
p 98 A89-15507
Aaroelestic response characteristics of e hovering rotor
due to harmonic blade pitch variation
p 101 A89-16547
Helicopter vibration analysis and control
p 188 A89-18871
Experimental verification o1 helicopter blade designs
optimized for minimum vibration p 162 A89.18874
Beeringlese rotors and highor harmonic control modeling
using RACAP p 162 A89-18876
Six degree of freedom crew isolation design, bench test
end flight test p 163 A89-18896
Nonlinear stability analysis for helicopter ground
resonance p 166 A89-19790
Optimization of mistuned blade rotor for controJling
flutter p 176 A89-19793
The determination of defectiveness of linear structural
dynamic systems p 262 A89-21147
The principle of general energy conservation and an
application to the stability analysis of a rotor.bearing
system p 255 A89-22797
Feedback control of vibrations inan extendible cantilever
swoptback wing p 332 A89-26193
Vibration isolation of a system - A powerplant on a
moving object p 417 A89.30616
Passive and active damping augmentation systems in
the fields of structureddynamics and acoustics
[AIAA PAPER 89-1196] p 418 A89.30686
Nonlinear damping estimation from rotor stability data
using time and frequency domain techniques
[AIAA PAPER 89-1243] p 359 A89.30726
Shape sensitivity analysis of flutter response of a
laminated wing
[AIAA PAPER 89-1267] p 389 A89-30750
Analytic simulation of higher harmonic control using a
new aeroelestic model
[AIAA PAPER 89-1321] p390 A89-30798
How to get the designer into the box --- of helicopter
gears p 393 A89-30994
Design of control laws for flutter suppression based on
the aerodynamic energy concept and comparisons with
other design methods
[AIAA PAPER 89-1212] p 404 A89-31100
Active flutter suppression for two-dimensional airfoils
p 405 A89-31460
Sonic fatigue-resistant damped laminated structures
[AIAA PAPER 89-1102] p 469 A89-33742
Vibrations in aerospace structures - Prediction,
prevention and control
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-9] p 553 A89-37631
Active vibration control of flexible rotors - An
experimental and theoretical study p 554 A89-37847
Active flutter suppceseion on s delta wing
p 614 A89-40963
IdentWcation of XV-15 earoelsstic modes using
frequency-domain methods p 604 A89-41092
Piezoelectric pushers for active vibration control of
rotating machinery p 799 A89-47717
The harmonic balance method for determining the
vibration parameters in damped dynamic systems
p 800 A89-48469
Fixeq-gein versus adaptive higher harmonic control
simulation p 782 A89-49832
Time periodic control of a multi-blade helicopter
[AIAA PAPER 89-3449] p 843 A89.52548
Modeling of aerodynamic forces in the laplace domain
with minimum number of augmented states for the design
of active flutter suppression systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-3466] p 844 A89-52561
An effective flutter control method using fast,
time-accurate CFD codes
[AIAA PAPER 89-3468] p 845 A89-52563
A multiloop, digital flutter suppression control law
synthesis case study
[AIAA PAPER 89-3556] p 846 A89-52642
Robust control system design with multiple model
approach and its application to active flutter control
[AIAA PAPER 89-3578] p 849 A8g.52661
Shape sensitivity analysis of flutter response o1 a
laminated wing
[NASA-CR-181725] p 102 N89.11740
The effects of internal rotor friction on dynamic
characteristics of turbopumps p 128 N89-12629
Dynamics and control of truss structures with extending
members p 523 N89-21778
Acts Aeronautics et Astronautics Sinica (selected
articles)
lAD-A205128] p 508 N89.22570
Active vibration control for flexible rotor by optimal
direct-output feedback control
[NASA-TM-101972] p 537 N89-22605
The spectral analysis of an aero.engine assembly
incorporating a squesze-film damper
p 559 N89-22895
An eiectroviscous damper p 559 N89-22898
A magnetic damper for first mode vibration reduction
in multimass flexible rotors p 561 N89-22911
High stability design for new centrifugal compressor
p 561 N89-22917
Structural dynamics branch research and
accomplishments for FY 1988
[NASA-TM-101406] p 562 N89-22939
Flutter suppression control law synthesis for the Active
Flexible Wing model
[NASA-TM-101554] p 690 N69-260t0
Design of an active helicopter control experiment at the
Pnnceton Rotorcraff Dynamics Laboratory
[NASA.CR-185490] p 783 N89-2685g
VIBRATION EFFECTS
Admittance modeling - Frequency domain, physical
coordinate methods for multi-Component systems
p 125 A89-15557
Effect o1 constant accelerations and translatioruEd
vibrations on the drifts of a free gyroscope with a
noncontact suspension p 265 A89-21490
Effect of vibration on the dehumidifier-anticoagulant
content of jet fuels p 410 A89-30067
A high data rate airborne rotary recorder with long record
time p 398 A89-31021
Aircraft deflections due to oscillations during
uw'.,ontrolted flight in the atmeaphere
p 779 A89-47939
VIBRATION ISOLATORS
Composites in shock and vibration isolation
pSO A89-11251
The optimal design of isolator in aerospace equipment
p 98 A89-15585
Nonlinear stability analysis for helicopter ground
resonance p 166 A89-19790
A mathematical deformation model for vibration isolators
o1 MR materiel .-- porous metal analog of rubber
p 254 A89.21557
Experimental investigation of sudden imbalance
response on a flexible rotor system with squeeze-film
damper p 554 A89.3776ft
Robust control of an active vibration isolation system
for heicopters p 539 A89-39458
Use of magnetic suspension for sensor vibration
isolation p 622 A89-4026;!
The harmonic balance method for determining the
vibration parameters _ damped dynamic systems
p 800 A89-48469
A magnetic damper for first mode vibration reduction
in multimass flexible rotors p 561 N89.22911
VIBRATION MEASUREMENT
Measuring vibration transmission in structures
p 124 A89-15097
Ultra-low frequency vibration data acquisition concerns
in operat_og flight simulators p 116 A89-15560
Active vibration control of flexible rotors - An
expedmental and theoretical study p 554 A89-37847
VIBRATION METERS
Holometrics An _nformation transformation
methodology p 200 A89-18922
VIBRATION MODE
A frequency domain MIMO modal identification method
with application in the airmaft ground vibration test
[SAE PAPER 872458] p 48 A89-1067(l
The use of static analysis and the stress modes approach
as an engineering oriented procedure for calculating the
response of aeronautical structures to random excitation
p 122 A89-13562
Finite element implementation of full fluid/structure
interaction using modal methods p 125 A89.15596
Effect of blade mistuning and blade-disk on cascade
flutter boundaries p176 A89-19803
Integrated aeroservoelasfic analysis capability with
X-29A comparisons p 244 A89-24311
Automatic generation Of component modes fo_"
rotordynamic substructures p 343 A89-24995
Structural optimization for aeroelastic control
effectiveness p 470 A89-34899
Eigensolution of periodic assemblies of multi-mode
component systems p 556 A89-39519
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VIBRATION SIMULATORS
Identification of XV-f5 aeroelastic modes using
frequency sweeps p 605 A89-42018
Determination of the natural frequency spectra and
modes of the fan blade dngs of aviation gas turbine
engines p 612 A89-42422
The unsteady aerodynamic response to arbitrary modes
of blade motion p 730 A89-49018
Finite element based modal analysis of helicopter rotor
blades p 832 A89-52044
VIBRATION SIMULATORS
The multiaxis vibration simulator MAVIS - A new
structurally dynamic test bed p 257 A89-23815
VIBRATION TESTS
A frequency domain MIMO modal identification method
with application in the aircraft ground vibration test
[SAE PAPER 872458] p 48 A89-10670
A data acquisition system for blade vibration test
p 41 A89-11037
Experiments and stability predictions of two sets of tilting
pad bearings on an overhung rotor p 124 A89-15008
Ground simulation for airborne equipment
p 188 A89.18741
Investigation of difficult component effects on FEM
vibration prediction for the AH-1G helicopter
p 162 A89-18879
The multiaxis vibration simulator MAVIS - A new
structurally dynamic test bed p 257 A89-23815
Experiments and analysis for structurally coupled
composite blades under large deflections. II - Dynamic
behavior
[AIAA PAPER 89-1366] p 418 A89-30841
Evaluation of vibration analysis techniques for the
detection of gear and bearing faults in helicopter
gearboxes p 392 A89-30978
Gear failure analyses in helicopter main transmissions
using vibration signature analysis p 392 A89-30984
Vibration analysis for detection of bearing and gear faults
within gearboxes - An innovative signal processing
approach p 392 A89-30985
Vibration health monitoring of the Westland 30 helicopter
transmission - Development and service experience
p 392 A89-30988
Helicopter gear box condition monitoring for Australian
Navy p 393 A89-30989
Engine and transmission monitoring - A summary of
promising approaches p 393 A89-309gO
Development of an onboard maintenance computer for
the AH-64 p 397 A89.30992
How to get the designer into the box --- of helicopter
gears p 393 A89-30994
Aeroelastic tests and calculations for light aircraft
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-169] p 394 A89-31827
Multi.input/multi-output frequency domain modal
identification method and its application in ground vibration
testing p 529 A89o39454
Flutter testing of modem aircraff p 763 A89-51221
New trial of vibration testing method
p 52 N89.11068
Advanced air separation module performance
evaluation
lAD-A198401] p 224 N89-15088
Ground vibration test results of a JetStar airplane using
impulsive sine excitation
[NASA-TM-100448] p 236 N89-15909
Model forced vibration analysis of aerodynamically
excited turbosystems
[NASA-CR-174966] p425 N89-18696
Structural Tailoring of Advanced Turboprops (STAT)
programmer's manual
[NASA-CR.182164] p 478 N89-20132
Coupled rotor/fuselage dynamic analysis of the AH-1G
helicopter and correlation with flight vibrations data
[NASA-CR-181723] p 497 N89-20512
Ground shake test of the Boeing Model 360 helicopter
airframe
[NASA-CR.181766] p 627 N89-23920
Ground vibration test of the Foudre A04 Transall
aircraft
[REPT-20/7234-PY-382-R] p 609 N89.2431t
VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA
Promotion of combustion by electric discharges - The
role of vibrationally excited species p 119 A89-16357
VIBRATIONAL STRESS
A data acquisition system for blade vibration test
p 41 A89-11037
Structural dynamics of a helicopter rotor blade system
p 162 A89-t8878
A method for estimating the stochastic vibrational stress
level of impeller bladings of aircraft gas turbine engines
in operating conditions on the basis of developmental
bench test data p 611 A89-40624
VIBRATORY LOADS
Effects of twist on helicopter podormance and vibratory
loads p 232 A89-23376
VIDEO EQUIPMENT
Laser communication terminals with automatic video
tracking p 90 A89-t5812
Automatic acquisition and tracking for laser
communication using video techniques
p 225 A89-24070
Civilian RPVs - Eye in the sky or pie in the sky?
p 437 A89-33560
ExporfVision - A video-based non-contact system for
motion measurement p 698 A89-45136
Low cost equipment for flight test film and video
evaluation p 698 A89-45137
Research and application of a new kind of measurement
technology of take-off and landing performance
p 698 A89-45144
In flight evaluation of GPS receiver using an aircraft with
the stabilized video camera system p 751 A89-51305
VIDEO SIGNALS
Interfacing sensor assemblies with windowless cockpit
displays p 187 A89-17979
Combustor flow visualization using innovative infrared
thermographics techniques
[AD-A205905] p 550 N89-22718
VIDEO TAPES
User friendly real time display p 609 A89-40272
VIRTUAL MEMORY SYSTEMS
A helmet-mounted virtual environment display system
[AD-A203055] p 476 N89-20994
VIRTUAL PROPERTIES
Determining and accounting for a parachute virtual
mass p 460 A89-34889
VISCOELASTIC DAMPING
Damped aircraft components for minimum weight
p 98 A89-t5099
VISCOELASTICITY
Thermodynamic criteria of stability - Numerical solution
of transonic flow p 729 A89-48845
State space models for aeroelastic and viscoelastic
systems
[AD-A207092] p 690 N89-26012
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p 299 N89-16751
Study of the aerodynamic situation along the C 160
aircraft in parachuting configuration
[DAT-88-06] p 299 N89-16756
An experimental investigation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of slanted base ogive cylinders using
magnetic suspension technology
(NASA-CR-184624] p 300 N89-16758
Reynolds number effects in transonic flow
[AGARD-AG-303] p 300 N89-16760
A critical assessment of wind tunnel results for the NACA
0012 airfoil p 300 N89-16847
Experiments on the DFVLR-F4 wing body configuration
in several European windtunnels p 337 N89.16848
Comparison of the results of tests on A300 aircraft in
the RAE 5 metre and the ONERA F1 wind tunnels
p 300 N89.16849
Wind tunnel predicted air vehicle performance: A review
of lessons learned p 337 N89-16852
The accurate measurement of drag in the 8 ft x 8 ft
tunnel p 337 N89.16855
Accurate drag estimation using a single component drag
model technique p 337 N89.16856
Development of testing techniques in a large transonic
wind tunnel to achieve a required drag accuracy and flow
standards for modern civil transports
p 337 N89-16857
Precision improvement of transport aircraft drag
measurements p 300 N89-16858
Accuracy of various wall-correction methods for 3D
subsonic wind-tunnel testing p 338 N89-16863
Wind tunnel-sidewall-boundary-layer effects in transonic
airfoil testing-some correctable, but some not
p 338 N89-16864
Some difficulties in the wind tunnel prediction of modern
civil aircraft buffeting: Proposed remedies
p 301 N89-16869
Accuracy requirements for high.speed test with engine
simulation on transport aircraft models in the NLR-HST
p 338 N89-16870
Balance accuracy and repeatability as a limiting
parameter in aircraft development force measurements in
conventional and cryogenic wind tunnels
p 338 N89-16873
Accuracy problems in wind tunnels during transport
aircraft development p 338 N89-16877
Requirements and capabilities in unsteady windtunnel
testing p 339 N89-16878
Particular flight mechanics specifications related to wind
tunnel test results p 339 N89-16879
An experimental investigation of the perpendicular
vortex-airfoil interaction at transonic speeds
p 301 N89-17569
The wind tunnels of the national full-scale aerodynamics
complex p 339 N89-18388
Wind tunnel pressure study and Euler code validation
of a missile configuration with 77 deg swept delta wings
at supersonic speeds
{NASA-TM-101531] p 372 N89-18415
Helicopter hub fairing and pylon interference drag
[NASA-TM-t01052} p 372 N89-18416
An experimental investigation of a fighter aircraft model
at high angles of attack
[AD-A201993| p 394 N89.18445
Wind tunnel experiments on aerofoil models for the
assessment of computational flow methods
p 372 N89-18614
Wind tunnel validation of aerodynamic field calculation
codes for rotors and propellers in various flight
conditions p 423 N89-18639
Validation of Computational Fluid Dynamics. Volume 2:
Poster papers
[AGARD-CP-437-VOL-2] p 424 N89-18648
Wind-tunnel results of advanced high-speed propellers
at takeoff, climb, and lending Mach numbers
[NASA-TM-87030] p 377 N89-f9265
Two experimental supercritical laminar-flow-control
swept-wiog airfoils
[NASA-TM-89073] p 378 N89.19266
Unsteady low-speed wind tunnel test of a straked delta
wing, oscillating in pitch. Pert 2: Plots of steady and zeroth
and first harmonic unsteady pressure distdbutions
|AD-A201936] p 378 N89-19275
Dfeg coefficients for irregular fragments
[AD.A201943] p 379 N89.19276
An airfoil pitch apparatus.modeling and control design
[NASA-TM.101076] p 496 N89-20386
Acoustic test of a model rotor and tail rotor: Results
for the isolated rotors and combined configuration
[NASA-TM-101550] p 504 N89-20777
Unsteady blade pressure measurements on a model
counterrotation propeller
[NASA-TM-102002] p 504 N89-20779
Transonic Symposium: Theory, Application, and
Experiment, Volume 1, Pert 1
[ NASA-CP.3020.VOL-1-PT-1 ] p453 N89-20925
Airframe/propulsion integration characteristics at
transonic speeds p 453 N89-20926
Transonic Symposium: Theory, Application, and
Experiment, volume 1, part 2
[NASA-CP.3020-VOL-I-PT-2] p 455 N89-20942
Test techniques: A survey paper on cryogenic tunnels,
adaptive wall test sections, and magnetic suspension and
balance systems p 486 N89-20955
An LDA (Laser-Doppler Anemometry) investigation of
three-dimensional normal shock wave boundary-layer
interactions p 456 N89-20956
Instrumentation advances for transonic testing
p 486 N89-20957
Wall interference assessment end corrections
p 457 N89-20958
Comparison of airfoil results from an adaptive wall test
section and a porous wall test section
p 457 N89.20960
Capabilities of wind tunnels with two-adaptive walls to
minimize bo_Jndary interference in 3-D model testing
p 486 N89-20961
Investigation of a free-tip rotor configuration for research
on spenwise life distributions and wake velocity surveys
of a semi-span wing with • discontinuous twist
[NASA-CR-184948] p 457 N89.20963
A wind tunnel and computer investigation of the low
speed aerodynamic characteristics of the prone escape
system (PRESS)
[AD-A202768] p 475 N89-20988
Flowfield measurements in the NASA Lewis Research
Center 9- by 15-foot low-speed wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-100883] p 486 N89-21002
Comparison of propeller cruise noise data taken in the
NASA Lewis 8- by 6-foot wind tunnel with other tunnel
and flight data
[NASA.TM-101976] p 505 N89-21628
Static internal performance of convergent
single.expansion-ramp nozzles with various combinations
of internal geometric parameters
[NASA-TM.4112] p 517 N89-21768
NASA's program on icing research and technology
[NASA-TM-101989) p 507 N89.22569
Interaction between an isolated vortex end a wing
profile
[ETN-89-94364] p 520 N89-22579
The influence of the leading edge geometry on the wave
drag for a 65 degree delta wing at low supersonic speed
and small angles of attack
[FFA-141] p 520 N89.22583
Transonic and supersonic wind tunnel tests on control
effectiveness on schematic missile configurations with
canard controls
[FFA.TN-1988-11] p 531 N89.22601
Microcomputer based controller for the Langley
0.3.meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[NASA-CR.181808] p 543 N89-22616
The low.speed wind tunnel at DVFLR in Brunswick (Fed.
Republic of Germany)
[DFVLR.MITT-88-25] p 543 N89-22619
Investigation of the effects of increased sophistication
of simulation of the atmospheric wind in wind tunnels
p 543 N89-22620
Control of embedded vortices using wall jets
[AD-A202606] p 558 N89-22835
Transonic operational characteristics and performance
[NAL.TR.968] p 591 N89-23408
Experimental study of pressure and heating rate on a
swept cylindrical leading edge resulting from swept shock
wave interference
[NASA-CR-185326] p 592 N89-23411
High angle-of-attack aerodynamic characteristics of
crescent and elliptic wings
[NASA-CR-184992] p 593 N89-23418
A research facility for film cooling investigations with
emphasis on the instrumentation system
[NAL-TM-PR-8704] p 619 N89-23477
Application of a PC based, real.time, data-aquisition
system in rotorcraft wind-tunnel testing
(NASA-TM-4119] p 630 N89-24079
Analysis of the boundary layer of a delta wing in
incidence
[CERT-RT-OA-26/5025-AYD] p 596 N89-24274
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics of a
joined-wing research aircraft configuration
[NASA-TM-101083] p 596 N89-24285
Aeroservoelastic wind-tunnel investigations using the
Active Flexible Wing Model: Status and recent
accomplishments
[NASA-TM.101570] p 609 N89-24313
Wind tunnel tests on flutter control of a high-aspect-ratio
cantilevered wing
[NAL-TR-978] p 616 N89-24321
Cruise noise of the SR-2 propeller model in a wind
tunnel
[NASA-TM-101480] p 633 N89-24886
Langley aerospace test highlights, 1988
[NASA-TM-101579] p 635 N89-25112
Low-speed wind tunnel performance of high-speed
counterrotation propellers at angle-of-attack
[ NASA-TM-102292) p653 N89-25121
Spenwise lift distributions and wake velocity surveys of
a semi.span wing with a discontinuous twist
[ NASA-CR-177532] p653 N89-25122
Flow characteristics about a trailing edge
[UTIAS-TN-270] p 655 N89-25952
Performance and loads data from an outdoor hover test
of a Lynx tail rotor
[NASA-TM-101057] p 656 N89-25958
The Schlioren Observation System installed in the NAL
two-dimensional high-Reynolds number transonic wind
tunnel and attempts to improve it
|NAL-TR-964] p 693 N89.26015
Wind-tunnel investigation of aerodynamic characteristics
end wing pressure distributions of an airplane with
variable-sweep wings modified for laminar flow
[NASA-TM-4124] p 744 N89-26810
An experimental investigation of the ground vortex
created by a moving jet
[NASA-CR.181841) p 745 N89.26815
Aerodynamic parameters of an advanced fighter aircraft
estimated from flight data, Preliminary results
[NASA-TM-101631] p 784 N89-26861
Static internal performance of a nonaxisymmetric vaned
thrust reverser with flow splay capability
[NASA-TP-2933] p 747 N89-27634
Hypersonic prediction comparisons with experimental
data for a cone.cylinder at mach 6.86
[AD-A207583] p 747 N89-27636
Small scale model tests in small wind and water tunnels
at high incidence and pitch rates. Volume 3: Water tunnel
(HFF) data base
[AD.A208690] p 747 N89-27638
Mach 5 inlet CFD and experimental results
[NASA-TM-102317] p 778 N89-27670
Small scale model tests in small wind end water tunnels
at high incidence and pitch rates. Volume 2: Small wind
tunnel (ADF) data base
lAD-A208539) p 794 N89-27676
Small scale model tests in small wind and water tunnels
at high incidence end pitch rates. Volume 1: Test program
and discussion of results
[AD-A208647] p 821 N89-28488
Wind tunnel tests of 16 percent thick airfoil with 30
percent trailing edge flap at high angles of attack and
with flap angles
[FFA-TN-1985-58] p 823 N89-28500
A detailed survey of the flow passing through an
asymmetric contraction and parallel duct
[BAE.WWT-RP.RES.AXR-000194-) p 823 N89-28501
A detailed survey of the flow passing through an
asymmetric contraction and parallel duct
[BAE-WWT-RP-RES-AXR-000194-] p 823 N89-28502
Boundary.layer measurements on a transonic
low.aspect ratio wing
[NASA-TM-88214] p 823 N89-29305
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Species composition measurements in nonequillbdum
high-speed flows p 824 N89-Eg312
STOL end STOVL hot gas ingestion and airframe heating
tests in the NASA Lewis g. by 15.foot low.speed wind
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[NASA-TM-102101] p 824 N89-29323
WIND TUNNEL WALL8
Three-dimensional boundary layer transition on e
concave-convex curved well p 4 A89-I0187
Investigation on wall interference of low-speed wind
tunnel with slotted wails p8 A8g-11081
Convergence schemes for an adaptive.wall wind
tunnel p 41 A89.12560
Some new test results in the adaptive rubber tube test
section of the DF'VLR Goettingen p 115 A89-13819
Application of a flexible wall testing technique to the
NASA Langley 0.3.m Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
p 115 A89-13620
The application end improvement of 'wall pressure
signature' correction method for the tunnel wall
interference p 71 A89-13630
A wall pressure correction method for closed subsonic
wind tunnel test sections p 79 A89-16436
An investigation of wall interference correction to the
pressure measurement in low speed wind tunnel with solid
wells p 183 A89-19808
Effects of wind.tunnel wall absorption on acoustic
radiation of propellers p 266 A89-22285
Euler procedure for correcting two-dimensional
transonic wind.tunnel wall interference
p 215 A89-23184
Oce-dimensionai transonic gas flow in • porous-wall
wind tunnel p 217 A89-23692
Adaptive meesudng section in Gcettingen
p 249 A89-23814
Euler procedure for three-dimensional transonic well
interference p 218 A89-24307
Unsteady wall interference in rotary tests
[AIAA PAPER 69.0046] p 273 A89-25040
Sidewall boundary-layer removal effects on wall
adaptation in the Langley 0.3-metar transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 69-0148] p 334 A89-25131
Wind tunnel wall boundary layer control by Coenba wall
jets
[AIAA PAPER 89-0149] p 334 A8g-25132
Emerging technology for transonic wind.tunnel-well
interference assessment and corrections
[SAE PAPER 881454] p 336 A89.28220
Wind-tunnel wall effects on delta wings
p 445 A89-34884
Wail-interference corrections for parachutes in a closed
wind tunnel
(AIAA PAPER 89-0900] p 485 A89-35217
Calculation of wind-tunnel side.wall interference using
a three-dimensional multigrid Nevier-Stokes code
[AIAA PAPER 89-1790] p 579 A89-42026
The research of 2-D flexible wall self-correcfing wind
tunnel p 692 A89-46258
Optimal permeability of wind tunnel wells at low
supersonic velocities p 821 A89.54625
Highlights of experience with a flexible walled test
section inthe NASA Langley 0.3-metar transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[NASA-TM-101491] p 41 N89.10060
Adaptive wall technology for minimization of wall
interferences in transonic wind tunnels
[NASA-CR-4191] p 83 N89-11698
Theoretical and experimental studies of the transonic
flow field end associated boundary conditions near •
longitudinally-slotted wind-tunnel wall p 86 N89-12545
Wall adjustment strategy software for use with the NASA
Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel adaptive wall
test section
[NASA-CR-181694] p 151 N89-13400
Wind tunnel-sidewall-boundary.layer effects intransonic
airfoil testing-some correctable, but some not
p 338 N89-16864
NASA SC(2)-0714 airfoil data corrected for sidewall
boundary-layer effects in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic
cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TP-2890] p 301 N89.17568
New design of the nozzle section of a large subsonic
wind tunnel
[F+W-TF-1926]' p 339 N89-1760t
Two-dimensional test section with preadjusted adaptive
wells for low speed wind tunnel
(KTH-AERO-REPT-57] p 379 N89-19278
Test techniques: A survey paper on cryogenic tunnels,
adaptive wall test sections, and magnetic suspension end
balance systems p 486 N89-20955
Wall interference assessment end corrections
p 457 N89.20958
Two-measured vedeble method for wall interference
sesessmect/corraction p 457 N89-20959
Comparison of airfoil rseulte from an adaptive wall test
section end a porous wall test section
p 457 Ngg-20960
Capabilities of wind tunnels with two-adaptive wells to
minimize boundary Interference in 3-D model testing
p 488 N89-20961
Performance of the active sidewall boundary.layer
removal system for the Langley 0.3-metar Transonic
Cryogenic Tunnel
[NASA-CR-181793] p 486 N89-21004
Sidewall boundary layer study, with end without suction,
for the 150 mm chord CAST 7 airfoil st the T2 wind
tunnel p 520 N8g-22584
Hardware end operating features of the adaptive wall
test section for the 0.3-metar transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA.TM-4114] p542 N89-22614
Ejector effects on e supersonic nozzle at low altitude
and Mech number
[AD-A206049] p 594 N89-23427
An evaluation of three experimental processes for
two-dimeneionel transonic tests
[NASA.CR-181871] p 794 N89-27674
WIND TUNNELS
A new boundary layer wind tunnel
p 116 A89-16323
The Oetztai wind tunnel as basic idea end incentive
for planning the USAF research center AEDC Tullehoma
p 183 A89-20245
Performance of the forward scattering spectrometer
probe in NASA's Icing Research Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 89-0769] p 346 A89-25570
Color helium bubble flow-visualization technique
j:) 556 A89-39186
The flying wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 89-3378] p 757 A89-49103
Review of aeronautical wind tunnel facilities
[NASA-CR-183057] p 41 N89.10897
Performance of the forward scattering spectrometer
probe in NASA's icing research tunnel
[NASA-TM-1013ti1] p 129 N89-t2845
The wind tunnels of the national full.scale aerodynamics
complex p 339 N89-18388
Wind tunnel pressurization and recovery system
[NASA-CR-184591] p 408 N89-18499
Vistlng China's aerodynamics research and
development center
[AD-A203980] p 543 N89-22615
Investigation of the effects of increased sophistication
of simulation of the etmospherlc wind in wind tunnels
p 543 N89-22620
Langley aerospace test highlights, 1988
[ NASA-TM-101579] p635 N89-25112
Pressure msesurement technique of WT.WK ..- wind
tunnels
[DFVLR-MITT-88-11] p 693 N89-25243
A long-range laser velocimeter for the National
Full.ScalD Aerodynamics Complex: New developments
end experimental application
[NASA-TM-10t08t] p 708 N89-26207
Design and calibration of the mixing layer end wind
tunnel
[NASA.CR.185472] p 792 N8g.26866
Small scale model tests in small wind end water tunnels
at high incidence end pitch rates. Volume 1: Test program
end discussion of results
[AD-A208647] p 821 N89.28488
WIND TURBINES
Thick airfoil at low Reynolds number and high
incidence p 4 A89-10116
A perspective on modelling rotororeft in turbulence
p 393 Aag-31757
'Flight testing' a multi.megewatt wind turbine
p 709 A89-45131
Liquid crystals for surface shear stress visualization on
wind turbine airfoils
[DE88-017117] p267 N89-t 5730
Wind tunnel tests of 16 percent thick airfoil section with
spoilers at different chordwise positions --- wind turbines
[FFA-TN-t987-39] p 520 N89-22582
Three.dimensionel airfoil performance measurements
on • rotating wing
[DE89-009443] p 821 N89-28487
WIND VANES
A free-trailing vane flow direction indicator employing
a linear output Hall effqct transducer
p 336 A89-27675
WIND VELOCITY
A relationship between peak temperature drop end
velocity differential in • microburst p 867 A89-54777
Unsteady low-speed windtunnel test of e streked delta
wing, oscillating in pitch. Part 1: General description end
discussion of results
[AD.A196456] p 18 N89.10867
Evaluation of an updated da_gn of an internally lighted
wind cone
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/45] p 793 N8g-26868
WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Windehear avoidance - Requirements end proposed
system for airborne Ilder detection p 134 A89-15876
Performance analysis and technical assessment of
coherent lidar systems for airborne wind shear detection
p 104 A89-15877
WINDOWS (APERTURES)
Acoustic trensmlssibllity of advanced turboprop aircraft
windows p 204 A89-20143
WINDPOWER UTILIZATION
Three-dimensional airfoil performance measurements
on • rotating wing
[DE89-009443] p 821 N89-28487
WINDSHIELD8
Windscreen design end testing p 29 A89.12720
Specifications end measurement procedures and aircraft
transparencies
lAD-A209396] p 834 N89-28511
WING CAMBER
Aerodynamic design and integration of avadable camber
wing for • new generation long/medium range aircraft
p 92 A89-13529
Further generalization of an equivalent plate
representation for aircraft structural analysis
p 258 A89-24309
A new look at Theodorsen's method in aerofoil theory
p 443 A89-34621
An integrated design computational method for the wing
optimization camber and twist at subsonic and supersonic
flew p 646 A89-46256
Aerodynamic performance of wings of arbitrary plenform
in inviscid, incompressible, irrotationel flow
lAD-A200436] p 297 N89-16728
AFTI (Advanced Fighter Technology Intagration)/F-111
mission adaptive wing bdeflng to industry
[AD-A202467] p 530 N89-21787
WING FLAPS
Thin aerofoil with multiple slotted flap
p 816 A89-51625
Investigation of the effects of payload pods and airbrakse
on the longitudinal stability of the X-RAE 2 unmanned
aircraft in the 24 foot wind.tunnel
ERAE-TM-AERO.2124] p 103 N88-11744
A water tunnel study of Gurney flaps
_.NASA.TM-4071] p 151 N89.13395
Lift and longitudinal forces on
propellerlnecellelwinglflap systems
[ESDU.88031] p298 N89.16736
WING FLOW METHOD TESTS
An experimental study on aerodynamic performance of
Lippisch-type GEW --- Ground Effect Wing
p 6 A89-10544
Discrete nature of vortex formation with the onset of
circulation flow about • wing p 68 A89-13233
Advances in the computation of transonic separated
flows over finite wings p 442 A89-34427
WING LOADING
A vortex-lattice method for the calculation of wing-vortex
interaction in subsonic flow p 11 A89-11499
Approximation of free end bounded vortex sheets at
delta-wiogs p 11 A8g.lt500
A new approach for computing full unsteady
aerodynamic characteristics p 147 A89.19788
Local heat-trenefer cherectedsttcs of glaze-ice
accretions on an NACA 0012 airfoil p 256 A89-22816
V-22 testing - Flexing the Osprey's wings
p 249 A89-22941
The aidceds acting on helicopter rotor with combined
flapwiee banding, chordwise banding end torsion of twisted
nonuniform blades p 229 A89-23308
Aeroelestic prediction of rotor loads in forward flight
p 230 Aag-23320
Estimation of blade aidoeds from rotor blade bending
moments p 230 A89-23327
The determination of rotor blade loading from measured
strains p 232 A89-23366
Propeller/wing interaction
[AIAA PAPER 89-0535] p 311 A89-25429
The effects of eft-lceded airfoils on aircraft tdm drag
[AIAA PAPER 89-0836] p 312 A89-25605
Design of an all boron/epoxy doubler reinforcement for
the F-1 t 1C wing pivot fitting - Structural aspects
p 313 A89-27925
Spanloed optimization for strength designed liffing
surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 88-2512] p 314 A8g-28252
Aeroelasfic stability of aircraft with circulation control
wings
[AIAA PAPER 89-1184] p 387 A89-30674
Aeroelasfic stability and control of • highly flexible
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89.1187] p 388 A89-30677
A time domain panel method for wings
[AIAA PAPER 89-1323] p 368 A89-30800
Component-level analysis of composite box beams
[AIAA PAPER 89.1360] p 418 A89-30835
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WING NACELLE CONFIGURATIONS
Gust load alleviation of a transport.type wing - Test end
analysis p 405 A89-31856
Numerical analysis of three-dimensional non dgid
wings
[AIAA PAPER 89-0907] p 450 A89-36022
USAF/Lockheed F-117A has high wing sweep but low
wing loading p 528 A89.39234
Integral rudder system for aircraft staedng
p 539 A89-39258
A numerical method for calculating subsonic fully
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of wings in time
domain p 570 A89-4095g
The effects of wake migration dunng roll-up on blade
air loads p 570 A89-41091
Simulation of the interaction between aerodynamics and
vehicle dynamics in general unsteady ground effect
[AIAA PAPER 89-1498] p 571 A89-41570
C-130 Hercules outer wing residual strength tests
p 663 A89-45132
Method for simultaneous wing aerodynamic and
structural load prediction
[AIAA PAPER 89-2200] p 753 A89-47659
Thermal stress analysis of the NASA Dryden hypersonic
wing test structure p 856 A89.54340
Aeroelastic optimization of a helicopter rotor
p 316 N89-16778
Measured and predicted structural behavior of the
HiMAT tailored composite wing
[NASA-CR.166617] p411 N89-18530
Effect of winglets on loading mechanics and wing
assembly reactions p 654 N89-25137
Mechanical reaction of wings moving through a vortex
region p 654 N89-25139
Wind-tunnel investigation of aerodynamic charsctedstics
and wing pressure distributions of an airplane with
variable-sweep wings modified for laminar flow
[NASA.TM-4124] p 744 N89.26810
Evaluation of a strain-gege Ioed calibration on a
low-aspect-ratio wing structure at elevated temperature
[NASA-TP-2921] p 807 N89-28034
WING NACELLE CONFIGURATIONS
Wing laminar boundary layer in the presence of a
propeller slipstream p4 A89-10105
Propulsion.airframe integration for commercial and
military aircraft
[SAE PAPER 872411] p 35 A89-10637
Experimental and numerical study of propeller wakes
in axial flight regime p 69 A89-13560
The embedded gdd.concapt and TSP methods applied
to the calculation of transonic flow about
winglbodylnaoaliolpylon-configuratJ, one
p 94 A89-13606
Low speed wind tunnel investigation of propeller
slipstream aerodynamic effects on different oaoalle/wing
combinations p 97 A89.13878
Nacelle/pylon interference study on a 1/17th-scale,
twin-engine, low-wing transportmodel
[AIAA PAPER 8g-2480] p 665 Aag-46864
Block.structured solution of transonic flows around
wing/pylon/nacalle configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-2940] p 651 A89-47184
Numerical and experimental investigation of isolated
propeller wakes in axial flight p 737 A89-50063
The 3-D Eular and Nsvier-Stokes calculations for aircraft
components p 498 N89-20950
WING OSCILLATION8
Efficient algorithm for solution of the unsteady transonic
smail-dlsturbence equation p 4 Aag-10104
Unsteady transonic airfoil computation using implicit
Euler scheme on body,fixed gdd p 10 A89-11153
Calculation of unsteady transonic flow about oscillating
wings by el field panel method p 11 Aag-11498
Active flutter suppression for a wing model
p 111 A89-13824
Design and analysis of a high speed composite matadal
wing flutter model p 96 A89-13661
Lesding-edge vortex dynamics on a slender oscillating
wing p 78 A89-16092
On the theory of oscillating wings in sonic flow
p 82 A89-17121
A guide to classical flutter p 188 A89-18801
Measurements of the buffet boundary of wings in
transonic flow with hot-film method p 148 A89.19805
Transonic unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelestic
calculations about airfoils and wings
p 208 A89-21153
Wing rock generated by forebody vortices
p 312 A89-27735
Analytic simulation of higher harmonic control using a
new aeroalastic model
[AIAA PAPER 89-1321] p 390 A89-30798
A hybrid Doublet Lattice-Doublet Point Method for
general lifting surface configurations in subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-1322] p 368 A89-30799
Flutter of circulation control wings
p 394 A89-31863
Flutter of a wing with an aileron in transonic flow
p 539 A89-37461
Influence of pitching motion on subsonic wing rock of
slender delta wings p 514 A89.39187
A new flight flutter excitation system
p 663 A89.45140
Unsteady transonic airfoil computation using implicit
Euler scheme on body-fixed gnd p 652 A89-47358
Flow visualization study of delta wings in wing-rock
motion
[AIAA PAPER 89-2187] p 721 A89-47648
Vortex flows created by sinusoidal oscillation of
thrae-dimensiooal wings
[AIAA PAPER 89-2227] p 724 A89-47683
Unsteady flows produced by small amplitude oscillations
of the canard of an X-29 model
[AIAA PAPER 89-2229] p 724 A89-47685
A simplified method for determining the natural
frequency of helicopter rotor blades p 754 A89-48003
Development of an analytical model of wing rock for
slender delta wings p 728 A89-48658
Analytical study of the subsonic wing-rock phenomenon
for slender delta wings p 782 A89.50058
Wing-flutter calculations with the CAP.TSD unsteady
transonic small-disturbance program
p 761 A89-50068
Vortical patterns in the wake of an oscillating airfoil
p 803 A89-50535
Fixed-sign condition for integral quadratic forms and
stability of systems with distributed parameters
p 875 A89.54540
A wind tunnel investigation at low speed of the flow
about a straked delta wing, oscillating in pitch
[NLR-MP-87046-U] p85 N89-11715
Wata_ tunnel investigation of the vortex dynamics of
periodically pitched wings
[AD-A206359] p 595 N89-24271
Some computations of unsteady Nevier.Stokes flow
around oscillating airfoil/wing
[NAL-TR-IOO4T] p 822 N89-28492
Some effects of aerocb.,oamic spoilers on wing flutter
[NASA-TM-101632] p 825 N89-29324
WING PANELS
Study of the engine influence on wings with modern
high-bypass propulsion concepts
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Effect of advanced component technology on helicopter
transmissions
[NASA.TM-101431] p 193 N89.13794
Experimental verification of the thermodynamic
properties for a jet-A fuel
[NASA.TM-101475] p 342 N89.17017
High speed balancing applied to the T700 engine
[NASA-CR-180899] p 497 N89-20472
Army Aviation Systems Command, Fort Eustts, VA.
Evolving crashworthiness design criteria
p 380 N89-18423
Army Aviation Systems Command, Hampton, VA.
Water intrusion in thin-skinned composite honeycomb
sandwich structures p 410 A89-29458
Application of a PC based, real-time, data-aquisition
system in rotorcraft wind.tunnel testing
[NASA-TM-4119] p630 N89.24079
Army Aviation Systems Command, Moffett Field, CA.
An entropy and viscosity corrected potential method for
rotor performance prediction p 145 A89-18857
Dynamic perspective displays and the control of tilt-rotor
aircraft in simulated flight p 174 A89-18867
Command
An interactive boundary-layer procedure for oscillating
airfoils including trsnsiticn effects
[AIAA PAPER 89-0020] p 271 A89-25016
Flow visualization studies of the Mech number effects
on the dynamic stall of an oscillating airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 89-0023] p 271 A89.25019
Design and development of • compressible dynamic stall
facility
[AIAA PAPER 89-0647] p335 A89-25511
The free-wake prediction of rotor hover performance
using a vortex embedding method
[AIAA PAPER 89-0638] p 296 A89.28443
Nevier-Stokes simulations of tip vortices for fixed end
rotating helicopter blades ) 368 A89-31343
A computer.based Safety Assessment for Flight
Evacuation - SAFE ) 380 A89-31650
A prediction of high-speed rotor noise
[AIAA PAPER 86-1132] ) 564 A89-36220
An experimental end computational study of rotor-vortex
interactions ) 513 A89-38553
Analytical modeling of helicopter static and dynamic
induced velocity in GRASP ) 513 A89.38555
Unsteady interaction of a rotor with • vortex
[AIAA PAPER 89-1848] ) 584 A89-42076
Aeromechenice led men.machine integration
technology opportunities for rotorcraft of the 1990s and
beyond
[AIAA PAPER 89.2065] p 716 A89-49434
A cdtical assessment of wind tunnel results for the NACA
0012 airfoil p 300 N89-16847
Survey of Army/NASA rotorcraft aeroelastic stability
research
[NASA-TM-t01026] p 618 N89-24329
Army Aviation Systems Commend, Saint Loula, Me.
Thrae-dimensionai singular points in aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-100045] p 487 N89.20964
Army Cold Region= RelNlarch and Englneerl_ lab.,
Hanover, NH.
Herd-surface runways in Antarctica
[AD-A200444] p 249 N8g-15931
Response of pavement to freeze-thaw cycles: Lebanon,
New Hampshire, regional airport
[AD-A205559] p 626 N89-23740
Army Construction Engineering Research lab.,
Champaign, IL.
Attenuation of blast waves using foam and other
materials
[AD-A203148] p 505 N89-21632
Army Engineer Witarweys Experiment Station,
Vicksburg, MS.
Evaluation of barder cable impact pad materials
[AD-A204356] p 542 N89-21811
Design criteria for aggregate-surfaced roads and
airfields
[AD-A207059] p 694 N89-26019
Evaluation of nondestructive test equipment for airfield
pavements. Phase 1: Calibration test results and field data
collection
[AD.A207189] p694 N89.26020
Army Materials Technology Lab., Watertown, MA.
Environmentally induced discontinuiUes in transparent
polymers
[AD-A205483] p 550 N8g-22768
Army Missile Command, Reclatone Anmnol, AL
Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) two versus three level
maintenance support concept study
[AD-A200665] p 270 N89.17564
Army I_'opukdon lab., Cleveland, OH.
Advanced transmission studies p 189 A89-18906
Contingency power for small turboshatt engines
p 239 A89-22291
Performance of the forward soattedng spectrometer
probe in NASA's Icing Research Tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 89-0769] p 346 A89-25570
A review and forecast of engine system research at
the Army Propulsion Directorate p 533 A89-36397
Army Research end Technology labs., Moffett Field,
CA.
Helicopter roll control effectiveness criteria program
summary
[NASA-CR-177477] p 39 N89.10046
Arnold Engineering Development Center, Arnold Air
Force Station, TN.
Flow-field characteristics and normal-force correlations
for delta wings from Mech 2.4 to 4.6
[AIAA PAPER 89-0026] p 272 A89-25022
Influence of wing geometry on loading-edge vortices and
vortex-induced aerodynamics at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89.0085] p 274 A89.25075
An empirical look at tolerances in setting icing test
conditions with particular application to icing similitude
[AD.A198941] p 156 N89.13418
Investigation of the development of laminar
boundary-layer instabilities along a cooled-wall cone in
hypersonic flows
[AD.A202587] p 458 N89-20966
CORPORA TE SOURCE
PARC code validation for propulsion flows
[AD-A204293] p 557 N89-22066
Aolron Research end Engloeedng, Santa Moolce, CA.
Measurements of propeller noise in a light turboprop
airplane p 233 A8g-24306
Aitron Research end Engineering, Sunnyvale, CA.
Demonstration of oblique detonation wave for
hypersonic propulsion
[AD.A208268] p 776 N89-26856
Atmospheric Science Aeaoofates, Concord, MA.
Three-dimensional trajectory analyses of two drop sizing
instruments - PMS gAP and PMS FSSP
p 397 A8g-30966
Auburn International, Inc., Denverlk MA.
Mass flow measurement of liquid cryogens using the
tdboelectric effect
[NASA-CR-179519] p 129 N89.12837
Auburn Univ., AL
The laminar boundary layer on an airfoil started
impulsively from rest p 86 N89-12540
Rotordycemic analysis of e beadng tester
p 498 N89-21759
A comparison of rutting behavior of asphalt concrete
under the F.4C/G and F-15C/D aircraft
[AD-A208911] p794 N89-27878
Avco-Everett Reaeerch lab., MA.
Improved numerical methods for turbulent viscous
recircuiating flows p 131 N89-12895
Avoo Lycomlng DIv., Stratford, CT.
Unsteady Euler cascade analysis
[AIAA PAPER 89-0322] p 295 A89.28406
T55-L-714 engine development and qualification: Tip
clearance analysis
[AD-A198849] p 177 N89.13431
Aviation Safety Commlealon, Washington, DC.
Aviation Safety Commission. Volume 1:
Recommendations
[PB88-209069] p 224 N89-15899
Avlons Marcel Deaeault, Saint-Cloud (France).
Bolted scarf joints in carbon composite materials.
Comparison between assemblies with an interference fit
and those with play p 343 N89-17702
Avlone Marcel Oemult-Breguat Aviation, Saint-Cloud
(France).
Developments end perspectives at AMD-BA in the field
of impact end crash sizing p 381 N89-18427
Integration of vocal dialogue on-board a combat
aircraft p 399 N89-18471
Modeling functional specifications for onboard
software p 770 N89-27658
B
Bailey Control= Co., Wickllffe, OH.
Engine combustion optimization by exhaust analysis
[PB89-195788] p 859 N89-28588
Ballistic Research labs., Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD.
Internal pressure measurements for a liquid payload at
low Reynolds numbers
[AD-A197438] p 191 N89-13727
Numenoal computations of transonic critical
aerodynamic behavior
[AD-A202412] p 379 N89-19277
A multiddver shock tube model of a large blast
simulator
[AD.A208324] p 793 N89-26871
Bath Univ. (England).
An experimental study of sonic and supersonic nozzles
and their application to high pressure ejectors for aircraft
attitude control p260 N89-16117
Battelle Columbus labs., OH.
Fuel-additive system for test cells
[AD-A200801 ] p342 N89.17681
Development of a rotary value for pulse combustion
applications
[PB89-131114] p 496 N89-20468
Bell Communications Research, Inc., Ptacetawey, NJ.
Second order accurate finite difference approximations
for the transonic small disturbence equation and the full
potential equation p 444 A89-34740
Bell Helicopter Co., Fort Worth, TX.
Investigation of difficult component effects on FEM
vibration prediction for the AH-1G helicopter
p 162 A89-18879
Civil tiltrotor aircraft - A compadson of five candidate
designs p 163 A89-18882
Bentty Rotor Dynamics Research Corp., Mlnden, NV.
Role of circumferential flow in the stability of
fluid-handling machine rotors p 561 N89-22915
Influence of rubbing on rotor dynamics, part 2
[NASA.CR-183649-PT-2] p 706 N89-25464
C-4
CORPORA TE SOURCE Callfomlll Univ.
Boeing Advanced Systems Co., Seattle, WA.
Pressure and heat transfer investigation of • modified
NASP baseline configuration el M = 6
[AIAA PAPER 89-0246] p 339 A89-25208
A model for 3-D sonic/supereonic transverse fuel
injection into s supersonic air stream
[AIAA PAPER 89-0460] p 345 A89-25376
Lightning tests on an all-composite helicopter
p 21 N89-10452
Optical fire detector testing inthe aircraft engine nacelle
fire test simulator
[AD-A197974] p 168 N89.13427
Fire extinguishing agent evaluation in the Aircraft Engine
Nacelle Fire Test Simulator (AENFTS)
lAD-A198523] p 157 Ng9-14227
Advanced air separation module performance
evaluation
[AD.A198401] p 224 N89-15088
Additional development of the XTRAN3S computer
program
[NASA-CR-181743] p 452 N89-20922
Hot surface ignition tests of aircraft fluids
[AD-A207372] p 797 N99-26937
Boeing Co., Seattle, WA.
Experiences with • prevalidetion methodology for
designing integreted/propolaion control system
architectures
[AIAA PAPER 89-2703] p 688 A89-47030
Airplane tests of enhanced emergency smoke venting
[D218N301] p 658 N89-2§976
Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Seattle, We.
Stability of 3D wing boundary layer on a SST
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 59-0036] p 272 A89-25031
Design of integrated autopiiot/autofhrottle for NASA
TSRV airplane using integral LQG meti_dotogy
[AIAA PAPER 59-3595] p 849 A89-52674
World jet airplane inventory at year-end 1987
[PB88-t91168] p 62 N89-116g0
Pilot factors guidelines for the operational inspection
of navigation systems
[NASA-CR.181644] p 91 N89-12557
Coupling lineadzed fer-fleld boundary conditions with
nonlinear near-field solutions in transonic flow
[AD-A198721] p 153 N89-13405
Damage tolerant composite wing panels for transport
aircraft
[NASA-CR-3951] p 251 1t89-15187
Integrated eutopilot/autothrottle for the NASA TSRV
B.737 aircraft: Design and verification by nonlinear
simulation
[NASA-CR-4217] p 248 N89-15928
Flight survey of the 757 wing noise field and its effects
on laminar boundary layer transition. Volume 1: Program
description and data anelyais
[NASA-CR.178216] p 424 N89-18865
Flight survey of the 757 WIOGnoise field and its effects
on laminar boundary layer transition, Volume 2: Data
compilation
[NASA-CR-178217] p 426 N89-19505
An experimental evaluation of S-duct inlet-diffuser
configurations for tuYooprop offset gearbox applicetkxts
[NASA-CR.179454] p 426 N89-19556
Development and application of • program to calculate
transonic flow around an oscilleting three_dimensional wing
using finite difference procedures
[NASA-CR-18t 744] p450 N89.20093
Transonic CFD applications at Boeing
p 453 N89-20929
The 4D-TECS integration for NASA TSRV airplane
[NASA-CR.4231] p 615 N89-2347f
Descent strategy comparisons for TNAV-equippod
aircraft under alq_ane.prete_ed oparatingcor_tions
[ NASA-CR-4248] p890 N8g-26011
High-speed civil transport study. Summary
[NASA.CR-4234] p 766 N89-27647
High-speed civil transport study
[NASA.CR-4233] p 766 N8g-27648
Boeing Helicopter Co., Philadelphia, PA.
Civil tiltrotor aircraft - A compariSOn of five candidate
designs p 163 A89-18882
Dynamic inflow for practical applications
p 147 A89-19625
Blede-vortex interaction p 508 A89-36905
A look at tomorrow's civil tiltrotor
[SAWE PAPER 1820] p 762 A89-50816
Ground shake test of the Boeing Model 360 helicopter
airframe
[NASA-CR-181766] p 627 N89-23920
Plan, formulate, discuss and correlate • NASTRAN finite
element vibrations model of the Boeing Model 360
helK:opter airframe
[NASA-CR-t 81787] p707 N89-25480
Boetng Military Airplane Development, Seattle, We.
CEPS: An artificial intelligence approach to avionics
maintenance p 201 N89-14749
Extensions and improvements on XTRAN3S
p 433 Nsg-19236
Computerized structural mechanics for 1990's:
Advanced aircraft needs p 628 N89-24640
Bolt, BemmcX, and Newnum, Inc., combrk/ge, Me.
Integrating causal reasoning st different levels of
abstraction p 355 A89-27609
Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc., Cenoga Park, CA.
Detailed design specification for a prototype Assessment
System for Aircraft Noise (ASAN)
[AD-A197936] p 204 N89-14818
Noise end sonic boom impact technology. PCBOOM
computer program for sonic boom research, volume 1
[AD-A206290] p 594 N89-2342g
Noise and sonic boom impact technology. PCBOOM
computer program for sonic boom research. Volume 2:
Program Usars/Compoter operations manual
[AD-A206291] p 594 N89-23430
Bneton Univ., MA.
BEM for wave equation with boundary in arbitrary motion
applications to compressible potential aerodynamics
of airplanes and helicopters p 5 A89-10192
6dtlah Aerospace Almrsft Group, Preston (England).
Joguar/Tomedo intake dos_n p 299 N89-t6743
Intakes for high angle of attack p 315 N89-16745
Intake drag p 299 N89-16747
Embedding formal methods in SAFRA
p 431 N89-18455
IMtlsh A*n_neoe Aircraft Group, We, ton (England).
T_'ee generations of software engineering for airborne
systems p 432 N89-18465
llrltleh Aermq_me Public Ltd. CO., Prncton (England).
Accurate drag estimation using a single component drag
model technique p 337 N89-16856
A detailed survey of the flow passing through an
asymmetric contraction and parallel duct
[BAE-WWT-RP-RES-AXR-000194.] p 823 N89-28501
A detailed survey of the flow passing through an
asymmetric contraction end parall_ duct
[BAE.WWT-RP-RES-AXR-000194.] p 823 N89-28502
Brown, Bored und Cle A.G., Mannhelm (Germany,
F.R.).
Ceramic thermal barrier coatings for gas turbine
components exposed to hot gases
[ETN-88-93227] p f08 N89-1f747
Brunel Univ., Uxbrldge (England).
The quality of fibre reinforced thermoplastics
mouldings p 196 N89-13839
Bundesenstan fuer Flugslcherung, Frankfurt am Main
(Germany, F.R.),
Activ_e6 report in air traffic control
[ETN-89-93513] p 309 N89-17586
Ikmmu vwnu, Pads (France).
Trend monitoring of a turboprop en_ne at low and mean
power p 321 N89-16801
C
California Inst. of Te_h., Pasadena.
Tip vortices: Single phase and cevitating flow
phenomena p 378 N89-19271
California Polytachnlc State U_v. San _ Obtepo.
Measured and predicted structural behavior of the
HiMAT tailored composite wing
[NASA*CR-166617] p411 N89-18530
Thermal analy_s of a hypersonic wing test atrocture
[NASA-CR.1853f9] p 595 N89-24265
Anaiym of leading edge separation using a low order
pan_ method
[NASA-CR-f85892] p 822 N89-28493
Cetifom_ State Potytechntc Univ., Pomona.
The Flying Diamond: A joined aircraft configuration
design project, volume 1
[NASA-CR-184699] p 360 N89-18407
Weverider, volume 2
[NASA-CR-184700] p 360 N89-18408
The Hodzon: A blended wing aircraft configuration
design project, volume 3
[NASA-CR-1847Of] p 360 N89.18409
The Leading Edge 250: Oblique wing akoraft
configuration project, volume 4
[NASA-CR-184702] p360 N89-18410
CONDOR: Long endurance high altitude vehicle, volume
5
[NASA-CR-184703] p 360 N89-18411
California State Univ., Long Beach.
Viscouslinvlacld interaction procedure for
high-amplitude oscillating airfoils p 70 A89-13579
Further comparisons of interactive boundary-layer and
thin-layer Navler-Stokes procedures p 149 A89-20137
Calculation of flow over iced ak'folls
p 570 A89-40905
Effects of environmentally imposed roughness on airfoil
performance
[NASA-CR.179639] p88 N89-11725
California State Univ0 at Long Beach.
Temperature effect on stress cencentrstion around
circular hole in • composite material specimen
representative of X-29A forward-swept wing aircraft
[NASA.CR-179439] p 194 N89-14456
California Univ., Berkeley.
On the design of nonlinear controllers for flight control
systems
[AIAA PAPER 59-3459] p 845 A89-52582
The con¢.eptuai design of a Mech 2 Oblique Flying Wing
supersonic trsnspod
[NASA-CR-177529] p 671 N69-25233
An economic mod_ for evaluating high-speed airc_fl
designs
[NASA-CR-177530] p 671 N89-25235
California Univ., Devla.
Boundary.layer transition effects on airplane stability and
control p 39 A89-12556
Effects el compressibility on design ot subsonic
fuselages for natural laminar flow p 100 A89-16087
Sheared wing.tip aerodynamics. Wind-tunnal end
computational investi_Ltion p 361 A89-29t62
Convergence acceleration of viscous end invlacid
hypersonic flow calculations
[AIAA PAPER 59.1875] p 586 A89-42100
Wind-tunnal Invsetigetions of wings with serrated sharp
trailing edges p 641 A89-45.'_2
High-alpha aerodynamic charscteristics of crescent and
elliptic wings
[AIAA PAPER 89-2240] p 726 A89-47694
Self-tuning Generalized Predictive Control appfled to
terrain following flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-3450] p 843 A89-52549
Evaluation of a technique for predicting longitudinal
pilot-induced-oscillations
[AtAA PAPER 89.3517] p 847 A89-52609
Design and evaluation of a cockpit disp_y for hovering
flight
[NASA-CR-183247] p 42 N89-tOg00
Velocfly.scaiar ixIf methods for tudoulent shear flows
with two-pdint time scales p 84 N89-11706
Vector potential methods p 455 N89-20939
High angle-of-attack aerodynersic chersotedstics of
crescent and elliptic wings
[NASA-CR-184992] p 593 N89-23418
Califomta Univ., trv_e.
Evolution of particle-laden jet flows - A theoretical and
experimental study p 348 A89-27693
CsMornle Univ., Los Angeles.
Aercelesticity and structural optimization of rotor blades
with swept tips p 94 A89-13612
Design of a simple active controller to suppress
helicopter air resomince p 162 A89-18_77
Rotor blade sercelasticity in forward flight with an implicit
aercx:lynamic formuletion p229 A89-23180
Time domain unsteady incompressible cascade airfoil
theory for helicopter rotors in hover p 362 A89-29184
Analytic simulation of higher harmonic control using a
new seroelastic model
[AIAA PAPER 89-1321] p390 A89-30798
On some numerical schemes for transonic flow
problems p 569 A89-39867
Aeroetesticity and structural optimization of helicopter
rotor blades with swept tips p 29 N69-10887
Efficient load measurements using singular ve_ue
CW_xnpo=_on
[ NASA-CR.184614] p202 N89-14795
Active control helicopter eeromechenical and
8eroelestic instabilities p 483 N89-20149
Transverse jets in coml_e_ible croesflow-
p 452 N89-20923
Hypersonic drone design: A multidisoipiinim/
experience
[NASA-CR-184740] p 473 N89-20981
Control augmented structurel optimization of
aemelaaiP__ly tailored fiber composite wings
[AD*A204534] p 530 N89-21791
Structural optimiz=tlon of rotor blades with straight and
Swept tips subject to aeroelest_ constraints
p667 N89-25t 52
An inte_'ated approach to the optimum design of actively
conVolled composite wings p 670 N89-25194
Evolution and structure of the bow echo/microburst
events
[PB89-174767] p 808 N89-27309
cagfomle Univ., Riverside.
Atmospheric photochemical modeling of turbine engine
fuels and exhausts. Computer model devek_oment, volume
I
[AD-A1986gO] p 196 N89-13832
At_ photoollemicai modeling of turbine engine
fuels and exhausts. Computer model development, volume
2
[AD-A198691] p 196 N89-13833
C-5
Calspan-Buffalo Univ. Research Center CORPORA TE SOURCE
Celspen-Buffnlo Univ. Research Center, NY.
Turbine-stage heat transfer Comparison of
short-duration measurements with state-of-the-art
predictions p 126 A89.16458
Studies of the structure of attached and separated
regions of viscous/ioviscid interaction and the effects of
combined surface roughness and blowing in high Reynolds
number hypersonic flows
[AD.A204364] p 518 N89-21774
Calapan Corp., Arnold AFS, TN.
Unsteady aerodynamic simulation of multiple bodies in
relative motion
[AIAA PAPER 89-1996] p 577 A89-41839
Calapan Corp., Buffalo, NY.
Transmission and reflection on pressure waves by
compressor and turbine stages, based on an actuator-disk
model
[AD-A203513] p 496 N89-20426
Species composition measurements in nonequilibrium
high-speed flows p 824 N89-29312
Calspec F/aid Services, Inc., Arnold AFS, TN.
Two-measured variable method for wall interference
assessment/correction p 457 N89-20959
Investigation of the development of laminar
boundary.layer instabilities along a cooled-wall cone in
hypersonic flows
[AD-A202587] p 458 N89-20966
Cambridge Acoustical Associates, Inc., MA.
Liffing-surface theory for proptan vortices impinging on
a downstream wing p 578 A89-42013
Cambridge Univ. (England).
Calculations of inlet distortion induced compressor flow
field instability p 818 A89.52498
Analysis of 3D viscous flows in transonic compressors
p 329 N89-16831
Cameron Force Co., Houston, TX.
The application of process modelling to heat treatment
of superalloys p 252 N89-15281
Canadian Forces Base Trenton, Aetra (Ontario).
CF-18/F404 transient pedormance trending
p 328 N89-16814
Carnegie Inst. of Tech., Pittsburgh, PA.
An efficient method for predicting the vibratory response
of linear structures with friction interfaces. Volume 2:
Steady-state vibrations of a 2.1x_dy system with a frictional
interface
[AD-A197022] p 128 N89.12081
Carneglo-Mefion Univ., Pittsburgh, PA,
Simultaneous computation of jet turbulence and noise
[AIAA PAPER 89-1091) p 491 A89-33731
Functional performance specification for an inertial
navigation system
[AO-A204850] p 526 N89-21785
An OOD (Object-Oriented Design) paradigm for flight
simulators, 2nd edition
[AD-A204849] p 542 N89-21813
Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH.
Experimental and numerical investigation of an oblique
shock wave/turbulent boundary layer interaction with
continuous suction
[AIAA PAPER 89-0357] p 296 A89.28407
A seal test facility for the measurement of isotropio and
enisotropic linear rotordynemic characteristics
p 560 N89.22905
Cetanla Univ. (italy).
Numerical solution of compressible Navier-Stokse
flows p 422 N89-18618
CCS Associates, Bethel Perk, PA.
Heat pipe cooling for scramjet engines
[NASA-CR-4036] p 259 N89-15351
Central Research Inst. of Electric Power Industry,
Tokyo (Japan).
Simulation analysis on ceramic gas turbine
[DE88.756469] p 548 N89-21926
Central State Univ., Wilberforce, OH.
Theoretical model for stabilization of clay-silt airport
pavement subgrede systems. Phase 1: Laboratory
investigation. Phase 2: Rutting tests
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/20-PHASE-1/2] p793 N89-27673
Centre Aeroporte de Toulouse (France).
Remote guidance of payloads under maneuverable
parachutes
[E-639] p 115 N89-12871
Study of the aerodynamic situation along the C 160
aircraft in parachuting configuration
[DAT-88-06] p 299 N89.16756
Centre d'Esebis Aeronautlque Toulouse (France).
Creep tests for slow and fast fatigue conditions on
aluminum alloy specimens
[REPT-M0-535200] p45 N89-11020
Development of an eddy current nondestructive analysis
method, the Elotest UL4, without disassembly of fixations.
Test report M7-614800
[REPT-M7-614800] p 128 N89-12075
Method and means for ground crash testing at the Centre
d'Esseis Aeroneutique de Toulouse: Application to the SA
341 and As 332 helicopters p 382 N88-18432
Lightning campaign 85186 Transsll C160 A04: Flying
tests
(REPT-85/535800] p 396 N89-t9297
Materials tests: Means and techniques
p 548 N89-21983
Failure analysis: Analysis of landing gear fatigue test
results for mechanical sad metallurgical considerations in
order to determine the authorized run time
p 558 N89.21984
Centre d'Etudea AerodynsmklueS et Thermiquea,
Poitiers (France).
interaction between an isolated vortex and a wing
profile
[ETN-89-94364] p 520 N89-22579
Centre d'Etudee et de Rectmrnhse, Toulouse (France).
Investigation on of the flow around • backward facing
step with spanwise blowing
[CERT.RF.OA-68/225g-AYO] p 17 Nag.10859
Experimental investigation of flow near a corner, part
2
[CERT-RT-OA.24/5025-AYD] p 17 N89-10861
Three dimensional shear flow. Analysis of the flow in
a delta arrow wing with incidence angle
[CERT-RTS.-OA-25/5025-AYD) p 17 N89-10864
Study of three dimensional boundary layers on the front
of a fuselage end at an air intake
[CERT-OA-22/5025-AYD ] p53 N89.11184
Boundary layer transition
[CERT-OA-40/5018-AYD] p 53 N89.11167
Sidewall boundary layer study, with end without suction,
for the 150 mm chord CAST 7 airfoil at the T2 wind
tunnel p 520 N89-22564
Implementation of a two-component laser anemometer
at the T2 wind tunnel
[A-5OI-H] p 558 N89-22879
Analysis of the boundary layer of a delta wing in
incidence
[CERT-RT-OA-26/5025-AYD] p 596 N89-24274
Expoflmental investigation of • three dimensional wake
in the vicinity of • wing-body junction
[CERT-0A-29/5025.AYD] p 825 N89-29325
Centre de Vllloroche, Moleay (France).
Bleding design for cooled high-pressure turbines
p 778 N89.27668
Centre National d'Etudel Sl_ltlalelh Toulouse (France).
Flight mechanics and eerothermodynemic software
[CNES-CT/DTI/MS/MN/069] p 4 N89-10839
CESl, Milan (Italy).
Some in-field experiences of non-synchronous vibrations
in large rolating machinery p 559 N89-22894
Cherlea River Analytica, Inc., Cambridge, MA.
Application of precomputed control laws in a
reconfigurable aircraft flight control system
p 538 A89-36931
Chelton (Electrostatics) Ltd., Merlow (England).,
Israel Air Force (IAF) in-service aircraft lightning strike
and damage survey p 55 N89-10431
Chtha Aeronautical Eetabillhrmmt, BelJlng.
Study of the real emulation of the electronic integrated
system
[PB89-118271] p 557 N89-22018
Acceleration test for aircraft low-pass filter
[PB89-116263] p 557 N89-22807
Cincinnati Univ., OH,
Transonic flow solutions using a composite velocity
procedure for potential, Euler and RNS equations
p 211 A89-22337
Analysis sad control of unsteady separated flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1018] p 417 A89-30528
3-D composite velocity solutions for subsonic/traneenic
flows p 371 A89-32315
3-D composite velocity solutions for subsonic/transonic
flow over efterbor/ies
[AIAA PAPER 89-1837] p 582 A89-42065
Parallel dynamic programming for on-line flight path
optimization
[AIAA PAPER 89-3615] p 832 A89.52693
Simulation of 2.dimensional viscous flow through
cascades using • semi-ei/iptic analysis and hybrid C-H
grids
[NASA.CR-4180] p 88 N89-12553
Part 5 and 6: Turbomechinory performance deterioration
and retention p 241 N89.15919
Part 3: Particle trajectories in axial and radial
turbomechines end inlet separators p 260 N89-15922
Pert 4: Blade erosion prediction p 241 N89-t5923
LDV measurements and investigation of flow field
through radial turbine guide vanes p 538 N89-22609
Ctty Cog. of the City Univ. of New York, NY.
Eigenstructure assignment for the control of highly
augmented aircraft p 538 A89-36930
An experimental study of near wall flow parameters in
the blade end-wall comer region
[NASA-CR-4211] p 223 N89-15898
Civil Aeromedlcal Inst., Oklahoma City, OK.
Studies of poststrike air traffic control specialist trainees.
Part 2: Selection and screening programs
[AD-A199t77] p 526 N89-22595
Civil Aviation Authority, London (England).
UK airmisses involving commercial air transport
[CAA-3/88] p 658 N89-25143
Clomson Univ., SC.
Fracture criteria for discontinuously reinforced metal
matrix composites
[NASA-CR-t81175] p 44 N89-10125
Coherent Technologies, Inc., Boulder, CO.
Performance analysis and technical assessment of
coherent lider systems for airborne wind shear detection
p 104 A89-15877
Coleman Reeaerch Corp., Huntavlile, Ai-
Expendable sir vehioles/high altitude balloon
technology
lAD-A206972] p 745 N89-26813
College of William end Mary, Wiillamsiburg, VA.
Pulse shaping and extraction of information from
ultrasonic reflections in composite materials
p 125 A89-15488
Optimization Ofslender wings for centor-of-preesure shift
due to change in Mech number p 154 N89-14897
Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins.
Coherent Raman spectroscopy for supersonic flow
measurements p 83 N89-11699
Supersonic jet studies of fluorene clustered with water,
ammonia and piporidine
lAD.A209562] p 860 N89-29497
Colorado Univ., Boulder,
Toward dynamic separation without dynamic stall
p 2t4 A89-22805
Transonic aeroelesticity analysis for rotor blades
[AIAA PAPER 89-2212] p 798 A89-47669
Numerical study of a multipurpose transonic wind tunnel
with an adaptable injection.suction system
p 543 N89-22621
Computation of dynamics and control of unsteady
vortical flows p 627 N89-23822
Columbia Univ., New York, NY.
Response of discretely stiffened structures and
transmission of structure-borne noise
p54 N89-11270
Complam, inc., Hampton, VA.
A high speed data acquisition system for the analysis
of velocity, density, and total temperature fluctuations at
transonic speeds
[SAE PAPER 88145t ] p 691 A89.45248
A new look at wind tunnel flow quality for transonic
flows
[SAE PAPER 881452] p 692 A89-45249
Computational Mechenica Co., Austin, TX.
Thermo-visuoplastic analysis of hypersonic structures
subjected to severe aerodynamic heating
]AIAA PAPER 89-1226] p 388 A89-30713
Analysis of flow-, thermal, and structural-interaction of
hypersonic structures subjected to severe aerodynamic
heating
lAD-A205077] p 518 N89-21775
Computer ReSOurce Management, Inc., Atlantic City,
NJ.
Lightning information database p 55 N89-10432
Computer Resource Management, Inc., Vienna, VA.
National Airspace System Search and Rescue
operational concept (NAS-SR-1329)
[DOT/FAA/DS-89/07] p 597 N89-23435
Computer Sclances Corp., Fefia Church, VA.
Conversion to Ade: Does it really make sense
p 431 N89-18453
Computer Sctancee Corp., Hampton, VA.
Grid generation and invisold flow computation about a
cranked-winged airplane geometry p 78 A89-16093
Computer Sclancse Corp., Huntsville, AL
Analysis of extreme wind shear
[AIAA PAPER 89-0710] p 352 A89-25549
Computer Technology Aseoolatea, Inc., McLean, VA.
Evaluation of low data rate voice CODECS for air traffic
control applications
[DOTIFAAICT-TN89113] p 805 N89-27047
Computer Technology Aseoclates, Inc,, Ridgecrest,
CA.
Automated Ada code generation for military avionics
p 432 N89-18459
Computing Devloee Co., Ottawa (Ontario).
Installed thrust as a predictor of engine health for jet
engines p 327 N89-16806
Concrete Technology Information Analysis Center,
Vicksburg, MS.
Evaluation ot barrier cable impact pad materials
[AD-A207554] p 792 N89-26864
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Conneotlout Unlv., Stomk
Constitutive modelling of single crystal and diractionaily
solidified superaiioys p 120 N89-12912
X-ray based extansometry
[NASA-CR-188058] p 708 N89-25432
Continuum Dynemlco, Inc., Princeton, NJ.
Compedsons of predicted and measured rotor
performance in hover using a new free wake analysis
p 185 A89-18933
Problems in understanding aircraft icing dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 89-0735] p 302 A89-25553
Vortex dynamics for rotororeft interectionai
aerodynamics
[AD-A200128] p 297 N89-16726
Performance optimization for rotors in hover and axial
flight
[NASA-CR-177524] p 459 N89-20973
Enhancements to a new free wake hover analysis
[NASA-CR-177523] p 592 N89-23414
Feasibility of predicting performance degradefion of
airfoils in heavy rain
[NASA-CR-181842] p 857 N89-25973
Control Data Corp., Mlnneapolla, MN.
An avionics software expert system design
p 433 N89-18487
Coordinating Research Council, Inc., Atlanta, GA.
Aviation fuel lubdcity evaluation
[AD-A198197] p 177 N89-13434
Cornefl Univ., Itheoa, NY.
Diagonal implicit multigrid algorithm for the Euler
equations p g A89-11110
Finite-volume calculation of invtscid transonic
airtcil.vortax interaction p 212 A89-22358
Helicopter tall rotor blape-vortax interaction noise
[NASA-CR-183178] p 356 N89-18187
An analytical and numerical study of axial flow
compressor instability p 478 N89.20131
Propulsion over a wide Mech number range
[NASA-CR-182287] p 478 N89-20134
Aerodynamics of engine-airframe interaction
(NASA-CR-184824] p 517 N89-21769
Multignd calculation of three-dimensional
turbomechlnary flows
[NASA-CR-185332] p 708 N89-28172
Council for National Academic Awards (England).
Invesfigetion of the effects of increased sophistication
of simulation of the atmospheric wind in wind tunnels
p 543 N89-22820
Crantield Inst. of Teoh,, Bedford (England).
Development of an aircraft design expert system
p 233 N89-15102
Thermal-hydraulic designs of finned heef-axchsngera
expehencing free or forced convection
p 259 N89-15345
Trailing edge strips to reduce the drag of slender
wings p 221 N89-1588g
Analytical wing weight predlctlon/estimation using
computer based design techniques p 234 N89-15903
The design, cortstn_ and test of a postbuckled,
carbon flpre reinforced plastic wing box
p 315 N88-16773
Analytical wing weight prediction/estimation using
computer baled design techniques p 318 N89-17589
Design synthesis for canard-delta combat aircraft,
volumes 1 and 2 p 318 N89-17590
Crashworthlnses des_n methods applicable at concept
Stage p 381 N89-18424
The use of the College of Aeronautics Whiding Arm
facility to determine the effect of flow curvature on the
serndynamic cheractedstlcs of an oglve-cylinder body
p 516 N89-21785
Cmerc, Inc., Hlnovor, NH.
Superconducting Meiasner effect bearings for cryogenic
turbomechiose, phase I
[AD-A209875] p 865 N89-28839
D
Dayton Univ., OH.
Nevier-Stokes solution to the flowfiald over ice accretion
shapes p 12 A89-12557
A numerical investigation of the influence of surface
roughness on heat transfer in ice accretion
[AIAA PAPER 89-0737] p 348 A89-25554
Research on mechanical properties for engine life
prediction
(AD-A197818] p 129 N89.12864
KC-135R rumble investigation
[AD-A207532] p 812 N89-27464
Effect of three-dimensional object type and density in
simulated low-level flight
[AD-A209756] p 795 N89-27878
Lubricant evaluation and performance
[AD-A208925] p 865 N89-28835
Display charectedstics of example light-valve
projectors
[AD-A209580] p 877 N89-29193
De Havlltand Alroreft Co. of Camide Ltd., Downavlaw
(ontado).
Large-scale wind tunnel tests of an ajector.liff STOVL
aircraft model
[AIAA PAPER 89-2905] p 666 A89-47185
Phase 4 static tests of the J-97 powered, external
augmentor V/STOL model at the NASA, Ames Research
Center, November 1983
[NASA-CR-177395] p 14 N89-10028
Lightning tests to measure the bulk current levels
associated with the electronic engine control of a turboprop
commuter transport p 21 N89-10457
Defence Research Establishment Velcarttar (Quebec).
Validation of a user-friendly CFD code for prediction of
• the aerodynamic characteristics of flight vehicles
p 395 N89.18654
Defense Solence Board, Washington, OC.
Report of the Defense Science Board task force on the
National Aerospace Plane (NASP)
[AD-A201124] p 317 N89-17595
Delta Air Unea, Inc., Atlanta, GA.
Optimization and guidance of landing trajectories in a
windsheer p 111 A89-13546
Transformation techniques for minimax optimal control
problems and their application to optimal flight trajectories
in a windsheer - Optimal abort landing trajectories
p 245 A89-24526
Overview of optimal trajeclorles for flight in a
windshear
[AIAA PAPER 89-0812] p 306 A89-28464
Department of Defence, Canberra (Auefraila).
Some statistical aspects of attrition studies
[AD-A196665] p 30 N89-10891
Department of Defense, Wsehlngton, DC.
DOD Joint Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) program
master plan, 1988
[AD-A197751] p 103 N89-12563
Department of Natlonef Defence, Ottawa (Ontario},
Electrostatic discharge and field effects of electronics
systems p 52 N89-10493
Department of the Air Force, Wleftlngton, DC.
Flap system for short takeoff and landing aircraft
[AD-D013981] p 871 N89-25234
Aircreff engine outer duct mounting device
[AD-D013988] p 872 N89-25991
Superconducting rotor cooling system
[AD.D014020] p 709 N88.28240
Hose reel monitor for infllght refueling system
lAD-D014054] p 765 N89-26836
Combination boundary layer control system for high
altitude aircraft
lAD-DO14075] p 785 N89-26837
Nozzle flap hinge joint
lAD-D014002] p 775 N89-26847
Beck-up control syltam for f101 engine and its
derivatives
[AD-D014051] p775 N89-28848
Variable nozzle ares turbine vane cooling
lAD.D014071 ] p 775 N89-26849
Comprseeor blade clearance measurement system
[AD-D014073] p 778 N89-26850
Afterburner fiameholder construction
[AD-D014118] p 778 N89-26852
Nozzle flange attachment end sealing arrangement
(AD-D014123] p 778 N89.26853
Control surface dual redundant servomechanism
[AD-D014058] p 783 N89-26857
Brain o2 reserve llmltar for high performance aircraft
[AD-D014137] p 783 N8g-26858
Del_rtment of the Army, Wmhlnoton, DC.
Comparison of shock structure solutions using
independent continuum and kinetic theory approaches
p 74 A89-14199
Department of the Navy, Wsehlngton, DC.
Actuator rate saturation compensator
[AD-D013962] p 818 N89-23474
Cost-optimal stats feedback controller for all-attitude
gimbal system
lAD.D013972] p 789 N89.26845
Detroit Dlasel Allison, Indlanapolla, IN.
Measurements of heat transfer distribution over the
surfaces of highly loaded turbine nozzle guide vanes
p 51 A89-12752
Forced vibration and flutter design methodology
p 51 N88-10016
In-line wear monitor
[AD-A201292] p 402 N89-19301
High density fuel effects
(AD-A202428] p490 N89-21125
Deutsche Forenhungs- und Vorsuohsenetait fuer Luft-
und Raumfehrt, Brunswick (Germany, F.R.).
An investigation of cell centered sad cell vertex multlgdd
schemes for the Neviar-Stokee equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0548] p 345 A89-254.40
An efficient cell-vertax multigrid scheme for the
three-dimensional Nevier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1953] p 574 A89-41800
Investigation of wake vortices of landing aircraft at
Frankfurt airport (Federal Republic of Germany)
[DFVLR-MiTT.88-15] p 17 N89-10882
The data system on board the DO 228 for testing
navigation systems with high accuracy
[DFVLR-MITr-88-20] p 226 N89-15095
Simulation of a future Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA)
scenario
[DFVLR-FB-88.33] p 226 N89.15096
Solution of the two-dimensional Euler equations by •
finite volume disurefizafion on unstructured triangular
meshes
(DFVLR.FB-88.34 ] p264 N89-15672
Experiments on the DFVLR-F4 wing body configuratK)n
in several European wincfiunnais p 337 N89-16B48
The low.speed wind tunnel at DVFLR in Brunswick (F,_.
Republic of Germany)
[DFVLR-MITT-08.25] p 543 N89-22619
Image Signal Processing for Flight Guidance
[DFVLR.MITT-88.32] p 602 N89-24295
Image signal processing for flight guidance: Overview
and introduction to the main topics p 602 N89-24296
Determination of reference trajectories for testing
navigation aids using an onboerd CCD camera
p 602 N89-24303
Transformation of real end virtual objects into a virtual,
visual environment p 627 N89.24304
Display of flight guidance information in the aircraft
cockpit p 810 N89-24305
Contributions to the improvement of flight safety in wind
shear
(DFVLR.FB-88.49] p 658 N89-25144
Pressure measurement technique of WT.WK
[DFVLR-MITT-88.11] p893 N89-25243
A liffing surface method for the calculation of steady
and unsteady, incompressible propeller aerodynamics
[DFVLR-FB-89-04] p 857 N89-25972
Deutenhe Foreohungs- und Vorsnchsenatalt fuer Lufl-
und Raumfahrt, Cologne (Gormeny, F.R.).
Simultaneous three-dimensional modeling of
commercial flights within the airspace of the Federal
Republic of Germany
[DFVLR-FB-88-31] p383 N89-19282
Theoretical and experimental investigations on shocks
losses in transonic axial flow compressors
[DFVLR-FB-88-38] p 403 N89-19304
Design criteria for optimal biading design
p 777 N89-27663
Actlvtfise report In aerospace research in Germany,
F.R.
[ISSN-0070.3966] p 815 Nag-28_.85
Supersonic combustion at the DFVLR: Results and
experiences
[DFVLR-88-044] p 859 N89-28610
Deutaoha Foreohungo- und Versuohsenatalt fuer Lutt.
und R|umhlhrt, Goettlngen (Germany, F.R.).
Vlsuous/Inviacld interaction procedure for
high-amplitude oscillating airfoils p 70 A89-13579
The DFVLR-F5 wing experiment: Towards the validation
of the numerical simulation of transonic viscous wing
flows p 373 N89-18623
Transonic and supersonic flow past a 85 dog delta wing
with rounded leading edges: Analysis of experimental
data
[DFVLR-FB-88-44] p 520 N89-22580
Flow over a leading edge with distributed roughness
[DFVLR-FB-88.45] p 520 N89-22581
Two-dimensional elliptic grid generation for airfoils and
cascades
[DFVLR-FB-88.52] p653 N89-25125
Evaluation of LDA 3-component velocity data on s 85
dog delta wing at M = 0.85 end first results of an
analysis
[DFVLR.FB.89-19] p 823 N89-28505
Deutsche Foreohungo- und Versochunetalt fuer I.uft-
und Raumfahrt, Oborptaffenhofen (West Germany).
Prototype of s slant visual range measuring device
[DFVLR-FB.88.42] p 713 N89.25697
Deutsche Forschungs- und Verenchsenstalt fuor Luft-
und Raumtahrt, Porz (Germany, F.R.).
Loss development in transonic compressor cascades
p 328 N89-16828
Incidence angle rules in supersonic cascades
p 328 N89-16827
Exit angle rules in supersonic cascades
p 329 N89-16828
Shock losses in transonic and supersonic compressor
cascades p 329 N89-18829
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Axial velocity density ratio influence on exit flow angle
in transonic/supersonic cascades p 329 N89-16830
Deutsche ForachunglP und Versuchlmnstalt fuar Luft-
und Raumtahrt, Stuttgart (Germany, F.R.).
Crash investigations with sub-components of •
composite helicopter lower airplane section
p 381 N89-18430
Crashworthy design of aircraft subfloor structural
components p 382 N89.18431
Monolithic and fiber ceramic components for
turboenginas end rockets p 549 N89-22657
Metadais and structures for 2000 end beyond: An
attempted forecast
[DFVLR.MITT-89-02] p 706 N89.25358
DleselOyne Corp., Morrow, OH.
A study of an advanced variable cycle diesel as applied
to an RPV: Evaluation of an RPV vadable cycle diesel
engine
lAD.A207754) p 842 N89.29347
Dornler-Werka G.m.b.H., Fdeddohsbefen (Germany,
P.R.).
Typical joints in a wing structure p 317 N89-17693
Comparative study of calculation procedures for viscous
flows around airfoils In the transonic regime
p 422 N89.18617
Status of CFD validation on the vortex flow
expadment p 422 N89.18620
Numerical and experimental investigation of engine inlet
flow with the Domler EM2 supersonic inlet model
p 373 N89-18642
Drag prediction and analysis from CFD state-of-the-art
In Germany p 745 N89.26819
Doughls Aircraft Co., Inc., Long Beach, CA.
Further comparisons of interactive bounderyJayer and
thin-layer Navisr-Stokse procedures p 149 A89-20137
An interactive boundlm/-layer procedure for oscillating
airfoils including transition effects
[AIAA PAPER 89-0020] p 271 A89-25016
LOW COStdamage tolerant composite fabrication
p 414 A89-29471
Interactive boundary.layer calculations of a transonic
wing flow p 370 A89.31867
Cabin noise control ground tests for UHB aircraft
[A_AA PAPER 89-1121] p 469 A89.33755
A new elrfoil design concept
[AIAA PAPER 89-2201 ] p 753 A89.47660
Aerodynamic technology opportunlflas for s high-speed
Civil transport
[SAE PAPER 881354] p 764 A89.51353
Multiple Application Propfan Study (MAPS): Advanced
tectlnal transport
[NASA-CR-175003] p 402 N80-19300
Interior noise control ground test studies for advanced
turboprop aircraft applications
[NASA-CR-181819] p 633 N89-24141
Composite transport wing technology development
[NASA-CR-t78409] p 766 N89-28842
Draper (Cbedee Stark) lab., the., Cambridge, MA.
Reliability end performance evaluation of systems
containing embedded rule-besed expert systems
[NASA-CR-181769] p ,500 N89.20683
Drexel Univ., Philadelphia, PA.
Degradation mechanisms of n-dodecana with sulfur and
nitrogen dopants dudng thermal stressing
p 250 A89-22277
Charectedstlc time model validation
[AD-A201374] p 426 ,N89-19510
Duke Univ., Durham, NC.
Studiesinnonllnearasroelastlctty p125 A89.15423
An approach to soMng large reliability models
[AIAA PAPER 88-3905] p 199 A89-18086
Comparisons of predicted and measured rotor
performance in hover uaing s now free wake analysis
p 165 A89-18933
MlUI_ov relisblllty models for digital flight control
systems p 430 A89-31463
Reduction of sound transmission through fuselage wells
by alternate resonance tuning (A.R.T.)
[AIAA PAPER 89-1046] p 631 A89.40470
On the role of artificial viscosity in Nsvier-Stokee
solvers
(AIAA PAPER 89-1947] p 573 A89-41794
Aircraft Intedor no/so reduction by eitemets resonance
tuning
[NASA.CR-184668] p 266 N89-15684
Dundee Univ. (Scotland).
Alternative modified binders for airfield pavements
[A_A197902] p 249 N89-15124
E
Ecole Natloneta Superieura de Mscanlque, Nantes
(France).
Numerical methods for unsteady flows
p 596 N89-24282
Eldetlca International, Inc,, Torrance, CA.
An experimental investigation of delta wing vortex flow
with end without external jet blowing
[AIAA PAPER 89-0084] p 273 A89-25074
A flow visualization end aerodynamic force data
evaluation of spenwise blowing on full end half span delta
wings
[AIAA PAPER 89-0t92] p 276 ASg-25t67
Flow visualization study of delta wings in wing-rock
motion
[AIAA PAPER 89.2t87] p 72t A89.47848
Development of non-conventional control methods for
high angle of attack flight using vortex manipulation
[A)AA PAPER 89-2t92] p 778 A89-47853
On leading edge vodex end its control
[AIAA PAPER 89-3346] p 730 A89-49052
EMgenoeee/achea Flugzeugwerk, Emmen
(Switzerland).
New design of the nozzle section of a large subsonic
wind tunnel
[F+W-TF.1926] p 339 N89-17601
Electro Mageetlc Applications, Ino., Huntsville, AL.
Estimating alectflc field enhancement factors on In
aircraft utilizing a small scala model: A method
evaluation p 21 N89-10454
Electro Megnatl© Applications, Inc., lakewood, CO.
Triggering of lightning by the Atlas Centaur vehicle
p 55 N89-10438
Linear and nonlinear interpretation of CV-580 lightning
data p 21 N88-10451
Interference of precipitation static discharges with
aircraft navigational wstems p 21 N89-I0459
Appl_._ltion of triggered lightning numedcal models tO
the FI06B and extension to other aircraft
[NASA-CR.4207] p 261 N89.15485
Etactrolmpact, Inc, Seattle, WA.
Electromagnetic emissions from • modular Low Voltage
Electro-Impulse De-iclng system
[DOTIFAAICT.88131] p707 N89-28120
Electronlque Serge Dmmenlt, Saint Cloud (Francs).
A highly reliable computer for airborne ILopllcatlons
p 58 N89-10833
Elorct Corp., Sunnyvale, CA.
Computational design aspects of • NASP
nozzle/afterbody experiment
[AIAJ_ PAPER 89.0446) p 284 A99-25384
Fluctuations and masaive separation in
three-dimensional shock-wave/boundary-layer
interactions p 368 A89.30952
A multi-temperature TVD algorithm for relaxing
hypereonio flows
[AIAA PAPER 89.1971] p 578 A89.41815
Celculaflon of nonequilibdum hydrogen-air reactions with
implicit flux vector splitting method
[AIAA PAPER 89-1700] p 621 A89.43216
A research study for the preliminary definition of an
aerophysios free*flight laboratory facility
[NASA-CR-184631] p250 N89.15932
Experimental and computational flow-field results for an
all-body hypersonic aircraft
[NASA-CR*185347] p 655 N89.25953
Engln_rin9 Analylds, Inc., Ames, IA.
A three-dimensional upwind p=rai0ollzed Navler-Stokes
(:ode for real gas flows
[AIAA PAPER 89.1651] p 826 A89-43177
Engineering Management Connaflts, Camarilla, CA.
Plastic media blasting recycling equipment study
lAD-A202463) p 556 N89.21987
Engineering 8ctanoe Software, IND., Smithfield, RI.
Constitutive modelling of single crystal and directionally
solidified superalloys p 342 N89.17325
Englrmering System Intarnatlo,-mf, Eachbom (Germany,
P.R.).
Crash simulation and verification for metallic, sandwich
and laminate structures p 383 N89-18437
Environmental Research Lab., Guff Breeze, FL.
Environmental fate end effects of shale-derived jet
fuel
laD.At97683) p 120 N89.11918
ESDU International Ltd., London (England).
Estimation of drag edsing from asymmetw in thrust or
airframe configuration
[ESDU-88006] p 297 N89-16730
Rolling moment derivative Lxi, for plain ailerons at
subsonic speeds
[ESDU-88013] p 297 N89-16731
Derivation of primary 8Jr-data parameters for hypersonic
flight
[ESDU-88025] p 298 N89-16732
Yawing moment coefficient for plain ailerons at suponic
speeds
[ESDU-88029] p 298 N89-16734
Boundaries of linear characteristics of cambered and
twisted wings at suboritical Mech numbers
[ESDU-88030] p 298 N89-16735
Lift and longitudinal forces on
propeller/nacelle/wing / flap systems
[ESDU-88031] p298 N89-16736
European Space Agency, Pads (Francs).
Expedmanta! investigation of propagation of shockweve
induced disturbances in transonic aidoils
[ESA-TT-1097] p 220 N89-15083
The Transonic Wind Tunnel (TWB) at DFVLR in
Braunschweig (Federal Republic of Germany)
[ESA.'l-f-t114] p 249 N89-15127
Design, simulation and laboratory test of an inertial
system for measuring the attitude and narrow-speced
motions
[ESA-TT-1104] p 250 N89-15160
F
Fairchild Republic DIv., Fermlngdale, NY.
Suporplastic forming of aluminum, task C
[AD-A207282] p 797 N89-28962
Federal Armed Forces Oefenee 8ctanna, Munster
(Germany, F.R.).
EMP-Induceq transients and their impact on system
padormanco p 422 N89.18591
Federal Aviation Administration, Atlantk= City, NJ.
Hardware fault insertion and instrumentation system:
Expedmentaflon and results
[NASA-CR.182746] p 58 N89.10526
LORAN C Offshore Flight Following (LOFF) in the Gulf
of Mexico
[AD-A197179] p 91 N89.12558
Description of the derivation of the collision risk model
used in the vertical separation simulation dsk model
[AD-A205109] p 523 N89.21781
Instrument landing system mathematical modeling study
for Orlando International Airport Runway 17R Iocallzer,
Orlando, Roride, revised almde docking plan (Scheme
3A)
[AD-A204722] p528 N89-21783
instrument landing system mathematic, el modeling study
for Orlando International Airport Runway 35L IDealizer,
Odendo, Flodda. Final airalde docking plan (Scheme 3A)
[AD-A205351] pS00 N89.23438
Heliport night parking area criteria test plan
[DOT/FAA/CT.TN88/45] p 819 N88-23480
Host computer system clLoecity management
procequras
[AD*A193416] p 630 N89-24051
A computer simulation study of liquid water content
adjustment based on icing cloud horizontal extent
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/3] p 598 N89.24288
Controller evaluation of Inlt_l data link air traffic control
serv'¢as. Vo/ume 1: Mini study 2
[DOT/FAA/CT-89/14-VOL-1] p 601 N89-24292
Improved marking of taxiway intersections for Instrument
F,ght Rules (IFR) operations
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/23] p 619 N89-24330
Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) system operational
concept
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/10] p 658 N89-25142
Heliport identification beacon
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/31] p 661 N89-25984
Evaluation of a projection algorithm for the stereographlc
representation of aircraft In an air traffic control system
[DOTIFAAICT.TN89120] p 661 N89-25985
Controller evaluation of Initial Data Link air traffic control
services, Volume 2: Mini Study 2
[DOTIFAAICT-89114.VOL.2] p 661 N89.25986
Fuel containment system concept to reduce spillage
[DOTIFAAICT-TN89122] p 672 N89-25994
Functional requirements of the Communications
Interface Drive (OLD)
[DOTIFAAICT.TN87141.REV] p 707 N89.26121
Communications Interface Driver (CID) system uSer's
manual
[DOT/FAA/CT-TN89/36] p 707 N89.26123
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(France).
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Vortices and pressure waves et plates, cylindem and
wind profiles
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Study of the wing-vortex interaction in three dimensional
flows (incompressible inviscid flow)
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Profile-vortex interactions
[ISL-R-125/87] p 822 N89-28495
Measurements of mean-flow and turbulence
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[ISL-CO-226/88] p 841 N89-28519
Laser voiOoimetry in the close wake of an axisymmetric
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Inatltute for Computer AppIk_llona In _denoa lind
Engineering, Hampton, VA.
International Conference on Numerical Methods in Fluid
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Sound attenuation and speech transmission buallty of
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p 265 N89-16343
Ak'crafl flight test fra_ control
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Integrated Systems, Inc., Santa Clara, CA.
A real-time expert system for self-repairing flight
control
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Iowa State Univ. of _"tanae and Technology, Ames.
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p9 A89.11106
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Thrm_dln'_maioeal duel-potontlal procedure for Inlets
and Indmft wind tunnels p 570 A8_40908
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interference
[AIAA PAPER 89-2218] p 723 A89.47672
Upwind algorithm for the parabollzed Navlar-Stokes
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Turbulent eddy _ modeling in tranocnio
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Primitive numedeal simulation of olrculer Ccuefte flow
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Performance prediction for axk_-flow compressor and
turbine bieding p 777 N89-27665
IOwa Univ., iowa P_,
Merging of as;craft vortex trails - Simtladtkm to magnetic
fl_d me_ng p 356 A89-25630
IRIS Fiber _ Inc., Actcm, MA.
In aitu compeaite cure monitedng using infrared
transmitfing optk=al fibers p415 A89-29977
lersoI Alrrrlfl Indmm-lso Ltd., Lad.
Efficient vibra_on mode 8md_ of s_cra_ with multiple
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JAI Associates, Ik)tmte_ View, CA.
Navier-Stokee calculations of hovering rotor flowtields
[AIAA PAPER 87-2629] p 149 A89.20133
Numerical simulation of _p vortk:_ of wings in subsonic
and transonic flows
[AD-A2G45251 p 150 Ag9-20176
Navier-Stokas simulations of tip vortices for fixed and
rotating helicopter blades p 356 A89-31343
Navler-Stokas simulation of unsteady three--dimensional
blede-vorlex interactions p 444 A89-34745
Unsteady interaction of • rotor with a vortex
[AIAA PAPER 89-1848] p 584 A89-42076
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Aero_asfic thermal effects p 37 N89-10015
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Pem_ma.
Irreducible error rate in aeronautical satellite channels
p 157 A89-17183
Fractal features of sea surface manifested in microwave
remote sensing signatures p 258 A89-24872
Airborne rain mapping radar p 837 A89-53313
JPL realtime weather processor system developed for
FAA p 875 A89-54856
High-dynamic GPS tracking
[NASA-CR-184868] p 465 N89-20'113
Deriving a geocontric reference frame for satellite
poeifioning and navigation p 466 N89-20330
Kunz Associates, Inc.
Determination of GPS orbits to submeter accuracy
p 466 N89-20331
Proceedings of the Mobile Satellite System Architectures
and Multiple Access Techniques Workshop
[NASA-CR-184564] p 806 N89-27907
Jlaotong Univ., Slmnghal (China).
Unsteady aerodynamic computational method of
non-coptaner wing-tail combinations in subsonic flow
{PB89-111470] p518 N89-22571
Johns Hopkins Univ., Laurld, MD.
Results of 1987 MSS helicopter propagation experiment
at UHF and L band in Central Maryland
p 53 N89-tt077
Johnson Aoronautlce, Palo Alto, CA.
Calculation of blade-vortex interaction aideads on
helicopter rotors p 446 A89.34895
Wake model for helicopter rotors in high speed flight
[NASA-CR-177507] p 301 N89-17577
Joint Inst. for Adveneament of Right Sclances,
Hampton, VA.
Asymptotic/numerical analysis of supersonic propeller
noise
[AIAA PAPER 89-1078] p 501 A89-33722
Evaluation of parallel injector configurations for
supersonic combustion
[AIAA PAPER 89-2525] p 678 A89-46898
An evaluation of active noise control in a _jlindrioal
sbati p 811 A89-47720
Joint Publlcetlens Research Sarvtue, Arlington, VA.
Effect of protective coatings on life of heatoreS_stant
nickel steel under cyclic heat load p 45 N89-11005
Cascade flow analysis by Navier-Stokes equation
p 52 N89-11065
Numerical simulation of transonic flow around Asuka
p 18 N89-lt067
New trial of vibration testing method
p52 N89-11068
CAD wind tunnel test for half-cut model of Asuka
p 18 N89.11069
K
Ksieerelautem Univ. (_Nmmeny, F.R.).
Rotordynamic ceaffiolants for labyrinth mall oaiculatad
by means of a finite difference technique
p 560 N89-22900
Finite differenea analys_ of rotordynamic ceal
coefficients for an eceantrtc shaft pealtion
p 560 N89.22906
KancM Univ., Lawrence.
Effects of compreuibillty on design of subsonic
fuselages for natura_ laminar flow p 100 A89.16087
Sensitivity analysis of digital flight control systems using
ainguler-vaiue concepts p 538 A89-36927
Experimental investigation of dynamic ground effect
p 514 A89-39t88
Analysis of • candidate control algorithm for a ride-quality
augmentation system p 614 A89-43057
Pressure-time histow of pylon wake signature on a
pusher propeller in flight
[AIAA PAPER 89-2052] p 512 A89-49425
A correlation study of X-29A aircraft and associated
analytical developments p 607 N89.23450
Design optimization of axisymmetric bodies in
nonuniform transonic flow p 670 N89-25206
Karma Univ. Center for Research, Inc. lawrence.
Inlet development for the NFAC 80- by 120-foot indraff
wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 88.2528] p 41 A89.12550
Evaluation of a takeoff performance monitoring system
display p 837 A89-51704
Investigation of a free-tip rotor configuration for research
on sp_nwiso 1fie disthbutions and wake vstobltysu_eys
of a semi-span wing with a discontinuous twist
[NASA-CR-184948] p 457 N89.20963
Detailed design of a Ride Quality Augmentation System
for commuter aircraft
[NASA.CR-4230] p 615 N89.23470
Spenwice lift distributions and wake velocity surveys of
a semi-span wing with a discontinuous twist
[NASA-CR-177532] p 653 N89-25122
Korean Inst, of Sctance and Technology, Seout (South
Korea).
Renum chamber effect on wind-tunnel resonance by
the finite-element 'method p 190 A89-19909
Viscous effects on the resonance of a slotted wind tunnel
using finite elements p 248 A89-22369
Kunz Assodetes, Inc., Albuquerque, NM.
Generalized three-dimensionel experimental lightning
code (G3OXL) user's manual
[NASA-CR-166079] p 428 N89-19779
C-11
Lawrence Llvermore National Lab.
L
Lawrence Llvermore National Lab., CA.
Directional spectral emissivity measurements on •
ceramic mold material
[DE88-015407] p 44 N89-10167
A study of the sensitivity of stratospheric ozone to
hypersonic aircraft emissions
[DE89-001240] p 261 N89-15464
Preventing depletion of stretcaphedc ozone:
Implications on future aircraft emissions
[DE89-009964] p 710 N89-25530
Preventing depletion of stratospheric ozone:
Implications on future aircraft emiss_ns, revis/on f
[DE89-013779] p 808 N89-27273
Lear Slegler, Inc., Grand Rapids, MI.
Stress analysis report for the Microwave Landing System
(MLS) class V modification C-130 aircraft
lAD.At96722] p 91 N89-11730
Electrical load and power source capacity report for the
C-130 aircraft Microwave Landing System (MLS) SLIASC
model 6216
[AD-A196721] p 102 N89-11737
Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, PA.
Unsteady structure of flow pest a pitching delta wing
p 86 N89.12541
Le/ceater Univ. (England).
Flow field characteristics around bluff parachute
canopies p 87 N89.12546
Aerodynamic drag of ridge an'aye in adverse pressure
gradients p 219 N89-15075
High Reynolds number incompressible flow simulation
about parachute canopies and similar bluff bodies
p 450 N89.20096
Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Co., Burbank, CA.
Transmission loss of double wall panels containing
Helmholtz resonators p 138 A89-15091
Conceptual design of a STOVL fighter/attack aircraft
[SAE PAPER 881431] p 313 A89-28206
Interior noise in the untreated GuJfstmam U Proplen Test
Assessment (PTA) aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-1119] p 469 A89-33754
Wheel performance evaluation. Phase 1: Analysis
[DOT/FAA/CT.88/16] p 29 N89-10041
Transport airplane crash simulation, validation end
application to crash design criteria p 382 N89-18435
Trensonics and fighter aircraft: Challenges and
opportunities for CFD p 454 N89-20932
Composite sizing end ply orientation for stiffness
requirements using a large finite element structural
model p 705 N89-25166
Investigation of transport airplane fuselage fuel tank
installations under crash conditions
[DOTIFAA/CT.88124] p 749 N89-27643
Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Co., Marietta, GA.
Near-field acoustic characteristics of a single-rotor
propfan
[AIAA PAPER 89-1055] p 533 A89-36215
Installed propfan (SR-7L) far-field noise characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 89-1056] p 564 A89-36218
Lateral noise attenuation of the advanced propeller of
the propfan test assessment aircraft
(AIAA PAPER 89.1057] p 564 A89-36217
Fluctuating pressures on wing surfaces in the slipstream
of a single-rotor propfen
[AIAA PAPER 89-1058] p 564 A89-36218
Computation of aircraft component flow fields at
transonic Mach numbers using a three-dimensional
Navier.Stokes algorithm p 454 N89-20933
Lockheed Engineering and Science= Co., Houston, TX.
impact cratering in low-gravity environments - Results
of reconnaissance experimentation on the NASA KC-135A
reduced-grevity aircraft p 544 A89-36543
Lockheed-Georgia Co., Atlanta.
A method of measuring fault latency in a digital flight
control system
[AIAA PAPER 88-3863] p 170 A89.18060
Lockheed-Georgia Co., Marietta.
Quadruplex digital flight control system assessment
[NASA-CR-182741] p40 N89.10058
Hardware fault insertion and instrumentation system:
Experimentation and results
[NASA-CR-182746] p 58 N89-10526
Multiple-Purpose Subsonic Naval Aircraft (MPSNA)
Multiple Application Propfan Study (MAPS]
[NASA-CR.175096] p 395 N89-19289
Lockheed Mlasfies end Space Co., Huntsville, AL
Computation of turbulent irK_ompressibie wing-body
junction flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-0279] p 310 A89-25236
Lockheed Mlselkm and Space Co., Pale Alto, CA.
Windshear detection and avoidance - Airborne systems
perspective p 134 A89-13506
Windshear avoidance - Requirements and proposed
system for airborne lidar detection p 134 A89-15876
Performance analyaia and technical assessment of
coherent lidar systems for airborne wind shear
p 104 A89-15877
On-board expert dJognostk's for an evionk_
subsystem _ p 202 N89-14758
Computational procedures for postbuckling of composite
shells p 628 N89-24642
Logistics Management InaL, Betheuls, MD.
The nature of the aircraft component failure process:
A working note
[AD-At97979] p 169 N89-14234
Aircraft sustainabtlity model version 1.5: Users manual
[AD-A207015] p 638 N89-25949
Lorai Aircraft Braking Systems, Akron, OH.
AnalySle of low Reynolds number separation bubbles
using asmiampiricai methods p 652 A89-4735t
I._ml Defense System, Akron, OH.
Analysis of low Reyno4ds number separation bubbles
using semiempiricai methods p 652 A89-47351
Loughborough Univ. of Tochn_ogy (England).
Application of Forsythe method in stabilizing end
decoupling speed and height in F4 phantom aircraft
[ETN-89-93566] p 246 N69-15119
LI"V Aerotpace and Defense Co., Dallas, TX.
The designer of the 90'S: A llve demonstration
p 705 N89-25184
Lunar and Planetary Inet,, I.Iou=ton, TX.
Advanced analytical facilities report of the planetary
materials and geochemistry working group
[NASA-CR-183338] p 117 N89-11786
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Manchester Univ. (England).
Flow past bluff bodies p 517 N89-21770
An initial assessment of the impact of boundary layer
control on SST
[AERO-REPT-8802] p 856 N89-2596_}
An introduction to the problem of aerodynamic heating
[AERO.REPT.8901] p656 N89-25970
A preliminary investigation into Euler methods for
Iq0plication to multi.element aerofoils for high lift
[AERO-REPT-8710] p 708 N89-26196
Mlnudyne Systems, Inc., Los Altos, CA.
Helicopter roll control effectiveness criteria program
summary
[NASA-CR-177477] p 39 N89-10046
Corps, Wam'tlngton, OC.
Required Operational Capability (ROC) for a Portable
Heliport Lighting Set (PHLS)
lAD-A196372] p lf7 N89-11757
Merquardt Corp., Van NWs, CA.
Heat transfer in gas turbine engines and
thrse-dimensionel flows; Proceedings of the Symposium,
ASME Winter Annual Meeting, Cnioage, IL, Nov. 27-Den.
2,1988 p494 A89-34926
Maryland Unlv., College l_rk.
Aercelastic optimization of a helicopter rotor
p 163 A89-18898
Establishment of center for rotorcraft education and
research
[AD-A19714t] p 140 N89-13295
Calculation of the steadily periodic and gust responses
of a hingaiess rotor helicopter using two-dimensional time
domain unsteady aerodynamics p 182 N89-14240
Aeroelestic optimization of a helicopter rotor
p 316 N89-16778
Unsteady force calculations on circular cylinders end
elliptical airfoils with circulation control
[UMAERO-87-37] p 457 N89-20962
Unsteady force calculations on circular cylinders
elliptical airfoils with circulation control
p 516 N89-21766
Ground and air resonance of beadngleas rotors in hover
and forward flight p 529 N89-21786
Efficient sensitivity analysis and optimization of a
helicopter rotor p 868 N89-25155
Inviscid and viscous hypersonic aerodynamics: A review
of the old and new p 823 N89.29308
Mmmachusetts InsL of Toch., CKnbrldge.
The measurement and control of helicopter blade modal
response using blade-mcuntod accelerometers
p 229 A89-23306
Cockpit display of hazardous weather information
[AIAA PAPER 89-0808] p 335 A89-25591
Dynamic response of aircraft autopilot systems to
atmospheric disturbances p 333 A89-27737
Investigation of surface water behavior during glaze ice
accretion p 304 A89-27739
Active suppression of aerodynamic instabilities in
turbomachines p 295 A89-28341
Modeling of surface roughness effects on glaze ice
accretion
[AIAA PAPER 89-0734] p 305 A89-28451
CORPORA TE SOURCE
of feedback control systems for siable plents
with saturating actuators p 428 A89-28536
Euler and Navter.Stokas lee_de flows over supersonic
delt= wings p 445 A89-34892
Calculation of unsteady flows in turbomachinery using
the linear_ed Euk_ eduefiens p 552 A89-38918
Exparimeetal investigation of the crashworthiness of
scaled composite Sailplane fuselagel
p 605 A89-42019
The use of vestibular models for design and evaluation
of flight simulator motion
[AIAA PAPER 89-3274] p 785 A89-48387
Calculations of inlet distortion induced compressor flow
field instab_tity p 818 A88-524Q8
High performance linear-quadratic end H-infinity designs
for a 'supermenouverable' akcraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3456] p 832 A89-52712
The influence of ice accretion physics on the forecasting
of aircraft icing conditions p 826 A89-54803
Aeroelestic formulation for tuned and mistuned rotors
p 37 N89-10013
A study of the fatigue behavior of smati cracks in
nickel-base superalloys
[AD-A195489] p 44 N89-10161
Intracloud lightning as a precursor to thunderstorm
microbursta p 56 N89-10490
Flight test rasuPts for the Daedalus and Light Eagle
human powered aircraft
[NASA-CR-183305] p 30 N89-10890
Design of feedback control systems for unstable plants
with saturating actuators
[NASA-CR-183392] p 194 N89-14377
On-board automatic aid and advisory for pilots of
control.impaired aircraft p 483 N89-20150
Stall flutter of graphite/epoxy wings with bending-tore, on
coupling
(AD-A203077J p 540 N89-21804
Generation of amhitentures for distributed intelligence
systems
lAD-A205783] p 601 N89-23440
Nonlinear and adaptive control
[NASA-CR-180088] p 712 N89-26610
MIsel_ulefts Inst. of Toch,, Lexington.
PraiiminaW results of the 1983 coordinated aircraft -
Doppler weather radar turbulence experiment, volume 1
lAD-At97894] p 261 N89-15486
Low-altitude wind shear detection with airport
su_aillence radars: Evaluation of 1987 tiaid
measurements
[AD-A199189] p 262 N89-16243
TDWR (Terminal Doppler Weather Radar) scan strategy
requirements
[AD-A201785] p425 N89-19473
A preliminary study of precursora to Huntsville
microbursts
lAD-A200914] p 428 N89-19782
ASR-9 weather channel test report, executive s
ummary
[DOT/FAA/PS-89/6-EXEC-SUMM] p 626 N89-23758
Selected wind shear events observed dunng the 1987
evaluation of enhancements to the FAA (Federal Aviation
Administration) low level wind shear alert system st
Siapieton International Airport
[AD-A206711] p 710 N89-26323
Metednis Relearch Lab-,., Melbourne (Australia).
Contamination of environmental control systems in
Hercules aircraft
[MRL-R-1t16] p 29 N89-10040
Mu-INanck-lnetltut fuer _nglfm'lmhung,
Goeftlngen (Gmny, F.R.).
The evaluation end representation of interterograma of
transonic flew fields
[MPIS-21/1987] p 518 N89.21777
The aereacoustics of the interaction between vortices
and bodies in a transonic flow
[MPIS-3/1988] p 566 N89-22445
Calculation of aircraft no_sein the vicinity of civil airports
by a simultion procedure
(MPIS-7/1988] p 634 N89-24887
MCAT leaf., Moffett Fiald, CA.
A fully-coupled implicit method for _ioal
noneduilibdum air at sub-odoitai flight speeds
[AIAA PAPER 89-1974] p 576 A89-41818
McDonnell Aircraft Co., Snint Louis, Me.
Hot gas ingestion testing of an advanced STOVL
concept in the NASA Lewis 9- by 15-foot Low Speed Wind
Tunnel with flow visualization
[AIAA PAPER 88-3025} p 439 A89-33249
Avionics fault tree analysis and artificiol intelligence for
future aircraft maintenance p 202 N89-14760
CAP-TSD anelyais of the F-f5 aWcraft
p 395 N89-19239
Durability and damage tolerance of bismaleimlde
composites, volume 1
[AD-A201273] p412 N89-19374
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Curability and damage tolerance of bismaleimide
composites. Volume 2: Appendix of crack gr,owth and
low.velocity impact data
[AD.A201839] p 412 N89-19379
Transonic propulsion system integration analysis at
McDonnell Aimraff Company p 481 N89-20943
Feasibility and benefits of laminar flow control on
supersonic cruise sirplt.nes
[NASA-CR-181817] p 765 N89-26841
McDonnell-Douglas Astronautics Co., Saint Louis, MO.
Average-passage simulation of counter.rotating propfan
propulsion systems as applied to cruise missiles
[AIAA PAPER 89-2943] p 651 A89-47187
McDonnell-Douglas Corp., Long Beach, CA.
Simulated final approach path captures using the
microwave landing system
[NASA-CR-181696] p 227 N89-15099
The birth of open separation on a prolate spheroid
[AD-A201350] p 426 N89.t9509
An overview of the Douglas Aircraft Company
Aeroetsstic Design Optimization Program (ADOP)
p 671 N89-25221
Meeting the challenges with the Couglas Aircraft
Company Aeroelastic Cesign Optimization Program
(ADOP) p 671 N89-25222
Feasibility and benefits of laminar flow control on
supersonic cruise airplanes
[NASA-CR.181817] p 765 N89-26841
McDonnell-Douglas Helicopter Co., Mm, AZ.
Importance of engine as a source of helicopter external
noise
[AIAA PAPER 89-1147] p470 A89-33771
Simulation of realistic rotor blade.vorfax interactions
using a finite-difference technique
[AIAA PAPER 89-1847] p 584 A89-42075
Application of a Comprehensive Analytical Model of
Rotor Aerodynamics and Dynamics (CAMRAC) to the
McDonnell Douglas AH-64A helicopter
[NASA-CR-177455] p 301 N89-17578
Transonic airfoil design for helicopter rotor
applications p 667 N89-25154
Multi-objective/loading optimization for rotating
composite flaxheams p 668 N89-25157
Computerized Design Synthesis (CDS), A
detabaes-driven multidleciplinary design tool
p 712 N89-25180
McDonnell-Douglas Missile Systems Co., Saint Louis,
MO.
Chaotic response of aerosurfaces with structural
nonlinoadties
[AD.A208433] p 824 N89-29316
McDonnell-Douglu Research Labs., Saint Louts, MO.
Euler/Nevier.Stokes calculations of transonic flow past
fixed- and rotary-wing aircraff configurations
p 456 N89.20948
Terminal shock response in ramjet inlets to abrupt
downstream perturbations
[AD-A209788] p 748 N8g.27640
Machenicni Technology, Inc., Latham, NY.
The effects of internal rotor friction on dynamic
characteristics of turbopumps p 128 N89-12629
High speed balancing applied to the T700 engine
{NASA-CR-180899] p 497 N89-20472
Magnetic beadng stiffness control using frequency band
filtering p 560 N89-22910
Melbourne Univ., Parkvllla (Australia).
Compacted-snow runways: Guidelines for their design
and construction in Antarctica
laD-A208910] p 794 N89-27677
Meeoacele Environmental Simulations and Operations,
Inc., Hampton, VA.
Numerical simulation of the 2 August 1985 DFW
microburst with the three-dimensional Terminal Area
Simulation System p 175 A89-19186
Numerical simulations of an isolated microburst. I -
Dynamics and structure p 196 A89-20265
Mesaersohmltt-Boelkow-Blohm G.m.b.H., Bremen
(Germany, F.R.).
Computer aided optimal structural design of stringers
from Airbus A310-300 with STARS: Detailed optimization
model
[MBB-UT-lt6/88] p 103 N89-11741
Accuracy requirements for high-speed test with engine
simulation on transport aircraft models in the NLR-HST
p 338 N89.16870
Accuracy problems in wind tunnels during transport
aircraft development p 338 N89-16877
Development and testing of critical components for
technological preparation of an Airbus-CFRP-fuselage,
phase 2
[MBB-UT.129/87] p 531 N89.22600
Electncal primary flight control system (fly by wire). Flight
control systems of new technology
[MBS-UT-122/88] p 784 N89-26862
Memmrlmhmltt-Boelkow-Blohm G.m.b.H., Munich
(Germany, F.R.).
Indirect effects on electronic and mechanical systems
installed in carbon fibre compound airoraff structures
p 22 N89.10492
Computing system configuration for fighter aircraft flight
control systems p 40 N89-10832
Intake swirl and simplified methods for dynamic pressure
distortion assessment p 299 N89-16742
Mechanism of single shear fastened joints
p 352 N89-17700
Crashworthiness activities on MBB helicopters
p 381 N89-18425
Crushing behaviour of helicopter subfloor structures
p 381 N89.18429
Avionics systems engineering and its relationship to
mission software development p 399 N89.18454
The MBS test strategy and tool set for software and
system integration p 432 N89-t8463
Ada in embedded avionic systems
p 399 N8g-18486
Verification of an implicit relaxation method for steady
and unsteady viscous and inviscid flow problems
p 423 N89.18625
Miami Univ., Coral Gables, Ft..
Cockpit automation p 460 A89-34444
Michigan State Univ., East Lanelng.
Calculations of the unsteady, three-dimeneional flow
field inside e motored Wankel engine
[SAE PAPER 880625] p 37 A89-12307
Regressed relations for forced convection heat transfer
in a direct injection stratified charge rotary engine
[SAE PAPER 880626] p 51 A89-12308
Thermal measurements for jets in disturbed and
undisturbed crosswind conditions p 107 A89-16tO2
Numerical and experimental evaluations of the flow past
nested chevrons p 508 A89.36902
Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor.
Properties of aircraft tire materials
[SAE PAPER 881358] p 313 A89-28177
Design of optimally smoothing multi-stage schemes for
the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1933] p 572 A89-41780
Sonic-point capturing
[AIAA PAPER 89-1945] p 573 A89-41792
An analysis of the transonic flow through a lightly loaded
compressor rotor p 221 N89-15890
Minimax and maximax optimal control problems with
applications in aerospace engineering
p406 N89-19311
Euler solvers for transonic app_icsticne
p 454 N8g-20935
An embedded mesh procedure for leading.edge vortex
flows p 455 N8g-20936
Asymptotic methods for internal transonic flows
p 455 N89-20937
Mldweet Research InsL, Golden, CO.
Three-dimensional airfoil performance measurements
on a rotating wing
[DE89-009443] p 821 N89-28487
Ministry of Defence, London (England).
Recent UK trials in engine health monitoring: Feedback
and feedfcrwerd p 326 N89-16790
Future advanced carD-engines: The materiels
challenge p 538 N89-22659
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications, Kuhima
(Japan).
ETS-V propagation experiments in Japan
p53 N89.11080
Minnesota Univ., Mlnnespotis.
Nonlinear control of a supermeneuverable aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3486] p 845 A89-52579
Nonlinear longitudinal control of a supermaneuverable
aircraft p 851 A89-53957
Efficient numancal techniques for complex fluid flows
p 13t N89.12894
Control of nonlinear systems using partial dynamic
invers,,on p 406 N89-19310
Aerodynamics of two-dimensional slotted bluff bodies
[DE89.007288] p 452 N89-20105
MlaelmdplN State Univ., MlaellNdplN State.
A simple time-accurete turbomechinery algorithm with
numerical solutions of an uneven blade count
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 89-0206] p 344 A89-25181
Transonic flow solutions on general 30 regions using
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Heat transfer in aerospace propulsion
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Aeronautical applications of high-temperature
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Performance of the forward scattering spectrometer
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Turbine suitor flow field simulations
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Tharmomechanical characterization of Hestalioy-X
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High temperature stress-strain analysis
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Laser velocimeter measurements of the flowfield
generated by an advanced counterrotating propeller
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Predictions of airfoil aerodynamic performance
degradation due tO icing
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Sensor failure detection for jet engines
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Tharmel Barrier Coatings. Abstracts and figures
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An investigation of environmental influence on the creep
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Effect of advanced component technology on helicopter
transmissions
[NASA-TM-101431] p 193 N89-13794
Advanced core technology: Key to subsonic propulsion
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[NASA-TM-101420] p 178 N89-14237
Simulation of 3-D viscous flow within a multi-stage
turbine
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Parametric studies of advanced turboprops
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A review of failure models for unidirectional ceramic
matrix composites under monotonic ioada
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simulations
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Hot gas ingestion testing of an advanced STOVL
concept in the NASA Lewis 9- by 15-foot low speed wind
tunnel with flow visualization
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An experimental investigation of multi-element airfoil ice
accretion end resulting performance degradation
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semiompiricel dynamic stall model
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using flight data from an icing research aircraft
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Nonintorective macroscopic reliability model fo¢ceramic
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turboprop at cruise conditions
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NASA advanced propeller research
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CFD application to subsonic inlet airframe integration
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CFD application to supersonic/hypersonic inlet airframe
integration p 299 N89-t6754
The design and development of transonic multistage
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Supersonic threughflow fans p 330 N89-16837
Experimental verification of the ther_ic
properties for • jet-A fuel
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Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology, 1987
[NASA-CP-2493] p 351 N89-17298
Structural response of an advanced combustor liner:
Test and analysis p 351 N89-17329
CFD validation experiments for internal flows
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measurements on the end wall of a tudolna passage with
variations in Reynolds number
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Turbomechinery aerneleaticity st NASA Lewia Research
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Wind-tunnel resulta of advanced high-speed propellers
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NASA, Lewis ReNsrch Center
Icing research tunnel test of a model helicopter rater
[NASA-TM-101978] p 403 N89-10305
Experimental investigation of transonic oscillating
cascade aerodynamics
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Toward improved durability in advanced ak'craft engine
hot sections
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NASA HOST project overview p 479 N89-20136
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combustor aerothormel models p 470 N89-20138
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modeling for turbine heat transfer p 479 N89-20139
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section components p 479 N89-20140
Fatigue life prediction modeling for turbine hot section
materials p 480 N89-20142
Life modeling of thermal barrier coatings for aircraft gas
turbine engines p 480 N89.20143
Views on the impact of HOST p 480 N89-20144
Unsteady blade pressure measurements on • model
counterrotation propeller
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An LDA (Laser-Doppler Anemometry) investigation of
three.dimensional normal shock wave bouodary-I!eyar
interactions p 456 N89-20956
A real-time simulator of a turbofan engine
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A compendium of controlled diffusion blades generated
by an automated inverse design procedure
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Flowfield measurements in the NASA Lewis Research
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[NASA.TM-100883] p 486 N89-2t002
Fuel.rich catalytic combustion of Jet.A fuel-equivalence
ratios 5.0 to 80
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Gas turbine alternative fuels combustion
characteristics
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Comparison of propeller cruise noise data taken in the
NASA Lewis 8- by 6-foot wind tunnel with other tunnel
end flight data
[NASA-TM.101976] p 505 N89-21628
A perspective on future directions in earospece
propulsion system simulation
[NASA-TM-102038] p 536 N89-21798
An explicit Runge-Kutta method for turbulent reacting
flow calculations
[NASA-TM-t01945] p 536 N89-21799
NASA's program on icing research and technology
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Rectangular nozzle plume velocity modeling for use in
jet noise prediction
[NASA-TM.102047] p 519 N89-22577
Active vibration control for flexible ,otor by optimal
direct-output feedback control
[NASA-TM-101972] p 537 N89-22605
Investigation of low NOx staged combustor concept in
high-speed civil trensporl engines
[NASA-TM-101977] p 537 N89-22606
Transonic viscous flow calculations for a turbine cascade
with a two equation turbulence model
[NASA-TM-t01944] p 537 N89-22607
New hypersonic facility capebitity at NASA Lewis
Research Center
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Rotordynamic Instability Problems inHigh-Performance
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Transmission ovednaul and replacement predictions
using Welbull end renewal theoqt
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accomplishments for FY 1988
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airfoil
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Advances in computational design and analysis of
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Advanced computational tsohniquea for hypersonic
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conditions
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A model for prediction of STOVL ejector dynamics
[NASA-TM-102098] p614 N89-24319
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demonstration manual
[NASA-TM-101957] p 622 N89-24459
Comparison of predicted and measured temperatures
of UH-60A helicopter transmission
[NASA-TP-2911] p 628 N89-24607
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tunnel
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Low-speed wind tunnel performance of high-speed
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approach
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Intermetallic and ceramic matrix composites for 815 to
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potential function formulation p 369 A89-31519
Variational finite element calculation for hybrid cascade
flow problem of type.A on an arbitrary stream sheet
p 369 A89.31520
Effects of tree-stream turbulence on performance of
subsonic diffuser p 369 A89.31522
The finite dynamic annular element for the vibration
analysis of variable thickness discs p 420 A89-31529
Application of harmonic analysis method to research
on rotor aWIoads p 467 Afig.33t39
CHINA, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
A study of the rotor wake in nap-of-the-earth
p 439 A89.33140
A digital simulation technique for Dryden atmospheric
turbulence model p 439 A89-331,42
The reliability anaiy_s of aircraft structures
p 467 A89-33146
Design of an airborne optic fiber data bus system
p 475 A89-33148
The computer controlled system for multi-drone
performing formation flight in a same aerial zone
p 481 A89-33566
A new method for the thermodynamic calculation of
combustion chambers p 478 A89-34409
Experimental investigation of electrostatic fire accidents
after aircraft landing and preventive measures
p 460 A89-34885
Effect of wing tip strekes on wing lift-drag ratio
p 445 A89-34886
The correlation between Reynolds stress and turbulent
kinetic energy in the near wake of a symmetric airfoil
p 448 A89.35393
A hafnium-free directionally solidified nickel-basa
superelloy p 546 A89-36435
A method for shock-tree wing design
p 509 A89-36985
Transfinite interpolation method for 3`0 gdd
generations p 509 A89.36986
Lateral induced velocity distribution of a helicopler
rotor p 509 A89-36987
Selection of weighting matrices for linear optimal
regulator p 563 A89.36990
Equivalent systems method to evaluate the flight
qualities p 539 A89-36998
The problems of the infrared stealth of the flying
vehicles p 507 A89.37003
Coupling factor method for studying elastic motion of
flight vehicles p 544 A89.37004
Experimental investigation on buckling of aircraft shell
by the curved grating shadow moire method
p 553 A89-37006
A way for upgrading the accuracy of force
measurement p 553 A89-37011
GDPP - A practical CAD software package
p 563 A89.37014
Computer simulation of the movement of loading door
retraction mechanism with slide tracks
p 527 A89-37019
On eveluetion of aircraft propulsion system
performance p 534 A89-37752
Performance analysis of a propulsion system
p 534 A89.37753
Adjustment of ratio of rotation speed difference in a
twin-apool turbojet engine p 534 A89-37754
A study on GH169 crack propagation under cresp-fatigue
interaction p 547 A89-37756
Investigation on simulation of foreign object impact
damage to compressor blade p 534 A89-37757
A study on exit radial temperature profile of 2D
expodmental combustor p 535 A8g-37759
Variation of critical speed of a rotor-bearing system with
slight relocation of bearing p 554 A89-37766
Experimental investigation of sudden imbalance
response on a flexible rotor system with squeeze-film
damper p 554 A89.37768
Research on temperature profile factor at exit in an
annular combustor p 535 A89-37769
Computation of dynamic process with large disturbance
for Sl:)lit-shaft gas turbine p 535 A89.37772
Optimizing design for turboengine digital speed
controller p 535 A89-37773
Study on exchange operation between two
microcomputem in aeroengine digital control
p 535 A89.37774
On the unsteady leading edge suction of a swoptback
wing p 510 A89-37776
The computation of the viscous/inviscid interaction
p 510 A89-37777
An explicit multistage finite-area method for 2D transonic
flow calculations p 510 A89-37778
Rotor vortex wake distortion and its induced velocity
in ground effect at low speed p 510 A89.37779
The effects of vortex breakdown on the aerodynamic
properties of a wing and the engineering predicting
method p 510 A89-37780
Investigation of Mech reflection for a planar moving
shock propagating into steady supersonic flow field around
wedge p 510 A89.3T;'82
Investigation for venting test technology with large-sized
model in a large wind tunnel p 541 A89.37783
Experimental investigation of aerodynamic heating by
flow through control surface gaps p 510 A89.37785
The application of wall pressure method in low speed
return wind tunnel with closed jet p 541 A89.3T786
The application of the two-dimensional unsteady Euler
equations perturbation solutions on the supersonic
rectangular wings p 511 A89.37787
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The constraint wake analysis for hovenng rotors
p 511 A89.37790
AF-2 scheme for solution of axial symmetric transonic
inlat-flowfield p 511 A89-37791
Nonlinear supersonic potential flow over sides_ conical
bodies, delta wings and fuselages p 511 A89-37792
Anodized aluminum and aluminum alloy coatings for
thermal control p 547 A89-38153
Application of a fuzzy controllar in the fuel system of a
turbojet engine p 536 A89.39043
Color helium bubble flow-visualization technique
p 556 A89-39188
Wing-store flutter analysis of an airfoil in incompressible
flow p 525 A89.39198
Multi-input/mulfi-output freduency domain modal
ident_cation method and its application inground vibration
testing p 529 A89.39454
Robust control of an active vibration isolation system
for helicopters p 539 A89-39458
The analysis end prediction of the spin equilibrium point
of modern aimrafts p 539 A8g-39459
Numerical calculations of hypersonic nonequilibrtum flow
over • blunt wedge p 515 A89-39461
A computational method of nordics for subsonic,
fully unsteady wings at high angles of attack in
time-domain p515 A8g-39462
Development of a second generation injector driven
transonic wind tunnel at BUAA p 541 A89-39469
F,E. simulation of crash for helicoptarl
p 529 Afl9.39472
A physical model of the etreemwiso corner vortexes in
• compressor cascade p 515 A89.39473
The application of dynamic schlieren-photon corroiefion
technique to • supersonic sheer layer
p 515 A89.39474
On the accelerating airflow problem in the test section
of • Vensonic wind tunne_ p 541 A89-39477
A research experiment of discrete fuel injection in
eero-engine combustion chamber p 536 A89.39480
A numerical method for _alculating subsonic fully
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of wings in time
domain p 570 A8g-40959
The research of the aircraft neutral stability
p 614 A8[)-40961"
Active flutter suppression on a delta wing
p 614 A89-40963
Mechanical model study for shrink fit rotor
p 611 A89-40964
The model of combustion efficiency and calculation of
flow properties for scramjet combustor
p 611 A89-41115
The investigation of dynamic distortions in flowfield
downstream of strong shock boundary interaction
p 570 A8g-41117
The characteristics of the turbulence generator and the
simulation of the flow regulation p 571 A89-41119
Modification in enginaedng calculation method for inlet
design p 571 A89-41121
Investigation on thrust measurement of turbojet engine
in altitude simulation facility p 611 A89-4t 128
Transonic cascade flow solved by the combined
shock-capturing end shock-fitting method
p 639 A89-44114
Research and application of • new kind of measurement
technology of take-off end landing performance
p 698 A89-45144
Nonisentropic potential calculation for 2-D and 3-D
transonic flow p 645 A8g-45434
Applics_n of the boundary element method to unsteady
heat transfer problems p 700 A89-45552
Effects of fuel chemical properties on exhaust smoke
from gas turbine combustor p 895 A89-45554
An experimental research on mixture pressure ices in
combustor p 675 A89-45556
Cold flow measurements for a double swirler
combustor p 675 A89-45557
Experimental research on swirling combustion
efficiency p 675 A8g-45558
A dynamic digital model for the turbojet with
i:,Jlso-monitored fuelar p 875 A89-45559
Investigation on unsteady flow field and endwail
boundary layer in axial flow compressor with hot-wire
anemometer p 645 Aag-45560
Measurement of three-dimensional fl0w in
turbomechinery with a single slanted hot-wire
p 700 A89-45561
Effects of axial velocity density ratio on cascade
performances p 645 A89-45565
Experimental investigation on characteristics of single
end tandem blade cascades with double-circular arc
profile p 676 A89-45567
Study of nonlinear Duffing chersctedstice of flexible rotor
with SFDB p 700 A89-45568
Experimental investigation of aeroengine high.speed
roller bearing p 700 A8g-45570
The ATR/RJ engine performance at constant dynamic
pressure and the cons_Jeration of transition condition
p 894 A89-46016
The invesfigafion of jet engine starting
p 676 A89-46025
Difference methods for initial-boundary-value problems
end flow around bodies (Revised edition)
p 646 A89.A6198
Local analytical methods for digital simulation of
dynamical control system p 711 A89-46244
An integrated design computational method for the wing
optimization camber and twist at subsonic and supersonic
flow p 646 A89.46256
The research of 2-D flexible wall self-correcting wind
tunnel p 892 A89-46258
Expedmental study of vortex and aerodynamic
characteristics of stack wings with sideslip
p 646 A89-46259
Flow characteristics in an S-shaped rectangular-round
diffuser at high incidence p 646 A89-46260
Design and analysis of airfoils in transonic viscous
flow p 646 A89-46262
Radiative charactebatic8 of hypersonic cone wake
p 646 A89-46263
The computed results of airfoil near the frassfream Mach
number one p 646 A89-46266
The induced power based on leading edge suction for
a helicopter in hovering p 646 A89-48287
Optimization design for suppressing 'ground resonance'
Of helicopta_ p 664 A89-46278
The solution of 3-D temperature distribution in • cycling
oil cooled aircraft ec generator by network topology
method p 701 A89-46282
The analysis and measurements of radar cross section
(RCS) of some wing structure models
p 674 A89-46298
An engineering approach for nearly shock-free wing
design p 754 A89-48191
The study of the global stability of high performance
aircraft at high engles-Of-aftsck p 779 A89-48192
An optimum method for extracting the aerodynamic
dedvefives of • helicopter from flight test data
p 727 A89-48193
Exbedmental study on applicability of damage failure
criterion of composite laminates p 727 A89-48194
Fatigue crack growth behaviour of 7475.T7351 AI alloy
under constant amplitude loading p 795 A89-48198
On the fluid-dynamic models of microburst - Review end
extension
[AIAA PAPER 89-3353] p 808 A89-49057
Eveluefion of dynamic behaviour of an aircraft with
delta-wing configuration at high alpha
[AIAA PAPER 89-3366] p 780 A89-49070
A local _e and surface scheme for ak'creft geometric
modeling p 757 A89-49104
An efficient multigdd finite element method for transonic
flows with shock p 733 A89-49107
On forward-swept wing's aerodynamic cheractedetics
p 733 A89-49108
On self.tuning controller for aircraft terrain following/gust
alleviation control system p 781 A89-49109
A full 3.D itarettve solution on $1/$2 stream surfaces
in CAS transonic compressor rotor p 739 A89-50658
On the improvement of the rotor blade loss model of
axial flow fen and compressor including the effect of
rotation and its application p 739 A89-50659
A microcomputer controlled optimal adaptive flight
simulator servo system p 811 A89-50782
A multi-objective optimum design method for a
radial.axial flow turbine with the optimum criteria of blade
twist at outlet of blades ) 838 A89-52306
Computation of the detached shock shape in a
supersonic or transonic cascade ) 816 A89-52307
Solution for two-dimensional invisoid frap=,_oniccascade
flows with multiple-grid algorithm ) 517 A89-52308
Application of upwind factor method to transonic
cascade calculation )817 A89-52309
An investigation on stagnation pressure errors due to
rotation state behind • rotor ) 839 A89-52315
Active control of inlet distorted flow field in compressor
inlet ) 817 A89-52316
Flight tests for air intake flowfield and engine operating
stability ) 839 A89-52317
Optimum design for geometric parameters of
axisymmetric converging<liverging nozzle
p 839 A89-5231g
Effect of geometric persmetors on internal performance
Of convergent-divergent nozzle p 539 A89-52320
Flow similadty in ignition process of jet engine
p 839 A89-52323
Dynamic stability and active control of elastic vehicles
scfing with unsteady aerodynamic forces
[AIAA PAPER 89-3557] p 848 A89-52643
Numerical simulation of rolling up of
leading/trailing-edge vortex sheets for slender wings
p 819 A89-53926
Fatigue life of dovetail joints - Verification of a simple
biaxlal model p 863 A89-54119
Study on boundary layer of hypersonic inlets
p 820 A89.54129
Research on surge monitodng system of turbojet engine
on active service p 840 A89-54131
A method for calculation of matching point of inlet and
engine p 840 A89-54132
Aviation end space news
lAD-A197702] p 62 N89-11693
MPC-75 feeder civil aircraft
{AD-A2G0907] p 317 N89.t7594
Fly, great sea eagle
[AD-A203979] p 530 N89-21789
Study of the real emulation of the electronic integrated
system
[PB89-116271] p 557 N89-22016
Acts Aeronautic== et Astronautics Sinice (selected
articles)
[AD.A205128] p 508 N89-22570
Unsteady aerodynamic computational method of
non-coplaner wing.tail combinations in subsonic flow
[PB59-111470] p'518 N89-22571
Visting Chine'e aerodynamics research and
development center
[AD-A203980] p 543 N89-22615
Acceleration test for aimreft low-pass filter
[PB89-118263] p 557 N89-22807
Acts Aeronautics et Aetronaufina Sinica, Volume 8,
Number 12, December 1987 (selected articles)
lAD-A206782] p 719 N89-26807
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
A second-order numerical method for the analysis of
two-dimensional flow of ideal fluid through a cascade with
supersonic input p 6 A89-10607
Numedcal simulation of steady transonic flow past an
8-percent DCA cascade at a freestream Mach number
of about 1 p 8 A89-11073
Experience with the development of turboprop
engines p37 A89-11074
Control of the low.cycle service life of the primary
components of aircraft turbine engines according to the
damege-toleranca concept p37 A89-t 1075
Transonic flow calculation via finite elements
p 67 A89-13497
Quantitative frsctogrephy - Possibilities and applications
in aircraft research p 495 A89.35074
Validation of nonstetionary aerodynamics models for
longitudinal aeroplane motion on the basis of flight
measurements p 539 A89-37524
Contribution to centrifugal impeller design
p 553 A89-37525
Fatigue damage to an aircraft from gusts
p 603 A89-40083
Determination of the interaction parameter of a twin-rotor
gas generator p 622 A89-40084
A foil adhesive for construction - The Letoxit system
p 620 A89-40085
Numerical solution of transonic potential flow in 2D
compressor cascades using multi-grid techniques
p 589 A89-42837
The identification of parameters using a pdori
information , p 808 A89-47520
The Synthesis of mechanisms p 798 A89-47521
Verification of the flight characteristics of training aircraft
with a relaxed static stability on the TL-39 flight
simulator p 778 A89-47523
The possible realization of servomechanisms in active
control systems p 798 A89-47525
Thermodynamic cdta_e of stability - Numerical solution
of transonic flow p 729 A89-48845
D
DENMARK
Prediction of separated flow past airfoil using
viscous-inviscid interaction technique
p 208 A89-21092
E
EGYPT
Combustion characteristics of gaseous flames in • gas
turbine combustor
[AIAA PAPER 89-2892] p 683 A89-47155
F
FINLAND
A 35 GHz helicopter.borne polarimeter radar
p 134 N89-13038
FRANCE
A study on upstream moving pressure waves induced
by vortex separation p 65 A89-12915
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Experimental and numerical study of propeller wakes
in axial flight regime p 69 A89.13560
Time-consistent computation of transonic buffet over
airfoils
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-97] p 70 A89.13580
3D flow computations in a centrifugal compressor with
splitter blade including viscous effect simulation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-96] p 70 A89.13585
Detailed meeeuromenta of the flow in the vaned diffuser
of a beckswept transonic centrifugal impeller
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-92] p 70 A89.t3586
Experimental study of the behavior of NACA 0009 profile
in a transonic LEBU configuration p 71 A89.13602
Turbulent boundary layer manipulation in zero pressure
gradient p 71 A89.13603
The design, development and integration of the complex
avionics systems p 135 A89.13817
Dynamic stalling of an airfoil oscillating in pitch
p 74 A89.13696
Space-time correlations of watt pressure fluctuations in
shonk-induoad separated turbulent flows
p 74 A89.14038
Evaluation ot the performance of s vocal recognition
system in air traffic control tasks - Vocal workstation of
an air traffic control simulator p 89 A89.14491
Performance improvement of flight simulator
esrvoactuators p 125 A89.15119
GAMM workshop - Numedcel simulation of compressible
Navler-Stokes flows presentation of problems and
discussion of results p 77 A89.15898
Combined translation/pitch motion - A new s_loli
dynamic stall simulation p 77 A89.16091
Numerical simulation of compressible Navier-Stokee
flows p 127 A89.17013
Experimental flowflalds around NACA 0012 airfOilS
located in subsonic and supersonic rarefied sir strsems
p 81 A89.17015
Detection of laminar.turbulent transition by infrared
thermography p 143 A89.17147
Computation of the pressure in an incompressible
rotationai flow of inviecid fluid p143 A89.17150
Use of the GALA and PALAS tools to entente the
development of avionic software
[AIAA PAPER 88.3943] p 199 A89.18115
Reflections on avionic integration
[AIAA PAPER 88-3950] p 172 A89.1812f
The unused strategic tool - The akship
p 181 A89.18752
Radionavtgetion needs for the Europe of the future
p 160 A89.18753
Special committee on future air navigation systems
(FANS) p 160 A89.f8754
New design procedures applied to landing gear
development p 167 A89.20138
Experimental analysis of turbulent separation on an
oblate ellipsoid-cylinder p 208 A89.21095
The unduCted fan • Why and how?
p 238 A89.21401
Developments and perspectives at AMD-BA in the
of impact and crash sizing p 227 A89-21407
Concepts, parameters, end symbols of flight
mechanics p 207 A89-21409
Numencel _,tegretion ot the blade-to.blade sudec.e Euler
equations in vibratingcascades p 240 A89-23187
Aaroelestic prediction of rotor loads in forward flight
p 230 A89-23320
The NH90 European helicopter programme
p 230 A89.23328
Avionics systems - Development methodology and data
processing tools p 263 A89.23329
Mastering quality of avionics system's software
p 263 A89.23330
Expert systems end quality control
p 256 A89.23331
Theoretical and experimental determination of the
elastic and inertial properties of an hetic¢_ptar blade
p 256 A89-23332
Orchidee - Role of the helicopter within a complex
system p 230 A89.23333
Digital AFCS for AS 332 MK II helicopter
p 236 A89-23334
Digital map reader for helicopte_ p 237 A89.23356
Panther, a Dauphin warrior p 232 A89.23371
Avionic development means a complete integrated
operational solution p 263 A89.23374
Exponmentai evakmtion of lightning-induced transk_nle
on the AS355 helicopter p 233 A89.23380
From Sir Frank Whittle to the year 2000 - What is new
in propulsion? p 241 A89-23872
The new complement for air and spacecraft - A maniA
computer p 244 A89-24487
Reliable flight control systems - Components placement
and feedback synthesis p 263 A89.24493
International Symposium on Domain Decomposition
Methods for Partial Differential EqoatJona, let, Ecole
NatJonale des Ponts et Checesees, Paris, France, Jan.
7-9, 1987, Proceedings p 264 A89-24809
Releflon between diffusor losses and the inlet flow
cortdiE'ons of turbojet comb_Ators p 322 A89.24916
Combined propulsion for hypersonic and space
vehicles p 322 A89.24917
Numerical and experimental study of the crash behavior
of helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft
p 309 A89.24819
Stability and transition of two-dimensional laminar
boundary layers in compressible flow over an adiabatic
watt p 270 A89-24822
Fast laminar near wake flow caicula_on by an implicit
method solving the Navior-Stokes equations
p 270 A89.24823
Infrared technique to messtxe the skin temperature on
an eteofrotharmel de-icer - Comparison with numerical
simulations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0760] p 303 A89.25566
Boundary layer tren_tlon and turbulence modelling in
three-dimenaionai flow p 346 A89.25860
Source localization technique for impulsive multiple
*ouroas
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-114] p 356 A89.27741
Dynamic feedback tinesrization with application to
aircraft control p 403 A89.28550
Tensile behaviour of a nickel-beseq single crystal
superailoy - Effects of temperature a_l onentation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-7] p 409 A89.29203
Flow phenomena common to eeronautioal and naval
domains
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-8] p 362 A89.29204
Transport aircraft intake design
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988.18] p 363 A89.29208
Wind tunnel sir intake test techniques
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988.20] p 406 A89.29210
Simple model of lightning retum-stroke simulations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-27] p 427 A89-29214
Improvements to the visualization techniques employed
in the ONERA hydrodynamic tunnels for the quantitative
study of steady flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-53] p 413 A89.29231
Recent bask: studios on transonic shock.wave/turbulent
boundary-layor interactions
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-54] p 363 A89-29232
Ora,g prediction using state-of-the-art caicu_lion
methods in France
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988.74] p 413 A89.29239
Transonic computations by _ techr_Jes with
)otantlel and Euler solves
ONERA, TP NO, 1988-78] p 363 A89-29243
Start and unstart in $2 supersonic wind tunnel in ONERA
Mndana-Awiecx Center
[ONERA, TP NO. t988-79] p 406 A89-29244
Measurement of model propfan noise in high speed wind
tunnal
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-1OO] p 434 A89-29252
Study of propagating acoust_ sources in a fan intake
by modal analysis of tone noise
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-101] p 434 A89-29253
Exact and simplified computation of noise radiation by
an annular duct
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-102] p 434 A89.29254
Active noise reduction in a transport aircraft cabin
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-103] p 385 A89-29255
Viscous-invisoid strategy and computation of transonic
buffet
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-111] p 363 A89-29263
Transonic degeneracy in systems of conservation
laws
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-112] p 363 A89-29264
Experimental study of the connection between a long
spark and an aircraft mock-op
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-118] p 407 A89.29270
Interpretation of an experimental spearhead shape ice
formetx)n by using a numerical mode_
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-121] p 428 A89-29273
Overview of icing research at ONERA
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988.123] p 379 A89.29275
Computation of high Reynolds number flows around
airfoils by numerical solution of the Navler-Stokes
equations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988.124] p 363 A89-29276
Modelling of viscoplastic enisotroplc behaviour of single
crystals
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-127] p 409 A89-29278
Efficient solution of the steady Eule' equations with a
oantared implicit method
[ONERA, TP NO. f988-128] p 4f4 A89.29279
Prediction ot rotor blade-vcrtax interaction noise from
2-D aerodynamic calculations and measurements
[ONERA, TP NO, 1988.129] p 434 A89-29280
An iteration technique coupling 3-D transonic small
I:_rturbetJon aerody_ic theory and rotor dynamics in
forward flight
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-130] p 363 A89.29281
A new computational method applied to acceleration
potential theory
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-131] p 364 A89.29282
Air inlets and aflerbodios of subsonic and supe_sunic
aircraft engines - General aspects
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-132] p 364 A89-29283
S4MA hypersonic facility . Influence of the
ei*ctcr-diffu.er de=gn
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-133] p 407 A89.29284
Application of the time-domain finite difference method
to the determination of electromegnatic fietds penetrating
a cavity via an sperture p 415 A89.29755
Behaviour of internal manipulators - 'Ribiet' mod_s in
subsonic and transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-0963] p 365 A89-30479
Structured stability robustness improvement by
aigenapaoa techniques. A hybrid methodology
p 405 A89.31456
Numerical simulation of unsteady combustion in a dump
combustor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-142] p 400 A89.3t803
The contribution of wind tunnel tests to the
understanding of compressor blade flutter
[ONERA, TP NO, 1988-f44] p 401 ,4,89-31805
Numerical simuletion of unstoady three-dlmenaional
flOWSin turbines
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988.145] p 389 A89.31806
Research conducted at the ONERA Direction de
I'Aerodynamique for calculating internal flows by solution
of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-146] p 370 A89-31807
Calculation of inviscid nozzle flow in thermal and
chemical noneguilibrium
[ONERA, TP NO, 1988-150] p 370 A89.3f810
Comparison of test mounts for militan/ aircraR
attarbodles
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-151] p 370 A88-31811
Ex_tal study of the lk)w in an =dr intake at angle
of attack
[ONERA, TP NO. t988-154] p 370 A89.31813
Ceramic heat exchangers and turbine blades - Theory
and experimental results
[ONERA, TP NO, 1988-157] p 421 A89.31815
Velocity measurements in subsonic and transonic
flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-159] p 370 A89.318t7
Electromagnetic dteturbences associated wtth lightning
strikes on aircraft
[ONERA, TP NO, 1968-163} p 380 A89-3"i821
Laboratory simulation of the attachment of a loader to
a suspended aircraft mockup
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-185] p 408 A89.31823
The SAFIR lightning monitodr_ and alert system
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-168] p 428 A89-31826
AeroelastJc tests and calculations for light aircraft
[ONERA, TP NO, 1988-169] p 394 A89.31827
Validation of in-house and acquired software at
Aerospetiaie p 431 A89-31905
A task-oriented dialogue system - An aeronautical
application p 384 A89-31907
Helicopter rotor wake investigation using a lasor
anemomeiry technique p 439 A89.33385
Measurements of mean-flow and turbulence
characteristics in a turbojet exhaust using a laser
vaiocimeter p 439 A89-33410
Advanced microstructurai observations of gas turbine
P/M materials p 487 A89.33456
Computational methods for hypersonic flows - Special
techniques and real gas effects
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-100] p 441 A89-33640
Laminar-tudaulent transition problems at high speods
p 441 A89.33645
Viscous-invisuid interection and computation in
aerodynamics
[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-f28] p 443 A89.34627
Spio tasting methods in flight p470 A89.35196
ONERA research on civil aircraft
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-75] p 438 A89.35376
The future of the civil avlalk)n industry
p 438 A89-35377
Civil.transport aircraft at Aerospetlele
p 438 A89-35378
Business aviation and new technologies
p 438 A89.35379
Experimental wind tunnel study of a military-airc_lft air
intake - Comparison with flight p 448 A89-35381
Prediction of potential nOise interactions in axlel-flow
machines. Application to the he_icoptar tanestron
p 504 A89.35385
Prediction ot wake-intaraction noise in axial-flow
machines - Application to helicopter feneetron .
p 504 A89.35388
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Laser drilling of s superelloy costed with ceramic
p 551 A89-36455
Infrared thermography - A quantitative tool for heat
study
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-3] p 553 A89-37627
Vibrations in aerospace structures - Prediction,
prevention and control
(ONERA, TP NO. 1989-9] p 553 A69.3763t
New possibilities of viscous.inviscid numedcel
techniques for solving viscous flow equations with massive
separation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-24] p 554 A89-37640
Applica_ of infrared thermography to the interpretation
of tests in an icing wind tunnel
[ONERA, TP NO. 1989-28] p 554 A89.37642
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The prediction of transonic interference flow by means
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Numerical simulation of supersonic two-phase
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Numerical simulation of pressure wave boundary layer
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Optlmizefion of helicopter takeoff and landing
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Experimental ra_lts and future potential
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systems of space transports and hypersonic aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 87-103] p 176 A89.20241
Introduction of new technologies in the structural area
from the viewpoint of IABG
[DGLR PAPER 87.107] p 143 A89-20242
Strength of dynamically loaded force introduction for
fiber.reinforced rotors
[DGLR PAPER 87-108] p 185 A89-20243
Carbon fiber composites for supersonic technology
[DGLR PAPER 87.124] p 185 A89.20244
The Oetztal wind tunnel as basic idea and incentive
for planning the USAF research center AEDC Tuliehoma
p 183 A89-20245
Downstream vorticity measurements from ultrasonic
pulses p 151 A89-20313
A low order panel method for the calculation of vortex
sheet roll-up end wing-vortex interaction
p 208 A89-21283
Computation of subsonic and transonic hst/coptar rotor
flow using Euier equations ) 211 A89-22328
The numednel simulation of unsteady flows around
profiles ) 213 A89-22757
Computation of flows around supercdtical profiles
) 213 A89.22758
Trailing-edge flow in an unsteady ambient flow
) 213 A89-22760
Flow visualization for laminar profiles
) 213 A89-22761
Experimental inveegga_ons in the transonic end
supersonic wind tunnel ) 213 A89-22762
Vortex street in the wake of • flat )late in longitudinal
flow ) 214 A89.22763
2-D transonic flow with energy supply by homogeneous
condensation - Onset condition and 2-D structure of steady
Lavsi nozzle flow p 214 A89-22801
Western technical world impressed by MiG.29 show -
Soviet fighter aircraft under the magnifying glass
p 228 A89-22807
Guided around the earth by satellites - Extreme accuracy
in navigation from space p 224 A89-22808
Takeoff drag prediction for airbus A300-600 end A310
compared with flight test results p 228 A89-22810
Creep behaviour of carbon fibre reinforced
polyetheretherketone end epoxy resin
[MBB-Z-178-88-PUB] p 251 A89-22890
Stages and objectives of turbojet engine development
p 240 A89-23149
Aircraft motion sensor integdty for helicopter automatic
flight control p 237 A89-23337
Toward a unified representation of rotor blade aidbads
with emphasis on unsteady end viscous effects
p 216 A89-23338
Simulation models for optimization Of helicopter takeoff
and landing p 231 A89-23339
Correlation of generalized helicopter flight test
performance data with theory p 231 A89-23340
ROw visualization on a helicopter rotor in hover using
ecenephthene p 256 A89-23341
An experimental study of the aerodynamic
characteristics of three model helicopter fuselages
p 231 A89-23342
Aspects of wind tunnel interference effects on rotor
model Ioedlngs p 216 A89-23343
Model rotor wake measurements in a wind tunnel
p 216 A89-23344
New aerodynamic rotor blade design at MBB
p 231 A89-23345
Design and analysis of composite helicopter fuselage
structures p 231 A89-23347
BO 105 LS - Meet the hot and high challenge
p 231 A88-23348
BK 117 - Surviving in s desperate market place
p 207 A89-23349
Measured end predicted impulsive noise directivity
cherectadstics p 266 A89-23351
Aspects and results of profile development for circulation
controlled rotor systems p 231 A89-23352
MTU propfen project CRISP for performance analysis
in DFVLR wind tunnels p 240 A89-23807
Stability of three-dimensional boundary layers and
laminar wings p217 A89-23811
Numeocal methods and high-performance computers -
New development tools in aerodynamics
p 217 A89-23812
Flow diagnostics with optical measurement methods
p 257 A89-23813
Adaptive measuring section in Goeftingen
p 249 A89-23814
The multiaxis vibration simulator MAVIS - A new
structurally dynamic test bed p257 A89-23815
Preparation of experimental studies of cascade
vibrations p 240 A89-23816
Vortex streets and their effects on air traffic
p 217 A89-23818
Satellite communications for air transport
p 225 A89-23819
Design and flight testing of a model following control
system for helicopters p 244 A89-24488
An open-loop control system for a state space flight
controller p 245 A89-24489
Identification of the longitudinal motion of a Dornier Do
28 airplane p 245 A89-24490
Flight management procedures for noise-minimal
landing trajectories with consideration of temperature and
wind gradients p 245 A89-24500
Aircraft maneuver optimization under fuel constraints -
A real time algorithm p 246 A89-24529
High.lift aerodynamics for transport aircraft by interactive
experimental and theoretical tool development
[AIAA PAPER 89-0267] p 278 A89-25225
Analysis of three-dimeosionsi aerospace configurations
using the Euier equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0268 p 279 A89-25226
An implicit flux-vector splitting scheme for the
computation of viscous hypersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-0274 p 279 A89-25231
The intelligent wing - Aerodynamic developments for
future transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-0534 p 269 A89-25428
An investigation of cell centered and ceti vertex multigrid
schemes for the Navler-Stokee equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-0548] p 345 A89-25440
Compedson of two different Navier-Stokee methods for
the simulation of 3-D transonic flows with separation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0559 p 287 A89-25448
Feasibility study on the design Of a laminar flow
nacelle
[AIAA PAPER 89-0640 p 311 A89-25506
Numerical simulation of the transonic DFVLR-F5 wing
experiment; Proceedings of the International Workshop
on Numerical Simulation of Compressible Viscous-Flow
Aerodynamics, Gooftingen, Federal Republic of Germany,
Sept. 30-Oct. 2, 1987 p 290 A89-25856
DFVLR-F5 test wing experiment for computational
aerodynamics p 290 A89-25857
DFVLR-F5 test wing configuration - The boundary value
problem p 290 A89-25858
Three-dimensional viscous flow simulations using an
implicit relaxation scheme p 291 A89-25865
Simuietion of the DFVLR-F5 wing experiment using a
block structured explicit Navier-Stokea method
p 291 A89-25866
Mstehal defects in a PM-nlchel-bese superalioy
p 341 A89-25919
LIRAS - A proposal for an airport traffic safety system
p 308 A89-28293
Ways to solve current flight-safety problems
p 305 A89-28294
GPS antennas for civil aviation p 308 A89-28296
GPS antenna problems for military aircraft
p 309 A89-28297
An antenna for the GPS installation at DFVLR
p 309 A89-28298
A GPS receiver antenna with integrated down-mixer
p 309 A89-28290
On the improvement of the adaption behavior of
recuraive parameter estimation algorithms through
non-linear, dynamic pre-control p 429 A89-28627
Motion-induced unsteady airloads on an oscillating
icew-aepect-ratio trapezoids/half-wing in separated flow
p 413 A89-28849
Integrated design of structures p 385 A89-29170
Airborne MTI via digital filtering p 397 A89-29428
The legal bases of capacity regulations for air traffic in
the air end at airports p 435 A89-30428
Passive and active damping augmentation systems in
the fields of structural dynamics and acoustics
[AIAA PAPER 89-1196] p 418 A89-30686
The optimum.optimorum theory and its application to
the optimization of the entire supersonic transport
aircraft p 393 A89.31338
Algorithms for aircraft parameter estimation accounting
for process and measurement noise
p 405 A89-31862
70 years of transport aircraft development - What did
the airlines learn?
[AIAA PAPER 89.1641} p 360 A89.32100
DFVLR, Annual Report 1987 p 437 A89.32775
The influence of a radial swid generator on the flow
field from a fuel nozzle model p 490 A89-33354
3-D LDA.measurements in the jet of a bypass-engine
p 477 A89-33386
High enthstpy testing in hypersonic shock tunnels
p 485 A89-33630
Numerical simulation of threa-dimensionel hypersonic
viscous flows p 441 A89-33644
Fast, in-situ repair of aircraft panel components
p 438 A89.34896
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Micro radiography end tomography for high resolution
NDT of advanced materials and microstructurel
components p 495 A89-35081
Calculation of compression shook surfaces in
three-dimensional, steady supersonic flows using a
bicherectadstic method p 446 A8g-35168
Investigation of flow separation in • three-dimensional
diffuser using a coupled Euler and boundary-layer
method p 446 A8g-35172
Vortex breakdown and its control on delta wings
p 449 A89-35999
Sound generation and flow interaction of vortices with
an airfoil and a flat plate in transonic flow
p 449 A89-36006
Detailed measurements in the transonic vortical flow
over a delta wing p449 A8g-36012
Some considerations on leading edge vortices On wings
in supersonic flow p 450 A8g-36013
Numerical analysis of three-dimensional non rigid
wings
[AIAA PAPER 89.0907] p 450 Asg-36022
Consideration of environmental conditions for the fatigue
evaluation of composite airframe structure
p 551 A89-36304
Flight control system design for an in-flight simulator
p 539 A88-36934
Three component laser Doppler anemometry in large
wind tunnels p 555 A89-38615
Modem joining methods for future aircraft structures
p 556 A89-39076
Integral rudder system for aircraft steering
p 539 A89-39258
Simulation of optimal flight paths of dynamical soaring
flight and the design of a model aircraft
p 529 A89-39259
BO108 - An ulVemodem German helicopter
[MSB-UD-530-88-PUB] p 602 A89-39836
The development of a composite helicopter fuselage
as exemplified on the BK 117
[MRB.UD-534-88-PUB] p 602 A89-39840
Comparison of the crushing behaviour of metallic
subfloor structures
[MBB-UD-535-88-PUB] p 622 A8g-39841
Engine aspects in the design of advanced rotorcraft
[MBS-UD-528-88-PUB] p 811 Asg-39842
Development of an advanced experimental rotan/test
rig and first test results with a 60 kN-main rotor
[MBB-UD.fi25-88-PUB] p 618 A89-39843
BO 108 . Technology for new light twin helicopters
[MEB.UD-529-88-PUB] p 603 A8g-39844
Design and development tests of a five-bleded hingeless
helicopter main rotor
[MBB-UD-531-88-PUB] p 803 ASg-39845
A new wind tunnel test rig for helicopter testing
[MBB-UD-532-88-PUB] p 618 ASg-39846
OPST 1 - A digital optical tail rotor control system
[MBB-UD-533-88-PUB] p 814 A8g.39847
Safety philosophies in air transport
p 597 A8g-39859
Hydrodynamic characteristics of seaplanes as affected
by hull shape parameters
[AIAA PAPER 89-1540] p 604 A8g-41562
RFB research and development in WIG vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 89-1495] p 823 A8g-41568
On the optimum cruise speed of a hypersonic aircraft
p 605 A8g-41652
An efficient ceil-vertex multigrid scheme for the
three-dimensional Navler-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1953] p 574 A89-41800
Simple improvements of an upwind TVD scheme for
hypersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-1977] p 576 A89-41820
A central finite volume TVD scheme for the ceiouiefion
of supersonic and hypersonic flow fields around complex
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1975] p 578 A8g-41844
Investigations on the vortioity sheets of a close.coupled
delta-canard configuration p 579 A89-42017
Experimental investigation of the crashworthinese of
scaled composite sailplane fuselages
p 605 A89-42019
C,aiouletion of wind.tunoel aide-wail interference using
• three-dimensional multigrid Nevier-Stokes code
[AIAA PAPER 89-1790] p 579 Asg-42028
Transonic flow around airfoils with relaxation end energy
supply by homogeneous condensation
[AIAA PAPER 89-1834] p 582 A8g-42062
Research end development: Technical and scientific
publicetlona 1988 p 835 A89-42928
New developrnaots in air end space research -
Contributions of the German aircraft end space Industry
to advanced programs and International cooperation
[MBB-Z-177.88-PUB] p 635 Asg-42927
Thoroughgoing DV-support from project planning to
facton/control - Practical example from near-development
aircraft design
[MBB.UD-526-88-PUB] p 568 A89-42928
Application of HISSS panel code to a fighter-type aimraft
configuration at subsonic and supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-2619] p 589 A89-42931
Modular avionics architecture for modem fighter
aircraft
[MBB-FE-301-S-PUB-339] p 610 A89-42932
Development of a monolithic fuselage shell using
CFRP
[MBB-FE.234-S-PUB-338] p 606 A89-42934
Flight tests with the VFW 814 - A'I-_AS laminar glove
[MBB-UT-0132-88-PUB] p 606 A89-42936
Accuracy problems in wind tunnels during transport
aircraft development
[MBB-UT-t34-88-PUB] p 619 A8g-42937
CIDS- Cabin Intercommunication Data System
[MBB-UT-020-87-PUB] p 600 A8g-42938
System testing exemplified by the A320-1ending flaps
flight maneuvering system
[MBB-UT-0131-88-PUB] p 614 A89-42939
Innovative production technology inairCraft construction:
ClAM Forming 'made by MBB' - A highly productive
example p 625 A89-43076
Soaring on intelligent wings - Aerodynamicists at MBB
are already at work on tomorrow's projects
p 568 A89-43077
C.,ompotation of flow and losses in transonic turbine
cascades p 589 A88-43108
IA63 Pampa - The completion of an aircraft development
program p 568 A89-43112
Simulation of the flow around a cconterrotating shrouded
proptan p 589 ASg-43113
Numencel simulation and experiments on leading-edge
vortices on modern wings, with European cooperation
p 589 A89-43114
Cockpit.canopy fragmentation system for immediate
pilot rescue p 606 A89-43115
Future air navigation systems (FANS]
p 600 A89-43573
Development and verification of software for flight safety
critical strapdown systems p 659 A89-43827
New Kelmen filter algorithms for hybrid navigation,
fiightpath computation and inertial geodesy
p 659 ASg-43828
Jet or prop required for future regional transports?
p 637 A8g-44641
Technology of structures maintains high standards
p 637 A8g-44642
Dornier's rote in the 'European Fighter Aircraft' EFA
program p 837 A8g-44643
The phased setabllshment of support maturity for the
European Fighter AirCraft (EFA] p 637 A89-44644
Stealth technology for reducing airoreft recognition
p 873 A8g-44645
Crack shape identification as an inverse boundary value
problem p 898 A88-44663
Low coat equipment for flight test film end video
evaluation p 898 A8g-45137
Computsticn of viscous unsteady compressible flow
about airfoils p 642 A89-45378
Simulation of inviscld hypersonic real gas flows
p 644 A8g-45414
Navler-Stokes simulation of transonic flow about wings
using a block structured approach p 644 A8g-45422
The EEC supports air transport research
p 838 A89-46078
Ducted ultra-high bypass engine configuration
definition
[AIAA PAPER 89.2478] p 878 A89-46862
Technology readiness for advanced ductad engines
[AIAA PAPER 89-2479] p 678 A8g-46863
High performance gear systems and heat management
for advanced ducted systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-2482] p 678 A89-46865
Configuration studies for a regional airliner using
open-rotor ultra-high-bypass-ratio engines
[AIAA PAPER 8g-2580] p 666 A89-46937
The influence of swirl end fuel composition of
boron-containing fuels on combustion in • solid fuel ramjet
combustion chamber
[AIAA PAPER 89.2R85] p683 A8g-47150
An airborne U-band solid state pulso-compreseion
radar p 767 A8g-47607
in-flight measurement of static pressures and boundary
layer state with integrated senSors
[AIAA PAPER 89-2209] p 788 A8g-47667
The role of the numedcel dissipation on the
computational Eulor..KlUatlonlvsolutiona for vortical flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-2232] p 725 A8g-47687
The insurance redulrementa of the aircraft operator -
Dk_'apancles petween law and rogutationa
p 813 A8g-48502
Suppression of asymmetry of the vortex flow behind a
circular cone at high incidence
[AIAA PAPER 89-3372] p 731 A89-49078
Deficiencies of long.term dynamics requirements and
new perspectives
[AIAA PAPER 89-3392] p 781 A89-49093
On the modelling of losses with distributed forces for
calculating transonic flow fields in radial diffusers
p 733 A89-491_41
Configuretionel repercussions of new technologies in
designing • regional airliner
[AIAA PAPER 89-2022] p 715 A89-49409
International cooperation on EFA
[AIAA PAPER 89-2035] p 814 A89-49415
S747-400 aircraft condition monitoriog system - A
consistent step forward based on the proven A310
corcept
[AIAA PAPER 89.2100] p 759 A89.49458
The European Fighter Aircraft design
[AIAA PAPER 89-2123] p 760 A89-49471
Investigations of the aeromechanical instability of a
helicopter using Floquet theow p 782 A89-49585
Airfoil wing theory for rotating cylinders of finite width
enoountering lateral flows p 734 A89-49595
Evaluation of different boundary algorithms using the
example of • transonic flow field in the wheel of a radial
compressor p 734 A89-49598
A numerical method for calculating steady transonic
flows with relaxation and heat input p 734 A89-49600
Profiles in supersonic source flow p 734 A89-49E_1
Numerical simulation of Toilmien-Schilchtiog waves in
transonic compressible plate boundary layers
p 734 A89-49604
Numerical simulation of flow around a profile with
eddies p 735 A89-49607
Experimental investigation of a hybrid wind tunnel
model p 791 A89-50137
Improved helicopter accident safety using fiber
composite Construction p 762 A89-50361
Development of an aircraft side rudder in a new type
of carbon fiber composite technology
p 717 A89-50362
Steady and unsteady pressures and forces in a vibrating
ejector engine in the subsonic and transonic speed
regimes p 774 A89-50363
Use of multiprooessur technology for active disturbance
variable suppression in a helicopter p 782 A89-50365
Parameter study of fighter aircraft configurations using
a simple performance synthesis model for the overall
airframe-eogina system p 762 A89-50372
Aspects of the numerical simulation of turbulent flow
in combustor type configurations p 775 A89-50373
Optimal control for maximum energy extraction from
wind shear
[AIAA PAPER 89-3490] p 846 A8g-52583
Operatic_ai experience with the Computer Oriented
Metering Planning and AdviSory System (COMPAS) at
Frankfurt, Germany
[AIAA PAPER 89-3627] p 829 A89-52721
EUROFAR - Project for a perpendicularly launched
cruising airoraft
[MBB-UD-538-88-PUB] p 833 A89-53308
visual and sensory aids, for helicopters in the year
2OOO
[MBB-UD-541-89-PUB] p 837 A69-53309
High-performance fiber composite materials with
thermoplastic matrix
[MBS-Z-0257-89-PUB] p 857 A89-53310
Rotorcraft research and technology advances et MSB
[MBB-UD-0537-89-PUB] p815 A89-53334
Finite element analysis of gyroscopic effects
p 863 A8g-53499
Injection mou_led ceramic rotors - Comparison of SiC
end Si3N4 p 858 A89-53658
MLS 1989 - Status report from the perspective of the
airline companies p 830 A89-53663
Differing development of the velocity profiles of
thme.dimensionel turbulent boundary layers
p 819 A89-53947
Seenger: An advanced space transport system for
Europe - Program overview and key technology needs
p 856 A89-54329
Application of modern optimization tools for the design
of aircraft structures p 834 A89-54471
Camouflage cap allows aircraft to disappear
p 838 Afi8-54482
History of low.power jet engines p 841 A89-54483
Development along different paths
p 820 A89-54484
Indirect effects on electronic end mechanical systems
Installed in carbon fibre compound aircraft structures
p 22 N69-10492
Computing system configuration for f_hter e_roreftfight
control systems p 40 N8g-10832
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Investigation of wake vortices of landing aircraft st
Frankfurt airport (Fedemt Republic of Germany)
[DFVLR-MrI-1"-88.15] p 17 N89-10862
Experimental investigation of transonic flow on wing
profiles in wind tunnels of reduced measurement section
[ETN-88-93233] p85 Nag-t 1720
Modeling of vortex layers over delta wings with a vortex
line adapted panel method
[ETN-88-93235] p86 N89-11721
Computer aided optimal structural design of stringers
from Airbus A310-300 with STARS: Detailed optimization
medal
[MBB-UT-116/88] p 103 Nfl9-11741
Contour line near turbine parts from nickel and titanium
powder metal (PM) materials by advanced encapsuietiOn
technique and capsule free forming procedure. Isostat
premng of PM matadals
[ETN-88-g2107J p 108 N89-11746
Ceramic thermal b=rder coatings for gall turbine
components exposed to hot gases
[ETN-88.93227] p 108 N89-11747
Aircraft flexible pavement overlay design and evolution
[ETN-88-93230] p ff? Nag-ff759
Statistical simulation of turbulent flow around a cube
subjected to frontal flows
[ETN-B8-g3215] p 127 NBg'1201g
Locating and search procedures with helicopters for sea
and or alr emergencies
[FPN-007g] p 89 NBg-1265fl
Expedmental Investigation of propagation of shockwave
induced disturbances in treneonlc airfoUa
[ESA-l-t'-10gT] p 220 N89-15083
The data system on board the DO 228 for tasting
navigation system==with high accuracy
[DFVLR.MITT.88.20] p 226 Nag-15095
Simulation of a future Terminal Manauvedng Area (TMA)
scenado
[DFVLR-FB-88-33] p 226 N89.15096
The Transonic WJnd Tunnel (TWB) at DFVLR Jn
Breunsohwalg (Federal Republic of Germany)
[ESA.TT-1114] p 249 N59-15127
O_dgn, simulation and laboratory test of an inertial
system for measuring the attitude end nerrow-speced
motions
[ESA-l-r-1104] p 250 N89.15160
Solution of the two-dimensional Euler equations by •
finite volume disoratizstion on unstructured triangular
meshes
[DFVLR-FB-88-34] p 264 N89-15672
Intake swirl and _dmplifiad methods for dynamic pressure
distortion assessment p 299 N89-16742
On board life monitoring system Tornado (OLMOS)
p3tg N80-18785
Engine life consumption monitoring program for R5199
integrated in the on.board life monitonng system
p 320 N89-16789
The advantage of a thrust rating concept used on the
RBlg0 engine p 327 N59-16800
Gee path modelling, diagnosis and sensor fault
detection p 321 N89-16811
System-theoretical method for dynamic on-condition
monitoring of gas turbines p 321 N89-16812
Loss development in transonic compressor cascades
p 328 N89-16826
Incldenca angle rules in supersonic cascades
p 328 N89.16827
Exit angle rules in supomonic cascades
p 329 N59-16828
Shock losses in transonic and supersonic compressor
cau¢41dee p 329 N89-16829
Axial valcoify density ratio influence on exit flow angle
in ttansoniclsudersonid cascades p 329 N89-18830
inverse methods for blade design, controlled diffusion
blading for superoritical compressor flow
p 328 N59-16832
Expodmenta on the DFVLR-F4 wing body configuration
in several European windtunnels p 337 N89.16848
Accuracy requirements for high-speed test with engine
simulation on transport aircraft models in the NLR-HST
p 338 N89-16870
Balance accuracy and repeatability as a limiting
parameter in aircraft development force measurements in
conventional and cn/ogenl¢ wind tunnels
p 338 N89-16873
Accuracy problems in wind tunnels during transport
aircraft development p 338 N89.16877
Damage tolerance behavior of fiber reinforced
composite airframes p 316 N89-17278
Activities report in air traffic control
[ETN.89-93513] p 309 N89-17586
Typical joints in a wing structure p 317 N59-17693
Mechanism of single shear fastened joints
p 352 N89-17700
Crashworthinese activities on MEB helicopters
p 381 N89-18425
Crushing behaviour of helicopter subfloor structures
p 381 N89.18429
Crash investigations with sub-components of a
composite helicopter lower airplane section
p 381 N89-18430
Creshworthy design of aircraft subfloor structural
components p 352 N89.18431
Creehworthiness of aircraft structures
p 383 N89-18436
Crash simuiebon and verification for metallic, sandwich
and laminate structures p 383 N89-18437
Avionics systems engineering and its relationship to
mission software development p 399 N89-18454
The MBB test strategy and tool sot for software and
system integration p 432 N89.18463
Avionlca expert systems p 399 N89-18489
Ads in embedded avionic systems
p 399 N59-18486
EMP-Inducad transients and their impact on system
performance p 422 N89-18591
Comperath/e studyof caicuietion procedures for viscous
flows around airfoils in the tranSonic roglma
p 422 N89-18617
SgltuI of CFD vai{detlon on the vortex flow
experiment p 422 N89-18620
The DFVLR-F5 wing exbedment: Towards the validation
of the numadcal simulation of tranSonic viscous wing
flows p 373 N89-18623
Verification of an Implicit relaxation method for steady
and unsteady viscous and Inviscld flow problems
p 423 N89-18625
Numerical and axpedmental Inveatigation of engine Inlet
flow with the Oomier EM2 supersonid inlet modal
p 373 N89-18642
Oocument,_flon of separated flow= for computational
fluid dynamids validation p424 N89-18662
Celcuietion of the eigenvlbration behavior of coupled
biedlngl of axial turbomechinee
[ETN-89-93789] p 428 N59-18692
Simultaneoul three-dlrnenldonal modeling of
commercial flights within the airspace of the Federal
Republic of Germany
[DFVLR-FB-88-31] p 383 N89-19282
Theoretical and experimental investigations on shocks
losses in transonic axial flow compresSors
[DFVLR-FB-88-38] p 403 Nag.f 8304
The evaluation and representation of interferogrems of
tranSonic flow fields
[MPIS-21/1987] p 518 N89.21777
investigations of the parameter reduction in the
optimization of aircraft wing structures
[ILR-MI'I-r-203] p 531 N89.21795
The aeroacoustics of the interaction between vortices
and bodies in • transonic flow
[MPIS-3/1988] p 566 N89-22445
Transonic and supersonic flow pest • 65 deg delta wing
with rounded leading edges: Analysis of expadmental
data
[DFVLR-FB.88-44] p 520 N89-22580
Flow over a leading edge with distributed roughness
[DFVLR-FB-88-45) p 520 N89.22581
Development and testing of cdtica! components for
technological preparation of an Airbus-CFRP-fusolage,
phase 2
[MBB-UT-128/87] p 531 N89.22600
Propulsion systems with Improved efficiency for future
passenger aircraft. Main task A: Conceptual Investigations
of future propulsion systems with enhanced propulsive
efficiency
[MTU.TB-87/010] p 537 N89-22608
The low-speed wind tunnel at DVFLR inBrunswick (Fed.
Republic of Germany)
[DFVLR-MITt'-88-25] p 543 N89-22519
Monolithic and fiber ceramic ¢omponenta for
turboengtnee and rockets p 549 N89.22857
Rotordynamlc coefficients for iebydnth seals calculated
by means of a finite difference technique
p 560 N89-22900
Unsteady aerodynamic effects on bluff bodies
p 596 N89-24278
Image Signal Processing for Flight Guidance
[DFVLR-MrT'T-88-32] p 602 N88-24295
Image signal processing for flight guidance: Overview
end introduction to the main topics p 602 N89-24296
Determination of reference trajectories for testing
navigation aids using an onbo=rd CCD camera
p 602 N89-24303
Transformation of real and virtual objects into a virtual,
visual environment p 627 N89-24304
Display of flight guidance information in the aircraft
cockpit p 610 N89-24305
Calculation of aircraft noise in the vicinity of civil airports
by a simuition procedura
[MPIS-7/1988] p 634 N89-24887
Two-dimensional elliptic grid generation for airfoils and
cascades
[DFVLR-FB-88.52] p 653 N89-25125
Vortex flows in flying technique
[ETN-89-94428] p 653 N89-25126
Unsteady phenomena on delta wings with partially
broken-down vortex regk_ns p 854 N89-25129
Strongly unsteady vortex fields at elastic helicopter rotor
blades p 654 N89-25131
Vortex structures in the wake of transonic flow about
profiles p 654 N89-25134
Flow about trailing edges in unsteady flow
p 654 N89-25135
Effect of winglets on loading mechanics and wing
eesembly reactions p654 N89-25137
Damping of wing tip vortex systems by the modification
of the wing tips p 654 N89-25138
Mechanical reaction Of winga moving through a vortex
region p 854 N89-25139
Structural loading and noise disturbance of helicopters
p 713 N88-25140
Flight-mschanlcal inva|tigabone of the lateral motion of
configuratk_ne with wlngleta p 889 N89-25141
Contributions to the improvement of flight Imfety in wind
shear
[DFVLR-FB-88-48] p 658 N88-25144
Pressure measurement technique of WT-WK
[DFVLR-MITT-88-11] p693 N89-25243
Materials and structures for 2000 and beyond: An
attempted forecast
[DFVLR-MITT-8g-02] p 706 N89-28358
Reduction of aircraft noise in civil air transport by
optimization of flight tracks and takeoff and lkoprosch
procedures
[ILR-MITT-200] p 713 N89-25576
Prototype of a slant visual range measudng device
[DFVLR-FB.88-42J p 713 N88-26687
A lifting surface method for the calculation of steady
end unsteady, Incompressible propeller aerodynamics
[DFVLR-FB-89-O4] p 657 Na9-25972
Drag prediction end analysis from CFD state-of-the-art
in Germany p 745 N89-26819
Electrk:al primary flight control system (fly by wire). Flight
control systems of new technology
[MBB-UT.122/88J p 784 N89-26882
Review on turbomachinery bieding design problems
p 777 N89-27662
Design criteria for optimal bleding design
p 777 N89-27663
Aerodynamic design of low pressure turbines
p 778 N89-27669
Activities report in aerospace research in Germany,
F.R.
[ISSN-0070-3966] p 815 N89-28485
Evaluation of LDA 3-component velocity data on a 65
deg delta wing et M = 0.85 and first results of an
analysis
[DFVLR-FB-89-18] p 823 N89-28505
Competition and safety in air traffic
[TUB-DISS-PAPER.128] p 827 N89-28508
Status and development potential of the fly by light
technology in civil aircraft
[ILR.MIIT.212] p 854 N8g-28522
Supersonic combustion at the DFVLR: Results and
expedences
[DFVLR-88.044] p 859 N89-28610
Piezoelectric fOlie as sensors in experimental flow
mechanics
[ILR.MITr.214] p 885 N89-28800
Acoustical tracking of fast maneuvering aircraft by
distdputad sensors
[REPT-6-88] p 877 N89-29156
GREECE
Coupled Euledan and Lagrangien numerical methods
for the computation of the flowfiald =round an airfoil
p 77 A88-15697
Computation of rotational transonic flows using a
decompo_tion method p 150 A8g.2of7g
Some results on flow calculations involving drag
prediction p 745 N89-26820
H
HUNGARY
The calculation of aerodynamic forces on flexible wings
of agricultural aircraft p 70 A89-13599
I
INDIA
Control of autorotational characteristics of light-airplane
fuselages p 39 A89-12555
GENMAP. Computer code for mission adaptive profile
generation p 12 A89-12566
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An intelligent fiberoptic data bus for fly-by-light
applications p 122 A89-13589
Wind tunnel blockage corrections for bluff bodies with
lift p 73 A89.13686
Development of airfoil wake in a longitudinally curved
stream p 78 A89-16110
Recent developments in transonic flow computation
p 145 A89-18749
Computation of axisymmetdc supersonic jet using space
marching technique p 145 A8g-18750
Experimental investigation of wake and boundary layer
interaction p 208 A89-20956
On the control of auto-rotational characteristics of a light
trainer aircraft fuselage p 242 A89-20957
In process failure investigations in aeronautics
p 253 A89-20958
An experimental and analytical investigation of stall
effects on flap-lag stability in forward flight
p 243 A89-23305
A new model reference adaptive almraft controller
p 245 A89-24491
Vibration and tlutter analysis of composite wing panels
p 346 A89-26273
Free vibration and panel flutter of quadrilateral laminated
plates p 347 A89*26274
Aercelastic flutter of low aspect ratio cantilever
composite plate p 347 A8g-26281
Finite element analysis of composite rudder for DO 228
aircraft p 347 A89-26284
Low speed aerodynamics of canard configurations
p 294 A89-26689
Structural reliability in aerospace design
p 340 A89-27175
Optimum non.slender geometries of revolution for
minimum drag in free.molecular flow with given
isoperimetric constraints p 364 A89-29756
A new look at Theodorsen's method in aerofoil theory
p 443 A89-34621
Development of expedmental techniques for helicopter
rotor performance studies p 470 A89-35198
Advanced techniques used in Kanishka aircraft accident
investigation p 460 A89o35200
High altitude parachute and its military applications
[AIAA PAPER 89-0893] p 461 A89-35211
Formulation of gain end impedance relations for corner
reflectors employed in conjunction with localiser antenna
arrays p 525 A89-39500
Numerical solution of Navier-Stokea equations for
two-dimensional viscous compressible flows
p 570 A89-40903
Evaluating ILS and MLS sites without flight tests
p 660 A89-43894
Dynamic stress analysis of rotating turbo-machinery
bladed-disk systems p 875 A89-44362
Flat plate reduction by turbulence manipulation
p 737 A89-50008
Shock-weve-turbulent-boundary4ayer interaction and its
control - A survey of recent developments
p 737 A89-50010
Characteristics of • typical lifting symmetdc supercdtical
airfoil p 737 A89-50011
Monte Cedo simulation for molecular gas dynamics
p 737 A89°50012
Comments on the Lawrence equation fo¢
low-aspect-ratio wings p 738 A89-50069
Pedormance analysis of voting strategies for a fly-by-wire
system of a fighter aircraft p 842 A89-52168
Adaptive control of high performance unstable aircraft
- A review p 851 A89-52989
Computedsad design of blade elements in
turbomachines p 840 A89-52991
Environmental effects on composite structures
p 857 A89-52994
Oven/iew of buckling in aircraft design
p 834 A89°54462
Aerospace Industry in India - Past. present and future
p 815 A89.54472
Gas turbine research and development in tndia
p 841 A89-54473
Tests on 3 NACA 0012 airfoil models of DFVLR in the
NAL 0.3 tunnel: An assessment of 2-D wall interference
[TM-AE-8705] p 15 N8g°10847
Vortical flows on the lee surface of delta wings
[TM-AE-8802] p82 N89-11695
Flow visuaSsetion of leading edge vortices on a delta
wing by laser sheet technique
[PD.FM-8804] p 82 N89-11697
Estimation of states of aircrafts by Kelman filtering
algorithms
[PD-SE-8810] p 136 N89-12238
Numerical solution of flow fields around Delta wings
using Euler equationsmethod
[NAL-TM-FMo8701 ] p299 N89-16757
A reseamh facility for film cooling investigations with
emphasis on the instrumentation system
[NAL-TM.PR-8704] p 619 N89-23477
An intelligent fiberoptic data bus for fly-by-light
applications
[NAL-TM-SE-8707] p 634 N89-24901
On the stress problem of the pebble bed heat exchangor
in a hypersonic wind tunnel
[NAL-TM-ST-8705] p 693 N89-25240
Computation of transonic potential flow past
RAE-Wing-A and Body-B2 combination
[PD-CF-8921 ] p 747 N89-27637
Flow calculation over a delta-wing using the thin-layer
Navier-Stokes so,uetiona
[PD-CF-8924] p 822 N89-28497
INDONESIA
A survey on fading channel over West-Java area for
flight test radio telemetering purposes
p384 A89-31015
The IPTN's airborne data relay system (ADReS) - A
system concept end the Phase One system
configuration p 398 A89-31059
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
Should technology assist or replace the pilot?
[SAE PAPER 880774] p 57 A89-10593
Three dimensional inviscio flow calculations in
turbomechinery components p 67 A89-13518
Airbus airborne wlndshear system and windsheer
warning design process p 134 A89-13547
Central fault display systems p 104 A89-13618
The mode S data link - Experimental work and possible
future applications in Western Europe
[AIAA PAPER 88.3999] p 158 A89-18155
Architecture of an optimal navigation system integrating
GPS p 160 A89-18751
Parallel runway operations are the kay to increasing
airport traffic capacity p 224 A89-21817
A320 - The next generation eldice aircraft
p 237 A89-24853
The integration of European flight-safety systems
p 308 A89-28292
Particle image displacement valocimetry applied in high
speed flows p 490 A89-33388
Inmareat's aeronautical satellite communication
system p 552 A89-36593
Combining the use of geostationery and inclined orbit
satellites for integrated communications and navigation
appiicettone p 544 A89-36611
The 'nerve center' of ESA - Tasks and procedures of
the ESOC in Darmstadt p 694 A89-4386g
The links in the chain - The Inmareat system
p 697 A89-43876
Airbus indcetrle, lessons from experience
p 714 A89-45039
The CFM56 venture
[AIAA PAPER 89-2038] p 774 A89-49418
A variable frequeooy selection system proposed
p 750 A89-49776
Recent developments of the Taylor-Galerkin method for
the numerical solution of hyperbolic problems
p 811 A89-51538
IRELAND
Accident investigation and the public interest - A pilot's
view p 523 A89-39224
ISRAEL
On the pairing process in an excited, plane, turbulent
mixing layer p'47 A89-10173
The three-shock theory with viscous effects
p 64 A89-12906
A new approach to load transfer in bolted joints
p 121 A89-13515
Design end expedmental verification of an advanced
Fowler flopped natural laminar flow airfoil
p 67 A69-13517
The usa of static analysis and the stress modes approach
as an engineering odented prOCedure for calculating the
response of aeronautical structures to random excitation
p 122 A89-13562
Evolution of the LAVI fighter aircraft
p 93 A89-13584
M_tk_ computatiOn ot transonic flow about complex
aircraft configurations, using Cartesian grids and local
refinement p 94 A89-13607
Summary of the Kflr fatigue evaluation program
p 95 A89-13627
Unsteady motion of vortex-breakdown positions on delta
wings p 71 A89-13631
Determination of departure susceptibility and centre of
gravity limitations for control augmented aircraft
p 112 A89-13638
Transonic magnus force on a finned configuration
p 112 A89-13658
Mechanical failure analysis as a means of improving
quality assurance in the aeronautical industry
p 123 A89-13673
Canerd/LEF design for a multi-mission fighter aircraft
p 97 A89-13674
Nonlinear aerodynamics of delta wings in combined pitch
and roll p 73 A89-13688
Supportability of composite airframes - The Levi fighter
aircraft p 62 A89-16084
Processing composite finite element model _ith
CADCOMP p 166 A89.19982
Aerodynamic characteristics of rectangular
cross-eectionel bodies at M = 0.85 p 151 A89-20317
An experimental evaluation of a low-Reynolds number
high-tiff e.rfoil with vanishingly small pitching moment
[AIAA PAPER 89-0538] p 286 A89-25432
Nonlinear aerodynamics of a delta wing in combined
pitch and roll p 362 A89-29169
The delay of turbulent boundary layer separation by
oscillatory active control p 364 A89-29679
The delay of turbulent boundary layer separation by
oscillatory active control
[AIAA PAPER 89-0975] p 366 A89-30489
Influence of a tough layer within an orthotropic plate
on the mode I stress intensity factor
p 421 A89-31789
Structural optimization for aeroeleetic control
effectiveness p 470 A89-34899
Prediction of fatigue tile under aircraftloading with and
without use of material memory rules
p 527 A89-38028
Investigation of a small solid fuel ramjet combustor
p 544 A89-3902fl
Interferometry against differential Doppler- Performance
compadson of two emitter location airborne systems
p 525 A89-39203
Multigrid Euler solver about arbitrary aircraft
configurations with Cartesian grids and local refinement
[AIAA PAPER 89-1960] p 575 A89-41806
Vorticity equation solutions for slender wings at high
incidence
[AIAA PAPER 89-1989] p 577 A89-41832
LOPAN - A low.order panes method for subsonic and
supersonic lows p 639 A89-43724
Effects of bypass air on the combustion of boron
particles in a solid fuel ramjet
[AIAA PAPER 89-2886] p 683 ,6,89-47151
Measurements of the aerodynamic cherectedstics of
vadous wing-canard configurations and compadson with
NLVLM results
[AIAA PAPER 89-2217] p 723 A89-47674
Multigdd transonic computations about arbitrary aimrafl
configurations p 755 A89-48660
Combining fracture mechanics with frectegraphy in the
analysis of the cracking of a helicopter blade
p 801 A89-49653
Active aerodynamic atapiSzation of a
helicopter/sling-load system p 782 A89-5g061
Improved guidance law design based on the
mixed-strategy concept p 828 A89-51716
Pseudo-apectrel and asymptotic sensitivity investigation
of counter-rotating vortices p 861 A89-51755
Sensitivity derivatives of flutter characteristics and
atab_ity margins for aeroservoaleetic design
[AIAA PAPER 89-3467] p 845 A89-52562
Diagnostic techniques for propulsion systems
p 839 A89-52960
Out-of.band response of VHF/UHF airborne antennae
p 830 A89.53484
Interlaminar fracture toughness and toughening of
laminated composite materiels - A review
p 858 A89-5a,426
Implementation of Ads protocols on MiI-STD-1553 B
data bus p 264 N89-16297
ITALY
Active flutter suppression for a wing model
p 111 A89-13524
Blockage corrections at high angtes Of attack in a wind
tunnel p 115 A89-13621
Experimental investigation of the complex 3-D flow
around a body of revolution at incidence - A Sing-Italian
cooperative research program p 72 A89-13640
Aircraft configuration analysis/synthesis expert system
- A new approach to preliminary sizing of combat aircraff
p 96 A89-13668
Piaggio P180 p 98 A89-1.=1563
Vibrational and acoustical behaviour of complex
structural configurations using standard finite element
program p 98 A89-15570
A local multigdd strategy for viscous transonic flows
arouod airfoils p76 A89-1f654
A multistage multigdd method for the compressible
Navier-Stokee equations p 81 Afl9-17018
Solution of the compressible Navier-Stokee equations
for a double throat nozzle p82 A89-17025
Characterization of boundary layer conditions in 'wind
tunnel tests through IR thermography imaging
p 147 A89-19167
Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of high lift
multi-element airfoils p 208 A89-21284
A new transformation for computing hypergeometrio
sedee and the exact evaluation of the transonic adiabatic
flow over a smooth bump p 211 A89-22333
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Transonic flow about a circular cylinder
p 212 A89-22346
Dynamic behavior of a composite tail unit for EH101
p 229 A89.23310
EH 101 main rotor head structural and material
developments p229 A89.23311
Technological improvements of rigs for structural testing
of complex EH 101 helicopter components
p 249 A89-23312
An integrated approach to airborne software
development p 263 A89-23313
EH101 avionic integration philosophy
p 263 A89-23314
EHt0t: Lightning protection of composite materials -
Results of preliminary tests on CFC panels
p 230 A89-23315
Electromechenical blade fold systems. Current status
end future developments p 230 A89-23316
Wide band laser warning receiver for helicopters
p 238 Aag-23317
Automatic flight control system developed for AB212
'Combat S.A.R. Helicopter' of the Italian Air Force and
for AB412 'Carabiniad' p 236 A89-23325
The role of manufacturer in the accident investigation
p 223 A89-23335
On the solution of nonequ/librium hypersonic inviscid
steady flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-0671] p289 A89-25532
Some new ideas in radar antenna technology
p 347 A89.26542
Fast numerical technique for nozzle flows with finite-rate
chemical kina_cs p 41 t A8g-31332
Inviscid prediCtion of transonic flows in turbomaohines
using a Runge-Kutta integration scheme
p 444 A8g-34736
A linear computer code to determine eeroelastic stability
in airfoil cascades at unsteady flow conditions
p 444 A89-34746
Analysis of the influence of the end-wall boundary layer
growth on the performance of multistage compressors
p 570 A89-41082
Supersonic flow computations by two.equation
turbulence modeling
[AIAA PAPER 89-1951} p 574 A8g.41798
Cost.effective approach to flight testing the 'Casmu
Skyshark' a stand-off weapon dispenser
p 663 A89-45128
Multidimensional adaptive Eular solver
p 641 A89-45360
Numerical codes for unsteady simulation of turbojet,
turbofan and turboprop engines for training purposes
[AIAA PAPER 89-22591 p 676 A89-46704
A validation of a Naviar-Stokes 2D solver for transonic
turbine cascade flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-2451 ] p 647 A89-46839
Technology development required by propfan power
reductiongearboxes
[AIAA PAPER 89-28181 p 703 A89-47104
A lightweight MPRF airborne radar - A system point of
view p 767 A89-48303
A family of radars for advanced systems
p 799 A8g-48304
Separated flow past three-dimensional bodies as a
singular perturbation problem p 861 A89-52507
AE monitoring of airframe structure during full scale
fatigue test p 863 A89-53322
Origin, objectives and activities of the Department of
Aerospace Engineering p 3 N89.t0830
Joining of carbon fiber composite with fasteners
p 343 N89-17701
The design of helicopter creshworthiness
p 381 N89-18426
Robust algorithm synchronizes mode changes in
fault-tolerant asynchronous architectures
p 433 N89-18475
Numerical solution of compressible Nevier.Stokes
flows p 422 N89-18618
Validation of a multi-block Euler flow solver with
propeller-slipstream flows p 373 N89-18649
Design, implementation and computer aided tests of e
shaped reflector for an air traff¢ control system
[ETN-89-94229] p 556 N89-22014
Development of stress and liflng critada for single crystal
turbine blades p 549 N89-22663
Some in-field experiences of non-synchronous vibrations
in large rotating machinery p 559 N89-22894
Stata-of-the-arf of aircraft drag prediction in Italy by
means of theoretical methods p 745 N89-26821
Rapid prototyping of complex avionics systems
p 770 N8g.27657
J
JAPAN
Three-dimensional boundary layer transition on a
concave-convax curved wall p 4 A89-f0167
A numerical so/ul_n of transonic flow using
discontinuous shock relation p 6 A89-10542
Flow past circular cylinder of finite length placed on
ground plane p 48 A89-10549
An experimental study on aerodynamic performance of
Lippisoh-type GEW p 8 A89-10544
Analytical and experimental research on aerodynemicai
effects of wind sheer on aircraft p 6 A89-10547
A numerical simulation of separated flow around
two-dimensional wing by e discrete vortex method
p 6 A89.10568
Numerical experiments for separation flows around
trapezoidal cylinders by a discrete vortex method
p 6 A89.10569
Numerical approach of advanced turboprop with
threa-dimenaionai Euler equations
[SAE PAPER 872448} p 7 A89-t0661
Unsteady shock boundary layer interaction ahead of •
forward facing step p 64 A89-12888
Multiple shock wave and turbulent boundary layer
interaction in a rectangular duct p 64 A89-12890
Transonic shock tube flow over a NACA 0012 aerofoil
and elliptical cylinders p 65 A89-12923
Turbulence measurements with symmetrically bent
V-shaped hot-wires. I - Principles of operation. II -
Measuring velocity components and turbulent shear
stresses p 121 A89-13378
ACT wind tunnel exgedments of a transport-type wing
p 68 A89-13525
Transonic investigations on high aspect ratio forward-
and aft-swept wings p 68 A89-13527
The influences of tip clearance on the performance of
nozzle blades of radial turbines . Experiment and
performance prediction at three nozzle angles
p 124 A89-14975
Modernization planning in the westen Pacific
p 90 A89-16205
Promotion of combustion by electric discharges - The
role of vibratiooally excited species p 119 A89.16357
Heat transfer and flow around elliptic cylinders in tandem
arrangement p 126 A89-16358
Aeroeiastic response characteristics of a hovering rotor
due to harmonic blade pitch variation
p 101 A89-16547
Flow fields visualization around an isolated rotor in the
vertical aufor_tation and their application to performance
prediction p 80 A89-16548
Reduced conservative singular value analysis for
robustness p 197 A89-f7489
Conceptual study of turbo-engines for horizontal takeoff
and lending space plane
[IAF PAPER 88-253] p 184 A89-f7745
The T.2 control configured vehicle development,
integration and flight test
[AIAA PAPER 88-38821 p 179 A89.18076
Triplex digital flight control system for the STOL research
aircraft 'Aska'
[AIAA PAPER 88.38831 p 179 A89-18077
tntroduction of Pilot's Operational Workload Evaluation
Research Simulator, POWERS, in Aeromedical Laboratory,
JASDF p 183 A89.19876
Method for simulating turbulence characteristics for wind
environment in wind tunnel p 183 A89-19884
Hole tone generated from almost choked to highly
choked jets p 203 A89.f9903
Experimental study on unsteady aerodynamic
characteristics of an oscillating cascade with tip
clearance p 148 A89.19927
Fen acoustic modes measuring system
p 183 A89.19950
A study on aerodynamic heating Jnthe interaction regions
of shock waves and turbulent boundary layers induced
by sharp fins p 148 A89_20131
A study on hypersonic shock tunnel
p 148 A89-20132
Experimental study on low.speed aerodynamic
characteristics of non.axisymmetdc slender bodies
p 151 A89.20635
A note on the optimal hypersonic flight path
p 167 A89-20637
A note on the aircraft minimum-time turns
p182 A89-20638
An experimental investigation on the flutter of the
cascade of turbomechinery in the transonic flow
p 210 A89-22029
Rearrangement of vortex street in the wake behind a
two-dimensional body p 213 A89-22626
The influence on total performance for varying the stator
setting angle of multi-stage axial compressor
p 213 A89-22627
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A note on the control against mioroburst
p 223 A89-22629
Numerical simulations of dynamic response of fixed and
rotary wing aircraft to a large airplane wake
p 243 A89-23301
Effects of difference in induced velocity distribution on
the helicopter motion p 243 A89-23304
Automatic robust landing control system design for ante
plane using equivalent nonlinear elimination method
p 244 A89-23977
A new numerical method for subsonic lifting surfaces -
BIS (some additional computational results)
p 217 A89-23978
Expansion series in the Laplace domain of integral
functions occurring in the lifting surface theory for
nonplaner wings p 263 A89-23979
Development of a simple flight experiment system using
a radio controlled research airplane p 225 A89-24317
Photographic analysis of the location and the attitude
of the radio-controlled research vehicle
p 225 A89-24318
Measurements of wall pressure and heat transfer rate
in the interaction regions of shock waves and turbulent
boundary layers induced by blunt fins
p 218 A89-24319
An automatic flight control system for VTOL aircraft
supported by ductad fans p 245 A89-24492
A moving-everage method for input saturation problem
in adaptive control p 264 A89-24582
Numerical simulation of hypersonic flow around a space
plane at high angles of attack using implicit TVD
Navier-Stokes code
[AIAA PAPER 89-0273] p 279 A89-25230
Superpiasticity of HIPped PM superalloys made from
attrited prealloy powder p 341 A89-25915
The current status of the flight test of the ASKA
[SAE PAPER 8814331 p 314 A89-28208
Preliminary test results of NDA cryogenic wind tunnel
and its system
[SAE PAPER 881449] p 336 A89-28219
Control of flow separation by acoustic excitation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0973] p 365 A89-30487
Numerical simulation of incompressible tiow around
thrae-dimensional wing p 369 A89-31351
Active flutter suppression for two-dimensional airfoils
p 405 A89-31460
Computations of the hypersonic flow by the spectral
method p 369 A89-31512
Gust load alleviation of a transport.type wing - Test and
analysis p 405 A89-31856
Fluctuation of heat transfer in shock wave/turbulent
boundary-layer interaction p 371 A89-31910
On a method for solving integral equations of
lifting-sur/ace thoow for oscillating high-speed propellers
p 439 A89-33100
Numerical solutions for the flowfield around e
counter-rotating propeller p 445 A89-34887
Aeroelestic divergence of front.frea-aft-fixed elastic strip
parallel to uniform flow p 495 A89-35097
Three-dimensional boundery-layer transition study
p 447 A89-35195
Some mathematical considerations on views of the
ground surface in flight p 562 AI39-36351
N'rF's program of experimental mobile satellite system
(EMSS) using ETS-V and preliminary results
p 552 A89-36585
Technical design and performance analysis of
aeronautical satellite communication systems
p 524 A89-36594
Field trials of aeronautical satellite communication
system p 524 A89-36595
Communication and ranging systems for navigation
experiment using Engineer'mg Test Satellite V
p 525 A89-36618
Effect of crack size on the tensile strength of ceramics
in a high-temperature corrosive environment
p 547 A89-38021
Mach number effects on high-angles-of-attack
aerodynamic characteristics of a cone-cylinder with various
nose shapes p 511 A89-38122
Experimental investigation of applicability of waverider
configuration to hypersonic transport and
aerospaoa-plane p 511 A89-38123
Numerical simulation of supersonic flows past a
apace-plane p 511 A89-38124
Highly-resolved flowfield induced by Mach reflection
p 512 A89-38125
Configuration of tuned dry gyro redundant system
p 554 A89-38189
Fundamental aspects of an aerospaceplane
p 544 A89-38234
Scram}at combustion with an aid of silane
p 547 A89-38387
Navier-Stokes computations of two- and
three-dimenaional cascade flowfields
p 514 A89-39035
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J85 surge transient simulation p 536 A89-39044
Rough design critedon for ground and air resonance
of helicopter rotor with three or more blades
p 603 A89-40814
Measurements of laminar separation bubble on B3
airfoil p 569 A89-40893
A study on the air traffic management - The effect of
departure regulation p 599 A89.40895
Search and rescue amphibious aircraft in Japan
[AIAA PAPER 89-1500] p 604 A89-41571
Turbulence models for 3£) transonic viscous flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1952] p 574 A89-41799
Use of high-resolution upwind scheme for vortical flow
simulations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1955] p 574 A89-41802
A time-accurate iterative scheme for solving the
unsteady compressible flow equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-1992] p 577 A89-41835
A structure of leading.edge and tip vortices at a delta
wing
[AIAA PAPER 89-1803] p 579 A89-42037
Numerical analysis on aerodynamic characteristics of
an inclined square cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 89-1805] p 580 A89-42038
3D-Euler flow analysis of fanjet engine and turbine
powered simulator with experimental comparison in
transonic speed
[AIAA PAPER 89-1835] p 582 A89-42063
The structure of aerodynamic heating in
three-dimensional shock wave/turbulent boundary layer
interactions induced by sharp and blunt fins
[AIAA PAPER 89-1854] p 585 A89-42082
Numerical simulation of hypersonic viscous perfect gas
flow for the aerothermodynamic design of space planes
at low angles of attack
]AIAA PAPER 89-1699] p 591 A89-43215
Apparent strain characteristics of strain gauges under
high temperature environment p 697 A89-43844
Experimental study on aerodynamic characteristics of
hypersonic transport configuration p 640 A89-44972
A simple theory of aerospaceplane
p 662 A89-44975
Numerical study of the 3£) separating flow about
obstacles with sharp corners p 641 A89-45363
An implicit time-marching method for solving the 3-D
compressible Nevier-Stokes equations
p 642 A89-45374
Accurate simulation of vortical flows
p 643 A89-45384
Inviscid and viscous flow simulations around the
Onera-M6 by TVD schemes p 644 A89-45425
Performance analysis of scramjet engines
p 676 A89-46600
Behavior of vortex street in the wake behind a circular
cylinder under controlled excitation p 646 A89-46694
Gust generation in a wind-tunnel and estimation of the
model p 692 A89-46696
T-4 inlet/engine compatibility flight test results
[AIAA PAPER 89.2466] p 665 A89-46853
Effectiveness of plasma torches for ignition and
flemeholding in scramjet
[AIAA PAPER 89-2564] p 679 A89-46927
A comparison of scramjet engine performances of
various cycles
[AIAA PAPER 89-2676] p 680 A89-47006
Mach 4 testing of scramjet inlet models
[AIAA PAPER 89-2680] p 649 A89-47010
Surge and rotating stall in axial compressors
[AIAA PAPER 89.2683] p 649 A89-47013
Navier-Stokes simulations around a propfan using
higher-order upwind schemes
[AIAA PAPER 89-2699] p 650 A89-47028
NAL flight simulator real-time computer systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-3297] p 787 A89-48406
In-flight simulation of unstable aircraft systems
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Essentially non-oscillatory schemes for the Euler
equations and its application to complex aerodynamic
flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-0562] p 287 A8g-25451
Active control of aeroelastic systems governed by
functional differential equations p 332 A89-25871
Technique for the prediction of airfoil flutter
characteristics in separated flow p 348 A8g-27744
Investigation of internal singuladty methods for
multielement airfoils p 294 A8g-27748
Control of wall-separated flow by internal acoustic
excitation
[AIAA PAPER 89-0974] p 366 A88-30488
A numerical investigation of steady transonic cascade
flow in turbomechinery p 448 A89-35417
Numerical study of two-dimensional impinging jet
fiowfields p 569 A8g-40902
A comparative study of the Coakley and TVD schemas
for steady-state calculations of one-dimensional Euler
equations p 571 A89-41759
Shock fitting algorithm applied to a transonic, full
potential flow p 571 A89-41760
Numedoel prediction of aerodynamic performance for
low Reynolds number airfoils p 579 A89-42023
A knowledge-based an route monitor for air traffic
control p 660 A8g-45066
Full scale fatigue crack growth test of advanced jet
trainer AT-3 p 864 A8g-45207
Isoparametric shear spring element applied to crack
patching and instability p 699 A89-45208
Numerical investigation of thrust-reverslng nozzle using
an Implicit TVD scheme
[AIAA PAPER 8g-2899] p 683 A89-47162
Modification of k-apellon turbulence models for coaxial
sudden-expansion swlrling flows p803 Aag-50172
Multigdd calculation of transonic full potential flows over
airfoil and cascade p 738 A8g.50173
Flutter of general laminated panels in supersonic flow
p 803 A89-50174
An improved pseudo state method for aircraft controller
design p 851 A89-53955
Doppler weather radar service at the Chiang Kel-Shek
International Airport p 871 A89-54840
A case study of local severe weather at Chang Kel Shek
International Airport p 871 A89-54846
TURKEY
Performance prediction analysis for fully deployed
parachute canopies p155 A89.20314
Determining and accounting for a parachute virtual
mass p 460 A89-34889
Wakes of four complex bodies of revolution at zero angle
of attack p 508 A89-36907
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Suppression of unstable oscillations in a boundary
layer p 5 A89-10171
Operating safety of automatic objects
p 49 A89-10714
Fire safety at civil airports p 19 A89-10718
Fundamentals of flight safety p 19 A89-10721
Laser navigation equipment p 24 A89-10722
A study of the accuracy of wing calculations based on
different schemes p 49 A89-10774
Heat transfer in the recirculating region formed by •
beckward-facing step p 51 A89-12252
Numerical simulation of shock layer structure in a
supersonic dusty gas flow past • blunted body
p 64 A89-12895
Partial decomposition of stochastic systems
p 89 A89-13080
Integral equation method for calculating the
nonstationary aerodynamic characteristics of a rotating
annular blade row p 65 A89-13102
Numerical study of axieymmetric flows in the wake of
blunt bodies in the path of supersonic flow of a viscous
gas p 65 A89.13158
A study of supersonic isobaric submerged turbulent
jets p 65 A89-13160
Analysis of optimal nonsymmetdc plane nozzles with
allowance for moment characteristics
p 66 A89-13163
Effect of the diffusive separation of chemical elements
on a catalytic surface p 66 A89-13165
Supersonic flow of an inhomogeneous viscous gas past
a blunt body under conditions of surface injection
p 66 A89-13166
Self.similar reversed flows in the separation region of
a turbulent boundary layer p 66 A89-13173
Numerical solution of the problem of gas flow out of a
vessel with flat walls p 66 A89-13174
Formation of liquid-phase deposits in jet fuels
p 118 A89-13176
Production of the base component of B-91/115 aviation
gasoline using a metal-zeclite catalyst
p 118 A89-13177
Prediction of the service lives of aviation gas turbine
engine oils p 118 A89-13178
Discrete nature of vortex formation with the onset of
circulation flow about a wing p 66 A89-13233
Using the T.trsnsform method for solving problems in
flight mechanics p 1tl A89-13267
Crack growth resistance of heavy extruded end rolled
semifinished products of new aluminum alloy=
p 118 A89-13283
Formation of supersonlc-jet structure
p 66 A89-13335
Characteristics of a boundary layer on • spherically blunt
conical body at low altitudes with allowance for the heating
end ablation of the body p 66 A89-13337
Shape calculation of bodies ablating under the effect
of aerodynamic heating during motion in an arbitrary
trajectory p 121 A89-13339
Features of the usa of schemes of first end second
order of accuracy to calculate the mixing of off-de_gn
supersonic jets p 66 A89-13341
Flow inthe region of the interaction of an underexpanded
rarefied jet and a conical skimmer p 67 A89-13347
Experimental investigation of the cherectsdstics of the
interaction between gas molecules and the wails of
cylindrical channels in the case of grazing incidence
p 137 A89-13351
Asymptotic theory of boundary layer interaction end
separation in supersonic gas flow p 75 A89-14769
Hypersonic flow of a viscous heat-conducting chemically
reacting gas past bodies over a wide range of Reynolds
numbers p 75 A89-14772
Consideration of unsteady state effects during air intake
testing in a biowdown wind tunnel p 106 A89-14820
Multifactor model of errors connected with aircraft
control p 113 A89-16632
Variable-cycle engines for boosting-cruising vehicles
[IAF PAPER 88-249] p 175 A89-17742
Data link organization in Mode S secondary surveillance
radar systems - Operational compatibility with other Mode
S systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-4003] p 159 A89-18157
Calculation of the unsteady aerodynamic characteristics
of bodies in the case of separated flow
p 144 A89-18355
Calculation of hypersonic flow past the windward side
of • low-aspect-ratio wing at high angles of attack
p 144 A89-18357
Optimization of algorithms for data proceuing in radar
altimeters with electronic stabilization of the radiation
pattern p 174 Aag-18401
Convective heat transfer in a boundary layer behind •
shock wave propagating along a flat plate with a sharp
leading edge - A calculation method and a comparison
with expedmentsl data p 144 A89-18546
An automated method for forecasting the probability of
clear air turbulence p196 A89.18554
A study of contact interaction in aircraft structural
elements p 188 A89-18644
Performance of coated materials in high-enthalpy
oxidizing gas flows p 185 A89.18650
Self-similar problem of the separated flow of an ideal
fluid past an expanding plate p 144 A89-18669
Mathematical modeling of laminar and turbulent
supersonic flow past convex-concave bodies
p 144 A89-18671
Determination of the perturbations of the flow fields of
supersonic wind tunnels from measured aerodynamic
coefficients p 144 A89-18675
Effect of phase fluctuations and additive noise on the
oherecteristics of an SAn p 254 A89-21480
Effect of constant accelerations and translational
vibrations on the drifts of a free gyroscope with a
noncontact suspension p 265 A89-21490
Effect of small-scala turbulence on the development of
coherent structures in • mixing layer
p 208 A89-21515
Some partial solutions to the problem of the optimum
reliability distribution of a structure with respect to its
elements p 254 A89-21553
Optimization of • complex baroinertial computer of
aircraft's vertical velocity and flight height
p 242 A89-21554
Pulsations and vibrations in a turbine resulting from the
interaction between nozzle vanes end rotor blades
p 238 A89-21555
Changes in the characteristics of gas turbine helicopter
engines with the accrued operating time
p 239 A89.21556
A mathematical deformation model for vibration isolators
of MR material p 254 A89-21557
A physicomathemetical model of the internal film cooling
of control engines operating in the pulsed mode
p 250 A89-21558
Characteristics of the operating process of gas turbine
engines p 254 A89-21562
Effect of meridionel profiling in a nozzle ring with a small
angle of flow deflection on the stage characteristics
p 239 A89.21564
Construction of a wing profile from velocity distributions
on its surface for two angles of attack
p 209 A89-21565
Recalculation of pressure distribution on an airfoil
p 209 A89-21567
Calculation of a multieper wing box with allowance for
the variable stiffness of the load-bearing elements
p 227 A89.21568
Analysis of the box of • swept wing
p 228 A89.21569
A study of flow characteristics in models of gas turbine
engine Lavel nozzles in stationary and nonststionary
regimes p 239 A89-21571
Optimization of the parameters of multistage axial-flow
compressors p 239 A89-21573
Direct end inverse polynomials for computer-aided
thermal analysis of gas turbine engines
p 239 A89-21574
Estimation of the affect of the principal design
parameters of stagnation temperature transducers on
measurement delay p254 A89-21575
Development of a process for the healing of surface
discontinuities with allowance for the choice of the
diagnostic parameters of the actual conditions of gas
turbine engine parts p 254 A89-21576
Nonlinear interactions of perturbations during the
turbulent transition in the separation region of a laminar
boundary layer p 209 A89-21580
Transition to turbulence on a wing in flight and in a wind
tunnel at the same Reynolds numbers
p 209 A89.21581
Quasi-stationary flow in blowdown wind tunnels
p 209 A89-21582
The role of the mechanism of local secondary instability
in the K-breakdown of the boundary layer
p 209 A89-21584
Nonstationary flow past delta wings in the wake of shock
waves p 209 A89-21590
Excitation of secondary flow instability waves in a
boundary layer on a yawed wing p 209 A89-21591
A study of • swirling flow of • viscous gas in the vicinity
of the stagnation line of a blunt body
p 210 A8g-21592
Generalization of the results of experimental studies of
the stability of gaedynamlc-baering rotors
p 254 A89-21644
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The role of mixing and kinetics in heat release decrease
in the supersonic combustion of unmixed gases in
expanding ducts p 250 A89.22227
Visualization of hypersonic flows through magnesium
vapor combustion p210 A89-22231
Experimental investigation of the aerodynamics of a
disk-cylinder system p 211 A89-22239
Effect of a vortex wake on the perturbed motion of an
elastic airfoil p 211 A89.22240
Model problem of the hypersonic relaxing-gas flow past
bodies p 211 A89-22245
Determination of admissible attrition values for helicopter
assembly joints in stand tests p 207 A89-23003
Vibrations of a horizontal rotor in elastic supports with
clearances p 256 A89-23580
Integral equations in the linear theory of contact
problems p 263 A89-23656
Using adaptability theory in the strength analysis of gas
turbine disks p 257 A89-23682
A semiempirical method for calculating separated
turbulent flow in a conical Level nozzle in the reexpansion
mode p 216 A89-23688
Asymptotic structure of nonviscous perturbations in a
thin shock layer p 216 A89-23690
One-dimensional transonic gas flow in a porous-wall
wind tunnel p 217 A89.23692
Effect of viscosity on the aerodynamic efficiency of a
thin blunt wing at hypersonic flow velocities
p 217 A89.23693
Analysis of a laminar boundary layer on a plate with
allowance for lift forces acting on a disperse impurity
p 257 A89-23695
A numerical scheme for modeling subsonic flows of a
viscous compressible gas p 217 A89-23723
Small spacing asymptotics for subsonic nonstationary
flow around a thin profile near a solid boundary
p 219 A89.24657
Unsteady separation wave in a supersonic boundary
layer p 293 A89-26Of 1
Modal control in systems with aftereffect
p 354 A89-26038
Asymptotics of stationary separated flow past a body
at large Reynolds numbers p 293 A89-26163
Electrical equipment of aircraft p 346 A89-26171
Research pressed to improve flight information
contribution to aircraft accident investigations
p 318 A89-27247
Problems of ensuring civil.aircraft fire safety
p 304 A89-27249
Evolution of perturbations near a surface in supersonic
flow p 294 A89.27384
Determination of the numerical integration step during
the analog-digital modeling of dynamic systems
p 354 A89-27405
Flow over an airfoil with jets p 362 A89-29167
Economic problems of raising the effectiveness of air
flight simulators p 435 A89.29738
Modeling of the unsteady thermal-stress states of cooled
gas turbine blades p 410 A89-30065
A modal of self-oscillation generation for aerodynamic
control surfaces at transonic velocities
p 364 A89.30070
High-viscosity and bitumenous oils - Promising raw
materials for the production of jet and diesel fuels
p 410 A89-30086
Effect of vibration on the dehumidifier.anticoagulant
content of jet fuels p 410 A89-30087
Three.dimensional rarefied-gas flow past conical
bodies p 364 A89-30106
Vortex generation in computational aerodynamics
p 364 A89-30108
Direct calculation of flows with shock waves
p 365 A89.30109
Three.dimensional supersonic flows past blunt bodies
with allowance for interference p 365 A89.30110
Unsteady loads on a wedge during the diffraction of a
shock wave moving at angle of attack
p 415 A89.30178
Improvement of the complex nondestructive testing of
calorized turbine blades p415 A89.30182
Supersonic laminar boundary layer behind a fan of
rarefaction waves p 365 A89-30205
An experimental study of the formation and evolution
of two.dimensional wave packets in • boundary layer
p 416 A89-30206
Aerodynamics and heat transfer of a swirling flow on
the end surface of a vortex chamber
p 416 A89.30210
Supersonic flows of a viscous gas
p 365 A89-30216
Excitation of unstable oscillations in a boundary layer
by a source in the potential flow region
p 365 A89-30250
Jet flows of reacting gases p 416 A89-30254
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Possibilities for modeling turbulent heat transfer in
hypersonic finite-jet flow past bodies
p 371 A89-32145
Gyroscopic systems (2nd revised and enlarged
edition) p 421 A89-32182
Gasdynamic structure of the quasi-steady separated flow
of different gases in a plane supersonic nozzle
p 371 A89-32197
Stabilization of T-6 fuel by S-789 inhibitor and
compositions based on it p 411 A89.32276
Direct statistical modeling of flow of a rarefied gas past
a sphere in the transition regime p 371 A89.32279
A physical-statistical method for the prediction of vertical
wind shear in the lower part of the atmospheric boundary
layer p 499 A89-34028
Ceramics in high-temperature gas turbines (Review)
p 488 A89-34080
Viscosity effects in the generation of the lifting force
of aerodynamic wing profiios p442 A89-34114
Characteristics of the formation of benz(a)pyrane in the
combustion chambers of aviation gas turbine engines
p 488 A89-34119
Some characteristics of the formation of contaminants
dudng the combustion of hydrocarbon fuels in the
combustion chambers of gas turbine engines
p 488 A89-34120
A simple one-dimensionel model for the effect of air
pollution on supersonic combustion p 488 A89-34121
Effect of turbulence on the combustion of an atomized
liquid fuel p 488 A89-34122
Natural vibrations of cylindrical shells with a rectangular
cutout p 492 A89-34126
The load-bearing capacity of closed-profile oblong
cylindrical shells made of a metal/polymer composite
laminate p 492 A89-34128
Formulation and solution of axisymmetric problems in
the statics of multilayer shells of revolution with contact
interaction between layers p 492 A89-34129
A mathematical model of aircraft spin and results of
its computer integration p 481 A89-34130
Stability analysis of the multiple discrete stabilization
system of an elastic flight vehicle p 500 A89-34132
An experimental study of the rate characteristics of brush
seals in comparison with labyrinth seals
p 492 A89-34136
Some aspects of the numerical modeling of the
nonstationary heat conductivity of gas turbine
components p 477 A89-34139
Effect of the design of a two-row nozzle dng on the
efficiency of a turbine stage of medium rotor solidity
p 477 A89-34140
An anaiytical-axperimental study of ring gap losses in
small axial.flow turbines p 478 A89-34141
Adaptive control of the gdnding of large gas turbine
blades p 492 A89-34144
Numerical modeling of transonic flow of a viscous gas
in a plane channel with a sudden expansion
p 442 Aflg-3414g
Noise levels of a combined bypess-propfan engine in
the far sonic field p 478 A89.34150
Analysis of separated flow past a thin profile in the case
of translational oscillations p 442 A8g-34151
Optimal profile selection in the design of a subsonic
turbine cascade p 442 A89-34152
Assessment of the adequacy of beating lubrication in
a gas turbine engine through openings in the rotating
shaft p 492 A89-34154
Effect of the blade height at the exit of the shrouded
rotor of a radial.flow centdbatal microturbine on the turbine
efficiency p 492 A89-34155
Ensuring the quality of the covering surface in the case
of riveted joints with high radial interference
p 492 A89-34159
A combined method for calculating supersonic flow of
an ideal gas past • wing with a supersonic blunt leading
edge p 448 A89-35430
Effect of the asymmetry of boundary conditions on
boundary layer flow near a cone at angle of attack
p 448 A89-35433
Turbulization of a high-velecity boundary layer by a
projection p 448 A89-35434
Thin axisymmetric caverns in supersonic flow
p 449 A89-35435
A method for calculating potential transonic flows in
turbomachinery cascades p 449 A89-35450
Supersonic flow past caret wings and elements of
ster-shaped bodies at angles of attack and bank
p 449 A8g-35481
Potential models of transonic flows
p 449 A89-35495
Prospects for the application of holographic
interferometry to the study of the resonant vibrations of
complex systems p 495 A89-35654
Aerodynamic characteristics of arbitradly rotating bodies
in a variable-density gas p 509 A8g-37355
Dynamical calculations of engine components based on
elasticity equations p 553 A89-37421
A numerical method for the analysis of a flight vehicle
with a solid fuselage p 509 A89-37460
Flutter of a wing with an aileron in transonic flow
p 539 A89-37461
Some properties of nonisentropic transonic flows
p 512 A89.38426
Approximate calculation of supersonic flow past bodies
of revolution with • front soparation zone at a small angle
of attack p 512 A89-38427
Consideration of the effect of surface roughness on
regime coefficients in local interaction theory
p 512 A89-38432
Dependence of regime coefficients on regime
parameters in local interaction theory
p 512 A89-38435
Nonstetionary supersonic flow past a body
p 512 A89-38437
Stability of gas flows in Laval nozzles
p 512 A89-38438
A study of shock wave radiation near models at
hypersonic velocities in air p 513 A89-38445
Optimization of flight regimes according to economic
criteria (2nd revised and enlarged edition)
) 528 A89-38498
Hydrodynamics and heat transfer in the porous elements
of flight vehicle structures ) 554 A89-38499
Calculation of the principal parameters of the actuating
mechanisms of aircraft slave drives ) 555 A89-38500
Nonstetionary thermal duty of the structural elements
of flight vehicles ) 538 A89-38502
Vibrations of the blades of turbomachines
535 A89-38504
Variable-cycle turbojet engines for multiple-regime
aircraft ) 535 A89-38510
Adaptive automatic control systems for flight vehicles
p 563 A89-38511
Synthesis of systems for the motion control of
nonstationary objects p 563 A89-38512
Fundamentals of the maintenance of the radio-electronic
equipment of aircraft p525 A89-38513
Fundamentals of aviation (4th revised and enlarged
edition) p 507 A89-38514
Input signal selection in the identification of linear
continuous dynamic systems from discrete observations
p 563 A89-39777
Motion of a three-degrees-of-freedom gyroscope with
a dynamically unbalanced rotor in the case of contact
between the internal frame end an elastic limiter
p 565 A89-39816
A method for determining the inertia tensor of a craft
in flight p 565 A8g-39819
Application of the theory of fuzzy sets to the two-criterion
stochastic optimization of dbbed shells
p 556 A89-39823
Hydraulic resistance of the inlet channels of s rotor
cooling system p 611 A89-40596
Probabilistic-parametdc models of the long-term
strength of metallic materials of aircraft gas turbine
engines p 820 A89-40619
A method for estimating the stochastic vibrational stress
level of impeller bledings of aircraft gas turbine engines
in operating conditions on the basis of developmental
bench test data p 611 A89-40624
Determination of the deviation coefficients of a magnetic
compass dudng a turn p 610 A89-40719
Optimization of the cold roll-forging of axial-flow
compressor blades with allowance for fatigue
characteristics p 625 A89-42421
Determination of the natural frequency spectra and
modes of the fan blade rings of aviation gas turbine
engines p 612 A89-42422
Academician B. S. Stechkin's work in the development
of jet engines p 634 A89-42452
Scientific and pedagogical work of academician B. S.
Stechkin at the Zhukovskii Air Force Engineering
Academy p 635 A89-42453
Problems of the unification of the on-board systems of
flight vehicles p 620 A89-42456
A model of the reachability zone end its use inthe ballistic
design of flight vehicles p 820 A89-42459
Supersonic flow stagnation in a duct during
combustion p 587 A89-42460
Experimental investigation of the characteristics of
combination engines p 812 A89-42462
Two-time probabilistic model of the evolution of aircraft
engine reliability p 812 A89-42483
Three-dimensional effects in high-intanaity vortices
p 588 A89-42464
Stability of compression shocks in ducts in the presence
of external effects p 588 Aag-42465
A study of the charactadstics of aircraft powerpiantl
under conditions of optimal control of their principal
components p 812 Aag-42466
Optimization of the parameters and characteristics of
bypass engines p 613 A89-42467
An analytical study of the characteristics of bypass
engine mixing chambers in the case of incomplete mixing
of gas flows p 613 A89.42468
Flying wings (2nd revised and enlarged edition)
p 568 A89.42488
The shape of thin bodies with minimal drag
p 588 A89-42496
High.efficiency thermal insulation in the base of airfields
and highways p 619 A89.42499
Inverse problem in nozzle theory p 625 A89-42'500
Automatic control of jet engines (3rd revised and
enlarged edition) p 613 A89-42509
Calculation of stationary subsonic and transonic
nonpotanfial flows of an ideal gas in axisymmetdc
channels p 588 A89-42519
Supersonic flow past a sphere in a gas with a periodic
density field structure p 588 A89-42521
Precision and efficiency of the radio electronic systems
of aircraft p 625 A89-42524
Fitter's handbook for the assembly of the hydraulic, gas,
and fuel system lines of flight vehicles
p 805 A89-4;!525
Methods of flying model studies p 605 A89.42535
Aircraft flight safety: Methodological principles
p 597 A89-42536
S. P. Koroiev in aviation. Ideas. Projects. Designs
p 635 A89-42537
Formation of singularities in a three-dimensional
boundary layer p 625 A89-4;!557
Effect of the adiabatic exponent on the stability and
turbulent transition of a supersonic laminar boundary
layer p 588 A89-4;._567
Nonstationary supersonic flow bast a sphere moving
through a thermal inhomogeneity p 588 A89.42569
Effect of gas dissociation and ionization on the transition
of a supersonic boundary layer p 588 A89-42572
The Mi-8 helicopter." Design and maintenance
p 606 A89-42600
Computer simulation of some types of flows adsing at
interactions between a supersonic flow and a boundary
layer p 642 A89-45381
Modeling of controlled flight dynamics using in-flight
simulators p 688 A89-46546
Methods for the mathematical modeling of flight vehicle
engines p 711 A89-46551
Numerical and experimental investigation of
airframe-integrated inlet for high velocities
[AIAA PAPER 80-2679] p 649 A89-47009
Exact solution of the Karman-Fal'kovioh equation
describing separation from the corner point of an airfoil
profile p 726 A89-47896
Aerodynamic characteristics of wings with ultrasmall
aspect ratio in the angle-of-attack range 0.90 deg
p 726 A8g-47926
Abedodic wing motions above a solid boundary
p 728 Aag-47929
Substantiation of the validity of linear theory in
Investtgapons of flows past blunt bodies on the basis of
a numerical experiment p 726 A89-47930
Investigating a class of local solutions for the problem
of a flow past a flat wing with injection
p 726 A89-47931
Solution of an extreme-value problem of hypersonic
aerodynamics p 726 A89-47932
Algorithm for calculating transonic visoous-gas flows
near asymmetric wing profiles p 727 A89-47933
Aircraft deflections due to oscillations _,udng
uncontrolled flight in the atmosphere
p 779 A89-47939
Procedure for evaluating the effect of structural
parameters on the life of iongoron-wall joints
p 799 A8g.47941
Analysis of methods of reserve mass utilization in cargo
aircraft optimization p 754 A89-47951
Convergence of the blades of a coaxial main rotor during
on-deck atartup p 754 A89-47957
The problem of safety factor determination
p 799 A89.47958
Evaluation of the tightness of the flange joints of the
shell elements of aircraft structures p 799 A89-47959
Control of the descent of a flight vehicle along a glide
bath in the grazing regime p 779 A89-,t7960
Calculation of a finite-span curved wing
p 727 A89-47962
Influence of nonequilibrium effects on electrical
conductivity in flows of heterogeneous combustion
products in nozzles p 771 A89-47963
Numerical investigation of the charactaristk;s of
supersonic flow of a nonvlsoous gas past a circuleJ cone
with plane wings p 727 A8g-47964
Radiation attenuation by a wall layer
p 795 A8g-47966
Determination of the frequency charactedsfics of the
combustion chamber cycle p 771 Aag.47967
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Development of a classification of flight vehicle
engines p 809 A89.47969
Ecological characterization of fuels in relation to aircraft
operations p 807 A89-47971
System design of the flow path configuration of an engine
using a CAD system p 771 A89-47974
Degenerate climb path optimization problem for
supersonic aircraft p 779 A89-47978
Relation of turbofan structural parameters to the
configuration and drag of the nacelle of a bypass engine
p 771 A69-47979
Selection of combined accelerated test regimes for
aircraft components p 764 A69-47980
Characteristics of the combined support of e gas turbine
engine in the absence of oil supply to the ball bearing
p 771 A89-47981
A study of residual stress distribution in the lock section
of the blade of a gas turbine engine on the basis of initial
deformations p 772 A89-47982
A comparison of the thrust reversal and other braking
capabilities of s_rcraff using the effectiveness coefficient
p 754 A89-47985
Limiting the service period of gas turbine engine
components on the basis of technical/economical
efficiency p 772 A69-47993
Evaluation of the acoustic characteristics of gas turbine
engines using experimental noise data for a prototype
engine p 772 A89-47995
Design of communication lines as part of aircraft
equipment layout p 754 A89-47999
Prediction of fatigue crack propagation in plane
specimens and thin-walle_ structural elements of aircraft
under repeated static loading p 799 A89-48000
An experience in the computerized analysis of the fatigue
life of aircraft structural elements p 799 A88-48001
A simplified method for determining the natural
frequency of helicopter rotor blades p 754 A89-48003
Effect of e bend in the contour of the Leval nozzle of
a gas turbine engine on flow in the supersonic section
p 772 A89-48007
A method for calculating the thermal state of a cooled
gas turbine blade with a heat-insulation coating
p 772 A89-48009
Calculation of the heat of evaporation of aviation fuels
p 795 A89-48011
Justification for increasing oil change period in aimraff
p 795 A89-48084
Transient thermal processes in the powerplants of flight
vehicles p 800 A89-48920
The mathematical techniques in the POLET
applications-program package p 756 A89-48922
Diagnostics of aircraft components
p 748 A89-48938
Air navigation: Handbook p 750 A89-48943
Aerodynamics end flight characteristics of helicopters
p 757 A89.48946
Variational problems in radiative gas dynamics in the
case of surface gas injection p 733 A89.49203
Experimental modeling of a boundary layer on a sliding
wing in the secondary flow formation region
p 733 A89-49271
A study of the structure of separated flow on e delta
wing p 734 A89-49272
What are the new technology options for avionics?
p 768 A89-49777
Soviet helicopter technology p717 A89-50171
Mathematical modeling of the fall of an infinite-span plate
in a fluid p 740 A89.50844
Calculation of the extreme aerodynamic characteristics
of porous bodies with injection in hypersonic flow
p 740 A89-50856
Motion stability of a rigid body in nonstationary flow
p 782 A89-50926
The flow rate maximum principle end vortex chamber
aerodynamics p 740 A89-50928
Structure of flow pest the windward side of V-shaped
wings in the presence of turbulent boundary layer
separation p 740 A89-50931
Structure of artificial perturbations generated by an
external acoustic source in a supersonic boundary layer
p 740 A89-50933
Boundary layer transition on the surface of a delta wing
in supersonic flow p 741 A89.50934
Characteristics of the spectra of pressure fluctuations
in front of e step in supersonic transition flow
p 741 A89-50937
Determination of flow field inhomogeneity ina supersonic
wind tunnel and estimation of its effect on model
characteristics p 741 A89-50938
The Reynolds number dependence of the drag
coefficient of convex bodies in a rarefied gas
p 741 A89-50995
Air traffic control p 783 A89-51009
Principles cf the organization of flight operations and
flight safety p 749 A89-51010
Impingement of a sonic jet on wedge-shaped
obstacles p 741 A89-51017
Calculation of an axisymmetric stream and analysis of
flow in axial-flow turbine stages p 741 A89-51024
A study of heat transfer dudng the design of a cooling
system for gas turbine blades p 775 A89-51025
A portable acoustic impedance flaw detector, AD-421
p 803 A89-51045
Denormalized product of the adsorptive zeolite
extraction of paraffins as a Jet fuel component
p 857 A89-52775
Precision characteristics of a coordinate device for
estimating the velocity of an object p 830 A89.52779
Asymptotic solution of e nonlinear boundary value
problem with a partly unknown boundary
p 874 A89-52802
Recovery of the fatigue strength of structural elements
of aluminum alloys by surface hardening
p 857 A89.52827
Fatigue life of ZhS6U alloy with protective coatings under
thermal cycling loading p 857 A89-52830
Probebtlistlc methods for estimating the remaining llfe
of structural elements of operating aircraft gas turbine
engines p 839 A89-52832
A three-dlmensional boundary layer in finite-span thin
wings p 818 A89-52843
A second-order flnlte-dlfferance scheme for calculating
thrae.dimensional supersonic flows of an ideal gas
p 816 A89-52852
Investigations in the history and theory of the
development of aviation and rocket and space science
and technology, No. 6 p 879 A89-52923
Calculation of transonic flow past the tell section of a
plane or axlsymmetric body p 820 A89-54838
Ftxed-algn condition for integral quadratic forms and
stability of systems with distributed parameters
p 878 A69-54840
A study of the strass-etrain state of connections In an
orfhotroplc material p 864 A88-54585
Solution of the inverse boundary value problem of
aerohydrodynamics with allowance for the boundaw
layer p 864 A89-54611
Theory for separated flow around the trailing edge of
a thin profile p 820 A89.54814
Separated flow past a concave conical wing of large
transverse curvature at small angles of attack
p 820 A89-54619
Construction of general-purpose supersonic nozzles of
conical cross section p 821 A89-54624
Optimal permeability of wind tunnel walls at low
supersonic velocities p 821 A89-54625
Diagnostics end control of the fuel systems of aircraft
engines p 841 A89-54681
Jet engines for high supersonic flight velocities (2nd
revised and enlarged edition) p 641 A89-54884
Effect of protective coatings on life of heat-resistant
nickel steel under cyclic heat load p 45 N89-11005
Structural mechanics: Contemporary state and
prospects for development (selected portions)
[AD-At98766] p 497 N89-20498
Technology of aircraft construction (selected chapters)
lAD.A199946] p 569 N69-24261
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Microstructural optimisation of titanium alloys for defect
tolerance in gas turbine engine components
p 43 A89-10069
Optimization of the conceptual design and mission
profiles of short.haul aircraft p 25 A89-10t07
Thick airfoil at low Reynolds number and high
incidence p 4 A89-10116
Cost-effective strapdown I.N.S. design and the need for
standard flight profiles p 30 A89-10128
Turbulent boundary layer manipulation and modelling
in zero and adverse pressure gradients
p 46 A89-10159
The wall-prassura fluctuations of modified turbulent
boundary layer with rtblets p 47 A89-10163
The electrochemical erosion of servo valves by
phosphate ester fire.resistant hydraulic fluids
p 48 A89-10573
RB211 developments
[SAE PAPER 872409] p 35 A89-10635
Health and usage monitoring - The integrated
approach
[SAE PAPER 872445] p 32 A89-10658
Active control of reheat buzz p 43 A89-11103
Tornado - The first eight years p 2 A89-11450
Finite element Euler computations in three dimensions
p 11 A89-12130
Aerothermodynemics - The required tools
[SAE PAPER 880928] p 12 A89-12316
HOTOL Command and Control Systems
[SAE PAPER 880929] p 42 A89-12317
New concepts in helicopter machinery prognostics
p 2 A89.12408
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Implementation of knowledge-based systems for
helicopter machinery fault prognosis p 2 A89-12412
Air navigation systems. I - Astronomical navigation in
the air 1919-1969 p 24 A89-12449
Bird hazards in aviation; Proceedings of the Symposium,
London, England, Oct. 14, 1987 p 3 A89-12716
The civil aviation birdstrike record p 20 A89-12717
Bird hazards in aviation - The RAF view
p 20 A89.12718
Design and testing for airframes p 29 A89-t2719
Windscreen design and testing p 29 A89.t2720
Bird hazards in aviation - Safety and economic
implications for an airline p 20 A89-12721
Bird hazards in aviation - The regulatory authority's
responsibilities p 20 A89.12722
The work of the Aviation Bird Unit p 3 A89-12723
Manufacturing - The cutting edge p 61 A89-12951
The long-life structure p 61 A89-12952
Simulated environment testing for aircraft
p 115 A89-13505
Theoretical modelling for helicopter flight dynamics -
Development and validation p 92 A89-13522
Multtvadable control system design for an unstable
canard aircraft p 111 A89-13526
A direct aerofoil performance code incorporating laminar
separation bubble effects p68 A69-13536
Single and contra-rotation high speed propellers - Flow
calculation and performance prediction
p 105 A69-13559
The behaviour and performance of leading-edge vortex
flaps p 70 A89.13578
Digital electronics on small helicopter engines
p t05 A89-13580
Application of a flexible wall testing technique to the
NASA Langley 0,3-m Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
p 115 A69-13620
Some types of scale effect in low-speed, high-lift flows
p 72 A89-t3642
The cause end cure of periodic flows at transonic
epeeds p 72 A89-13655
Calculation and measurement of transonic flows over
aerofoils with novel rear sections p 72 A89-13656
Computer-aided structural optimisation of aircraft
structures p 96 A89-13669
A reliability and maintainability prediction method for
aircraft conceptual design p 97 A89-13672
Transonic shock boundary layer interaction with passive
control p 73 A89-13685
Finite element implementation of full fluid/structure
interaction using modal methods p 125 A89-15596
Fractal properties of inertial-range turbulence with
implications for aircraft response p 99 A89-15646
Numerical simulation of the strong interaction between
a compressor blade clearance jet and stalled passage
flow p 76 A89-15672
A method for the solution of the Reynolds.averaged
Nevier.Stokes equations on triangular grids
p 77 A89-15695
Supportability of composite airframe structures;
Proceedings of the Workshop, Glasgow, Scotland, Aug.
3, 4, 1987 p 99 A89-16077
Non-destructlve test analysis and life and residual
strength prediction of composite aircraft structures
p 99 A89.16078
Enhanced assessment of robustness for an aircraft's
sliding mode controller p 113 A89-16154
Aluminum-lithium alloys p119 A89-16172
Pressure cabins of elliptic cross section
p 100 A89-16322
A new boundary layer wind tunnel
p 116 A89-16323
A three-dimensional field-integral method for the
calculation of transonic flow on complex configurations -
Theory and preliminary results p 78 A89-16325
Sound generated from the interruption of a steady flow
by a supersonically moving aerofoil p 82 A89-17063
Stress intensity factors for pedodlc radial cracks in a
rotating disc p 187 A89-17448
Energy management for integrated flight and propulsion
control systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-3873] p 178 A89-18068
Ads in avionics - Beyond validation
[AIAA PAPER 88-3907] p 199 A89.18087
Fault tolerant avionics
[AIAA PAPER 88-3901] p 171 A89.18109
Application of digital technology to aircraft utility
systems
[AIAA PAPER 88-3872] p 180 A89-18114
An ice detection system for helicopters
[AIAA PAPER 88-3949] p 172 A89-18120
Functional augmentation of digital engine controllers to
implement an integrated testability concept
[AIAA PAPER 88-3953] p 176 A89-18124
Mode S data link applications research in the UK
[AIAA PAPER 88-3996] p 158 A89.18153
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AI applications to tactical decision aids
[AIAA PAPER 88.4027] p 200 A89.18178
Sizing up the t46-300 p 161 A89-t8346
Down with drag p 141 A89-18347
Boeing 747-400 - Flight test p 161 A89.18349
Ground simulation for airborne equipment
p 188 A89-18741
A guide to classical flutter p 188 A89-18801
Computational analysis of unsteady supersonic cavity
flows driven by thick shear layers p 145 A89-18803
The use of sweep-frequency excitation for unsteady
pressure measurement p 147 A89.18940
Dynamics of a rigid rotor mounted on discontinuously
non-linear elastic supports p 190 A89-19125
Interference effects associated with a plate-supported
half-model in hypersonic flow p 148 A69-19924
Interactions between turbulent wakes and boundary
layers p 150 A89-20182
Progress towards a commercial aircraft design expert
system
[DGLR PAPER 87-t20] p 167 A89-20237
Boundary elements X; Proceedings of the Tenth
International Conference on Boundary Element Methods,
Southampton, England, Sept. 6-9, 1988. Volume 2 - Heat
transfer, fluid flow and electrical applications
p 253 A89-21277
MiG Fulcrum - Pinnacle of the last generation?
p 228 A89-21789
Skyhawk soars again p 228 A89.21845
Aerospace systems and technology - The role of the
RAE p 207 A89-21646
Acoustic characterization relevant to gas turbine
augmentors p 239 A89-22292
Pitch-flap flutter instability of a swept-tip model rotor
blade p 228 A89-22329
The ray theory of supersonic propeller acoustics
p 266 A89-22787
A combat engine for Europe - EJ200
p 240 A89.23148
Helicopter manoeuvrability testing in practice
p 243 A89-23318
EH 101 ground resonance clearance
p 231 A89-23350
The ground end flight test programme for the EH101
p 231 A89-23353
Ditching and flotation charsctedstics of the EH101
helicopter p 232 A89.23355
Consideration of trends in stability and control derivatives
from helicopter system identification
p 243 A89-23360
An investigation of the stability of flight path constrained
helicopter manoeuvres by inverse simulation
p 243 A89-23361
Results from the Glasgow University blade/vortex
interaction (B.V.I.) facility p 216 A89-23362
The identification of reduced order models of helicopter
behaviour for handling qualities studies
p 243 A89-23363
H.infinity design and the improvement of helicopter
handling qualities p 244 A89-23364
Helicopter agility in low speed manoeuvres
p 244 A89-23365
The determination of rotor blade loading from measured
strains p 232 A89-23366
The prediction of rotor blade stresses by the RAE/WHL
coupled modes analysis p 232 A89.23367
Effects of axial force on the flutter of high aspect ratio
aerofoil blades p 216 A89-23368
Further experience with a new approach to helicopter
aeroelasticity p 232 A89-23369
Advanced diagnostics for helicopter rotor head
management, including the use of expert systems
p 233 A89-23377
The modularity of the Health and Usage Monitoring
System p 237 A89-23378
The relation between losses and entry-flow conditions
in short dump diffusers for combustors
p 240 A89-23871
Design features which influence flow separations on
aircraft p 217 A89-23873
Civil avionics - The future international scene;
Proceedings of the Symposium, London, England, Mar.
17, 1988 p 237 A89-24851
Advances in flying control systems
p 246 A89-24854
The equipment scene p 237 A89-24855
Future engine controls p 241 A89-24859
Aeronautical acoustics - Mathematics applied to a major
industrial problem p 266 A89-24884
Vortex/beundary layer interactions
[AIAA PAPER 89-0083] p 273 A89-25073
Visualization measurements of vortex flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-0191] p 276 A89-25166
Turbulent mixing in supersonic combustion systems
[AIAA PAPER 89-0260] p 323 A89-25218
An adaptive implicit/explicit finite element scheme for
compressible viscous high speed flow
[AIAA PAPER 89-0363] p 344 A89-25307
A cell-vertex multigrid Euler scheme for use with
multib_ock grids
[AIAA PAPER 89-0472] p 265 A69-25387
Shock capturing using s pressure-correction method
[AIAA PAPER 89-0561] p345 A89-25450
Multiple solutions for aircraft sideslip behaviour at high
angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 89-0645] p 331 A89-25510
Measurements of the oscillatory lateral derivatives of
a high incidence research model (HIRM 1) at speeds up
to M = 0.8 p 332 A89-26688
Engineering ceramics - Applications and testing
requirements p 347 A89-27632
Subcritical swirling flows in convergent, annular
nozzles p 323 A89-27694
An investigation of the physical and chemical factors
affecting the perfomance of fuels in the JFTOT
[SAE PAPER 881533] p 341 A89-28242
The contdbuUon of plantorm area to the performance
of the BERP rotor p 314 A89-28350
Non-destructive testing p 413 A89-29125
Automated eddy current testing of composites
p 415 A89-29993
The prospects for European aerospace transporters. II
- A design concept for s minimum-cost aerospace
transporter p 408 A89-30536
Large amplitude oscillation effects on cone pitch stability
in viscous hypersonic flow p 367 A89-30537
Aircraft antennas p 384 A89-30538
The statistical discrete gust (SDG) method in its
developed form
[AIAA PAPER 89-1375] p 391 A89-30850
Engine gas path particle analysis - A diagnostic aid
p 420 A89-30977
Compact diagnostic co-processors for avionic use
p 397 A89-30987
Vibration health monitoring of the Westland 30 helicopter
transmission - Development and service experience
p 392 A89-30988
How to get the designer into the box
p 393 A89-30994
11-96- A glasnost view p393 A89-31099
Statistical-discrete.gust method for predicting aircraft
loads and dynamic response p 405 A89.31864
Detectability of emergency lights for underwater
escape p 380 A89.3233g
PM superalloy turbine blades p 487 A89-33454
Structure and properties of forged ODS nickel-base
superalloys p 491 A89-33461
Metallic limitations in aircraft engines- The rational return
to the stone age p 477 A89-33485
Argon shrouded plasma coatings for gas turbine
applications p 491 A89-33487
Potential applications for advanced structural ceramics
in aero gas turbine engines p 488 A89-33490
Remotely piloted vehicles; International Conference,
7th, Bdstol, England, Sept. 12-14, 1988, Proceedings and
Supplementary Papers p 467 A89-33554
Some aspects of the develOpment and operational
testing of the Sprite system p 467 A89-33557
Complementary minis - Skyeye and Phoenix'-,an overview
of their multi-mission coverage p 467 A89-33558
Falconet target RPV operations p 437 A89-33559
Civilian RPVs - Eye in the sky or pie in the sky?
p 437 A89-33560
The Theta Beta - Design of a system
p 468 A89-33561
Flight test of XRAE-1 to establish aerodynamic data
p 468 A89-33562
Development and implementation of flight control
system for a research drop model p 481 A89-33563
The development of a preliminary sizing method for
unmanned air vehicles p 468 A89-33564
The Norton P73 rotary RPV engine
p 477 A89-33565
Data links for video and IR surveillance
p 465 A89-33567
Design aspects of a naval RPV recovery system
p 484 A89-33568
Low cost avionic system for UMA p 475 A89-33571
Development of a low cost tracking/ranging system
p 465 A89-33572
Some consequences of reduced frame rate for operator
performance p 465 A89-33573
Linescan 2000 - Tomorrow's sensor today
p 475 A89-33574
integrated modular RPV ground station with reference
to the 'Raven' project p 485 A89-33575
In-flight experiments on the active control of
propener-induced cabin noise
[AIAA PAPER 89-1047] p 468 A69.33706
Acoustic forcing of three dimensional shear layers
[AIAA PAPER 89-1063] p 501 A89-33712
On sound generation by a jet flow passing a semi-infinite
aerofoil
[AIAA PAPER 89.1070] p 50t A89-33716
Full-scale fatigue testing of components and
structures p 485 A89-33801
Full-scale fatigue testing of aircraft structures
p 485 A89-33802
Fatigue evaluation of helicopter rotor heads
p 485 A89-33803
Fatigue testing of gas turbine components
p 485 A89.33804
Air traffic control p 437 A89-34450
Compressible flow losses in branched ducts
p 494 A89-35004
A revision of the added mass concept as applied to
parechute motion
_AIAA PAPER 89-0895] p 461 A89-35213
Frequency domain techniques applied to the
_dentification of helicopter dynamics p 500 A89-35261
Vadable structure control laws for aircraft manoeuvres
p 482 A89-35286
Design of robust multivariable helicopter control laws
for handling qualities enhancement p 482 A89-35297
Load alleviation on transport aircraft using acceleration
feedback p 471 A89-35299
Variable structure model.following control of flight
dynamics p 482 A89-35300
Multivariable design of a bank-to-turn autopilot for
command guidance p 482 A89-35301
Implementation of a transputer-based flight controller
p 482 A89-35302
New wings, new ways p 471 A89-35825
Human factors in cabin safety p 522 A89-36069
Unsteady interaction effects on a transitional turbine
blade boundary layer p 508 A89.36186
Prediction of counter-rotation propeller noise
[AIAA PAPER 89-1141] p 564 A89-36.'!21
Metallurgical stability of Inconel alloy 718
p 545 A89-36405
Electron beam cold hearth refinement processing of
Inconel alloy 718 and Nimonic alloy PK50
p 546 A89-36440
International Conference on Satellite Systems for Mobile
Communications and Navigation, 4th, London, England,
Oct. 17-19, 1988, Proceedings p 552 A89-36576
Collaborative expedmants involving a satellite based
data link for air traffic services p 525 A89-36596
Aircraft engines. IV p 534 A89-36898
Measurements in separating boundary layers
p 552 A89-36909
Voice of authority p 544 A89-37646
Gust analysis of an aircraft with highly non-linear systems
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 89-1377] p 527 A89-37650
Active vibration control of flexible rotors - An
experimental and theoretical study p 554 A89-37847
Condensation phenomena in a turbine blade passage
p 511 A89-37939
Airport technology international 1988
p 541 A89-38582
XRD techniques in aero engine development
p 555 A89-38632
Isothermal flow in e gas turbine combustor - A
benchmark experimental study p 514 A89-38873
Stress tensor measurements within the vaneless diffuser
of a centrifugal compressor p 556 A89-39050
Coming to terms with TCAS p 522 A89-39088
Buffeting criteria for a systematic series of wings
p 515 A89-39197
A note on sound from the interruption of a cylindrical
flow by a semi-infinite aerofoil of subsonic speed
p 565 A89-39506
• Preliminary results of in-flight experiments on the active
control of propeller-induced cabin noise
p 529 A89-39509
A demonstration of active noise reduction in an aircraft
cabin p 529 A89-39510
Air navigation systems. I - Astronomical navigation in
the air 1919-1969. Part II - Instruments
p 532 A89-39828
Automatic conflict detection logic for future air traffic
control p 525 A89-39829
Benefits of 'area navigation' in regional aviation
p 525 A89-39830
Reconnaissance sensor management system - Vicon
2000 p 609 A89.40254
MILCOMP '88 - Military computers, graphics and
software; Proceedings of the Conference and Exhibi'tion,
London, England, Sept. 27-29, 1988
p 629 A89-40425
Whitham's F-function for a supersonically rotating
propeller
[AIAA PAPER 89.1107] p 632 A89-40475
MD-11 enters the fray p 603 A89-40857
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A direct viscid-inviscid interaction scheme for the
prediction of two-dimensional aerofoil lift and pitching
moment in incompressible flow p 570 A89-41045
A review of methods of estimating performance
charactedstics of centrifugal compressors
p 623 A89-41083
The environmental cracking behaviour of
aluminium-lithium based alloys p 621 A89-41601
The effect of an adverse pressure gradient on the drag
reduction performance of manipulators
p 571 A89-41771
Validation of aerodynamic parameters for high.incidence
research models p 578 A89-42012
Experiment and computation in hypersonic cavity
flows
[AIAA PAPER 89-1842] p 583 A89-42070
Turbulent flow predictions for afterbody/nozzle
geometries including base effects
[AIAA PAPER 89-1865] p 585 A89-42092
An experimental study of hypersonic turbulence on a
sharp cone
(AIAA PAPER 89-1866] p 586 A89-42093
The VAAC/VSTOL Flight Control Research Project
p 615 A89-43104
Braze repair of aero engine components
p 626 A89-43535
The mixing of three-dimensional turbulent wakes in
boundary layers p 639 A89-43722
Tupolev's new twin p 662 A89-43887
Ilyushin goes the distance p 662 A89-43888
In the drink p 691 A89-43890
Navigation aids to aircraft all-weather landing
p 659 A89-43891
Civil satellite navigation and location systems
p 694 A89-43892
Ilyushin's new workhorse p 662 A89-44375
A study of AI-Li alloys using small angle neutron
scattering p 695 A89-44577
Rafale - Dassault's new dawn p 662 A89-45030
Civil supersonics - Propulsion is the key
p 675 A89-45031
A flow-field solver using overlying and embedded
meshes together with a novel compact Euler algorithm
p 641 A89-45359
A high resolution finite volume scheme for steady
external transonic flow p 642 A89-45369
Adaptive numerical solutions of the Euler equations in
3D using finite elements p 644 A89-45413
Advanced propulsion systems for large subsonic
transports
[AIAA PAPER 89-2477] p 677 A89-46861
The Rolls Royce Allison RS580 turbofan - Matching the
market requirement for regional transport
[AIAA PAPER 89-2488] p 678 A89.46869
A technique for the measurement of blade tip clearance
in a gas turbine
[AIAA PAPER 89-2916] p 683 A89-47170
Evaluation of novel igniters in a turbulent bomb facility
and a turbo-annular gas turbine combustor
[AIAA PAPER 89-2944] p 684 A89-47188
Normal impinging jet in crossflow - A parametric
investigation
[AIAA PAPER 89-2957] p 684 A89-47199
Automation in transport aircraft - Current and future
trends
[SAE PAPER 881468] p 657 A89-47334
Air traffic control - No easy solutions in a complex
terminal environment
[SAE PAPER 881469] p 661 A89.47335
Research in automation for air traffic control - United
Kingdom work and associated European projects
[SAE PAPER 881470] p 661 A89.47336
Airline operations and the contaminated runway
[SAE PAPER 881460] p 658 A89-47339
Microwave landing system instrumentation - A pilot's
viewpoint
[SAE PAPER 881461] p 661 A89-47340
Trends in military aircraft propulsion
p 772 A89-48277
Landing gear design and development
p 754 A89-48283
G-seat heave motion cueing for improved handling in
helicopter simulators
[AIAA PAPER 89-3337] p 786 A89-48389
Novoview LCV - Balancing performance and cost for a
'low cost' visual system
[AIAA PAPER 89-3321] p789 A89-48430
Turbofan forced mixer/nozzle temperature and flow field
modelling p 773 A89-48521
A320 - Past definitions and future possibilities
p 755 A89-48549
Flight simulation: Recent developments in technology
and use; Proceedings of the Conference, London, England,
Apr. 12, 13, 1988 p 790 A89-48826
Functionally distributed simulation p 810 A89.48827
Advanced technology flight end visual simulation for
commercial aircraft p 790 A89-48828
Changes in RAF engineering requirements for flight
simulators - Impact on the manufacturers and the CSDE
teams p 790 A89-48830
Graphic displays for real-time monitoring in research
simulation p 790 A89-48831
The modern research simulator - Your flexible friend
p 790 A89-48832
Atmospheric phenomena, their importance and
incorporation in flight simulation p 808 A89-48834
The use of recent developments in achieving zero flight
time approvals p 791 A89-48835
Project Genesis - The development of a low cost
simulator p 791 A89-48836
Integrated ground training for the RAF's new basic trainer
The Tucaoo p 791 A89-48837
The Tucano flight simulator p 756 A89-48838
The impact of Ada on flight simulator development
p 810 A89-48842
Monitoring flight operations using flight recorded data
[AIAA PAPER 89-2056] p 767 A89-49428
The RAE combat aircraft multi-variate optimisation
method
[AIAA PAPER 89-2080) p 759 A89-49444
An implicit call-vertex scheme for solution of the Euler
equations
[AIAA PAPER 89-2235] p 735 A89-49682
A semi-empirical model for dynamic stall
p 736 A89-49830
Comparison of a further group of reactive acrylic
adhesives for bonding aluminium alloys
p 796 A89-50142
Ageing jet care p 748 A89-50293
Recent developments in the 'TERPROM' integrated
navigation system p 751 A89-50304
Practical integration of a digital GPS receiver with in
systems p 751 A89-50307
Asymptotic theory of propeller noise. I - Subsonic
single-rotation propeller p 812 A89-50533
On the generation of a set of accurate numerical modal
functions for use in the aeroelastic analysis of flexible rotor
blades p 803 A89.50584
Ride-bumpiness in high-speed flight at low altitude
p 782 A89-50585
Forward facing spike effects on bodies of different cross
section in supersonic flow p 739 A89-50586
Developments in titanium alloys for aerospace
p 797 A89-50773
Polymer composites for helicopter structures
p 717 A89-50774
Numerical methods for fluid dynamics III; Proceedings
of the Conference, University of Oxford, England, Mar.
21-24, 1988 p 804 A89.5153t
A strategy for the use of hybrid structured-unstructured
meshes in computational fluid dynamics
p 744 A89-51534
An approach to geometric and flow complexity using
feature-associated mesh embedding (FAME) - Strategy
and first results p 744 A89-51540
Some experiences with grid generation on curved
surfaces using variational and optimisation techiques
p 744 A89-51550
Multiblock techniques for transonic flow computation
about complex aircraft configurations
p 744 A89*51553
A total variation diminishing scheme for computational
aerodynamics p 744 A89-51562
Analysis of reattachment during ramp down tests
p 816 A89-52043
Proportional hazards modelling of aircraft cargo door
complaints p 825 A89-52325
The development of advanced computational methods
for turbomachinery blade design p 839 A89-52482
Glazing into the future p 832 A89-52525
Comparison of eigenstructure assignment and the
Salford singular perturbation methods in VSTOL aircraft
control law design
[AIAA PAPER 89-3451] p844 A89-52550
Comparison of Characteristic Locus and h-infinity
methods in VSTOL flight control system design
[AIAA PAPER 89-3491] p 846 A89-52584
Design of adaptive digital model-following flight-mode
control systems for high-performance aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 89-3495] p 846 A89-52587
Design of tunable digital set-point tracking PID
controllers for gas turbines with unmeasurable outputs
[AIAA PAPER 89-3577] p 839 A89-52660
Robust eigenstructure assignment for flight control using
the CtrI-C design package
[AIAA PAPER 89-3607] p 850 A89-52685
Some aspects of aircraft dynamic loads due to flow
separation p 832 A89-52959
Saenger aerospeceplane gains momentum
p 855 A89-52973
Sensitive skins p 837 A89.52974
Closing the gap p 815 A89-52975
Heat transfer characteristics of an aero-engine intake
fitted with a hot air jet impingement anti-icing system
p 833 A89-53255
HOTOL - A European aerospaceplane for the 21st
century p 856 A89-54330
Aerospace systems and technology: The role of the
RAE
[RAE-TR-88042] p 3 N89-10003
Israel Air Force (iAF) in-service aircraft lightning strike
and damage survey p 55 N89-10431
A filamentary method for calculating induced voltages
within resistive structures in either the frequency or time
domain p 52 N89-10484
The use of the complex summation method for
formulating algorithms for decoupling vertical horizontal
motions of rolling aircraft p 30 N89-10889
A review of work in the United Kingdom on the fatigue
of aircraft structures during the period May 1985 - April
1987
[ RAE-TR-87077] p 103 N89-11742
Wing divergence and rolling power
[RAE-TR-88017] p 103 N89-11743
Investigation of the effects of payload pods and airbrakes
on the longitudinal stability of the X-RAE 2 unmanned
aircraft in the 24 foot wind-tunnel
[RAE-TM°AERO-2124] p 103 N89-11744
Variable amplitude fatigue crack growth in titanium alloy
Ti-4AI-4Mo-2Sn-0.5Si (IMI 550)
[RAE-MEMO-MAT/STR-1103] p 120 N89-11880
Numerical optimisation techniques applied to problems
in continuum mechanics p 139 N89-12471
Flow field characteristics around bluff parachute
canopies p 87 N89-12546
The quality of fibre reinforced thermoplastics
mouldings p 196 N89-13839
Aerodynamic drag of ridge arrays in adverse pressure
gradients p 219 N89-15075
Development of an aircraft design expert system
p 233 N89-15102
Application of Forsythe method in stabilizing and
decoupling speed and height in F4 phantom aircraft
[ETN-89-93566] p 246 N89-15119
Alternative modified binders for airfield pavements
[AD-A197902] p 249 N89.15124
Metallurgical modelling of superalloy disc isothermal
forgings p 258 N89-15266
Thermal-hydraulic designs of finned heat-exchangers
experiencing free or forced convection
p 259 N89-15345
Trailing edge strips to reduce the drag of slender
wings p 221 N89-15889
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DTFA03-84-C-00066 ............................
DTFA03-86-C-00005 ............................
DTFA03-86-C-O050 ..............................
DTFA03-87-C-00013 ............................
DTFA03-88-A-00016 ............................
DTFA03-88-C-00056 ............................
FAA-TO701-R .......................................
FAA-T0503-M .......................................
FAA-T0604-F ........................................
FAA-T0702-N ........................................
FE220786FRMC4 .................................
FMV-FFL-82250-86-169-25-001 .........
FMV-FLYGFL-82223-78-170-21-001 .
FMV-FLYGFL-82260-88-061-73-001 .
F04606-87-D-0051 ...............................
F04701-88-C-0089 ...............................
F04704-86-C-0031 ...............................
F04704-87-C-0100 ...............................
F04704-88-C-0017 ...............................
F08635-C-80-0359 ...............................
854
694
156
21
749
) 38
54
697
658
619
630
601
751
328
550
531
519
532
169
807
293
289
591
196
p 196
F08635-83-C-0052 ............................... p 695
F08635-84-C-02281 ............................. p 353
F08635-54-K-0143 ............................... p 63
F08635-85-C-0122 ............................... p 342
F08635-86-K-0390 ............................... p 672
F08635-87-C-0005 ............................... p 542
F08635-87-K-0031 ............................... p 832
F08635-89-C-0211 ............................... p 576
F09603-85-C-1224 ............................... _ 91
F19628-82-C-0140 ...............................
F19628-85-C-0002 ...............................
F19628-85-C-0003 ...............................
F29601-85-C-0040 ...............................
F30602-79-C-0039 ...............................
F30602-86-C-0156 ...............................
F33615-77-C-5200 ...............................
F33615-78-C-3027 ...............................
F33615-80-C-2044 ...............................
F33615-80-C-5153 ...............................
F33615-81-C-0012 ...............................
F33615-81-C-2030 ...............................
F33615-81-C-2078 ...............................
F33615-82-C-2233 ...............................
F33615-83-C-2330 ...............................
F33815-83-C-3028 ...............................
F33615-83-C-3208 ...............................
F33615-83-C-3227 ...............................
F33615-83-C-3232 ...............................
F33815-83-C-3603 ...............................
F33615-83-K-2316 ...............................
F33615-84-C-0066 ...............................
F33615-84-C-2409 ...............................
F33615-84-C-2412 ...............................
F33615-84-C-2427 ...............................
F33615-84-C-2429 ...............................
F33615-84-C-2431 ...............................
F33615-84-C-2440 ...............................
F33615-84-C-2446 ...............................
F33615-84-C-3005 ...............................
F33615-84-C-3208 ...............................
F33615-84-C-3608 ...............................
F33615-84-C-5051 ...............................
F33615-84-K-1520 ...............................
F33615-85-C-2507 ...............................
F33615-85-C-2508 ...............................
F33615-85-C-2515 ...............................
F33615-85-C-2537 ...............................
F33615°85-C-3013 ...............................
F33615-55-C-3212 ...............................
F33615-85-C-5040 ...............................
F33615-85-C-5050 ...............................
F33815-85-C-5051 ...............................
102
533
673
,261
,262
,425
,626
710
b526
542
,811
673
258
551
530
704
623
789
p 674
_211
_806
704
p 361
p 797
252
P709
) 606
128
) 795
) 877
) 255
) 548
110
126
168
157
) 224
) 797
)681
> 260
) 218
> 427
> 608
765
538
129
263
865
252
702
402
18
84
152
152
152
378
412
412
812
) 489
28O
N89.28524
N89-26018
N89-13415
N89-10459
N89-27643
N89-10894
N89-11265
N89-26110
N89-25976
N89-23480
N89-24051
N89-24291
N89-26831
N89-16814
N89-22707
N89-22601
N89.22578
N89-22602
A89.18052
N89-27992
A89-26368
A89-25517
A89-43230
N89-13832
N89.13833
A89.44103
A89-25305
A89-12884
N89-17681
N89.25996
N89-21810
A89-52712
A89-41826
N89-11730
N89.11737
N89.22604
A89-45107
N89-15486
N89-16243
N89-19473
N89-23758
N89-26323
N89-21785
N89.21813
A89-50115
A89-45107
A89-24096
A89-36436
N89.21787
A89-47168
A89-41547
A89.48428
A89-44113
A89-22295
N89-27954
A89.47168
A89-29163
N89-26962
N89-16031
N89.26267
A89-43058
N89-12081
N89.27679
N89-29193
A89-22293
N89.21943
N89.12893
A89-15968
N89.13427
N89-14227
N89-15088
N89-26937
A89-47092
N89-16120
A89-24302
N89.19597
N89-23457
N89-26838
A89-36931
N89-12864
A89.23573
N89-28835
N89.16053
A89-46750
N89-19301
N89-10867
N89.11711
N89-13402
N89-13403
N89.13404
N89-19275
N89-19374
N89-19379
N88-27464
A89-35722
N89-16172
CONTRACT NUMBER /NDEX
F33615-86.C-0530 ............................... p204 N89-14818
p 594 N89.23429
p 594 N89.23430
F33615-86-C-0537 ............................... p 431 A89-31627
F33615-86-C-0551 ............................... p 787 A89-48401
F33615-86-C-1073 ............................... p 225 A89-24070
p 349 N89-17215
F33615-86-C-2604 ............................... p 340 A89-25190
p 340 A89-25193
p 490 N89.21125
F33615-86-C-2623 ............................... p 864 A89-54981
F33615-86-C-2630 ............................... p 179 A89.18070
F33615-86-C-2643 ............................... p 490 N89-21130
F33615-86-C-2670 ............................... p 550 N89-22718
F33615-86-C-2723 ............................... p 494 A89-34930
F33615.86-C-3009 ............................... p 747 N89-27633
F33615-86-C-3015 ............................... p 74 A89-14200
p 284 A89-25377
p 440 A89-33634
F33615-86-C-3202 ............................... p 98 A89-15099
F33615-86-C-3602 ............................... p 285 A89-25420
F33615-86-C-3615 ............................... p 233 N89-15104
F33615-86-C-3616 ............................... p 540 N89-21807
F33615-86-C-3623 ............................... p 778 A89-47653
F33615-86-C-5055 ............................... p 697 A89-47213
F33615-87-C-0012 ............................... p 795 N89-27679
p 877 N89-29193
F33615-87-C-2729 ............................... p 693 A89-47020
F33615-87-C-2843 ............................... p 679 A89-46932
F33615.87-C-3004 ............................... p 590 A89-43178
F33615.87-C-3211 ............................... p 284 A89.25365
p 728 A89.48662
F33615-87-C-3223 ............................... p 252 N89-16034
p 316 N89.17591
F33615-87-C-3240 ............................... p 195 N89-14466
F33615-87-C-3606 ............................... p666 A89-47012
F33615-87-C-3607 ............................... p 312 A89-27735
F33615-87-C-3616 ............................... p 721 A8947649
F33615-87-C-5217 ............................... p 63 N89-12535
F33615.88-C-3204 ............................... p 421 A89.32374
F33615-88-C-3601 ............................... p 844 A89-52555
F33615-88-C-3611 ............................... p 789 A89°48436
F33657-82-C-2265 ............................... p680 A89-46944
F33657-85-C-2131 ............................... p680 A89-46944
p 563 N89-22366
F33657-86-C-2221 ............................... p 674 A89-45329
F40600-86-K-0004 ............................... p 521 N89-22589
F41-400 ................................................. p 523 N89-21780
F42650-86-C-3276 ............................... p 874 A89-53416
F49620-78-C-0084 ............................... p 743 A89-51532
F49620-82-C-0035 ............................... p 50 A89-11251
p 211 A89-22295
F49620-82-K-0033 ............................... p 493 A89=34794
p 192 N59-13784
p 559 N89-22899
F49620-83-C-0118 ............................... p 153 N89-13405
F49620-84-C-0007 ............................... p 445 A89-34819
p 426 N89-19509
F49620-84-C-0036 ............................... p643 A89-45402
F49620-84-C-0065 ............................... p 9 A89-11115
p 149 A89-20148
p 214 A89-22805
p 270 A89-24925
p 289 A89-25602
F49620-84-C-0080 ............................... p 191 N89-13736
F49620-85-C-0013 ............................... p 240 A89-23182
p 355 A89-27611
p 418 A89-30741
F49620-85-C-0027 ............................... p 148 A89-19904
p 211 A89-22337
p 371 A89-32315
p 582 A89-42065
p643 A89-45393
F49620-85-C-0080 ............................... p 47 A89-10181
p 80 A89-16881
F49620-85-C-O084 ............................... p 442 A89-34461
F49620-85-C-0090 ............................... p 312 A89-27747
F49620-85-C-0111 ............................... p 294 A89-27706
F49620-85-C-0126 ............................... p 69 A89-13573
F49620-85-C-0130 ............................... p 518 N89-21774
F49620-86-C-0006 ............................... p 490 N89-21071
F49620-86-C-0008 ............................... p 269 N89-16719
p 270 N89-16720
p 270 N89-16721
p 270 N89-16722
F49620-86-C-0020 ............................... p 685 N89-26005
F49620-86-C-0066 ............................... p 540 N89-21804
F49620-86-C,.0094 ............................... p 282 A89-25301
p 558 N89-22866
F49620-86-C-0133 ............................... p 367 A89-30514
p 416 A89-30527
p 192 N89-13751
F49620-86-K-0003 ............................... p 315 N89-18774
F49620-88-K-0020 ............................... p 731 A89-49078
p 733 A89-49102
p 593 N89-23420
E-2
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
F49620-87-C-0046 ...............................
F49620-87-C-0O89 ...............................
F49620-87-C-OO88 ...............................
F49620-87-C-0116 ...............................
F49620-87-C-0122 ...............................
F49620-87-K-0003 ...............................
F49620-87-R-0004 ...............................
F49620-88-C-OO01 ...............................
F49620-88-C-0047 ...............................
F49620-88-C-0053 ...............................
F49620-88-C-OO97 ...............................
F49620-55-C-0095 ...............................
F49620-55-C-0130 ...............................
F49620-88-C-0137 ...............................
F49720-85-C-0O83 ...............................
GR1-5053-231-0958 .............................
GRI-5084-238o1302 .............................
GR1-5O86-234-126O .............................
HU254/2 ...............................................
HU254/8 ...............................................
JPL-957858 ...........................................
MDAOO3-84-C-0031 .............................
MDA6O3-85-C-0139 .............................
MOA903-88-C-OO20 .............................
MDA04-85-H-0009 .............................
MIPR-F-83-73 .......................................
MIPR-FY1455-58-N-0657 ....................
MIPR-N-90-29 .......................................
MOD-2048/30 ......................................
NAGW-1022 ..........................................
NAGW-1061 ..........................................
NAGW-1072 ..........................................
NAGW-1195 ..........................................
NAGW-1331 ..........................................
NAGW-478 ............................................ p 11
p 344
p 289
p 644
NAGW-581 ............................................ p 273
p 343
NAGW-874 ............................................ p 278
p 35
p 118
NAGW-965 ............................................ p 74
p 74
p 284
p 440
p 590
p 743
NAGI-129 ............................................. p 138
NAGI-203 ............................................. p 538
NAGI-3OO ............................................. p 156
NAGI-343 ............................................. p 119
NAG1-344 ............................................. p 4
p 737
NAG1-345 ............................................. p 100
p 614
p641
p 615
NAG1-372 ............................................. p 419
NAGI-373 ............................................. p 107
p 445
p 703
NAGI.390 ............................................. p 166
p 632
NAGI-421 ............................................. p 502
p 513
NAGI.505 ............................................. p 100
p 5OO
NAG1-513 ............................................. p 318
NAG1-516 ............................................. p 111
p 245
p 3O6
p 481
NAG1-530 ............................................. p 416
p 722
p 746
NAGI-59 ............................................... p 850
NAGI-6O2 ............................................. p 172
p 356
NAGI-603 ............................................. p 97
p100
594 N89-23426
312 A89-27747
607 N89-23452
731 A89-49054
563 A89-36943
538 A89-36928
) 850 A89-52694
507 A89-37875
)389 A89-30751
)530 N89-21791
)670 N89-25194
)404 A89-28585
)842 A89-51723
P518 N89-21775
)824 N88-29316
t852 A89-53959
_627 N89-23831
_280 A89-25248
t776 N59-26856
1865 N89-28839
p271 A89-25016
=859 N89-28588
797 N59-27005
496 N89-20468
424 N89-18662
424 N89-18662
563 A89-37234
238 N89-15812
189 N89o14234
638 N88-25949
747 N89-27835
811 A89-50115
542 N89-21811
621 N89-23712
542 N89-21811
218 A89-23382
257 A59-25446
591 A89-43228
)590 A89-43187
)273 A89-25037
)582 A89-42058
)727 A89-48656
)718 A89-51369
J354 A89-276O2
)355 A89-27622
)287 A89-25446
)591 A89-43228
p718 A89-51369
A89-12130
A59-25307
A89-25521
A89.45413
A89-25073
A89-25118
A89-25219
N88-10045
N89-11756
A89-14199
A88-14200
A89-25377
A89-33634
A89-43188
A89-51367
A89-16107
A89-36928
N89-13414
N89-11827
A89-10105
A89.50066
A89-16O87
A89-43057
A89-45262
N88-23470
A89-3O857
A89-16485
A89-346O8
A89-46928
A89-20135
A89-40904
A89-33729
A89-38624
A89-16O98
A89-34569
A89-27624
A89-13546
A89-24526
A89-28464
A89-32725
A89-30499
A89-47657
N89-26826
A89-52692
A89-18112
N89-18046
A89.13684
A89-16098
p500
p 760
NAG1-616 ............................................. p 514
NAG1-619 ............................................. p 151
p 753
p 3OO
NAG1-625 ............................................. p 149
p311
NAG1-633 ............................................. p 725
NAG1.648 ............................................. p 10
pll
p 148
p 208
p 273
p 576
p 652
p 731
p 376
NAG1-657 ............................................. p 510
p 802
NAG1-664 ............................................. p 285
p 371
NAG1-685 ............................................. p 193
NAG1-888 ............................................. p 394
NAG1-690 ............................................. p 335
p 605
NAG1-70 ............................................... p 199
p 430
NAG1-714 ............................................. p 366
NAG1-715 ............................................. p 503
NAG1-716 ............................................. p 300
NAG1-722 ............................................. p 631
p 268
NAG1-724 ............................................. p 44
NAG1-727 ............................................. p 78
276
NAG1-732 ............................................. ) 728
t 593
NAG1-739 ............................................. p163
NAG1-753 ............................................. p417
NAG1-758 ............................................. _873
NAG1-762 ............................................. :_499
NAG1-768 ............................................. :_713
NAG1-769 ............................................. _ 214
NAG1-776 ............................................. 3 80
127
354
NAG1-778 ............................................. 426
NAG1-784 ............................................. 855
63
NAG1-783 ............................................. 286
NAG1-785 ............................................. 692
NAG1-805 ............................................. 587
NAG1-811 ............................................. 322
443
NAG1-819 ............................................. 632
NAG1-821 ............................................. 845
551
NAG1-822 ............................................. ) 386
NAG1-834 ............................................. ) 826
NAG1-836 ............................................. ) 30
NAG1-838 ............................................. ) 418
NAG1-849 ............................................. ) 247
NAG1-866 ............................................. ) 80
) 310
) 558
NAG1-867 ............................................. ) 812
NAG1-869 ............................................. ) 572
) 573
NAG1-872 ............................................. ) 648
NAG1-873 ............................................. _331
234
NAG1-886 ............................................. ) 586
) 695
480
609
NAG1-8 .................................................. p211
371
p582
NAG1-937 ............................................. _587
NAG1-959 ............................................. _847
853
NAG2-111 ............................................. p 16
NAG2-12 ............................................... p 785
NAG2-152 ............................................. p 212
NAG2-175 ............................................. p 832
NAG2-191 ............................................. p 848
NAG2-198 ............................................. p 16
NAG2-203 ............................................. p 811
NAG2-209 ............................................. p 162
p 362
NAG2-218 ............................................. p 212
NAG2-221 ............................................. p 843
NAG2-226 ............................................. p 94
p 229
NAG2-228 ............................................. p 262
A89-34569
A89-49475
A8_39185
A89-20316
A89-47663
N89-16761
A89-20142
A89-25508
A89-47688
A89-11153
A89-11488
A89-19908
A89-21285
A89-25071
A89-41825
A89-47358
A89-46O77
N89-19248
A89-37653
A89-50152
A89-25379
A89-31914
N89-13817
A89-31866
A88-25591
A89-42019
A89-18O86
A89-31463
A89-30495
A88-33764
N89°16758
A89-40470
N89-15684
N89-10125
A89-16O92
A89-25169
A89-47894
N89-23418
A89-18898
A89-30525
A89-52715
A89-33751
N89-26679
A89-226O5
A89-16931
A89-18934
A89-25385
N89-19504
A89-54085
N89-12538
A89-25426
A89-48849
A89-42114
A89-25005
A89-34732
A89-40477
A89-52579
A89-53957
A89-29452
A89-53971
N89-1O890
A89-30831
N89-15122
A89-16931
A89-251O8
N89-22838
A89-49425
A8941780
A89-41792
A89-46843
A89-25014
N89-15106
A89-42103
A89-47OO5
N89-20146
N89-24315
A89-22337
A89-32315
A89-42065
A89-42114
A89-52612
A89-54081
N89-10855
A89-48387
A89-22359
A89-52693
A89-52646
N89-1O855
A89-50115
A89-18877
A89-29184
A89-22358
A89-52549
A89-13612
A89-23180
A89-22508
NASA ORDER L-29341-C
NAG2-243 ............................................. p 545
NAG2-244 ............................................. p 40
p 114
p 167
NAG2-245 ............................................. p 9
NAG2-2473 ........................................... p 443
NAG2-258 ............................................. p 146
NAG2-283 ............................................. p 221
NAG2-297 ............................................. p 425
p 832
p 194
p 712
NAG2-373 ............................................. p 9
p 517
NAG2-379 ............................................. p 356
NAG2-415 ............................................. p 528
p 783
p 792
NAG2-433 ............................................. p 202
NAG2-457 ............................................. p 219
NAG2-483 ............................................. p 828
NAG2-471 ............................................. p 671
p 871
NAG2-477 ............................................. p 162
p 390
NAG2-489 ............................................. p 875
NAG2-480 ............................................. p 847
NAG2-505 ............................................. p 408
NAG2-70 ............................................... p 444
p 569
NAG2-82 ............................................... p 811
NAG3-122 ............................................. p 223
NAG3-181 ............................................. p 493
p 493
p 559
NAG3-183 ............................................. p 250
NAG3-194 ............................................. p 88
NAG3-201 ............................................. p 51
p 238
NAG3-245 ............................................. p 107
NAG3-284 ............................................. p 528
NAG3-354 ............................................. p 832
NAG3-363 ............................................. p 37
NAG3-489 ............................................. p 126
NAG3-481 ............................................. p 326
NAG3-501 ............................................. p 130
NAG3-512 ............................................. p 120
p 342
NAG3-522 ............................................. p 132
NAG3-577 ............................................. p 575
p 850
NAG3-581 ............................................. p 126
NAG3-5OO ............................................. p 238
NAG3-596 ............................................. p 131
NAG3-6Ol ............................................. p 570
p 88
NAG3-817 ............................................. p 131
NAG3-61 ............................................... p 296
NAG3-623 ............................................. p 132
NAG3-626 ............................................. p 379
p 6O4
NAG3-635 ............................................. p 673
NAG3-645 ............................................. p 9
p 7O8
NAG3°656 ............................................. p 478
NAG3-665 ............................................. p 12
) 346
NAG3,.666 ............................................. _304
) 305
p826
NAG3-676 ............................................. )819
NAG3.724 ............................................. _573
NAG3-72 ............................................... p528
175
NAG3-730 ............................................. _348
NAG3-732 ............................................. _730
NAG3-742 ............................................. _193
NAG3-763 ............................................. _ 799
NAG3-764 ............................................. _ 240
579
648
NAG3-767 ............................................. ) 344
) 644
NAG3-768 ............................................. :_288
NAG3-76O ............................................. _ 261
NAG3-6O3 ............................................. _ 478
NAG3-823 ............................................. _ 500
873
547
NAG3.854 ............................................. _ 706
NAG3.869 ............................................. _ 344
NAG4-1 .................................................. :_262
NAG8-708 ............................................. _ 408
NASw-4066 ........................................... _ 117
NASA ORDER A-63622-C .................. :) 301
NASA ORDER L-29341-C ................... _ 745
A89-52582
N89-10895
N89-12570
N89-13422
A89.11106
A89-34730
A89-18939
N89-15O86
A89-28536
A89.52712
N89-14377
N89-26610
A89-11110
N59-21769
N89-18167
A89-38554
N89-26859
N89-26865
N89-14795
N89-15074
A89-52582
N89-25233
N89-25235
A89-18877
A89-30798
A89-54OO4
A89-52608
N88-18499
A89-34740
A88-39867
A88.50115
N89-15888
A89°34794
A89-34798
N89-22899
A89-22277
N89-12553
A89-12337
A89-20950
A89-16102
A89-39193
A89-40478
A89-12307
A89-16458
A89-28462
N89-12886
N89-12912
N88-17325
N89-12900
A89.41814
A89-47156
A89.16458
A89-20950
N89-12884
A89-40905
N89-11725
N89-12896
A89-28407
N89-12898
A89-30650
A89-41093
A89-45107
A89-11110
N89-26172
N89-20133
A89-12557
A89-25554
A89-27738
A89-28451
A89-546O3
A89-53931
A89-41794
A89-39194
N89-13429
A89-27744
A6O-48855
N89-13819
A89-47717
A89-23182
A89-42036
A89-46847
A89-25181
A89-45428
A89-25485
N89-16193
N89-20134
A89-35044
A89-526O3
A89-52628
N89-25432
A89-25181
A89-22508
N89-18498
N89-11786
N89-17578
N89-26815
E-3
NASA ORDER L-96920-B
NASA ORDER L-96920-B ................... p 517 N89-21772
NASA ORDER L-98100-B ................... p 624 A89-41889
NASA ORDER T-0604-L .....................p 751 N89-26832
NASW-2797 .......................................... p 14 N89-10028
NASW-4003 .......................................... p 41 N89-10897
NAS1-13985 ......................................... p 218 A89-24312
p 218 A89-24313
NAS1-14880 ......................................... p 248 N89-15928
NAS1-15325 ......................................... p 272 A89-25031
p 424 N89-18665
p 426 N89-19505
NAS1-15327 ......................................... p 753 A89-47660
NAS1-16591 ......................................... p 428 N89-19779
NAS1-16794 ......................................... p 25 A89-10109
NAS1-16863 ......................................... p 251 N89-15187
NAS1-16978 ......................................... p 204 A89-20143
NAS1-17070 ......................................... p 114 N89-11753
NAS1-17145 ......................................... p 470 A89-33771
p 584 A89-42075
NAS1-17303 ......................................... p 125 A89-15488
NAS1-17317 ......................................... p 5 A89-10192
NAS1-17335 ......................................... p 355 A89-27608
NAS1-17409 ......................................... p 196 A89-20265
NAS1-17493 ......................................... p 873 A89-52658
NAS1-17496 ......................................... p 497 N89-20512
NAS1-17497 ......................................... p 627 N89-23920
p 707 N89-25480
NAS1-17748 ......................................... p 21 N89-10451
p 21 N89-10454
p 261 N89-15485
NAS1-17763 ......................................... p 714 N89-26683
p 813 N89-27466
p 813 N89-27468
p 876 N89-29152
p 876 N89-29154
NAS1-17864 ......................................... p 452 N89-20922
NAS1-17908 ......................................... p 259 N89-15351
NAS1-17919 ......................................... p 72 A89-13643
p 212 A89-22355
p 310 A89-25106
p 275 A89-25115
p 281 A89-25284
p 281 A89-25285
p 295 A89-28229
p 581 A89-42049
p 83 N89-11698
p 86 N89-12544
p 151 N89-13400
p 486 N89-21004
p 543 N89-22616
p 793 N89-26869
NAS1-17921 ......................................... p 59 A89-12563
p 468 A89-33717
p 876 N88-28155
NAS1-17926 ......................................... p 100 A89-16087
NAS1-17964 ......................................... p 136 A89-16812
p 188 A89-18083
NA81-17970 ......................................... p 766 N89-26842
NA81-17977 ......................................... p 450 N89-20093
NA$1-17987 ......................................... p e90 N89.26013
p 891 N89.26014
NAS1-17883 ......................................... p 212 A89-22576
p 117 N89.12572
p 133 N89.12823
p 558 N88-22888
NASl.18000 ......................................... p 4 A89-10108
p 89 ASg-1560e
p 218 A89-24308
p 287 A89-25452
p 289 A89-25521
p 430 A89-31458
p 501 A89-33708
p 500 A89-33765
p 482 A89-35045
p 759 A89-49442
p 59 N89-10601
p 204 N89-14820
p 204 N89-14821
p 472 N89-20125
NAS1-18020 ......................................... p 578 A89-42013
NAS1-18027 ......................................... p 849 A89-52674
p 91 N89-12557
p 615 N89-23471
p 690 N89-26011
NAS1-18028 ......................................... p 227 N89-15099
NAS1-18036 ......................................... p 138 A89-15091
NAS1-18037 ......................................... p 469 A89-33755
p 633 N89-24141
p 765 N89-26841
NAS1-18099 ......................................... p 688 A89-47030
NAS1-18105 ......................................... p 473 N89-20945
NAS1-18107 ......................................... p 114 N89-11753
p 153 N89-13408
p 519 N89-22574
NAS1-18207 ......................................... p 421 A89-31911
NAS1-18235 ......................................... p 92 A89-13528
p 278
p 296
p 362
p 742
NAS1.18240 ......................................... p 641
p 726
p 708
NAS1-18302 ......................................... p 657
NASl-18304 ......................................... p 54
NAS1-18331 ......................................... 194
NAS1-18336 .........................................
NAS1-18377 .........................................
NASl-18378 .........................................
NAS1-18419 .........................................
NAS1-18471 .........................................
NASl-18524 .........................................
NASl-18560 .........................................
NAS1-18584 .........................................
NAS1-18585 .........................................
NAS1-18598 .........................................
NAS1-18599 .........................................
NAS1-18605 .........................................
NAS1-18659 .........................................
NAS1-18670 .........................................
NAS1-8000 ............................................
NAS2-11304 .........................................
NAS2-11555 .........................................
NAS2-11665 .........................................
NAS2-11853 .........................................
NAS2-11877 .........................................
NAS2-11978 .........................................
NAS2-12157 .........................................
NAS2-12166 .........................................
NAS2-12180 .........................................
NAS2-12221 .........................................
NAS2-12341 .........................................
NAS2-12402 .........................................
NAS2-12568 .........................................
NAS2-12597 .........................................
NA$2-12767 .........................................
NAS2-12778 .........................................
NAS2-12787 .........................................
NAS2-12789 .........................................
NA$2-12810 .........................................
NA$2-12861 .........................................
NAS2-12989 .........................................
NA82-9807 ............................................
NAS3-20072 .........................................
NA$3-20961 .........................................
NAS3-22142 .........................................
NAS3-22257 .........................................
NAS3-22761 .........................................
NAS3-23039 .........................................
NAS3-23051 .........................................
NAS3-2317 ............................................
NAS3-23288 .........................................
NAS3-23687 .........................................
NAS3-23691 .........................................
NAS3-23697 .........................................
NAS3-23698 .........................................
NAS3-23717 .........................................
NAS3-23720 .........................................
NAS3-23721 .........................................
NAS3-23722 .........................................
NAS3-23927 .........................................
NAS3-23929 .........................................
NAS3-23939 .........................................
NAS3-23940 .........................................
NAS3-23941 .........................................
NAS3-23944 .........................................
175
196
J 867
D766
)766
) 764
) 282
) 389
D102
) 483
) 345
) 286
) 731
) 732
278
) 464
) 278
)296
) 651
722
722
742
152
) 519
)415
) 282
) 689
) 842
) 442
) 39
) 40
) 58
) 393
) 811
) 831
) 215
)218
720
114
783
147
618
289
737
446
301
647
721
459
592
628
730
434
412
222
223
222
223
222
223
51
_14
402
132
133
352
110
132
351
,351
_132
_192
351
p502
441
p633
130
177
497
b 133
342
133
478
685
121
351
A89-25224
A89-28428
A89-29186
A89-51357
A8945262
A89-47694
N89o26176
N89-25973
N89-11196
N89-14376
A89-19186
A89-20265
A89-54777
N89-27647
N89-27648
A89-51353
A89-25306
A89-30750
N89-11740
N89-20999
A89-25376
A89-25443
A89-49077
A89-49097
A89-25223
N89-20111
A89-25224
A89-28428
A89-47160
A89-47654
A89-47656
A89-51357
N89-13401
N89-22574
A89-29977
A89-25306
N89-25193
A89-51702
A89-34427
N89-10046
N89-10058
N89-10526
A89-31461
N89-27416
A89-51703
A89-23184
A89-24307
A89-47634
N89-11752
N89-26860
A89-19625
N89-24328
A89-25517
A89-50065
A89-34695
N89-17577
A89-46763
A89-47648
N89-20973
N89-23414
A89-43177
A89-49082
A89-31908
N88-18550
N89-18896
N89-15897
N89-15896
N89-15897
N89-15896
N89-15897
A89-12752
N89-10025
N89-19299
N89-12897
N89-12914
N89-17336
N89-12907
N89-12899
N89-17314
N89-17316
N89-12906
N89-13756
N89-17311
A89-33724
A89-33735
N89-24139
N89-12887
N89-13436
N89-20472
N89-12916
N89-17334
N89-12915
N89-20132
N89-25165
N89-12922
N89-17333
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
NAS3-23945 ......................................... p 121
NAS3-24079 ......................................... p 197
NAS3-24105 ......................................... p 75
p 325
p 109
p 234
p 452
p 713
NAS3-24222 ......................................... p 59
NAS3-24224 ......................................... p 493
NAS3-24228 ......................................... p 130
NAS3-24339 ......................................... p 468
p 533
p 564
p 564
p 564
NAS3-24348 ......................................... p 402
NAS3-24350 ......................................... p 348
p 131
p 131
p 131
p 182
p 351
NAS3-24351 ......................................... p 131
NAS3-24358 ......................................... p 132
NAS3-24384 ......................................... p 252
NAS3-24387 ......................................... p 425
p 427
NAS3o24528 ......................................... p 395
NAS3-24619 ......................................... p 192
NAS3-24622 ......................................... p 842
NAS3-24624 ......................................... p 140
NAS3-24633 ......................................... p 497
NAS3-24843 ......................................... p 322
NAS3-24855 ......................................... p 514
p 109
p 151
NAS3-24873 ......................................... p 129
NAS3-24880 ......................................... p 330
NAS3-25140 ......................................... p 54
NAS3-25200 ......................................... )311
NAS3-25266 .........................................
NAS4-2896 ............................................
NAS7-918 ..............................................
NAS8-35601 .........................................
NASS-36182 .........................................
NA$8-36719 .........................................
NAS8-37389 .........................................
NAS8-17196 .........................................
NA$9.17600 .........................................
NATO-0441/67 .....................................
NCA2-1R-340-801 .................................
NCA2-1R-650-401 .................................
NCA2-OR-686-302 ...............................
NCA2-OR-746-309 ...............................
NCA2-107 ..............................................
NCA2-162 ..............................................
NCA2-17 ................................................
NCA2-192 ..............................................
NCA2-235 ..............................................
NCA2-243 ..............................................
NCA2.287 ..............................................
NCA2-313 ..............................................
NCA2-36 ................................................
NCA2-406 ..............................................
NCA2-6 ..................................................
NCCI.100 ..............................................
NCCI-112 ..............................................
NCCI-115 ..............................................
NCCI-121 ..............................................
NCC I-14 ................................................
NCC1-22 ................................................
NCC1-46 ................................................
NCC1-47 ................................................
NCC1-89 ................................................
NCC1-90 ................................................
NCC2-175 ..............................................
NCC2-225 ..............................................
NCC2-226 ..............................................
J325
_631
)576
)762
109
109
)504
)452
)685
784
161
465
8O6
128
796
7oe
31o
343
5o0
587
738
652
409
442
265
191
273
276
57o
584
273
440
284
281
404
590
285
730
411
590
591
489
444
501
,150
287
14
,725
,794
153
44
) 457
653
3 41
3 822
N89-12920
A89-17965
A89-14980
A89-28403
N89-11751
N89-15107
N89-20921
N89-25675
A89-10112
A89-34912
N89.12884
A89-33754
A89-36215
A89-36216
A89-36217
A89-36218
N89-19300
A89-27693
N89-12890
N89.12891
N89-12892
N89-13755
N89-17304
N89-12895
N89-12902
N89-15251
N89-18696
N89-19583
N89-19289
N89-13754
N89-29351
N89-13256
N89-20472
A89.25006
A89-39189
N89-11750
N89-13399
N89-12837
N89-17599
N89.11192
A89-25571
A89.28403
A89.40473
A89-41823
A89-50802
N89.12566
N89-12567
N89-20776
N89-20921
N89.26004
N89-27672
N89-14228
N89-20113
N88-27907
N89-12629
A88-49089
N89-25464
A69-25236
A89-25065
N89.20683
A89.42139
A89-50532
A89-47357
A89-29297
A89-34427
A89-25383
A89-20324
A89-25074
A89.25167
A89-40908
A89-42078
A89-25072
A89-33423
A89-25377
A89-25252
A89.30764
A89o43188
A89-25383
A89-49053
N89-18530
A89-43212
A89-43228
N89-20205
A89-34744
A89-33722
A89-20180
A89-25446
N89-10029
A89-47690
N89-27674
N89.13411
A89-12759
N89-20963
N89-25122
A89-12560
N89-28493
E-4
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX 505-61-01-05
NCC2-293 ..............................................
NCC2-294 ..............................................
NCC2-315 ..............................................
NCC2-341 ..............................................
NCC2-361 ..............................................
NCC2-366 ..............................................
NCC2-377 ..............................................
NCC2-363 ..............................................
NCC2-416 ..............................................
NCC2-431 ..............................................
NCC2-433 ..............................................
NCC2-440 ..............................................
NCC2-447 ..............................................
NCC2-452 ..............................................
NCC2-458 ..............................................
NCC2-486 ..............................................
NCC2-498 ..............................................
NCC2-504 ..............................................
NCC2-508 ..............................................
NCC2-549 ..............................................
NCC2-55 ................................................
NCC3-27 ................................................
NGL-05-020-243 ...................................
NGL-16-001-043 ...................................
NGL-22-O09-640 ...................................
NGL-31-001-252 ...................................
NGT-05-020-412 ..................................
NGT-21-902-050 ..................................
NGT-34-002-801 ..................................
NGT-43-001-807 ..................................
NGT-47-004-801 ..................................
NGT-50142 ...........................................
NGT-50901 ...........................................
NIVR-O1605N ........................................
NIVR.03504N ........................................
NIVR-06404N ........................................
NIVR-1744 .............................................
NIVR-1823101702-N ............................
NIVR-313.3-01902N .............................
NSC-76-0401 -E006-21 ........................
NSC-76-0401 -E008-06 ........................
NSC-77-0210-DOO2-03 ........................
NSC-77-O210-D002-04 ........................
NSC-77-0401 -E006-33 ........................
NSERC-A-1050 .....................................
NSERC-A-2181 .....................................
NSERC-A-3640 .....................................
NSERC-A-4202 .....................................
NSERC-A-4955 .....................................
NSERC-A-5484 .....................................
NSERC-A-5549 .....................................
NSERC-A-5625 .....................................
NSF ASC-88-58101 .............................
NSF ATM-82-05468 .............................
NSF ATM-82-18621 .............................
NSF ATM-84-19112 .............................
NSF ATM-84-20950 .............................
NSF ATM-85-11196 .............................
NSF ATM-85-13975 .............................
NSF ATM-86-00526 .............................
NSF ATM-87-09659 .............................
NSF ATM-87-57013 .............................
NSF CDR-88-03012 .............................
NSF CEE-83-05014 .............................
NSF DMC-86-03025 ............................
NSF DMC-86-15336 ............................
NSF DMC-87-07648 ............................
,538
,645
562
,282
243
229
460
42
655
136
595
583
229
451
446
579
652
24
277
250
798
) 220
) 222
) 792
) 825
120
190
) 248
) 215
) 421
p 356
p335
333
304
p305
826
242
846
194
235
,360
p360
_350
b350
,360
471
472
472
473
727
:) 318
508
692
235
139
139
497
251
497
114
366
571
287
287
683
4O5
150.
281
449
256
215
134
345
553
4O5
572
304
769
304
769
769
838
532
624
304
769
450
8O8
353
869
845
499
81
97
760
590
A89-36927
A89-45906
A89-39647
A89-25288
A89-23305
A89-23306
A89-34444
N89-10900
N89-25953
A89-16518
N89-24265
A89-42067
A89-23306
N89-20190
A89-35053
A89-42024
A89-47372
A89-12404
A89-25174
N89-15932
A89-47669
N89-15082
N89-15893
N89-26866
N89-29326
N50-12919
A89-19909
A89-22369
A89-23307
A89-31909
A89-26630
A89-25591
A89-27737
A89-27739
A89-28451
A89-54803
A89-22509
A89-52598
N89-14456
N89-15907
N89-18407
N89-18408
N89-18409
N89-18410
N89-18411
N89-20121
N89-20122
N89-20123
N89-20981
A89-48656
A89-27624
A89-36905
A89-46849
N89-15907
N89-12363
N89-12364
N89-20519
N89-15198
N89-20520
N89-11754
A89-30488
A89_1760
A89-25451
A89-25451
A89-47162
A89-31490
A89-20149
A89-25253
A89-35994
A89-22848
A89-22875
A89-15706
A89-25526
A89-36919
A89-31490
A89-41777
A89-26231
A89-51232
A89-26231
A89-51232
A89-51232
A89-54848
A89-37537
A89-41889
A89.26231
A89.51232
N89-20092
N89-27309
A89-25599
A89-54788
A89-52550
A89-34359
A89-16952
A89-13684
A89-49475
A89.35044
NSF DMR-84-18718 ............................
NSF DMS-86-57319 .............................
NSF DMS-87-02864 .............................
NSF ECS-85-13099 .............................
NSF ECS-85-15777 .............................
NSF ECS-86-08875 .............................
NSF ECS-86-57561 .............................
NSF EET-88-57500 ..............................
NSF MEA-80-16929 .............................
NSF MEA-50-18565 .............................
NSF MEA-80-56237 .............................
NSF MSM-85-O4105 ............................
NSF MSM-87-90820 ............................
NSF MSM-87-0742 ..............................
NSF MSM-88-09132 ............................
NSF MSM-88-10384 ............................
NSF OIR-85-90108 ..............................
NSFC-1860376 .....................................
NSG-1321 .............................................
NSG-1419 .............................................
NSG-1498 .............................................
NSG-1507 .............................................
NSG-1617 .............................................
NSG-1619 .............................................
NSG-3079 .............................................
NSG-3134 .............................................
NSG-3139 .............................................
NSG-3208 .............................................
NSG-3913 .............................................
NSG-4028 .............................................
N90014-79-C-0647 ...............................
N00014-79-C-0849 ...............................
N09014-80-C-0258 ...............................
N00014-80-C-0312 ...............................
N00014-81 -K-9095 ...............................
N00014-82-D-5041 ...............................
N90014-83-C-9151 ...............................
N00014-83-K-0136 ...............................
N00014-83-K-0239 ...............................
N90014-84-C-0149 ...............................
N90014-84-C-0354 ...............................
N90014-84-K-0232 ...............................
N90014-84-K-0372 ...............................
N90014-84-K-0470 ...............................
N00014-85-C-0419 ...............................
873
547
572
) 442
)811
) 673
)500
) 845
) 573
) 214
) 88
) 622
) 849
) 556
) 705
i 414
469
p354
262
b825
652
p496
313
76
473
552
311
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:)404
295
818
495
25
850
148
769
769
649
393
695
148
818
4
286
288
)806
) 639
) 280
) 323
) 323
) 322
)411
) 412
) 747
) 794
) 821
) 591
860
D366
N90014-85-C-0702 ...............................
N90014-85-C-0881 ...............................
NO0014-86-K-0011 ...............................
N90014-85-K-9053 ............................... ) 289
NOOO14-85-K-0412 ............................... p 47
NOOOI4-85-K-0507 ............................... p 442
NOOO14-85-K-0519 ............................... p501
N90014-85-K-0646 ............................... p 275
p 555
p 652
N90014-86-C-0353 ............................... p 409
p858
N09014-86-K-0202 ............................... p600
N00014-86-K-0288 ............................... p 445
p 623
N00014-86-K-0315 ............................... p 371
p 444
p647
N00014-86-K-0434 ............................... p 440
N00014-86-K-0468 ............................... p 696
N90014-86-K-0691 ............................... p 444
p 569
N09014-86-K-0759 ............................... p 442
N90014-87-C-8757 ............................... p 157
N90014-87-J-1130 ............................... p 699
N90014-87-K-0036 ............................... p 185
NOOO14-87-K-0132 ............................... p 283
N00014-87-K-0168 ............................... p508
p 578
p 579
N00014-87-K-0169 ............................... p 648
N09014-87-K-0174 ............................... p 283
N00014-87-K-0861 ............................... p 170
N00014-88-C-0291 ............................... p 366
N90014-89-J-1221 ............................... p648
N00014-89_-1319 ............................... p 747
N90019-83-C-0237 ............................... p 258
N90024-86-WR-10432 ......................... p 444
N00039-87-C-5301 ............................... p 509
p 514
A89-52503
A89-36484
A89-41777
A89-33783
A89-50115
A89-45107
A89-35283
A8_52580
A89-41792
A89-22825
N89-11725
A89-40907
A89-52661
A89-39519
N89-25187
A89-29464
A89-33720
A89-26187
A89-21147
N89-29328
A89-47351
N89-20363
A89-28177
A89-15021
N89-20947
A89-36916
A89-25429
A89-50062
A89-30859
A89-28341
A89-52498
N89-20355
A69-10101
N89-29497
A89-19904
A89-51232
A89-51232
A89-47904
A89-30997
A89-44103
A89-19905
A89-52945
A89-10106
A89-25430
A89-25458
N89-27953
A89-44112
A89-25244
A89-25493
A89-25494
A89-25092
A89-30492
N89-19392
N89-27638
N89-27676
N89-28488
A89-43537
N89-28643
A89-30495
A89-25602
A89-10173
A89-33783
N89-23440
A89-25111
A89-38874
A89_7373
A89-29159
A89-54671
A89-42680
A89-34892
A89-40921
A89-31918
A89-34737
A89-46842
A89-33426
A89-47149
A89-34740
A89-39867
A89-33783
A8_18143
A89-45453
A89-19481
A89-25319
A89-36903
A89-41903
A89-42036
A89-46847
A89-25315
A89-15057
A89-30498
A89-46845
N89-27639
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AFIT/Ct/NR-88-192 ....................... p 177 N69-13430 #
AFIT/CI/NR-88-16 ......................... p 139 N69-12356 #
AFIT/CI/NR-88-20 ......................... p 196 N89-13854 #
AFIT/CI/NR-88.70 ......................... p 110 N86-11819 #
AFIT/CI/NR,.88-72 ......................... p 154 N89.14216 #
AFIT/CI/NR-88,84 ......................... p 90 N69-11729 #
AFIT/CI/NR-86.9 ......................... p 53 N86-11188 #
AFIT/GA/AA/BBM-01 .................... p 830 N$9.24127 #
APIT/GAE/AA/88D-02 .................. p 8¢3 N88-23424 #
AF|T/GAEIAA/88D,-06 .................. p 81)8 N81)-,24271 #
AFIT/GAE/AA/88D-09 .................. p 475 N89-20988 #
AFIT/GAE/AA/8$D-10 .................. p 41)8 N89-21248 #
AFIT/GAE/AA/88D.11 .................. p 51)3 N89-23428 #
AFIT/GAE/AA/88D-23 .................. p 458 N63-20967 #
AFIT/GAE/AA/88D-31 .................. p 557 N83-22052 #
AFIT/GAE/AA/88D-33 .................. p 594 N86-23427 #
ART/GAE/AA/68D-34 .................. p 451) N83-20870 #
AFIT/GAE/AA/88D,.35 .................. p 498 N89-21282 #
AFIT/GAE/AA/88D-4 .................... p 458 N66-20963 #
AFIT/GAE/AA/88S-1 .................... p 406 N89-21270 #
AFIT/GAE/AA/83M-2 ................... p 594 N89-23428 #
AFIT/GAE/AA/81)M-4 ................... p 595 N89-24270 #
AFIT/GAE/ENG/88D-01 ............... p 501 N81)-2151)2 #
AFITIGAEIENGI88J-1 ................. p 136 N88-12231 #
AFITIGAEIENYI89J.2 .................. p 821 N89-28490 #
AFITIGAEIENYI89Jo3 .................. p 864 N89-28755 #
AFITIGCAILSQI88S-6 ................. p 360 N89-19226 #
AFITIGCSIENGI88D.17 .............. p 476 N89-201)84 #
AFITIGCSIENGI88D.6 ................. p 474 N89-20985 #
AFIT/GE/ENG/88D-14 ................. p 540 N89-21803 #
AFITIGEIENGI88D-19 ................. p 484 N89-21000 #
AFITIGEIENGI88D-22 ................. p 476 N89-20993 #
AFITIGE/ENGI88D.28 ................. p 466 N89-20980 #
AFITIGEIENGI88D.33 ................. p 464 N89-21001 #
AFIT/GE/ENG/88D-38 ................. p 475 N89-20989 #
AFITIGEIENGI89M.1 ................... p 616 N89-23476 #
AFITIGEIENG/89M.5 ................... p 616 N89-23475 #
AFIT/GE/ENG/89M-6-VOL-1 ....... p 616
AFIT/GE/ENG/89M-8-VOL-2 ....... p 617
AFIT/GE/ENG/83M-8 ................... p 601
AFIT/GLM/LSM/88S-56 ............... p 361
AFIT/GSE/AA/88D-2-VOL-1 ........ p 474
AFIT/GSE/AA/88D.2 .................... p 607
AFtT/GSMILSM/88S.22 .............. p 401
AFIT/GST/ENS/81)M-05 ............... p 607
AFOSR-88,,0457TR ........................ p 44
AFOSR-88o0637TR ........................ p 53
AFOSR-88-0662TR ........................ p 192
AFOSR-86-0719TR ........................ p 153
AFOSR-88-0742TR ........................ p 184
AFOSR-88-0745TR ........................ p 191
AFOSR-88-0747TR ........................ p 192
AFOSR-88-0937TR ........................ p 220
AFOSR-88-1018TR ........................ p 315
AFOSR-88-1178TR ........................ p 426
AFOSR-88-1289TR ........................ p 640
AFOSR-88o1315TR ........................ p 542
AFOSR-89-0033TR ........................ p 518
AFOSR-88-0087TR ........................ p 490
AFOSR-81)-OO89TR ........................ p 518
AFOSR-88-OO94TR ........................ p 530
AFOSR-88-O127TR ........................ p 607
AFOSR-69-O133TR ........................ p 557
AFOSR-89-O139TR ........................ p 557
AFOSR-89-011)TR ........................ p 537
AFOSR-89.,0232TR ........................ p 594
AFOSR-89-0275TR ........................ p 583
AFOSR-89-O285TR ........................ p 558
AFOSR-88-0364TR ........................ p 627
AFOSR-89-O380TR ........................ p 690
AFOSR-89-0438TR ........................ p 656
AFOSR-89-.O439TR ........................ p 685
AFOSR-89-O6OOTR ........................ p 811
AFOSR-89-0651TR ........................ p 824
AFOSR-89-O659TR ........................ p 776
AFOSR-89-0825TR ........................ p 665
AFOSR-69-0933TR ........................ p 748
AFW-8767 ....................................... p 11)5
AFWAL-TR-86-2113-VOL-2 .......... p 128
AFWAL-TR-86-3017-VOL-2 .......... p 785
AP'3NAL-TR-86-3017-VOL-4 .......... p 427
AFWAL-TR-87-2042-VOL-6 .......... p 621
AFWAL-TR-87-2089 ....................... p 168
AFWAL-TR-87-3068 ....................... p 252
AFWAL-TR-87-301)l ....................... p 220
AFWAL.TR-87-30elkPT- 1 ............. p 18
AFWAL.TR.37.30(}8.PT.2 ............. p $78
AFWAL.TR.87-3096.PT-3 ............. p 84
AFWAL.TR-67-3096-PT.4 ............. p 152
AFWAL-TR,-87.3098.PT.5 ............. p 152
AFWALoTR-87-3096.PT-6 ............. p 152
AFWAL-TR,88-1042 ....................... p 341)
AFWAL-TR-88-2020 ....................... p 38
AFWAL-TR.88-2022 ....................... p 157
AFWAL'TR.88.2031 ....................... p 224
AFWAL-TR-88-2036 ....................... p 282
AFWAL-TR-88-2040 ....................... p 120
AFWAL-TR-86-2046 ....................... p 490
AFWAL-TR-88-2047 ....................... p 806
AFWAL-TR-88-2049 ....................... p 490
AFWAL-TR,.88-2055 ....................... p 260
AFWAL-TR-88-2081 ....................... p 548
AFWAL-TR,-66-2085 ....................... p 402
AFWAL-TR-88-2096 ....................... p 563
AFWAL-TR-88-2101 ....................... p 797
AFWAL-TR.88-3017 ....................... p 233
AFWAL-TR-88-3022 ....................... p 84
AFWAL-TR-88-3024 ....................... p 464
AF3NAL-TR-88-3026-VOL-1 .......... p 412
AF'WAL-TR-88-3026-VOL-2 .......... p 412
AFWAL-TR-88-3032 ....................... p 195
AFWAL-TR-88-3050 ....................... p 222
AFWAL-TR-88*3074 ....................... p 252
AFWAL-TR-88-3080 ....................... p 316
AFWAL-TR-88-3082 ....................... p 530
AFWAL-TR-88-3085 ....................... p 458
AFWAL-TR-88-3101 ....................... p 709
AFWAL-TR-88-3119 ....................... p 608
AFWAL-TR-88-4051 ....................... p 63
AFWAL-TR-88-4062 ....................... p 129
AFWAL-TR-88-4090 ....................... p 260
AFWAL-TR-88-4260 ....................... p 812
AFWAL-TR-89-2005 ....................... p 685
AFWAL-TR-89-2006 ....................... p 865
AFWAL-TR-89-3013 ....................... p 540
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N89-24325
N88-23443
N88-19228
N88-20987
N89-23454
N89-16486
N86-23455
N86-10181
N86-11188
N88-13784
N89-13405
N86-14242
N88-13736
N86-13751
N86-15071)
N89-16774
N83-19509
N89-21804
N89-21809
N89-21774
N88-21071
N89-21775
N88-21791
N80-23452
N89-22078
N88-22070
N89-21801
N89-23426
N89-23420
N89-22866
N89-23831
N89-26012
N89-25964
N89-26005
N89-27404
N89-29316
N89-26856
N89-28839
N89-27641
N89-14466
N89-12081
N89-28838
N88-19597
N69-23712
N81)-13427
N89-16031
N89-15080
N86-10367
N89-11)276
N89.11711
N69-13402
N39-13403
N81)-13404
N89-17215
N88-10044
N63-14227
N89-15086
N68-16053
NSg-12750
N80-21125
N83-27954
N89-21130
N89-16120
N89-21843
N81)-16301
N89-22366
N88-28937
N89-15104
N89-11708
N88-20976
N89-19374
N89-18378
N80-14486
N89-15891
N89-16034
N89-17591
N89-21787
N81)-20971
N89-26267
N89-23457
N89-12535
N89-12864
N89-16172
N89-27464
N89-26006
N89-28835
N89-21807
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AFWL-TR-88-41 ............................. p 349 N99-17069 #
AGARD-AG-298-VOL-2 ................. p 13 N89-10006 #
AGARD-AG-303 ............................. p 300 N88-16760 #
AGARD-AG-307 ............................. p 776 N89-26854 #
AGARD-AR-258 .............................. p 745 N89-26817 #
AGARD-CAL-88/2 .......................... p 566 N89-23361 #
AGARD-CP-437-VOL-1 .................. p 422 N89-18610 #
AGARD-CP-437-VOL-2 .................. p 424 N59-18848 #
AGARD-CP-439 .............................. p 398 N89-18446 #
AGARD.CP-443 .............................. p 380 N69-18421 #
AGARD-CP-449 .............................. p 548 N99-22854 #
AGARD-LS-158 .............................. p 3 N89-10831 #
AGARO-LS-167 .............................. p 777 N89-27661 #
AGARD-PAPER-20 ........................ p 85 N69-11719 * #
AGARD-PAPER-6 ........................... p 188 N89-13424 " #
AGARD.R-713 ................................ p 548 N89-21873 #
AGARD-R-761 ................................ p 823 N89-29306 #
A1-120 .............................................. p 330 N89-17599" #
AIAA PAPER 87-0162 ................... p 212 A89-22357 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2491 ................... p 42 A89-11119 #
AIAA PAPER 87-2619 ................... p 589 A89-42931
AIAA PAPER 87-2629 ................... p 149 A89-20133 " #
AIAA PAPER 88-0060 ................... p 674 A89-44108 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0460 ................... p 295 A89-28251 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-2512 ................... p 314 A89-28252 #
AIAA PAPER 88-2528 ................... p 41 A89-12550 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-2612 ................... p 117 A89-16526 #
AIAA PAPER 88-2691 ................... p 80 A89-16527 #
AIAA PAPER 88-2730 ................... p 75 A89-14984 #
AIAA PAPER 88-2815 ................... p 75 A89-1497E * #
AIAA PAPER 88-2960 ................... p 126 A89-16850 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3005 ................... p 79 A89-16477 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3015 ................... p 79 A89-16478 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3025 ................... p 439 A89-33249 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-3069 ................... p 107 A89-16479 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3076 ................... p 75 A39-14980 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-3152 ................... p 144 A89-17940 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-3153 ................... p 175 A88-17941 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-3154 ................... p 175 A69-17942 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-3155 ................... p 176 A89-1794-':_ * #
AIAA PAPER 88-3181 ................... p 75 A89-14882 " #
AtAA PAPER 88-3264 ................... p 78 A69-16482 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3650 ................... p 169 A89-1805--.! #
AIAA PAPER 88-3551 ................... p 141 A89-18053 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3552 ................... p 169 A99-18054 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3658 ................... p 170 A38-18065 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3958 ................... p 188 A39-18056 #
AIAA PAPER 66-3889 ................... p 170 A59.18057 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3960 ................... p 170 A89-18058 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3663 ................... p 170 A96-18060 ° #
AIAA PAPER 66-3565 ................... p 198 A59-18062 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3967 ................... p 138 A98-18064 #
AIAA PAPER 86-3868 ................... p 198 A39-18065 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3872 ................... p 180 A39-18114 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3673 ................... p 178 A89-1806_; #
AIAA PAPER 88-3375 ................... p 174 A68-18188 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3976 ................... p 179 A53-18070 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3877 ................... p 179 A89-18071 #
AIAA PAPER 86-3878 ................... p 170 A89-18072 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3582 ....... ;........... p 179 A89-18076 #
AIAA PAPER 68-3383 ................... p 179 A89-18077 #
A}AA PAPER 88-3687 ................... p 170 A89-18080 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3867 ................... p 138 A69-18083 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-3899 ................... p 170 A89-18085 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3800 ................... p 180 A89-18108 #
AIAA PAPER 68-3601 ................... p 171 A89-18109 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3602 ................... p 180 A89-18110 #
AIAA PAGER 88-3903 ................... p 199 A89-18111 #
AtAA PAPER 88-3904 ................... p 172 A69-18112 ° #
AIAA PAPER 88-3905 ................... p 199 A89-18086 " #
AIAA PAGER 88-3907 ................... p 199 A89-18087 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3908 ................... p 199 A89-18088 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3611 ................... p 171 A89-18090 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3915 ................... p 171 A89-18092 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3916 ................... p 157 A89-18093 #
AtAA PAPER 88-3617 ................... p 187 A88-18094 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3918 ................... p 171 A89-18095 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3919 ................... p 171 A89-18096 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3821 ................... p 179 A89-18098 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3922 ................... p 179 A89-18099 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3923 ................... p 179 A88-18100 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3924 ................... p 180 A89-18101 * #
AtAA PAPER 88-3927 ................... p 171 A89-18102 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3928 ................... p 174 A89-18188 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3930 ................... p 187 A89-18104 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3931 ................... p 187 A89-18105 #
AIAA PAPER 88-3943 ................... p 199 A89-18115 #
F-3
AIAA PAPER 88-3946 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
AIAA PAPER 88-3946 ................... p 201
AIAA PAPER 88-3948 ................... p 172
AIAA PAPER 88-3949 ................... p 172
AIAA PAPER 88-3950 ................... p 172
AIAA PAPER 88-3951 ................... p 172
AIAA PAPER 88-3952 ................... p 172
AIAA PAPER 88-3953 ................... p 178
AIAA PAPER 88-3955 ................... p 172
AIAA PAPER 88-3957 ................... p 173
AIAA PAPER 88-3958 ................... p 157
AIAA PAPER 88-3961 ................... p 173
AIAA PAPER 88-3962 ................... p 173
AIAA PAPER 88-3965 ................... p 173
AIAA PAPER 88-3966 ................... p 182
AIAA PAPER 88-3967 ................... p 173
AIAA PAPER 88-3971 ................... p 199
AIAA PAPER 88-3981 ................... p 199
AIAA PAPER 88-3985 ................... p 157
AIAA PAPER 88-3987 ................... p 158
AIAA PAPER 88-3993 ................... p 158
AIAA PAPER 88-3994 ................... p 158
AIAA PAPER 88-3996 ................... p 158
AIAA PAPER 88-3997 ................... p 159
AIAA PAPER 88-3998 ................... p 158
AIAA PAPER 88-3999 ................... p 158
AIAA PAPER 88-4000 ................... p 159
AIAA PAPER 88-4001 ................... p 158
AIAA PAPER 88-4002 ................... p 159
AIAA PAPER 88-4003 ................... p 159
AIAA PAPER 88-4004 ................... p 159
AIAA PAPER 88-4005 ................... p 187
AIAA PAPER 88-4008 ................... p 187
AIAA PAPER 88-4009 ................... p 201
AIAA PAPER 88-4010 ................... p 200
AIAA PAPER 88-4011 ................... p 188
AtAA PAPER 88-4012 ................... p 200
AIAA PAPER 88-4015 ................... p 200
AIAA PAPER 88-4021 ................... p 159
AIAA PAPER 88-4022 ................... p 201
AIAA PAPER 88-4023 ................... p 173
AIAA PAPER 88-4024 ................... p 159
AIAA PAPER 88-4025 ................... p 159
AIAA PAPER 88-4027 ................... p 200
AIAA PAPER 88-4030 ................... p 174
AIAA PAPER 88-4035 ................... p 188
AIAA PAPER 88-4039 ................... p 171
AIAA PAPER 88-4041 ................... p 173
AIAA PAPER 88-4042 ................... p 200
AIAA PAPER 88-4044 ................... p 142
AIAA PAPER 88-4806 ................... p 101
AIAA PAPER 88-4664 ................... p 106
AIAA PAPER 89-0003 ................... p 270
AIAA PAPER 89-0004 ................... p 364
AIAA PAPER 89-0005 ................... p 271
AIAA PAPER 89-0007 ................... p 325
AIAA PAPER 89-0008 ................... p 322
AIAA PAPER 89-0009 ................... p 322
AIAA PAPER 89-0010 ................... p 322
AIAA PAPER 89-0012 ................... p 331
AIAA PAPER 89-0013 ................... p 310
AIAA PAPER 89-0015 ................... p 331
AIAA PAPER 89-0016 ................... p 331
AIAA PAPER 89-0017 ................... p 331
AIAA PAPER 89-0018 ................... p 331
AIAA PAPER 89-0020 ................... p 271
AIAA PAPER 89-0021 ................... p 271
AIAA PAPER 89-0022 ................... p 271
AIAA PAPER 89-0023 ................... p 271
AIAA PAPER 89-0024 .................. p 271
AIAA PAPER 89-0025 ...:............... p 272
AIAA PAPER 89-0026 ................... p 272
AtAA PAPER 89-0027 ................... p 272
AIAA PAPER 89-0028 ................... p 272
AIAA PAPER 89-0029 ................... p 272
AIAA PAPER 89-0030 ................... p 272
AIAA PAPER 89-0032 ................... p 272
AIAA PAPER 89-0036 ................... p 272
AIAA PAPER 89-0041 ................... p 334
AIAA PAPER 89-0042 ................... p 334
AIAA PAPER 89-0043 ................... p 273
AIAA PAPER 89-0045 ................... p 273
AIAA PAPER 89-0048 ................... p 273
AIAA PAPER 89-0047 ................... p 310
AIAA PAPER 89-0048 ................... p 334
AIAA PAPER 89-0074 ................... p 343
AIAA PAPER 89-0081 ................... p 273
AIAA PAPER 89-0082 ................... p 273
AIAA PAPER 89-0083 ................... p 273
AIAA PAPER 89-0084 ................... p 273
AIAA PAPER 89-0085 ................... p 274
AIAA PAPER 89-0086 ................... p 274
AIAA PAPER 89-0092 ................... p 310
AIAA PAPER 89-0093 ................... p 343
AIAA PAPER 89-0096 ................... p 274
AIAA PAPER 89-0103 ................... p 274
AIAA PAPER 89-0105 ................... p 322
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A89-18122 #
A89-18123 #
A89-18124 #
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A89-18128 #
A89-18129 #
A89-18132 * #
A89-18133 #
A89-18134 #
A89-18137 #
A89-18141 #
A88-18143 #
A89-18145 #
A89-18151 * #
A89-18152 #
A89-18153 #
A89-18180 #
A89-18154 #
A89-18155 #
A89-18181 #
A89-18156 #
A89-18182 #
A89-18157 #
A89-18183 #
A89-18158 #
A89-18159 #
A89-19861 #
A89-18160 #
A89-18161 #
A89-18162 #
A89-18163 #
A89-18173 #
A89-19862 #
A89-18174 #
A89-18175 #
A89-18176 #
A8g-18178 #
A89-18190 #
A89-18185 #
A89-18097 #
A89-18185 #
A89-18166 #
A89-19864 #
A89-16524 #
A89-13725 * #
A89-25002 #
A89-29924 * #
A89-25003 #
A88-28403 * #
A89-25004 #
A89-25005 * #
,6,89-25006 ° #
A89-25008 #
A89-25009 #
A89-25011 #
A89-25012 #
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A89-25014 * #
A88-25018 * #
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A89-25018 #
A89-25019 * #
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A89-25021 #
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A89-25023 * #
A89-25024 #
A89-25025 " #
A89-25026 * #
A89-25028 * #
A89-25031 * #
A89-25035 #
A89-25036 #
A89-25037 * #
A89-25039 * #
A89-25040 #
A89-25041 #
A89-25042 #
A89-25065 * #
A89-25071 * #
A89-25072 * #
A89-25073 * #
A89-25074 * #
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A89-25076 #
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A89-25082 #
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275 A88-25108 * #
275 A89-25110 #
275 A89-25111 #
275 A89-25115 " #
343 A89-25118 " #
344 A88-25119 #
276 A89-25123 #
334 A89-25131 " #
) 334 A89-25132 #
) 276 A89-25133 * #
334 A89-25135 * #
344 A89-25150 #
)310 A89-25158 #
)335 A89-25159 #
) 276 A89-25166 #
276 A89-25187 * #
) 278 A89-25168 #
) 276 A89-25189 * #
)276 A89-25170 * #
277 A89-25172 #
) 277 A89-25174 * #
) 277 A89-25178 #
)277 A89-25179 #
) 344 A89-25181 * #
) 277" A88-25182 #
) 344 A89-25183 #
) 295 A89-28404 * #
)277 A89-25184 #
)277 A89-25188 #
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) 340 A89-25190 #
) 344 A89-25191 #
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) 269 A89-25199 " #
) 278 A88-25207 ° #
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J278 A89-25222 #
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)278 A89-25225 #
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293 A89-26373 * #
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284 A89-25363 #
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284 A89-25365 #
284 A89-25366 * #
284 A89-25367 #
345 A89-25376 " #
284 A89-25377 ° #
285 A89-25379 * #
285 A89-25383 * #
354 A89-25385 * #
285 A88-25387 #
) 285 A89-25390 #
340 A89-25403 #
285 A89-25418 * #
285 A89-25420 #
) 285 A89.25421 #
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) 287 A89.25451 #
287 A89-25452 * #
287 A89-25453 #
) 288 A89-25454 * #
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296 A89-28434 #
345 A89-25478 #
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) 323 A89-25491 #
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) 353
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) 269
346
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) 304
352
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289
289
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) 348
346
290
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470
I 463
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p481
463
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p461
_461
p461
461
447
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485
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482
482
p462
450
462
t 489
462
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b463
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495
447
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b483
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365
365
366
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p416
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# AIAA PAPER 89-1691 ...................
* # AIAA PAPER 89-t893 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1695 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-1697 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1699 ...................
* # AIAA PAPER 89-1700 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-1713 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1715 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1755 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-1790 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1791 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1793 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1801 ...................
o # AIAA PAPER 89-1803 ...................
* # AIAA PAPER 89-1805 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1807 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-1811 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-1813 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1814 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-1815 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1816 ...................
* # AIAA PAPER 89-1817 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1818 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1819 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1821 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-1822 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-1826 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1828 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1829 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1832 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-1833 ...................
• # AiAA PAPER 89-1834 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1835 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-1836 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-1837 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1838 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1838 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1840 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1842 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1843 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-1844 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1845 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-1846 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1847 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-1848 ...................
# A[AA PAPER 89-1849 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-1850 ...................
* # AIAA PAPER 89-1851 ...................
# AtAA PAPER 89-1852 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1853 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1854 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1855 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1856 ...................
* # AIAA PAPER 89-1865 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89.1866 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1887 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89.1868 ...................
* # AtAA PAPER 89-1874 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-1875 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1876 ............ :......
# AIAA PAPER 89-1878 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1892 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1893 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-1894 ...................
* # AIAA PAPER 89-1895 ...................
* # AIAA PAPER 89-1923 ...................
" # AIAA PAPER 89-1930 ...................
391 A89-30850 #
419 A89-30851 " #
527 A89-37650 #
t 391 A89-30852 #
p419 A89-30857 * #
391 A89-30858 * #
404 A89-30859 " #
p400 A89-30860 #
419 A89-30876 #
419 A89-30878 * #
391 A89-30879 #
,391 A89-30880 #
359 A89-30881 #
623 A89-41568 #
823 A89-41589 #
,871 A89-41570 #
606 A89-42949 #
604 A89-41571 #
823 A89-41564 #
_604 A89-41562 #
604 A89-41563 #
,360 A89-32100 #
628 A89-43177 * #
590 A89-43178 #
590 A89-43187 * #
) 590 A89.43188 * #
820 A89-43193 * #
590 A89-43194 #
590 A89-43195 ° #
730 A89-48955 ° #
621 A89-43211 #
590 A89-43212 " #
813 A89-43213 #
581 A89-43215 #
821 A89-43216 * #
591 A89-43228 * #
591 #,89-43230 #
626 A89-43268 ° #
579 A89-42026 #
_625 A89-42027 ° #
579 A89-42028 #
579 A89-42036 ° #
579 A89-42037 #
580 A89-42038 #
589 A89-42950 #
580 A89-42041 #
580 A89-42043 ° #
,580 A89-42044 #
580 A89-42045 #
580 A89-42048 " #
580 A89-42047 #
581 A89-42048 #
581 A89-42049 * #
581 A89-42051 " #
581 A89-42052 #
581 A89-42056 " #
581 A89-42057 #
) 582 A89-42058 * #
) 582 A89-42060 #
582 A89-42061 #
) 582 A89-42062 #
582 A89-42063 #
,582 A89-42064 ° #
)582 A89-42065 " #
583 A89-42066 * #
583 A89-42067 * #
583 A89-42068 #
583 A69-42070 #
583 A89-42071 #
p583 A89-42072 #
584 A89-42073 • #
584 A89-42074 * #
584 A89-42075 * #
584 A89-42076 * #
584 A89-42077 #
584 A89-42078 " #
585 A89-42079 #
585 A89-42080 #
)585 A89-42081 #
) 585 A89-42082 #
) 585 A89-42063 #
) 585 A89-42084 #
) 585 A89-42092 #
) 586 A89,.42093 #
) 588 A89-42094 #
) 586 A89-42095 #
586 A89-42099 #
586 A89-42100 * #
586 A88-42101 #
586 A89-42103 ° #
587 A89-42114 ° #
587 A89-42115 * #
587 A89-42116 #
587 A89-42117 #
587 A89-42139 #
572 A89L41777 #
F,=S
AIAA PAPER 89-1932
AIAA PAPER 89-1932 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1933 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1937 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1938 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1939 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1942 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1943 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1945 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1947 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1948 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1949 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1950 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1981 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1982 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1953 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1955 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1957 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1958 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1959 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1960 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1961 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1962 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1963 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1969 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1970 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1971 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1972 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1974 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1975 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1976 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1977 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1980 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1982 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1983 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1987 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1989 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1992 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1993 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1994 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1995 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-1996 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2011 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2012 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2014 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2015 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2016 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2018 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2020 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2021 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2022 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2023 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2025 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2026 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-2029 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2035 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2036 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2037 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2038 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2039 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2041 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2048 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2049 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2050 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2052 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2055 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2086 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2059 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2065 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2066 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2087 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2070 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2071 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2077 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2078 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2079 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2080 ...................
AtAA PAPER 89-2081 ...................
AfAA PAPER 89-2086 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2087 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2090 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2091 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2093 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2085 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2096 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2097 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2098 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89.2099 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2100 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2101 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2102 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2103 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2104 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2105 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89.2109 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2110 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2111 ...................
572
572
572
b572
p573
p573
573
573
:) 573
_)573
p630
573
574
,574
574
574
574
578
3 574
575
575
624
:) 575
577
575
:) 575
) 575
576
578
576
;_576
576
576
:) 576
J 633
577
577
:) 577
577
577
577
757
757
758
781
781
781
774
774
718
758
758
774
716
814
814
814
774
758
782
718
:) 748
758
812
716
767
D 758
:) 716
758
759
b801
759
750
759
p734
759
716
759
801
801
) 801
768
801
) 768
) 768
) 768
) 768
) 759
) 716
) 791
) 801
) 716
759
) 833
) 759
760
A89-41779 #
A89-41780 * #
A89-41784 #
A88-41785 #
A89-41786 #
A88-41789 #
A89-41790 #
A89-41792 * #
A89-41794 * #
A89-41795 #
A89-41796 #
A89-41797 #
A89-41798 * #
A89-41799 #
A89-41800 • #
A89-41802 * #
A89.41804 * #
A89-41842 #
A89-41805 #
A89-41806 #
A89-41807 #
A89-41843 #
A89-41808 #
A89-41841 #
A89-41814 * #
A89-41815 * #
A89-41816 * #
A89.41818 * #
A89-41844 #
A89-41819 * #
A89-41820 #
A89-41823 * #
A89-41825 * #
A89-41826 #
A89-41830 #
A89-41832 #
A89-41835 #
A89-41836 #
A89-41837 " #
A89.41838 #
A89-41839 * #
A89-49401 #
A89-49402 #
A89-48403 #
A89-49404 #
A89-49405 #
A89-48406 #
A89-48407 #
A89-48408 #
A89-49409 #
A89-48410 #
A88-48411 #
A89-48412 #
A89-49414 #
A89-49415 #
A89-49418 #
A89-49417 #
A89-49418 #
A89-49419 * #
A89-49421 #
A89-49422 #
A88o49423 #
A89-49424 #
A89-49425 * #
A89-49427 #
A89-49428 #
A89-49430 #
A89-48434 * #
A89-49435 * #
A89-49436 #
A89-49437 " #
A89.49438 * #
A89-49441 #
A89..49442 * #
A89-49443 #
A89-49444 #
A89-49445 " #
A89.49447 #
A89-48448 #
A89.49450 #
A89-48451 #
A89-49452 #
A89.49453 #
A89-49454 #
A89-49455 #
A89-49456 #
A89-49457 #
A89-49458 #
A89.49459 #
A89-49460 #
A89-49461 #
A89.49462 #
A89-49463 #
A89.54200 #
A89-49465 #
A89.49466 #
AIAA PAPER 88-2112 ................... p 760 A89-49467 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2113 ................... p 762 A89-50801 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2115 ................... p 717 A89-49468 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2118 ................... p 780 A89-49489 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2120 ................... p 760 A89-49470 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2122 ................... p 757 A89-48848 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2123 ................... p 760 A89-49471 #
AIAA PAPER 88-2125 ................... p 717 A89-48472 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2126 ................... p 796 A89-49473 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2127 ................... p 796 A89-49474 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2129 ................... p 760 A89-49475 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2131 ................... p 810 A88-48477 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2132 ................... p 760 A89-49478 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2133 ................... p 810 A89-49479 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2137 ................... p 761 A89-49481 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2140 ................... p 762 A88-50802 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2141 ................... p 774 A89-49482 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2142 ................... p 840 A89.53304 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2143 ................... p 761 A89-49483 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2152 ................... p 761 A89-49488 #
AIAA PAPER 89.2160 ................... p 719 A89-47627 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2161 ................... p 719 A89-47628 #
AIAA PAPER 88-2163 ................... p 720 A89-47630 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2165 ................... p 753 A89-47632 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2166 ................... p 720 A89-47633 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2167 ................... p 735 A89-49677 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2168 ................... p 720 A89-47634 " #
AIAA PAPER 88-2169 ................... p 761 A89-49678 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2170 ................... p 720 A89.47635 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2173 ................... p 735 A89-49679 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2174 ................... p 735 A89-49680 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-2179 ................... p 720 A89-47641 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2180 ................... p 720 A89-47642 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2181 ................... p 721 A89-47643 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2182 ................... p 721 A89-47644 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2184 ................... p 721 A89-47645 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2187 ................... p 721 A89-47648 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2188 ................... p 721 A89-47649 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2189 ................... p 721 A89-47850 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2190 ................... p 722 A89-47651 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2191 ................... p 722 A89-47852 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2192 ................... p 778 A89-47653 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2194 ................... p 722 A89-47654 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2195 ................... p 722 A88-47655 #
AIAA PAPER 88-2188 ................... p 722 A38-47856 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2198 ................... p 722 A89-47657 • #
AIAA PAPER 89-2199 ................... p 723 A89-47658 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2200 ................... p 753 A89-47658 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2201 ................... p 753 A89-47690 • #
AIAA PAPER 89.2202 ................... p 723 A89-47661 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2203 ................... p 753 A89-47862 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2204 ................... p 753 A89-47663 • #
AIAA PAPER 89-2207 ................... p 784 A89-47666 " #
AIAA PAPER 89-2209 ................... p 798 A89-47667 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2211 ................... p 723 A89-47688 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2212 ................... p 798 A89-47669 * #
AIAA PAPER 88-2213 ................... p 771 A$9-47870 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2214 ................... p 723 A89-47671 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2215 ................... p 723 A89-47672 #
AIAA PAPER 89o2216 ................... p 771 A88-47673 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2217 ................... p 723 A89-47674 #
AIAA PAPER 88-2219 ................... p 723 A89-47678 #
AIAA PAPER 88-2220 ................... p 724 A89-47877 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2221 ................... p 730 A89-48951 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2222 ................... p 724 A89-47678 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2224 ................... p 778 A89-47680 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2225 ................... p 724 A89-47681 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2226 ................... p 724 A89-47682 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2227 ................... p 724 A89-47683 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2228 ................... p 724 A89-47684 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2229 ................... p 724 A89-47685 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2231 ................... p 725 A89-47686 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2232 ................... p 725 A89-47687 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2233 ................... p 725 A89-47688 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2234 ................... p 725 A89-47689 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2235 ................... p 735 A89-49682 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2236 ................... p 725 A89-47690 • #
AIAA PAPER 89-2237 ................... p 753 A89-47691 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2238 ................... p 725 A89-47692 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2239 ................... p 726 A89-47693 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2240 ................... p 726 A89-47694 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2259 ................... p 876 A89-46704 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2260 ................... p 665 A89-46705 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2321 ................... p 702 A89-46748 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2323 ................... p 702 A89-46750 #
AiAA PAPER 89-2324 ................... p 878 A89-48751 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2325 ................... p 676 A89-46752 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2331 ................... p 692 A89-46755 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2344 ................... p 647 A89-46763 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2355 ................... p 647 A89-46769 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2356 ................... p 676 A89-46770 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2357 ................... p 647 A89-46771 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2358 ................... p 712 A89-46772 * #
AIAA PAPER 89-2359 ................... p 665 A89-46773 • #
AIAA PAPER 89.2361 ................... p 676 A89-46774 #
AIAA PAPER 89-2362 ................... p 710 A89-46775 #
REPORT NUMBER INDEX
AIAA PAPER 89-2363 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2364 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2368 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2443 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2448 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2449 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2451 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2452 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2453 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2454 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2458 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2458 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2459 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2460 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2461 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2462 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2464 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2465 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2466 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2467 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2468 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2472 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2477 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2478 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2479 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2480 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2482 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2483 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2486 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2487 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2488 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2525 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2534 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2537 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2539 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2559 ....................
AIAA PAPER 89-2561 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2564 ...................
AI,t_ PAPER 89-2565 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2571 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2572 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2577 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2578 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89*2580 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2581 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2582 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2583 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2584 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2588 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89°2588 ...................
A|,aA PAPER 89-2587 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2589 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-2668 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2673 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2874 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2678 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2878 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-2678 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-2678 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2680 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2681 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2682 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2683 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2684 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2685 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2686 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2687 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2689 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2690 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2693 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2694 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2695 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2696 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2698 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2699 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2701 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2703 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2704 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2705 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2751 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2786 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2788 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2794 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2798 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2799 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2804 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2805 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2812 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2814 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2815 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2816 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2817 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2818 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2820 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2822 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2851 ...................
)677 A89-46776 #
)877 A89-46777 ° #
) 702 A89.48778 #
) 714 A89-48835 #
677 A89-46837 #
) 677 A89-46838 #
) 647 A89-46839 #
P647 A89-48840 * #
702 A89-46841 ° #
J 647 A89-46842 #
648 A89-46843 * #
) 648 A88-46845 #
703 A89-46848 #
) 648 A89.46847 • #
) 648 A89.46848 * #
682 A89-46849 " #
677 A89-46851 #
665 A89-46852 #
) 665 A89.46853 #
677 A89.46854 #
774 A89.49684 #
i 703 A89-46858 #
677 A89-46861 #
p678 A89-46862 #
678 A89.46863 #
665 A89-46864 " #
678 A89.46865 #
665 A89.46866 #
666 A89-46867 #
678 A89-46868 #
678 A89-46869 #
678 A89-46898 " #
692 A89-46905 * #
692 A89-46908 #
674 A89-46910 * #
648 A89-46924 #
679 A89.46926 #
679 A89-46927 #
p 703 A89-46928 * #
679 A89-46932 #
648 A89-46933 " #
) 648 A89-46835 #
879 A89-46936 #
) 666 A89-46937 #
679 A89-46938 #
679 A89-46939 #
739 A89-50808 * #
879 A88-48940 #
680 A89-48941 #
689 A89-46942 #
703 A89-48943 #
680 A89-48944 #
863 A89-54424 * #
649 A89-47003 #
848 A89,,47004 #
895 A88-47005 * #
680 A89-47008 #
649 A89-47008 #
649 A88-47009 #
648 A89-47010 #
649 A89-47011 #
666 A89-47012 #
649 A89-47013 #
650 A89-47014 #
680 A89-47015 #
650 A89-47016 #
650 A89-47017 #
680 A89-47019 #
693 A89-47020 #
:) 680 A89-47023 #
681 A89-47024 #
703 A89-47025 " #
650 A89-47026 * #
650 A89-47027 #
650 A89-47028 #
688 A89-47029 #
688 A89-47030 * #
D 688 A89-47031 * #
688 A89-47032 #
681 A89-47061 #
703 A89-47083 #
881 A89.47084 #
681 A89-47088 * #
681 A89-47091 #
681 A89-47092 #
:) 681 A89-47094 #
740 A89.50810 * #
682 A89-47098 ° #
682 A89-47100 #
:) 666 A89.47101 #
:) 682 A89-47102 #
3 682 A89-47103 #
703 A89.47104 #
:) 682 A89-47106 #
:) 682 A89-47107 #
682 A89-47125 #
F..6
REPORT NUMBER INDEX ARO-25093.1-EG-SBI
AIAA PAPER 89-2884 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2885 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2886 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2888 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2892 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2893 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2897 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2899 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2900 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2901 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2904 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2905 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2906 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2908 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2913 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2914 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2916 ...................
AIA.A PAPER 89-2918 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2919 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2924 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2925 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2927 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2928 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2933 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2939 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2940 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2941 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2942 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2943 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2944 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2945 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2947 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2956 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-2957 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3260 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3261 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3262 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3263 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3272 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3274 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3277 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3278 ...................
AfAA PAPER 89-3280 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3282 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3283 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3284 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3286 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3288 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-3289 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3290 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3292 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3293 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3294 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-3296 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3297 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3298 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3300 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3304 ...................
A|AA PAPER 89-3306 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3308 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3309 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3310 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3312 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3316 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3317 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3319 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3321 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3325 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3327 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3328 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3329 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3330 ...................
AIAA PAPER 69-3336 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3337 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3338 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3345 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3346 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3347 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3348 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3349 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3350 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3351 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3353 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3355 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3356 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3357 ...................
A_AA PAPER 89-3358 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3360 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3361 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3362 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3363 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3366 ...................
AIAA PAPE R 89-3372 ...................
A|AA PAPER 89-3373 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3374 ...................
AIAA PAPER 89-3375 ...................
696 A89-47149
p683 A89-47150
)683 A89-47151
683 A89-47153
p683 A89-47155
650 A89-47156
651 A89-47160
683 A89-47162
p704 A89-47163
838 A89-52025
862 A89.53307
666 A89-47165
774 A89.49688
688 A89-47166
p802 A89-50124
704 A89.47168
p683 A89-47170
b704 A89-47172
E)704 A89-47173
651 A89.47177
_683 A89-47178
:)684 A89-47179
:B684 A89-47180
704 A89-47181
:_651 A89-47183
651 A89-47184
651 A89-47185
684 A89-47186
) 651 A89-47187
684 A89-47188
) 704 A89-47189
)684 A89-47191
684 A89-47198
684 A89.47199
) 785 A89.48377
754 A89.48378
785 A89-48379
) 785 A89-48380
785 A89-48386
785 A89-48387
789 A89-48439
809 A89.48392
765 A89-48393
786 A89-48394
755 A89-48395
786 A89.48396
786 A89-48398
786 A89-48399
786 A89-48400
787 A89.48401
767 A89-48402
787 A89.48403
787 A89.48404
787 A89-48405
787 A89-48406
809 A89-48407
787 A89-48408
788 A89-48412
809 A89-48414
788 A89-48416
788 A89.48417
809 A89-48418
788 A89-48420
788 A89-48425
788 A89.48426
789 A69-48426
789 A89-48430
779 A89-48433
79t A89-48949
789 A89-48434
789 A89-48435
789 A89-48436
) 786 A89-48386
786 A89-48389
788 A89-48424
739 A89-50806
:)730 A89-49052
= 733 A89-49102
) 730 A89-49053
;)731 A89..49054
:_731 A89.49055
) 779 A89-49056
808 A89-49057
795 A89-,49059
779 A89-49060
:)779 A89-49061
b780 A69-49062
780 A89-49064
,767 A89-49065
:_780 A89-49066
780 A89-49067
p780 A89.49070
731 A89-49076
731 A89-.49077
p731 A89-49078
739 A89-50807
# AIAA PAPER 89*3377 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3378 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89*3382 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89*3383 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3384 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-3385 ...................
* # AIAA PAPER 89-3388 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3387 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3389 ...................
° # AIAA PAPER 89-3390 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89.3391 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-3392 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-3387 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-3398 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3400 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3401 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3402 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3425 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-3427 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89*3426 ....................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3441 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89*3448 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-3449 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3450 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89.3451 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3452 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3453 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-3456 ...................
* # AIAA PAPER 89-3457 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3460 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-3463 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3486 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3467 ...................
# AI/_ PAPER 89-3468 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 69-3470 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3471 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3486 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3487 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3488 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-3489 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3490 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3491 ...................
* # AIAA PAPER 89-3492 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3496 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3498 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89*3499 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3500 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3502 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3505 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89*3507 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3509 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3510 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3517 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89.3519 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3520 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3521 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3523 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3525 ...................
# A|AA PAPER 89-3526 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3541 ...................
# AI/_ PAPER 89*3556 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3557 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-3558 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3669 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3560 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3561 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89*3574 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-3575 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3576 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3577 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3578 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3579 ...................
# AtAA PAPER 89-3580 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3583 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3584 ...................
* # AIAA PAPER 89-3591 ...................
* # AIAA PAPER 89-3592 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3593 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-3594 ...................
# AtAA PAPER 89-3595 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-3596 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3607 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3609 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 89-3610 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3612 ...................
# AI/_ PAPER 89-3614 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 69-3615 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3616 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3624 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3625 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3626 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3627 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3628 ...................
* # A|AA PAPER 89-3634 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-3635 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 89-5004 ...................
731 A89-48080 * #
757 A89-49103 #
731 A89-49083 #
780 A89-49084 #
732 A89.49085 #
) 715 /I,89-49086 #
757 A89-48087 #
) 757 A89-49088 #
) 780 A89.49090 #
781 A89-49091 #
)781 A89.49092 #
) 781 A89-,48093 #
) 732 A89-49097 * #
) 732 A89-4D098 #
) 732 A89-49099 #
) 732 A89-49100 #
) 733 A89-49101 #
)843 A89.52527 #
) 843 A89-52528 " #
)843 A89-52529 * #
)837 A89-52540 #
)843 A89.52547 #
)843 A89-52548 #
) 843 A89-52549 • #
)844 A89.52550 #
)844 A89-52551 #
t 844 A89-52552 #
)832 A89-52712 " #
)844 A89-52555 #
844 A89-52558 #
)837 A89-52559 #
t 844 A89-52561 ° #
845 A89-52562 #
845 A89-82563 #
873 A89.52564 ° #
845 A89-52565 #
848 A89.52579 • #
) 845 A89-52580 #
p845 A89-52581 #
845 A89-52582 • #
846 A89-52583 #
846 A89.52584 #
p873 A89-52585 #
)846 A89-52587 #
) 828 A89-52590 #
)828 A89-52591 #
)828 A89.52592 • #
)846 A89-52595 #
t 848 A89-52598 " #
846 A89-52600 #
_847 A89-52602" #
p873 A89-52603 ° #
) 847 A89-52609 " #
851 A89.53301 * #
_847 A89-52611 *#
_847 A89-52612 " #
854 A89-52613 #
) 815 A89-52614 " #
)847 A89-52615 #
847 A89-52628 * #
848 A89-52642 * #
848 A89-52643 #
873 A69-52715 " #
848 A89-52644 #
848 A89-52645 #
848 A89-52646 * #
873 A89.52657 #
873 A89-52658 " #
848 A89-52659 * #
839 A89-52660 #
849 A89.52661 #
849 A89-52662 #
)829 A89-52663 " #
)837 A89-52716 #
=837 A89-52717 #
849 A89-52671 #
)849 A89-52672 #
)849 A89-52673 #
) 851 A89-52718 #
) 849 A69-52674 * #
) 850 A89-52675 * #
) 850 A89-52685 #
) 850 A89-52687 ° #
) 850 A89-52688 " #
) 850 A89-52690 #
) 850 A89-52692 • #
> 632 A69-62693 * #
) 850 A89-52694 #
) 829 A89-52699 • #
) 829 A89.52700 • #
)829 A89.52701 #
)829 A89-52721 #
) 829 A89-52702 #
829 A89.52703 #
828 A89-52594 ° #
718 A89.51329 #
AIAA PAPER 89-5005 ................... p 795 A89-51330 #
AIAA PAPER 89-5006 ................... p 814 A89-51331 #
AIAA PAPER 89-5009 ................... p 804 A89-51334 #
AIAA PAPER 89-5012 ................... p 775 A89-51337 #
AIAA PAPER 89-5013 ................... p 742 A89-51338 • #
AIAA PAPER 89-5018 ................... p 814 A89-51340 #
AIAA PAPER 89-5043 ................... p 809 A89-48154 #
AIAA PAPER 89-5053 ................... p 715 A89-48164 #
AtAA PAPER 89-5055 ................... p 715 A89-48166 #
AIAA PAPER 89-5060 ................... p 715 A89-48171 #
AIAA-85-4058 ................................. p 375 N89-19241 * #
AIAA-88-2535 ................................. p 14 N89-10034 " #
AIAA-88-2555 ................................. p 235 N89-15908 * #
AIAA-88-3025 ................................. p 220 N89-15078 * #
AIAA-88-3155 ................................. p 38 N89-10043 * #
AIAA-89-(X)07 ................................. p 452 N89-20921 • #
AIAA-89-0434 ................................. p 153 N89-13409 • #
AIAA-89-0565 ................................. p 87 N89-12552 * #
AIAA-89-0609 ................................. p 88 N89-12555 * #
AIAA-89-0752 ................................. p 221 N89-15084 • #
AIAA-89,.0754 ................................. p 246 N89-15121 "#
AIAA-89-.0769 ................................. p 129 N89-12845 * #
AIAA-89-0930 ................................. p 558 N89-22845 #
AIAA-89-0993 ................................. p 452 N89-20920 #
AIAA-89*1059 ................................. p 505 N89-21628 #
AIAA-89-1143 ................................. p633 N89-24138 #
AIAA-89-1144 ................................. p 504 N89-20779 #
AIAA-89-1269 ................................. p 473 N89-20982 #
AIAA-89-1325 ................................. p 450 N89-20094 #
AtAA-89-2355 ................................. p 778 N89-2767(_ #
AiAA-89*2357 ................................. p 519 N89-22577 #
AIAA-89-2534 ................................. p 543 N89-22617 #
AIAA-89-2583 ................................. p 653 N89-25121 #
AIAA-89*2805 ................................. p 653 N89-2511S I #
AIAA-89-2901 ................................. p 685 N89-25238 #
AIAA-89-2904 ................................. p 708 N89-26174 #
AIAA-89-2919 ................................. p 562 N89-22925 * #
AIAA-89-2942 ................................. p 537 N89-22606 * #
AIAA-89-3520 ................................. p 690 N89-26009 * #
ALLISON-EDR-13481 .................... p 192 N89-13754 * #
AMI-8801 ......................................... p 315 N89-16775 #
AMSMI/LC.TA-88-01 ..................... p 270 N89-1756Z_ #
APP-88-5 ......................................... p 693 N89-25241 #
AR-004-496 ..................................... p 116 N89-11755 #
AR-004-571 ..................................... p 18 N89-10866 #
AR.,004-596 ........................... :......... p 13 N89-10005 #
AR-O05-230 ..................................... p 29 N89-10040 #
AR-005-548 ..................................... p 866 N89-28871 #
AR-005-583 ..................................... p 841 N89-28518 #
AR-O05-609 ..................................... p 835 N89-29335 #
ARDU-TI-953 .................................. p 607 N89-23451 #
ARI-RN-89-09 ................................. p 568 N89-23407 #
ARL-AERO-PROP-TM-445 ............ p 842 N89-29348 #
ARL-AERO-PROP-TM-458 ............ p 841 N89-28518 #
ARL-AERO-R-171 .......................... p 116 N89-11755 #
ARL-AERO-R-176 .......................... p 13 N89-10005 #
ARL-AERO-TM-390 ....................... p 18 N89-10866 #
ARL-AERO-TM-397 ....................... p 541 N89-21808 #
ARL-AERO-TM-399 ....................... p 836 N89-29341 #
ARL-AERO-TM-400 ....................... p 607 N89-23449 #
ARL-AERO-TM-406-PT-I .............. p 835 N89-29339 #
ARL-AERO-TM-407-PT-2 .............. p 636 N89-29340 #
ARL-FLIGHT-MECH-TM-408 ........ p 835 N89-29338 #
ARL-FLIGHT-MECH-TM-409 ........ p 821 N89-28489 #
ARL-STRUG-R-434 ........................ p 866 N89-28871 #
ARL-STRUC-TM-488 ..................... p 541 N89-22611 #
ARL-STRUC-TM-495 ..................... p 824 N89-29318 #
ARL-SYS-TM-121 ........................... p 835 N89-29335 #
ARL/STRUC-TM-489 ..................... p 395 N89-19299 #
ARO-19392.19-EG-RW .................. p 146 N69-13295 #
ARO-19431.23-EG-RW .................. p 168 N89-13426 #
ARO-20928.6-EG ........................... p 593 N89-23423 #
ARO-21346,4-EG ........................... p 378 N89-19274 #
ARO-21743,4-EG ........................... p 426 N89-19510 #
ARO-22557.5-EG ........................... p 475 N89-20990 #
ARO-23246,1-EG ........................... p 406 N89-19314 #
ARO-23726.1-EG ........................... p 767 N89-27649 #
ARO-25090.1-EG-SBI .................... p 315 N89-16775 #
ARO-25093.1-EG-SBI .................... p 297 N89-16726 #
F-7
ARO-25102.1-EG-SBI
ARO-25102.1-EG-SBI .................... p 259
ARO-26239.1-EG-SBI .................... p 864
ASD-TR-87-5040 ............................ p 91
ASD-TR-88-5022 ............................ p 157
ASD-TR-88-5028 ............................ p 233
ASD-TR-88-5030 ............................ p 769
ASD-TR-88-5034 ............................ p 523
ASD-TR-88-5037 ............................ p 626
ASME PAPER 88-GT-139 ............. p 77
ASME PAPER 88-GT-314 ............. p 322
ASME PAPER 88-TRIB-35 ............ p 493
ASME PAPER 88-TRIB-41 ............ p 493
ASTRON-7151-001 ........................ p 776
ASU-CR-R-89021 ........................... p 593
ATC-137-VOL-1 .............................. p 261
ATC-153 .......................................... p 428
ATC-158 .......................................... p 710
ATC-159 .......................................... p 262
ATC-168-EXEC-SUMM .................. p 826
AU-AWC-88-052 ............................. p 396
AVSCOM-TM-88-B-014 ................. p 40
AVSCOM-TM-88-B-015 ................. p 44
AVSCOM-TM-88-B-016 ................. p 234
AVSCOM-TM-89-B.003 ................. p 830
AVSCOM-TM-89-B.005 ................. p 813
AVSCOM-TM-89-B.006 ................. p 766
AVSCOM-TM-89-B-007 ................. p 859
AVSCOM-TP-88-B.001 .................. p 595
AVSCOM-TR-87-C-38 .................... p 193
AVSCOM-TR-88-C-007 .................. p 497
AVSCOM-TR-88-C.023 .................. p 137
AVSCOM-TR-88-C-038 .................. p 129
AVSCOM-TR-88-C.037 .................. p 109
AVSCOM-TR-89-B.001 .................. p 592
AVSCOM-TR-89-C-001 .................. p 481
AVSCOM-TR-89-C,.001 .................. p 489
AVSCOM-TR-89-C.004 .................. p 685
AVSCOM-TR-89-C-007 .................. p 562
AVSCOM-TR-89-C.010 .................. p 828
BAE.WWT-RP-RES-AXR.000194-P
T-A ................................................... p 823
BAE-WWT-R P-R ES-AXR.000194-P
T-B ................................................... p 823
BBN-R-6499 .................................... p 204
BBN-6741-VOL-1 ........................... p 594
BBN.6742-VOL-2 ........................... p 594
BFLRF-253 ...................................... p 860
BHTI-699.099-286 .......................... p 749
BRL-MR-3674 ................................. p 191
BRL-MR-3757 ................................. p 793
BRL-TR-2962 .................................. p 379
BR106474 ....................................... p 3
BR106577 ....................................... p 120
BR106674 ....................................... p 103
BR106756 ....................................... p 103
BR107014 ....................................... p 103
BR107591 ....................................... p 408
BR108567 ....................................... p 465
B8805848 ........................................ p 102
B8805849 ........................................ p 128
B8807285 ........................................ p 85
B8807287 ........................................ p 137
B8809139 ........................................ p 85
B8809142 ........................................ p 108
B8809806 ........................................ p 85
B8809807 ........................................ p 84
B8815925 ........................................ p 139
B8817008 ........................................ p 154
B8817438 ........................................ p 108
B8817851 ........................................ p 139
B8817852 ........................................ p 114
CAA-3/88 ........................................ p 658
CALSPAN-7170-7 ........................... p 496
CAM-8901 ....................................... p 797
N89-15349 #
N89-28754 #
N89-12560 #
N89-14226 #
N89-15105 #
N89-26846 #
N89-21779 #
N89-23774 #
A89-15967 * #
A89-24989 * #
A89-34794 * #
A89-34798 * #
N89-26856 #
N89-23423 #
N89-15486 #
N89-19782 #
N89-28323 #
N89-16243 #
N89-23758 #
N89-19293 #
N89-10059 ° #
N89-10951 ° #
N89-15108 * #
N89-24079 * #
N89-27465 ° #
N89-26843 * #
N89-28579 * #
N89-24264 * #
N89-13794 * #
N89-20472 * #
N89-12309 o #
N89-12845 * #
N89-12568 * #
N89-23410 " #
N89-20995 * #
N89-21051 * #
N89-25238 * #
N89-22925 ° #
N89-24607 * #
N89-28501
N89-28502
N89-14818 #
N89-23429 #
N89-23430 #
N89-28661 #
N89-26829 #
N89-19727 #
N89-26871 #
N89-19277 #
N89-10003 #
N89-11880 #
N89-11742 #
N89-11744 #
N89-11743 #
N89-19319 #
N89-20114 #
N89-11739 #
N89-12091 #
N89-11714 #
N89-12335 #
N89-11716 #
N89-11749 #
N89-11715 #
N89-11713 #
N89-12364 #
N89-14223
N89-11748 #
N89-12363 #
N89-11754 #
N89-25143
N89-20426 #
N89-27005 #
CAS/CHEM-29-88 .......................... p 156 N89-13414 ° #
CCMS-88-18 ................................... p 119 N89-11827 * #
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L-16498 ........................................... p 321
L-16499 ........................................... p 628
L-16501-VOL-I-PT-1 ...................... p 453
L-16501-VOL-I-PT-2 ...................... p 455
L-16504 ........................................... p 433
L-16508 ........................................... p 408
L-18510 ........................................... p615
L-16515 ........................................... p 184
L-16516 ........................................... p 594
L-16518 ........................................... p 268
L-18524 ........................................... p 507
I..-16528 ........................................... p 713
L-16532-PT-1 .................................. p 374
L-16532-PT-2 .................................. p 376
I.-16533 ........................................... p 592
L-16535 ........................................... p 517
L-16543 ........................................... p 496
1_-16544 ........................................... p 606
L-15545 ........................................... p 451
L-16546 ........................................... p 652
L-16547 ........................................... p 361
1_-16548 ........................................... p 542
L-15551 ........................................... p 807
L-15552 ........................................... p 747
L-16560-PT-2 .................................. p 628
L-16565 ........................................... p 630
L-16567 ........................................... p 592
L-16568-PT-1 .................................. p 666
L-16568,PT-2 .................................. p 669
L-16568-PT-3 .................................. p 670
L-15578 ........................................... p 855
L-18596 ........................................... p 821
LC-88_00550 ................................. p 524
LCSe-leGO ....................................... p 109
LFD.275 ........................................... p 877
LG86ER0053 .................................. p 395
LIDS*FR-1891 ................................. p 712
LIDS-P-1849 .................................... p 601
LMI-AFSO1R2 .................................. p 638
LMI-IR701R1 ................................... p 189
LPI-TR-88-11 .................................. p 117
LR-31443 ......................................... p 749
LR_,97 ............................................. p 29
LYC-T55-88-04 ............................... p 177
MAE-TR-1840 ................................. p 167
MAE-1851 ....................................... p 558
MBB-FE-122-S-PUB-304 ............... p 589
MBB-FE-234-S-PUB-338 ............... p 606
MBB-FE-301-S-PUB-339 ............... p 610
MBB-UD,-0537_8-PUB .................. _915
MBB-UD-525.88-PUB .................... ) 618
MBB-UD-526-88-PUB .................... ) 568
MBB-UD-528-88-PUB .................... ) 611
MBB-UD.529-88-PUB .................... _603
MBB-UD-530.88-PUB .................... 3602
MBB-UD-531-88-PUB .................... ) 603
MBB-UD-532-88-PUB .................... ) 618
MBB-UD-533-96-PUB .................... )614
MBB-UD-534-88-PUB .................... ) 602
MBB-UD.535-88-PUB .................... ) 622
MBB-UD-538-88-PUB .................... ) 833
MBB-UD-541-89-PUB .................... :J837
MBB-UT-0131-88-PUB .................. p 614
MBB-UT-0132-88-PUB .................. p 606
MBB-UT-020-87-PUB ..................... p 600
MBB-UT-116/88 ............................. p 103
MBB-UT-122/88 ............................. p 784
N89-12822 ° #
N89-13395 ° #
N89-10020 * #
N89-12543 * #
N89-21802 * #
N89-21762 * #
N89-15925 ° #
N89-14217 ° #
N89-19232 " #
N89-23488 * #
N89-15888 * #
N59-26810 * #
N89-12234 * #
N89-16820 ° #
N89-24624 * #
N59-20925 * #
N89-20942 * #
N89-19899 * #
N89-18500 * #
N89-23469 ° #
N89-14241 °
N89-23433 " #
N89-15886 * #
N89-22568 * #
N89-25673 ° #
N89-19234 * #
N89-19247 * #
N89-23410 * #
N89-21768 * #
N89-20409 * #
N89-23447 * #
N89-20099 " #
N89-25117 * #
N89-19230 * #
N89-22614 * #
N89-27995 * #
N89-27634 * #
N89-24654 " #
N89-24079 " #
N89-23415 * #
N89.25146 * #
N89-25173 * #
N89-25201 ° #
N96-25951 * #
N96-28486 *
N89-22591 #
N89-12555 * #
N96.29156
N89.19289 * #
N89.26610 " #
N89.23440 #
N89-25949 #
N89-14234 #
N89-11786 • #
N89-27643 #
N89-10042 #
N85-13431 #
N89.13422 " #
N89-22866 #
A89-42931
A89-42934
A89-42932
A59-53334 #
A89-39843 #
A8942928
A89-39842 #
A89-39844 #
A89-39836 #
A89-39845 #
A89-39846 #
A89-39647 #
A89-39840 #
A89-39841 #
A89-53308 #
A89-53309 #
A89-42939
A89"12936
A89-42938
N89-11741
N89-26862 #
MBB-UT-129/87 ............................. p 531 N89.22600 #
MBB-UT-134-88-PUB ..................... p 619 ,8,89-421)37
MBB-Z-O257-SG-PUB ..................... p 857 ABG-53310 #
MBB-Z-177-88-PUB ....................... p 635 A89-42927
MBB-Z-178-88-PUB ....................... p 251 A89-22960 #
MDC-ATN-E466-014 ...................... p 824 N89-29316 #
MDC-K0171 .................................... p42e N59-19509 #
MDC-Q1285 .................................... p 748 N89-27640 #
ME-5375-88 .................................... p 315 N89-18774 #
MIPR-N95-16 .................................. p 120 N89-11918 #
MIT-OSP-95178 .............................. p 712 N89-26610 " #
MPIS-21/1987 ................................ p 518 N89-21777 #
MPIS-3/1968 .................................. p 566 N89-22445 #
MPIS-7/1968 .................................. p 634 N89-24887 #
MRL-R-1116 ................................... p29 N89-10040 #
MTI-87TR56 .................................... p 497 N89-20472 " #
MTL-TR-89-11 ................................ p 550 N89-22768 #
MTR-88W00048 ............................. p 752 N89-27645 #
MTR-88W00049 ............................. p 752 N89-27646 #
MTR-88W125 .................................. p 526 N89-21784 #
MTU-TB-87/010 ............................. p 537 N89-22608
NA-88-0001-VOL-1 ........................ p 472 N89-20127 #
NA-88-OO01-VOL-2 ........................ p 473 N89-20128 #
NA-88-0011 ..................................... p 184 N89-14243 #
NA-88-1347L ................................... p 316 N89-17591 #
NADC-79024_0-1 .......................... p 184 N89-14243 #
NADC-88066_0-VOL-1 ................. p 472 N89-20127 #
NAOC-88066-60-VOL*2 ................. p 473 N89-20128 #
NADC-88072-60 ............................. p 798 N89-27969 #
NADC-88105-60 ............................. p 749 N89-2(}828 #
NADCr88106-50 ............................. p 523 N89-21780 #
NADC-88109_0 ............................. p 550 N99-2261_ #
NADC-88141-60-VOL-1 ................. p 805 N89-27225 #
NADC_8141-e0-VOL-2 ................. p 806 N89-27226 #
NAE-AN-53 ..................................... p 378 N89-19257 #
NAE-AN-54 ..................................... p 458 N89-20968 #
NAE-AN-85 ..................................... p 52_ N96-21782 #
NAE-AN.56 ..................................... p 519 N96-22578 #
NAL-TM-FM-8701 .......................... p 299 N89-16757 #
NAL-TM-PR-8704 ........................... p 619 N59-23477 #
NAL-TM-SE-8707 ........................... p 634 N88-24961 #
NAL-TM-ST-8706 ........................... p 893 .N89-25240 #
NAL-TR-1003 .................................. p 838 N89-28514 #
NAL-TR-1004T ............................... p 822 N96-28492 #
NAL-TR-10OTT ............................... p 524 N89-29321 ° #
NAL-TR-1010T ............................... p 865 N89-28765 #
NAL-TR-915 .................................... p 58 N89-10565 #
NAL-TR-944 .................................... p 40 N96-10047 #
NAL-TR-953 .................................... p 13 N89-10004 #
NAL-TR-956 .................................... p 58 N89-10563 #
NAL-TR-958 .................................... p 764 N89-26835 #
NAL-TR-964 .................................... p 893 N89-26015 #
NAL-TR-968 .................................... p 591 N89-23408 #
NAL-TR-969 .................................... p 813 N89-23464 #
NAL-TR-971 .................................... p 610 N8_23463 #
NAL-TR-972 .................................... p615 N89-23467 #
NAL-TR-976T .................................. p 591 N89-23409 #
NAL-TR-978 .................................... p 616 N89-24321 #
NALoTR-985T .................................. p 708 N89-26168 #
NAL-TR-995 .................................... p 672 N89-25990 #
NAL-TR-996T .................................. p 616 N89-24322 #
NAL-TR-967 .................................... p 655 N89-25950 #
NAPC-PE-184 ................................. p 776 N89-26851 #
NAPC-PE-185 ................................. p 841 N89-28516 #
NAPC-PE-188 ................................. p 841 N89-29517 #
NAS 1.15:1000:39 ........................... p 13 N89-10022 ° #
NAS 1,15:100045 ........................... p 457 N89-20964 * #
NAS 1.15:100061 ........................... p 13 N89-10017 * #
NAS 1.15:100419 ........................... p 177 N89-13435 * #
NAS 1,15:100443 ........................... p 235 N89-15908 * #
NAS 1.15:100446 ........................... p 236 N89-15909 ° #
NAS 1.15:100455 ........................... p 85 N89-11719 * #
NAS 1,15:100549 ........................... p 44 N89-10951 * #
F-11
NAS 1.15:100638 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NAS 1.15:100638 ........................... p 634 N89.24888 * #
NAS 1.15:100648 ........................... p 101 N89-11733 * #
NAS 1.15:100657 ........................... p 14 N89-10034 * #
NAS 1.15:100827 ........................... p 424 N89-18664 * #
NAS 1,15:100669 ........................... p 481 N89-20995 * #
NAS 1,15:100879 ........................... p 16 N89-10858 * #
NAS 1.15:100883 ........................... p 466 N89-21002 ° #
NAS 1.15:100931 ........................... p 127 N89-12026 " #
NAS 1.15:100944 ........................... p 42 N89-10111 " #
NAS 1.15:100952 ........................... p 220 N89-15078 * #
NAS 1.15:101003 ........................... p 62 N89.11694 * #
NAS 1.15:101024 ........................... p 68 N89-12554 * #
NAS 1.15:101026 ........................... p 618 N89-24329 * #
NAS 1.15:101027 ........................... p 85 N89-11718 * #
NAS 1.15:101029 ........................... p 182 N69-13438 * #
NAS 1.15:101033 ........................... p 330 N89-17600 * #
NAS 1.15:101036 ........................... p 236 N89.15911 * #
NA$1.15:101038 ........................... p 666 N89-28870 " #
NAS 1.15:101040 ........................... p 472 N89-20124 * #
NAS 1.15:101046 ........................... p 191 N89-13747 * #
NAS 1.15:101048 ........................... p 451 N89-20098 * #
NAS 1.15:101049 ........................... p 191 N89-13748 * #
NAS 1.15:101050 ........................... p 316 N89-17593 * #
NAS 1.15:101052 ........................... p 372 N89-18416 * #
NAS 1.15:101053 ........................... p 466 N89-20978 * #
NAS 1.15:101055 ........................... p 805 N89-27117 *#
NAS 1.15:101057 ........................... p 656 N89-25958 #
NAS 1.15:101058 ........................... p 655 N89-25954 #
NAS 1.15:101059 ........................... p 246 N89-15118 #
NAS 1.15:101060 ........................... p 63 N89-12539 #
NAS 1.15:101061 ........................... p 153 N89-13410 #
NAS 1.15:101062 ........................... p 617 N89-24323 #
NAS 1.15:101065 ........................... p 438 N89-20086 #
NAS 1.15:101074 ........................... p 627 N89-24563 * #
NAS 1.15:101075 ........................... p 451 N89-20100 * #
NAS 1.15:101076 ........................... p 496 N89-20386 " #
NAS 1.15:101078 ........................... p 306 N89-17584 * #
NAS 1.15:101081 ........................... p 708 N89-26207 * #
NAS 1.15:101083 ........................... p 596 N89-24285 ° #
NAS 1.15:101301 ........................... p 85 N89-11717 * #
NAS 1.15:101310 ........................... p 44 N89-10156 " #
NAS 1.15:101322 ........................... p 38 N89-10043 * #
NAS 1.15:101329 ........................... p 60 N89-10603 " #
NAS 1.15:101361 ........................... p 241 N89-15913 * #
NAS 1.15:101376 ........................... p 178 N89-14238 * #
NAS 1.15:101378 ........................... p 137 N89-12309 * #
NAS 1.15:101379 ........................... p 87 N88-12552 * #
NAS 1.15:101381 ........................... p 129 N89-12845 * #
NAS 1.15:101383 ........................... p 267 N89-15686 * #
NAS 1.15:101386 ........................... p 43 N89-10123 " #
NAS 1.15:101389 ........................... p 195 N89-14465 * #
NAS 1.15:101396 ........................... p 177 N89-13432 * #
NAS 1.15:101398 ........................... p 120 N89-12717 * #
NAS 1.15:101406 ........................... p 562 N89-22939 * #
NAS 1.15:101407 ........................... p 267 N89-15685 * #
NAS 1.15:101412 ........................... p 219 N89-15077 " #
NAS 1.15:101413 ........................... p 68 N89-12555 * #
NAS 1.15:101414 ........................... p 259 N89-15437 * #
NAS 1.15:101416 ........................... p 109 N89-12568 * #
NAS 1.15:101420 ........................... p 178 N89-14237 ° #
NAS 1.15:101421 ........................... p 195 N89-14470 * #
NAS 1.15:101427 ........................... p 246 N89-15121 * #
NAS 1.15:101431 ........................... p 193 N89-13794 * #
NAS 1.15:101433 ........................... p 178 N89-14239 ° #
NAS 1.15:101434 ........................... p 153 N89-13412 * #
NAS 1.15:101437 ........................... p 153 N89-13409 * #
NAS 1.15:101441 ........................... p 221 N89-15084 * #
NAS 1.15:101470 ........................... p 499 N89-21417 * #
NAS 1.15:101475 ........................... p 342 N89-17017 * #
NAS 1.15:101480 ...i ....................... p 633 N89-24886 * #
NAS 1.15:101491 ........................... p 41 N89-10060 * #
NAS 1,15:101496 ........................... p 40 N89-10059 * #
NAS 1.15:101501 ........................... p 186 N89-14264 * #
NAS 1.15:101512 ........................... p 234 N69-15110 * #
NAS 1.15:101521 ........................... p 601 N89-24293 * #
NAS 1.15:101523 ........................... p 234 N89-15106 " #
NAS 1.15:101530 ........................... p 221 N89-15087 ° #
NAS 1.15:101531 ........................... p 372 N89-18415 * #
NAS 1.15:101539 ........................... p 428 N89-19783 * #
NAS 1,15:101543 ........................... p 222 N89-15895 * #
NAS 1.15:101547 ........................... p 450 N89-20094 * #
NAS 1,15:101549 ........................... p 558 N89-22868 " #
NAS 1.15:101550 ........................... p 504 N69-20777 * #
NAS 1.15:101553 ........................... p 473 N69-20982 * #
NAS 1.15:101554 ........................... p 706 N89-25443 * #
NAS 1.15:101557 ........................... p 451 N89.20101
NAS 1.15:101569 ........................... p 475 N89.20991
NAS 1.15:101570 ........................... p 609 N89-24313
NAS 1.15:101572 ........................... p 617 N89-24324
NAS 1,15:101573 ........................... p 671 N89.25232
NAS 1,15:101574 ........................... p 608 N89-24308
NAS 1,15:101579 ........................... p 635 N89-25112
NAS 1.15:101582 ........................... p 609 N89-24314
NAS 1.15:101583 ........................... p 690 N89-25239
NAS 1,15:101584 ........................... p 690 N89-26010
NAS 1.15:101592 ........................... p 807 N89-28035
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
*#
*#
NAS 1.15:101618 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101619 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101623 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101624 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101631 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101632 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101645 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101692 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101695 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101785 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101944 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101945 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101946 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101949 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101957 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101968 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101972 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101975 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101976 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101977 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101978 ...........................
NAS 1,15:101987 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101989 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101993 ...........................
NAS 1.15:101996 ...........................
NAS 1,15:101998 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102002 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102005 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102018 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102022 ...........................
NAS 1,15:102028 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102038 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102047 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102053 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102096 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102098 ...........................
NAS 1,15:102101 ...........................
NAS 1,15:102119 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102132 ...........................
NAS 1,15:102137 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102186 ...........................
NAS 1,15:10218g ...........................
NAS 1.15:102197 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102201 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102226 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102285 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102292 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102294 ...........................
NAS 1,15:102311 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102317 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102318 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102326 ...........................
NAS 1.15:102327 ...........................
NAS 1.15:4027 ...............................
NAS 1.15:4047 ...............................
709 N89-26273 * #
766 N89-26843 * #
712 N89-26623 * #
) 813 N89-27465 * #
784 N89-26861 " #
825 N89-29324 * #
) 859 N89-28579 * #
168 N89-13424 * #
) 474 N89-20983 * #
) 714 N89-25764 * #
) 537 N89-22607 * #
) 536 N89°21799 * #
) 452 N89-20920 " #
) 656 N89-25957 * #
622 N89-24459 * #
) 481 N89-20896 * #
) 537 N89-22605 * #
) 489 N89°21051 " #
505 N89°21628 * #
537 N89-22606 " #
)403 N89-19305 * #
)813 N89-23465 * #
507 N89-22569 " #
478 N89°20133 * #
633 N89°24138 * #
) 592 N89-23413 * #
b504 N89-20779 * #
627 N89-23809 * #
)592 N89-23417 " #
562 N89-22925 * #
543 N89-22617 * #
536 N89-21798 * #
519 N89-22577 * #
_853 N89-25119 * #
685 N89-25238 * #
p614 N89-24319 * #
524 N89-29323 * #
i 709 N89-26259 * #
p708 N89-26174 #
690 N89-26009 #
658 N89-25977 #
p706 N89-25479 #
,659 N89-25981 #
598 N89-24290 #
822 N89-28498 #
713 N89-25675 #
653 N89-25121 #
806 N89-27980 #
686 N89-26008 #
778 N89-27670 * #
b866 N89-29726 #
860 N89-29490 #
p876 N89-29032 #
58 N89-10524 #
151 N89-13396 #
NAS 1.15:4055 ............................... p 56 N89-12542 #
NAS 1.15:4062 ............................... p 15 N89-10842 #
NAS 1.15:4071 ............................... p 151 N89-13395 #
NAS 1.15:4072 ............................... p 628 N89.24624 #
NAS 1.15:4077 ............................... p 136 N89-12234 #
NAS 1,15:4078 ............................... p 268 N89-15886 * #
NAS 1.15:4060 ............................... p 154 N89-14217 * #
NAS 1,15:4083 ............................... p 241 N89-15112 * #
NAS 1.15:4084 ............................... p 236 N89-15910 ° #
NAS 1.15:4087 ............................... p 479 N89-20135 * #
NAS 1.15:4089 ............................... p 246 N69-15116 * #
NAS 1.15:4090 ............................... p 184 N69-14241 *
NAS 1.15:4094 ............................... p 235 N89-15905 * #
NAS 1.15:4095 ............................... p 433 N89-19899 ° #
NAS 1.15:4096 ............................... p 374 N89-19231 * #
NAS 1.15:4099 ............................... p 247 N89-15925 " #
NAS 1.15:4100 ............................... p 516 N89-21762 ° #
NAS 1.15:4105 ............................... p 408 N89-18500 * #
NAS 1.15:4108 ............................... p 539 N89-21802 " #
NAS 1.15:4109 ............................... p 496 N89-20409 * #
NAS 1.15:4110 ............................... p 451 N89-20099 " #
NAS 1.15:4111 ............................... p 594 N89-23433 * #
NAS 1.15:4112 ............................... p517 N89-21768 * #
NAS 1.15:4113 ............................... p 592 N89-23410 * #
NAS 1.15:4114 ............................... p 542 N89-22614 * #
NAS 1.15:4116 ............................... p 606 N89-23447 * #
NAS 1.15:4119 ............................... p 630 N89-24079 * #
NAS 1.15:4124 ............................... p 744 N89-26810 * #
NAS 1.15:4129 ............................... p 807 N89-27995 * #
NAS 1.15:4138 ............................... p 821 N89-28486 °
NAS 1.15:83439 ............................. p 194 N89-14386 * #
NAS 1.15:87030 ............................. p 377 N89-19265 * #
NAS 1.15:87756 ............................. p 193 N89-13816 * #
NAS 1.15:88214 ............................. p 823 N89-29305 * #
NAS 1.15:88284 ............................. p 372 N89-18418 * #
NAS 1.15:88969 ............................. p 17 N89-10865 * #
NAS 1.15:89073 ............................. p 378 N89-19266 " #
NAS 1.15:89425 ............................. p 23 N89-10872 * #
NAS 1.15:89435 ............................. p 154 N89-14216 * #
NAS 1.16:182232 ........................... p 504 N89-20776 * #
NAS 1,19:259 ................................. p 568 N89-23406 * #
NAS 1.19:262 .................................
NAS 1.21:495 .................................
NAS 1.26:166079 ...........................
NAS 1,26:166617 ...........................
NAS 1.26:174786 ...........................
NAS 1.26:174805 ...........................
NAS 1,26:174966 ...........................
NAS 1.26:174967 ...........................
NAS 1,26:175003 ...........................
NAS 1.26:175096 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177395 ...........................
NAS 1.28:177455 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177477 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177478 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177507 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177515 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177523 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177524 ...........................
NA$1.26:177529 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177530 ...........................
NAS 1.26:177532 ...........................
NAS 1.26:178216 ...........................
NAS 1.26:178217 ...........................
NA$1.26:178409 ...........................
NAS 1.26:179425 ...........................
569 N89-24262 *
109 N89-12565 * #
428 N89o19779 * #
411 N89-18530 * #
402 N89-19299 * #
177 N89-13436 * #
) 425 N89-18696 * #
) 427 N89-19583 * #
)402 N89-19300 * #
) 395 N89-19289 * #
14 N89-10028 * #
) 301 N89-17578 * #
) 39 N89-10046 * #
114 N89-11752 * #
) 301 N88-17577 * #
) 618 N89-24328 * #
) 592 N89-23414 * #
459 N89-20973 * #
) 671 N89-25233 * #
)671 N89-25235 * #
)653 N89-25122 * #
) 424 N89-16665 * #
) 426 N89.18505 * #
) 766 N89.26842 • #
161 N89.14228 * #
NA$1.26:179439 ........................... p 194 N88.14458 " #
NAS 1.26:179454 ........................... p 426 N89-19556 * #
NAS 1.26:179477 ........................... p 252 N89-15251 * #
NAS 1.26:179519 ........................... p 129 N89-12837 * #
NAS 1.26:179544 ........................... p 178 N89.13437 * #
NA$1.26:179568 ........................... p 140 N89-13256 * #
NAS 1.26:179639 ........................... p 88 N89-11725 * #
NAS 1.26:179642.ADD .................. p 842 N89-29351 * #
NAS 1.26:179645 ........................... p 412 N89-18550 * #
NAS 1.26:180088 ........................... p 712 N89-26610 * #
NAS 1.26:180899 ........................... p 497 N89.20472 * #
NAS 1.26:180900 ........................... p 54 N89.11192 * #
NAS 1.26:181175 ........................... p 44 N89-10125 ° #
NAS 1.26:181342 ........................... p 193 N89-13817 ° #
NAS 1.26:181360 ........................... p 234 N89-15106 * #
NAS 1.26:181406 ........................... p 558 N89-22838 * #
NAS 1.26:181644 ........................... p 91 N89.12557 * #
NAS 1.26:181692 ........................... p 59 N89-10601 * #
NAS 1.26:181694 ........................... p 151 N89-13400 * #
NAS 1.26:181696 ........................... p 227 N89.15099 * #
NAS 1.26:181704 ........................... p 194 N89.14376 * #
NAS 1.26:181705 ........................... p 114 N89-11753 * #
NA$1.26:181721 ........................... p 38 N89-10045 * #
NAS 1.26:181722 ........................... p 116 N89.11756 * #
NAS 1.26:181723 ........................... p 497 N89-20512 * #
NAS 1.26:181725 ........................... p 102 N89-11740 * #
NAS 1.26:181726.VOL-1 ............... p 690 N89-26013 * #
NAS 1.26:181726-VOL-2 ............... p 691 N89-26014 * #
NAS 1.26:181743 ........................... p 452 N89-20922 * #
NAS 1.26:181744 ........................... p 450 N89-20093 " #
NAS 1.26:181749 ........................... p 153 N89-13408 * #
NAS 1.26:181762 .......................... p464 N89-20111 "#
NAS 1.26:181766 ........................... p 627 N89-23920 * #
NAS 1.26:181769 ........................... p 500 N89.20683 * #
NAS 1.26:181787 ........................... p 707 N89-25480 * #
NAS 1.26:181788 ........................... p 714 N89.26683 * #
NAS 1.26:181789 ........................... p 813 N89.27466 * #
NAS 1.26:181790 ........................... p 876 N89-29152 * #
NAS 1.26:181791 ........................... p 876 N89-29154 * #
NAS 1.28:181792 ........................... p813 N89-27468 * #
NAS 1.26:181793 ........................... p 486 N89-21004 * #
NAS 1.26:181802 ........................... p 472 N89-20125 * #
NAS 1.26:181806 ........................... p 483 N89-20999 * #
NAS 1.26:181808 ........................... p 543 N89-22616 * #
NAS 1.26:181816 ........................... p 519 N89-22574 * #
NAS 1.26:181817 ........................... p 765 N89-26841 * #
NAS 1.26:181819 ........................... p 633 N89-24141 " #
NAS 1.26:181841 ........................... p 745 N89-26815 * #
NAS 1.26:181842 ........................... p 657 N89-25973 * #
NAS 1.26:181868 ........................... p 793 N89-26869 * #
NAS 1.26:181871 ........................... p 794 N89-27674 * #
NAS 1.26:182133 ........................... p 192 N89-13754 * #
NAS 1.26:182164 ........................... p 478 N89.20132 * #
NAS 1.26:182180 ........................... p 151 N89-13399 * #
NAS 1.26:182181 ........................... p 109 N89-11750 * #
NAS 1.26:182203 ........................... p 109 N89-12566 * #
NAS 1.26:182207 ........................... p 192 N89.13755 * #
NAS 1.26:182211 ........................... p 109 N89-12567 * #
NAS 1.26:182224 ........................... p 109 N89-11751 * #
NAS 1.26:182226 ........................... p 234 N89-15107 * #
NAS 1.26:182233 ........................... p 330 N89-17599 * #
NAS 1.26:182241 ........................... p 19,9 N89-13819 * #
NAS 1.26:182245 ........................... p 452 N89.20921 * #
NAS 1.26:182257-VOL-1 ............... p 633 N89-24139 * #
NAS 1.26:182267 ........................... p 478 N89-20134 * #
NAS 1.26:182302 ........................... p 784 N89.27672 * #
NAS 1,26:182303 ........................... p 685 N89-26004 * #
NAS 1.26:182511 ........................... p 221 N69-15086 * #
NAS 1.26:182513 ........................... p 133 N89-12923 * #
NAS 1.26:182673 ........................... p 220 N89-15082 * #
NAS 1.26:182741 ........................... p 40 N89-10058 * #
F-12
REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NAS 1.26:182746 ........................... p 58
NAS 1.26:182818 ........................... p 489
NAS 1.26:182994 ........................... p 63
NAS 1.26:183004 ........................... p 119
NAS 1.26:183007 ........................... p 219
NAS 1.26:183041 ........................... p 156
NAS 1.26:183057 ........................... p 41
NAS 1.26:183178 ........................... p 356
NAS 1.26:183245 ........................... p 40
NAS 1.26:183247 ........................... p 42
NAS 1.26:183273 ........................... p 167
NAS 1.26:183305 ........................... p 30
NAS 1.26:183311 ........................... p 114
NAS 1.26:183338 ........................... p 117
NAS 1.26:183356 ........................... p 117
NAS 1.26:183381 ........................... p 408
NAS 1.26:183389 ........................... p 609
NAS 1.26:183392 ........................... p 194
NAS 1.26:183649-PT-2 .................. _706
NAS 1.26:184564 ........................... _806
NAS 1.26:184591 ........................... _408
NAS 1.26:184614 ........................... _202
NAS 1.26:184624 ........................... _300
NAS 1.26:184627 ........................... p153
NAS 1.26:184631 ........................... E)250
NAS 1.26:184666 ........................... 3 247
NAS 1.26:184668 ........................... 3 266
NAS 1.26:184699 ........................... 3 360
NAS 1.26:184700 ........................... 3 360
NAS 1.26:184701 ........................... 360
NAS 1.26:184702 ........................... 360
NAS 1.26:184703 ........................... 360
NAS 1.26:184719 ........................... 235
NAS 1.26:184740 ........................... 473
NAS 1.26:184741 ........................... 471
NAS 1.26:184742 ........................... 472
NAS 1.26:184743 ........................... 472
NAS 1.26:184768 ........................... 261
NAS 1.26:184780 ........................... ) 495
NAS 1.26:184783 ........................... ) 356
NAS 1.26:184788 ........................... ) 300
NAS 1.26:184789 ........................... ) 426
NAS 1.26:184795 ........................... ) 222
NAS 1.26:184824 ........................... ) 517
NAS 1.26:184868 ........................... ) 465
NAS 1.26:184896 ........................... ) 517
NAS 1.26:184907 ........................... _496
NAS 1,26:184946 ........................... _457
NAS 1.26:184965 ........................... _480
NAS 1.26:184968 ........................... _562
NAS 1.26:184992 ........................... _593
NAS 1.26:185037 ........................... _713
NAS 1.26:185056 ........................... =706
NAS 1.26:185319 ........................... =595
NAS 1.26:155326 ........................... _592
NAS 1.26:185332 ........................... _ 706
NAS 1.26:185347 ........................... 3 655
NAS 1.26:185472 ........................... 3 792
NAS 1.26:185490 ........................... 3 763
NAS 1.26:165491 ........................... 3 792
NAS 1.26:185715 ........................... 751
NAS 1.26:185619 ........................... 746
NAS 1.26:185892 ........................... 622
NAS 1.26:185910 ........................... 824
NAS 1,26:185915 ........................... 826
NAS 1,28:185918 ........................... 825
NAS 1.28:3951 ............................... 251
NAS 1.26',4036 ............................... 259
NAS 1.26:4079 ............................... 192
NAS 1,26:4111 ............................... 783
NAS 1,26:4147-Pt-3 ....................... 14
NAS 1.26:4181 ............................... 611
NAS 1,28:4160 ............................... ) 88
NAS 1,26;4185 ............................... 14
NAS 1,26:4191 ............................... ) 83
NAS 1.28:4192 ............................... ) 86
NAS 1,26:4193 ............................... 64
NAS 1,26:4199-VOL-1 ................... ) 222
NAS 1.26:4199-VOL-2 ................... ) 223
NAS 1.26:4200 ............................... 152
NAS 1.26;4202 ............................... 175
NAS 1.26:4207 ............................... ) 261
NAS 1.26:4208 ............................... ) 204
NAS 1.26;4211 ............................... ) 223
NAS 1.26:4212 ............................... ) 204
NAS 1.28:4217 ............................... ) 248
NAS 1.26:4230 ............................... ) 615
NAS 1.26;4231 ............................... ) 616
NAS 1.26:4233 ............................... ) 786
NAS 1.26:4234 ............................... ) 766
NAS 1.26'.4243 ............................... ) 708
NAS 1,26:4246 ............................... ) 690
NAS 1.26:4266 ............................... ) 876
NAS 1.56:10005 ............................. 15
NAS 1.66:10012-PT-2 .................... ) 866
NAS 1,66:10019 ............................. p 186
N89-10526 * #
N89-20205 * #
N89-12538 ° #
N89-11827 * #
N89-15074 ° #
N89-13414 * #
N89-10897 * #
N89-18167 * #
N89o10895 * #
N89-10900 * #
N89-13422 * #
N89-10890 ° #
N89-12570 * #
N89-11786 * #
N89-12572 * #
N89-18498 * #
N89-24315 * #
N89-14377 " #
N89-25464 ° #
N89-27907 " #
N89-18499 " #
N89-14795 " #
N89-16758 ° #
N89-13411 * #
N89-15932 ° #
N89-15122 * #
N89-15684 * #
N89-18407 * #
N89-18408 ° #
N89-18409 * #
N89-18410 ° #
N89-18411 * #
N89-15907 * #
N89-20981 o #
N89-20121 * #
N89-20122 * #
N89-20123 * #
N69-16193 * #
N89-20355 * #
N89-18046 * #
N89-16761 ° #
N89-19504 * #
N89-15893 * #
N89-21769 ° #
N89-20113 ° #
N89-21772 * #
N89-20363 ° #
N89-20963 * #
N69-20146 * #
N89-23048 * #
N89-23418 ° #
N89-26679 * #
N89-25432 * #
N89-24265 o #
N89-23411 * #
N89-2817' * #
N89-25953 * #
N89-26866 * #
N89-26859 ° #
N89-26865 " #
N69-26832 " #
N69-26826 " #
N69-28493 ' #
N89-29321 • #
N89-29328 " #
N89-29326 " #
N89-15187 #
N89-15351 #
N69-13756 #
N89-26860 #
N89-10025 #
N89-27416 #
N89.12553 #
N89-10029 #
N89-11698 * #
N89-12544 " #
N89-11196 " #
N89-15896 * #
N89-15897 o #
N89-13401 * #
N89-13429 * #
N89-15485 * #
N89-14820 ' #
N89-15898 * #
N89-14821 ° #
N89-15928 ° #
N88-23470 * #
N89-23471 ° #
N88-27648 ' #
N89-27647 ' #
N88-28176 ' #
N89-26011 ° #
N89-29155 o #
N88-10848 * #
N88-29789 ' #
N89.13842 " #
NAS 1.55:2444 ...............................
NAS 1.55:2493 ...............................
NAS 1.55:3020-VOL-1-PT-1 ..........
NAS 1.55:3020-VOL-1-PT-2 ..........
NAS 1.55:3022-PT-1 ......................
NAS 1.55:3022-PT-2 ......................
NAS 1.55:3026 ...............................
NAS 1.55:3027 ...............................
NAS 1.55:3028 ...............................
NAS 1.55:3031-PT-1 ......................
NAS 1.55:3031-PT-2 ......................
NAS 1.55:3031-PT-3 ......................
NAS 1.55:3034-PT-2 ......................
NAS 1.60:2822 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2828 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2832 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2835 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2837 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2844 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2846 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2848 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2855 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2856 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2857 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2858 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2859 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2870 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2873 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2874 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2877 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2886 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2890 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2895 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2898 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2907 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2908 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2911 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2913 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2914 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2918 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2921 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2923 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2932 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2933 ...............................
NAS 1.61:1179 ...............................
NAS 1.61:1207 ...............................
NAS 1.61:1218 ...............................
NAS 1.71:LAR-13875-1 .................
NAS 1.71:LAR-14031-1 .................
NAS 1.71:LAR-14049-1 .................
NAS 1.71:MFS-28345-1 ................
129 N89-12876 " #
) 351 N89-17298 * #
) 453 N89-20925 " #
) 455 N89-20942 * #
) 374 N89-19234 * #
)376 N89.19247 * #
558 N89-22691 * #
592 N89-23415 * #
361 N89-19230 ° #
,666 N89-25146 * #
=669 N89-25173 " #
670 N89-25201 ° #
,628 N89.24654 * #
3 248 N89-15929 ° #
3 13 N89.10024 * #
3 595 N89.24264 ° #
265 N89-16437 ° #
90 N89-11726 * #
114 N89-12569 * #
15 N89-10844 ° #
13 N89-10020 * #
129 N89-12822 " #
153 N89-14213 ° #
)617 N89-24327 " #
) 86 N69-12543 * #
) 227 N69-15900 " #
) 227 N89-15901 * #
)261 N89-16196 " #
)248 N69-15930 * #
) 221 N89-15688 * #
) 321 N89-16820 * #
p301 N69-17568 * #
p374 N89-19232 " #
333 N89-16845 * #
_615 N69-23468 * #
615 N89-23469 * #
p628 N89-24607 * #
507 N89-22568 * #
E)805 N89-27116 * #
3652 N89-25117 * #
3 807 N89-28034 * #
3 766 N89.26844 * #
3 655 N89-25951 * #
747 N89-27634 * #
302 N89-17579 * #
247 N69-15123 " #
713 N69-25673 * #
169 N89-14233 * #
166 N89-14232 * #
614 N89-23466 * #
865 N89-26641 * #
NAS-SR-DUAT ............................... p 854 N89-28524 #
NAS-SR-1325 ................................. p 831 N89-28509 #
NASA-CASE-LAR-12852-1 ........... p 102 N89-11738 °
NASA-CASE-LAR-13215-1 ........... p 154 N89-14224 °
NASA-CASE-LAR-13438-1 ........... p 128 N89-12766 °
NASA-CASE-LAR- 13554-1 ........... p 87 N89-12551 °
NASA-CASE-LAR-13589.1 ........... p 129 N89-12841 *
NASA-CASE-LAR-13875-1 ........... p 169 N89-14233 * #
NASA-CASE-LAR-14031-1 ........... p 168 N69-14232 ° #
NASA-CASE-LAR-14049-1 ........... p 814 N99-23466 * #
NASA-CASE-MFS-25862-1 ........... p 693 N89-25242 "
NASA-CASE-MFS-28345-1 ........... p 865 N89-26641 * #
NASA-CP-10008 ............................. p 16 N89-10849 ° #
NASA-CP-10012-PT-2 ................... p 866 N69-29788 * #
NASA-CP-10019 ............................. p 185 N69-13642 " #
NASA-CP-2444 ............................... p 129 N89-12676 #
NASA-CP-2493 ............................... p 361 N89-17296 #
NASA-CP-3020-VOL-1-PT-1 ......... p 483 N89-20925 #
NASA-CP-3020-VOL-lopT-2 ......... p 456 N88-20942 #
NASA-CP-3022-PT-1 ..................... p 374 N88-18234 #
NASA-CP-3022-PT-2 ..................... p 378 N88-18247 #
NASA-CP-3028 ............................... p 668 N88-22891 #
NASA-CP-3027 ............................... p 692 N88-23416 #
NASA-CP-3028 ............................... p 361 N88-18230 #
NASA-CP-3031-PTol ..................... p Me N89-25148 #
NASA-CP-3031-PT-2 ..................... p 869 N99.25173 #
NASA-CP-3031.PT-3 ..................... p 670 N89-26201 #
NASA-CP-3034-PT-2 ..................... p 828 N89.24664 #
NASA.CR-166079 .......................... p 426 N88-18779 ° #
NASA-CR-le6617 .......................... p 411 N88-18530 ° #
NASA-CR.174786 .......................... p 402 N88-18299 * #
NASA-CR-174805 .......................... p 177 N89.13438 * #
NASA-CR-174966 .......................... p 425 N89-18896 * #
NASA-CR-174967 .......................... p 427 N88-18683 * #
NASA.CR-175003 .......................... p 402 N88-19300 ' #
NASA-CR-1760_ .......................... p 395 N88.18288 * #
NASA.CR-17739S .......................... p 14 N89.10029 ° #
NASA-CR-177455 .......................... p 301 N89-17S78 ° #
NASA-CR-177477 .......................... p 38 N89-10048 * #
NASA-CR-183305
NASA-CR-177478 .......................... 114
NASA-CR-177507 .......................... 301
NASA-CR-177515 .......................... 618
NASA-CR-177523 .......................... 592
NASA-CR-177524 .......................... 459
NASA-CR-177529 .......................... 671
NASA-CR-177530 .......................... ) 671
NASA-CR-177532 .......................... )653
NASA-CR-178216 .......................... ) 424
NASA-CR-178217 .......................... ) 426
NASA-CR-178409 .......................... ) 766
NASA-CR-179425 .......................... ) 161
NASA-CR-179439 .......................... _194
NASA-CR-179454 .......................... _426
NASA-CR-179477 .......................... p252
NASA-CR-179519 .......................... , 129
NASA CR-179544 .......................... _178
NASA-CR-179568 .......................... _ 140
NASA-CR-179639 .......................... 388
NASA-CR-179642-ADD ................. 3842
NASA-CR-179645 .......................... 3 412
NASA-CR-180068 .......................... 3 712
NASA-CR-180899 .......................... 3 497
NASA-CR-180900 .......................... 3 54
NASA-CR-181175 .......................... _ 44
NASA-CR-181342 .......................... 3 193
NASA-CR-181360 .......................... 3 234
NASA-CR-181406 .......................... 3 558
NASA-CR-181644 .......................... 3 91
NASA-CR-181692 .......................... 59
NASA-CR-181694 .......................... 151
NASA-CR-181696 .......................... 227
NASA-CR-181704 .......................... 194
NASA-CR-181705 .......................... 114
NASA-CR-181721 .......................... ) 38
NASA-CR-181722 .......................... 116
NASA-CR-181723 .......................... ) 497
NASA-CR-181725 .......................... 102
NASA-CR-181726-VOL-1 .............. ) 690
NASA-CR-181726-VOL-2 .............. )691
NASA-CR-181743 .......................... ) 452
NASA-CR-181744 .......................... ) 450
NASA-CR-181749 .......................... 153
NASA-CR-181762 .......................... ) 464
NASA-CR-181766 .......................... ) 627
NASA-CR-181769 .......................... =500
NASA-CR-181787 .......................... ) 707
NASA-CR-181788 .......................... _714
NASA-CR-181789 .......................... p813
NASA-CR-181790 .......................... =876
NASA-CR-181791 .......................... _ 876
NASA-CR-181792 .......................... 3 813
NASA-CR-181793 .......................... 3 486
NASA-CR-181802 .......................... 472
NASA-CR-181806 .......................... 483
NASA-CR-181808 .......................... 543
NASA-CR-161816 .......................... 519
NASA-CR°181817 .......................... 765
NASA-CR-181819 .......................... 633
NASA-CR-181841 .......................... 745
NASA_R-181842 .......................... 657
NASA-CR-181888 .......................... 793
NASA-CR-181871 .......................... 794
NASA-CR-182133 .......................... 192
NASA-CR-182164 .......................... 478
NASA-CR- 182180 ......................... 151
NASA-CR- 182181 .......................... 108
NASA-CR-182203 .......................... 109
NASA-CR-162207 .......................... 182
NASA-CR-182211 .......................... 109
NASA-CR-182224 .......................... 109
NASA-CR-182228 .......................... 234
NASA-CR-182232 .......................... 504
NASA-CR-182233 .......................... 330
NASA-CR-162241 .......................... 183
NASA-CR-1B2245 .......................... 452
NASA-CR-1822ST-VOL-1 .............. 833
NASA-CR-182287 .......................... 478
NASA-CR-182302 .......................... 784
NASA-CR-182303 .......................... (}85
NASA-CR-182611 .......................... 221
NASA.CR-182513 .......................... 133
NASA-CR-1B2873 .......................... 220
NASA-CR-1B2741 .......................... 40
NASA-CR-182748 .......................... 58
NASA-CR-182818 .......................... 489
NASA-CR-182894 .......................... 83
NASA-CR-183004 .......................... 118
NASA-CR-183007 .......................... ) 219
NASA-CR-183041 ................... :...... 166
NASA-CR-1830S7 .......................... p 41
NASA-CR-16317B .......................... p 368
NASA-CR-1B3246 .......................... p 40
NASA-CR-183247 .......................... p 42
NASA-CR-183273 .......................... p 167
NASA-CR.183305 .......................... p 30
N89-11752 ° #
N89-17577 #
N89-24328 #
N89-23414 #
N89-20973 #
N89-25233 #
N89-25235 #
N89-25122 #
N89-18665 ° #
N89-19505 * #
N89-26842 ° #
N89-14228 " #
N89-14456 ° #
N89-19556 o #
N89-15251 " #
N89-12837 * #
N89-13437 * #
N89-13256 ' #
N89-11725 ' #
N89-29351 " #
N89-18550 ° #
N89-26610 " #
N89-20472 " #
N89-11192 * #
N89-10125 " #
N89-13817 * #
N89-15106 * #
N89-22838 * #
N89-12557 * #
N89o10601 * #
N89-13400 * #
N89-15099 * #
N89-14376 * #
N89-11753 * #
N89-10045 * #
N89-11756 " #
N89-20512 ° #
N89-11740 * #
N89-26013 * #
N89-26014 * #
N89-20922 * #
N89-20093 * #
N89-13408 * #
N89-20111 * #
N89-23920 * #
N89-20683 * #
N89-25480 * #
N89-26683 * #
N89-27466 " #
N89-29152 * #
N89-29154 * #
N89-27468 * #
N89-21004 * #
N89-20125 * #
N89-20999 " #
N89-22615 * #
N89-22574 * #
N89-26841 " #
N89-24141 * #
N89-26815 * #
N69-25973 * #
N89-26869 * #
N89-27674 * #
N89-13754 * #
N89-20132 * #
N88-13389 * #
N89-11750 " #
N89-12566 " #
N89-13755 " #
N89-12567 " #
N89-11751 * #
N89-15107 " #
N89.20778 ° #
N88-17889 ° #
N88-13819 * #
N89-20921 " #
N89-24139 * #
N89-20134 o #
N89-27872 #
N89-26004 #
N88-16088 #
N88-12823 #
N88-15082 #
N88-10058 #
N89.10526 #
N89-20206 #
N88-12538 #
N89-11827 * #
N89.15074 * #
N89-13414 ' #
N89-10897 ' #
N89-18167 " #
N89-10895 * #
N88-10900 ' #
N88-13422 * #
N89.10890 " #
F-13
NASA-CR-183311
NASA.CR-183311 .......................... p 114
NASA-CR-183338 .......................... p 117
NASA-CR-183356 .......................... p 117
NASA-CR-183381 .......................... p 408
NASA-CR-183389 .......................... p 609
NASA-CR-183392 .......................... p 194
NASA-CR-183649-PT-2 ................. p 706
NASA-CR-184564 .......................... p 806
NASA_R-184591 .......................... p 408
NASA-CR-184614 .......................... p 202
NASA-CR-184624 .......................... p 300
NASA-CR-184627 .......................... p 153
NASA-CR-184631 .......................... p 250
NASA-CR-184666 .......................... p 247
NASA-CR-184668 .......................... p 266
NASA-CR-184699 .......................... p 360
NASA-CR-184700 .......................... p 360
NASA-CR-184701 .......................... p 360
NASA-CR-184702 .......................... p 360
NASA-CR-184703 .......................... p 360
NASA-CR-184719 .......................... p 235
NASA-CR-184740 .......................... p 473
NASA-CR-184741 .......................... p 471
NASA-CR-184742 .......................... p 472
NASA-CR-184743 .......................... p 472
NASA-CR-184768 .......................... p 261
NASA-CR-184780 .......................... p 495
NASA-CR-184783 .......................... p 356
NASA-CR-184788 .......................... p 300
NASA-CR-184789 .......................... p 426
NASA-CR-184795 .......................... p 222
NASA-CR-184824 .......................... p 517
NASA-CR-184868 .......................... p 465
NASA_R-l$4896 .......................... p 517
NASA-CR-184907 .......................... p 496
NASA-CR-184848 .......................... p 457
NASA_3R-184965 .......................... p 480
NASA-CR-184988 .......................... p 562
NASA.CR-184982 .......................... p 583
NASA_R-185037 .......................... p 713
NASA-CR-185058 .......................... p 708
NASA-CR-185318 .......................... p 885
NASA_3R.185328 .......................... p 592
NASA-CR-185332 .......................... p 708
NASA-CR.185347 .......................... p 855
NASA_R-185472 .......................... p 722
NASA-CR-188490 .......................... p 783
NASA-CR-185481 .......................... p 782
NASA-CR-185715 .......................... p 751
NASA-CR-185819 .......................... p 748
NASA-CR-185892 .......................... p 822
NASA-CR-185810 .......................... p 824
NASA_R-185815 .......................... p 825
NASA_CR-185918 .......................... p 825
NASA-CR-3951 ............................... p 251
NASA-CR4036 ............................... p 259
NASA.CR4079 ............................... p 192
NASA-CR-4111 ............................... p 783
NASA-CR.4147-Pt-3 ...................... p 14
NASA.CR-t161 ............................... p 811
NASA.CR-4180 ............................... p 88
NASA-CR-4185 ............................... p 14
NASA-CR-4191 ............................... p 83
NASA-CR-4192 ............................... p 86
NASA-CR-4193 ............................... p 54
NASA.CR-4199-VOL-1 .................. p 222
NASA.CR_199-VOL-2 .................. p 223
NASA_R-4200 ............................... P 152
NASA-CR-4202 ............................... p 175
NASA-CR-4207 ............................... p 261
NASA.CR-4208 ............................... p 204
NASA.CR-4211 ............................... p 223
NASA-CR-4212 ............................... p 204
NASA.CR-t217 ............................... p 248
NASA-CR-4230 ............................... p_15
NASA-CR-4231 ............................... p 615
NASA-CR-4233 ............................... p 766
NASA-CR-4234 ............................... p 766
NASA-CR-4243 ............................... p 708
NASA.CR-4248 ............................... p 690
NASA_R-4255 ............................... p 878
NASA-EP-259 ................................. p 568
NASA-EP-262 ................................. p 589
NASA-RP-1179 ............................... p 302
NASA-RP-1207 ............................... p 247
NASA-RP-1218 ............................... p 713
NASAoSP-495 ................................. p 109
NASA.TM-100039 .......................... p 13
NASA-TM-100045 .......................... p 457
NASA.TM-100061 .......................... p 13
NASA-TM-100419 .......................... p 177
NASA-TM-100443 .......................... p 235
N89-12570 * #
N89.11786 " #
N89-12572 * #
N89-18498 ° #
N89.24315 ° #
N89-14377 ° #
N89-25464 " #
N89.27907 " #
N89-18499 * #
N89-14795 * #
N89-16758 * #
N89-13411 * #
N89-15932 " #
N89-15122 * #
N89-15684 ° #
N89.18407 #
N89.18408 #
N89-18409 #
N89.18410 #
N89-18411 #
N89.15907 #
N89-20981 #
N89-20121 #
N88-20122 #
N89-20123 ° #
N89-16193 ° #
N89-20355 ° #
N89-18048 * #
N89-16761 * #
N89-19504 " #
N89-15893 ° #
N89-21769 ° #
N89-20113 ' #
N89-21772 " #
N89-20383 ° #
N89-20963 ° #
N89-20146 #
N89-23048 #
N89-23418 #
N89-26679 #
N89-25432 #
N89-24265 #
N89-23411 #
N89-26172 * #
N88-25853 * #
N89-26886 " #
N89-26859 " #
N89-26865 * #
N89-26832 " #
N89-26826 * #
N89-28493 " #
N89-29321 * #
N89-29328 * #
N89-29326 ° #
N89-15187 ° #
N89-15351 ° #
N89-13756 ° #
N89-26860 " #
N89-10025 " #
N89-27416 * #
N89-12553 ° #
N89-10029 • #
N89-11698 ° #
N89-12544 * #
N89-11196 * #
N89-15896 ° #
N89-15897 * #
N89-13401 * #
N89-13429 * #
N89-15485 " #
N89-14820 " #
N89-15898 * #
N89-14821 * #
N89-15928 * #
N89-23470 * #
N89-23471 ° #
N89-27648 * #
N89-27647 * #
N89-26176 ° #
N89-26011 * #
N89-29155 " #
N89-23408 * #
N89-24262 "
N89-17579 * #
N89-15123 * #
N89-25673 ° #
N89-12585 * #
N89-10022 ' #
N89-20964 ° #
N89-10017 ° #
N89-13435 " #
N89-15908 * #
NASA-TM-100448 .......................... p 236 N89-15909 ° #
NASA-TM-100455 .......................... p 85 N89-11719 * #
NASA-TM-100549 .......................... p 44 N89-10951 ° #
NASA-TM-100638 .......................... p 634 N89-24888 ° #
NASA-TM-100648 .......................... p 101 N89-11733 * #
NASA-TM-100657 .......................... p 14 N89-10034 ° #
NASA-TM-100827 .......................... p 424 N89-18664 " #
NASA-TM-100869 .......................... p 481 N89-20995 * #
NASA-TM-100879 .......................... p 16 N89-10858 * #
NASA-TM-100883 .......................... p 486 N89-21002 ° #
NASA-TM-100931 .......................... p 127 N89-12026 ° #
NASA-TM-100944 .......................... p 42 N89-10111 #
NASA-TM-100952 .......................... p 220 N89-15078 #
NASA-TM-101003 .......................... p 62 N89-11694 #
NASA-TM-101024 .......................... p 88 N89-12554 #
NASA-TM-101026 .......................... p 618 N89-24329 #
NASA-TM-101027 .......................... p85 N89-11718 #
NASA-TM-101029 .......................... p 182 N89-13438 #
NASA-TM-101033 .......................... p 330 N89-17600 #
NASA-TM-101036 .......................... p 238 N89-15911 #
NASA-TM-101038 .......................... p 866 N89-28870 #
NASA-TM-101040 .......................... p 472 N89-20124 #
NASA-TM-101046 .......................... p 191 N89-13747 #
NASA-TM-101048 .......................... p 451 N89-20098 ° #
NASA-TM-101049 .......................... p 191 N89-13746 * #
NASA-TM-101050 .......................... p 316 N89-17593 " #
NASA-TM-101052 .......................... p 372 N89-18416 * #
NASA-TM-101053 .......................... p 488 N89-20978 * #
NASA-TM-101055 .......................... p 805 N89-27117 ° #
NASA-TM-101057 .......................... p 658 N89-25958 * #
NASA-TM-101058 .......................... p 855 N89-25954 ° #
NASA-TM-101059 .......................... p 246 N89-15118 " #
NASA-TM-101060 .......................... p 63 N89-12539 " #
NASA-TM-101081 .......................... p 153 N89-13410 " #
NASA-TM-101062 .......................... p 817 N89-24323 * #
NASA-TM-101065 .......................... p 438 N89-20086 * #
NASA-TM-101074 .......................... p 827 N89-24563 ' #
NASA-TM-101075 .......................... p 451 N89-20100 ° #
NASA-TM-101078 .......................... p 496 N89-20386 * #
NASA-TM-101078 .......................... p 306 N89-17584 ' #
NASA-TM-101081 .......................... p 708 N89-26207 ° #
NASA-TM-101083 .......................... p 598 N59-24255 ° #
NASA-TM.101301 .......................... p 85 N89-11717 * #
NASA-TM-101310 .......................... p 44 N89-10158 * #
NASA-TM-101322 .......................... p 38 N89-10043 • #
NASA-TM-101328 .......................... p 60 N89-10603 ° #
NASA-TM-101381 .......................... p 241 N89-15913 ° #
NASA-TM-101378 .......................... p 178 N89-14238 • #
NASA-TM-101378 .......................... p 137 N89-12309 * #
NASA-TM-101379 .......................... p 87 N89-12552 ° #
NASA-TM-101381 .......................... p 129 N89-12845 * #
NASA-TM-101383 .......................... p 267 N89-15686 " #
NASA-TM-101388 .......................... p 43 N89-10123 " #
NASA-TM-101389 .......................... p 195 N89-14465 " #
NASA-TM-101396 .......................... p 177 N89-13432 " #
NASA-TM-101398 .......................... p 120 N59-12717 " #
NASA-TM-101406 .......................... p 562 N89-22939 " #
NASA-TM-101407 .......................... p 267 N89-15685 ° #
NASA-TM-101412 .......................... p 219 N89-15077 " #
NASA-TM-101413 .......................... p 88 N89-12555 * #
NASA-TM-101414 .......................... p 259 N89-15437 * #
NASA-TM-101416 .......................... p 109 N89-12568 * #
NASA-TM-101420 .......................... p 178 N89-14237 * #
NASA-TM-101421 .......................... p 195 N89-14470 * #
NASA-TM-101427 .......................... p 246 N89-15121 * #
NASA-TM-101431 .......................... p 193 N89-13794 ° #
NASA-TM-101433 .......................... p 178 N89-14239 * #
NASA-TM-101434 .......................... p 153 N89-13412 ° #
NASA-TM-101437 .......................... p 153 N89-13409 " #
NASA-TM-101441 .......................... p 221 N89-15084 * #
NASA-TM-101470 .......................... p 499 N89-21417 * #
NASA-TM-101475 .......................... p 342 N89-17017 ° #
NASA.TM-101480 .......................... p 633 N89-24886 * #
NASA-TM-101491 .......................... p 41 N89-10060 " #
NASA-TM-101496 .......................... p 40 N89-10059 #
NASA.TM-101501 .......................... p 186 N89-14264 #
NASA-TM-101512 .......................... p234 N89-15110 #
NASA-TM-101521 .......................... p 601 N89-24293 #
NASA-TM-101523 .......................... p 234 N89-15108 #
NASA-TM-101530 .......................... p 221 N89-15087 #
NASA-TM-101531 .......................... p 372 N89-18415 ° #
NASA-TM-101539 .......................... p 428 N89-19783 ° #
NASA-TM-101543 .......................... p 222 N89-15895 • #
NASA-TM-101547 .......................... p 450 N89-20094 ° #
NASA-TM-101549 .......................... p 558 N89-22868 * #
NASA-TM-101550 .......................... p 504 N89-20777 * #
NASA-TM-101553 .......................... p 473 N89-20982 ° #
NASA-TM-101554 .......................... p 708 N89-25443 " #
NASA-TM-101557 .......................... p 451 N89-20101 #
NASA-TM-101569 .......................... p 475 N89-20991 #
NASA-TM-101570 .......................... p 809 N89-24313 #
NASA-TM-101572 .......................... p 817 N89-24324 #
NASA-TM-101573 .......................... p 871 N89-25232 #
NASA-TM-101574 .......................... p 808 N89-24308 #
NASA-TM-101579 .......................... p 635 N89-25112 ° #
NASA-TM-101582 .......................... p 609 N89-24314 • #
REPORT NUMBER/NDEX
NASA-TM-101583 .......................... p 690
NASA-TM-101584 .......................... p 690
NASA-TM-101592 .......................... p 807
NASA-TM-101618 .......................... p 709
NASA-TM-101619 .......................... p 766
NASA-TM-101623 .......................... p 712
NASA-TM-101624 .......................... p 813
NASA-TM-101631 .......................... p 784
NASA-TM-101632 .......................... p 825
NASA-TM-101645 .......................... p 859
NASA-TM-101692 .......................... p 168
NASA-TM-101695 .......................... p 474
NASA-TM-101785 .......................... p 714
NASA-TM-101944 .......................... p 537
NASA-TM-101945 .......................... p 536
NASA-TM-101946 .......................... p 452
NASA-TM-101949 .......................... p 656
NASA-TM-101957 .......................... p 622
NASA-TM-101968 .......................... p 481
NASA-TM-101972 .......................... p 537
NASA-TM-101975 .......................... p 489
NASA-TM-101976 .......................... p 505
NASA-TM-101977 .......................... p 537
NASA-TM-101978 .......................... p 403
NASA-TM-101987 .......................... p 613
NASA-TM-101989 .......................... p 507
NASA-TM-101993 .......................... p 478
NASA-TM- 101996 .......................... p 633
NASA-TM-101998 .......................... p 592
NASA-TM-102002 .......................... p 504
NASA-TM-102005 .......................... p 627
NASA-TM-102018 .......................... p 592
NASA-TM-102022 .......................... p 562
NASA-TM-102028 .......................... p 543
NASA-TM-102038 .......................... p 536
NASA-TM-102047 .......................... p 519
NASA-TM-102053 .......................... p 853
NASA-TM-102096 .......................... p 685
NASA-TM-102098 .......................... p 614
NASA-TM-102101 .......................... p 824
NASA-TM-102119 .......................... p 709
NASA-TM-102132 .......................... p 708
NASA-TM-102137 .......................... p 890
NASA-TM-102188 .......................... p 858
NASA-TM-102189 .......................... p 706
NASA-TM-102197 .......................... p 659
NASA-TM-102201 .......................... p 598
NASA-TM-102228 .......................... p 822
NASA-TM-102285 .......................... p 713
NASA-TM-102292 .......................... p 653
NASA-TM-102294 .......................... p 806
NASA-TM-102311 .......................... p 688
NASA-TM- 102317 .......................... p 778
NASA-TM-102318 .......................... p 866
NASA-TM-102326 .......................... p 860
NASA-TM-102327 .......................... p 876
NASA-TM-4027 .............................. p 58
NASA-TM-4047 .............................. p 151
NASA-TM-4055 .............................. p 86
NASA-TM-4062 .............................. p 15
NASA-TM-4071 .............................. p 151
NASA-TM-4072 .............................. p 628
NASA-TM-4077 .............................. p 136
NASA-TM-4078 .............................. p 268
NASA-TM-4080 .............................. P 154
NASA-TM-4083 .............................. p 241
NASA-TM-4084 .............................. p 236
NASA-TM-4057 .............................. p 479
NASA-TM-4089 .............................. p 246
NASA-TM-4090 .............................. p 184
NASA-TM-4094 .............................. p 235
NASA-TM-4095 .............................. p 433
NASA-TM-4096 .............................. p 374
NASA-TM-4099 .............................. p 247
NASA-TM-4100 .............................. p 516
NASA-TM-4105 .............................. p 408
NASA-TM-4108 .............................. p 539
NASA-TM-4109 .............................. p 496
NASA-TM-4110 .............................. p 451
NASA-TM-4111 .............................. p 594
NASA-TM-4112 .............................. p 517
NASA-TM-4113 .............................. p 592
NASA-TM-4114 .............................. p 542
NASA-TM-4116 .............................. p 606
NASA-TM-4119 .............................. p 630
NASA-TM-4124 .............................. p 744
NASA-TM-4129 .............................. p 807
NASA-TM-4138 .............................. p 821
NASA-TM-83439 ............................ p 194
NASA-TM-87030 ............................ p 377
NASA-TM-87758 ............................ p 193
NASA-TM-88214 ............................ p 823
NASA-TM-88284 ............................ p 372
NASA-TM-88969 ............................ p 17
NASA-TM-89073 ............................ p 378
NASA-TM-89425 ............................ p 23
N89-25239 " #
N89-26010 ° #
N89-28035 * #
N89-26273 ° #
N89-26843 ° #
N89-26623 ° #
N89-27465 * #
N89-26861 ° #
N89-29324 ° #
N89-28579 * #
N89-13424 ° #
N89-20983 " #
N89-25764 * #
N89-22607 ° #
N89-21799 ° #
N89-20920 * #
N89-25957 ° #
N89-24459 ° #
N89-20996 * #
N89-22605 o #
N89-21051 #
N89-21628 #
N89-22606 #
N89-19305 #
N89-23465 #
N89-22569 #
N89-20133 #
N89-24138 #
N89-23413 o #
N89-20779 ° #
N89-23809 " #
N89-23417 ° #
N89-22925 * #
N89-22817 ° #
N89-21798 ° #
N89-22577 " #
N89-25119 " #
N89-25238 ° #
N89-24319 ° #
N89-29323 • #
N89-28259 ° #
N89-26174 ° #
N89-26009 * #
N89-25977 • #
N89-25479 " #
N89-25981 ° #
N89-24290 • #
N89-25498 ° #
N89-25675 ° #
N89-25121 * #
N89-27980 * #
N89-26008 ° #
N89-27670 ° #
N89-29726 * #
N89-29490 ° #
N89-29032 * #
N89-10524 * #
N89-13396 " #
N89-12542 " #
N89-10842 ° #
N89-13395 ° #
N89-24624 ° #
N89-12234 ° #
N89-15886 ° #
N89-14217 * #
N89-15112 o #
N89-15910 ° #
N89-20135 ° #
N89-15116 ° #
N89-14241 °
N89-15905 * #
N89-19899 ° #
N89-19231 * #
N89-15925 * #
N89-21762 * #
N89-18500 #
N89-21802 #
N89-20409 #
N89-20099 #
N89-23433 #
N89-21768 #
N89-23410 #
N89-22614 #
N89-23447 #
N89-24079 ° #
N89-26810 * #
N89-27995 * #
N89-28488 "
N89-14388 ° #
N89-19285 ' #
N59-13815 • #
N89-29305 " #
N89-18415 ° #
N89-10865 * #
N89-19268 ° #
N89-10872 " #
F-14
REPORT NUMBER INDEX PNR90510
NASA-TM-89435 ............................ p 154 N89-14216 * #
NASA-TP-2822 ...............................
NASA-TP-2828 ...............................
NASA-TP-2832 ...............................
NASA-TP-2835 ...............................
NASA-TP-2837 ...............................
NASA-TP-2844 ...............................
NASA-TP-2846 ...............................
NASA-TP-2848 ..............................
NASA-TP-2855 ...............................
NASA-TP-2856 ...............................
NASA-TP-2857 ...............................
NASA-TP-2858 ...............................
NASA-TP-2859 ...............................
NASA-TP-2870 ...............................
NASA-TP-2873 ...............................
NASA-TP-2874 ...............................
NASA-TP-2877 ...............................
NASA-TP-2886 ...............................
NASA-TP-2890 ...............................
NASA-TP-2895 ...............................
NASA-TP-2898 ...............................
NASA-TP-2907 ...............................
NASA-TP-2908 ...............................
NASA-TP-2911 ...............................
NASA-TP-2913 ...............................
NASA-TP-2914 ...............................
NASA-TP-2918 ...............................
NASA-TP-2921 ...............................
NASA-TP-2923 ...............................
NASA-TP-2932 ...............................
NASA-TP-2933 ...............................
248 N89-15929 * #
13 N89-10024 * #
595 N89-24264 * #
265 N89-16437 * #
90 N89-11726 ° #
114 N89-12569 * #
15 N89-10844 " #
13 N89-10020 " #
129 N89-12822 * #
153 N89-14213 * #
617 N89-24327 * #
86 N89-12543 * #
227 N89-15900 " #
227 N89-15901 * #
) 261 N89-16196 * #
) 248 N89-15930 * #
) 221 N89-15888 " #
) 321 N89-16820 * #
)301 N89-17568 * #
)374 N89-19232 * #
) 333 N89-16845 * #
615 N89-23468 " #
_615 N89-23469 * #
628 N89-24607 " #
507 N89-22568 " #
)805 N89-27116 " #
_652 N89-28117 " #
807 N89-28034 * #
p766 N89-26844 ° #
655 N89-25951 ° #
747 N89-27634 ° #
NATC-TM-88-46-SY ....................... p 399 N89-19298 #
NCAR/CT-117 ................................ p808 N89-27309 #
NCAR/TN-313-STR ....................... p 450 N89-20092 #
NCEL-CR-89.001 ............................ p 556 N89-21987 #
NCEL-TN-1788 ............................... p 487 N89-21005 #
NEAR-TR-398 ................................. p 627 N89-23831 #
NEPRF-TR-88-11 ........................... p464 N89-20975 #
NIPER-409 ...................................... p 697 N89-26110 #
NISTIR-88/3722 ............................. p 797 N89.27005 #
NLR-MP-86057-U ........................... p 51 N89-10212 #
NLR-MP.87006.U ........................... p 855 N89-28526 #
NLR-MP-87009-U ........................... p 476 N89-20129 #
NLR-MP.87022-U ........................... p 102 N89-11739 #
NLR-MP-87025.U ........................... p 137 N89-12335 #
NLR-MP-87031.U ........................... p465 N89-20115 #
NLR-MP-87033-U ........................... p 226 N89-15097 #
NLR-MP-87038.U ........................... p 139 N89-12364 #
NLR-MP-87039-U ........................... p 84 N89-11713 #
NLR-MP-87041-U ........................... p 85 N89-11714 #
NLR-MP-87046-U ........................... p 85 N89-11715 #
NLR-MP-67047-U ........................... p 478 N89-20130 #
NLR-MP-87048-U ........................... p 128 N89-12091 #
NLR-MP-87058-U ........................... p 497 N89-20519 #
NLR-MP-87059-U ........................... p 472 N89-20126 #
NLR-MP-87060-U ........................... p 249 N89-15126 #
NLR-MP-87065-U ........................... p 497 N89-20520 #
NLR-MP-87066-U ........................... p85 N89-11716 #
NLR-MP-87067-U ........................... p 108 N89-11749 #
NLR-MP-87076-U ........................... p465 N89-20117 #
NLR-MP-88001-U ........................... p 497 N89-20521 #
NLR-MP-88003-U ........................... p 489 N89-20231 #
NLR-MP-88003-U ........................... p 621 N89-23656 #
NLR-MP-88004-U ........................... p 439 N89-20087 #
NLR-MP-88006-U ........................... p 451 N89-20102 #
NLR-TR-87002-U ........................... p 139 N89-12363 #
NLR-TR-87059-U ........................... p 114 N89-11754 #
NLR-TR-87074-U ........................... p 108 N89-11748 #
NLR-TR-88013-U ........................... p 246 N89-15120 #
NLR-TR-88032-U ........................... p 251 N89-15198 #
NOAA-NWS-ERCP-44 ................... p 135 N89-13125 #
NOAA-TM-ERL-ESG-30-VOL-3 .... p 56 N89-10499 #
NOAA-TM-ERL-WPL-155 .............. p 562 N89-23048 * #
NOSC-TR-1244 .............................. p 385 N89-19284 #
NPS54-89-07 .................................. p 719 N89-26809 #
NPS67-88-002 ................................ p 328 N89-16821 #
NRC-29459 ..................................... p 378 N89-19267 #
NRC-29604 ..................................... p 526 N89-21782 #
NRC-29908 ..................................... p 519 N89-22575 #
NRL-MR-6213 ................................. p 108 N89-11745 #
NSWC-TR_7-89 ............................. p 379 N89-19276 #
NSWC-TR-88-6 ............................... p 302 N89-17582 #
NTSB-AAR-88-03-SUM ................. p 306 N89-16768 #
NTSB-ARG-87-03 ........................... p 63 N89-12537 #
NTSB/AAB-88/02 .......................... p 464 N89-20109 #
NTSB/AAB-88/03 .......................... p 20 N89-10036 #
NTSB/AAB-88/04 .......................... p 464 N89-20110 #
NTSB/AAB-88/05 .......................... p 20 N89-10035 #
NTSB/AAB-88/06 .......................... p 23 N89-10871 #
NTSB/AAB-88/08 .......................... p 155 N89-13413 #
NTSB/AAR-88/07 .......................... p 23 N89-10873 #
NTSB/AAR-88/09 .......................... p464 N89-20112 #
NTSB/AAR-88/10 .......................... p 598 N89-23436 #
NTSB/AAR-89/01 .......................... p 524 N89-22593 #
NTSB/AAR_9/02/SUM ............... p 827 N89-28507 #
NTSB/ARC-89/01 .......................... p 597 N89-23434 #
NTSB/ARG-88/01 ......................... p 463 N89-20108 #
NTSB/SR-89/01 ............................ p 658 N89-25974 #
NUSC-TR_638 ............................... p 219 N89-15076 #
NWC-TP-6770 ................................. p 260 N89-16180 #
NWC-TP-6846 ................................. p 748 N89-27640 #
ONERA-NT-1988-2 ........................ p 866 N89-29698 #
ONERA-RF-19/7154-PY ............... p 629 N89-24777 #
ONERA-RF-19/7234-PY ............... p 629 N89-24777 #
ONERA-RT-11/2891-AN-PT-2 ..... p 17 N89-10860 #
ONERA, TP NO. 1988-78 ............ p 363 A89-29243 #
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
TP NO. 1988-100 ...........
TP NO. 1988-101 ...........
TP NO. 1988-102 ...........
TP NO. 1988-103 ...........
TP NO. 1988-111 ...........
TP NO. 1988-112 ...........
TP NO. 1988-118 ...........
TP NO. 1988-121 ...........
TP NO. 1988-123 ...........
TP NO. 1988-124 ...........
TP NO. 1988-126 ...........
TP NO. 1988-127 ...........
ONERA, TP NO. 1988-128 ...........
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONER/
ONERA
ONER_
ONER/
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONER_
ONER_
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONERA
ONER_
ONERA
ONERA
ONER_
TP NO. 1988-129 ...........
TP NO. 1988-130 ...........
TP NO. 1988-131 ...........
TP NO. 1988-132 ...........
TP NO. 1988-133 ...........
TP NO. 1988-142 ...........
TP NO. 1988-144 ...........
TP NO. 1988-145 ...........
TP NO. 1988-146 ...........
TP NO. 1988-150 ...........
TP NO. 1988-151 ...........
TP NO. 1988-154 ...........
TP NO. 1988-157 ...........
TP NO. 1988-159 ...........
TP NO. 1988-163 ...........
TP NO. 1988-165 ...........
TP NO. 1988-168 ...........
TP NO. 1988-169 ...........
TP NO. 1988-18 .............
TP NO. 1988-20 .............
TP NO. 1988-27 .............
TP NO. 1988-53 .............
TP NO. 1988-54 .............
TP NO, 1988-74 .............
TP NO. 1988-79 .............
TP NO. 1988-7 ...............
TP NO. 1988-8 ...............
TP NO. 1988-92 .............
TP NO. 1988-96 .............
TP NO. 1988-97 .............
TP NO. 1989-100 ...........
TP NO. 1989-114 ...........
TP NO. 1989-24 .............
TP NO. 1989-28 .............
TP NO. 1989-31 .............
TP NO. 1989-33 .............
TP NO. 1989-36 .............
TP NO. 1989-3 ...............
434 A89-29252 #
434 A89-29253 #
434 A89-29254 #
385 A89-29255 #
p363 A89-29263 #
=363 A89-29264' #
p407 A89-29270 #
b428 A89-29273 #
379 A89-29275 #
363 A89-29276 #
443 A89-34627
) 409 A89-29278 #
414 A89-29279 #
434 A89-29280 #
363 A89-29281 #
364 A89-29282 #
364 A89-29283 #
407 A89-29284 #
400 A89-31803 #
401 A89-31805 #
369 A89-31806 #
370 A89-31807 #
370 A89-31810 #
370 A89-31811 #
370 A89-31813 #
421 A89-31815 #
370 A89-31817 #
380 A89-31821 #
408 A89-31823 #
428 A89-31826 #
394 A89-31827 #
363 A89-29208 #
) 406 A89-29210 #
) 427 A89-29214 #
) 413 A89-29231 #
) 363 A89-29232 #
) 413 A89-29239 #
) 406 A89-29244 #
) 409 A89-29203 #
) 362 A89-29204 #
) 70 A89-13586 #
) 70 A89-13585 #
) 70 A89-13580 #
) 441 A89-33640 #
) 356 A89-27741 #
) 554 A89-37640 #
554 A89-37642 #
) 641 A89-45187 #
) 698 A89-45188 #
) 699 A89-45191 #
) 553 A89-37627
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-49 ............. p 755
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-4 ............... p 303
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-50 ............. p 796
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-52 ............. p 810
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-55 ............. p 789
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-56 ............. p 728
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-59 ............. p 748
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-60 ............. p 796
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-63 ............. p 755
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-66 ............. p 807
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-67 ............. p 728
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-68 ............. p 728
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-70 ............. p 729
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-71 ............. p 729
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-72 ............. p 729
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-73 ............. p 756
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-75 ............. p 438
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-77 ............. p 773
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-78 ............. p 773
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-80 ............. p 790
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-81 ............. p 790
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-82 ............. p 585
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-85 ............. p 729
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-86 ............. p 756
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-87 ............. p 729
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-98 ............. p 761
ONERA, TP NO. 1989-9 ............... p 553
ONRL-8-017-R ................................ p 835
ORNL/TM-10952 ........................... p 253
OTA-SET-381 ................................. p 524
PB88-115787 .................................. p 63
PB88-191168 .................................. p 62
PB88-197439 .................................. p 55
PB88-205489 .................................. p 56
PB88-209069 .................................. p 224
PB88-209135 .................................. p 102
PB88-209507 .................................. p 51
PB88-210760 .................................. p 29
PB88-240767 .................................. p 85
PB88-240783 .................................. p 85
PB88-240809 .................................. p 85
PB88-240817 .................................. p 84
PB88-240965 .................................. p 472
PB88-246368 .................................. p 135
PB88-250733 .................................. p 450
PB88-910409 .................................. p 23
PB88-910411 .................................. 464
PB88-910412 ........................ _......... 598
PB88-910414 .................................. 306
PB88-916902 .................................. 464
PB88-916903 .................................. 20
PB88-916904 .................................. 464
PB88-916905 .................................. 20
PB88-916906 .................................. 23
PB88-916908 .................................. 155
PB89-111470 .................................. 518
PB89-114318 .................................. 524
PB89-116263 .................................. 557
PB89-116271 .................................. 557
PB89-121453 .................................. ) 463
PB89-127831 .................................. 562
PB89-131114 .................................. ) 496
PB89-141279 .................................. ) 619
PB89-146039 .................................. ) 621
PB89-146047 .................................. ) 439
PB89-151021 .................................. ) 597
PB89-174767 .................................. ) 808
PB89-188569 .................................. ) 797
PB89-195788 .................................. ) 859
PB89-910401 .................................. ) 524
PB89-910405 .................................. ) 827
PB89-917001 .................................. _658
PD-CF-8921 .................................... p 747
PD-CF-8924 .................................... p 822
PD-FM-8804 .................................... p 82
PD-SE-8810 .................................... p 136
PNR90472 ....................................... p 403
PNRg0474 ....................................... p 401
PNRg0476 ....................................... p 412
PNR90480 ....................................... p 424
PNRg0482 ....................................... p 425
PNR90483 ....................................... p 433
PNRg0489 ....................................... p 435
PNR90490 ....................................... p 425
PNR90493 ....................................... p 401
PNR90496 ....................................... p 403
PNR90503 ....................................... p 412
PNRg0510 ....................................... p 427
A89-48734 #
A89-25566 #
A89-48735 #
A89-48737 #
A89-48740 #
A89-48741 #
A89-48744 #
A89-48745 #
A89-48747 #
A89-48750 #
A89-48751 #
A89-48752 #
A89-48754 #
A89-48755 #
A89-48756 #
A89-48757 #
A89-35376
A89-48759 #
A89-48760 #
A89-48762 #
A89-48763 #
A89-42079 #
A89-48765 *
A89-48766 #
A89-48767 #
A89-49488 #
A89-37631 #
N89-29336 #
N89-16069 #
N89-22591 #
N89-12537 #
N89-11690 #
N89-10429 #
N89-10499 #
N89.15899 #
N89-11739 #
N89-10212 #
N89-10042 #
N89-11716 #
N89-11715 #
N89-11714 #
N89-11713 #
N89-20126 #
N89-13125 #
N89-20092 #
N89-10873 #
N89-20112 #
N89-23436 #
N89-16768 #
N89-20109 #
N89-10036 #
N89-20110 #
N89-10035 #
N89-10871 #
N89-13413 #
N89-22571 #
N89-22591 #
N89-22807 #
N89-22016 #
N89-20108 #
N89-23048 * #
N89-20468 #
N89-23479 #
N89-23656 #
N89-20087 #
N89-23434 #
N89-27309 #
N89-27005 #
N89-28588 #
N89-22593 #
N89-28507 #
N89-25974 #
N89-27637 #
N89-28497 #
N89-I 1697 #
N89-12238 #
N89-19302 #
N89-18489 #
N89-18546 #
N89-18675 #
N89-18689 #
N89-19894 #
N89-19143 #
N89-18690 #
N89-18491 #
N89-19303 #
N89-19413 #
N89-19571 #
F-15
PNR90512
PNRg0512 ....................................... p 401 N89-18492 #
PNRg0520 ....................................... p 401 N89-18494 #
PNR90524 ....................................... p 401 N89-18495 #
PNR90528 ....................................... p 402 N89-18496 #
PNRg0530 ....................................... p 403 N89-19306 #
PNR90534 ....................................... p 426 N89-19525 #
PNR90537 ....................................... p 403 N89-19307 #
PNR90540 ....................................... p 403 N89-19308 #
POLY-AE-88-8 ................................ p 607 N89-23452 #
PSR-1925 ........................................ p 747 N89-27635 #
PSU-ME-R-87/88-0031 ................. p 53 N89-11189 #
PURDUE-MS-34971 ....................... p 192 N89-13755 * #
Ime'V.5574.212-VOL-2 ...................... p 412 N89-18550 * #
PW/GPD-FR-19031-2 .................... p 252 N89-16053 #
F:%'VA-5967-51 .................................. p 478 N89-20132 ° #
R-86-158-VOL-2 ............................. P 128 N89-12081 #
R-86-159-VOL-2 ............................. p 128 N89-12081 #
R-86-160-VOL-2 ............................. p 128 N89-12081 #
R/D-2835A-AN ............................... p 824 N89-29317 #
R/D-5499-EN-01 ............................ p 249 N89-15124 #
RAE-DR/55/07 .............................. p 3 N89-10003 #
RAE-MAT/STR-215 ....................... P 103 N89-11742 #
RAE-MAT/STR-221 ....................... p 103 N89-11743 #
RAE-MEMO-MAT/STR-1103 ........ p 120 N89-11880 #
RAE.TM-AERO-2124 ..................... p 103 N89-11744 #
RAE-TM-FM-6 ................................. p 408 N89-19319 #
RAE-TR-87077 ............................... p 103 N89-11742 #
RAE-TR-88017 ............................... P 103 N89-11743 #
RAE-TR-88042 ............................... p 3 N89-10003 #
RAND/N-2283/1-AF ...................... p 269 N89-16719 #
RANDIN-228312-AF ...................... p 270 N89-16720 #
RAND/N-2283/3-AF ...................... p 270 N89-16721 #
RAND/N-2283/4-AF ...................... p 270 N89-16722 #
REPT-M0-535200 ........................... p 45 N89-11020 #
REPT-M7-614800 ........................... p 128 N89-12075 #
REPT-013/88 .................................. p 527 N89-22598 #
REPT-118 ........................................ p 156 N89-13414 * #
REPT-20/7234-PY-382-R ............. p 609 N89-24311 #
REPT-3011-01-03-4675 ................. p 25 N89-10885 #
REPT-437103/79 ........................... p 45 N89-11020 #
REPT-47-188/F .............................. p 550 N89-22702 #
REPT-47-323/F .............................. p 550 N89-22703 #
REPT-4950/FTR-88-05-03 ............ p 659 N89-25979 #
REPT-6-88 ....................................... p 877 N89-29156
REPT-6216-055-REV ..................... p 533 N89-22604 #
REPT-8/88 ...................................... p 116 N89-11756 ° #
REPT-85/535800 ........................... p 396 N89-19297 #
REPT-86-9-71 ................................. p 88 N89-12553 * #
REPT-87/56 .................................... p 54 N89-11286 #
REPT-88-61112 .............................. p 806 N89-27954 #
REPT-88/03 .................................... p 115 N89-12571 #
REPT-88SRC12 .............................. p 233 N89-15104 #
REPT-882-111-101 ........................ p608 N89-23460 #
REPT-882-111-102 ........................ p608 N89-23461 #
RR-070 ............................................ p 793 N89-26870 #
RSRE-MEMO-4114 ........................ p465 N89-20114 #
RSRE-MEMO-4131 ........................ p 601 N89-23444 #
RU-TR-172-MAE-F-PT-7 ............... p 557 N89-22070 #
R87AEB111 .................................... p 140 N89-13256 * #
SAE AIR 1828 ................................ p 35 A89-10622
SAE AIR 1839 ................................ p 35 A89-10623
SAE AIR 1871B .............................. p 35 A89-10624
SAE AIR 1872 ................................ p 35 A89-10625
SAE AIR 1873 ................................ p 35 A89-10626
SAE AIR 4023 ................................ p 547 A89-37658
SAE AIR 784 ................................... p 534 A89-37654
SAE ARP 750 ................................. p 527 A89-37660
SAE ARP 841 ................................. p 534 A89-37661
SAE AS 1852 .................................. p 544 A89-37659
SAE P-205 ....................................... p 48 A89-10676
SAE P-208 ....................................... p 1
SAE P-216 ....................................... p 638
SAE PAPER 821555 ...................... p 19
SAE PAPER 871750 ...................... p 23
SAE PAPER 871751 ...................... p 24
SAE PAPER 871763 ...................... p 31
SAE PAPER 871789 ...................... p 57
SAE PAPER 871790 ...................... p 31
SAE PAPER 871804 ...................... p 57
SAE PAPER 872395 ...................... p 1
SAE PAPER 872400 ...................... p 1
SAE PAPER 872403 ...................... p 18
SAE PAPER 872405 ...................... p 27
SAE PAPER 872409 ...................... p 35
SAE PAPER 872410 ...................... p 35
SAE PAPER 872411 ...................... p 35
SAE PAPER 872417 ...................... p 27
SAE PAPER 872418 ...................... p 27
SAE PAPER 872419 ...................... p 27
SAE PAPER 872420 ...................... p 24
SAE PAPER 872426 ...................... p 1
SAE PAPER 872428 ...................... p 32
SAE PAPER 872434 ...................... p 6
SAE PAPER 872435 ...................... p 7
SAE PAPER 872436 ...................... p 27
SAE PAPER 872441 ...................... p 19
SAE PAPER 872443 ...................... p 19
SAE PAPER 872444 ...................... p 1
SAE PAPER 872445 ...................... p 32
SAE PAPER 872446 ...................... p 7
SAE PAPER 872447 ...................... p 7
SAE PAPER 872448 ...................... p 7
SAE PAPER 872449 ...................... p 19
SAE PAPER 872450 ...................... p 28
SAE PAPER 872456 ...................... p 39
SAE PAPER 872457 ...................... p 39
SAE PAPER 872458 ...................... p 48
SAE PAPER 872459 ...................... p 48
SAE PAPER 872481 ...................... p 48
SAE PAPER 872488 ...................... p 48
SAE PAPER 872494 ...................... p 49
SAE PAPER 872496 ...................... p 49
SAE PAPER 872497 ...................... p 49
SAE PAPER 872499 ...................... p 2
SAE PAPER 872501 ...................... p 42
SAE PAPER 872502 ...................... p 32
SAE PAPER 880625 ...................... p 37
SAE PAPER 880626 ...................... p 51
SAE PAPER 880774 ...................... p 57
SAE PAPER 880928 ...................... p 12
SAE PAPER 880929 ...................... p 42
SAE PAPER 880935 ...................... p 2
SAE PAPER 880936 ...................... p 2
SAE PAPER 880943 ...................... p 32
SAE PAPER 880945 ...................... p 2
SAE PAPER 880999 ...................... p 312
SAE PAPER 881001 ...................... p 313
SAE PAPER 881353 ...................... p 764
SAE PAPER 881354 ...................... p 764
SAE PAPER 881356 ...................... p 742
SAE PAPER 881357 ...................... p 313
SAE PAPER 881358 ...................... p 313
SAE PAPER 881359 ...................... p 313
SAE PAPER 881370 ...................... p 308
SAE PAPER 881371 ...................... p 318
SAE PAPER 881373 ...................... p 333
SAE PAPER 881374 ...................... p 318
SAE PAPER 881375 ...................... p 304
SAE PAPER 881376 ...................... p 305
SAE PAPER 881377 ...................... p 305
SAE PAPER 881378 ...................... p 305
SAE PAPER 881379 ...................... p 305
SAE PAPER 881381 ...................... p 314
SAE PAPER 881386 ...................... p 305
SAE PAPER 881388 ...................... p 336
SAE PAPER 881393 ...................... p 764
SAE PAPER 881396 ...................... p 742
SAE PAPER 881397 ...................... p 742
SAE PAPER 881399 ...................... p 313
SAE PAPER 881403 ...................... p 336
SAE PAPER 881407 ...................... p 314
SAE PAPER 881408 ...................... p 324
SAE PAPER 881409 ...................... p 324
SAE PAPER 881410 ...................... p 324
SAE PAPER 881411 ...................... p 324
SAE PAPER 881413 ...................... p 325
SAE PAPER 881414 ...................... p 325
SAE PAPER 881415 ...................... p 318
SAE PAPER 881416 ...................... p 319
SAE PAPER 881417 ...................... p 319
SAE PAPER 881418 ...................... p 324
SAE PAPER 881419 ...................... p 743
SAE PAPER 881420 ...................... p 783
SAE PAPER 881422 ...................... p 295
SAE PAPER 881424 ...................... p 743
A89-10627
A89-47326
A89-10654
A89-10580
A89-10581
A89-10582
A89-10584
A89-10585
A89-10589
A89-10628
A89-10629 *
A89-10631 *
A89-10632
A89-10635
A89-10636
A89-10637 *
A89-10639
A89-10640 * #
A89-10641
A89-10642
A89-10646
A89-10647
A89-10651 "
A89-10652
A89-10653
A89-10655
A89-10656
A89-10657
A89-10658
A89-10659 *
A89-10660
A89-10661
A89-10662
A89-10663
A89-10668
A89-10669
A89-10670
A89-10671
A89-10677
A89-10683
A89-10686
A89-10687
A89-10688
A89-10689
A89-10691
A89-10692
A89-12307 *
A89-12308 °
A89-10593
A89-12316
A89-12317
A89-12319
A89-12320
A89-12321
A89-12322 *
A89-27808
A89-27809
A89-51352
A89-51353 *
A89-51354 *
A89-28176 *
A89-28177 *
A89-28178
A89-28183
A89-28184
A89-28185
A89-28186
A89-28187
A89-28188
A89-28189
A89-28190
A89-28191
A89-28255
A89-28192 "
A89-28193
A89-51355 * #
A89-51356 *
A89-51357 * #
A89-28194
A89-28196 *
A89-28256
A89-28257
A89-28258
A89-28259
A89-28260
A89-28262
A89-28263
A89-28199
A89-28200
A89-28201
A89-28202
A89-51358 *
A89-51359 "
A89-28203 *
A89-51360
REPORT NUMBER INDEX
SAE PAPER 881428 ...................... p 269
SAE PAPER 881430 ...................... p 333
SAE PAPER 881431 ...................... p 313
SAE PAPER 881432 ...................... p 313
SAE PAPER 881433 ...................... p 314
SAE PAPER 881435 ...................... p 349
SAE PAPER 881438 ...................... p 319
SAE PAPER 881440 ...................... p 319
SAE PAPER 881443 ...................... p 534
SAE PAPER 881444 ...................... p 356
SAE PAPER 881447 ...................... p 356
SAE PAPER 881448 ...................... p 295
SAE PAPER 881449 ...................... p 336
SAE PAPER 881451 ...................... p 691
SAE PAPER 881452 ...................... p 692
SAE PAPER 881454 ...................... p 336
SAE PAPER 881460 ...................... p 658
SAE PAPER 881461 ...................... p 661
SAE PAPER 881468 ...................... p 657
SAE PAPER 881469 ...................... p 661
SAE PAPER 881470 ...................... p 661
SAE PAPER 881472 ...................... p 319
SAE PAPER 881481 ...................... p 324
SAE PAPER 881483 ...................... p 764
SAE PAPER 881484 ...................... p 295
SAE PAPER 881485 ...................... p 764
SAE PAPER 881486 ...................... p 743
SAE PAPER 881488 ...................... p 743
SAE PAPER 881498 ...................... p 325
SAE PAPER 881499 ...................... p 325
SAE PAPER 881500 ...................... p 325
SAE PAPER 881501 ...................... p 349
SAE PAPER 881504 ...................... p 314
SAE PAPER 881515 ...................... p 333
SAE PAPER 881519 ...................... p 718
SAE PAPER 881521 ...................... p 743
SAE PAPER 881524 ...................... p 718
SAE PAPER 881533 ...................... p 341
SAE PAPER 881534 ...................... p 341
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A59.13547 # p 134
A89-13545 *# p 68
A89-13549 # p68
A89-13552 # p68
A89-13553 # p68
A89*13554 # p69
G-1
A89-13555
A89-13555 # p 115
A89-13556 # p 89
A89-13558 # p 105
A89-13559 # p 105
A89-13560 # p 69
A89-13561 # p 118
A89-13562 # p 122
A89-13563 # p 122
A89-13566 # p 69
A89-13568 # p 69
A89-13569 # p 69
A89-13570 # p 117
A89-13573 # p 69
A89-13577 # p 69
A89-13578 # p 70
A89-13579 * # p 70
A89-13580 # p 70
A89-13581 * # p 122
A89-13582 # p 93
A89-13583 # p 93
A89-13584 # p 93
A89-13585 # p 70
A89-13586 # p 70
A89-13588 # p 93
A89-13589 # p 122
A89-13590 # p 105
A89-13592 *# p 135
A89-13593 # p 70
A89-13594 # p 122
A89-13595 # p 123
A89-13597 # p 140
A89-13598 *# p 135
A89-13599 # p 70
A89-13600 # p 93
A89-13601 # p 71
A89-13602 # p 71
A89-13603 # p 71
A89-13604 *# p 93
A89-13605 # p 71
A89-13606 # p 94
A89.13607 # p 94
A89-13608 # p 135
A89-13609 *# p 94
A89-13610 *# p94
A89-13611 *# p94
A89-13612 *# p 94
A89-13615 # p 94
A89-13616 # p 123
A89-13617 # p 135
A89-13618 # p 104
A89-13619 # p 115
A89-13620 # p 115
A89-13621 # p 115
A89-13622 "# p 115
A89-13623 *# p 135
A89-13624 # p 71
A89-13625 # p 136
A89-13628 # p 95
A89-13627 # p 95
A89-13530 # p 71
A89-13631 # p 71
A89-13632 # p 112
A89-13833 # p 118
A89-13834 # p 85
A89-13835 # p 95
A88-13838 # p95
A89-13637 # p 112
A89-13638 # p 112
A89-13839 # p 95
A88.13640 # p72
A88-13642 # p 72
A89-13643 "# p 72
A89-13644 # p 72
A80-13645 # p 72
A89-13849 # p 123
A89-13850 # p 123
A89-13651 # pO5
A89-13852 # p 123
A59-13853 # p 105
A89-13854 # p 106
A89-13855 # p 72
A89-13656 # p72
A89-13857 # p95
A89-13858 # p 112
A89.13889 # p35
A89-13661 # p96
A89-13663 # p98
A88-13684 # p 96
A88.13865 # p98
A89-13_ # p 123
A89.13m # p 96
A89.13669 # p 96
A88-13870 # p 96
A89-13871 # p81
A89-13872 # p 97
A89-13673 # p 123
G-2
A89-13674 #
A89-13675 #
A89-13676 #
A89-13677 #
A89-13678 #
A89-13679 #
A89-13680 #
A89-13682 #
A89-13684 ° #
A89-13685 #
A89-13686 #
A89-13687 #
A89-13688 #
A89-13691 #
A89-13692 #
A89-13696
A89-13725 * #
A89-14038
A89-14039
A89-14199 *
A89-14200 *
A89-14491
A89-14548 #
A89-14697
A89-14769
A89-14772
A89-14820
A89-14899
A89-14951 #
A89-14975
A89-14976 " #
A89-14980 * #
A89-14982 * #
A89-14984 #
A89-14988 °
A89-15004
A89-15008
A89-15021 *
A89-15024
A89-15034
A89-15035
A89-15043
A89-15065
A89-15067
A89-15068
A89-15070
A89-15071
A89-15076
A89-15077
A89-15078
A89-15079 *
A89-15080 °
A89-15081
A89-15082
A89-15083 °
A89-15084
A89-15085
A89-15088
A89-15089 "
A89-15090
A89-15091 *
A89-15006 "
A89-15097
A89-15098
A89-15099
A89-15101
A89-15119
A89-15203
A59-18420
A89.15423
A89-15488 "
A89-15507
A89-15557
A89-15580
A89-15863
A89-18570
A89-15535
A89-15596
A89-15606 *
A89.15611
ASG-15843
A89-15648
A89.15854
A89-15858
A89-15857
A89.15685
A89-15666
A89-15872
A89-15679
A89-15688
A89-15689
A89-15890
A89-15805
A89-15896
A89-18897
A89-18898
) 97
) 73
) 73
) 73
) 97
106
106
)88
) 97
) 73
) 73
) 73
) 73
) 74
) 74
) 74
106
) 74
) 74
74
74
) 89
123
124
75
75
106
118
75
124
75
75
75
75
137
124
124
76
97
104
61
97
118
97
106
124
124
137
98
98
107
107
137
138
136
138
138
) 138
) 138
134
138
: 124
124
98
98
p 98
p 125
p 119
p81
p 125
p 125
p 98
p 125
p 118
p 98
p 98
poe
p 128
p 99
p 112
p 99
p 99
p 76
p 78
p 125
p 78
p 78
p 76
p 76
p 78
p 77
p 77
p 77
p 77
p 77
p 77
A89-15705 # 112
A89-15706 # 134
A89-15707 # 99
A89-15708 # 107
A89-15736 125
A89-15747 119
A89-15778 104
A89-15779 104
A89-15785 125
A89-15795 89
A89-15797 89
A89-15812 90
A89-15876 ° 134
A89-15877 ° 104
A89-15897 125
A89-15937 88
A89-15967 *# 77
A89-15968 # 126
A89-16069 # 112
A89-16076 # 99
A89-16077 99
A89-16078 ) 99
A89-16079 _ 61
A89-16080 _ 99
A89-16082 :*99
A89-16083 ) 100
A89.16084 _ 62
A89-16085 _ 62
A89-16087 *# 100
A89-16088 # 113
A89-16089 # _ 100
A89-16090 # 113
A_9-16091 # _ 77
A89-16092 * # _ 78
A89-16093 ° # _ 78
A89-16094 # p 78
A89-16095 ° # p 78
A89.16096 # p 78
A89-16097 *# p 78
A89-16098 "# p 100
A89-16099 # p 113
A89-16102 "# p 107
A89-16107 *# p 138
A89-16109 # p 126
A89-16110 # p 78
A89-16111 *# p107
A89-16114 # p 78
A89-16154 # p 113
A89-16155 # p 136
A88-16156"# p113
A89-16157 # p 113
A89-16158 # p 113
A89-16172 p 119
A89-16201 p 62
A89-18203 # p 62
A89-18204 # p 90
A89-18205 # p 90
A89-16215 p 100
A89-16225 p 100
A89-18258 *# p 78
A89-18313 # p 78
A89-18322 p 100
A89-18323 p 118.
A89-18325 p 78
A89-18352 p 79
A89-18357 p 119
A89-18358 p 126
A89-16433 # p 100
A89-10438 # p 79
A89-16437 # p 113
A89-18438 # p 128
A89-16442 # p 113
A89-16443 # p 128
A89-16448 # p 100
A89-16447 # p 79
A89-16458 *# p 126
A89-18459 # p 79
A89.16460 # p 107
A89.16483 # p79
A88.16465 *# p 107
A89.16477 # p 79
A89-18478 # p 79
A89-18470 # p 107
A89-16482 # p 79
A89.16508 * # p 80
A89-16811 *# p 138
A89-18512 *# p 138
A89-18515 "# p 118
A89-16518 * p 136
A89-18524 # p 101
A89-18526 # p 117
A89.18527 # p 80
A88-18588 p140
A89-18547 # p 101
A89.18548 # p 80
A89-18882 p 113
A89-16738
A89-16778
A89-16826 #
A89-16827 #
A89.16833 #
A89-16834 #
A89-16835 #
A89-16850 #
A89.16856 #
A89.16858 #
A89.16859 #
A89.16862 #
A89-16864 #
A89-16865 #
A89-16866 #
A89.16881
A89.16927 °
A89-16928
A89-16929 *
A89-16930
A89-16931 *
A89-16932
A89-16934 *
A89-16944
A89-16952
A89-17009
A89-17013
A89-17015
A89-17018
A89-17019
A89-17021
A89-17022
A89-17024
A89-17025
A89-17063
A89.17121
A89.17122
A89-17130
A89-17147 #
A89-17150 #
A89-17183 °
A89-17401 "
A89-17448
A89-17460
A89-17489
A89-17619
A89-17622
A89-17624
A89-17742 #
A89-17745 #
A89.17867 #
A89.17874 #
A89-17929
A89-17940 * #
A89-17941 * #
A89-17942 ° #
A89-17943 * #
A89-17965 °
A89-17979
A89-18009
A89-18011
A89-18015
A89-18023
A89-18025
A89-18030
A89-18034
A89-18051
A89-18052 #
A89-18053 #
A89-18054 #
A89-18055 #
A89-18056 #
A89-18057 #
A89-18058 #
A89-18060 * #
A89-18062 #
A89-18064 #
A80-18058 #
A89-18068 #
A89-18070 #
A89-18071 #
A89-18072 #
A89-18078 #
A89-18077 #
A89-18080 #
At'J.18083 * #
A89-18085 #
A89-18088 * #
A89-18087 #
A89-18088 #
A89.18090 #
A89-18092 #
A89-18093 #
A89-18094 #
A89-18095 #
A89.15098 #
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
116 A89-18097 # p 171
119 A89-18098 # p 179
114 A89-18099 # p 179
) 80 A89-18100 # p 179) 80
101 A89-18101 ° # p 180
) 80 A89-18102 # p 171
126 A89-18104 # p 187
126 A89-18105 # p 187
107 A89-18108 # p 180
107 A89-18109 # p 171
126 A89-18110 # p 180
108 A89-18111 # p 199
127 A89-18112 °# p 172
108 A89-18114 # p 180
) 80 A89-18115 # p 199
127 A89-18119 # p 172
127 A89-18120 # p 172
101 A89-18121 # p 172
80 A89-18122 # p 172
) 80 A89-18123 # p 172
81 A89-18124 # p 176
127 A89-18125 # p 172
81 A89-18125 # p 173
81 A89-18127 # p 157
81 A89-18128 # p 173
127 A89-18129 # p 173
81 A89-18132 °# p 173
81 A89-18133 # p 182
81 A89-18134 # p 173
81 A89-18137 # p 199
82 A89-18141 # p 199
82 A89-18143 # p 157
82 A89-18145 # p 158
82 A89-18151 °# p 158
A89-18152 # p 15882
127 A89-18153 # p 158
A89-18154 # p 158101
143 A_39-18155 # p 158
143 _,89-18156 # p 158
157 A89-18157 # p 159
A89-18158 # p 187186
187 A89-18159 # p 187
143 A89-18160 # p 200
A89-18161 # p 188p197
185 A89-18162 # p 200
185 A89-18163 # p 200
161 A89-18165 # p 173
175 A89-18166 # p 200
) 184 A89-18173 # p 159
) 204 A89-18174 # p 173
A89-18175 # p 159143
184 A89-18176 # p 159
144 A89-18178 # p 200
175 A89-18180 # p 159
175 A89-18181 # p 159
176 A89-18182 # p 159
197 A89-18183 # p 159
187 A89-18185 # p 188
197 A89-18188 # p 174
141 A89-18189 # p 174
197 A89-18190 # p 174
141 A89-18259 p 195
141 A89-18346 p 181
198 A89-18347 p 141
198 A89-18349 p 181
'_89 A89-18350 p 181
189 A89-18355 p 144
141 A89-18387 p 144
169 A89-18401 p 174
170 A89-18848 p 144
198 A89-18554 p 196
D 170 A89-18844 p 188
170 A89-18850 p 185
170 A89-18889 p 144
198 A89-18871 p 144
= 198 A89-18875 p 144
= 198 A89-19741 p 188
b178 A89-18749 # p 145
p179 A89-18750 # p 145
) 179 A89-18751 p 160
t 170 A89-18752 p 181
179 A89-18753 p 160
179 A89-18754 p 180
) 170 A89-18757 p 188
198 A89-18788 p 188
170 A89-18801 p 188
b199 A89-18803 p 145
) 199 A89-18851 p 141
) 199 A89-18852 p 188
) 171 A89-18853 p 145
) 171 A89-18854 p 181
A89-18855 * p 145
) 157 A89-18858 p 145
187 A89-18857 * p 145
171 A89-15858 p 148
171 A89-15859 p 142
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A89-18860
A89-18862
A89-18863
A89-18864
A89-18865
A89-18867 °
A89-18868
A89-18869
A89-18870
A89-18871
A89-18873
A89-18874
A89-18875
A89-18876
A89-18877 *
A89-18878
A89-18879 *
A89-18880
A89-18881
A89-18882
A89-18883
A89-18884
A89-18885
A89-18888
A89-18891
A89-18892
A89-18893
A89-18894
A89-18895
A88-18896
A89-18897
A89-18898 °
A89-18899
A89-18900
A89-18901
A89-18903
A89-18904
A89°18905
A89-18906 *
A89-18907
A89-18908
A89-18909
A89-18910
A89-18911
A89-18912
A89-18913
A89-18914 °
A89-18915
A89-18916
A89-18917
A89-18918
A89-18919
A89-18920
A89-18921
A89-18922
A89-18923
A89-18924
A89-18925
A89-18926
A89-18928
A89-18929
A89-18931 #
A89-18932 #
A89-18933 " #
A89-18934 * #
A69-18936 #
A89-18936 #
A88-18937 #
,8,89-18938 #
A89-18939 °
A89-18940
A89-18946
A89-18948
A89-18949
A89-18950
A89-19125
A89-19167
A89-19196 "
A89-19427
A89-19481
A89-19861
A89-19857
A89-19568
N!9.19859
A89-19650
A89-19586
A89-19625 *
A89-19660
A89-1 gee 1
A89-1_4
A89-19672
A89-12076
A89-19679
A89-18718
A89-19789 #
A89-19780 #
142
142
161
2O0
174
174
174
142
162
188
142
162
162
162
162
162
162
163
163
163
155
189
163
163
189
) 189
) 163
) 189
) 189
)163
) 189
)163
)164
182
J164
) 180
_180
)180
) 189
p120
p 176
) 155
) 155
p154
) 203
p203
v203
146
146
146
)146
146
)164
_164
_200
_164
)164
185
)190
165
165
165
t 175
165
165
) 165
P120
D201
185
) 146
147
J 147
D208
) 204
)204
190
147
176
185
185
142
181
181
166
) 201
193
147
147
181
147
203
166
201
190
147
166
A89-19793 #
A89-19800 #
A89-19801 #
A89.19803 #
A89-19805 #
A89.19806 #
A89-19808 #
A89-19809 #
A89.19810 #
A89-19811 #
A89-19813 #
A89-19860 #
A89-19861 #
A89-19862 #
A89-19864 #
A89-19867
A89-19870
A89-19876 #
A89-19884 #
A89-19902 #
A89-19903 #
A89-19904 #
A89-19905 #
A89-19908 • #
A89-19909 * #
A89-19911 #
A89-19924 #
A89-19927
A89-19950 #
A89-19981
A89-19982
A89-20020
A89-20114
A89-20 117
A89-20122
A89-20123 #
A89-20131 #
A89-20132 #
A89-20133 * #
A89-20134 * #
A89-20135 ° #
A89-20136 #
A89-20137 o#
A89-20138 #
A89-20139 #
A89-20140 #
A89-20141 #
A89-20142 ° #
A89-20143 * #
A89-20144 #
A89-20145 "#
A89-20146 ° #
A89-20147 #
A89-20148 #
A89-20149 #
A89-20150 #
A89-20170
A89-20176 * #
A89-20179 #
A89-20180 "#
A89-20181 #
A89-20182 #
A89-20154 #
A89-20188 #
,6,60-20228
A89-20233
A89-20234
A89-20236
A89-20238
A89-20237
A89-20238
A89-20239
A89-20240
A89-20241
A89-20242
A89-20243
A89-20244
A89-20245
A89-20281
A89-20268 '
A89-20311 #
A89-20312 #
A89-20318 #
A89-20314 #
A80.20318 #
A69-20818 ' #
A89-20317 #
A89-20318 #
A89-20819 #
A89-20320 #
A89-20321 #
A89-20322 ' #
A89-20323 #
A89-20324 ' #
A89-20325 #
A89-20825
178
181
148
176
148
190
183
166
155
201
181
201
201
201
142
160
184
163
183
203
203
148
148
146
190
190
148
148
183
186
166
166
190
160
160
160
146
148
149
149
166
204
149
167
201
149
149
149
204
167
149
191
149
149
150
187
181
150
150
150
150
150
150
191
142
184
183
150
187
187 '
181
100
176
178
143
185
185
183
) 206
)196
)1SO
)150
) 151
= 155
191
181
181
167
181
_155
p155
161
) 182
) 191
181
177
A89-20635 #
A89-20637 #
A89-20638 #
A89-20744
A89-20745
A89-20747
A89-20837
A89-20948
A89-20949 *
A89-20950 °
A89-20956 #
A89-20957 #
A89-20958 #
A89-20966
A89-20978
A89-21021
A89-21092 #
A89-21095 #
A89-21132
A89-21138
A89-21147
A89-21153 *
A89-21156
A89-21176
A89-21248
A89-21277
A89-21283
A89-21284
A89-21285 *
A89-21287
A89-21288
A89-21289
A89-21375
A89-21401
A89-21407
A89-21409
A89-21480
A89-21490
A89-21515
A89-21553
A89-21554
A89-21555
A89-21556
A89.21557
A89-21558
A89-21562
A89-21564
A89-21565
A69-21567
A89-21568
A89-21569
A89-21571
A89-21573
A89-21574
A89-21575
A89-21576
A89-21580
A89-21581
A88-21582
A89-21584
A89-21590
A89-21691
A89-21692
A89-21644
A89-21789
A89-21796 #
A89-21817
A89-21818
A89-21620
A89-21543 #
A89-21648
A89-21848
A89-21923
A89-22001 #
A89-22003 #
A89-22004 #
A89-22005 #
A89-22006 #
A89-22009 #
A89-22029 #
A89-22227
A89-22281
A89-22280
A69-22240
A89-22248
A89-22278 "#
A89-22277 ° #
A89-22288 ° #
A89-22286 #
A89-22287 #
A89-22288 #
A89-22289 #
A89-22201 ' #
A89-22292 #
A89-22293 #
A89-22254 #
151
167
) 182
) 143
) 167
) 143
236
) 207
) 238
) 238
)208
) 242
) 263
) 265
) 267
) 2O7
)208
208
) 253
) 253
262
208
253
224
262
253
208
208
208
236
253
248
223
238
227
207
254
265
208
254
242
238
239
254
250
254
239
209
209
227
228
239
239
239
254
254
2O9
209
)209
2O9
2O9
)209
) 210
) 254
) 228
) 298
224
236
254
2o7
228
,207
p210
262
p210
210
210
210
239
210
p250
) 210
)211
p211
)211
_211
) 250
)2ee
) 288
) 258
) 285
) 288
) 239
) 289
) 285
) 228
A89-22295 #
A89-22327 •
A89-22328
A89-22329
A89-22330 °
A89-22333
A89-22337 *
A89-22339
A89-22342
A89-22346
A88-22352 #
A89-22355 * #
A89-22357 #
A89-22358 * #
A89-22359 * #
A89-22362 #
A89-22368 #
A89-22369 "#
A89-22373 #
A89-22504 #
A89-22506 #
A89-22507 "#
A89-22508 "#
A89-22509 "#
A89-22516 #
A89-22576 *
A89-22578 ° #
A89-22613
A89-22626 #
,4,89-22627 #
A89-22629 #
A89-22735 * #
A89-22757 #
A89-22758 #
A89-22760 #
A89-22761 #
A89-22762 #
A89-22783 #
A89-22783
A89-22785
A89-22787
A89-22797
A89-22801
A89-22805 "
A89-22807
.4,89-22808
A89-22809 * #
A89-22810 #
A89-22812 #
A89-22813 #
A89-22814 #
A89-22816 #
A89-22817 * #
A89-22818 ° #
A89-22825
A89-22848
A69-22872 #
A89-22876 #
A89-22890 #
A89-22926
A89-22927 *
A89-22928
A89-22541
A80-22976
A69-22976
A89-23002 #
A89-23003 #
A69-23012
A50-23027
A89-23051
A89-23120 #
A89-23148
A89-23149
A89.23150 ' #
A89-23182 "#
A89-23183 ° #
A89-23154 ' #
A89-23186 #
A89-23188 #
A69-23187 #
A89-23192 • #
A89-23301 #
A89-28302 #
A89-23304 #
A89-23308 * #
A89-20506 * #
A89-23307 * #
A89-28308 #
A89-28809 ' #
A89-23310 #
A89-20311 #
A89-20312 #
A89-23313 #
A89-23314 #
A89-23315 #
A89-23318 #
)211
)266
211
228
211
211
211
212
212
212
255
212
212
212
212
255
212
248
255
242
242
242
262
242
242
212
255
251
213
213
223
213
213
213
213
213
213
214
255
266
266
255
214
214
228
224
214
228
214
214
214
256
228
228
214
256
242
215
261
239
240
251
249
228
) 229
) 229
207
) 256
) 251
229
215
p240
_240
229
240
) 215
215
) 215
p218
240
229
) 248
256
)243
) 243
) 229
)216
) 220
) 218
) 229
) 229
249
) 283
) 203
) 230
) 230
A89-24172
A89-23317 # p 236
A89-23318 # p 243
A89-23319 *# p 230
A89-23320 # p_230
A89-23321 # ) 216
A89-23322 # ) 230
A89-23323 # _ 230
A89-23325 # ) 236
A89-23326 # :) 243
A89-23327 ° # ) 230
A89-23328 # _ 230
A89-23329 # ) 263
A89-23330 # ) 263
A89-23331 # ) 256
A89-23332 # ) 256
A89-23333 # ) 230
A89-23334 # _ 236
A89-23335 # _ 223
A89-23337 # ) 237
A89-23338 # _ 216
A89-23339 # _ 231
A89-23340 # ) 231
A89-23341 # 256
A89-23342 # 231
A89-23343 # 216
A89-23344 # _ 216
A89-23345 # ) 231
A89-23347 # :_231
A89-23348 # ) 231
A89-23349 # :, 207
A89-23350 # ) 231
A89-23351 # .')266
A89-23352 # :_231
A89-23353 # :) 231
A89-23355 # :) 232
A89.23356 # :) 237
A89-23357 # :) 256
A89-23358 # _ 225
A89-2335g # ) 266
A89-23360 # ) 243
A89-23361 # ) 243
A89-23362 # _ 216
A89-23363 # ) 243
A89-23364 # :) 244
A89-23365 # ) 244
A89-23366 # ) 232
A89-23367 # _ 232
A89.23368 # ) 216
A89-23369 # ) 232
A89-23371 # ) 232
A89-23372 # ) 232
A89-23373 # ) 232
A89.23374 # ) 263
A88-23375 # ) 224
A89-23378 # ) 232
A89-23377 # ) 233
A89*23378 # _ 237
A89-23380 # _ 233
A89-23381 # _ 244
A89°23573 _ 283
A89-23580 ) 258
A89-23856 _ 283
A89-23682 ) 257
A89-23888 _ 218
A89-23690 :)216
A89-23692 ;) 217
A89-23693 _ 217
A89.23695 ;)257
A89-23723 ;)217
A89-23507 ;) 240
.469-23811 p 217
A89-23812 p 217
A89-23818 p 257
A89-23814 p 249
A89-23816 p 267
A89-23818 p 240
A89-23818 p 217
A89-23819 p 225
A89-23853 p 257
A89-23870 p 257
A89-23871 p 240
A89-23872 p 241
A89-23873 p 217
A89-23891 # p 251
A89-23977 # p 244
A89-23876 # p217
A89-23979 # p263
A89-23004 p 257
A89-24054 p 225
A89-24008 p 250
A89-24070 p 225
A89-24094 p 267
A89-24096 p 268
A89-24100 p 228
A89-24142 p 288
A89-24172 p 258
G-3
A89-24242
A89.24242 #
A89.24301 #
A89-243O2 #
A89-24303 • #
A89-24304 #
A89-24305 #
A89.24306 "#
A89-24307 * #
A89-24308 * #
A89-24309 * #
A89-24310 #
A89-24311 *#
A89-24312 *#
A89-24313 "#
A89-24317 #
A89.24318 #
A89.24319 #
A89-24321 #
A89-24324 #
A89-24374
A89-24487
A89-24488
A89-24489
A89-24430
A89-24491
A89-24492
A89-24493
A89-24499
A89.24500
A89-24501
A89-24526 *
A89-24527
A89-24529
A89-24582
A89-24857
A89-24839
A88-24700
A89-24702
A89-24703
A89-24704
A89.24809
A89-24823 '
A88-24824
A89-24881
A83-24852
A88-24853
A89-24854
A89-24855
A83-24836
A89-24857
A89.24858
A89-24859
A89-24872 *
A89-24884
A89-24915
A89.24917
A89.24919
A89.24922 #
A89-24923 #
A89-24925 #
A89-24989 "#
A89-24995 #
A89-25002 #
A89-25003 #
A89-25004 #
A89-25005 * #
A89.25006 "#
A89-25008 #
A89-25009 #
A89-25011 #
A89-25012 #
A89.25013 #
A89-25014 *#
A89.25016 *#
A89.25017 #
A89-25018 #
A89-25019 *#
A89-25020 °#
A89-25021 #
A89-25022 *#
A88-25023 °#
A89-25024 #
A89-25025 *#
A89-25026 *#
A89-25025 "#
A89-25031 '#
A89.25035 #
A89-25038 #
A83.25037 "#
A89.25039 *#
A89-25040 #
A89.25041 #
A89-25042 #
A89-25065 "#
A89-25071 *#
A89-25072 " #
G-4
) 218
) 218
1218
218
p218
p218
233
218
218
258
244
244
218
218
225
225
218
268
258
224
) 244
) 244
) 245
) 245
) 245
) 245
) 263
) 249
) 245
) 245
) 245
p233
248
_284
213
233
228
267
b267
,288
264
) 218
219
237
237
237
248
237
226
237
237
241
258
266
322
322
309
270
) 270
) 270
) 322
) 343
) 270
) 271
) 322
) 322
322
331
310
331
331
331
331
271
271
271
271
271
272
272
272
272
272
272
272
272
334
334
273
273
) 273
) 310
) 334
) 343
) 273
) 273
A89.25073 *# p 273
A89-25074 *# p 273
A89.25075 °# p 274
A89-25076 # p 274
A89-25081 # p 310
A89-25082 # p 343
A89-25085 # p 274
A89.25090 # p 274
A89-25092 # p 322
A89-25099 "# p 274
A89.25100 # )274
A89.25101 # p343
A89-25102 *# _275
A89-25103 # _275
A89-25104 # =275
A89.25106"# p310
A89-25108 *# )275
A89-25110 # )275
A89-25111 # )275
A89-25115 "# ,275
A89-25118 "# ,343
A89.25119 # _344
A89-25123 # _276
A89-25131 *# 334
A89-25132 # 334
A89-25133 "# _ 276
A89-25135 * # ) 334
A89-25150 # ) 344
A89-25158 # ) 310
A89-25158 # 335
A89-25166 # 278
A83-25167 *# 276
A89-25168 # 278
A89-25169 * # 278
A89-25170 *# 278
A89-25172 # 277
A88-25174 ° # 277
A83-25178 # 277
A89-25178 # 277
A89-25181 * # 344
A89-25182 # 277
A89-25183 # 344
A88-25184 # 277
A89.25186 # 277
A80-25188 # ) 278
A88-25190 # ) 340
A89-25181 # ) 344
A89-25193 # ) 340
A89-25199 * # ) 269
A89-25207 '# )278
A89-25208 "# )339
A88-25218 # )323
A89-25219 *# )278
A89-25221 °# )310
A89-25222 # )278
A89-25223 *# )278
A89-25224 "# )278
A89-25225 # )278
A89-25226 # )279
A89-25227 # )273
A89-25228 * # _279
A89-2523O # )279
A89-25231 # )279
A89-25232 *# _279
A89-25236 "# _310
A89-25237 # _279
A89-25238 # ,280
A89-25242 °# _280
A89-25244 # p280
A89-25245 # _280
A89-25246 "# _280
A89-25248 # )280
A89-25252 *# _281
A89-25253 # )281
A89-25273 # _281
A89-25274 *# p281
A89-25275 # _344
A89-25276 # =281
A83-25284 * # _281
A89-25285 * # _281
A89-25286 *# ,282
A89-25288 *# 282
A89-25298 # ,282
A89-25289 # 282
A89-25300 # _282
A89-25301 # _282
A89-25305 # =353
A83-25308 "# _282
A89-25307 * # _344
A83-25308 * # _283
A88-25308 # _283
A89-25310 *# b354
A89-25314 # _283
A89-25315 # D283
A89-25317 *# : 283
A89-25319 # ,283
A83-25320 #
A83-25326 #
A89-25328 #
A89-25337 * #
A89-25363 #
A89-_5364"#
A89-25385 #
A89-25366"#
A89-25367 #
A89-25376 * #
,6,89-25377 "#
A89-25379 "#
A89-25383 "#
A89-25385 * #
A89-25387 #
A89-25390 #
A89-25403 #
A89-25418 "#
A89-25420 #
A89-25421 #
A89-25424 #
A89-25426"#
A89-25427 #
A89-25428 #
A89-25429 *#
A89-25430 #
A89-25431 *#
A88-25432 #
A89-25440 *#
A88-25441 #
A89-25443 *#
A89-25444 #
A88-25445 #
A89-25448 * #
A88-25447 ' #
A88-28448 #
A88.25449 #
A89.25450 #
A89-25451 #
A88.25452 *#
A89-25453 #
A89-25454"#
A89-25458 #
A89-25478 #
A88.25455 "#
A88-25431 #
A88-28482 #
A89-25493 #
A89-25494 #
A89-25505 #
A88-25506 #
A89-25507 #
A89-25509 '#
A89-25510 #
A89-25511 * #
A89-25512 * #
A89-25513 #
A89-25514 "#
A89-25517 *#
A89-25521 "#
A89-25526 #
A83-25530 #
A89-25532 #
A89-25533 #
A89-25534 #
A89-25545 #
A89-25547 #
A89-25549 * #
A89-25553 "#
A89-25554 *#
A89-25555 #
A89-25556 #
A89-25557 #
A89-25558 #
A89-25560 * #
A89-25561 " #
A89-25562 #
A89-25563 #
A89-25564 #
A89-25565 *#
A89-25566 #
A89-25567 #
A88-25588 * #
A88-25570 * #
A89-28871 ° #
A89-25572 #
A88-25578 #
A89-25583 #
A89-25584 #
A89-25585 #
A89-25590 #
A89-25591 "#
A89-25592 #
A89-25593 #
A89-25594 #
A83-25539 #
311
283
284
345
284
284
284
) 284
) 284
) 345
) 284
) 285
) 285
) 354
) 285
) 285
) 340
) 285
) 285
285
286
286
p286
269
)311
286
286
p288
345
p288
b288
_)287
345
287
287
287
)311
) 345
) 287
287
287
288
288
345
288
323
288
323
323
288
311
288
311
) 331
) 335
) 335
) 357
) 288
) 289
) 289
) 345
) 289
) 289
) 323
) 289
) 302
) 302
) 352
) 302
) 346
) 302
) 303
303
303
303
3O3
352
303
303
)311
303
304
338
348
)311
)311
352
352
304
304
348
335
304
352
353
353
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A89-25602 # )289
A89-25603 # _289
A89-25605 # _312
A89-25606 # _ 290
A89-25608 # _ 346
A89-25609 # ) 346
A89-25611 # _ 290
A89-25615 # ) 290
A89-25683 332
A89-25692 332
A89-25856 290
A89-25857 290
A89-25858 290
A89-25860 346
A89-25862 * 290
A89-25863 291
A89-25864 " 291
A89-25865 291
A89-25868 291
A83-25867 * 291
A89-25870 354
A89-25871 ) 332
A89-25902 ) 340
A89-25915 ) 341
A89-25919 )341
A89-25929 # ) 291
A89-2593O # ) 291
A89-25931 # ) 292
A89-25832 # ) 292
A89-25934 # ) 332
A89-25938 # =292
A89-25939 # =292
A89-25940 # _282
A88-25941 # _292
A89-25942 # _292
A89-25944 # =293
A89-25948 # _293
A89-26011 )293
A89-28038 )354
A89-26163 )293
A88-26171 _346
A88-28157 _354
A88.28183 _332
A89-26196 )364
A89-28214 " )353
A88-28218 _353
A88-26231 _304
A89-28273 _346
A89-26274 )347
A89-28281 )347
A88-26284 )347
A88-26361 )341
A89-26388 # _233
A89-26389 "# )293
A89-28371 * # )293
A89-28373 "# _293
A89-28374 # _293
A89-26542 _347
A89-26548 )347
A89-26630 * _356
A89-26665 _357
A89-26666 _357
A89-26673 # _269
A89-26674 # 269
A89-26688 332
A89-26689 _ 294
A89-26701 _ 339
A89-26708 # ) 307
A89-26711 ) 340
A59-26721 ) 347
A89-28724 ) 307
A89-26725 ) 307
A89-26726 ) 307
A89-26733 ) 307
A89-26734 _ 307
A89-26735 ) 308
A89-26738 340
A89-26740 308
A89-28741 308
A89-26948 294
A59-28950 # 312
A89-27175 # 340
A89-27247 318
A88-27243 304
A89-27384 294
A88-27405 354
A89-27602 ' 354
A89-27609 * 355
A89-27811 355
A88-27813 * 312
A88-27814 355
A89-27818 355
A88-27822 * 355
A89-27823 355
A89-27824 * 318
A89-27629 ) 355
A89-27632
A89-27651
A89-27653 * #
A89-27654 * #
A89-27655 #
A89-27659 * #
A89-27661
A89-27664 * #
A89-27668 * #
A8_27670
A89-27674 * #
A89-27675 *#
A89-27692 #
A89-27693 * #
A89-27694 #
A83-27695 "#
A89-27706 #
A89-27716 #
A89-27728 #
A89-27733 #
A89-27734 *#
A89-27735 #
A88-27736 *#
A89-27737 "#
A89-27738 ' #
A89-27739 "#
A89-27740 * #
A88-27741 #
A89-27742 "#
A89-27744 '#
A89-27745 #
A89-27748 #
A8_27747 #
A89-27748 #
A89-27787
A88-27808
A88-27809
A88-27925
A89-28070 "
A89-28074
A88-28176 °
A88-28177 *
A89-28178
A89-28183
A88-28184
A88-28185
A89-28186
A88-28187
A88-28188
A89-28189
A88-28190
A88-28181
A89-28192 "
A83-28183
A89-28194
A89-28196 *
A89-28199
A89-28200
A89-28201
A89-28202
A89-28203 "
A89-28204
A89-28205 *
A89-28206 °
A89-28207
A89-28208
A89-28210
A89-28213
A89-28214
A89-28215
A89-28217
A89-28218 "
A89-28219
A89-28220 *
A89-28224
A89-28228 *
A89-28229 *
A89-28236
A89-28242
A89-28243
A89-28244
A89-28251 "#
A88-28252 #
A89-28254
A89-28255
A83-28288
A88-28257
A88-28258
A88-28258
A89-28260
A88.28262
A88-28283
A83-28264
A88-28285
A88-28266
A89-28267
347
348
) 335
335
335
348
348
318
318
) 318
) 336
) 336
) 348
) 348
) 323
) 312
)294
)294
) 294
) 341
332
) 312
) 332
) 333
)312
304
) 312
356
) 294
_348
348
) 294
312
_294
348
312
) 313
) 313
:)348
295
313
313
313
,308
318
333
_318
_304
305
,308
305
305
305
336
313
336
318
319
319
324
295
289
333
313
313
314
349
319
319
356
356
285
336
336
319
324
295
333
341
341
341
) 295
) 314
) 324
)314
) 314
) 324
324
324
) 324
325
) 325
325
) 325
325
343
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A89-28269 ) 314
A89-28292 # ) 308
A89-28293 # ) 308
A89-28294 # ) 305
A89-28296 # ) 308
A89-28297 # _309
A89-28298 # _309
A89-28299 # ) 309
A89-28336 # ) 325
A89-28337 # _325
A89-28341 * # _295
A89-28342 # p325
A89-28344 * # p341
A89-28345 # p349
A89-28350 _314
A89-28382 p356
A89-28396 _333
A89-28403 * # =325
A89-28404 "# =295
A89-28406 ° # ,295
A89-28407 * # _296
A89-28413 "# _296
A89-28428 ° # ,296
A89-28433 ,342
A89-28434 # ) 296
A89-28442 # ) 296
A89-28443 * # _ 296
A89-28444 # _ 296
A89-28448 # ) 305
A89-28451 * # ) 305
A89-28453 * # ) 297
A89-28454 * # ) 333
A89-28455 * # ) 336
A89-28456 # ) 314
A89-28457 * # _ 337
A89-28458 # 337
A89-28461 # 353
A89-28462 * # 326
A89-28463 * # 269
A89-28464 * # 306
A89-28486 306
A89-28536 * 428
A89-28550 403
A89-28551 404
A89-28585 404
A89-28595 429
A89-28621 429
A89-28627 429
A89-28849 413
A89-29100 409
A89-29102 # 413
A89-29104 # 413
A89-29106 # 413
A89-29125 413
A89-29130 429
A89-29159 409
A89-29160 # 385
A89-29162 * # 361
A89-29163 # 361
A89-29164 * # 427
A89-29165 # 362
A89-29166 * # 362
A89-29167 # 362
A89-29168 # 362
A89-29169 # 362
A89-29170 # 385
A89-29171 * # 385
A89-29175 359
A89-29184 * # 362
A89-29185 # 433
A89-29186 * # 362
A89-29192 # 362
A89-29203 # 409
A89-29204 # 362
A89-29208 # 363
A89-29210 # 406
A89-29214 # 427
A89-29231 # 413
A89-29232 # 363
A89-29239 # 413
A89-29243 # 363
A89-29244 # 406
A89-29252 # 434
A89-29253 # 434
A89-29254 # 434
A89-29255 # 385
A89-29263 # 363
A89-29264 # _ 363
A89-29270 # ) 407
A89-29273 # 428
A89-29275 # 379
A89-29276 # 363
A89-29278 # 409
A89-29279 # 414
A89-29280 # 434
A89-29281 # 363
A89-29282 #
A89-29283 #
A89-29284 #
A89-29288 *
A89-29297 *
A89-29323
A89-29347
A89-29348
A89-29349
A89-29351
A89-29428
A89-29441
A89-29442
A89-29451
A89-29452 °
A89-29453
A89-29454
A89-29455
A89-29458"
A89-29459
A89-29461
A89-29464
A89-29465
A89-29467
A89-29468
A89-29469
A89-29471 "
A89-29472
A89-29473
A89-29474
A89-29475
A89-29509
A89-29511
A89-29529
A89-29653 #
A89-29655 * #
A89-29679
A89-29737
A89-29738
A89-29740
A89-29755
A89°29756 #
A89-29924 *#
A89-29957
A89-29961
A89-29962
A89-29974
A89-29977 *
A89-29984
A89-29993
A89-30001
A89-30065
A89-30070
A89-30086
A89-30087
A89-30106
A89-30108
A89-30109
A89-30110
A89-30178
A89-30182
A89-30205
A89-30206
A89-30210
A89-30216
A89-30250
A89-30254
A89-30426
A89-30479 #
A89-30486 #
A89-30487 #
A89-30488 #
A89-30489 #
A89-30492 #
A89-30495 "#
A89-30498 #
A89-30499 *#
A89-30501 *#
A89-30505 #
A89-30508 #
A59-30510 #
A89-30514 #
A89-30519 #
A89-30522 * #
A89-30525 #
A89-30527 #
A89-30528 *#
A89-30532 #
A89-30533 #
A89-30536
A89-30537
A89-30538
A89-30539
A89-30554
A89-30555
A89-30616 #
364
) 364
:)407
407
409
400
407
385
385
434
397
400
359
359
386
386
386
397
410
386
410
414
386
414
414
414
414
386
414
5415
387
) 415
) 407
) 429
5410
) 407
) 364
) 407
) 435
) 387
) 415
5364
5364
) 410
) 387
1410
) 387
) 415
) 415
) 415
) 387
) 410
) 364
) 410
) 410
) 364
) 364
) 365
) 365
)415
)415
) 385
) 416
) 416
J365
) 365
) 416
t 435
p365
365
) 365
) 366
b366
t411
) 366
) 366
) 416
) 366
) 416
) 366
) 366
) 367
) 367
) 416
) 416
) 416
) 417
) 417
) 367
) 408
5367
5384
379
359
5417
5417
A89-30617
A89-30646 #
A89-30647 #
A89-30648 #
A89-30650 * #
A89-30651
A89-30658 #
A89-30659 "#
A89-30669 #
A89-30674 #
A8_30675 #
A89-30677 #
A69-30678 " #
A89-30679 " #
A89-30683 #
A89-30686 #
A89-30687 #
A89-30700"#
A89-30703 #
A89-30713 "#
A89-30714 *#
A89-30720 #
A89-30721 #
A89-30728 #
A89-30741 #
A89-30745 *#
A89-30749 #
A89-30750 *#
A89-30751 #
A89-30752 *#
A89-30753 #
A89-30764 *#
A89-30765 *#
A89-30766 #
A89-30767 #
A89-30786 #
A89-30796 #
A89-30797 #
A8_30798 *#
A89-30799 #
A89-30800 #
A89-30801 ° #
A89-30802 " #
A89-30831 *#
A89-30833 #
A89-30834 #
A89-30835 #
A89-30840 #
A89-30841 #
A89-30843 * #
A89-30848 * #
A89-30849 * #
A89-30850 #
A89-30851 * #
A89-30852 #
A89-30857 * #
A89-30858 * #
A89-30859 "#
A89-30860 #
A89-30878 #
A89-30878 * #
A8_30879 #
A89-30880 #
A89-30881 #
A89-30892 #
A89-30929
A89-30952 *
A89-30955
A89-30964
A89-30966"
A89-30976
A89-30977
A89-30978
A89-30984
A89-30985
A89-30986
A89-30987
A89-30988
A89-30989
A89-30990
A89-30992
A89-30994
A89-30996
A89-30997
A89-31004
A89-31015
A8_31019
A89-31021
A89-31052
A89-31059
A89-31083 *#
A89-31099
A89-31100" #
A89-31301
A89-31307
A89-31327 *
b404
359
400
b407
379
417
417
) 387
_417
) 387
418
) 388
) 404
) 388
) 429
418
430
430
430
388
388
388
388
389
418
400
389
369
389
389
389
404
367
367
367
390
368
390
390
368
368
390
390
418
) 434
390
)418
) 418
1 418
1 419
390
1 391
1 391
1 419
1 391
1419
1 391
1 404
1 400
1 419
5419
1 391
1 391
1 359
5 392
1 419
368
5 420
1 379
397
) 392
1 420
) 392
392
392
) 400
397
392
393
393
397
393
430
393
397
384
397
398
384
398
430
393
404
420
393
368
A89-31332
A89-31338
A89-31343 *
A89-31347 *
A89-31351
A89-31362 * #
A89-31421
A89-31451 #
A89-31456 #
A89-31458 "#
A89-31459 #
A89-31460 #
A89-31461 * #
A89-31462 #
A89-31463 "#
A89-31512 #
A89-31517 #
A89-31519 #
A89-31520 #
A89-31522 #
A89-31529 #
A89-31564
A89-31567
A89-31568
A89-31569
A89-31599
A89-31611
A89-31624
A89-31627
A89-31650 *
A89-31757
A89-31778
A89-31789
A89-31803 #
A89-31805 #
A89-31806 #
A89-31807 #
A89-31810 #
A89-31811 #
A89-31813 #
A89-31815 #
A89-31817 #
A89.31821 #
A89-31823 #
A89-31826 #
A89-31827 #
A89-31856 #
A89-31857 #
A89-31858 * #
A89-31859 #
A89-31860 #
A89-31861 #
A89-31862 #
A89.31863 #
A89-31864 #
A89-31865 #
A89.31866 "#
A89-31867 * #
A89-31901 #
A89.31905
A89-31907
A89-31908 * #
A89-31909 "#
A89-31910 #
A89-31911 °#
A89-31914 "#
A89-31916 #
A89.31917 #
A89-31918 #
A89-32100 #
A89-32145
A89-32182
A89-32197
A89-32276
A89°32279
A89-32301 * #
A89-32315 *#
A89-32331 * #
A89-32339
A89-32374
A89-32725 °
A89-32775
A89-32948
A89-32982
A89-33100 #
A89-33139
A89-33140
A89-33142
A89-33146
A89-33148
A89-33249 ° #
A89-33354 #
A89-33381 #
A89-33383 #
A89-33384 "#
A89-33385 #
)411
)393
) 368
) 420
) 369
)369
_360
)405
)405
)430
)430
)405
)393
)405
P430
)369
=369
_369
P369
)369
_420
_384
b409
_384
P384
)420
b398
_420
P431
_380
P393
_411
)421
_400
_401
,369
,370
_370
_370
_370
P421
,370
,380
p408
,428
_394
_405
_370
_394
394
,408
,394
405
394
405
_394
,394
,370
_370
,431
384
,434
) 421
371
,421
371
_371
_371
_371
_360
)371
_421
_371
)411
)371
_371
)371
)372
=380
)421
)481
_437
_487
)437
)439
)467
)439
_439
)467
)475
439
;490
490
)439
_484
)439
A89-33770
A89-33386 # _477
A89-33388 # 490
A89-33402 491
A89-33410 ) 439
A89-33423 * 440
A89-33424 _440
A89-33425 ) 440
A89-33426 ) 440
A89-33435 * ) 491
A89-33448 ) 491
A89-33454 ) 48;'
A89-33456 ) 487
A89-33461 _ 491
A89-33463 _ 487
A89-33465 487
A89-33474 488
A89-33485 477
A89-33487 491
A89-33490 4813
A89-33554 467
A89-33555 437
A89-33556 467
A89-33557 467
A89-33558 46?
A89-33559 43?
A89-33560 437
A89-33561 468
A89-33562 468
A89-33563 481
A89-33564 468
A89-33565 477
A89-33566 481
A89-33567 465
A89-33568 484
A89-33569 484
A89-33570 477
A89-33571 475
A89-33572 465
A89-33573 465
A89-33574 475
A89-33575 485
A89_3580 # 5491
A89-33621 5 491
A89-33626 # 5468
A89-33627 # ) 440
A89-33630 # 1485
A8_33634 *# 1440
A89-33637 # )440
A89-33638 # )441
A89-33640 # )441
A89-33641 * # )441
A89-33644 # ) 441
A89.33645 # ) 441
A89-33646 # ) 441
A8_33664 ) 499
A89-33705 # ) 468
A89-33706 # ) 468
A89-33708 * # ) 501
A89-33712 # )501
A89-33'15 *# )501
A89-33716 # )501
A89-33717 "# ) 4(_
A89-33719 # ) 468
A89-33720 # ) 469
A89-33721 # ) 469
A69-33722 * # ) 501
A89-33723 # 502
A89-33724 * # 502
A89-33726 # 502
A89-33729 * # 502
A89-33731 * # " 491
A89-33733 # 502
A89-33734 # 502
A89-33735 * # 441
A89-33736 # 502
A89-33737 *# 503
A89-33738 # 503
A89-33741 # ) 492
A89-33742 # ) 469
A8_33743 # ) 469
A89-33751 * # ) 499
A89-33754*# ) 469
A89-33755 * # ) 469
A89-33757 * # 469
A89-33758 # _ 441
A89-33759 # _503
A89-33760 # _ 485
A89-33761 * # 3503
A89-33762 # _3
A89-33763 # )_3
A89-33764"# !_3
A89-33765 * # 500
A89-33766 # 3503
A89-33768 # 3504
A89-33769 # _477
A89-33770 # _504
G-5
A89-33771
A89-33771 *#
A89-33783
A89-33601
A89-33802
A89-33803
A89-33804
A89-33825
A89-34028
A89-34080
A89-34114
A89-34119
A89-34120
A89-34121
A89-34122
A89-34126
A89-34128
A89-34129
A89-34130
A89-34132
A89-34136
A89-34139
A89-34140
A89-34141
A89-34144
A89-34149
A89-34150
A89-34151
A89-34152
A89-34154
A89-34155
A89-34159
A89-34359
A89-34409 #
A89-34427 *#
A89-34443
A89-34444 *
A89-34446
A89-34448
A89-34450
A89-34461
A89-34509
A89-34569 *
A89-34621
A89-34627
A89-34646 *
A89-34726
A89-34728 °
A89-34730 *
A89-34732 *
A89-34733
A89-34736
A89-34737
A89-34738
A89-34740 *
A89-34744 *
A89-34745 *
A89.34746
A89.34749
A89.34794 * #
A89.34798 * #
A89-34807 #
A89-34808 #
A89-34809 °#
A89-34811 #
A89.34819 #
A89.34867 #
A89.34883 #
A89.34884 *#
A89-34885 #
A89-34886 #
A89-34887 #
A89-34888 #
A89-34889 #
A89-34890 #
A89-34891 #
A89-34892 *#
A89-34893 #
A89-34894 #
A89-34895 °#
A89-34896 #
A89-34897 *#
A89-34898 #
A89-34899 #
A89-34900 #
A89-34909
A89-34912 °
A89-34926 *
A89.34928 *
A89.34930
A89-34931
A89-34932
A89.34933
A89-34934
A89-34935
A89-35004
A89.35044 *#
G-6
1470
) 442
) 485
) 485
) 485
) 485
) 460
) 499
488
442
,488
488
488
488
492
492
492
481
500
492
477
477
478
492
442
478
442
442
492
492
492
499
478
442
476
460
) 476
) 437
) 437
442
470
) 500
1 443
) 443
1 443
) 443
1 443
) 443
) 443
) 444
) 444
I 444
) 493
) 444
) 444
) 444
) 444
) 445
) 493
) 493
) 445
) 470
) 445
) 445
) 445
) 493
) 445
1 445
) 460
) 445
445
) 499
) 460
) 485
) 460
445
) 446
488
446
438
482
446
470
500
493
493
494
494
494
494
494
488
446
494
494
50O
A89.35045 • # p 482
A89-35053 * # p 446
A89-35074 p 495
A89.35081 p 495
A89-35097 # p 495
A89-35100 p 438
A89-35125 p 438
A89-35146 p 495
A89-35158"# p 460
A89-35168 p 446
A8_35172 p 446
A89-35195 # p 447
A89-35196 # p 470
A89-35197 # p 470
A89-35198 # p 470
A89-35260 # p 460
A89-35201 p 461
A89-35202 # p 470
A89-35205 # p 471
A89-35207 # p461
A89-35209 # p 471
A89-35210 # p 461
A89-35211 # p 461
A89-35212 # p 461
A89-35213 # p 461
A89-35214 # p 447
A89-35215 # p 447
A89-35216 # p 447
A89-35217 # p 485
A89-35218 # p447
A89-35219 # p 462
A89°35220 # p 462
A89-35221 # p 462
A89-35223 # p 462
A89-35224 # p 489
A89-35227 # p 462
A89-35228 # p 462
A89-35231 # p 462
A89-35233 # p 463
A89-35234 # p 463
A89-35235 # p 489
A89-35237 # p 495
A89-35241 # p 447
A89-35243 # p 447
A89-35244 # p 447
A89-35245 # p 463
A89-35247 # p 495
A89-35250 # p 446
A89-35261 p500
A89-35283 p500
A89-35286 p 482
A89-35297 p 482
A89-35299 p 471
A89-35300 p 482
A89-35301 p 482
A89-35302 p 482
A89-35376 p 438
A89-35377 p 438
A89-35378 p 438
A89-35379 p 438
A89-35381 p 448
A89-35385 p 504
A89-35388 p504
A89-35393 # p 448
A89-35417 # p 448
A89-35430 p 448
A89-35433 p 448
A89-35434 p 448
A89-35435 p 449
A89-35450 p 449
A89-35481 p 449
A89-35495 p 449
A89-35654 p 495
A89-35722 p 489
A89-35825 p 471
A89-35841 p 463
A89-35842 p 471
A89-35843 p 471
A89-35845 p 463
A89-35994 p 449
A89-35999 p 449
A89-36006 p 449
A89-36012 p 449
A89-36013 p460
A89-36019 # p 463
A89-36020 # p 463
A89-36022 # p 450
A89-36069 p 522
A89-36117 p 522
A89-36122 p 522
A89-36186 # p 508
A89-36215 *# p 533
A89-36216 *# p 564
A89-36217 *# p564
A89-36218 * # p564
A89-36219 # p 564
A89-36220 * #
A89-36221 #
A89-36304
A89-36319
A89-36335
A89-36351 #
A89-36397 *
A89-36398
A89-36399
A89-36400
A89-36405
A89-36406
A89-36410
A89-36411
A89-36414
A89-36418
A89-36424
A89-36425
A89-36435
A89-36436
A89-36440
A89-36452
A89-36455
A89-36473
A89-36474
A89-36480
A89-36484
A89-36543" #
A89-36575
A89-36576
A89-36585
A89-36592
A89-36593
A89-36594
A89-36595
A89-36596
A89-36611
A89-36618
A89-36655
A89-36721 #
A89-36722 #
A89-36723 #
A89°36898
A89-36899 *
A89-36900
A89-36901 *#
A89-36902 *#
A89-36903 #
A89-36904 ° #
A89-36905 * #
A89-36907 #
A89-36909 #
A89-36910 #
A89-36911 * #
A89-36912 *#
A89-36914 #
A89-36916 °#
A89-36917 °#
A89-36919 #
A89°36922 °#
A89-36923 #
A89-36927 *#
A89-36928 *#
A89-36929 #
A89-36930 *#
A89-36931 * #
A89-36932 °#
A89-36934 #
A89-36943 #
A89-36966
A89-36985 #
A89-36986 #
A89-36987 #
A89-36990 #
A89-36998 #
A89-37003 #
A89-37004 #
A89-37006 #
A89-37011 #
A89-37014 #
A89-37019 #
A89-37234 *
A89°37355
A89-37421
A89-37460
A89-37461
A89-37524
A89-37525
A89-37537
A89-37627
A89-37631 #
A89-37640 #
A89-37642 #
A89-37646
A89-37650 #
A89-37651
564
) 564
551
:)551
545
562
533
551
533
533
545
545
545
545
545
546
546
546
546
551
546
546
551
533
533
546
547
544
527
552
552
524
) 552
524
) 524
) 525
) 544
I 525
) 552
1547
1547
I 552
I 534
) 527
I 507
) 508
1508
) 508
I 508
1508
i 508
I 552
1508
I 509
) 509
I 509
i 552
I 552
) 553
I 509
I 509
I 538
i 538
1538
I 538
I 538
1539
I 539
I 563
I 553
1509
1509
I 509
) 563
1539
I 507
) 544
I 553
I 553
I 563
I 527
) 563
1509
1553
1509
I 539
) 539
I 553
I 532
) 553
) 553
1554
) 554
I 544
) 527
I 534
A89-37652 #
A89-37653 * #
A89-37654
A89-37658
A89-37659
A89-37660
A89-37661
A89-37752 #
A89-37753 #
A89-37754 #
A89-37756 #
A89-37757 #
A89-37759 #
A89-37766 #
A89-37768 #
A89-37769 #
A89-37772 #
A89-37773 #
A89-37774 #
A89-37776 #
A89-37777 #
A89-37778 #
A69-37779 #
A89-37780 #
A89-37782 #
A89-37783 #
A89-37785 #
A89-37786 #
A89-37787 #
A89-37790 #
A89-37791 #
A89-37792 #
A89-37847
A89-37875 #
A89-37878
A89-37939
A89-36021
A89-38028
A89-38122
A89-38123
A89-38124
A89-38125
A89-38129
A89-38153
A89-38189
A89-38234
A89-38387
A89-38426
A89-38427
A89-38432
A89-38435
A89-38437
A89-38438
A89-38445
A89-38498
A89-38499
A89-38500
A89-38502
A89-38504
A89-38510
A89-38511
A89-38512
A89-38513
A89-38514
A89-38553 * #
A89-38554 °
A89-38555 ° #
A89-38578
A89-38582
A89-38614 °
A89-38615
A89-38620
A89-38624 *
A89-38632
A89-38652
A89-38764
A89-38800 #
A89-38873
A89-38874
A89-38876
A89-38877
A89-38878
A89-38939
A89-38949
A89-38950
A89-38951
A89-38954
A89-39008
A89-39028 #
A89-39034 *#
A89-39035 #
A89-39037 #
A89-39038 ° #
A89-39039 #
A89-39043 #
A89-39044 #
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
)565
)510
)534
)547
) 544
1527
1534
I 534
1534
)534
) 547
)534
)535
)554
)554
)535
_535
_535
_535
_510
_510
_510
510
510
p510
_541
_510
_541
_511
p511
_511
p511
_554
P507
p554
,511
,547
)527
_511
_511
_511
_512
1512
547
_554
_544
_547
512
512
512
512
512
512
_513
_528
_554
_555
p535
_535
_535
_563
_563
_525
_507
_513
p528
p513
_513
_541
b513
_555
_513
_513
_555
_528
_555
_507
_514
_555
_566
_566
_522
_514
=532
_535
_555
_555
=541
_544
_514
_514
_555
_514
)514
_536
_536
A89-39050 556
A89-39076 # 556
A89-39086 528
A89-39088 522
A89-39185 *# 514
A89-39186 # 556
A89-39187 # 514
A89-39188 # 514
A89-39189 *# 514
A89-39190 # 514
A89-39191 # 515
A89-39192 # 515
A89-39193 # 528
A89-39194 # 528
A89-39195 # 565
A89-39196 # 515
A89-39197 # 515
A89-39198 # 528
A89-39199 # 528
A89-39200 # 523
A89-39203 525
A89-39224 523
A89-39226 528
A89-39227 1532
A89-39234 )528
A89-39258 )539
A89-39259 1529
A89-39284 1536
A89-39349 1515
A89-39454 # 1529
A89-39458 # 539
A89-39459 # 1539
A89-39461 # 1515
A89-39462 # 1515
A89-39469 # ) 541
A89-39472 # )529
A89-39473 # 1515
A89-39474 # 1515
A89-39477 # 1541
A89-39480 # )536
A89-39500 # )525
A89-39506 p 565
A89-39509 p 529
A89-39510 p 529
A89-39514 p 565
A89-39515 p 565
A89-39519 p 556
A89°39587 p 532
A89-39588 565
A89-39647 * )562
A89-39666 516
A89-39777 563
A89-39816 565
A89-39819 565
A89-39823 556
A89-39827 525
A89-39828 532
A89-39829 525
A89-39830 525
A89-39836 # 1602
A89-39840 # ) 602
A89-39841 # 1622
A89-39842 # 1611
A89-39843 # 1618
A89-39844 # 1603
A89-39845 # 1603
A89-39846 # 1618
A89-39847 # I 614
A89-39859 I 597
A89-39867 * 1569
A89-40083 1603
A89-40084 ) 622
A89-40085 1620
A89-40175 *# 1631
A89-40251 1567
A89-40254 1609
A89-40255 1622
A89-40261 1603
A89-40262 1622
A89-40266 1622
A89-40272 1609
A89-40425 )629
A89-40446 1598
A89-40447 1629
A89-40470 ° # 1631
A89-40472 ° # )631
A89-40473 * # 1631
A89-40474 # 1632
A89-40475 # )632
A89-40476 # )632
A89-40477 *# )632
A89-40478 °# 1632
A89-40596 )611
A89-40619 )620
A89-40624 )611
A89-40719 )610
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A89-40802
A89-40803
A89-40814 #
A89-40856
A89-40857
A89-40893 #
A89-40895 #
A89-40901 #
A89-40902 #
A89.40903 #
A89.40904 * #
A89-40905 * #
A89-40907 #
A89-40908 * #
A89-40909 *#
A69-40913 #
A89-40914 #
A89-40921 #
A89-40959
A89-40961
A89-40963
A89-40964
A89-41028 #
A89-41030
A89-41042 #
A89-41043
A89.41044
A89.41045
A89-41049 *
A89-41050
A89-41057
A89-41058
A89-41059
A89-41060
A89-41061
A89-41062
A89-41063
A89-41064
A89-41075
A89-41081
A89-41082
A89-41083
A89-41091
A89-41092 *
A89-41093 *
A89-41109 #
A89-41115 #
A89-41117 #
A89-41119 #
A89-41121 #
A89.41126 #
A89-41201
A89-41223
A89-41224
A89-41547
A89-41562 #
A89-41563 #
A89-41564 #
A89-41568 #
A89-41569 #
A89-41570 #
A89-41571 #
A89.41584
A89-41585
A89-41586
A89-41589
A89-41590
A89-41591
A89-41598
A89-41601
A89-41651
A89-41652
A89-41654
A89-41655
A89-41691 * #
A89-41698 *
A89-41759 #
A89-41760 #
A89-41771
A89-41775
A89.41776
A89-41777 #
A89-41778 #
A89-41780 * #
A89-41784 #
A89.41785 #
A89.41786 #
A89-41789 #
A89-41790 #
A89-41792 * #
A89-41794 * #
A89-41795 #
A89.41796 #
A89-41797 #
A88.41796 * #
A89-41799 #
,599
b599
,603
567
} 603
} 569
) 588
568
569
570
632
57O
622
570
570
570
622
623
570
614
614
)611
) 603
599
) 632
599
) 623
) 570
) 632
)611
) 567
)611
) 567
) 618
P567
p 567
6O3
) 568
603
629
570
623
570
604
_604
604
_611
570
571
571
p611
571
612
,612
623
p604
,604
p623
p623
623
571
b604
,624
620
,624
:_6O4
624
621
,624
621
_568
_6O5
p634
634
624
b630
p 571
571
p 571
p 571
572
572
572
572
572
572
573
573
573
573
573
573
630
573
574
574
A89-41800"#
A89-41802 * #
A89-41804"#
A89-41805 #
A89-41806 #
A89-41807 #
A89-41808 #
A89-41814 *#
A89-41815 * #
A88-41816 * #
A89-41818 *#
A89-41819 *#
A8941820 #
A89-41823 *#
A89-41825 *#
A69-41826 #
A89-41830 #
A89°41832 #
A89-41835 #
A8941836 #
A89-41837 * #
A89-41838 #
A89-41839 * #
A89-41841 #
A89-41842 #
A89-41843 #
A89-41844 #
A89-41888
A89_1889 *
A89-41903
A89-41910 #
A89-41913 #
A89-41950
A89-42009 * #
A89-42010 * #
A89_2011 * #
A89_2012 * #
A89-42013 * #
A89-42014 #
A89-42015 #
A89-42016 * #
A89-42017 #
A89-42018 * #
A89-42019 * #
A89-42020"#
A89-42021 *#
A89-42022 #
A8942023 #
A89-42024 *#
A89-42025 #
A89-42026 #
A89-42027 * #
A89-42028 #
A89-42036 * #
A89-42037 #
A89-42038 #
A89-42041 #
A89-42043 *#
A89-42044 #
A89-42045 #
A89-42046 *#
A89-42047 #
A89-42048 #
A89-42049 * #
A89.42051 *#
A89-42052 #
A89-42056 * #
A89-42057 #
A89-42058 * #
A89-42060 #
A89-42061 #
A89-42062 #
A89-42063 #
A89-42064 * #
A89-42065 * #
A8942066"#
A89.42067 *#
A89.42068 #
A89-42070 #
A89-42071 #
A89-42072 #
A89-42073 *#
A89-42074 *#
A89-42075 *#
A89-42076 *#
A89-42077 #
A89°42078 *#
A89-42079 #
A89.42080 #
A89-42081 #
A89-42082 #
A89-42083 #
A89-42084 #
A89-42082 #
A89.42083 #
A89.42094 #
574
574
574
574
575
575
575
575
575
) 575
) 576
>576
) 576
) 576
) 576
) 576
) 633
) 577
) 577
) 577
) 577
) 577
) 577
577
p578
p624
578
621
) 624
578
612
605
605
578
578
578
578
578
578
579
579
,579
,605
_605
579
578
,620
578
578
605
} 579
625
579
579
} 579
}580
,580
_580
} 580
580
)580
580
}581
)581
:_581
) 581
)581
)581
582
582
582
582
582
582
) 582
) 583
583
583
583
583
583
584
_584
}584
}584
584
_5_
586
} 586
585
585
585
585
,585
,586
_586
A89_2095 #
A88_2088 #
A88_2100 * #
A88-42101 #
A89-42103 "#
A88-42114 "#
A69-42115 °#
A69-42116 #
A89_2117 #
A89-42138 #
A68-42161
A89-42161
A89-42421
A89-42422
A89_2452
A89_2453
A89_2456
A68-42458
A89-42460
A88-42462
A88-42463
A88_2464
A89_2465
A89_2466
A88-42467
A88-42468
A89-42488
A89-42496
A88-42499
A89_2500
A89-42509
A88_2518
A88-42521
A88-42524
A89-42525
A88-42535
A89-42536
A88_2537
A89-42557
A89_2567
A89_2569
A89-42572
A69-42600
A89-42652
A89-42655
A69-42656
A89-42661
A89-42666
A88-42676
A88-42680
A89_2811
A89_2837
A89-42853
A89-42926
A69_2927
A88_2928
A89-42931
A89-42932
A89-42934
A89-42936
A89-42937
A89-42938
A89-42939
A89-42947
A89-42949 #
A89-42950 #
A89-43051 *#
A89-43057 * #
A89-43058 #
A89-43059 * #
A89-43068 #
A89-43071 #
A89-43076 #
A89-43077 #
A88-43094
A88-43104
A89-43108
A89-43112 #
A89-43113 #
A89-43114 #
A89-43115 #
A89-43127
A89-43147
A88-43148
A89-43177 "#
A89-43178 #
A89-43187 "#
A89-43188 * #
A89-43183 *#
A88_3194 #
A89-43195 *#
A88-43211 #
A88-43212 * #
A89-43213 #
A89-43215 #
A89-43216 * #
,586
,586
586
}586
_586
) 587
) 587
} 587
587
587
587
625
625
612
634
635
620
620
587
)612
)612
588
588
) 612
) 613
) 613
)568
)588
) 619
) 625
) 613
)588
)588
) 625
) 605
) 605
) 587
) 635
) 625
)588
,588
588
=606
599
599
610
598
_600
_600
_600
597
589
625
635
635
_588
589
610
_606
,606
618
_600
614
_568
_606
589
614
614
_6O6
610
630
615
625
,568
589
615
589
_568
589
589
,606
,630
589
_600
626
590
590
590
620
590
590
,621
590
613
,591
_621
A89-43228 * # p 591
A89-43230 # p 591
A69-43268 * # p 626
A89-43450 * p 606
A89-43535 p 626
A89-43537 p 591
A89-43573 # 600
A69°43620 620
A89-43722 639
A89-43724 639
A89-43827 # 659
A89-43828 # 659
A89-43840 697
A89-43843 697
A89-43844 697
A89-43869 694
A89-43876 697
A89°43884 661
A89-43885 674
A89-43887 ) 662
A89-43888 ) 662
A89-43890 ) 691
A89-43891 ) 659
A89-43892 ) 694
A89-43893 ) 660
A89-43894 ) 660
A89-44016 ) 708
A89-44103 # ) 695
A89-44108 # ) 674
A89-44112 # > 639
A89-44113 # ) 674
A89-44114 # ) 639
A89-44115 * # ) 674
A89-44116 # ) 639
A89-44117 # ) 675
A89-44319 # =639
A89-44322 # ) 639
A89-44362 ) 675
A89-44375 =662
A89-44390 ) 639
A88-44400 _695
A88-44423 _ 710
A89-44577 _695
A89-44635 ) 697
A89-44636 ,698
A89-44637 _640
A89-44638 _640
A89-44639 ,640
A89-44640 _640
A89-44641 # _637
A89-44642 # _637
A89-44643 # _637
A89-44644 # _637
A89-44645 # _673
A89-44663 _698
A89-44898 _640
A89-44972 # _640
A89-44975 # ,662
A89-45030 _662
A89-45031 _675
A89-45032 _637
A89-45033 _637
A89-45034 ,637
A89-45035 _637
A89-45036 _691
A89-45037 =638
A89-45039 _714
A89-45041 _662
A89-46O42 ,675
A89-46043 ,662
A89-45044 ,662
A89-45045 _640
A89-45047 _691
A89-45048 _686
A89-45064 ) 686
A89°45065 ) 660
A69-46165 ,673
A89-46107 " ,673
A89-45111 =674
A89-45126 ) 662
A89-45127 ) 663
A89-45128 ) 663
A89-45129 = 657
A89-45130 ) 691
A89-45131 ) 709
A89-45132 # ) 663
A89-45134 ) 660
A89-45135 ) 663
A89-45136 * ) 698
A89-45137 ) 698
A89-45138 ) 660
A89-45139 ) 663
A89-45140 _663
A89-45141 * ,663
A89-45142 ) 698
A89-45143 ) 638
A89-45948
A89-45144 _698
A89-45145 _664
A88-45146 _664
A89-45151 _686
A89-45152 ,686
A89-45153 _686
A89-45154 _ 686
A89-45155 _687
A89-45156 _664
A89-45157 )687
A89-45158 )687
A89-45159 )687
A89-45160 664
A89-45161 }687
A88-45162 }687
A89-45163 664
A89°45164 687
A89-45165 687
A89-45167 664
A89-45168 664
A89o45175 714
A89-45177 # 698
A89-45179 # 688
A89-45187 # (_1
A89-45188 # 698
A89-45191 # 699
A89-45207 664
A89-45208 699
A89-45210 699
A89-45221 660
A89-45248 * (391
A89-45249 * (392
A89-45260"# 641
A89-45262 * # 641
A89-45293 # 711
A89-45294 # )688
A89-45296 # )657
A89-45329 )674
A89-45330 ) 695
A89-45337 ) 657
A89-45351 * ) 699
A89-45352 * ) 699
A89-45355 * ) 641
A89-45359 )641
A89-45360 )641
A89-45363 641
A89-45366 * 641
A89_5368 642
A89-45369 )642
A89-45370 )642
A89_5374 )642
A89-45375 )642
A89_5378 )642
A89_5381 )642
A89-45384 * )643
A89.45390 )643
A89-45391 )643
A89-45392 )643
A89-45393 )643
A88-4_394 * )643
A89-45402 )643
A89_5404 )643
A89-45405 )644
A89.45413 * _644
A89-45414 )644
A89-45415 )644
A89-45419 )644
A89-45422 )644
,6,89-45425 )644
A89-45428 * ) 644
A89-45434 )645
A89-45437 " )645
A89-45453 _699
A89-45458 645
A89_5468" )645
A89-45535 * 699
A89-45552 # 700/
A89-45554 # _695
A89-45556 # _ 675
A89-45557 # 675
A89-45558 # 675
A89-45559 # 675
A89-45560 # 645
A89-45561 # 700
A89-45565 # 645
A89-45567 # 676
A89-45568 # 700
A89-45570 # 700
A89-45875 660
A89-45906" 645
A89-45927 696
A89-45929 696
A89-45931 696
A89-45937 696
A89-45844 696
A89-45948 696
G-7
A89-45950
A89-45950 p 700
A89-46016 # p 694
A89-46025 # p 676
A89-46078 p 638
A89-46144 p 711
A89-46147 ° p 711
A89-46150 p 711
A89-46198 p 646
A89-46218 p 700
A89-46221 p 700
A89-46244 p 711
A89-46256 # p 646
A89-46258 # p 692
A89-46259 # p 646
A89-46260 # p 646
A89-46262 # p 646
A89-46263 # p 646
A89-46266 # p 646
A59-46267 # p 646
A89-46278 # p 664
A89-46282 # p 701
A89-46298 # p 674
A89-46462 p 701
A89-46468 p 701
A89-46470 p 665
A89-46472 p 701
A89-46474 p 701
A89-46478 p 701
A89-46480 p 701
A89-46483 p 701
A89-46493 p 702
A89-46496 p 638
A89-46503 * p 702
A89-46546 p 688
A89-46551 p 711
A89-46593 p 657
A89-46600 # p 676
A89-46694 # p 646
A89-46696 # p 692
A89-46697 * # p 702
A89-46704 # p 676
A89-46705 # p 665
A89-46748 # p 702
A89-46750 # p 702
A89-46751 # p 676
A89-46752 # p 676
A89-46755 # p 69;:
A69-46763 *# p 647
A89-46769 * # p 647
A89-46770 # p 676
A89-46771 *# p 647
A89-46772 * # p 712
A89-46773 *# p 665
A89-46774 # p 676
A89-46775 # p 710
A89-46776 # p 677
A89-46777 * # p 677
A89-46778 # p 702
A89-46835 # p 714
A89-46837 # p 677
A59-46838 # p 677
A89-46839 # p 647
A89-46840 * # p 647
A89-46841 * # p 702
A89-46842 # p 647
A89-46843 * # p 648
A59-46845 # p 648
A89-46846 # p 703
A89-46847 * # p 648
A89-46848 " # p 648
A89-46849 * # p 692
A89-46851 # p 677
A89-46852 # p 885
A89-46853 # p 665
A8946854 # p 677
A89-46858 # p 703
A89-46861 # p 677
A89-46862 # p 678
A89-46863 # p 678
A89-46864 * # p 665
A89-46865 # p 678
A89-45866 # p 665
A89-46867 # p 666
A89-46868 # p 678
A89-46869 # p 678
A89-46898 * # p 678
A89-46905 * # p 692
A89-46905 # p 692
A89-46910 * # p 674
A89-46924 # p 648
A89-46926 # p 679
A89-46927 # p 679
A89-46928 * # p 703
A89-46932 # p 679
A89-46933 * # p 648
A89-46935 # p 648
G-8
A89-46936 # p 679
A89-46937 # p 666
A89-46938 # p 679
A89-46939 # p 679
A89-46940 # p 679
A89-46941 # p 680
A89-48942 # p 680
A89-46943 # p 703
A89-46944 # p 680
A89-47003 # p 649
A89-47004 # p 649
A89-47005 *# p 695
A89-47006 # p 680
A89-47008 # p 649
A89-47009 # p 649
A89-47010 # p 649
A89-47011 # p 649
A89-47012 # p 666
A89-47013 # p 649
A89-47014 # p 650
A89-47015 # p 680
A89-47016 # p 656
A89-47017 # p 650
A89-47019 # p 680
A89-47020 # p 693
A89-47023 # p 680
A89-47024 # p 681
A89-47025 ° # p 703
A89-47026 * # p 650
A89-47027 # p 650
A89-47028 # p 650
A89-47029 # p 688
A89-47030 * # p 688
A89JT031 " # p 688
A89-47032 # p 688
A89-47061 # p 681
A89-47083 # p 703
A89-47084 # p 681
A89-47088 * # p 681
A89-47091 # p 681
A89-47092 # p 681
A89-47094 # p 681
A89-47098 " # p 682
A89-47100 # p 682
A89-47101 # p 666
A89-47102 # p 682
A89-47103 # p 682
A89-47104 # p 703
A89-47106 # p 682
A89-47107 # p 682
A89-47125 # p 682
A89-47149 # p 696
A89-47150 # p 683
A89-47151 # p 683
A89-47153 # p 683
A89-47155 # p 683
A89-47156 *# p 650
A89-47160"# p651
A89-47162 # p 683
A89-47163 # p 704
A89-47165 * # p 666
A89-47166 *# p 688
A89-47168 # p 704
A89-47170 # p 683
A89-47172 # p 704
A89-47173 * # p 704
A89-47177 # p 651
A89-47178 # p 683
A89-47179 # p 684
A89-47180 * # p 684
A89-47181 # p 704
A89-47183 # p 651
A89-47184 # p 651
A89-47185 # p 651
A89-47186 *# p 684
A89-47187 * # p 551
A89-47168 # p 884
A89-47189 " # p 704
A89-47191 # p 684
A89-47198 # p 884
A89-47199 # p 684
A89-47213 p 697
A89-47250 * p 704
A89-47326 p 638
A89-47334 p 657
A89-47335 p 661
A89-47336 p 661
A89-47339 p 658
A89-47340 p 661
A89-47351 *# p 652
A89-47352 # p 652
A89-47356 # p 652
A89-47357 *# p 652
A89-47358 ° # p 652
A89-47360 # p 652
A89-47372 * # p 652
A89-47373 #
A89-47376 #
A89-47520
A89-47521
A89-47523
A89-47525
A89-47607
A89-47626
A89-47627 #
A89-47628 #
A89-47630 #
A89-47632 #
A89-47633 #
A89-47634 *#
A89-47635 #
A89-47641 #
A89-47642 #
A89-47643 #
A89-47644 #
A89-47645 * #
A89-47648 * #
A89-47649 #
A89-47650 #
A89-47651 #
A89-47652 #
A89-47653 *#
A89-47654 * #
A89-47655 #
A89-47656 * #
A89-47657 * #
A89-47658 #
A89-47659 #
A89-47660 * #
A89-47661 #
A89-47662 #
A89-47663 * #
A89-47866 * #
A89-47667 #
A89-47668 #
A89-47669 *#
A89-47670 #
A89-47671 #
A89-47672 #
A89_7673 #
A89-47674 #
A89-47676 #
A89-47677 #
A89-47678 * #
A89-47680 #
A89-47681 #
A89-47682 #
A89-47683 #
A89-47684 #
A89-47685 #
A89-47686 #
A89-47687 #
A89-47688 *#
A89-47689 #
A89-47690"#
A89-47691 *#
A89-47692 #
A89-47693 #
A89-47694 * #
A89-47717 * #
A59-47719 * #
A89-47720 * #
A8947862
A89-47863
A89-47896
A89-47926
A89-47929
A89-47930
A89-47931
A89-47932
A89-47933
A89-47939
A89-47941
A89-47951
A89-47957
A89-47958
A89-47959
A89-47960
A89-47962
A89-47963
A89-47964
A89-47966
A89-47967
A89-47969
A89-47971
A89-47974
A89-47978
A89-47979
A89-47980
A89°47981
A89-47982
A89-47985
)652
)652
)808
)798
)778
)798
_767
1719
_719
_719
_720
_753
_720
_720
_720
_720
t720
t721
p721
,721
_721
721
,721
,722
_722
_778
722
_722
722
3 722
,723
753
753
723
,753
,753
784
798
,723
798
771
723
,723
771
723
723
724
724
778
724
724
724
,724
724
725
725
,725
_725
_725
753
725
,726
726
799
,799
_811
_799
_726
726
_726
=726
_726
,726
p726
_727
_779
_799
p754
_754
_799
_799
_779
_727
p771
b727
=795
_771
_809
_807
)771
)779
_771
)754
)771
)772
)754
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A89-47993 p 772
A89-47995 p 772
A89_7999 p 754
A89-48000 p 799
A89-48001 p 799
A89-48003 p 754
A89-48007 p 772
A89-48009 p 772
A89-48011 p 795
A89-45084 ,795
A89°48124 _ 809
A89-48143 754
A89-48154 # 809
A89-48164 # 715
A89-48166 # 715
A89-48171 # 715
A89-48191 754
A89-48192 779
A89-48193 727
A89-48194 727
A89-48198 795
A89-48277 772
A89-48282 772
A89-48283 754
A89-48303 # 767
A89-48304 # 799
A89-48376 785
A89-48377 # 785
A89-48378 # 754
A89-48379 # 785
A89-48380 # 785
A89-48386 # 785
A89-48387 * # 785
A89-48388 # 786
A89-48389 # 786
A89-48392 # 809
A89-48393 * # 755
A89-48394 # 786
A89-48395 # 755
A89-48396 # 786
A89-48398 # 786
A89-48399 # 786
A89-48400 # 786
A89-48401 # 787
A89-48402 # 767
A89-48403 # 787
A89-48404 # 787
A89-48405 # 787
A89-48406 # 787
A89-48407 # 809
A89-48408 # _ 787
A89-48412 # 788
A89-48414 # _ 809
A89-48416 # 3 788
A89-48417 # _ 788
A89-48418 # 3 809
A89-48420 * # 3 788
A89-48424 # _ 788
A89-48425 # 3 788
A89-48426 # ,788
A89-48428 # _ 789
A89-48430 # 3 789
A89-48433 * # 3 779
A89-48434 # 3 789
A89-48435 # 3 789
A89-48436 # _ 789
A89-48439 # _ 789
A89-48466 _772
A89-48469 _800
A89-48501 _ 813
A89-48502 _ 813
A89-48518 _809
A89-48521 _773
A89-48522 _773
A89-48549 _755
A89-48550 _715
A89-48651 # =727
A89-48652 # _727
A89-48653 # _727
A89-48654 *# _755
A89-48655 # ,779
A89-48656 *# =727
A89-48657 # _727
A89-48658 # _728
A89-48659 # _755
A89-48660 # _755
A89-48661 # _728
A89-48662 # _728
A89-48663 *# _800
A89-48664 # _800
A89-48666 # _728
A89-48667 # ,755
A89-48734 # _755
A89-48735 # _796
A89-48737 # _810
A89-48740 # _789
A89-48741 # p 728
A89°48744 # p 748
A89-48745 # p 796
A89-48747 # p 755
A89-48750 # p 807
A89-48751 # p 728
A89-48752 # p 728
A89-48754 # _729
A89-48755 # _729
A89-48756 # _729
A89-48757 # _756
A89-48759 # _773
A89-48760 # _773
A89-48762 # _790
A89-48763 # _790
A89-48765 * _729
A89-48766 # ,756
A89-48767 # _729
A89-48775 _796
A89-48826 _790
A89-48827 =810
A89-48828 _790
A89-48829 _790
A89-48830 _790
A89-48831 _790
A89-48832 _ 790
A89-48833 _ 756
A89-48834 ,808
A89-48835 3 791
A89-48836 3 791
A89°48837 _791
A89-48838 =756
A89-48840 _800
A89-48841 * _800
A89-48842 _810
A89-48843 =810
A89-48844 * _791
A89-48845 =729
A89-48849 * ,756
A89-48895 _750
A89-48897 _730
A89-48920 _8OO
A89-48922 )756
A89-48938 _746
A89-48943 _750
A89_8946 _757
A89-48948 # _757
A89-48949 # _791
A89_8951 # _730
A89-48953 *# _812
A89-48955 "# _730
A89-49015 )730
A89-49020 )773
A89-49021 ) 773
A89-49022 ) 773
A89-49025 ) 800
A89-49051 )715
A89-49052 * # ) 730
A69-49053 * # ) 730
A69.49054 # ) 731
A89-49055 * # ) 731
A89-49056 # ) 779
A89-49057 # )808
A89-49059 *# )795
A89-49060 # )779
A89-49061 # )779
A89-49062 # )780
A89-49064 # )780
A89-49065 # }767
A89-49066 # )780
A89-49067 # )780
A89-49070 # )780
A89-49076 # )731
A89-49077 *# )731
A89-49078 # )731
A89-49680 *# )731
A89-49083 # )731
A89-49084 # )780
A89-49085 # )732
A89-49086 # )715
A89-49087 # )757
A89-49088 # )757
A89-49090 # )780
A89-49091 # )781
A89-49092 # ) 781
A89-49093 # ) 781
A89.49097 * # ) 732
A89.49098 # ) 732
A89-49099 # ) 732
A89-49100 # )732
A89-49101 # )733
A89-49102 # )733
A89.49103 # )757
A89-49104 # }757
A89-49107 # )733
A89-49108 # )733
ACCESS ON NUMBER INDEX
A89-49109 #
A89-49141
A89-49203
A89-49271
A89-49272
A89-49401 #
A89-49402 #
A89-49403 #
A89-49404 #
A89-49405 #
A89-49406 #
A89-49407 #
A89-49408 #
A89-49409 #
A89-48410 #
A89-49411 #
A89-49412 #
A89-49414 #
A89-49415 #
A89-48416 #
A89-49417 #
A88-49418 #
A89-49419 * #
A89-49421 #
A89-49422 #
A89-49423 #
A89-49424 #
A89-49425 * #
A89-49427 #
A89-49428 #
A89-49430 #
A89-49434 * #
A89-49435 * #
A68-40436 #
A89-49437 * #
A89.40438 o #
A68-49441 #
A89-49442 "#
A99-49443 #
A89-49444 #
A89-49445 ' #
A89-40447 #
,%8949448 #
A99-49480 #
A89.49451 #
A68.49452 #
A68.49453 #
A89.49404 #
A68-49455 #
A89-49455 #
A89.49457 #
A89-49459 #
A89-49459 #
A89-49460 #
A89-49481 #
A89-49462 #
A89-49463 #
A89-49465 #
A89-49466 #
A88-49467 #
A89-49468 #
A89-49489 #
A89-49470 #
A89-49471 #
A88-49472 #
A89-49473 #
A89-49474 #
A89-49475 * #
A89-48477 #
A89-49478 "#
A89-49479 #
A89-49481 #
A89-49482 #
A89-49483 #
A88-49488 #
A89-49575
A89-49585
A89-49595
A89-49598
A89-49600
A89-49601
A89-49604
A89-46807
A89-49627
A89-49653
A99-49677 * #
A89-49678 #
A89-49679 * #
A68-49680 * #
A89-46882 #
A68-46884 #
A89-49668 * #
A89-49775
A99-49777
A89-49791
A88-49792
b781
733
p733
733
734
,757
757
758
781
781
781
774
774
715
758
758
774
716
814
814
814
774
75_
782
716
748
758
) 812
)716
) 767
) 758
) 718
) 758
) 759
) 901
) 759
) 750
J 759
) 734
) 788
) 718
p789
801
_801
_801
768
801
768
768
788
768
759
p716
791
801
b716
759
759
760
760
,717
760
,760
p760
,717
796
_796
760
810
760
p810
761
774
761
781
)717
782
734
734
734
734
734
735
796
801
735
p781
735
) 735
735
774
774
p750
768
p750
750
A89-49794
A89-49826 #
A89-49827 #
A89-49829 #
A89-49830
A89-49831
A89-49832
A89-49833
A89-49843 #
A89-49854 *
A89-49899 *
A89-49947 #
,6,89-49948 #
A89-50004
A89-50006
A89-50008
A89-50010
A89-50011
A89-50012
A89-50057 " #
A89-50058 #
A89-50060 * #
A89-50061 #
A89-50062 * #
A89-50063 #
A89-50065 * #
A89-50066 * #
A89-50067 * #
A89-50068 * #
A89-50069 #
A89-50083 #
A89-50084 #
A89-50115 *
A68-50124 #
A68-50137
A89-50141
A68-50142
A89-50152 *
A89-50159
A89-50170
A68-50171
A68-50172 #
A99.50173 #
A99-50174 #
A68-60273
A68-50274
A68-50275
A89-50293
A89-50301
A89-50302 #
A89-50304 #
A89-50307 #
A89-50308 #
A89-50308 #
A89-50361
A89-50362
A89-50363
A89-50365
A89o50372
A89-50373
A89-50375
A89-50528 * #
A89-50532 * #
A89-50533 #
A89-50535 #
A89-50540 #
A89-50548 #
A89-50549 #
A89-50584
A89-50585
A89.50586
A89.50658 #
A89.50659 #
A89.50660 #
A89-50692
A89.50773
A89-50774
A89-50782 #
A89-50801 #
A89-50802 * #
A89-50806 * #
A89-50807 #
A89-50808 * #
A89-50810 • #
A89-50816 "#
A89-50817
A89-50818
A89-50819
A89-50820
A89-50822
A68-50823
A89-50825
A89-50825
A89-50827
A89-50831
A89-50832
717
802
735
735
736
736
782
802
750
736
736
736
736
736
8O2
737
737
) 737
) 737
) 802
) 782
) 737
) 782
) 737
) 737
D737
737
737
) 761
) 738
) 810
) 738
)811
802
791
802
_768
802
717
751
)717
803
_738
003
781
761
751
748
751
768
751
751
;)751
751
762
717
774
782
762
775
768
738
738
812
8O3
738
738
738
803
782
739
739
739
739
748
787
717
811
782
762
739
739
739
D740
782
803
762
D781
768
D792
_811
762
763
763
: 763
: 763
A89-50844
A89-50856
A89-50926
A89-50928
A89-50931
A89-50933
A89-50934
A89-50937
A89.50938
A89.50995
A89-51009
A89-51010
A89-51017
A89-51024
A89-51025
A89-51044
A89-51045
A89-51181
A89-51200 #
A89-51215 #
A89-51221 *#
A89-51232
A89-51251
A89-51253
A89-51275
A89-51301
A89-51302 #
/,,89-51303 °#
A89-51304 #
A88-51305 #
A88-51306 #
A89-51310 #
A89-51312 #
A89-51313 #
A89-51314 #
A89-51315 #
A89-51316 #
A89-51329 #
A89-51330 #
A98-51331 #
A68-51334 #
A89-51337 #
A89-51338 *#
A68-51340 #
A89-51351
A89-51352
A89-51353 *
A89-51354 *
A89-51355 ' #
A89-51356 *
A89-51357 "#
A89-51358 "
A88-51359 *
A89-51360
A89-51361
A89-51362
A89-51363
A89-51364
A89-51365
A89-51367 "
A89-51369 *
A89-51453
A89-51487
A89-51489 *
A89-51531
A89-51532
A89-51534
A89-51538
A89-51539
A89-51540
A89-51547 *
A89-51550
A89-51553
A88-51562
A89-51573 #
A89-51574
A89-51578
A89-51625
A89-51678
A89-51679
A88-51680
A88-51682 *
A89-51701 * #
A89-51702 ° #
A99-51703 * #
A88-51704 * #
A88-51718 #
A89-51723 #
A89-51755
A89-51756
A89-51760 *
A89-51680
A89-51898
A89-52022
A89-52024
A89-52025 *#
740
740
782
740
740
740
741
741
741
741
:) 783
749
741
741
775
803
8O3
808
717
763
763
769
797
803
804
718
792
763
764
751
719
741
) 804
)804
) 741
) 742
) 742
) 718
) 795
) 814
) 804
) 775
) 742
) 814
) 718
784
784
) 742
764
) 742
742
743
783
743
)764
_764
743
743
718
743
718
812
804
804
804
743
744
)811
744
744
744
744
744
744
797
775
749
816
818
816
_680
_681
)831
842
_831
837
829
842
961
818
818
) 957
831
857
877
838
A89-52041
A89-52042
A89-52043
A89-52044
A89-52105
A89-52168
A89-52201
A88-52306 #
A89-52307 #
A89-52308 #
A89-52309 #
A89-52315 #
A89-52316 #
A89-52317 #
A88-52319 #
A89-52320 #
A89-52323 #
A89-52325
A89-52481
A89-52482
A89-52483
A89-52484
A89-52485
A89-52498 *
A88-52507
A89-52513
A89-52514
A89-52525
A89-52526
A89-52527 #
A89-52528 °#
A89-52529 "#
A89-52540 #
A89-52547 #
A89-52548 #
A89-52549 °#
A89-52550 #
A98-52551 #
A89-52552 #
A89-52555 #
A89.52558 #
A89.52559 #
A89-52551 * #
A89-52562 #
A68-52563 #
A89-52564'#
A89-52685 #
A89.52579 "#
A89-52580 #
A89-52581 #
A89-52582 *#
A89-52583 #
A89-52584 #
A89-52585 #
A88-52587 #
A89-52590 #
A89-52591 #
A89-52592 °#
A89-52594 "#
A89-52595 #
A89-52588 *#
A89-52600 #
A89-52602 #
A89-52603 "#
A89-52609 "#
A89-52611 "#
A89-52612 *#
A89-52613 #
A89-52614 * #
A89-52615 #
A89-52628 *#
A89-52642 "#
A89-52643 #
A89-52644 #
A89-52645 #
A89-52646 ° #
A89-52657 #
A89-52658 * #
A89-52659 "#
A89-52680 #
A89-52681 #
A99-52682 #
A88-52683 *#
A88-52671 #
A89-52872 #
A89-52873 #
A99-52674 "#
A99-52575 * #
A59-52885 #
A88-52887 ° #
A89-52568 * #
A89-52690 #
A89-52692 * #
A89-52893 * #
A89-52694 #
A89-52689 * #
_831
_832
_816
_832
_861
842
832
838
816
817
817
839
817
838
839
839
839
825
817
839
817
817
818
818
881
825
832
) 832
)842
)843
)843
)843
)837
)843
)843
)843
)944
)844
)844
)844
_844
)837
) 844
845
)845
)873
_845
_845
)845
_845
_845
_846
)846
_873
_846
_828
_828
_828
_828
)846
_846
_846
_847
_873
_847
_847
_847
_854
_815
_847
)847
)848
_848
)848
)848
_848
)873
)873
)848
)839
)849
)849
)829
_849
)848
)849
)849
850
850
850
_850
850
850
832
850
)828
A89-54007
A89.52700 ° # p 829
A89-52701 # p 829
A89-52702 # p 829
A89-52703 # p 829
A89-52712 *# p 832
A89-52715 ° # p 873
A89-52716 # p 837
A89-52717 # p 837
A89-52718 # p 851
A89-52721 # p 829
A89-52775 p 857
A89-52779 _ 830
A89-52802 D 874
A89-52827 _ 857
A89-52830 D 857
A89-52832 D 839
A89-52843 _ 818
A89-52852 _ 818
A89-52923 3 879
A89-52943 3 861
A89.52945 _ 818
A89-52950 _ 815
A89-52959 _ 832
A89.52960 839
A89-52961 861
A89-52973 855
A89-52974 837
A89-52975 815
A89-52989 # 851
A89-52991 # 840
A89-52994 # 857
A89-53152 *# 874
A89-53254 # 862
A88-53255 # 833
A89-53274 # 862
A89-53282 * # 862
A89-53288 "# 862
A89-53289 # 882
A88-53301 "# 851
A88-53304 * # 840
A89-53307 °# 862
A89-53308 # 833
A89-53309 # 837
A89-53310 # 857
A89-53313 * 837
A89-53322 883
A88-53330 * 877
A89-53334 # )815
A88-53351 ° # ) 840
A88°53353 # )863
A89-53355 "# 858
A89-53364 "# ) 863
A89-53368 # ) 840
A89-53367 # )818
A89-53416 )874
A89-53474 )825
A89-53476 # )854
A89-53484 )830
A89-53499 )863
A89-53570 )818
A89-53630 )833
A89-53631 )833
A89-53640 )851
A89-53641 )833
A89-53658 )858
A89-53660 # =830
A89-53663 # )830
A89-53793 # )826
A89-53830 "# )819
A89-53926 # ) 819
A89-53928 # 819
A89-53930 # 819
A89-53931 " # 819
A89-53932 # 876
A89-53934 # ) 819
A89-53944 # ) 819
A89-53945 # ) 876
A89-53847 # )819
A89-53949 # )820
A89-53951 ) 874
A89-53855 ) 851
A89-53956 * ) 840
A89-53857 ° ) 851
A88-53959 ) 852
A89-53969 ) 830
A89-53970 )874
A89-53971 * 828
A88-53875 ) 874
A89-53878 )852
A89-53977 )852
A89-53978 )852
A89-53979 852
A89-53980 852
A89-53988 882
A89-54006 833
A89-54007 874
G-9
A89-54009
A89-54009
A89-54022
A89-54024
A89-54066
A89-54080
A89-54081 °
A89-54082 °
A89-54083 •
A89-54084 "
A89-54085 °
A89-54106
A89-54119
A89-54129 #
A89-54131 #
A89-54132 #
A89-54200 #
A89-54255
A89-54326
A89-54327
A89-54328
A89-54329
A89-54330
A89-54331
A89-54332
A89-54337
A89-54338
A89-54340
A89-54344
A89-54345
A89-54347
A89-54348
A89-54349
A89-54351
A89-54352
A89-54353
A89-54354
A89-54355
A89-54356
A89-54357
A89-54358
A89-54359
A89-54363
A89-54364
A89-54366
A89-54368
A89-54370
A88-54371
A89-54372
A89-54373
A89-54424 * #
A89-54426
A89-54429
A89-54462 #
A88-54471 #
A89-54472 #
A89-54473 #
A89-54482
A89-54483
A89-54484
A69-54466 #
A88-54487 #
A89-54488 #
A89-54535
A89-54640
A89-$4686
A88-54611
A89-54814
A89-$4819
A89-64824
A89-54525
A69-$4871
A89.54776
A89,54777 '
A69-54779
A8e-$4760
A69-64783
A69.64784
A89-54766
A89-64765
A89.64787
A89.54788
A89-54789
A88-54796
A89-$4797
A89.64789
A88.$4801
A89.64502
A89-54803 °
A88-$4804
A89-54805
A88.54806
A89-54807
A89-_,809
A89.$4813
A89-54617
A89.$4821
G-10
855
875
875
833
853
853
830
830
853
855
875
863
820
840
84O
) 833
) 858
855
856
84O
856
) 856
) 856
856
877
834
856
834
838
) 853
)863
) 854
) 878
878
878
878
856
) 878
878
878
856
) 867
878
831
854
) 834
853
834
) 820
863
) 858
858
) 834
) 834
) 815
) 841
) 838
841
820
82O
) 876
863
82O
878
864
864
620
820
821
621
868
887
867
p868
_868
=888
b868
,868
888
p8(58
,859
669
) 869
, ee9
,863
859
) 825
,828
; 826
828
D889
) 827
) 870
) 870
) 870
) 827
A89-54823 ) 827
A89-54824 ) 870
A89-54825 870
A89.54827 ) 870
A89-54831 ) 870
A89-54838 827
A89-54840 871
A89-54841 ) 871
A89-54844 ) 871
A89-54846 } 871
A89-54848 ) 838
A89-54852 ) 871
A89-54854 ) 871
A89-54855 ) 871
A89-54856 ) 871
A89-54857 3872
A89-54858 * ) 875
A89-54859 >831
A89-54860 ) 872
A88-54862 872
A89-54863 ) 879
A89-54865 ) 872
A89-54866 ) 872
A89-54868 ) 872
A89-54881 ) 841
A89-54884 ) 841
A89-54890 ) 864
A89-54900 ) 864
A89-54901 ) 834
A89-54904 • ) 875
A89-54907 • 875
A89-54908 879
A89-54981 ) 864
A89-54982 " 859
A89-54986 ) 859
N89-10003 # 3
N89-10004 # 13
N89-10005 # 13
N89-10006 # 13
N89-10012 # 37
N89-10013 # 37
N89-10014 # 37
N89-10015 # 37
N88-10016 # 51
N89-10017 *# 13
N89-10020 *# 13
N88-10022 * # 13
N89-10024 "# 13
N89-10025 *# 14
N89-10026 # 14
N89-10027 # 14
N89-10028 *# 14
N88-10028 *# 14
N89-10034 * # 14
N89-10035 # 20
N80-10036 # 20
N89-10038 # 25
N88-10040 # 28
N89-10041 # 29
N89-10042 # 29
N89-10043 • # 38
N88-10044 # 38
N80-10046 •# 38
N88-10048 "# 38
N89-10047 # 40
N89.10058 * # ) 40
N88-10069 "# ) 40
N89.10060 '# ) 41
N89.10111 *# )42
N89-10123 "# :43
N89-10125 °# _ 44
N89.10168 °# = 44
N89-10161 # _)44
N89-10187 # _44
N80-10178 # ;) 44
N69-10179 # _ 44
N89-10212 # ;) 61
N89-10429 # p 55
N89-10430 # p55
N80-10431 # p 66
N89-10432 # p 56
N89-10438 °# p 65
N89.10443 # p 66
N80.10444 # p 66
N69-10447 # p 58
N89-10449 # p 65
N89.10460 # p20
N89.10461 °# p21
N80.10462 # p 21
N80-10464 ' # p 21
N80.10465 # p21
N80-10450 "# p 21
N59-10467 # p21
N89-10489 # p21
N89-10480 # p 22
N89-10461 # 22
N89-10470 # 56
N89-10474 # 52
N89-10478 ° # ) 22
N89.10481 # 52
N89-10483 # ) 22
N89.10464 # 52
N89.10485 # ) 22
N89.10490 # 56
N89-10492 # ) 22
N89-10493 # 52
N89-10497 # 52
N89.10499 # 56
N89-10524 "# 58
N89-10526 "# 58
N89-10563 # 58
N88-10565 # 58
N89-10601 °# 59
N89-10603 * # ) 60
N89-10830 # 3
N89-10831 # 3
N69-10832 # ) 40
N89-10833 # 59
N89-10834 # 33
N89-10835 # 33
N89-10836 # 33
N89-10837 # 59
N89-10839 # 4
N89-10840 # 15
N69-10641 # 15
N89-10842 * # 15
N89-10844 ° # 15
N89-10847 # 15
N89-10849 ° # 15
N89-10850 * # 15
N89-10852 * # 16
N89-10853 *# 16
N89-10854 * # 16
N89-10855 * # 16
N89-10856 *# 60
N89-10857 *# 16
N89-10858 °# 16
N89-10859 # 17
N89-10860 # 17
N89-10861 # 17
N89-10862 # 17
N89-10864 # 17
N89-10865 " # 17
N89-10866 # 18
N89-10867 # 18
N89-10869 # 23
N89-10671 # 23
N89-10872 " # _ 23
N89-10873 # ) 23
N88-10885 # _ 25
N89-10887 _ 29
N89-10889 = 30
N89-10890"# _ 30
N69-10881 # _ 30
N88-10892 # 0 38
N69-10884 # _)38
N89-10885 *# ;) 40
N89-10896 # _)41,
N89-10897'# ;)41
N89-10698 # p42
N89-10899 # p 42
N89-10900 *# p 42
N89-10901 # p 42
N89-10981 "# p 44
N69-11006 # p45
N89-11020 # p45
N89-11066 # p62
N89-11067 # p 18
N89-11088 # p62
N80-11089 # p 18
N89-11077 *# p53
N69-11080 °# p53
N89-11156 *# p 63
N89-11184 # p63
N89-11187 # p63
N89-11188 # p63
N89.11189 # p 53
N89.11192 '# )54
N89-11198 •# ) 54
N89-11285 # )64
N89-11270 ) 54
N80.11285 # )64
N89-11365 # )58
N89-118_ # )82
N69-11591 # )62
N89-11593 # )02
N80-11894 * # )82
N80.11895 # 82
NTg.11000 02
N89-11507 # 62
N69.11598 °# 83
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
N89-11699 p 83
N89-11700 p 83
N89-11701 p 83
N89-11703 p 83
N89-11706 p 84
N89-11707 p 84
N89-11708 # p 84
N89-11709 # _ 84
N89-11711 # _ 84
N89-11713 # _ 84
N89-11714 # _ 85
N89-11715 # _ 85
N89-11716 # _ 65
N89-11717 *# _85
N89-11718 *# _85
N89-11719 *# _85
N89-11720 # _ 65
N89-11721 # _ 86
N89-11725 •# _ 68
N89-11726 °# _90
N89-11727 # _ 90
N89-11728 # p90
N89-11729 # p90
N89-11730 # p 91
N89-11731 # _ 91
N89-11732 _101
N89-11733 *# _101
N89-11734 ,102
N89-11735 p102
N89-11736 ,102
N89-11737 # ,102
N89-11738 * ,102
N89-11739 # )102
N89-11740 * # ,102
N89-11741 ,103
N89-11742 # ,103
N89-11743 # ,103
N89-11744 # ,103
N89-11745 # ,108
N89-11746 # ,108
N89-11747 # ,108
N89-11748 # )108
N89-11749 # 108
N89-11750" # 109
N89-11751 °# 109
N89-11752 *# 114
N89-11753 ° # 114
N89-11754 # 114
N89-11755 # 116
N89-11756 •# 116
N89-11757 # 117
N89-11759 # 117
N89-11786" # 117
N89-11819 # 119
N89-11827 *# 119
N89-11880 # 120
N88-11918 # 120
N88-12019 # 127
N89-12026 ° # 127
N89-12075 # 128
N88-12081 # 128
N89-12081 # 128
N89-12231 # 138
N59-12234 •# 138
N89-12238 # 138
N89-12309 *# 137
N89-12335 # 137
N89-12356 # 139
N89-1_363 # 139
N89-12364 # ) 139
N89-12471 139
N80-12536 # _53
N89.12537 # )83
N89-12538 *# _63
N89-12539 °# )63
N89-12540 =86
N89-12541 _ 88
N89-12642 ° # _ 88
N69.12543 "# 0 85
NSg-12644 "# _ 88
N89-12546 p 88
N89-12648 p 87
N89-12547 p 87
N80-12649 # p87
N80-12661 " p 87
N80-12662 *# p87
N89-12663 °# p 68
N80-12664 "# p88
N89-12866 '# p 68
N89-12558 # p 89
N89-12667 *# p 91
N89-12666 # p 91
N89-12569 # p 91
N89.12660 # p 91
N89-12582 # p 103
N89.12663 # p 103
N89-12565 * # p 109
N89-12566 °# p 109
N89-12567 *# p 109
N89-12568 ° # p 109
N89-12569 *# p 114
N89-12570 *# p 114
N89-12571 # p 115
N89-12572 °# p 117
N89-12629 °# p 128
N89-12717 * # p 120
N89-12750 # p 120
N89-12763 # p 128
N89-12768 # p 109
N89-12786 ° p 128
N89-12822 °# p 129
N89-12837 °# p 129
N89-12841 ° p 129
N89-12845 •# p 129
N89-12864 # p 129
N89-12876 * # p 129
N89-12877 *# p 110
N89-12878*# p110
N89-12879 *# p 110
N89-12880 * # p 110
N89-12881 *# p 130
N89-12882 • # p 130
N89-12883 *# p 120
N89-12884 •# p 130
N89-12885 ° # p 130
N89-12886 °# p 130
N89-12887 * # p 130
N89-12888 * # p 130
N89-12889 *# p 131
N89-12890"# p131
N89-12891 * # p 131
N89-12892 ° # p 131
N89-12893 ° # p 110
N89-12894 *# p 131
N89-12895 *# p 131
N89-12896 ° # p 131
N89-12897 * # p 132
N89-12898 * # p 132
N89-12899 ° # p 132
N89-12900 *# p 132
N89-12902 °# p 132
N89-12906 *# p 132
N89-12907 •# p 110
N89-12909 *# p 133
N89-12912 * # p 120
N89-12913 *# p 133
N89-12914 *# p 133
N89-12915 °# p 133
N89-12816 •# p 133
N89-12919 •# p 120
N89-12920 *# p 121
N89-12822 "# p 121
N89-12923 *# p 133
N89-13038 # p 134
N88-13125 # p 135
N89-13232 p 139
N88-13258 °# p 140
N89-13295 # p 140
N89-13385 • # p 151
N88-13398 *# p 151
N89-13389 ° # p 151
N89-13400"# p161
N88-13401 *# p 152
N89-13402 # p 152
N80-13403 # p 152
N89-13404 # p 162
N80-13406 # p 153
N89-13408 °# p 153
N89-13409 °# p 153
N89-13410 ° # p 153
N89-13411 '# p153
N89-13412 *# p 163
N89-13413 # p 156
N89-13414 *# p 156
N89-13415 # p 156
N69-13417 # p 158
N89-13418 # p 155
N80-13419 # p 156
N89.13422 *# p 187
N89-13424 *# p 188
N89-13425 # p 168
N89-13426 # p 158
N80-13427 # p 158
N89-13429 *# p 176
N89-13430 # p 177
N80.13431 # p 177
N89-13432*# p177
N89-13434 # p 177
N89-13435 °# p 177
N89-13435 *# p 177
N89-13437 ° # p 178
N89-13438 °# p 182
ACCESS ON NUMBER INDEX
N59-13642 "#
N89.13643 * #
N89-13648 *#
N89-13666 "#
N89-13727 #
N89.13735 #
N89-13736 #
N89-13746 * #
N89-13747 * #
N89-13751 #
N89-13754 "#
N89-13755 * #
N89-13756 * #
N89-13784 #
N89-13794 * #
N89-13796
N89-13816 "#
N89-13817 * #
N88-13819 *#
N89-13832 #
N89-13833 #
N89-13839
N89-13854 #
N89-14213 *#
N89-14218 o #
N89-14217 *#
N89-14219 #
N88-14223
N59-14224 *
N89-14225 #
N89-14226 #
N89-14227 #
N89-14228 "#
N89-14231
N89-14232 o #
N89-14233 o #
N89-14234 #
N89_14238 #
N89-14237 "#
N59-14238 "#
N89-14239 * #
N89-14240
N89-14241 °
N89-14242 #
N89-14243 #
N89-14264 * #
N89-14372
N89-14373 #
N89-14376 * #
N89-14377 * #
N89-14386 * #
N89-14397 #
N89-14456 ° #
N89-14465 * #
N89-14466 #
N89-14470 "#
N89-14616 #
N89-14744 #
N89-14749 #
N89-14758 #
N89-14766 #
N89-14761 #
N89-14763 #
N89-14795 "#
N89-14818 #
N89-14820 ° #
N89-14821 "#
N89-14897 ° #
N89-14899 * #
N89-14918 * #
N89-14922 * #
N59-14924 "#
N89-15074 * #
N89-15075
N89-15076 #
N89-15077 * #
N89-15078 *#
N88-15079 #
N89-15080 #
N89-15082 o #
N89-15083 #
N89-15084 * #
N89-15086 *#
N89-15087 * #
N89-15088 #
N89-15089 #
N89-15092 #
N89-15093 #
N89-15095 #
N89-15096 #
N89-15097 #
N89-15099 • #
N89-15100 #
N89-15101 #
N89-15102
N89-15104 #
,185
186
186
186
191
191
191
191
191
192
192
192
192
192
193
193
183
193
193
196
196
196
)196
p 153
)154 _
)154
_154
164
_154
)156
157
p157
_161
b168
,168
169
169
178
178
178
178
) 182
184
184
184
186
193
193
194
194
194
194
194
195
195
195
197
182
) 201
) 202
) 202
J 202
) 202
J 202
)204
) 204
) 204
) 154
p 197
) 195
169
195
) 219
) 219
) 219
) 219
) 220
) 220
220
220
220
p221
p221
) 221
224
224
226
226
p226
226
226
227
,227
227
233
p233
N89-15105 #
N89-15106 *#
N89-15107 * #
N89-15108 o #
N89-15110 "#
N89-15112 °#
N89-15116 ° #
N89-15118 * #
N89-15119 #
N89-15120 #
N89-15121 "#
N89-15122 * #
N89-15123 * #
N89-15124 #
N89-15126 #
N89-15127 #
N89-15166 #
N89-15187 "#
N89-15188 #
N89-15249 #
N89-15251 * #
N89-15266 #
N89-15281 #
N89-15345
N89-15349 #
N89-15351 ° #
N89-15367
N89-15412
N89-15437 o #
N89-15464 #
N89-15485 * #
N89-15486 #
N89-15600 " #
N89-15672 #
N89-15684 "#
N89-15685 ° #
N89-15686 ° #
N89-15730 #
N89-15886 * #
N89-15888 ° #
N89-15889
N89-15890
N89-15891 #
N89-15892
N89-15893 "#
N89-15894 #
N89-15895 ° #
N89-15896 "#
N89-15897 "#
N89-15598 * #
N89-15899 #
N89-15900 o #
N89-15901 *#
N89-15903
N89-15904
N89-15905 "#
N89-15906 #
N89-15907 * #
N89-15908 "#
N89-15909 o #
N89-15910 "#
N89-15911 "#
N89-15912 #
N89-15913 * #
N89-15919 #
N89-15922 #
N89-15923 #
N89-15925 "#
N89-15926
N89-15928 * #
N89-15929 ° #
N89-15930 ° #
N89-15931 #
N89-15932 "#
N89-16631 #
N89-16034 #
N89-16053 #
N89-16069 #
N89-16072 #
N89-16117
N89-16120 #
N89-16172 #
N89-16166 #
N89-16193 "#
N89-16196 ° #
N89-16228 #
N89-16243 #
N89-16287 ° #
N89-16297 * #
N89-16330 * #
N89-16343 * #
N89-16354 "#
N89-16391 #
N89-16437 "#
N89-16719 #
N89-16720 #
233
p234
_234
234
234
241
246
246
246
246
246
247
247
249
249
249
250
251
) 251
) 251
) 252
) 258
252
) 259
) 259
) 259
D259
J259
259
261
281
p261
247
264
)266
267
p287
267
_268
,221
221
221
222
222
222
222
222
222
223
223
224
227
227
234
235
235
235
235
235
236
236
238
238
241
241
) 260
241
) 247
) 248
) 248
) 248
) 248
) 249
) 250
) 252
) 252
) 252
) 253
)260
) 266
)260
)260
) 260
) 261
) 261
) 262
) 262
)264
)264
)264
) 265
) 265
) 265
265
269
) 270
N89-16721 # _270
N89-16722 # _270
N89-16726 # _297
N89-16728 # ,297
N89-16730 _297
N89-16731 ,297
N89-16732 _ 298
N89-16734 _ 298
N89-16735 ) 298
N89-16736 ) 298
N89-16738 # 298
N89-16739 # 298
N89-16740 # 298
N89-16741 # 314
N89-16742 # 299 _
N88-18743 # 299
N89-16744 # 315
N89-16745 # 315
N89-15746 # 315
N89-18747 # 299
N89-16748 # 299
N89-18749 # 315
N89-18751 # )299
N89-16753 * # ) 299
N66-16754 "# ) 299
N89-16756 # ) 299
N89-16757 # ) 299
N89-16758 "# ) 300
N89-16766 # ) 300
N89-16761 * # _300
N89-16766 # ) 306
N89-18768 # ) 306
N89-16773 ) 315
N89-16774 # ) 315
N89-16775 # ) 315
N89-16778 _318
N89-16782 # _326
N89-18783 # ) 326
N89-16784 # _326
N89-16785 # ) 319
N89-16788 # ) 319
N89-16787 # ) 326
N89-16788 # ,319
N89-16789 # _320
N89-18766 # _326
N89-16793 # _320
N89-16795 # _320
N89-18796 # _326
N89-16797 # _ 320
N89-18798 # _ 320
N89-16799 # _ 320
N89-16800 # ) 327
N89-16801 # ) 321
N89-16802 # ) 327
N89-16803 # _ 327
N89-18804 # 327
N89-16805 # 327
N89-16806 # 327
N89-16809 # 327
N66-16811 # 321
N89-16812 # 321
N89-16813 # 328
N89-16814 # 328
N89-16817 # 321
N89-16819 # 321
N89-16820 • # 321
N89-16821 # 328
N89-16825 # 328
N89-16826 # 328
N89-16827 # 328
N89-16828 # 329
N89-16829 # 329
N89-16830 # 329
N89-16831 # 329
N89-16832 # 329
N89-16833 # 329
N89-16834 *# 329
N89-16835 # 330
N89-16836 # 330
N89-16837 °# 330
N89-16838 # 330
N89-16839 # 330
N89-16840 # 330
N89-16845 "# 333
N89-16847 ° # 300
N89-16848 # 337
N89-16849 # 300
N89-16852 # 337
N89-16855 # 337
N89-168,56 # 337
N89-16857 # 337
N89-16858 # 300
N89-16863 # 338
N89-16864 * # 338
N89-16869 # 301
N89-16870 # 338
N89-16873 #
N88-16877 #
N89-16878 #
N89-16879 #
N89-17017 * #
N66-17069 #
N89-17215 #
N89-17255 #
N89-17256 #
N89-17257 #
N89-17258 #
N89-17259 #
N89°17266 #
N89-17261 #
N89-17263
N89-17275 #
N89-17298 * #
N89-17304 "#
N89-17311 "#
N89-17314 * #
N89-17318 "#
N89-17328 ° #
N89-17329 "#
N89-17333 * #
N89-17334 * #
N89-17336 "#
N59-17564 #
N89-17566
N89-17568 * #
N89-17569
N89-17577 ° #
N89-17578 * #
N89-17579 * #
N89-17580 #
N89-17582 #
N59o17584 * #
N89-17585 #
N89-17586
N89-17587 #
N89-17558 #
N89-17588
N89-17590
N89-17591 #
N89-17593 * #
N89-17594 #
N89-1759! #
N89-17599 "#
N89-17600 ° #
N89-17661 #
N89-17681 #
N89-17691 #
N89-17693 #
N89-17696 #
N89-17700 #
N89-17701 #
N89-17702 #
N89-17978
N89-18046 °#
N89-18167 *#
N89-18380 #
N89-18384 #
N89-18387 #
N89-18388 #
N89-18401 #
N89-18407 #
N89-18408 #
N89-18409 "#
N89-18410 "#
N89-18411 *#
N88-18415 "#
N89-18416 * #
N89-18418 "#
N89.18419 #
N89.18420 #
N89-18421 #
N89-18422 #
N89.18423 #
N89.18424 #
N89-18425 #
N89-18426 #
N89-18427 #
N89-18428 #
N89-18429 #
N89-18430 #
N89-18431 #
N89-18432 #
N89-18433 #
N89-18434 #
N89-18435 #
N89-15436 #
N89-18437 #
N89-18438 #
N89-18441 #
N89-18445 #
N89-18446 #
N89-18447 #
338
338
339
339
342
349
349
349
349
350
350
350
) 350
) 350
) 351
316
) 351
) 351
) 351
) 351
) 351
) 342
) 351
) 351
) 342
352
) 270
301
) 301
301
301
) 301
302
302
302
306
306
309
309
309
316
316
316
:_316
317
317
330
330
339
342
317
317
342
352
343
343
353
356
) 356
) 317
) 339
317
) 339
) 334
) 360
360
360
360
360
372
372
372
372
372
38O
380
380
381
381
381
) 381
) 381
381
) 381
382
) 382
) 382
) 382
) 382
383
) 383
) 383
) 421
394
398
) 395
N89-19253
N89-18448 # _ 398
N89-18450 # _ 431
N89-18451 # ) 431
N89-18452 # 398
N89-18453 # 431
N89-18454 # 399
N89-18455 # 431
N89-18457 # 431
N89-18458 # 432
N89-18459 # 432
N89-18460 # 432
N89-18463 # 432
N89-18465 # 432
N89-18466 # 432
N89-18467 # ) 433
N89-18489 # 399
N89-15471 # ) 399
N89-18472 # ) 399
N89-18475 # ) 433
N89-18477 # ) 421
N89-18486 # ) 399
N89-18488 # ) 401
N89-18489 # ) 401
N89-18491 # ) 401
N89-18492 # _401
N89-18494 # _401
N89-15495 # ) 401
N89-18496 # ) 402
N89-18498 * # p408
N89-18499 * # ) 408
N89-18500 ° # ) 408
N89-15530 "# )411
N89-18533 # _411
N89-18546 # ) 412
N89-18550 * # ) 412
N89-18591 # _422
N89-18610 # _422
N89-18614 # _372
N89-18615 "# _373
N89-18617 # _422
N89-18818 # _422
N89-18619 # ,422
N89-18620 # _422
N89-18621 # _ 422
N89-18623 # _ 373
N89-18625 # _ 423
N89-18628 # _ 373
N89-18629 # ) 373
N89-18635*# )423
N89-18638 # 423
N89-18639 # 423
N89-18640 # 423
N89-18642 # 373
N89-18643 # 423
N89-18647 * # 424
N89-18648 # 424
N89-18649 # 373
N89-18650 # 373
N89-18652 # 394
N89-18654 # 395
N89-18657 * # 374
N89-18658 °# 374
N89-186450 # 374
N89-18662 # 424
N89-18664 ° # 424
N89-18665 *# 424
N89-18675 # 424
N89-18689 # 425
N89-18666 # 425
N89°18692 # 425
N89-18696 * # 425
N89-18143 # 435
N89-19226 # 360
N89-19228 # 361
N89-19229 # 361
N89-18230 * # 361
N89-19231 * # 374
N66-19232 * # 374
N89-19234 °# 374
N89-19235 * # 375
N89-19236 "# 433
N89-19237 ° # 425
N89-19238 *# 395
N89-19239 * # 395
N89-19240 * # 375
N89-19241 *# 375
N89-19242 * # 375
N89-19243 * # 375
N89-19245 "# ) 375
N89-15246 * # ) 376
N89-19247 *# 376
N89-19248 "# 376
N89°19249 °# 376
N89-19251 "# 376
N89-19252 "# ) 376
N89-19253 * # ) 376
G-11
N89-19254
N89-19254 *#
N89-19255 * #
N89-19257 "#
N89.19260 *#
N89-19261 *#
N89.19262 * #
N89-19263 * #
N89.19264 * #
N89-19265 * #
N89-19266 * #
N89-19267 #
N89-19269
N89-19271
N89-19274 #
N89-19275 #
N89-19276 #
N89-19277 #
N89-19278 #
N89-19282 #
N89-19283 #
N89-19284 #
N89-19289 "#
N89-19290 #
N89-19291 #
N89-19292 #
N89-19293 #
N89-19294 #
N89-19295 #
N89-19297 #
N89-19298 #
N89-19299 * #
N89-19300 * #
N89-19301 #
N89-19302 #
N89-19303 #
N89-19304 #
N89-19305 *#
N89-19306 #
N89-19307 #
N89-19308 #
N89-19310
N89-19311
N89-19312
N89.19314 #
N89-19318 #
N89-19319 #
N89.19374 #
N89-1937g #
N89-19392 #
N89-19413 #
N89.19441 #
N89.19473 #
N89-195O0
N89-19504 *#
N89.195O5 *#
N89.195O9 #
N89-19510 #
N89-19525 #
N89-19556 *#
N89-19571 #
N89.19583 *#
N89-19597 #
N89-19602 #
N89-19779 *#
N89-19782 #
N89-19783 * #
N89-19842 * #
N89-19858 *#
N89-19859 "#
N89.19894 #
N89-19899 *#
N89-20086 *#
N89-20087 #
N89-20092 #
N89-20093 *#
N89-20094 *#
N89-20096
N89-20097
N89-20098 *#
N89-20099 *#
N89-20100"#
N89-20101 *#
N89-20102 #
N89-20103 #
N89-20105 #
N89-20108 #
N89-20109 #
N89-20110 #
N89-20111 *#
N89-20112 #
N89-20113 °#
N89-20114 #
N89-20115 #
N89-20117 #
N89-20119 #
N89-20121 *#
G-12
376
377
377
377
377
402
402
377
377
378
378
378
378
378
378
379
379
379
383
384
385
395
395
) 395
396
396
) 396
) 396
396
) 399
402
) 402
) 402
) 403
) 403
403
) 403
403
403
403
406
406
406
) 406
) 408
) 408
412
) 412
) 412
)412
412
425
425
426
426
426
426
426
426
427
427
427
427
428
428
428
433
383
,396
433
433
438
p439
) 450
) 450
) 450
) 450
) 451
) 451
) 451
) 451
451
451
452
452
463
464
464
464
464
465
465
465
::)465
,466
471
N89-20122 * # 472
N89-20123 * # 472
N89-20124 ' # 472
N5O-20125 * # _ 472
N5O-20126 # 472
N89-20127 # 472
N89-20128 # 473
N5O-20129 # 478
N5O-20130 # 476
N89-20131 478
N89-20132 * # 478
N89-20133 * # :, 478
N89-20134 * # 478
N89-20135 * # _ 479
N89-20136 * # 479
N89-20137 * # 479
N5O-20138 * # :_479
N89-20139 * # 479
N89-20140 * # 479
N89-20141 * # 480
N89-20142 * # _ 480
N89-20143 * # _ 480
N89.20144 * # _480
N89.20145 # _480
N89-20146 * # _480
N89.20147 _483
N89-20148 _483
N89.20149 _483
N89-2O150 p483
N89-20205 * # _489
N89-20231 # p489
N89-2O330 * # ,466
N89-20331 * # ,466
N89.20355 * # _495
N89.20363 * # ) 496
N89-20386 * # ) 496
N89-20409 * # ) 496
N89-20422 # ) 496
N89-20426 # p496
N89-20468 # ) 496
N89-20472 * # ) 497
N89-20498 # b497
N89-20512 * # _497
N89-20519 # p497
N89-20520 # _497
N89-20521 # ) 497
N89-20525 # _498
N89-20557 # _ 499
N89-2Oe83 * # ) 500
N89.20776 * # _ 504
N89-20777 "# _ 504
N89-20779 * # p 504
N89-20920 * # ) 452
N89-20921 * # p 452
N89-20922 ° # ) 452
N89-20923 ) 452
N89-20924 ) 453
N89-20925 * # ) 453
N89-2092O * # ) 453
N89-20927 * # ) 453
N89-20928 * # ) 453
N89-20929 * # ) 453
N89-20930 * # ) 454
N89-20931 "# ) 454
N89-2O932 "# ) 454
N89.20933 * # ) 454
N89-20934 * # ) 454
N89-20935 "# ) 454
N89-20936 * # 455
N89-2O937 "# 455
N89-20938 * # 455
N89-20939 * # 455
N89-20940 * # 455
N89-20941 * # 455
N89-20942 * # 455
N89-2O943 * # 481
N89-20944 * # 455
N89-20945 * # 473
N89-20946 * # _ 473
N89-20947 * # 473
N89-20948 * # 456
N89-20950 * # _498
N89-2O951 * # b456
N89-20952 * # ,456
N89-20953 * # =456
N89-20954 * # _456
N89-2O955 * # ) 486
N89-20956 * # _456
N89-20957 * # ) 486
N89-2O958 * # _457
N89-20959 * # ) 457
N89-20960 * # ) 457
N89-20961 * # ) 486
N89-20962 # ) 457
N89-20963 * # ) 457
N89-20964 ° # ) 457
N89-20965 #
N89-20966 #
N89-20967 #
N89-20968 #
N89-20969 #
NSg-20970 #
N89-20971 #
N89-20972 #
N89-20973 ° #
N89-20974 #
N89-20975 #
N5O-20976 #
N89-20977 #
N89-20978 "#
N89-20980 #
N89-20981 * #
N89-20982 "#
N89-20983 * #
N89-20984 #
N89-20985 #
N89-20986 #
N89-20987 #
N89-20988 #
N89-20989 #
N89-20990 #
N89-2O991 "#
N89-2O993 #
N89-20994 #
N89-2O995 * #
N89-20996 *#
N89-20998
N89-2O999 "#
N89-21000 #
N89-21001 #
N89-21002 * #
N89-21003 #
N89-21004 * #
N89-21005 #
N89-21051 * #
N89-21071 #
N89-21125 #
N89-21130 #
N89-21248 #
N89-21270 #
N89-21282 #
N89-21417 * #
N89*21592 #
N89-21628 * #
N99-21632 #
N5O-21759 * #
N89-21762 * #
N8g-21764
N8g-21795
N89-21766
N89-21767
N8g-21798 * #
NSg-21769 * #
N89.21770
N89.21771
N89.21772 * #
N89-21773 #
N89-21774 #
N89-21775 #
N89-21777 #
N89-21778
N89-21779 #
N89-21780 #
N89-21781 #
N5O.21782 #
N5O.21783 #
N89-21784 #
N89-21785 #
N89-21786
N89.21787 #
N89-21789 #
N89-21790 #
N89-21791 #
N89-21792 #
N89-21793 #
N89-21794 #
N89-21795 #
N89-21796
N89-21797
N89-21798 * #
N89-21799 * #
N89-21800
N89-21801 #
N89-21802 * #
N89-21803 #
N89-21804 #
N89-21806
N89.21807 #
N89-21808 #
N89-21809 #
N89-21810 #
N89-21811 #
,458
458
458
b458
458
459
b459
459
459
_464
p464
p464
p466
466
_466
473
473
474
p474
b474
b474
b474
475
475
475
475
476
476
481
481
483
483
484
484
486
486
486
487
489
) 490
490
490
) 498
) 498
) 498
) 499
) 501
) 505
) 505
) 498
) 516
516
515
515
515
517
517
517
517
517
518
518
518
518
523
523
523
523
526
526
526
526
529
530
530
530
530
530
531
531
531
531
536
536
) 536
) 537
537
) 539
) 540
) 540
) 540
) 540
541
542
542
542
N89-21812 #
N89-21813 #
N89-21851 #
N89-21873 #
N89-21926 #
N89-21943 #
N89-21983
N5O-21984
N5O-21987 #
N89-22014 #
N89-22016 #
N89-22052 #
N89-22066 #
N89-22070 #
N89-22078 #
N89-22287
N89-22366 #
N89-22445 #
N89-22568' #
N89-22569 * #
N89-22570 #
N89-22571 #
N89-22572
N89-22574 *#
N89-22575 #
N89-22576 #
N89.22577 * #
N89-22578 #
N89.22579 #
N89.22580 #
N89-22581 #
N89-22582 #
N89-22583 #
N89-22584 #
N89-22585
N89.22586
N89.225O7
N89-22588
N89-22589 #
N89-22590 #
N89-22591 #
N89-22592 #
N89-22593 #
N89-22594 #
N89-22595 #
N89-22596 #
N89-22598 #
N89-22600 #
N89-22601 #
N89-22602 #
N89-22503
N89-22604 #
N89-225O5 * #
N89-22606 * #
N89-22607 ° #
N89-22608
N89-22609
N89-22510
N89-22611 #
N89-22614 * #
N89-22615 #
N89-22616 "#
N89-22617 * #
N89-22619 #
N89-22620
N89-22621
N5O-22654 #
N89-22655 #
N89-2265O #
N89-22657 #
N89-22658 #
N89-22659 #
N89-22660 #
N89.22661 #
N89.22662 #
N89-22663 #
N89-22665 #
N89-22688 #
N89-22702 #
N89-22703 #
N89-22707 #
N89-22718 #
N89-22768 #
N89-22807 #
N89-22830 * #
N89-22835 #
N89-22838 * #
N89-22845 #
N89-22866 #
N89-22868 * #
N89-22879 #
N89-22891 *#
N89-22892 *#
N89-22894 * #
N89-22895 "#
N89-22897 *#
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
) 542
) 542
) 548
) 548
) 548
) 545
) 548
) 556
) 556
) 556
) 557
) 557
557
557
557
562
563
566
507
507
5O8
518
518
519
519
519
519
519
520
52O
52O
52O
52O
52O
521
521
521
521
521
522
524
524
524
) 524
526
526
527
531
531
532
532
533
537
) 537
) 537
537
) 538
540
) 541
) 542
) 543
) 543
) 543
543
543
543
548
548
549
549
549
538
549
549
549
549
550
55O
55O
:_550
,550
,550
,550
557
522
558
558
558
558
558
558
558
559
559
559
559
N89-22898 *# p 559
N89-22899 * # p 559
N89-22900"# p560
N89-22901 *# p 560
N89-22905 *# p 560
N89-22906" # p560
N89-22909 *# p560
N89-22910 * # p 560
N89-22911 *# p561
N89-22O12 *# p 561
N89-22913"# p561
N89-22914 *# p 561
N89-22915 * # p 561
N89-22916 *# p 561
N89-22917 *# p561
N89-22925 °# p 562
N89-22939 * # p562
N89-23048 "# p 562
N89-23213 # p563
N89-23361 # p 566
N89-23403 # p 566
N89-23406"# p 568
N89-23407 # p 568
N89-23408 # p 591
N89-23409 # p 591
N89-23410 " # p 592
N89-23411 ° # p 592
N89-23413 * # p 592
N89-23414 *# p 592
N89-23415 * # p 592
N89-23417 *# p 592
N89-23418 "# p 593
N89-2342O # p 593
N89-23423 # p 593
N89-23424 # p 593
N89-23425 # p 593
N89-23426 # p 594
N89-23427 # p 594
N89-23428 # p 594
N89-23429 # p 594
N89-23430 # p 594
N89-23433 *# p 594
N89-23434 # p 597
N89-23435 # p 597
N89-23436 # p 598
N89-23438 # p600
N89-23440 # p 601
N59-23443 # p (501
N89-23444 # p 601
N59-23447 * # p 606
N89-23449 # p607
N59-2345O p607
N89-23451 # p607
N59-23452 # p 507
N89-23454 # p607
N89-23455 # p5o7
N89-23457 # p608
N89-23460 # p5o8
N89-23461 # pC08
N89-2345O # p 510
N89-23464 # p 613
N89-23465 * # p 613
N89-23468' # p 814
N5O-23467 # p 615
N89-23468"# p 615
N89-23469 "# p 615
N89-23470 *# p 615
N89-23471 °# p 615
N89-23473 # p 616
N89-23474 # p 616
N89-23475 # p 616
N89-23476 # p 616
N89-23477 # p 619
N89-23479 # p 619
N89-23480 # p 619
N89-23482 # p 619
N89-23656 # p 621
N89-23712 # p 621
N89-23740 # p 626
N89-23758 # p 626
N89-23774 # p 626
N89-23809 "# p 627
N89-23822 p 627
N89-23831 # p 627
N89-2392O * # p 627
N89°24051 # p 630
N89-24079 * # p 630
N89-24127 # p 630
N89-24138 * # p 633
N89-24139 *# p 633
N89-24141 *# p 633
N89-24261 # p 569
N89-24262 * p 569
N89-24263 # p 569
N89-24264"# p 595
N89-24265 *# p 595
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
N89-24267 p595
N89-24270 # _ 595
N89-24271 # :_595
N89-24272 # ,596
N89-24273 # :) 596
N89-24274 # 596
N89-24278 # 596
N89-24282 # 596
N89-24285 * # 596
N89-24286 597
N89-24288 # 598
N89-24289 # 598
N89-24290 * # 598
N89-24291 # 601
N89-24292 # 601
N89-24293 * # ) 601
N89-24294 # ) 602
N89-24295 # ) 602
N89-24296 # ) 602
N89-24303 # ) 602
N89-24304 # ) 627
N89-24305 # ) 610
N89-24308 ° # ) 608
N89-24309 # ) 608
N89-24311 # ) 609
N89-24313 * # ) 609
N89-24314 * # _609
N89-24315 ° # _609
N89-24319 * # p614
N89-24321 # _616
N89-24322 # _616
N89-24323 * # _617
N89-24324 * # b617
N89-24325 # =617
N89-24326 _617
N89-24327 * # _617
N89-24328 * # :) 618
N89-24329 * # 3 618
N89-24330 # :) 619
N89-24459 * # :) 622
N89-24563 * # 627
N89-24607 * # :) 628
N89-24624 * # ) 628
N89-24639 * # 628
N89-24640 * # 628
N89-24642 * # 628
N89-24654 * # 628
N89-24655 * # 629
N89-24658 * # 629
N89-24777 # 629
N89-24876 # 631
N89-24886 ° # 633
N89-24887 # 634
N89-24888 * # 634
N89-24901 # 634
N89-25112 * # 635
N89-25113 # ) 638
N89-25117 *# 652
N89-25119 *# 653
N89-25121 *# 653
N89-25122 ° # ) 653
N89-25125 # ) 653
N89-25126 # ) 653
N89-25129 # ) 654
N89-25131 It ) 654
N89-25134 # ) 654
N89-25135 # ) 654
N89-25137 # ) 654
N89-25138 # ) 654
N89-25139 # ) 654
N89-25140 It ) 713
N89-25141 # ) 689
N89-25142 # ) 658
N89-25143 ) 658
N89-25144 # ) 658
N89-25146 # ) 666
N89-25147 # ) 666
N89-25150 # ) 667
N89-25151 # ) 667
N89-25152 # ) 667
N89-25153 # ) 667
N89-25154 # ) 667
N89-25155 # ) 668
N89-25156 # ) 668
N89-25157 # ) 668
N89-25159 # ) 668
N89-25162 # ) 711
N89-25164 # ) 705
N89-25165 * # ) 685
N89-25166 ° # ) 705
N89-25167 * # ) 668
N89-25168 * # ) 669
N89-25170 * # ) 669
N89-25171 *# )669
N89-25172 * # ) 669
N89-25173 * # ) 669
N89-25174 * # p 705
N89-25177 *# p 705
N89-25179 °# p711
N89-25180 * # p 712
N89-25187 * # p 705
N89-25189 * # p 689
N89-25190 * # p 669
N89-25191 * # p 689
N89-25192 *# p 670
N89-25193 * # ) 689
N89-25194 * # _ 670
N89-25195 * # p 689
N89-25196 * # _ 705
N89-25197 * # p 706
N89-25198 * # _655
N89-25201 * # _670
N89-25205 * It =670
N89-25206 * # ,670
N89-25207 " # p685
N89-25210 * # _670
N89-25211 * It _670
N89-25212 ° # ,671
N89-25220 *# :) 712
N89-25221 *# :) 671
N89-25222 "# _ 671
N89-25231 *# ) 706
N89-25232 * # 671
N89-25233 * # 671
N89-25234 671
N89-25235 * # 671
N89-25237 672
N89-25238 * # 685
N89-25239 * # 690
N89-25240 # 693
N89-25241 # 693
N89-25242 * 693
N89-25243 # 693
N89-25358 # 706
N89-25432 ° # 706
N89-25443 * # 706
N89-25464 * # 706
N89-25479 * # 706
N89-25480 * It 707
N89-25530 # ) 710
N89-25673 * # ) 713
N89-25675 ° # ) 713
N89-25676 # ) 713
N89-25697 # ) 713
N89-25764 * # ) 714
N89-25948 It ) 638
N89-25949 # ) 638
N89-25950 # ) 655
N89-25951 * # ) 655
N89-25952 # ) 655
N89-25953 * # ) 655
N89-25954 " # ) 655
N89-25957 * # ) 656
N89-25958 * # _656
N89-25964 # _656
N89-25965 # _656
N89-25966 # _656
N89-25969 # _656
N89-25970 It _656
N89-25972 # _657
N89-25973 * # =657
N89-25974 # ,658
N89-25976 # p658
N89-25977 * # _658
N89-25979 # ,659
N89-25981 * # ,659
N89-25984 # _ 661
N89-25985 # 661
N89-25986 # 3 661
N89-25990 # 3 672
N89-25991 672
N89-25994 # _ 672
N89-25995 # _ 672
N89-25996 # ) 672
N89-25997 # _ 672
N89-25998 # ) 673
N89-26000 # _ 673
N89-26001 _ 673
N89-26004 * # _ 685
N89-26005 # ) 685
N89-26006 It _ 685
N89-26008 * It _ 686
N89-26009 *# ) 690
N89-26010 * # :}690
N89-26011 * # _ 690
N89-26012 # 3 690
N89-26013 * # :) 690
N89-26014 * # :) 691
N89-26015 # 3 693
N89-26018 # 3 694
N89-26019 # _ 694
N89-26020 # _ 694
N89-26110 #
N89-26120 #
N89-26121 #
N89-26123 #
N89-26127 #
N89-26133 #
N89-26168 #
N89-26172 ° #
N89-26174 * #
N89-26176 * #
N89-26196 #
N89-26207 * #
N89-26240
N89-26259 * #
N89-26267 #
N89-26273 ° #
N89-26294 #
N89-26323 #
N89-26606 ° #
N89-26610 " #
N89-26623 " #
N89-26679 ° #
N89-26683 * #
N89-26807 #
N89-26809 #
N89-26810 " #
N89-26813 #
N89-26815 * #
N89-26817 #
N89-26818 #
N89-26819 #
N89-26820 #
N89-26821 #
N89-26822 #
N89-26823 #
N89-26824 * #
N89-26825 #
N89-26826 * #
N89-26827 #
N89-26828 #
N89-26829 #
N89-26830 #
N89-26831 #
N89-26832 ° #
N89-26833 #
N89-26835 #
N89-26836
N89-26837
N89-26838 #
N89-26839 #
N89-26840 #
N89-26841 * #
N89-26842 * #
N89-26843 * #
N89-26844 * #
N89-26845
N89-26846 #
N89-26847
N89-26848
N89-26849
N89-26850
N89-26851 It
N89-26852
N89-26853
N89-26854 #
N89-26856 It
N89-26857
N89-26858
N89-26859 * #
N89-26860 * #
N89-26861 * #
N89-26862 #
N89-26863 #
N89-26864 #
N89-26865 * #
N89-26866 ° #
N89-26867 #
N89-26868 #
N89-26869 * #
N89-26870 #
N89-26871 #
N89-26872 #
N89-26937 #
N89-26962 #
N89-27005 It
N89-27032 #
N89-27047 #
N89-27116 * #
N89-27117 * #
N89-27225 #
N89-27226 It
N89-27273 #
N89-27309 #
N89-27404 #
N89-27416 * #
N89-27464 #
697
707
707
707
707
) 707
) 708
) 708
) 708
) 708
)708
) 708
) 709
709
709
709
710
710
712
712
712
713
714
,719
719
3 744
745
745
) 745
) 805
745
745
745
746
746
746
746
746
746
749
749
749
751
751
752
764
765
765
) 765
765
) 765
) 765
) 766
) 766
)766
) 769
) 769
) 775
775
775
776
776
776
776
776
776
783
783
783
783
784
784
784
792
792
792
792
793
793
793
793
793
797
797
797
797
805
805
805
805
,806
,808
,808
_811
_811
812
N89-27465 ° # p 813
N89-27466 * # p 813
N89-27468 * # p 813
N89-27632 # p 719
N89-27633 # p 747
N89-27634 ° # p 747
N89-27635 # I 747
N89-27636 # _747
N89-27637 # _747
N89-27638 # _747
N89-27639 # _747
N89-27640 # _748
N89-27641 # ,748
N89-27642 # _749
N89-27643 It :_749
N89-27644 # :) 750
N89-27645 # ,752
N89-27646 # _ 752
N89-27647 ° # _ 766
N89-27648 * # 3 766
N89-27649 # _ 767
N89-27651 # ) 769
N89-27652 # 769
N89-27654 # 769
N89-27655 # 770
N89-27656 # 770
N89-27657 # 770
N89-27658 # 770
N89-27659 # 770
N89-27660 It 770
N89-27661 # 777
N89-27662 # 777
N89-27663 # 777
N89-27664 # 777
N89-27665 # 777
N89-27666 # 777
N89-27667 # 777
N89-27668 # 778
N89-27669 # ) 778
N89-27670 * It ) 778
N89-27672 * It ) 784
N89-27673 # ) 793
N89-27674 * # ) 794
N89-27675 # ) 794
N89-27676 # ) 794
N89-27677 # ) 794
N89-27678 It ) 794
N89-27679 # ) 795
N89-27834 # ) 798
N89-27859 # _798
N89-27907 * # _806
N89-27918 * # _806
N89-27953 tt _806
N89-27954 # _806
N89-27980 * # _806
N89-27992 # _807
N89-27995 * # =807
N89-28034 * # _807
N89-28035 " # ,807
N89-28178 * # =752
N89-28179 ° # _752
N89-28321 # _811
N89-28485 It _815
N89-28486 ° _821
N89-28487 # =821
N89-28488 It _821
N89-28489 # _821
N89-28490 # _821
N89-28492 # _822
N89-28493 * # _822
N89-28494 # _822
N89-28495 # =822
N89-28497 # ,822
N89-28498 * # _822
N89-28499 # =822
N89-28500 # _823
N89-28501 ,823
N89-28502 ,823
N89-28505 # =823
N89-28507 # _827
N89-28508 # ,827
N89-28509 # _831
N89-28511 It _834
N89-28513 # ,835
N89-28514 It _835
N89-28515 It _838
N89-28516 # _841
N89-28517 # 841
N89-28518 # ) 841
N89-28519 # ) 841
N89-28522 # _ 854
N89-28523 # ) 854
N89-28524 # 854
N89-28526 # 855
N89-28574 # ) 859
N89-28579 * # 859
N89-29804
N89-28588 # p 859
N89-28610 # p 859
N89-28643 # p 860
N89-28661 # p 860
N89-28754 # p 864
N89-28755 # p 864
N89-28765 # p 865
N89-28774 # p 865
N89-28800 # p 865
N89-28835 # p 865
N89-28839 # p 865
N89-28841 * # p 865
N89-28870 * # p 866
N89-28871 # p 866
N89-29032 " # p 876
N89-29152 * # D 876
N89°29154 * # _ 876
N89-29155 * # _ 876
N89-29156 :_877
N89-29158 # :_877
N89-29193 # _ 877
N89-29305 * # ) 823
N89-29306 # :_823
N89-29308 # :_823
N89-29310 # =,866
N89-29312 # 824
N89-29316 # 824
N89-29317 It 824
N89-29318 # 824
N89-29321 * # 824
N89-29323 * # 824
N89-29324 * # 825
N89-29325 # 825
N89-29326 ° # 825
N89-29328 " # 825
N89-29332 # 827
N89-29333 # 828
N89-29335 # 835
N89-29336 # 835
N89°29337 # ) 835
N89-29338 # ) 835
N89-29339 # ) 835
N89-29340 # ) 836
N89-29341 # ) 836
N89-29343 # ) 836
N89-29344 # ) 836
N89-29345 ) 836
N89-29347 # 1842
N89-29348 # ) 842
N89-29351 ° # ) 842
N89-29352 # ) 855
N89-29490 * # I 860
N89*29497 # I 860
N89-29698 # I 866
N89-29726 * # I 866
N89-29789 ° # u866
N89-29792 * # _866
N89-29793 * # I 866
N89-29794 * # _867
N89-29800 * # _867
N89-29804 ° # _867
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